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1.0 INTRODUCTION

* This final report covers work performed by JAYCOR under

contract to the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) over a

period of 29 months from 01/14/80 through 04/14/83. The

* original contract (JAYCOR Proposal 8351-11, March 1979) was

funded with a start date of 01/14/80 and subsequently

modified three times (JAYCOR Proposals 8206-29, January

1981; Proposal 8207-12, August 1981; and Proposal 8800-02,

April 1982). A no-cost extension of the contract was also

granted to extend the contract from 01/14/83 to 04/14/83.

S|

The work performed under this contract involved

research in the areas of diode physics, beam transport and

plasma erosion opening switches. The research was conducted

on-site at NRL by JAYCOR as part of NRL's Light-Ion Inertial

Confinement Fusion (ICF) program for the Department of

Energy (DOE) and NRL's Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) program
S

for Nuclear Weapons Effects Simulation (NWES). Results of

the JAYCOR effort in these programs significantly aided NRL

in successfully accomplishing its tasks. As with any

research project the goals and needs of the program often

shift during the performance period of the contract. This

is reflected here, for example, in that the oricinal

proposal contains no mention of plasma erosion opening
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switch work, yet it was a dominate part of the work at the

end of the performance period. Similarly, when the contract

began, beam transport was identified as a major part of the

work, but was not mentioned in the Statement of Work in the

last modification.

Here all aspects of the work performed under this

contract are reported. Because of the length of the

performance period of this contract, most of the work has

1 already been presented at scientific conferences or

documented in reports and published journal articles. For

this reason each area of research is only summarized to tie

the various reports, etc., together. Each such summary is

then followed by an extensive collection of reports where

all the technical details are included. There were three

major areas of research. Section 2 will deal with the diode

physics research area, Section 3 will deal with the

investigation of intense beam transport and, finally,

Section 4 will involve plasma erosion opening switch

research.

0

6
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2.0 DIODE PHYSICS

*The continuing development of diode physics

understanding has been the main thrust of the work under

this contract. The production and focusing of intense

* light-ion beams for ICF purposes and the generation of

intense e-beams for Bremsstrahlung production are two of the

major goals of the program. over the course of this

contract many areas of diode physics have been investigated

both experimentally and theoretically. Ion production

efficiency has been studied in detail including scaling to

* high voltage and power. Focusing of high brightness beams

to small areas has also been investigated as well as

technicues to improve beam brightness. Methods for

* increasing the critical current which can be driven through

a pinched beam diode for a given anode-cathode gap hnave also

been studied in order to prevent premature gap closure. New

S. diode concepts have been tested including the equatorial

pinch-reflex diode (EPRD), the series diode, the

magnetically insulated splitter concept and the

* paravector-potential diode. Problems involving magnetically

insulated flow have been addressed on numerous occasions and

* *J.Shannon et al., 1983 IEEE International Conference on

Plasm~a Science, (San Diego, CA, 1983).
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finally new diagnostics have been developed. Results in

each of these areas is summarized here and technical details

can be found in the attached reports.

The pinch-reflex diode (PRD) is the mainstream diode

concept in the program. High ion production efficiency is

attained by pinched electron flow reflexing along the anode

surface allowing for enhanced ion emission.

Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes have provided a great deal of

insight into the operation of such a diode. Scaling laws

for the impedance and ion production efficiency have been

* derived analytically and verified by experiments and

numerical simulations using the PIC codes. The

two-dimensional electric and magnetic field profiles and

current flow patterns obtained from the code runs have

helped develop an understanding of how the diode operates

and more importantly how to improve or manipulate diode

operation.

For example, attempts at beam focusing using shaped

anodes and self-magnetic field focusing effects was greatly

* aided by information derived frcm the code results. This

led to the focusing of 0.5 TW deuteron beams produced on the

NRL Gamble II generator to current densities of 300
* kA/cm 2 . 'umerical simulations have also been used to study

small-area pinch-reflex diode operation in the 3-5 2 range

in order to guaide experiments on Gamble II at NRL. The
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results led to successful production of high-brighness

proton beams (.4 MA, 1MV) from 20 cm axial ?RD's at a

2 2.source power brighness of 2 10 TW/cm rad

Another important aspect of the reseach involved

demonstration that the PRD operation could be successfully

scaled to higher voltage and higher power. Experiments were

performed on the Aurora generator at Harry Diamond

Laboratory to investigate high voltage operation and on the

Pithon generator at Physics International to study high

power operation. On Aurora high impedance diodes (10-35 )

were used to generate > 50 kA ion beam at 4 5 MV with ion

production efficiencies of -20%. This agrees well with

numerical simulations and the theoretical scaling of Ii/Ie

~(,/2mi) (Y+I) R/D, however, in this small R/D, high

impedance diode, code results show that electron reflexing

is less important than in the large R/D, low impedance

diode. The R/D enhancement here is attributed to prolonged

electron lfetime in the diode gap due to complicated

electron trajectories as they drift across the diode gap.

Thus scaling to high impedance, high voltage operation was

successful.

Scaling to high power was achieved on Pithon. Ion

beams with currents of I Mk at 1.8 MV were extracted in a

* 130 kJ, 100 ns pulse with a peak power approaching 2 TW.

The ion production efficiency was -60% with a anode source
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2
current density an average of ~20 kA/cm • These results

agreed well with theoretical and numerical predictions.

2
Focusing to current densities of 130 kA/cm was also

achieved on Pithon.

Since high impedance (which here is meant to be ~4 )

operation is required for machines like PBFA-I at Sandia and

generally high impedance implied low ion produr on

efficiency for PRD's, attempts were made to find wa, -)f

improving I /Ie for 4 Q operation. The magnetic dam cor :t

uses a wire carrying a current in the gap behind the a Le

foil to relfect electrons entering this gap back into the AK

gap at a larger radius than they entered. This is

accomplished by having the wire current flow in the opposite

direction to the normal diode current flow. This technique,

however, as studied, increased both the electron and ion

current leaving I,/Ie essentially unchanged.

The use of a finite J, in the diode shank was also

studied numerically to see if Ii/Ie could be increased.

NTumerical simulations predict that the ratio of the

effective ion current to total diode current can be

• significantly increased by introducing a small but finite

azimuthal current into the tip of the cathode shank of a

high impedance (4 ) axial pinch-reflex diode. Such a

* current generates large tangential magnetic fields along the

electron-emitting cathode surfaces. These fields, in turn,
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impart finite angular momentum to the electrons as they are

injected into the anode-cathode gap. The resultant particle

self-fields alter electron trajectories in such a way as to

boost electron space charge near certain portions of the

ion-emitting anode surface. The net consequence is a

modification of the radial profile of ion emission which

enhances the net ion current transmitted through the

interior of the hollow cathode shank.

Introducing a conducting anode ring on the surface of

the anode was also investigated. The modification consists

of covering the anode foil with a conducting annulus which

has an inner diameter slightly smaller than the inner

diameter of the cathode. The annulus (typical±v Ta or Al)

is then compared with the electron range and is ..ot

electrically connnected to the machine inner conductor.

Experimental observations of diode operation for such a

configuration included (I) better symmetry of pinching and

more reliable centering, (2) significant increase In

impedance for a given anode-cathode gap, t3) higher

ion-production efficiency for a given imoedance and (4)

better late-time impedance behavior even for very small

anode-cathode gaps. Computer simulation codes indicate that

the suppression of ion emission in the region of the

metallic annulus in turn suppresses electron emission from

the cathode tip resulting in a diode behavior which is
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consistent with the experimental observations.

The radial or a barrel-shaped version of the axial ?RD,

which is called the equatorial pinch-reflex diode (EPRD),

also provides for improved ion production efficiency. This

diode easily coupled to PBFA-I and showed flat impedance

behavior and good power flow characteristics. The important

feature here, however, is that the impedance is controlled

by R/D where R is the diode radius and the ion production

I efficiency is controlled by H/D where H is the height of the

diode. Thus I /I e could be increased by simply raising H.

This is limited by the ability to effectively turn on the

larger anode area. Experimental and numerical code results

verified this scaling. Beam focusing with this diode is

also expected to be easier than with the axial PRAd, because

of uniform J. in the EPRD as opposed to Jl /r in the axial

PRD. The magnetic binding of the ion orbits in the AK gap

then is proportional to height in the EPRD and thus acts as'4
a lens whereas in the PRD magnetic binding is the same at

all radii and must be compensated for.

* For relativistic electron beam (REB) production a

technique was developed for exceeding the critical current

or effectively reducing the impedance of a pinched beam

* diode. Typically, the current drawn from REB diodes is

2 _ 1equal to the critical current, I (kA)=8.5 R/D(y -1P where R
C

and D are the cathode radius and the effective anode-cathode

Si
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gap and is the usual relativistic factor. Theoretical

studies indicate that I can be exceeded by almost a factor

of 2 by shaping of the anode structure and selectively

controlling ion emission. These predictions were tested

experimentally on the NRL Gamble II generator. A radial

electric field was introduced by extending the anode

0 coaxially with the cathode. The resulting

radial-gap-to-axial-gap ratio was then varied. In addition,

information was controlled by either using graphite-coated

0 metal surfaces to suppress ion production or, insulators

designed for easy flashover. Results indicated that the

impedance can indeed be controlled by these techniques in

0 agreement with the theoretical predictions. This allows the

diode gap to be set at a larger value to obtain the same

impedance without anode shaping thus helping to prevent

0 premature gap closure.

The ability to focus intense light-ion beams extracted

from PRD's has been studied both experimentally and

theoretically. Focus control with megampere-level ion beams

requires analysis of radially and time-dependent

self-magnetic field effects in the diode.e
Focus-compensating techniques include electrode shaping and

proper account of electrode plasma motion. This anode

plasma motion has been studied experimentally and

theoretically with a 1-D hydrocode and shows rapid expansion
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near the axis with peak velocities as high as 30 cm/;sec due

to pressure gradients and Jx3 forces. Attention ,nust also

be paid to uniform anode and cathode turn-on and subsequent

ion beamlet pinching in the vacuum gap between the anode and

cathode foils. Experimentally it was found that the source

brightness can be improved by minimizing this vacuum gap and

thus ion beamlet pinching predicted by theory. In

particular an ion-beam-divergence half angle A of 0.05

radians was achieved with a planar diode. This implies a

2 13 2 2
source-power brightness of P/. 16 10 W/cm rad . Focusing

of such bright beams is still being investigated.

Although closing the axial anode-cathode gap improves

beam brightness, it does not eliminate filamentation as

source of beam divergence. In addition, it forces reduction

of the diode impedance and leads to premature gap-closure.

In order to overcome these limitations a diode concept

incorporating both axial and radial electric fields was

-4 studied both experimentally and by computer simulation. The

new geometry incorporates anode shaping as in the REB

experiments. The anode is extended axially in the form of a

* cylinder so that it surrounds the cathode shank azimuthally

and allcws for a controllable radial anode-cathode gap. The

diode impedance is primarily determined by the emission, and

*Q subsequent pinching on axis of electrons off the extended

cathode shank. This allows for electron orbit mixing whichS"
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may mean less rippling of the E-field lines in the ion

production region of the diode. Such ripples have been

observed in computer simulations to have scale lengths of

the order of an electron Larmor radius for the case of

thin-walled hollow cathodes emitting axially. In addition,

since the axial gap is no longer as important for electron

0emission, the ion-current-neutralizing gas region inside the

cathode can be extended axially all the way to the cathode

tip thus further minimizing E-field rippling while at the

same time minimizing the axial in vacuo ion flow.

Experimentally, it was found that by suppressing ion

production from the radial structure one can avoid severe

ion beam filamentation in the azimuthal direction. In

particular, in focusing geometry significant improvement in

the beam divergence was observed, i.e., smaller aiming

errors when such an axial-radial geometry is employed. Good

impedance control was also experimentally achieved by

varying the radial anode-cathode gap.

By increasing the electron emission area the

possibility of cathode plasma filmentation by

* thermal-resistive instability is reduced. Electron current

flow drawn off a hollow cylindrical cathode in a

pinch-reflex ion diode is observed in general to have a

* filamentary structure. Such filamentation can lead to

nonuniform anode turn-on and ion emission. Consequently,
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ion beam brightness is degraded. In this context a purely

growing thermal-resisitive instability in the cathode plasma

was examined. The instability causes current filamentation

and grows on a time scale comparable to the electron-ion

energy equilibration time. Since the peak growth rate

scales with J0 , increasing the emitting area shculd reduce

the growth. Electron inelastic collisions have a

U! stabilizing influence on the instability.

L

Electromagnetic PIC code development has begun and

eventually will be very valuable in studying diode phenomena

such as electromagnetic instabilities in the diode flow.

Preliminary results for bi-polar flow in planar diodes

indicate that indeed the electron-ion flow is filamented and

may be an inherent source of ion beam divergence.

Other diode concepts which have been studied are the

para-vector-potential diode, the series diode and the

*magnetically insulated splitter. The para-vector-potential

diode is designed to allow for a very tight electron beam

pinch. Analytic theory numerical simulations and

experiments show that a combination of a bias current pinch

and an ion induced pinch allows efficient pinching of

electron beams generated in large aspect ratio diodes. In

the new diode geometry electrons flow radially inward along

* vector-potential field lines which lie close to the anode.

As these electrons do not touch the anode, there is no

S
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p plasma formation and consequent loss of energy to

accelerated ions. Entering a region close to the axis in

which an anode plasma does exist these electrons undergo an

ion induced pinch to still smaller radii. Since the bulk of

the flow occurs long vector-potential field lines, this new

diode is called the Paravector-potential diode.

The concept of a series REB diode has been investigated

in the past by researchers from several groups including

those from Physics International Co. and Maxwell

Laboratories, Inc. It involves driving two or more REB

diodes in series from a single source in order to proportion

the total available generator voltage between each diode.

This is particularly useful for producing a low energy

e-beam source. Recent experiments have shown that two REB

diodes could be successfully driven in series when the0

center floating electrode which must act as the anode for

one diode and the cathode for the other diode was

mechanically held rigid by a 1 -H inductor. The voltage ofS
the floating electrode was inferred from measurements of the

current flowing through the inductor. The 1.5 MV generator

voltage was divided approximately equally between the two 12
O

cm diameter hollow-cathode diodes when 300 kA flowed through

each diode. Similar electron beam induced damage was also

observed on each anode.

0
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IT Annular electron beams have been produced using a

magnetically insulated splitter concept. This

three-diinensional configuration was used on NRL's Gamble II

vacuum diode to convert the coaxial generator output to a

triaxial output. It in turn, drives a double-edged annular

cathode where ideally the electrons from the outer edge

pinch inward while electrons from the inner edge pinch

outward. The results was an annular electron beam whose

average diameter is determined both by the relative

inductances associated with the inner and outer anode return

current paths and by the relative impedances of the inner

and outer cathodes.

Experiments were performed at power levels of up to

1.5 TW and energies of 40-60 kJ. Typical voltages were

1-1.5 MV with currents of 0.6-1.2 MA. The typical 10 cm

diameter diode geometry was varied to determine impedance

behavior beam quality and beam shape. In addition to

controlling anode-cathode gap spacings, cathode annulus

width and return path inductances, ion production from the

anode was also controlled, by selectively using high and low
4

atomic weight materials, in an attempt to effect beam

positioning.

*J. Shannon et al., 1983 IEE International Conf. on Plasma

Science, (San Diego, CA, 1983).

. . . . .....4| • - | |1 " n - I "
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The low prepulse (< 10 kV) and fast risetine (< 20 ns)

of the Gamble Ii outut voltage pulse, generally produced

well behaved azimuthally symmetric beams although electron

beam filaments originating from the magnetic nulls between

the magnetically insulated posts could be observed.

Finally, two concentric tri-plate feeds producing annular

6 beams of 5 and 15 cm diameter were tested. The two beams

were smooth and well-behaved and, as expected, could be

controlled independently of each other. Such a technique

can eventually lead to the capability of producing

large-area, low impedance electron beams with very little

current loss to anode-produced ions.

The important issue which affects the design of pulsed

power devices in general is vacuum magnetic insulation. Two

particular cases that were studied in detail were electron

leakage power loss in a tri-plate transmission line and

steady state magnetically insulated charge flow in coaxial

geometry. In the first case numerical simulations were

conducted using a PIC code to model the steady-state

behavior of electron flow in an applied B radial diode and

in its adjacent tri-olate transmission line (TTL).

Particular attention was paid to the magnitude of the

electron current flowing from the cathode to the anode

surface in the TTL. The electron current flow was
e

restricted mainly to the transition region in the TTL into
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which there is "seepage" of the B field that is imposed in

the diode gap. This finding highlights the importance of

that region to diode designers.

In the second problem a vectorized FORTRAN computer

program was written to calculate steady-state electron and

ion fluxes as well as radial profiles of the magnetic and

u electric fields for specific practical radial diode and

magnetically insulated vacuum feed line parameters. The

numerical formulation is derived in part from the

theoretical treatment of the topic by K. D. Bergeron.

However, it differs from the treatment in several important

respects including: a correction in one of the key scaling

expressions a restructuring of the boundary conditions to

allow for specific parametric solutions and a more careful

consideration of the regions near the anode and cathode

surfaces and near the electron sheath boundary. In deriving

these results analytic approximations for the fields in

these "special" regions were developed. These approximate

solutions permitted numerical treatment of the singularities

there. Matching the approximations between the regions also

provided first-order guesses for the gross steady-state

6 operating characteristics.
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S Finally, as with any experimental research program

development of new diagnostics plays a vital role. Some of

the new diagnostics that have been developed include a

*' method for measuring beam profiles, and trajectories of

intense ion beams, a nuclear diagnostic technique for

measuring proton beams and an inductive voltage monitor.

*First a new diagnostic method of measuring beam profiles and

trajectories of intense ion beams as a function of time was

developed. The technique employs fast photograhy in

* conjunction with fast scintillators. Prior to detection,

the excessive intensity of the direct ion beam is reduced by

means of Rutherford scattering. A time resolution of a few

*nanoseconds and a spatial resoiution of a few millimeters

has been achieved. Using this technique focusing properties

of planar and spherical pinch reflex diodes have been

* investigated. A low energy electron beam precursor has been

detected. A simple model for its production was developed.

A 50-kJ proton beam consisting of 6 x 1016 protons with

energy -5 MeV was inferred from neutron measurements using

the 7Li(p,n) 7Be reaction from an intense multi-MeV ion bean

generated with a pinch-reflex diode configuration on the

Aurora generator. In addition, a carbon-ion component was

indicated by measurements of nuclear activation induced in

the aluminum cathode.
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Ion beam directed onto thick LiC1 targets produced

neutrons by the 7 Li(p,n) 7Be reaction which has a threshold

at 1.9 MeV. Cross sections and angular distributions for

this reaction are well known (1), and the resultant neutron

energies are appropriate for time-of-flight (TOF)

measurements. Intensities of 2 x 1012 neutrons/sr in the

direction of the ion beam were deduced from Rh-activation

counter measurements. Proton energies of -5 MeV were

determined from neutron TOF measurements for a 13.8-m flight

path in the forward direction. This energy was consistent

with the measured diode voltage. These results require a

beam intensity of 6 x 1016 protons. An average current of

70 kA was deduced for the duration of the voltage pulse.

The corresponding proton power was 0.4 TW.

An inductive voltage monitor was also developed to

provide an independent and more direct measurement of the

voltage across the diode. Previously the diode voltage was

inferred by correcting the capacitive voltmeter by LI for

the inductance between the voltmeter and the dicde. This

inductive correction is not always well known so that the

new inductive monitor can provide a good calibration.

This summary of the diode physics research performed

during the past 39 months highlights the important aspects

and advances of the program. Many of the details were

omitted for the sake of brevity but can be found in the

L
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following collection of reports.

61
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2.1 List of Reports on Diode Physics
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ELECTROCE PL.ASMA EVOLUTION IN A MULTITERAWAIT PINCH
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30 4eV ay be produced in these experimenzs by the
acceleration of multiply-ionized acoms from the poly- A series of experiments have been performed at the
ethylene anode foil. Cross sections reported ?qr :his
reaction(2) have oeen used to estimate that -10 " carbon 3-i TW level on the PIT.ON generator using a ?inch-
I.ons are required to account !or the obseryed activity Reflex ion diode :o investiaae electrode-plasma motion
If the carbon-ion energy is 20 XeV (i.e. C). If
the ion ner3y is :ess (&reater), then :he number of holographically. The pulsed-ruby laser-holograonic-
carbon ic.,s is larger Csmaller). intrferametry system 3roduCeS a sequence of four dual

Further experiments with improvements and refIne-
nencs of these lon diagnostits are planned, including exposure transmission holograms. Each of tne four.
neutron intensity measurements by delayed counting ol frames has an exposure time of 5 ns, with a separation
Mn-foil activations. Also. positive-poLarity operatlon
will allow direct ion current measurements with a variable from 10 ns to 100 ns. The density range
Rogowski loop. accessinle to thiS system for our geometry is i017

'Work supported iy :ne Defense Nuclear Aency, m 3 2 1 cm .Eectrode plas lution as
lashinqiun, D. C. C < ne < 10 aa evo

:JAYCOR, r.nc., ALexancria, VA a function of radius and tirme for plastic ancde foils
If. Liskien and A. Paulsen, Atomic Data a.,id Nucicar £'ll be presented.
4 ata Tables .3, 21- (1975).

2 . M. .denbauer-Jell., t. L. P eiss and C. E.
Anderson, Phys. R , 125, 606 (l962) A r i 6ork supported by the 'eferse Nuclear Agency.

Stephanakis et al. Bul. Am. Phys. Soc. Vol 24,

No. 3, (1979).I



UARTZ GAUGE AEASUREVENTS OF INTE:NSE PULSE lC"

CjRQE4T OEIISITIES :RCM A P?!NCH-RE-LEX D[CE

* THE PITHUN GENERATOR

J. Maenchen, R. . Cenuaro, V. 3ailley Pnch Refi x :, 3iode Performance at 3-5 Tr*,

_hysics International Comoany COOPERSTEIN, J. R. LLZR, SH'!K A. COLSTI:, D.

San Leandro, Califcrnia 94577 ,1OSHr, W. F. OLIPMLNT, 5. J. STEPJA!"IS, F. C. YOU.
Naval Research Liboratorv, ' ashingcon, D. C. and

0. Mosher . 3. GEIARIO and J. E. MAENCHEN, Physics Incernatio
*Naval Research Uboratory to. San Leandro, CA -- ?inch-Reflex diodes of 100 cm

area have recencly (1 ,2)roduced .7 M1A currents of 1.3
Washinoton, '.C. 20375 procons using the M.L GAM5LE 1I .evice at 1.5 74 and

I MA of 2 fV ,rocons and deuterons using the Physics
S. A. Goldstein International Co. .P!r.CN generator at 3 t,. Ongoing

Jaycor experiments on PTITON are being scaled to the 5 VW leve
At 3 TW, more han 1.00 kJ of ions were extract

Oei Mar, California 92014 from 12 cm-diameter planar anode foils with 50% power
0 and energy efficienc*. 3eam pulse durations of 100 ns

In the field of liqnt ion beam !CF, the shock wave were obtained ,ich anode-cathode gape 13 mm and anode-

* coupled from a beam intn a taroet is an essential harA- cathode transmission foil gaps .I cm. Curiing the ano
plane to a spherical section with a 12.7 cm radius of

,eter qovernino the implosion. Standard dlaqnostics cur.,ncure did not diminish the ion current. in both
" ca.ses, diode impedance was controlled :0 4- 0.05 ri by

used to quantify ion beams durinq the extraction, fccus- -ases t dio de gapn was controlvarying she anodie-cathode gap. This impedance control

inq, and transport Phases of an experiment provide pulse- with the observed sinall gaps indicates that programmed-
voltage waveforms for ion beam bunching during transpoi

width, voltace, total Current, and current density over and sophisticated focusing geometries can be employed,

selected areas, all of which can be combined via a hydro- Preliminary results of scaling the diode

dynamic code to derive the target stress. This paoer behavior co bjth hipher power (up to 5 TW) and smaller

discusses recent work to directly monitor the pressure cathode areas (25 c-) as well as preliminary focusing
results will be presented. Resulcs will be-compared

pulse produced in an aluminum tarcet loaded by an ion to theoretical predictions and re uients for pellet

* beam using an x-cut 4uartZ piezo-electric detection fq ton systems.

system. This stress pulse is unfolded with the 3id of !'.,,rk spiorted by the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency

the PISCES material response code to yield the iocal .!.."', I i., Aixandria, VA 22304

current density. Stress profile and inferred current 1. C-'~rstain, S. A. COldscein, D. 4asher, W. F.
.fli~it, F. L. Sandel, S. '. Stephanakis and F. C.

density data for Pinch Reflex diode operation at 5 T1 Young, Proc. Jin International Topical Conference

on the P1THON qenerator are presented, un Ilih fPower Electron and :on Beam Research and
, 'ic'l' oy, 3-6 July 1979, N'ovosibirsk.

The juartz iauges are laminate of an aluminum . ;t, hanakis, J, R. Boller, G. Cooperstein
S. ,. ;udstei, 0. 0. Hinshelwood, D. Masher,

beam absoroer and an x-cut quartz juard ring caune. W. , flLptltat, 1. C. Young, R. C. Genuario and

The diagnostic siqnal extracted is a direct measure of . 1" Hanchn, 31ul!. Am. Phys. Soc. Z4. 1031, 1979.

the shock transmitted from the aluminum into the cuartz.

9 The shock sionature nay be oredicted usina the known ion

voltage, current history and focusing qeometry to oro-

vide a detailed deposition profile boundary. The f-?e

;arameter used to match the experimental and srua't.n

wavefcrrns is the local ion beam current CeS!,' ?-2.

* of the calculations as well as comoarisjnr *o- s:rula- r

and experimental data for an Ion beam on the PITu1N

generator -ill te presented.

a

"dcrk sucoorted by the Cefense !Nuclear Agenc/.

1 PlISCES TM IDL-PhySiCs International Co. reoiscered

trademark.



_ _ _ __a Numerical Simulacion of !in Production from:he

Aurora Oiode*, A. T. DRUBOT, S-i, nce Anolic3tionn. ;:.,
McLean, VA 220,n R. J. PARWR and Sh. LZ A. ;ULZSTZIU,

4C ton Production from Small-Area ?inch. jAYCOR, Alexandria, VA 22304 paper will presen
Diodes* , S. J. ST SPHAN|AKIS, G. C0i P?!RT.I.N, D.. .OSHER, :he physical interpretation, bii.2e' on numerical ilntula-
1.4. F. OLIPRINIhT and F. C. YCLG, N. val Research tions, of the small-aspecc-rac:: o do us,:d i, C:,u

Laboratory, and SHYE A. GOLDSTE., JAYCOR , Inc. -- recent exoer.m.cs it 'e Auroia fc±1.nty.(I) Mot',iin6
Proton and deuteron beams are produced ,with greater Couhe .-ornuti uund in thu tluei uxeriji:tt- and atuii3

than 50' efficiency when ?Inch-Reflex diodes are driven a diode voltage char variu:s frcx 2 :o 5 M V, -he numeri-
by the mulctiCerawat: NRI. CA;MXLE 1! and Physics Inter- cal simulation predicts an ,-lec:ron current oe 22D x
national Co. PITHON generators.(I) in these experiments, and an ion current >60 kA, at 5 Xel', in good ruumenc
diodes with asnecc-racios of .5-20 operate a 1-2 ohm with the experimentally Qoserve± v.luus. T!-
impedance levels which are we1l-matcned to :he genera- efficiency obta ud in the smucua-lon oxceeis !)'oaLC
torn. Ion currents of about MA are extracced from Child-Langmuir by a -faccor of -7. The purpo u or :he
the 100 cm2 anode areas employed. -simulation was to invescigaco the details of ion :;ua

" Diodes operating at somewhat higher impedance electron flow and to identify the mechanisms rasporsljle

levels may be more appropriate for inertal-confinement- for the enhanced ion efficiency as a functiji of
fusion systems because of greater ease in focusing a voltage in this high impedance diode. The prolotigi

large number of ton beams to the pellet. In the Sandia electron lifetime in the anode-cathode gap, whivci is
larA system, ( 2 ) modular vacuum-trans- responsible for the high ion efficiency, may do due Co
Laboratories ?BEA magnetic(

2  
or electrostacic rerlexing, and/or "a electron

mission lines which transport energy at I 71, in each of magnetic
16, 4 0, 0 ns generators may be individually termin- Th. e
ated in ion diodes. :n order to minimize :he distance asb e electron flow in hto diod e. otcn Aurora

between the various diodes and the pellet, diodes has been simulated at several volcages Cc, obtain fiifr-

employed should not exceed about 6 cm in diameter. motion about the early field structure cc drcur. ,u

3eams extracted from such smaller diodes may also be how the anode plasma is generatad at the -
easier to focus into z-dlscharge transport channels(3 ) The possible mechanisms are heating of t,',u zuLl, : .-

over due to electric field scrungci, or I lashuvwr .
in order to obtain ion beam bunching. to embedded charge. 'he simulations lnd:jL. ch, .-

1ith these.considerations in mina, the C.A1BLZ 1. i a aiurence in he u; £?'n .

generator was used to drive 6 cm diameter ?inch-Reflex for pure e-ecron 1fow when the foil is ton- du:ii,

diodes at the 1 W level. The geonetry employed was f-92a 5 Mel , and when the foail is rc -Lcnii,

a faccor-oZ-two scale-down in diameter from diodes t-145 kA.
previously discussed. Electrode gaps were adjusced to To generalize these studies to other l'.ih

lower-aspect ratio (,\6) to provide diode operation In the impedance diodes, Z S ohms, we shall also o, ,,:in,
3-5 ohm range. :on-roduction performance is discussed he reults of diode confiuratons wih aspoct r to

for several diode configurations. Results are compared ranging from R/d-I, as on Aurora, to r/d-10. 23Z.tlu-
to experiments with larger-area diodes and to theoretical the ion efficiency and beam quality are tco important
predictions. aspects in considering high-Imsedance-ton-ciode sojurcas

for inertial confinement fusion applicaricna we atiall
*Work. supported by the Department of Energy also discuss methods for improving the efficiency of ion
" S a lproduction and maintaining high beam quality.
- Oct.ephanakis . .J. 1e9 ,. .m y ., -4, *Work performed at the Naval Research Laboratory and
( c 9partially supported by the Defense. Nuclear Agency aod

ZYonas, G. at &l, Proc. 3rd rncentacional Topical the Department of Energy.
Conference on 'i{gh ?ower £1,:ron and Ion Boom Re8oarch IR. A. Meer, . Cooperstein, A. T. Droboc, Shku A.
and" Technology 3-6 July 1979, Novosibirk. Goldstein, . Mosher, F. C. Young, S. .

3odenlD osher, 3. at oln, ibi. "lo 3 .a Ce,.:, .,3 .M~oshor, ). e_t . a.i, ibid. 0. A. Huttlin, K. C. Stewart, "Ion ,am .
Experiments on the Aurora Acaelerator", (5.e t

proceedings).



~4C3 Coo.~uter <..uiacions of a Maene:izlvy
4, uated Rgnt3 I ;c, 1. J . 3A1L: and Shy~e A.
G,.OSZZIN, jAYCOR, .Lcexandri3, YA and A. O'GBT
.3cience Apolizcatcn. :nc .,.McLean, VA.

rper;nent. .nestigacions . have been
performed on the *. of a radially con~igur2d diode as

an zim~h2.ys~'; .oricsource ot 14 gnt L1ons for
inertial confinen'2 fusion applications. This group
hag conducted computer simulations or a typical radial
geometry in order to atctempt explanations of the various
obseried phenomnena. :n articular, possible mechanisms

315 Eormnl uvoftePnched Beam Ion Diode* that affectr naanetic insulation of electron f-low and
FL. SANDEL, JAYCUR, :nC., Alexandria, VA 22304 -An change the Lin proouction efficienci 'nave been ex-

z ~ itudy of the pinched beam ionl amined. These questions hinge on the benavior of
Ilas buen replorted". This Included, among other electron f-low Into and within che radial gap. In this

: O~zs, thec mechanismjs of anode plasma formation and connection, the detailed structure of :he Imposed and
: ,a attect of anode zoaposizion on the Ion ytold, diode self-magnetic fields can critically modify the overall
i~pd~~bhv~,Inba erdcblt n operating characteristics of the devie

fccuz~illity Futemrcnrlfthdoe The numerical simulation code3 employed for
impecdnce :o establiall voltage ramping and beam bunching these studies is 2 -O (r,z) parcicle-tn-cell '?:C) and
was Jemonstratad. :n order to apply these devices as treats the procon and electron macroparticles in a
:. nt-ion ICF drivers the emitted ion beams and their fully relativistIc manner. Using a quasi-steady state
! enavior during subsequent propagation and focussing approach, the fields are taken as E -- 7o and 3 - 7xA.
must be understood in more detail. In particular, tc Poisson's equation yields o and AS respectively from
aotain good facussiig and efficIent Injection Into beam a and J9, while a3is found directly through radial
::ansport systems, a detailed .<nowledge of the magnetic integration of Ampere's Law over the mesh. This
structure of che beam, both radial and axial, is electrostatic and magnecostatic field solving is

*required. The fields change substantially as t.he beam accomplished over an irregularly bounded region through
Qnoiurgoes magnetic neutralIzatIon in gases or focuses the application-o! a capacitance matrix technique.
e,.taet ball~stizally or due to self magnetic fields. These simulation studies have focused on the
Also, tlia fiald structure necessarily depeandd on the coupling of electron flow from large radii in the

citiilnof ton yield at the anode plane. vacuum feed into the radial diode gap itself. This
would aeeR-Eio bean attractive mechani~s for en'hancing

Experiments have been conducted on the GAMBLE r electron space charge and thus ion emission in the gap.

Accelerator in which moderate (< 40 kA net current) ion The characteristi,;s of this electron !low were found to
0 b.3irn are extracted fromn hollow cathodes and allowed toa depend critcally 3%1 L'1 stru~cur of the lhigi azimuthal

)ru!,gaza in conducting "Irl-.t tubes. Situations studied and axial magnetic fields present in the feed and ii
1ncll.uo propagation In vacuum, through ion transmitting the gap. As a ceat case, a cathode shank radius of
fot-ls separatlng the liode and vacuum drift regions and 5. cm was chosen 4ith an anode collar inner radius of
through Lon transimltting foils separating the diode froi 5.5 cm (i.e. - a 0.3 cm radial gap). Thie gap length

a gs-~lld rlf i o. Tene urnti h was i.4 cm while :he vacuum feeds were taken as 1.-0 cm
?ropagatllng bean was measured with an axial array of wide and were modeled out to a radius of 10.0 cm. An
7.i;n speed Zcurrtnt sensors. Locally, the beam was insulating 3 z of 2 1 kG was imposed uniformly bec-'aeen
i ajapled with biased ion zollector probes. The effect of the radii of 5.0 and :1.5 cm and was forced to decay
axially movable return -urrent planes on the axial linearly to zero atR - 6.5 cm. For such a geometry
Jiitrioucion of net currant was acudied. Additionally, with a potential jifference of 2 XlV the vacuum feed
:: e r.;uai magne:t: strczuce of tne beam was scudieol electrons were nor se"en :o enter the gap. 7nscead, net

-,: ;n array of mAa4netcz orobes. In this way the electron currcna if about 2.5 MA were observed in
±e.ee of 'ocal beaa current neutralizat-'on and the the gap botn -or tne case with as well as for the case

olatrburio litbam :ecurn current was determined, without electron :ission in the vacuum feed.

Ixperiments are in pro~rass toa determine the spatial *Worx oerfor-e at e U. S. 4aval Research Laboratory
distribution of the ion yleld on the anode and the ion re t:

soeces resnt.?ror";in :eseares wll lsoand supported In .art by the U. S. Demartmtent of EZnergy.
spe~espreent ?rgrus I thse rea wil aso. D. J. Johinson, ?Iacenc Llghtc Ion Beam Production and
be reprted.Focusing Expuriments, .QS Plasmna ?hvsizs Division.

'yok prfomedattheh~vl RserchLabratryand Y,etinq, 12-15 Nov 1979, Boston,M.
-'-'r'. perormd atcheNava qeearc Laoratry2. R. J. Barter acnJ S. A. Goldstein, Finite B., ffects

supported by the Oepercnienc of .ner;Y. on Current Bolicscrpping in the Electron Reflexing

i. CofrneoPlsaSin, Diode, A29 ?Iasma Phvsics Divisfon. Meetiaq, 12-16 Niov
0 ~ L Sande!, Proc. I1J Cneene.o lsm cine 1979, Boston, MtA.

un4-, 99, onrl, and.3. Robert J. Barkcr, Shyke A. Goldstein, end Roswell

Lee, 2'j Dimensional Numerical Simulations of Current
Bootstrapping .I :At slectron :teflexing Diode, !Z27
!ntarnotilonal Cc;n",rence oa ?_Iasma Sciance, -A-6 Zune
:979, Montreal, Canada.



4179 ion-Olode Exerhmnts in Positive~ 0oarlty *

Cit400N. G. C0CPe.qSTE! i, S.A. G0L!DSTiEiN*, D. SHIiER Nlaval
Research Lzio., S.E. GRAY311L., G.A. HiJTTLIN. K. .

Oiamnd . andC.d. VtiDCEL, -dnaI3 'atlonal Lab.--7ho

experiments In conjunctlon aitn 01OL. Negative-polarlty
exper'inents

1l havebeen extended to positive polarity to

allow diagnosis af Ion~ C4Aa'e with a Rosowaki col). fort

currents ot up to 70 l.A have Dean measured at diode
voltages of 4 M4V for a. cural'ion of 150 ns (FWKM$). Thes.
results are consiSTent w.ith measurements of neutrons

produced by the 71.14p,n)75a reaction. The Ion Power of
0. 3 T10~ L- 1/4 of That Jaet Yrad to thne diod8 i n These

experiments. W~ith t"e use of plasma erosion Switches.

* ~Increased Ion product ion was measured for A--( gaps as

d small as 2 cm. !on-Oeam production was ooserveo To

4F15Kt ,, NSlE .hmanc~mt plnch-Rhtiex Ion s douole as tne A-K gap was reduced troii 5 to 2 cm.

S.J. i'rL~A~$ a 00. + tt 0.v--F nY~i R f 1d
Nav"1 al eaerst.ao mr who #nWorkc Supported by the 0efonse NuCiear*Agalcy.

W..OL'Pi.ANI , c!S xceooalg '104ne

io0 exhotetI~fCE Unforr- ~ iJAYrOR, Inc., A'exandria, 0/. 22-,4

operated below 0OUT 2 a 31. th 1 T '. lvSee abstracts !A5 rnru 3A8 in tEEE" inter. Coot. on

natef, he smadesigns experienCO factor$-Ot-twO

reucIy Tle *~ ~C .nen did are usTd for Plasma Science, maais,;, 'd, 198, p. !i.

oper1'l~'l cov 30.~ rpocr hesre ,n GambI I xet

Morints Involvinlg modified 5 0,) 6 -ClmA 1aMOT31r in atthe

,,,rOpriaTe for P8FA operaTIon. m tir at e 4F1 nth uoaIo id.

3604e Potentia and concentric with th AIe a tr 4I -iOW fcve. ffcts on te Arr n Ooe.

c.,h~O .,l was aded to ennance Thne rediiectc R.A. MEGEigt. A.. CRO&Tf, SMYK'iE A. ;Oi.D TE:wir, And

fel-hds at tl ctoeI. C,=puter simulation indicates FC Y12G, N4aval PAsarch Laortorv. --A high-Impedancea

t~ldATTn ct od tcaTion TO electron Trj actor tes ion-d~ode experiment is in progress on the Aurora

Thaet the resulting mo~ ~hS;oo~~ Increased ion genarator)1 Proton osams of up to 70 kcA net carent and

eminsl ~Ad rafanIn . Cojds perfOrt1afc Cnal'r- V < 5 MVhv een Senarated using sinai1-aspect-raTio,

odit Cahod andenhnceentazimuthally-tsgr'ierlic ion-diode 
cnt iguratlons. Scaling

jriltIcs Wih range Of 34~ C~ ~ean nacmn of he iun-Oeam-gararon attIciency with the spectr

ring-Ca~thda 9 ar& prosented2. ratio will be presentoid oocmoarad with theory., I

Vuarl'ations on the dioda geometry, such as the impositiofl

4%c s uhpep o of smnail magnetiootdd h .prIaO nrvc tfaeis or radial eiectric fields, oan

tjAY c.. Alexandria, 10A '-2304' result In Increased ion-generation efficiency. In

addition, non-planar fccusIng anodes may affect rhe IonJ-

beam density distribuflon. Preliminary results of

experiments with such diode variations will be compared,
to computer simulations.

*WorX supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency.
tjAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, 11A 22304
f5cience Applications, noC., -McLean VA 22102

IF.C. Youing, at al., Luu iostrac! 7his conference.

ram SpuotO~ 
2R.j. Barker and ShyK. A. Goldstein, see abstract rhis

6D 15 Prdctr Of tELD conference,

jjStnternational ro.. COCPERSTEIN.

-2 i~i.Si E ?(A4A.NS, e. It NG, naval Reserch
sb ItS"" Ir, S. GICLOSTEL -, 0. !iNCHELW O , ~a COr - E-

',.eralftal jvestgattr5 nt the product On and

3aVjistiC frCuS.',nq of proton and deuteron beams are pre-

Peid.A nched-Refle~x ion diode developed y th

,,aval Research Laboratory 1,NRL) on the Gamble ad2P ueia lual a **~1 Pji ,I

acelt.ofs, w'as l~atched -otSPTiNgnrtra Positive zllarit,.' A.T. * ;'T, ____

Physics Inelaifh Lnoiy TeP~I0 eeatr±c., .R.A. vEGER and SPYKE A. GOLDO TE!-;, ,

in e n t o a o p n . The o i d R e p rm n s a h A~ I a i t i

airinm ete Are u 5a '4 , pr.5 e ~ , ~ Result o f num erical aSinU tIO (CS rr p n I

per Oi-,alce and the study of the evolutionl Of the pS-The cases considered ara v.rfar~ons of rne ~~'-
U electode SufIC-111S.'dioda cantfigurat'ions run (I ;csitlive Polarity. 7'ei

1.4elctrdeSA~~'Include focusing geometry. ric~ai ,,iac-r'c ffdid etl.

comprossion, and partial Turn1 n ofat ) rij nod- olabla.

4or. sppotedby he alls* luceirAgecy-The rsults will De cararej to axnerlnenral data an4

Worksuportd b th Defnit4uc~itAgecy.contrasted with orevious !16raTIcai wcrK for negative

polarity.
1WorX supported by the Oefense NuCaor Aqgency and the
Oepar~ment of Energy as prt of t)a liavai RPesearch
Laboratory LIc3ATtion Boam irogram.



4F 12 Mansetic a Ltn Ax aI Oiodo.,
R.J. BARKZR and SKYK A. OOLflSTEZ.(, JAYC_.a.--High Lmpad-
ance axial diodes (5-25 1) arm under developaent as

light ion sources !or use with -. AURRA pulsed p.'War
generator. Thus far, the obgerltl ion production
efficinci s of th ese dev.ces hava !allan far short of

Stheir low impedance (l-Z a) pinch-reflex axial diode

predecessors. It has been suqgestad :,t the
duction of some degree of =.secic insulation of -he
electron !low in the axial .- K ap could result in a
significant increase in elect:on space ch.arge near -ha
anode enhancing tre net Ion emission. .This tacrunt:ia
has proven ex ramely succeesfu for producing high ion

e*ficin1ciae ,1C%) in the radial diodes tasted at
Sandia Laboratoriea. Thaoretical and numerical stUdieS
of the aaqneeically insulated radial diode have isolated

the key elements responeibe for It.s high efficlency.
Present studies ase focused on hoi: ea eleMents Can
be incorporated ito axial diode geome ie. Numer_.cal

simulations of possible configurations are being ;on-

dicted with the 2%-D quasistatic 01C=20 P:C code.

*WoCX s. pp rted by the Defene Nuclear Agency and the
Department of Energy as part of thw Naval .asasx&c

* Laboratory Light Ion Bem Program.

ZOb BEAM EXPERIMENTS OD TFE ATURORA GE.NE1At R

F. C. Young and R. A. Meger*

Naval Research Laboratory
O Washington, CC 20375

The operation of an ion diode on one arm of Aurora has been

recently studied experimentally and theoretically by the NR.L Light

Ion Beam Research Group in collaboration with Harry oiamnd Labora-

tories. Experiments at 1.2 7d (into an under-matched diode with the

* Marx-charging voltage reduced to 90 kV) have produced 40 XJ of 5 MeV

protons with- 30% efficiency. These e.periments represent an eff-ort

to scale results from the lower-impedance NRL G;V2IS E i7 and Phvsics

* International PITON mchines to higher-voltage and higher-impedance

diodes. Analysis of proton and carbon-ion beams by nuclear tec.hr.iques

will be described. Other experimental and theoretical results will

SsumMarized.

3AXYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304



1L1 Aurora Xodificatiins !or Positive Polarirtv !on

4ES Conutat' wal Studies of a Radial Pinch-Reflex Diode OoeraAion.* J, .. IOLLZP.. J. D. S1IPMAN, jr.T,
"i-Je.* _A:j. 3A anu SHYKE A. GOLDS,'N aa J. i. DURTON', G. COOI' .TI IN, R. A. MEC , Naval
- ~~ 'Tcnl Labor~torv -- The low isipecance axial pincn- Research Laboracarv an G. A. HUTrLI', A. G. STV.'.Tr,
* ',e ooae as _2jl as tne magnetically insulated
raaial diode nave .oth proven to be extremely efficient Narrv Diamond Laboratoies - One of the four arms of

for.intea light ion beans. Typically,- the Aurora generacor i. being modified to enhance its
sources usefulnesse lign suonr iets TheSEpically,3e rora
sevency to ninty :-rcent of the power paiing through usefulness in support of the R.L Lighton Bean Program
tress diodes is i.arted to the ion oeam. Computer while recaining the capabilicy of being returned Co iCs

simulations nave :een initiated on a new diode concept original configuraction for use as a bremsscrahlu-g-
.toich combines NRL's pinch-reflex phenomenon with a source. T1he goal of ,ha modification is to maximize the
radial geometry -:::vatible with.Sandia National peak electrical power chat could be extracted from one
Lacoratories' PBFA * pulsed power generator, 'n this arm of Aurora operating in positive polarity and
radial PRO, an arode foil forms a cylindrical band delivered to a 5-10 Ohm ion diode load. The present
completely surrouicing the ca ooe shank. Electrons configuration consists of a 22 C oil Insulated 3lumlein

* reflexing througn tne anode foil plasma enhance ion in series with a segmented insulator vacuum tube and a
emission there wnlie prolonging tneir own lifetimes 7 a long 47 2 vacuum coax with either an ion diode or
in the A-K gap. The equatorially focused Ion flow Is

then ballistically directed towards a target on the 35 1 bremsstrahlung load at its output. T1he main change

diode's central axis. These simulations are being Chat will be made co accomplish this goal is the removal

conducted with tne PREAS computer code, the follcw- of 5 meters of vacuum coax to allow the Ion diode to
on to NRL's DIOOE2D. operate near the tube. Preliminary power flow studies
"Worx supported by the Department of Energy using a transmission line code indicate thet this will

suApCOR e Inc., Alexandria, VA 2304 both improve the efficiency of power flow into the

relatively low impedance ion diode load and will produce
a voltage ramp for bunching. Also, it will alleviate
many of the electron emission problems associated with
the operation of the long magnecically insulated vacuum

* 4E6 !on Source 8rightness of Pinch Reflex Diodes.* coax in positive polarity. This shortened vacuum feed
. .. 5TUPANA4iS, SlIYKE A. GOL:STEI'T, P.r. OTTINGER', along with plasma erosion switches at the load will lower

0. OSliER, iaival lesedrcn Laboratorv - Experimental the peak inductive voltage across the tube insulator thus
results on t e "tRL %laale [1 generator Indicate that helping to reduce flashover problems in positive pclaricy.
intense lignt ion eams exiting pin h reflex diodesa
possess power brightness PS - P/<aG> approacning 1 0esistive and possibly capacitive grding of the maul-
watts/ =Z, where P is the ion power density and <4;> ator is also being studied. To facilitate monitoring

. the mean angle of Jivergence of the ions produced at a af ,oltages, currents and other diagnostics located
given point on the anode surface. Source brightness on the center conductor of the vacuum feed, a 40 H coil
llmitations are associated witn undulations of the will be installed in the oilust after the preulse
anooe olasma surfaca and filamentation of the elec- switch for the purpose of carrying the signal cables
troce plasmas 3niur tqe vacuum flow in the diode. In from the center conductor to the outer conductor. This
adltion, aeam foc.saoility is affected by lack of shunt inductance is calculated to reduce the peak power
brightness 4ue to :ime-dependent ,nagnetic bending of of the one aru by onlY 9%. Experimental results will
the ions In the diode. All these affects nave been 'o cal ults
stuoled experimentaliy 3nd theoretically. The results be presented and compared with power flow calculations
of this study will De presented. to analyze the effects of the modifications. Possible
0 additional modificacions for further increasing power

aorK suppo.rted by the Defense Nucl2sr Agency and the flow efficiency and reducing the maximum voltage stresses
;eoartnent of Energy on tne tube insulator will also be discussed.
I JA(C,^R, Inc., Alexandria, VA 223C4C ca*Work supported by the Du4ense Nuclear Agency

'SachvFreeman Associates, Inc., Bowie, XDl 20715
JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304
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1C2 Modified Aurora ica-Dioda Exoeriments* R. A. MEGER t , 1C9 Effects of Ccnducting Anode Rings on Pinch Reflex
F. C. YOUNG, A. R. ROwJ, . J. 3gpJ-., . 3. CONDON, Dio B~Vehvior.*, 5.J. $ PiX4AKlS, R.J. BAR1KER_,
G. CCOPERSTEIN, SHYKE A. GOLDSTEZNT, Naval Research S.A. COLDSTEINT, TI.F. OI (.'iPH, , Naval Research
Laboratory and R. BLXB't, C. A. }UTTLIN, K. G. KEu"RIS, Laboratory -- The :inch reflex diode consists of aD. A. 1ilTTAKE, Harr iamond Laboratories. hollow cathode anu i chin-dielectric, free-standing,

The production of intense light-ion beams on the foil-anode. The Qleccrons from the cathode impinge on
high impedance Aurora accelerator is being studied as a the anode foil and proceed to pinch predominantly

?otencial driver ior anc:ial confinement fusion. In the radially onto the diode axis after reflexing several
past, measurements of proton beams from various ion times through the anode foil. For this pinching process
diodes have been made aich :he accelerator operating in to occur, the presence of an anode plasma is required.

, boch negacive
1 

and :os.cive
2 

polarity. 3ased on the This plasma is provided by the surface-flashing and/or
* success of chess experiments, the transmission line of hearing of the anode foil. This plasma is also the

- e accelerator is being modifLed
3 o increase power source of incense beams of ions (usually protons) which

delivery to the ion diode In positive polari:y. can cacry a significant fraction of the total diode
Positive polarity experiments to date have produced current for large-aspecc-ratio diodes.

1

ion beams with net currents of A 70 'AA out of - 300 k We will report on a modification to the "standard"

* total diode current ac proton energies of a 2 MeV. The diode which generally improves its performance and

peak proton current has been shown to follow a simple increases its ion production efficiency for a given

reflex diode scaling of Z4
1

e - VMe (y-l)/2M R/Deff diode impedance. The modification consists of covering
where Me and M± are the electron and ion masses, y is the anode foil with a conducting annulus which has an
the ralacivistic factor for electrons, I is the cathode inner diameter slightly smaller than the inner
radius and Deff is the effective anode-cathode gap diameter of the cathode. The annulus (typically Ta or
allowing for plasma closure. Experiments have shown A1) is thin compared with the electron range and is
that diode operation is sensitive to the presence of a not electrically connected to the machine inner

prepulse. Plasma erosion switches and flashover pre- conductor. Experimencal observations of diode
pulse suppressors have been used :o divert the accaler- operacion for such a confi&uration Include:

acor prepulse from the ion diode and to sharpen the (1) Better symmetry of pinching and more reliable

risetime of the main voltage pulse at the diode. in centering,

this manner anode-cathode gaps as small as 2 cm have (2) Significant increase in impedance for a given
been used without gap closure during the 150 nsec anode-cathode gap,

(3) Higher ion-production efficiency for a givenvoltage pulse. impedance, and
In chispaper, th4 new ion-diode geometry witu. (4) etter lace-time impedance behavior even for

be described; the results of computer simulations ov
the diode operation based on this geometry will be Computer simulation codes indicate that the
Rhown; and preliminary experimental results with the=odiiedacceeraor ad -suppression of ion emission in the region of the
nodified accelerator and new diode geometry will be metallic annulus Ln tun suppresses electron emission
presented. . a ..

from the cathode tip resulting in a diode behavior
which is consistent with the experimentallwor. supported by the :efense Nuclear Agency observations. 3oth the experimental results and the

1$'YCOR, inc., Alexandria, VA 22204
Science Applicacions, :nc., McLean, VA ..02 simulation results will be presented and discussed.
.0 Meger, et acl, EEE Conference Record-Abstracts, Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the

.Madison, nisconsin, pn. 8. Departmenc of Energy
dsi JAYC0R, Alexandria, VA 22304

'F. C. Young, et al, Sull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, 899

2.980). Goldstein, S.A., G. Cooperstein, R. Lee, D. Mosher,
Se4 J. R. oler, et a!, these proceedings. and S.J. Scephanakis, Phys. Rev. Letters, 40(23),

4Shyke A. Coldstein ano A. Lee, P.L 35, 1,79 (1975). 1978.
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4A4 Anade Plas;-.- Exoansion in Pinchi-Reflex !3lode.* 4A:3 Focusing of '7n 3eams From High-Sriihtness
0. COLQME;iT and NI. .GLDTlI~ aval Research Pincn-P7ere~x-Dioca s. i. j. S~z-HAN 15, D. ;SHR F.
Laboratory, 'Washingron, OC 2037I--Anode plasma motion c UUNG, tayal Tese.,rch Laboratory., Washington, DC
is characterized exoerimental ly by several distinct 20375 and SIIYKE A. ;'LDST!!N, JAYC:JR, I~nc., Alexandria,
stages. In the first one, which lasts for about VA 22304--We have reported in the pasts triat the source
10 nsec for the diojie parameters in Ref. 1. no brightness of ion be-,.Is produced in pinch-reflex-diodes5 expansion velocity larger than I cm/4sec is observed, can be improved by minimizing the vacuum gap that the
In the second stage, the anode plasrna accelerates ions traverse between the anode and the cathoce. In
toward the cathode and velocities are of the order of particular, an ion-oeam-divergence half angle ss of

* 10 cnh/usec. In a third stage, the plasma is observed to 0.05 radians was achieved with a planar diode. This
reach velocities up to 320 cm/iisec and then to recede. implies a source-power brightness:

In this presentation, we rep' ort attempts at
simulating the tiehavior of this anode plasma. We; use a BP =p/<_-a>Z - 1013 W/cm,2rad2

10 slab MHO model in order to follow the time-
dependence of the anode plasma expansion and in A 5 cm dia. pinch-reflex diode with a spherical-
particular to study the effects of the pressure section anode (5.1-cm radius of curvature) and a

graien v. (xB]aceleatin. The electron and ion siial-curved cat-lode transmission fail has been
experimental current traces are used in the calculation used recently on the NRL Gamble It generator. For the
and thus make the model reasonably accurate for this electrical parameters of the experimient (- 400 kA
part. The major unknowns relate to the initial of - I Mell protons) and the diode geometry used,

* conditions of the anode material after flashover e.g. calculations of ion focusing predict (see figure)
its thickness, temperature, resistivity and chemical
compgosition of polyethylene which was the material used
in iet. 1. Attempts have been made to determine the
sensitivity of the calculation to these different no tunknowns. Changes in the equation of state seem to UniN
-influence in a significant way the anode plasma I ,"I
motion. In fact, the qualitative picture which has ,ohd gas
emerged from this study is that in the early stages. EW
the material vaporized from the anode is still maae up !g~

* mostly into vibrational states of the nolecules. Then ,
these heavy molecules are dissociated into lighter1
comoonents before turning into carbon and hydrogen -. _

atoms. When dissociation is almost complete, 0~4 5 6 7 8 9 1
ionization takes place. Curing these early phase 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a1
~ransitions, little energy is left for kinetic C
motion. This explains the experimental observation of
reduced anode plasma -lotion in the first stage. When2
the lasma 4s linally Formed of lighter components current densities exceding I MA,'cm2 at about 4 cm from
(4ons and electrons), muchi larger acceleration of the the anooe-foil 3aex. Experimentally, reasjremrents of
plasma takes place. This acceleration is due at first Ka x-rays fromn alutainun tarjets, gold-f,3il heati ng
to pressure gradient terms (this points out the viewed with x-ray diodes and a total-stooping Ion
importance of Xneoiing the pressure in the early stages) calorimeter are being ised to infer the ion current
and after some time to- the (JxS) term. Respective density. A description if the experiment 4ill )e
roles of these two termns will be presented. Other presented, arid the results of the investigations will
-recrianisms 14ke ragnetic diffujsion are also incl'ided in tie -eported.
the calcilaticii and ,tneir roles are also examined.

I orx su,:oorteo by Cepartment of Energy -

*4?resent addrass: .';YCOR, : nc., Alexandria, 'IA *'Work s-.ported iy -.. 1,,Fensa 'uclear cy and the

F.C. Young, G. Cooperstein, S.A. Goldstein, .. ea~eto
masher, S.J. Steph.,nakis, W.F. Oliphant, J.R. Boiler, -3. ;. steonana*,Is, et.._. l uil. 4,. P'iys. Sioc. 26
J. Yaencllen, ;?.D. cuen'ario, and 'K.N. Stringfield, t4RL 921 (1931).
Vemorandui Report -47Z5. 1982.



Plama lamnttio i PichRefex41 9 Theoretical Study Of xC-editiq the Critioall____12 _Cathoe _Plasma ______________in___________ Current in an _(z+ jide ,r7 A
Dids*P.r. OTTtUGER*', i1Cyr A. GOLOSTc [N*, and GLbcS(,.J EhAAI and G. COOESE

G7UItL RY**, Naval Research brao and M.. Naval Researcn Laboratory'...uinerical simujlations nvTRIPATHI, Unive Es'.yor :'Iarylid.j n~ ton of the been compleced -JS*-ng 4'LS kE 'AS con~tr :ulie .4 cicurrent flow in Oincti-rerlix aiodes is a Source Of snow that SisQae currents jearli :Nice tie criticaldivergence for the ion oeams extracted fro.m such current atio .in :i".ei t.e ! .0, 'wiodes. For !CF tppllcAt' ons One would like to prediction can De real2~ !n all iE3 . - -,iniinize beam divei-;ence in order to Ma~lize beam .3p:rit dnn .e 4fO rn:> :. e'
focusaollity. Since filanientea electron flow is attention to 'on emission s..rfacas. K r:n
observed even when Ion pro]duction is suporesSed, it Is has been Smoon previously f5r a oial dZjc .1:1suspected that -instable cuirrent flow in the cathode cathode r3jit~j V, jroe.cjOCe .< 1...J, j. arJo
plas.na is responsible for fllamentation. Possible c~tfl~de t;O nulf-wudtcu. 6. :ne .n-s~e:o :~rruatmechanismis for this 4nstaole hehavior have been ratio scaies 114d LIO IhS~eid Of tne 3/)i~ cj. ngstudied including the tnertllreSiStive and ionization typical ;,;r i piin ea iod 1oe. -l'ec~ron
Instabilities, 3th these instabilities result from OaCKSCatter Fromi :ne Solid jnocd suarface is ascurrent-oerturbatlon-ennarc-ement of the local introduced to test Its ef-'ect )n the jioae's zlerationconductivity which, in turn, Intensifies the current (see abstract of 4. Pereira. waA.oell Labs, !mc.'
perturbaticn. Results of these analyses will be Excerimencs on NRL'S ai 241(01 :-delj caS;.are %e!presented Anid '.3miared witn eltoerimental findings. witn triese orns~

'gork perfor-ned at the Naval Research Laboratory and Stananr i Suprtdo tL e~ sa 'cle ear;
the University of Maryland and supported by the -JAYCOR, Inc., Alexauiori4 A~ _;34
Department of Energy and the Defense :Iuclear Agency.

**JAYCOR, Inc.. Alexandria, 'fA 22204.

90 11 fon Energ Loss In Pinch-Reflex Gioaes.'
F.c. YOUNR 5- :':, anti SHr 'A.
4aval Research Laborator, .- The energy of Me'1 protons 41 a Series RES Dofde E.xoeriments.e J.R. SOLLER.or aeucerons fromt alicn-~rlex diodei Is 2,1)~-ik,-,V S.J. STEPA,1KT,,-7-. .~L~~f AU
lets than the ,measured it "Ie voltage. 1Th Is COOPERSTEM, 'lval ReseeronI aJboraloryv-The Cnetodicroacyis being Invest!.)ated using thie tfiie-of- a series liE3 dioae nas oeer nIsiae In the past
fligntt technioue with d-o ieutrons to make precision by researchers From Several groups including those!on-energy measurements. -hinl deuterated polyetrtylene from Physics International o0. ano 4axwell
(Co..) targets are used so that the duration of the Laboratories Inc. It invn .es driving two or more RE3neuCron signal is dominated Oy the duration of the diodes in series from a SImlile Source i.n 3rier toenergetic ion pulse. Se'ecti Ive C02 coating of the proportion the total availiole generator voitage
anode and judicious positioning of CC?, targets are between each diode. Recenr '!Aoeriments at N4RL naveused to evaluate different iecaisms-whicnI couli shown tnat two RES diodes : uld be successfully drivenaccount for the observed energy Iss. "iechanisils in series when the center 'boating electrode, which*inveStiqated Include-. 1resistive ioltalae lrob3 1.1 the must act AS the Anode For (C diode and the cathodeanode plasma, 2)multiole criarge-etcliange reactions in for the Other Giade, 4aS iiethnicially held rigid bythe anode plasaia Sheath, and 3)inluctive or return- a 16 iInductor. The VOltage of the floating
current effects in the anode struture. The results electrode was inferred frz-., measurements of theof measurements to ecialuate Such inergy-loss current flowing througn tme inductor. "me 1. Wmechanisms will be discussed. generator voltage waS dividej approximately equallybetween the two I c,1 diameter 1oi ow..Cattnooe Vides:Work supported tby the U.S. ODE and the U.S. DNA. when 300 kA flowed througn each aooe. SimilIar~JYDInc.. V lxnra A 2231 electron beam Induced dama;e was also oservea on each. r. Young, et.alI. , NRL Memorancum Report 10. 4322, anode.

1980:Q and . C. Young, et.3l., Stll. Am. Phys. Sa. Work Suported y the Defense 'ftclear AgencyZ5, 920 19l). .*JAYC3R, Inc.. Alexandria. VA 20204

4 to Exioeriniental Study of SAceelng the Critical
* Current *nin RE3 3iodeai . S:MNAKS iY.i

G 4.D. 3:N*. J.A. BOLLER, AND G.
COOPERSTE's. 4aval Resedrcni Laooratory__Typical'y, nhe
current drzwn fro-ii iL3 Ooes, is equal to the critical
current Ie)BS /Dy- i where A and 3 are the
cathode radius and the effective anode-catmode gap
and y is tnleasual relativistic factor. Pecent
theoretical studies (see 3ossract by I.J. 2ar~er,
et.al.) indicate that (c can tie exceeded by al'iost a

* factor of 2 3y shaoing of anode Structure and
selectively controllinig ion emnission. Ths
predictions were tested exper,,mentally on tne IIRL
Gamble 11 generator. A radial electric field was
Introduced Oy extending the anode :3axially .iitn the
cathode. The resulting radial .gai-to-axial -.ao rat,,o
was then varied. In addition, ion formation was
Controlled by either using grapnite-coatea metil
Surfaces to Suppress Ion produictiin or, insulators

* designed for easy flashover. Results oa ate indicate
that the Iiv~edance can indeed oe controlled oy Such
techniques in agreement with the tneoretical
predictions. The Implications Of these results for

both R adIon research will tie discussed.
,Wr par tea by the Defense 'ticlear Agency

-.JAYCOR, Inc., Aleliandria, VA 20304



Comparison of Diode Voltage and Ion Enerr ' for 

an Intense Pulsed Ion-Beam Diode,* F.C. Young, .. J.

Ztephanakis, J.R. Boller and Shyke A. Goldstein, + Uaval

Research Laboratory, Washing-ton, DC 20375 -- A

comparison is made of the voltage applied to an intense

pulsed ion-beam diode and the energy of deuterons

oitted from the diode. Previous experiments have

indicated that the energy of MeV protons or deuterons

from pinch-reflex diodes is less than the measured

diode voltage I and that the ions are created in the

diode region with this reduced energy.
2  We have

N measured the energy of deuterons from diodes operatinc

at peak voltages ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 MV. The

deuteron energy is determined by neutron time-of-flight

(TOF) using d-d neutrons. Deuterons from a CD02-coated

anode bombard a thin CD2 target located at the cathode

to produce neutrons which are detected at 00. Measured

I voltage and ion current traces are used to calculate

the neutron TO? trace. The deuteron energy is

determined by adjusting the magnitude of the voltage so

that tho calculated TOP trace agrees temporally with

the imea,'ured trace. Corrections for distortion of the

'1V' LrA=: dud to lead shielding around the detector 3

Are necessary to fit the measured neutron trace. The
peak deuteron energy is determined to a precision of 5

to 10% for a flight path of 7.7 m. The diode voltage
is deduced from a capacitive voltmeter with an

inductive correction for the difference between the
voltmeter and diode locations. The deuteron energy is
observed to scale with the diode voltage but with a
value of only 75% of the diode voltage.

- iAn independent measurement of the voltage
between the anode and cathode was made with an

indactive voltage monitor. 4  The diode voltage deduced

from this monitor is less than the corrected voltage
from the capacitive voltmeter and is consistent with
the ion energy from neutron TOF. "=e discrepancy
between these ion energy and voltage measurements is

being investigated.

* Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the
Department of Energy.
J7AYCOR, Inc. Alexandria, VA 22312.

1 F.C. Young, S.J. Stephanakis, G. Cooperstein, D.

Mosher, F.L. Sandel, P.G. Blauner and S.A. Goldstein,
N.RL Memo Report 4322 (1980)1 and F.C. Young, D.

Mosher, S.J. Stephanakis, and S.A. Goldstein, Phys.

Rev. Lett. 49, 549 (1982).
2 F.C. Young, S.J. Stephanakis and S.A. Goldstein,

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 27, 1121 (1982).

3 R.J. Leeper and J. Chang, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.
~NS-29, 798 (1982).

J.R. Boller, S.J. Stephanakis and G. Cooperstein,

Bull. Am. Phys, Soc. 27, 991 (1982),



Ion Beams from Axial Pinch-Reflex Diodes wi.h
* Radial nlectric 7ieldstd S.J. Stethanakis, F.C..,ung,

Shyke A. Goldsteindi, R.J. Barker , and T.J. Re- kc )

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 -- In
the past we have reported that in order to produce
light ion beams of high brightness from pinch reflex
diodes, it is necessary to minimize the distance that
these ions traverse in vacuo under the influence of
their self-magnetic field. Although closing the axial
dnode-cathode gap improves beam brightness, it does not
eliminate filamentation as a source of beam
divergence. In addition, it forces reduction of the

*diode impedance and leads to premature gap-closure.

In order to overcome these limitations a diode
concept incorporating both axial and radial electric
fields is being studied both experimentally and by
computer simulation. The new geometry incorporates an

* anode which is extended axially in the form of a
cylinder so that it surrounds the cathode shank
azimuthally and allows for a controllable radial anode-
cathode gap. The diode impedance is primarily
determined by the emission, and subsequent pinching on
axis, of electrons off the extended cathode shank.

t This allows for electron orbit mixing which may mean
less rippling of the E-field lines in the !oi
production region of the diode. Such ripples have been
observed in computer simulations to have scale lengths
of the order of an electron Larmor radius for the case

* of thin-walled hollow cathodes emitting axially. in
addition, since the axial gap is no longer as important
for electron emission, t-he ion-current-neutralizing gas
region inside the cathode can be extended axially all
the way to the cathode tip thus further minimizing E-
field rippling while at the same time minimizing the
" axial in vacuo ion flow.

Experimentally, we have found that by suppressing
ion production from the radial structure we can avoid
severe ion beam filamentation in the azimuthal
direction. In particular, in focusing geometry we have

* observed significant i-.rovement in the beam
divergence, i.e., smaller aL-ring errors, when such an
axial-radial geometry is e=.loyed. We have also
experimentally achieved good impedance control by
varying the radial anode-cathode gap.

These experimental results as well as some
computer simulation results will be presented and
discussed.

t Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the
* Depart.ment of Energy

a)JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304
b)Present Addlress Mission Research Corp.,

Alexandria, VA 22312
c)NRL/NRC Cooperative Pzeearch Associate
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Annular Electron Beam Production on Gam!e 11

Using a Magnetically Insulated Splitter,* W.F.
Oliphant, R.J. Barker,* J.R. Boller, G. Cooperstein,
Shyke A. Goldstein,*** and S.J. Stephanakis, laval
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 -- Annular

* e lectron beams have been produced on the NRL Gamble .
generator using a magnetically insulated splitter
;oncept. This three-dimensional configuration is used
on the Gamble I: vacuum diode to convert the coaxial

generator output to a triaxia! output. It, in turn,
drives a double-edged annular cathode where ideally the

electrons from the outer edge pinch ihiard while
electrons from the inner edge pinch outward. The
result is an annular electron beam whose average

UI diameter is determined both by the relative inductances
associated with the inner and outer anode return
current paths and by the relative impedances of the
inner and outer cathodes.

Experiments were performed at power levels of
up to 1.5 TW and energies of 40-60 kJ. Typical

voltages were 1-1.5 IMV with currents of 0.6-1.2 MA,
The typical 10 cm diameter diode geometry was

varied to determine impedance behavior, beam quality
and beam shape. In addition to controlling anode-
cathode gap spacings, cathode annulus width and return
path inductances, ion production from the anode was
also controlled, by selectively using high and low
atomic weight materials, in an attempt to effect beam
positioning.

The low prepulse (< 10 kV) and fast risetime
(< 20 ns) of the Gamble 11 output voltage pulse,

generally produced well behaved azimuthally symmetic
beams although electron beam filaments originating from
:he magnetic nulls between the magnetically insulated
posts could be observed.

Finally, two concentric triplate feeds

producing annular beams of 5 and 15 cm diameter were
tested. The two beams were smoot-h and well-behaved
and, as expected, could be controlled independently of
each other. Such a technique can eventually lead to
t-ne capability of producing large-area, low i=edance
electron beams with very little current loss to anode-
produced ions.

* Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency,
Washington, DC 22305.

" resent Address: Mission Research Corp.,
Alexandria, VA 22312

**Jaycor, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304
1 j. Shannon et.al., Invited Paper, these Proceedings.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF INTENSE ELECTRON BE.M
GENERATION IN A HOLLOW CATHODE DIODE

Introduction

Several years ago at the Naval Research Laboratory,Cooperstein, et al.,

observed some interesting anode damage patterns during runs of the Gamble I
* 1

low-impedance diode. The experimental arrangement is depicted in Fig. 1.

A simple carbon hollow cathode opposed a flat plate porous graphite anode.

(Note that only the small D carbon witness plate location is of interest

6
here.) Large external magnetic field coils maintained the entire configura-

tion in a 30 kG solenoidal magnetic field. A number of discharges were run

in the 600 kV to 1 MV range. After a typical experiment, examination re-

vealed that a perfect circular groove had been cut into the anode surface.

The dimensions of the groove were such that the cathode could neatly fit into

it. Furthermore, upon closer examination there was an even finer pattern of

damage inside the groove. A radial cross-section had the shape of a straig'.-

sided "W". The groove was decidedly deeper at the edges than along the

center.

The close correspondence between the cathode radius and the damage

radius was attributed to the effect of the strong axial magnetic field. This

effect alone, however, could not explain the sheer magnitude of the damage.

Some 100 kA/cm2 of electron current density would have been required to

pulverize the anode material. Standard one-dimensional analysis cannot

explain the emission of such high current densities from the cathode.

Manuscript submitted June 16, 1980
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Nevertheless, their existence has been established. A possible explanation

is that electron emission is enhanced through a twc-dimensionaI intensifica-

tion of the electric field near the cathode face edccs.2,3 This enhanced

edge emission would also explain the "W" shape of the anode groove cross-

section. The computer simulations described below were conducted to test

this theory.

The Simulation Code

The computer code utilized in these studies is a modified version of the

DIODE2D code develcped at the Naval Research Laboratory during the mid-1970's

by one of the authors (R.E.L.). That original code performed numerous

accurate and eff .cient one- and two-dimensional electrostatic diode simula-

' 4,5
tions. These results encouraged the expansion of the program to allow the

full treatment of radial and axial self-magnetic fields as well as the inclu-

sion of an imposed axial magnetic field. As in the original code, great

emphasis was placed upon optLmizing the numerics of the new code for use on

NRL's vector machine, the Texas instrument Advanced Scientific Computer. The

coding work was completed by another of the authors (R.J.B.) in August of

1978. Since then, work to improve its efficiency has continued simultaneous

*to its application to a variety of problems of interest including the one

presented herein. The capabilities of the code and its limitations are out-

*. lined below.

The code is 2 dimensional, oarticle-in-cell (PIC). Inhomogeneities

are allowed in the radial (r) and axial (z) spatial dimensions. Complete

azimuthal symmetry is assumed. On the other hand, all three momentum ccm-

ponents (r, e, z) are retained. This retention of the theta momentum is a

prerequisite for the treatment of radial and axial magnetic fields in the

* simulation. The' articles" in this model are axially-centered rings of
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charge with all other degrees of freedom. In reality they are macroparticles

carrying many times an elementary charge but retaining the physical charge-

to-mass ratios of the protons and electrons which they represent. Area

weighting (i.e., linear interpolation) is used to couple these charges with

the electric and magnetic fields calculated over a fixed set of grid-points

in the region of interest. The fields thus interpolated to the particle

positions act on these charge-current rings by way of the relativistic

Lorentz force equation.

The fields are treated electrostatically and magnetostatically. In

this sense the code does not perform a true "simulation" since Maxwell's

equations are not observed. Rather the treatment is "quasistatic". Equilib-

rium solutions to various diode geometries are sought. The "timesteps"

which appear Ln the code are actually snapshots of the system while it seeks

to relax toward its steady-state operation. It is this steady state which

is of primary interest. In order to determine the electric field within the

diode region particle charge densities are distributed over a fixed grid and

the discrete Toisson's equation is solved. -he same technique is used to

determine the axial and radial components of the self-magnetic field from the

azimuthal current densities. In both cases the code permits irregular

conducting boundaries inside the computational region. The treatment of such

internal boundaries entails the use of a "capacitance matrix". 7 The internal

surfaces thus created are held at predetermined electric potential values

while magnetic flux from all but the imposed fields is excluded from them.

Direct radial integration of the axial current densities over the mesh yields

the azimuthal magnetic field via Ampere's Law. The outer radial boundary of

the diode region may be either conducting or free-space. The electrostatic

* potential, , is set constant along all conducting boundaries. Along radial



* free-space boundaries, is graded logarithmically and along axial ones,

linearly. For A, when a free-space outer radial boundary is chosen, the

external source-free cylindrical vector potential eigenvectors are matched

up with their internal, source-consistent counterparts there. The algoritlm

also permits the Lmposition of a temporally and spatially uniform axial

magnetic field. This feature was essential to the completion of this

particular study.

At the start of a typical computer run, the computational diode region

is a complete vacuum, devoid of particles. The electric potential is pre-set

along the entire boundary as well as along all internal conducting surfaces.

A fixed value is similarly set for the imposed axial magnetic field (B ).
!z

The emission of the ions is permitted anywhere along the conducting high

voltage boundary (anode) surface. Electrons are emitted along the front face

of the cathode surface. The value of the perpendicular electric field at a

given emission oint determines the total charge (i.e., number of particles)

that will be emitted there. At the beginning of a timestep, the electric

field at a surface specifies the net charge density on the surface via Gauss'

Law. The surface integral of this density over a cell width around a given

grid point yields the net charge which is emitted there for this timestep.

Prior to the actual particle-pushing the electric field is recalculated

taking into account the newly emitted charge.

The emitted particles are then pushed according to the relativistic

Lorentz force law using the area weighted electric and magnetic field values

* interpolated at the particle position from the four nearest grid points.

After the pushing in each timestep the charge and current density associated

with each particle is distributed over the four nearest gridpoints using the

* same linear interpolation scheme in reverse. This yields a complete array of

4
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values for the charge density, p, and the current density, J, over the compu-

tational mesh. Poisson solving these arrays yields € and A, from which vR

BR and B are calculated. The azimuthal component of B is obtained

through direct integration of J over the grid. Quantities of interest arez

then extracted and output via diagnostic subroutines. The code then cycles

* to the next timestep for particle emission.

Finally, it would be noted that the numerics of the particle pushing as

well as the potential solving has been completely "vectorized". Thus the

* momentum, position, and field components associated with the entire ensemble

of particles are treated as macro-vector quantities. Arithmetic operations

performed with them are accomplished in a completely vector-array format.

• This property of the code permits efficient running times on the most

advanced scientific computers. (Of course, the interpolation of p, , and

B values between particle positions and grid points requires random accessing

* of array points and this process cannot be vectorized.)

The Computer Experiment

Configuration Under Study

*The diode configuration modeled in this simulation was chosen specif-

ically for its significant distortion of the internal electric field. Auny

emission enhancement resulting from this distortion should be relatively easy

to see. Figure 2 provides a scale drawing of the actual geometry of the

diode modeled. The hollow-cathode projects into the computational region

from the left-hand boundary. A cylindrical anode cup completely surrounds it

radially and to the right. One-quarter centimeter separates the cathode face

from the anode disc plate while radial gap between these two coaxial elec-

trodes is one and one-quarter centimeters wide. The cathode itself measures

9 1.27 centimeters in outer radius with a wall thickness of 0.14 cm. It

5



projects 0.08 cm into the 2-D computational region. A conducting plug fills

the cathode interior to within 0.08 cm of the edge face and thus coincides

with the computaticnal region's inner left boundary. The upper half of the

region's left boundary is left "open" with the electrostatic potential

graded logarithmically with radius.

The vacuum diode equipotential surfaces are depicted in Fig. 3. Of

particular interest in this plot is the manner in which these surfaces are

compressed near the edges of the cathode face. This bunching gives rise to

the electric field enhancement at these points and to the resulting enhanced

electron emission there.

operational Parameters

For all of the runs discussed herein, the diode voltage is initialized

"- at 120 kV and climbs linearly over 50 timesteps to a steady state plateau

-12value of 600 kV. The timestep, At, itself is fixed at 1.6 x 10 second.

The tw-diMensional numerical mesh over which the paticles move measures

128 cells in the radial dimension and 64 cells in the axial. In addition, a

monolayer of "guard cells" completely surrounds the mesh to yield a total of

130 x 66 cells overall. All boundary surfaces run between neighboring rows

of gridpoints rather than along them. (Gridpoints are defined as the cell

centers.) The electrostatic potentials on these boundaries are held fixed

relative to the full diode potential at any given timestep throughout the

simulation. The cell widths (or gridpoint spacings) are 0.0195 and 0.00521

centimeters for .R and AZ, respectively. The front face of the cathode

4 emits electrons over six radial cells. This emission profile provided

adequate resolution for this experiment. Finally, a solenoidal magnetic

field is imposed and is assumed to have been on long enough to have

6
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completely penetrated the anode and the cathode before particle emission is

initiated.

For the first 300 timesteps of the simulation, only electron emission

was permitted. By that time, an electrons-only steady state had been

attained. The program diagnostics were then examined to determine which

regions of the anode surface were being bombarded by the largest electron

current densities. At timestep 301, ion emission was turned on over those

regions. (In the physical diode, these are the areas where the most heating
* 8

of the anode surface has occurred.) The computer sL-nulation then continues

until the net ion and electron currents equilibrate. The numerical data

presented in the next section are taken from this final timestep with the

device in its steady-state operation.

Results

in order to gauge the specific effect of a strong imposed solenoidal

magnetic field, B , on diode operation, the same diode was simulated withz
and without B =30 kG. In both cases the plateau voltage is set at 600 kV.

In Case 1, B is set equal to zero. The major phenomenum to be observed inz

14is case is the two-dimensional electric field enhanced emission of electrons.

The results are graphically presented in Fig. 4. After 300 timesteps of

electrons-only operation, the equilibrium orofiles of electron emission cur-
e

rent density at the cathode face and the electron impact current density at

the anode are plotted as shown. it is quite clear that the compressicn of

electrostatic equipotential liner at the cathode face edges (see Fig. 3) has

had its effect. Electron emission is up by a factor of about 2.5 at the

edges as compared to the center of the cathode face. A ceak electron current

density of over 78 kA/cm 2 is observed at the edge. The sharpness of this

profile degenerates markedly before hitting the anode face. Virtual all



* of the double-peaked definition is lost. The distribution is relativel> dif-
92

fuse with a maxLmum density of only about 24 kA/cm-. A net current of

37.6 k.A now flows through the diode. Since the critical current is about

82 kA, only very weak pinching can occur.

At timestep 301, ion emission begins on the anode face in the region

where the electrons have been arriving. The addition of protons into the

system has a substantial effect (see Fig. 5). At equilibrium, the total

current through the diode has jumped to 61.5 kA. The electron emission pro-

file has about the same shape but it now exceeds 90 kA/cm4 at the cathode

face edges. Similarly, the anode electron impact plot is still diffuse but

it now peaks at about 32 kA/cm Note also that the self-pinching of the

electron beam is more pronounced. The mean radius of the beam has decreased

by about one millimeter in its passage across the two and a half millimeter

gap.

For the diode simulation Case 2, a thirty kilogauss solenoidal magnetic

field, B , is imposed. The results of the runs are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7.z

As in the previous case, only electrons flow through the system during the

first 300 timesteps. Figure 6 reveals once again a double peaked emission

2
distribution at the cathode with a maximum value of about 96 kA/cm . The

truly dramatic change is found in the anode profile. The beam's radial

diffusion while crossing the gap has been sharply restricted by the imposed

Bz . The anode impact plot has about the same shape as the plot of the elec-
z

2
tron emission. 7t peaks at about 83 kA/cm 2 . In this steady state about

* 40 kA is flowing through the diode. The results become more marked after

ions are permitted into the system (see Fig. 7). Peak electron emission
02

rises to 108 kA/cm" while a maximum of 92 kA/cm 2 of electron current density

* is being deposited at the anode face. (Note that the total diode current is



59.2 kA in steady state. This is less than that recorded for the B = 0!" z

case for the simple reason that ion emission was artifically limited to fewer

S points on the anode face for this run.)

These results indicate the following: (a) Electron emission is

enhanced at the cathode face edges. (b) Protons flowing in the system sub-

*stantially increase net diode current figures. (c) A strong imposed B
z

significantly reduces the self-pinching of the electron beam as well as its

radial diffusion.

* Comparison of Results to Theory and Experiment

The computational results just presented gain significance only through

comparison with the predictions of theory as well as with the findings of

experiment. The first question is that of electron emission enhancemeat due

to two-dimensional electric field distortions. in a one-dimensional analysis,

in the absence of ions the Child-Langmuir emission law predicts that for an

• infinite flat plAte vacuum diode with gap separation, d (in centimeters),

and potential difference, V (in volts), electrons will be emitted uniformly

9 -
over its cathode surface with a current density of

JCL = 2.34 x 10
-6 V3 / 2 d

2

For the diode treated in this paper, V equals 600 kV while d is 0.25 centi-

z 2
meters. The formula thus yields JCL 17.4 kA/cm . This prediction comes

fairly close to the 20-24 kA/cm2 measured near the center of the cathode

face. One would physically expect those interior regions to most closely

resemble the one-dimensional model. At the edges, on the other hand, the

electron emission exceeds the one-dimensional JCL prediction by a factor of

4 to 5.

9



The introduction of protons into the system modifies the theoretical

predictions. This new condition is termed one-dimensional bL-polar flow.

The new electron emission current density, iBP' is approximated by

i- JB 1.86 JL
BP CL

Thus, it predicts about 32 kA/cm2 for the diode operating with ions and

electrons. This agrees quite well with the 32-42 kA/cm4 seer, in the simula-

tion for the inner cathode "ace emission. However, it is off by a faztor of

2.5 to 3 from the edge emission figures. The two-dimensional field enhance-

ment effects have to drastically change the physics there from the simple

1-D analysis.

The second major question concerns the effect of the 30 kilogauss

solenoidal magnetic field on the electron current densities impacting the

anode face. Experimental corroboration for the computational results pre-

sented herein was derived from the previously mentioned observations obtained

from a series of runs by the Gamble I device at NRL in the mid 1970's. These

empirical results were presented by Cooperstein to the 1976 meeting of the

Plasma Physics Division of the American Physical Society. Of those results,

* one of particular interest here is shown in -ig. 8. Using a diode configura-

tion closely approximating that modeled in this computer simulation, a double

peaked damage pattern was observed on the anode face at very nearly the

radius of the hollow cathode after each discharge. Such damage could result

if the anode material was being pulverized by the electron beam. The pulver-

ization of carbon requires the deposition of 2 kcal/g. Assuming a mean

graphite density of 2.5 g/cc this translates to 5 kcal/cc. The electron beam

in the computer simulation was delivering a peak power of 54 J/cm2_-sec over

2

an area of roughly 1.1 cm . Thus the experimentally obseried damage could

10
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be obtained to a depth of about one millimeter if the simulated beam were

maintained for approximately forty nanoseconds. According to Fig. 3, the

experimental voltage and current peaks were 1 MV and 200 kA, respectively.

Comparing this to the 600 kV and 60 kA of the simulation would indicate :hat

the experimental diode could have achieved the observed damage in twenty

*D nanoseconds or less.

In short, the correlation between experiment and simuation is very

good. The tmpirical results can now be better understood as a consequence

* of the combined effects of two-dimensional electric field electron emission

enhancement as well as of the electron path stiffening caused by the strong

axial magnetic field.
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VECTOR.POTENTIAL FLOW IN RELATIVISTIC BEAM DIODES

* I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORY

Pinched electron flows in diodes have been used as a means of

concentrating relativistic electron beam kinetic energy onto small

areas. Inertial confinement fusion with relativistic electron beams

has been a prime motivation for experimental and theoretical efforts

directed at maximizing the electron power concentration. During recent

* studies it was found that hollow cathodes generate a collapsing hollow

ring1 that pinches because of an ion induced pinch.2 '3 Prior to these

discoveries, it was speculated that the electron flow pinches in

vacuum 4 due to the self-magnetic field generated by the electron flow

6
current when it exceeded a critical current for pinching. It has been

shown that the relativistic effects 7 of unneutralized electron flows

* under self-magnetic fields do not generate a tightly pinched electron

flow, but rather a weakly pinched one. The reason for this is that

-ISELF SELF (1)

* and electrons do not Ex B drift under such conditions. The models4 '5

for vacuum pinching, however, can be made self-consistent by adding

a mysterious current flowing on the diode axis. This current adds to

0. the total magnetic field reversing inequality (1). The resulting

electron flow is described by a force-free flow which has been coined*'5

Para-Potential Flow (PPF). One may then summarize the ion induced

pinch and the PPF described above for generating pinched electron flow

as two ways of reversing inequality (1). The ion induced pinch intro-

duces ions that reduce the electric field while the PPF scheme

• Manuscript submitted May 21, 1980
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introduces a bias current that increases the magnetic field. The latter

shall be called a bias current pinch since the PPF is only one of a

family of electron flows that E xB drift towards the diode axis.

F .There is a definite advantage of bias current pinches over ion

induced pinches for low impedance (4 1 ) generators. The ion current

2,8
that flows in low impedance pinched beam diodes restricts the

I-*electron power to a finite level (- 10 12 W) and is thus an unacceptable

power drain for electron beam fusion (but is an interesting source of
[~ 9-

power for ion beam Historically, there were many Tttempts to

generate bias current pinches. These included the use of (1) tapered

10 .11hollow cathodes 0 , (2) a plasma column on the diode axis, (3) an

externally driven rod on the diode axis,
12 (4) two concentric cathodes 13

and recently (5) multiple cathodes.
14

Here, we report on a new technique that is a combination of a bias

current pinch and an ion induced pinch (Figure 1). This technique

allows one either to minimize the ion current or to concentrate it near

the axis. In addition, electron injection into the diode is radial

rather than the axial emission of electrons from cathodes used to date.

.4 The radial injection was attemped as a smooth transition for electrons

from the cathode to the equipotential surfaces (see the electron

trajectories *,,own in Figue 1). Since electrons must cross equi-

potentials starting from the cathode (where the potential 0 0) on

their way to motion along the equipotential surfaces near the anode,

they cannot be characterized by a PPF theory. A more general theory

which is restricted only to cold electron flow 7 shows that the

2



mechanical momentum of the electron fluid is related to the magnetic
S

field by

7 -P (2)
0 C

Since B = Vx A, and A is free to be defined within the addition of any

7X, one may realize

P e - A (3)
c

by choosing 7X = 0. Thus the electron mechanical momentum vector lies

along the vector potential. Hence the name Paravector-ootential (PVP)

diode.

0 The actual solutions of the electron flow for the geometry of

Figure 1 near the inner edge of the outer cathode and the anode edge

are rather complicated. The exact solutions at smaller radii will

depend on an analytic continuation of the flow pattern from the regions

of the corners into the smooth region of the flat anode. A family of

solutions which are exact solutions of the generalized equation7 is

given by a treatment similar to that of the reference.

The solutions are based on the existence of a region of zero

electric field ((a) in Figure 1), an electron sheath of thickness d

(region (b)), and a vacuum region of thickness d2 (region (c)). The

magnetic field in region (a) is derived from the bias current of the

center cathode, and ions flowing to it from the anode. Electrons

from the outer cathode flow without being lost on the anode at radii

3



between the two cathodes. Using the forms of the electric and magnetic
7

fields of the electron flow as derived by Goldstein, et al., the

thickness of the electron flow di, and the thickness of the flow-anode

vacuum gap. d2, are found as functions of radius.

d (4)

c- c

; m c3

eHere r is the radius, 10 - - 17 kA, I is the center current,
~~~evo o ec

S+ ,V the diode voltage, and the functions F and G are
e

given by

F (x) - n(x+ (x2  I (6)

G x 2 21)
C0) N x2-) -3 (7)

Over the range 2 x 3, F(x) and G(x) are approximately 0.8 and 0.25,

respectively.

It is important to note that for a given diode voltage, the gaps

are totally defined by the ratio - . The physical anode-cathode
cspacing in region (a) does not enter into the result.

Since d2 must be positive (or else the electrons will strike the

anode), Ic must be greater than L 1 . As d2 is the distance between

0
the flow and the anode, it provides a measure of the axial anode

perturbations that the diode can tolerate. For example, for diode

4
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* parameters of i MV, 1 MA, and - 2.4, the spacing d2 = (0.006)r while
C

d is a factor of 5 greater. Thus, at a radius of 4 cm, one can

tolerate anode imperfections on the order of 0.02 cm.

If only electron flow existed, then the space charge effect of the

flow from the outer cathode as it came opposite the inner cathode

would have decreased the electron flow from the inner cathode, thus

* decreasing the bias current, resulting in the loss of the electrons

on to the anode opposite the inner cathode. Taking into account that

an anode plasma is being produced opposite the inner cathode by the

electron beam heating of the anode surface, it is seen that ion flow

may provide space-charge neutralization negating the effect of the

radial electron flow and replacing the partially-suppressed electron

* current. The sum of the electron and ion currents in the center cathode

represents the needed bias current. The presence of the ion flow

allows an ion induced pinch to continue the pinching of the electron

* flow to radii smaller than the inner cathode. Numerical simulation 15'1 6

has shown that, in this region, the drifts of electrons (such as the

drift) are a prime cause for finite pinch radius. The use of

17
smaller hole cathodes is known to generate smaller pinches and was

also tried in the experiments reported here.

In the numerical simulation studies an extension of the r, z,

* semi-static, particle-in-cell code was used to find the self-

consistent, numerical solutions of electron and ion flows. In Figure 2,

the diode geometry and vacuum equipotentials are shown for diode

* parameters close to those used in the experiments. When self-consistent

I.5



particle flows are generated in this diode, the equipotential field

lines (Figure 3) are drastically altered and shifted toward the anode

in close agreement with analytic theory. The only constraint imposed

was that ions on the anode were generated only at radii smaller than

that of the inner cathode.

The basic concept of the PVP diode led to the design of a series

of diodes used in conjunction with the GAMBLE I and GAMBLE II

generators operated in positive polarity. The diode performance was

studied over wide variations of voltage and total-to-center current

ratio, I t/I . In agreement with thoery, it was found that given a

total to inner current ratio less than y0 , then the radially injected

*electrons will flow inward without striking the anode at large radii

providing there are no gaps or projections to perturb the equipotential

surfaces. If the needed bias current is not provided, then a self-

correcting phenomenon was observed in which excess radially injected

electrons are lost immediately to the anode edge. The rest then flow

in without striking the anode at large radii resulting in a current

of y I near the anode axis. The other predicted phenomenon
o c

observed was the interaction of the radial electron flow with the bias

flow. Instead of continually rising during the voltage pulse, the

bias current clamped at the value it had at the time the radial

flow started.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The PV? diode design has worked over the course of more than

80 shots. A scale drawing of the latest geometry is shown in Figure 4.

6
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The cathodes (shown solid) were made from brass and mounted on a

36 cm diameter, 2.5 cm thick aluminum insert (shown cross-hatched) that

fit the door of both of the GAMBLE relativistic beam generators, which

were operated in positive polarity. The door insert had a 4.4 cm

diameter hole on axis (originally 2.5 cm) and 1.0 cm slit 22.9 cm long

cut through it (originally 19.7 cm) for viewing a diameter of the

anode. The taper of the inner cathode was varied from 60 to 300 with

a variety of inner and outer diameters. The most recent inner cathode

was the 8.2/1.3 cm (O.D./I.C.), 120 tapered hollow cathode shown in

Figure 4. The outer cathode was a 22.9 cm I.D., 25.4 0.D. brass ring.

Shots using annular brass inserts to close the radial gap or tailor

the emmission surface have been taken. The anodes were originally

flat aluminum disks (Figure 5a) 20 cm in diameter which were held

onto the center conductor of GAZLE I or GAHIBLE Ii by 6 insulating

bolts at a large radius. On later shots, the anode diameter was

increased to close the radial gap. Spacers allowed the anodes to be

positioned so as to be in the plane of the outer cathode. Later, in an

attempt to reduce the edge damage, the outer edge was beveled at 450

(Figure 5b) to give the non-radially emitted electrons more distance

in which to turn. Only in the last series of shots was the outer edge

geometry changed to that shown in Figures 4 and 5c - the anode edge

being relatively sharp and the anode beveled at negative 45 °. In this

configuration, the axial electric field was reduced with the result

that most of the current flowed radially. The anode was a 20.3 cm

diameter, stainless steel outer structure (shown with fine hatching)
p.



which held an aluminum insert (shown with large hatching). The

space behind the insert was present to prevent shock damage to the

stainless holder and the hub of the generator. The stainless holder

was mounted with a single t" - 20 screw into the generator. The entire

anode surface was covered with either 2 im aluminized KLM'OL poly-

carbonate foil or 6 im aluminized mylar, aluminum side towards the

cathode. The covering provided the anode with a smooth, continuous

potential surface.

The main diagnostics were a diode voltage monitor, B loops

monitoring the current flowing from the center cathode and also from

the total cathode assembly, anode witness plate damage, and x-ray

production monitored by a time-integrated x-ray pinhole camera and

calibrated p-i-n diodes.

II. OBSERVATIONS

Series I - GAMBLE I shots #5828-5836

This series of shots used 20.0 cm diameter flat aluminum anodes

mounted with six bolts at a diameter of 18.4 cm. The bolts were

counterbored so as not to protrude out of the plane of the anode. An

insert into the outer cathode made the radial gap 5 mm (See Figure 5e).

The anode was varied from being inserted 0.5 mm into the plane of the

outer cathode to being withdrawn 0.5 mm from it. The inner cathode

was an 8.4/3.9 cm (O.D./I.D.), 60 tapered hollow cathode and the

anode-cathode gap was 5.2 mm at the inner diameter.

The voltage on these shots was low(9400 kV) and the bias current

criterion was not met. Only 100 kA out of the 235 kA total current

flowed in the center cathode which, according to the theory of PVP flow,

• 8
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could bring in 80 kA from the outer cathode leaving 55 kA to strike

the anode rim. Anode rims showed existence of radial flow through

their extensive damage. The inner edges of the screw holes showed

evidence that the beam had struck them on its way in lending support

for the existence of radial flow.

The other conclusion from this series of experiments is that the

2vary large area anode (314 cm ) could not turn on an anode plasma

during the 50 ns pulse time so that an ion induced pinch could not take

place. This is in agreement with the areal velocity on aluminum

(. 2 cm2/ns'100 kA) which brought the collapsing hollow ring from a

radius of 10 cm to a radius of 9 cm.

Series II - GAMBLE I Shots #5837 and 5845

For these shots, the same aluminum anodes were used as well as the

same inner cathode. However, the outer cathode had finger stock mounted

on its inner edge instead of an insert (Figure 5f). The inner cathode

provided the required bias current and was nearly equal to - I forYo t

almost the total pulse time. The anodes showed little edge damage and

had a rear-surface spall of 1.1 cm diameter on axis. The x-ray pinhole

photograph for shot #5845 shows a 7 mm (FWMI) pinch. Figure 6 shows

the front ( top) and back of the anode for shot #5845. Note the

slight damage at the inner edge of the screw holes. Figures 7 and 8

show the diode parameters for the same shot. It is significant to

note that the outer cathode did not turn on for 10-20 ns after the

start of the current pulse. When the outer cathode did turn on, the

inner cathode current was clamped at its then current value and



remained nearly equal to I for the rest of the pulse. The value
Y

at which the inner current clamped was a factor of two below its oper-

ating value when used without the outer cathode. This agrees with our

theoretical expectations of the effect of the radial electron flow on

the behavior of the inner cathode.

Series III - GAM4BLE I Shots #5847-5851

These shots were identical to the shots in Series II with the

U addition of a MR streak camera looking at the ions emitted from the

anode. The ions struck the silvered side of an optically-thin slab of

Pilot-B scintillator covering a diameter. The scintillator was viewed

with the streak camera. The streak camera photographs showed that there

were no ions emitted at large radii (compared to the outer radius of the

inner cathode) although there were some ions coming from just outside

the inner cathode.

Series IV GAMBLE I Shots #5861-5868

These shots had a 45 0 beveled outer cathode insert (Figure 5g)

and a 20.3 cm or 20.6 cm diameter, 45 0 beveled anode (Figure 5c). The

reduced radial gap meant that the voltage was again low and the

required bias current not supplied. This geometry' did not prove

* successful.

Series V - GABLE 11 Shots #1731-1735

SFor the first series of shots on the higher power GAhBLE II

generator, 20.6 cm diameter, 45 0beveled anodes (Figure 5c) and an

outer cathode with finger stock mounted on its inner edge (Figure Sf)

'tt

whereiaexdeO ion of the sho t as the radIias elcurrent sulowe .
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Nevertheless, shot #1735 appeared to be a relative success.

Figures 9 and 10 show the diode parameters for shot #1735. The

diode operated at 750 kV, 900 kA with a flat, 0.8 .2 impedance during the

plateau of the voltage pulse. Two things should be noticed: The

bias current required (350 A) to vacuum pinch all of the outer current

was never supplied, and there was no delay time between the start of the

inner and outer currents. Even so, 400 kA out of an outer current of

650 kA should have vacuum pinched.

Figure 11 shows the front (top) and back of the anode plate for

shot #1735. Although there was a great deal of damage to the anode

edge due to the 250 kA of excess current, most of the anode outside

of the inner cathode radius is relatively undamaged. Most of the

apparent damage seen in Figure 11 is aluminum melted by the pinch and

deposited on the anode surface. The x-ray pinhole photograph confirms

this as it shows relatively little x-rays coming from the region

between the anode edge and the inner cathode compared to x-rays from

the anode edge. This provides additional support for our theoretical

expectation that y 0 will pinch with the excess outer current

sloughing off to the anode edge.

Series VI - GAMBLE II Shots #1745-1748

These shots were identical to the last series except that the

outer cathode had no finger stock insert (Figure 5d) in order to open

the radial gap, and the inner cathode was a 2.5 cm I.D., 2.9 cm O.D.,

300 tapered, hollow cathode. The sharp-edged center cathode tended to

either not supply very much current, or to short out. However, for

0I



shot #1748, the biasing criteria was satisfied through the peak of the

voltage pulse (1 MV) but was not satisfied during the voltage fall.

Again, the x-ray photograph shows little radiation between the anode

edge and the inner cathode.

N Series VII - GAMBLE I shots #6431-6447

This last series of shots used the geometry shown in Figure 4, the

*design of which was based on considerations described earlier. The

electrical characteristics and x-ray photographs showed that this new

geometry almost always met the biasing criterion and that there were few

or no x-rays from the anode edge. Also, this diode operated with a

shot-to-shot reproducibility of 10% in current and voltage. Figures 12

and 13 are the averaged diode behavior for the five shots 6442-6446. As

was typical of the earlier successful GAMBLE I shots, there is a 10-20ns

time delay between the start of the total current and the start of the

outer current.

In order to study the ion current, the anode was modified by

drilling a 1.3 cm diameter hole on axis and mounting a 2 cm diameter

disk of 120 im polyethylene over the hole. The anode was recessed

slightly over the central 2 cm so that the polyethylene disk would not

protrude. The mylar anode covering was cut away to expose this disk.

The result of activation measurements on this system indicates that

ion current densities of approximately 4 kA/cm 2 flow in the 2.5 cm

diameter hole of the center cathode. These preliminary results will

be further investigated.

12
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I.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of analytic theory, numerical simulation results, and

experiments indicates that bias current pinching via paravector-

* potential flow may indeed be realized. Detailed geometries of diodes

specifically designed to allow a smooth transition from a PVP flow

at large radii to an ion induced pinch flow at small radii were studied.

With careful optimization, it may be possible to create very efficient

electron pinches from large aspect ratio diodes.

It has been shown that the PVP diode concept allows the multi-

plication of the total current of a single, tapered, hollow cathode by

a factor of y without changing the geometry of the hollow cathode.

In addition a fraction (1- I/yo) of this current may be electron current

• ,independent of the diode aspect ratio or impedance. This contrasts

with single, hollow cathodes which rely on ion induced pinching and

contain a smaller fraction of their total current in electron current.

The same diode may, however, operate with a bias current exceeding i-I
Y0 t

by allowing efficient ion production inside the center cathode. Pre-

liminary results are encouraging and will be investigated further.
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* Fig. 11.' Aluminum anode for shot zt1735.
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COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF MAGNETIC DAM EFFECTS
IN A HIGH IMPEDANCE DIODE

*I. INTRODUCTION

The NRL Light Ion Fusion Program has experimentally demonstrated high
efficiencies for the production of light ion beams using low impedance
diodes. On Gamble II in 1-2 ohm operation well over 70% of the diode power
is typically carried by the ions.1 ,2 Current and planned experiments call

* for the design and use of diodes on the high impedance pulsed power generators
of Harry Diamond Lab's AURORA and Sandia National Lab's PBFA II modules.
Since impedance matching is essential for efficient transfer of power from
the machine to the diode, these new diodes must be designed for 4-20 ohm
operation. Unfortunately, it has been experimentally determined that
efficiencies of only 20-50% can be obtained in this operating regime using

S' traditional axial diode configurations. 3 The development of techniques for
boosting these relatively low ion production efficiencies is today the
subject of intense research and speculation. This paper reports on the
results of one such theoretical effort. Although the specific diode design
which was simulated did not achieve the desired boost of ion efficiency, an
examination of its shortcomings clearly indicates both a cause as well as
possible solutions. These observations bear on high impedance axial diodes
in general and lend a new insight into their peculiarities which may
eventually assist in a design breakthrough.

Specifically, the diode geometry under consideration here would be
suitable for operation on AURORA. It is drawn to scale in Figure 1 with all

o significant dimensions given, as indicated, in centimeters. Although the
latest NRL/AURORA icn diode has an anode stalk almost 25 cm in radius, its
cathcde shank remains about 5 cm in radius. The differences caused by
modifications to the electric field beyond R = 7 cm are assumed to be
minor, since they do not directly effect electron motion in the active
anode-cathode(A-K) gap. The diode modeled was chosen for positive polarity

S operation. That is, the resultant ion beam would be traveling through the
cathode shank in a direction away from the generator and pulse-forming line.

*- The inner and outer radii of the vacuum feed line are 8.0 and 10.0 centimeters,
respectively. The anode is a simple hollow cylinder with a wall one-half
centimeter thick which is capped by two 4 mil. polyethylene foils separated

0 by a one-quarter centimeter vacuum gap. It is important that the electron
beam traveling through the cell behind the anode foil be charged and current
neutralized. It is widely believed that a gas fill at several torr pressure
could provide the assumed neutralization. A thin wire is located along the
anode's central axis and is electrically connected to it via the inner foil.
Current of arbitrary magnitude may be fed through this wire from an external

* source which is independent of the pulsed power generator. Such a current
of Iw amperes will create an azimuthal magnetic field behind the foil of

Manuscri pt submitted August 24, 1981.
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- magnitude 0 .2 1w gauss. If sufficiently strong, this Be can bend the
r

trajectories of electrons entering the anode gas cell near r = 0 in such a
way as to "reflect" them out of the anode foil again at a higher radius.
This effective barrier against axial electron flow is the essence of the
magnetic dam concept. It is seen as a Possible mechanism for increasing the
average lifetime of a typical electron in the anode-cathode (A-K) gap. This
should increase electron space charge for a given electron current, increasing
the net ion emission.

In the given diode, the A-K gap was chosen to be one centimeter to
allow approximately 6-8 ohm impedance at the fixed 4 megavolts applied.

E Finally, the hollow cathode has an outer radius of 5.0 cm. with 1.0 cm. shank
thickness. A 4 mil polyethylene 'oil is recessed 0.6 cm into the shank to
enclose a low-oressure gas fill similar to that of the anode and serving a
similar charge/current neutralization role for the emerging ion beam. This
cathode gas cell plays no part whatsoever in this simulation.

. The analysis of this diode begins in Section Ii with a theoretical
discussion of the "magnetic dam" principle. This will explain the motivation
for conducting the simulation. Section III will transition into the actual
numerics of the modeling, examining the details of the code that was employed.
Specific approximations and assumptions used in the model will be pointed out.
This report will conclude in the fourth section with a presentation of the

C simulation results complete with suggestions for follow-on work.

11. THECRY OF THE MAGNETIC "DAM"

The treatment of electron trajectories in an azimuthal magnetic field
and in the absence of an electric field may be derived from an analysis of

* ion orbits due to Goldstein and Ottinger.4 The particle orbits may be
determined from a simple conservation of energy principle. Consider an
electron traveling at velocity, V, impinging on the anode foil at some
angle, e, and entering the anode gas cell at radius, R., as shown in Figure 2.
in the gas cell, it is assumed to be acted upon only by the azimuthal magnetic
field there. its energy must therefore remain constant and

v2 -%
Y =(I- ) = constant,. (1)

where

V2 = Vr2 + v (2)

For an electron which has just crossed a cathode-anode gap with electric
potential difference, V, in megavolts, it may be further written that

y 1+ I + 0.511 "

From Figure 2,

Vz= v sine. (4)
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Combining Eqs. (1) , (3), and (4) yields

Vzo -Z c sin 6 Vil .1 (5)

0 Furthermore, Eqs. (2) and (4) give a direct expression for the time
dependence of the electron's radial velocity in the gas cell,

vr(t) _ sin-2 a - V2 t) . (6)
r Zoz

The force acting upon the electron is given by the relativistic Lorentz
Law to be

Y = _ e Vr x B 9 (r) = - Be(r) (7)

where mo is the electron rest mass. This equation may be rearranged and
integrated from the foil entry point (0,Ro,0) out to some point along the
electron's trajectory in the cell to yield

v z (t) - Vzo B 9 (r) dr (8)
Ro

As stated previously, the magnetic field in the gas cell generated by a
current, 1w , flowing through the axial wire is simply BS(r) = 0.2 Iw/r.

* Equation (8) may thus be rewritten as

vz = ,vZo Q - X (r) (9)

where

0.2 e I n (10)
O  Vzo"(O

with I w expressed in amperes and all other quantities in c.g.s. units.
* The orbit expression linking r explicitly to z is simply the ratio of the

respective velocity components given in Eqs. (6) and (9),

dr = v,- Vs7 ()(-(() (11)
dz lz  1 - X (r)

The integration of Eq. (11) yields the exact trajectory of an electron
traversing the gas-filled anode for specific values of e, V, Iw, and RO .

It is instructive to calculate sample orbits for various combinations
of parameters. In all cases, V is fixed at 4.0 megavolts in order to

• correspond to realistic AURORA ion diode operations. Useful choices
for I., can be estimated by a rather simple calculation. Consider a 4 MeV
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6 electron with an entrance angle of 900 beginning its gas cell trajectory
at a radius of 1.0 centimeter. Assume that it remains in a uniform
azimuthal magnetic field of magnitude equal to that found at the exact
center of its circular gyration in the actual gas cell. Therefore, for a
desired exit radius of 5.0 centimeters, the value of B9 (r) at r = 3.0 cm.
is taken as a constant over the entire electron trajectory. In order to
generate the field strength needed for a 2.0 centimeter relativistic
gyroradius, a wire current of 63.75 kiloamps is required. This reasoning
leads to the following selection of values for Tw to be tested: 65 kA,
130 kA, and 300 kA.

For the first set of sample orbits, an entrance angle of 9 900 is
chosen. This choice leads to an orbit equation given by

dr = 12)r r
dz l-X (r) (12)

The trajectories for R = 1.0 and R. = 2.0 cm. are plotted in Figure 3.
It can be seen that 1w = 65 kA generates too weak a field to reflect
electrons with R. greater than 1.0 cm. back into the A-K gap. The orbit
for Ro = 1.0 cm is marginal. On the other hand, 1w = 130 kA produces the
desired effect for less than 2.0 cm and te w  300 kA case is even
better.

In a realistic pinch reflex diode configuration such as that being
modeled, one expects to see a focused electron flow in which electrons
magnetically self-pinch to smaller radii as they cross the gap. It is
therefore imcortant to attempt a similar orbit calculation for non-normally
incident electrons. A reasonably straightforward, yet probably illustrative
example would be electrons entering the gas cell at 450. This choice of 9
reduces Equation (ll) to

ear - V~ (r (2~T-,< (r))_ (13)
dz l-x(r)

A new set of sample orbits is calculated and shown in Figure 4.

Comparison of the two sets of plots reveals imnediately that non-
perpendicular injection leads to electrons exiting the gas cell at
significantly lower radii. This is reasonable considering the longer
period of time a given electron spends in regions of relatively higher
magnetic field strength. Their orbits consequently experience greater
k_ nding. The overall effect for all but the 65 kA cases is the satisfactory
reflection of all electrons with Ro : 2.0 cm back into the anode-cathode gap
where they can enhance ion emission.

III. H =S-PTCAL SIMULATION

A. The Simulation Code

6Thecomputer code utilized in these studies is a 2-D version of the
2 -D DIODE2D D particle-in-cell (P.I.C.) code. Inhomogeneities are allowed
in the radial (r) and axial (z) spatial dimensions. Complete azimuthal
symmetry is assumed. In addition , the r- and z- momentum components are
retained. The "particles" in this mccel are arially-centered rings of charge.
in reality they are macroparticles carrying many times an elementary charge

6
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* but retaini.ng the physical charge-to-mass ratios of the protons and electrons
which they represent. Area weighting (i.e., linear interpolation) is used
to couple these charges with the electric and magnetic fields calculated
over a fixed set of crid-points in the region of interest. The fields thus
interpolated to the particle positions act on these charge-current rings by
way of the relativistic Lorentz force equation. The field treatment is

• electrostatic. In this sense the code does not perform a true "simulation"
since the time-dependent ecuations are not observed. Rather the treatment
is "quasistatic". Ecuillibrium solutions to various diode geometries are
sought. The "timesteps" which appear in the code are actually snapshots of
the system while it seeks to relax toward its steady-state configuration.
In order to determine the electric field within the diode region, particle
charge densities are distributed over a fixed grid and the discrete Poisson's
equation is solved.6 The code permits irregular conducting boundaries inside
the computational region. The treatment of such internal boundaries entails
the use of a "capacitance matrix". The internal surfaces thus created are
held at predetermined electric potential values. Direct radial integration
of the axial current densities over the mesh yields the azimuthal magnetic
field via Ampere's Law. The outer radial boundary of the diode region may
be either conducting or free-space. The electrostatic potential, Z , is
set constant along all conducting boundaries. Along radial free-space
boundaries, :p is graded logarithmically and along axial ones, linearly.

* At the start of a typical computer run, the computational diode reaion
is a complete vacuum devoid of particles. The electric potential is pre-set
along the entire boundary as well as along all internal conducting surfaces.
The emission of the ions is permitted anywhere along fixed regions of the
anode surface. Electrons are emitted along the entire cathode, including the
inner and outer shank surfaces. The value of the perpendicular electric

* field at a given emission point determines the total charge (i.e., number of
particles) that will be emitted there. At the beginning of a timestep, the
electric field at a surface specifies the net charge density on the surface
via Gauss' Law. The surface integral of this density over a cell width
around a given grid point yields the net charge which is emitted there for
that timestep. Prior to the actual particle-pushing the electric field is

*recalculated taking into account the newly emitted charge.

All particles are then pushed according to the relativistic Lorentz
force law using the area weighted electric and magnetic field values inter-
polated at the particle position from the four nearest grid points. After
pushing in each timestep a position chec? is performed on each particle to
determine if it is inside a conductor or outside the mesh boundaries. if so,
the particle is appropriately absorbed and so recorded. Cn the other hand
if it is an electron in an anode foil, then it is passed to a scattering sub-
:outine which employs a one-step Monte Carlo algorithm to calculate energy
loss and deflection. Upon completion of this sorting process, the charge

• and current density associated with each unabsorbed particle is distributed
over the four nearest grid points using the same linear interpolation scheme
in reverse. This yields a complete array of values for the charge de.isity,

, and the current density, J., over the computational mesh. Poisson sol-
ving these arrays yields from which E, and Ez are calculated. The azi-

muthal component of B is obtained through direct integration of J" over the

* grid. Quantities of interest are then extracted and output via diacnostic

9



subroutines. The code then cycles to the next timestep for particle
emission.

Finally, it should be noted that the numerics of the particle pushing as
well as the potential solving has been completely "vectorized". Thus, the
momentum, position, and field components associated with the entire ensem.ble
of particles are treated as macro-vector quantities. Arithmetic operations

performed with them are accomplished in a completely vector-array format.
This property of the code permits efficient running times on the most ad-
vance scientific computers. (Of course, the interpolation of P, J, E, and
B values between particle positions and grid points requires random accessing
of array points and this process cannot be vectorized.)

B. The Computational Exneriment

At the outset of this simulation, as with any other, great care was taken
to minimize -he numerical complexity/cost while preserving all aspects of the
essential physics to be treated in the problem. It was this desire to min-
imize expense that motivated the use of a 2-D version of DIODE2D rather than
its standard 2 -D form. (The standard version allows for solution of self
Br and Bz field components which are never generated here.) The second most
significant economization involved the minimization of the physical size of
the computational region. It was deemed uneconomical as well as physically
unimportant to fill the entire diode cavity with the numerical grid. As can
be seen from Figure 1, that would result in a mesh measuring about six centi-

rmeters axially by ten radially and would waste computational effort by
including space devoid of particles. Instead, the axial extent of the grid
was bounded by the plane of the cathode foil and by the inner anode foil.
Similarly, its radial limit was set as the inner radius of the anode cylinder.
The only obstacle to this reduction of grid extent was the free-space part
of the new, artificial boundary. DIODE2D's field solving algorithm requires
fixed potential values along all the boundaries. For the full diode with its
conducting walls this is, of course, no problem. Even the open segment of
the vacuum feed line entrance is trivial, since a simple logarithmic poten-
tial grading can be used there (assuming the presence of no particles there).
The setting of potential values along the new, ad hoc boundaries cannot be
accomolished intuitively. Instead, a two-step process is employed. First,
a capacitance matrix field-solve is carried out for the entire diode cavity
as pictured in Figure 5. It is assumed that no "sources" (i.e. charges or
currents) are present anywhere. Then the new "boundaries" are located as
indicated 'v the dotted lines, and the free-space potential values are noted.
Finally the new computational region is set up with those values imposed
along the appropriate edges. As long as no particles stray too "near" those
ends, C should remain fairly constant there. In any case, the bulk ion and
electron flow should be too "remote" to feel any pkripheral abnormalities.
The vacuum potential solution for the actual simulation grid is shown in
Figure 6. Note tbat the axial scaling is much finer than the radial in order

.to more fully appreciate the field profiles.

6The final computational grid is depicted in Figure 7. It is spanned by
66 data cells in the axial dimension and 77 radially. Poisson-solving is
accomplished on the interior 64 X 75 mesh, leaving a monolayer of "guard".
cells along the boundary. Simple Gaussian field emission of electrons is
permitted all along the heavy-lined surfaces of the cathode as shown in the

10
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Ofigure. The same is true for ion emission along the outer surface of the
anode foil. Note that no electron emission is allowed in either the region
around point (2,39) of the inner cathode shank surface or along the rear of
the outer shank. Electric field values are expected to be too imprecise
there. The timestep was fixed at 1.5xlO - 1 2 second for most of the runs pre-
sented although smaller timesteps were used near steady state to test the
stability of the equilibria. Another interesting point is the numerical
"thickness" of the outer anode foil. Although physically treated as 6.0 mil

- thick polyethelene by DIODE2D's electron scattering algorithm, this foil spans
three full cells spatially. This is an artifact to ensure that no electron
will be able to traverse the foil in a single timestep. Since no fields act
on particles inside the foil, this false thickness does not impact on the
physics of the simulation itself. Among the most important of the code
diagnostics are a complete record of time-averaged emission and absorption

profiles for each of the surfaces, sample particle position plots, and
electrostatic equipotential plots.

The numerical implementation of the physics of the magnetic dam involved
non-trivial manipulation and reorganization of the standard DIODE2D algo-
rithms. The region inside the gas cell, behind the inner anode foil was
designed to be completely free of all electric and magnetic fields except for
the azimuthal B-field due to the current-carrying wire along the axis. There-
fore, no solutions of Poisson's equation nor radial integrations of Ampere's
law were necessary there. Only Be = 0.2 Iw/r need be enforced. Thus, no ex-
tension of the field-solving and charge/current apportionment mesh was called
for. Instead, the standard electron-absorbing character of the rightmost

boundary was changed to complete transparency to electron flow. The particle
accounting routines in the simulation were charged, such that an electron
hitting that edge was not removed from the "active" particle list. Instead,
it was given a special "label" which told the particle pushing subroutine to

act on it only with a Be appropriate to its radial displacement, r, and to

the Iw chosen for the wire current.

IV. RESULTS

In the initial simulation runs, the diode voltage was set at four mega-
volts and electron emission was turned on all along those cathode surfaces
indicated in Figure 7. To limit the diode impedance, proton emission along

the anode foil was not permitted beyond a radius of 5.0 centimeters. The
early development of electron and ion flow patterns proceeded as illustrated
in 7igures 8a and 8b. In each plot of sample particle positions, note that

* the axial and radial dimension scales are not the same. Each frame measures
7.5 cm radially and just under two centimeters axially. The lower border
of each frame is the diode centerline. In looking at these pictures, bear in
mind that these are glimpses of a quasi-static simulation of particle flows

trying to relax into a steady state. They do not represent the actual evolu-

tion of the physical system. Only the final picture for each set of para-
meters may coincide with experimentally realizable diode operation. It is

* those final steady-state pictures which comprise the core of the simulation
results. One other thing to bear in mind is that in a physical diode, ion

emission is not generally initiated simultaneously with electron emission.
Rather, time integrated electron flow to the anode foil deposits either
sufficient amounts of energy over the impact regions to cause vaporization

14
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and ionization or sufficient amounts of charge to cause surface flashover and
ionization. In either case, the anode plasma thus formed acts as the source
for protons in the diode.

Keeping in mind that only the equilibrium state will be "correct" it is
* nevertheless instructive to follow the sequence of events in Figure 8. At

T = 200 At the newly emitted ions have bearly moved. The electron flow
governed by its strong self-fields takes the form of two distinct streams.
The numerical restriction of particle emission strictly to data cell centers
allow for streamline tracing in all but the turbulent regions. In this far-
from-steady condition, the electron current emitted is about 580 kiloamDs,

*while that collected is a mere 240 kA. Emitted ion current is erratic, but
appears to be around 150 kA. At T=400 At, the ions have advanced signifi-
cantly with those at lower radii making up the vanguard due to the electric
field enhanced by the focused electron charge near R = 0 at the anode.
Attracted by the previously unneutralized ion space charge, the electron
flow has unified into a single, neatly reflexing stream. (Note that in this
run, the inner anode foil which forms the rightmost boundary of each frame is
taken to be an electron-absorbing, solid conductor.) Notice that the regions
or densest electron space charge at lower radii correspond to the space
occupied by the advancing ion front. The net emitted and collected electron
currents are 600 and 300 kiloamps, respectively, while ion emission has risen
to about 350 kA. Turning to Figure 8b, T= 600 At reveals the ion front
racing along near its full velocity. It is just about to make contact with

*face of the cathode shank. Two important characteristics of the electron
flow deserve mention: 1) this flow is strongly pinched toward the center of
the anode without much apparent reflexing (very typical of high impedance
diodes), and 2) most of the electron space-charge is concentrated in regions

• containing ion charge. At this time (ie)e i.. = 600 kA, (le)coll = 300 kA,
and (Ii)emit = 230 kA. Finally, by T = 80 1 It, the near-equilibrium flow
has set in. Electrons completely fill the inner diode cavity. The strongly
pinched electron flow remains while the ion streams are fairly uniform. A
word of caution -- the sparsely dotted area in the ion picture is an artifact
of the non-random particle plotter; it does not translate to an actual absence

* of ions there. This configuration was allowed to continue for additional 200
timestep.. At that point (see Figure 9), the equillibrium currents were
le = 326 kA and 1i = 287 kA. This total current of 613 kiloamps translated
to an i'apedance of 6.5 2 which was too low for our desired operating regime.

In order to correct this, ion emission from the anode foil was "turned
off" opposite the cathode shank. This could be accomplished experimentally
by overlaying the anode foil with a metal foil there. Protons were then
only injected from R - 0 out to the last cell just below the shank inner
radius, R = 4.0 cm. The system evolved for another 1000 timesteps to the
flow pattern depicted in Figure 10. Very little change from the electron
flow of Figure 9 can be detected. At this stage, note that the inner anode
foil is still taken to be a solid, electron-absorbing surface. The new
quasi-static currents were Ie = 264 kA and I = 214 kA, yielding a net
impedance of 8.4 n for the diode. This was chosen as the reference steady-
state against which the magnetic dam results are to be compared.
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Retaining the same voltage, geometry and emission surfaces as those
used for the 8.4 Q reference case, the magnetic dam was then "turned on" by
sending 65 kA through its central wire. The new particle Positions for T-
2400 At are shown in Figure 11. There are two things immediately apparent:
first, the radial deflection of the electron flow due to the gas cell is un-
acceptably large as might have been predicted from Figures 3 and 4 and,
second, an improved particle position plotter is required in which the z -
range is extended into the "gas cell" so that the electrons there can be
plotted. To remedy the first problem, 1w was doubled to 130 kiloamps. :n
order to alleviate the second, the axial width of the plotting page was in-
creased from 64 AZ to 100 AZ 3.0 centimeters. Before moving on to this
new case, it was recorded that the quasi-static currents were = 309 kA
and 1i = 232.5 kA. A true steady-state had not been reached, out it was
decided not to invest additional funds to pursue such a non-promising run.

:n addition to the doubling of Iw, the double anode foil configuration
was eliminated for the remainder of the simulation runs. Referring back to
Figure 1, the inner foil to which the wire was originally attached has now
been completely removed. The quarter-centimeter vacuum gap is now treated
numerically the same as the rest of the gas cell with the wire now running
all the way to the outer anode foil. To accomplish this change in physical
set-up required only the shifting of the electron "flag" setting boundary
from Z = 64 A Z to Z = 56 1 Z ( See discussion at end of Section III). The

'I original double-foil configuration probably contributed little to the mag-
netic dam physics but only served the practical experimental purpose of re-
taining a solid 1w current path for use after vaporization of the outer,

proton-source anode foil.

As already stated, the first run using this new configuration was
carried out for the case of 1w = 130 kiloamperes. Snapshots of the equili-
brium electron and ion flows are shown in Figure 12. it appears that sign-
ificant electron flow still extends beyond the right boundary, 1.32 centi-
meters from the anode foil. Referring back to Figure 4, this should not be
surprising. Electron trajectories beginning at R = 2.0 c' at 450 extend al-

most 1.9 cm. into the gas cell. The even steeper angle injection suggested
by the cathede-to-anode electron streaming should easily account for even
wider ranging electrons at lower radii. One particularly disappointing as-
pect of the picture is the configuration of the electron charge density at
the anode. An enhanced electron cloud can clearly be seen behind the anode
foil, in the gas cell. Only a very thin electron layer appears in front
of the foil where it is needed to enhance the ion emission. This observation
is borne out in the ecuilibrium diode currents of Me = 330 kA and 1i= 244
kA. The ion current increase is modest over the 1w = 0 case. Muth more
significant, however, is the even greater increase in the electron current.
The net result has been a decrease in diode impedance of over one ohm while
the ion production efficiency has actually dropped slichtly. :his is a
crucial point which will be discussed later.

One obstacle that may be impeding the increase of ion efficiency
is the wide disparity between the strengths of the oppositely directed Be
fields on either side of the anode foil. These fields are proportional to
the respective axial currents which, inside R=5.0 cm, are -574 VA on the
left-hand side, and +130 kA on the right-hand side. Clearly, any electron
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reflected back into the A-K gap will be quickly turned back into the gas cell.
It "r" position will also be increased, resulting in a net outward radial
electron flow. Thus, judging from the orbits of Figure 3 and 4, a typical
electron might be bent back into the anode-cathode gap once below a radius
of four centimeters. There, it will see a reverse B9 approximately three
times as great as that in the dam gas cell. After a gap drift time relatively
short in comparison to that in the gas, the electron will be reflected back
through the foil into a B9 considerably weaker than that it had experienced
in its previous trek through the gas. Thus, this "relative dwell time"
problem snowballs with increasing radius as the gas B9 decreases, while the

* gap Bg increases. Reflected electrons spend progressively less a
fraction of their time in the gap and progressively more in the gas at
larger values of "r" where the larger electron gap dwell times would be felt
over larger ion emission areas. In an attempt to redress this imbalance,
a larger value of Iw was tested.

Although it would probably be scmewhat difficult to accomplish experi-
mentally, the current in the anode cell wire was boosted to 300 kA and the
simulation was allowed to continue. A steady state was arrived at about T =

4800 It. The respective new flow patterns are presented in Figure 13. :t
would appear that an almost symmetric electron space-charge now hovers around
the anode foil above about 1.5 centLeters radius. However, a large fraction

* of the electrons still penetrate a centimeter or more into the gas cell before
reflection. This is in agreement with the predictions of Figure 4. The new
currents are 1- = 338 kA and Ii = 256.5 kA yielding an even lower impedance

and only slightly greater ion efficiency than those for the 1w = 130 kA case.
The problem seems to be essentially the same as that for the previous case.
An additional difficulty is suggested by the serious distortion of the main-
stream shank electron flow away from the upper anode foil. This could easily
cause degradation of the resultant ion emission.

All of these numerical' results are summarized in Table 1. :n this table,
the term "ion produc-ion efficiency' is simply defined as !ion/ diode-

• Given the fixed voltage of the device, zhis ratio represents that fraction of
the net diode power that has been imparted to the ions. The final two items
in the tables are the total specie charges, Q, present in the diode/gas cell
system. When these quantities have only small fluctuations during a simu-
lation, one knows that the diode has reached an equilibrium state. Note the
jump in Qe when electrons are allowed to fill the gas cell for the :w = 65 kA

* case. The steady reduction of Qe in the subsequent two cases is indicative
of the decreased volume accessible to the electrons in their more constrained
excursions into the gas cell. Both ii and Qi steadily increase for increasing
-w, establishing the effectiveness of the dam at enhancing ion emission. The
disappointing stagnation of the ion efficiency, combined with the consistent
drop in diode impedance, however, indicates a proportional enhancement of
electron emission.

The modest- nature of the ion emission enhancement is obviated by Figure
14. For the higher values of lw, otherwise significant gains in Ji on some

regions of the anode foil are offset by the strong suppression of emission in
* other regions. This suppression is probably due to the deflection of the main

cathode-shank-to-anode electron stream away from certain areas of the anode
foil face. Neverteless, there is a net gain in ion current. Thus, the true
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Table 1
'wire0 O 65 130 300

Simulation Timestap 2000 2400 3600 4800

I (elecron() 263.5 309 330 338

I (kA) 214 232.5 244 256.5ion

I (kA) 477.5 541.5 574 594.5diode

Ion Efficieny 0.448 0.429 0.425 i 0.431

Diode Impedence 8.4 7.4 7.0 6.7

O ~Net Electron Charge
(kilostatcouombs) 613 -898 -879 -782

Net Ion Charge 111
S( a+498 +539 +593 +615

(kilostatcoulombs)
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obstacle to higher ion efficiency is the steady, net gain in electron zurrent
which results in a mild "bootstrapping"7 of the total diode current with
increasing !w .

Some insight into the cause of this phenomenon may be derived from a
comparision of the respective equilibrium equipotential plots for each of the
four cases. These are presented in Figure 15. The plot for Iw = i5 is some-
thing of an ansmoly. This is understandable, since it has not yet reached a
true steady state. The other three plots, however, show a definite migration
of the potential contours toward the face of the cathode shank. This corre-

* sponds to an increased emission there. Electron emission also increased
along the cathode foil for larger values of Iw . Interestingly enough, the
inner and outer shank surfaces showed a decrease in emitted electron current,
perhaps due to the stronger insulating B9 fields which accompanied the larger
net diode currents.

* In order to propose more meaningful solutions, it is first necessary to
more closely isolate the source of the excess 7e . For that purpose, the
radial profiles of emitted electron current densities along the cathcde shank
face are plotted in Figure 16. Above 4.7 centimeters, the curves are virtually
identical. On the lower half of the face, however the difference is marked.
This agrees with the elactric field enhancement there suggested in Figure 15.

_ In fact, a full 75% of each increase is accounted for by the increase of le

from the shank face. Specifically, (Ie) total increased 66.5 kA between the
!w = 0 and Iw = 130 kA cases; the shank face electron emission had increasedby
49 kA. The total increase between Iw =130 kA and 7w =300 kA amounted to nly
8kA of electr;n current; 6 kA of this difference can be attributed to the
shank face. Simply stated, it appears that enhanced ion e:ission at higher

!0 radii increases the positive ion space charge in the A-K gap near the shank
face sufficiently to enhance electron emission there. This, in turn, prohi-
bited any increase in net ion production efficiency.

In conclusion,therefore, the dam diode pictured in Figure 1 does not
* appear to be effective in boostinq ion efficiency in its present form. it

does produce enhanced ion current but does not simultaneouslv reduce the dicde
electron current. A large part of the blame rests on the rapid outward radial
migration of electrons along the anode foil and on the large dispariv bet-
ween typical electron lifetimes in the gas cell versvs those in the lap. This
limits the number of electrons available in the upper A-K gap to neutralize

* the positive space charge arising there due to the increased ion flow. Hence
electric fields and electron emission along the lower face of the cathode
shank are made larger.

A modification which could possibly rectify this situation would be to
invert the radial dependence of the magnetic field strength in the anode gas
cell. If it were directly rather than inversely proportional to radius, then
electron gyroradi7 would progressively decrease as they moved outward, in-
creasing the "dwell time" of electron space charge in the crucial region cet-
ween R = 3.0 and R = 5.0 centimeters. That would accomplish both an enhance-
ment of ion er:-ission over relatively large surface areas of the anode foil
and also a probable suppression of electron emission along the cathode shank
face located only one centimeter away. A possible alternative, and one
easier to realize experimer-ally, is to absorb all electrons hitting the anode
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foil above, say, 3.0 centimeters while leaving the dam field inversely propor-
tional to radius. This reduces the electron space charge near the anode foil
above r=3, reducing the ion emission above r=3, reducing ion space charge in
the gap above r=3, reducing electric field strengths at the cathode shank face,
reducing electron emission there. This mandates an increase of this diode's
impedance for a fixed gap and voltage. Both of the above modifications will
be simulated in future computational experiments to test their ability to
boost the ion production efficiency.
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0 eSTEADY STATE NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF MAGNETICALLY INSULATED CHARGE FLOW IN

COAXIAL GEOMETRY
S

I. INTRODUCTION

Impressive results have been achieved experimentally with the production of intense proton fluxes

0 in radial diodes. -' The high ion production efficiencies of these devices make them attractive candidates

for use as driver sources in future ion beam inertial confinement fusion systems. In addition, magneti-

cally insulated, coaxial vacuum feed lines5 form an integral part of pulsed power systems for a wide

0 variety of applications. Clearly, a computer code capable of predicting current flow in coaxial systems

for realistic values of operational parameters would be a valuable tool. At the present time the only

relativistic, two-specie, cylindrical geometry, theoretical formulation using cycloidal e!ectron orbits is

0 that of K. D. Bergeron-' Its foundation rests on the steady-state magnetic insulation model formulated

independently by Sudan and Loveiace, 9 10 and at about the same time by Ron, Mondelli. and Ros-

toker.il In this model, electrons form a cloud near the cathode in which each electron traces an indivi-

dual, single-arc trajectory which begins and terminates on the solid cathode surface (See Fig. I') -All of

these electrons see the full steady-state, self-consistent electric and magnetic fields during their entire

orbit and all orbits are identical. There exists a competing magnetic insulation model formulated by

Antonsen and Ott' 2 and foreshadowed in the work of Creedon"3 and Buneman." ' This model assumes

that all electrons in the cathode sheath have been emitted from the cathode surface onto electrostatic

equipotential contours during an adiabatically rising diode voltage pulse. In the equilibrium state, they
S

x 8 drift along their respective contours in a Brillouin' 5 type flow, never again intersecing the

cathode (See Fig. 1), This formulation is based on a vanishingly small Larmor radius approximation.

The cylindrical geometry E x B drift model has recently been treated by Swegie and Ott. 16

Nljnuscript submitted on Seotember 9. 1981.
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Fig. 1 - Two models for magneucaily insulated eiec:ron low large orett ilow
(left) and small larmor radius or Brillouin flow (r:ght)

Both equilibrium models have equal physical validity. When applied to a given problem, they

have led to very similar solutions," however, stability properties could differ considerably. No

sufficiently extensive analytic comparison has been performed on both models to justify the exclusion

of one or the other for specific parameter ranges. However, there are conceptual weaknesses regarding

the initiation of Brillouin flow in coaxial geometry. Certainly it can be postulated that appropriate injec-

tion mechanisms can be experimentally contrived, but this is not very satisfying when faced with the

analysis of a general, uncontrived device. In addition, for the case of a radial diode with strong B,

insulation, the T x 9 drift is axial. In time, this would deplete any initial Brillouin electron population.

Injection and replenishment problems do not exist for the Sudan and Lovelace formulation. For that

reason, it was chosen for use in this analysis. In reality, it seems probable that some mixture of the

two distributions exists in magnetically insulated coaxial lines with the Antonsen and Ott picture dom-

inating early in time and progressively giving way to Sudan and Lovelace electrons later in the pulse. A
0

number of computer simulations have been conducted which seem to support such a picture.8

2
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II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

* Cross-sections of both polarity types of the coaxiai geometr treated in this analysis are depicted

in Fig. 2. Unless otherwise stated, the central conductor :s assumed :o be the caihode in the following

discussion. The analysis for the case of a central anode is identical except for magnetic field boundar%

*' conditions discussed at the end of this section. The major assumptions of the model are as foilows:

(I) All emitted electrons are confined to an azimuthally symmetric electron sheath of radius. rs ,

and execute identical single-arc trajectories out to that radius. The magnetic insulation field, B.

moderately exceeds the critical insulation field (defined as that field value at which electron orbits just

graze the anode surface), so that rs < r4 , where r, is the anode radius and the critical fields are

defined as

mc)c2  2r4  2 -
ri - r,7

and

rOC 02 In ,

ee

* Here r is the cathode radius and L,) is the diode voltage multipled by e

2) The time-scale is such that the se!f-magnetic fields do not significantly Penetrate the anode

* and cathode surfaces.

'3) The electrons are treated relativistically and :he ions nonrelativistically (a reasonable approxi-

mation for ,oltages below 10 MV).

(4) The ion current is strictly radial. This implies no significant ion contribution to the self mag-

"-"

netic field. (The angular deflection suffered by an ion is on the order of - % _rdians.
"t 0  B: 1

Therefore, even if B - 4B . an ion would experience iess than 0. radian deflection.)
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a ELECTRON
CHARGE CL.OUD -

ANODE

ELECTRON 7
CHARGE CLOUD".

CATHO-

Fig. 2 - Coaxial, magnetic insulation geometries of the negative polarity (top)
and positive polarity ibottom) types.

One characterizes the electron (ion) beam by a velocity V (V), charge density n (N), and current

density 7- nV(" = NP). Conservation of relativistic electron energy requires that

ymoc 2 - e0(r) -moc". (1)

where - - . Conservation of canonical momentum demands that

eymoVil - -4, 1 - 0, (2)

where the il subscript refers to :he E x 9 direction. Finally, conservation of ion energy states that

vI , - (3)

where 60 is the imposed diode voltage. Continuity of diode current flux provides two additional :on-

stants, F - r iI and f - - rlj,. Employing all of these relations allows one to reduce Poisson's equa-

tion and Ampere's law to

- 4 12 . F I (4)

and

(x ( x '(r))), - 2f . (5)

4
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The factors of two for the electron flux terms reflect the presence of both radially inward and radially

outward components to the electron current in the electron cloud. This doubling of the electron flow is

a specifically mentioned by Bergeron if Ref. 1, however, it is not present in his Eqs. (35) and (36).

Numerical considerations encourage the substitution of appropriately scaled dimensionless vari-

* ables in place of those appearing in Eqs. (4) and (5). Following Bergeron, the terms employed in this
analysis are U -- ,WA o

anlysb, W -- e A, for W, - A. for an a:imuthal insulating field], and
moc " moc " moc "

_ 4r" I Fl. The electron flux term is modified by the additional factor of two mentionedcBo __/ mo

above, giving X =_ A significant modification to Bergeron's treatment can be found in the
cB0

-eBo

0 new scale chosen for the independent radial variable. It is here defined as p -- , r where Bo is
moc"

chosen to be some typical magnetic field strength. In cbntrast. Bergeron scales r to the electron gyrora-

dius in the presence of the magnetic field at the cathode surface. Such a scaling provides one with a

• dwi
simple boundary condition for the first derivation of W at p. namely do I = 1. However. the

value of gat p - p, is known a priori only for the case of an azimuthal insulation field with the cathode

* as the central conductor. In addition, the possibility of the magnetic field strength approaching and

even equaling zero at the cathode surface for the other cases cannot be discarded. Such an e,,entuality

would make nonsense of any solutions using Bergeron's scaling and may. at least in part, explain the

lack of closed solutions Bergeron noted in some parameter regimes.

Given these definitions, Eqs. (4) and (5) reduce to

*d 2U .IU X(I - U) _ ____p -- + -= (6)
dpz dp U2?- W2  bG,- U

and

d2W dW X W W

.dp2 dp U 2 + 2U- W2 2. (7)

5
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with e , 0 for azimuthal insulation and e - I for the axial case The boundary conditions for axial

insulation are

U(p,) W(P. d 0(
dp !

at the cathode while at the anode
p. .

U(p) - U0 and -A' - 0. (9)

Mdp

The conditions governing the first derivative of U follow directly from the assumption of space charge

limited, Gaussian emission at both surfaces. (However, if an equilibrium solution is sought for ,hich

U A - 0, then the value of the electric field at the anode cannot be assumed to vanish.) Such an emis-

sion mechanism in turn presumes a sufficiently dense plasma to exist at both surfaces. We now have a

set of two second order equations in U and W. with two additioral unknowns, x and A. Six boundary

conditions are therefore necessary for a solution. In addition to the five conditions stated in Eqs. (8)

and (9), for the case of axial magnetic insulation, the final condition results from conservation of the

magnetic flux,

(04- fS d.a- - fi C T dS.

over a fixed cross sectional surface area, S, enclosed by the line contour, C. Specifically, it is assumed

that the insulating B-field is present before emission begins and that any diffusion of the field nto the

electrodes is insignificant over the time scale of the voltage pulse. For the case of an initially uniform,

axial insulating field, B0, which is taken as the scaling field for p, this condition implies

2 2
W(pA) A - (10)2pa

On the other hand, for an azimuthal insulating field, magnetic flux is not conserved. In place of

V Eq. (10) one is given the known magnetic field strength at the surface of the central conductor,

S.,. - 0.2 (11)

6
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where B. is in gauss, R.. is the radius of the central conductor measured in centimeters and I, is

the current in amperes flowing through the central conductor. Therefore, the final boundary condition

for the azimuthal field case is simply

:"dW Bc ..
do B0 (12)

P where B0 is the arbitrary scale field and p,.,. may be either p, or pr, depending upon the geometry

chosen. (When B) - B.,. and p . - pc, this reduces to Bergeron's boundary condition.) For the case

of a magnetically self-insulated vacuum feed line, the value of 1,.. is a known (or at least independently

* derivable) quantity. On the other hand, l:.. is not known a priori for a radial diode. In this device, the

central conductor current will generally be a function of the axial dimension, :. Furthermore, the total

current, lc , flowing through the diode will be entirely due to ion flow through the A-K gap and will be

• 'given in statamps by

, 2.r IrJAL.

or

1I,. 2f I 0 Vf- % (13)

where L is the axial half-length of the gap. In order to clarify the distinctions between the axial versus

• the azimuthal boundary conditions and unknowns, they are grouped accordingly in Table I.

For both cases, the numerical integration of Eqs. (6) and (7) begins at the cathode radius. p.

For a configuration with B. insulation, values are guessed for x, \, and W'(p,). Then U. U', and W

are integrated out to the anode radius and their boundary values are compared to those given in (9) and

(10). Repeated guesses for x. k, and W'(p,) are made until a match-up at p, is achieved. For B,

insulation with the cathode as the central conductor, an additional starting condition is given in the

form of Eq. (12). This simplifies the problem considerably. Only the two anode conditions given by

Eq. (9) must be matched and only values for X and A must be sought by iterative guesses. Finally, for

* the azimuthal case with the anode as the central conductor, the guessed parameters become k, W'(p),

and 4,.. The three conditions which must be matched at p4 are now given by Eqs. (9) and (12). It

97
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Table 1. Matrix of Knowns, Unknowns, and Boundary Conditions.

Insulating B-field Type AXIAL AZIMUTHAL

Relative A-K Positions either cathode inside cathode outside

Ions Present ? Yes No Yes No Yes No

Input Parameters (Bz)o  (B )o L IC.C. L Ic.c.

Input pa pC Guesses aJ' J , W j, J J Wc ad '' ~ Wand W' '

Output Quantities to
be matcned at P=PA U, U', U, W U, U,' U U, U', U, W'

and at p= and W and W'

Universal Input rA, rC, po, LAZ, LCIN, and LIONS

Universal Output Radial Profiles of : and B

where: rA (rC) - anode (cathode) radius in centimeters,

4o 2 A-K potential difference in volts,

(Sz )o = imposel insulating axial magnetic field strength in gauss,

L = axial length of A-K gap in centimeters,
Icc. 2 current flowing in the central conductor in amperes, and

j (J) = electron (ion) current density at cathode in amp/cm

will be shown in the next section that analytic solutions are available for the region between p.4 and ps.

This allows for numerical solution matching at ps instead of at p.4 with a considerable gain in accuracy.

A problem arises when solutions are sought for radial diodes in which both axial and azimuthal

magnetic insulating fields are present. If no B. is imposed in the A-K gap, then only pure azimuthal

insulation is possible and no conflict can arise, When an axial insulation case with ion flow is being stu-

died, however, it is inevitable that a B9 be generated as well. The strength of this B. in the A-K gap

can be predicted directly from the value of \ obtained in the pure B: solution. If this field strength is

comparable to or greater than the imposed B:, the numerical formulation presented here has more lim-

ited value for predicting actual diode operating characteristics. (See Appendix B.)

8
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III. THE COMPUTATIONAL FORMULATION

As previously stated, the solution of Eqs. (6) and (7), combined with the boundary conditions in

Eqs. (8) and (9), will be carried out as a three-parameter "shooting" problem. Values must be guessed

for X, A%. and i- and the equations then integrated from PC. to p,4. The correctness of a given
dp

guess is determined by the accuracy with which generated function values match with known solutions

at p, and Ps. In undertaking the numerical integration of Eqs. (6) and (7), special attention must be

paid to three separate values of p at which certain terms on the right hand side become singular.

Specificaliy, the denominator of the electron current term vanishes at p = PC, since both U and W are

defined to be equal to zero there. It also vanishes at the electron sheath boundary, p = Ps, as would be

expected, since this quantity represents the radial component of the electron velocity. The final singu-

larity occurs at p - p4 where the ion current term in Eq. (6) becomes infinite. Brute force numerical

procedures cannot cope with integrations in the,,neighborhood of these singular points. Instead, analytic

treatments expanding about the singularities produce approximate explicit solutions valid in the patho-

logical regions near p, and ps. This technique provides the numerical quadrature with tractable starting

values at p - p, - Ap. The numerics may be relied upon from that point up to about p - ps - Ap at

which radius another analytic approximation advances the solution to ps. Beyond that point, X. equals

zero. Equations (6) and (7) have straightforward analytic solutions spanning Ps < p - PA which can

be used to accurately advance U, W (or d-W , and U at p = ps out to the anode radius. In this
dP dp

manner, the numerical singularity at p - p4 need never be faced directly.

The numerical solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) begins with the derivation of an explicit functional

* expression for the radial variations of U and W in the immediate vicinity of the cathode surface. For

p - PC - r where r << p. the equations can be expanded and solved in terms of a triple power series

with solutions

- ) In I a 4,1. f + L (5,3) fJ , (14)
jPCJ , ~PC IP.j n, Pj PC) 1- PC

9
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,('J b- + J (15)

Straightforward calculus and algebra may then be used to isolate the leading order terms,

U:. u- .1 C+ (16)P 20 0 C-12V

and

W- (-l)' ' bi - -LI-J + 9 2LpO
- -  1'4/3 1F (17)

where the term b. - is presently unknown and where the solutions are only valid for

PL < Min 1/2 Vi 2 , 1 (18)
Pc .X3~PC'2 ' 2b,3pc

Equation (18) places an upper limit on the initial step size. All but the ion term in Eq. (16) had

been predicted by the leading order terms of an expression due to Goldstein19 which corrected the

Child-Langmuir emission law to include transverse magnetic field effects. The first derivatives of equa-

tions (16) and (17) are simply

U'-pdU - d. .. 1-d _ 1/3X,2/3 + r . Mz P (19)
dp dr (4p2J 10 V P ~U112J

and

-- .... (- 1)"abe I - -c- + 1 .kp:o f . (20)

dp dr PC 4T 19

For purposes of the overall numerical quadrature of Eqs. (6) and (7), the gap region between p. and

pA is divided up into some predetermined number of identical, one-dimensional cells of width. 1p.

The above approximations are used to advance the solution of U, W, U', and W'over the first 1p away

from the p - Pc singularity point.

O

The bulk of the remaining numerics is accomplished using a proven predictor-corrector scheme.

Unfortunately, this scheme requires a knowledge of functional values at four prior spatial steps in order

to advance an additional Ap. In order to obtain those additional values at the start of the integration, a

to

-S l ..
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fourth-order Runga Kutta scheme is employed. 20 For this, as well as for the predictor-corrector, the set

of two second-order D.E.'s is reduced to a set of four first-order D.E.'s as follows:

* U' -- X, (21D

X= x(U + U)_ _ _ (22)

pS pVT1- U p

W' = Y, and (23)

l X - W + Y (24)

where S = L 2 + 2U - W2. Each expression is then in the form 77' = f, (p.U. WX. Y) and can be

advanced one Ap at a time using the standard R-K approximation,

,,= + .;(k,1 1 + 2k,2 + 2k, 3 k,,),

where

k, =\f pf(p.. U1, , ,. Yo).
T.1p U,+ k I1. ,, 4- -k,,..,

I I Ik, 2 -p,,p -IJ" ( A.U 'P, '_-ku I,4-k~

k"d = .pf,(p, + -L..p,U + ku2, W,, + .

4 Ck,4 - APf,, (p, - .p.U,, -" ku!3, W,, + kw3, ...).

Thereafter, the Adams-Bashforth-,Noulton predictor-corrector scheme' advances the variables in a

two-step process:

d '14predicted = Th1 2 - 3).

and
"%p (9-q',, 4. 19,7' -. ,_ , .)

(7m-1)correczted - " 24 1 71--

* where T),_1 has been calculated using the predicted value for T,,i. An error check is accomplished by

monitoring the magnitude of I('q - 1T,.)/7,! where 71, and 77, are the predicted and corrected values of

rT. respectively.

The above predictor-corrector process is continued until the electron sheath radius, Ps, is reached.

that point, another analytic approximation must be found in order to correctly advance the function

values past the numerical singularity there. This is accomplished by expanding Eqs. (6) and (7) about

ps in a power series. One may write p ps - r, V = U-'s Uand W - Vs -!- W where

II

lip
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Uaor~l + air" +a,r" +..

and

U + 2 Us - ;V-0.

Equations (6) and (7) can then be expanded and solved. The leading terms of the solutions are

U 5 +a~ ~ 3 /2 +ar 2, (25)
and

W - WS+ bor + bjr312 + b'r 2 , (26)

where

4X(Q + US)
=3ps [2(0 + Us) ao - 2 WSbol 1/2

4X WS

-
3 ps( 2 (l +~ USao - 2 Wsb 0I1'

(a0 - A/(L1 - U5)"2)

and

(bq - ( W5S/p5 )
b, - - ___

As is obvious from Eqs. (25) and (246), the coefficients a0 and bo are merely the negative first deriva-

tives of U and W, respectively at ps ( i.e., a0 q - -XKs and b, - - - Ys). Having used

Eqs. (25) and (26) to obtain Us, Ws,Xs and Ys, the numerical integration of Eqs. (6) and (7). with X

now set equal to zero, may resume. In the RADBER code, however, explicit analytic expressions are

used to match all functions of interest at p,. from the known values at the anode radius.

Beyond the electron sheath radius, the key deterministic equations for the electrostatic and mag-

* netostatic potentials become

*~ d2U d+ ___ (27)

and

Pd2W+ dW , W (8

~ dp2  dp p

12
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Equation (27) takes the same form as the equation treated by Langmuir in his 1913 paper22 and Later

treated in greater depth for coaxial geometry in a subsequent paper by Langmuir and Blodgett. 3 The

solution to the equation is therefore

U- Uo - 2p3 (29)

where j3 = Ay and y In [PA-J The first 14 values of the coefficients, A,,,. are listed in Blodgettfs

paper. Knowing the values of Uo, \. p,. and ps, a value for L may be calculated using Eq. (29).

This value is then compared to that found via the numerical integration of Eq. (6) out from .,. The

closeness of the match is used to measure the accuracy of the original set of parameter guesses. For

the case where \ = 0 (i.e., no ion flow) Eq. (27) becomes

P d2 U - dU 0.
' dp 2  dp (30)

with solution

U - us -+- X 5 In in PS (31)

and the same matching procedure for Us may be carried out. Similarly, the solutions to Eq. (28) take

the form

Ws  a,, 1 , ao E =I

P J P S Pw = w(32)

Matching the solutions for the first derivatives at p = ps demands that ao = " ( W-ps - Ys'p) for the

e = 1 case and ao, - Yrp.3 for the e - 0 case. Equations (29), (31), and (32) may be used to obtain

* values for US , Xs , W5 , and Ys in terms of known quantities. Depending upon the specific

configuration under study, some subset of those four values (see Table 1) are matched to the

corresponding values on the cathode side of the electron sheath boundary as obtained from Eqs. (25)

and (26). The closeness of that fit at p - Ps of the two sets of solutions forms the final, most accurate

test of the validity of the original parameter guesses.

13
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IV. APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC SOLUTION

For the case of low voltages and with geometries whose anode-cathode gap is much smaller than

the radius of the outer conductor, complete, approximate analytic solutions can be obtained by match-

ing the analytic solutions near the cathode given in Eqs. (16)-(20) with the solutions valid near the

electron sheath radius given in Eqs. (25) and (26). The solutions are matched at P, - (p, + ps) / 2 by

requiring that U, W, U', and B/B o - ( W' + e W/p) all be continuous at p - pl. At p - Ps the solu-

tion given in Eqs. (25) and (26) is also matched in the same manner with the solution valid for Ps <

P PA. There one finds

U U0 - 14 J - ( 3

and

b4 1 _ P 21 ' S S o (2 - P o 1

W - (34)

where r PA - p and b4 = B(pA)/Bo. Equation (33) is equivalent to the limit of Eq. (29) for r <<

P.. Likewise, Eq. (34) follows from Eq. (32) when a0 is obtained by imposing the boundary conditions

at p - PA instead of at p - Ps. For e - 1, flux conservation fixes the value of W(p = p,4 ) (see Eq.

(10)) and yields b = [(p4 -p-)/(p - p) - 2ps Ws/(p -p )]. For the azimuthal field case (e =

0), on the other hand, b.4 = Y4 in agreement with Eq. (32) since the field outside the sheath is con-

stant. In order to complete the overall solution for this analytic approximation one must also use the

relationship, Us - 2Us - Ws - 0, and also b, - I for the e = 0 case. There is now enough informa-

tion with which to construct a composite solution.

For the case where the central conductor is the cathode, one finds that for both E = 0 or 1, an

analytic solution is possible as long as the diamagnetic electron current does not significantly alter the

magnetic field. In this case B0 is approximately given by the applied field,

14
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'(PA) 1 13/2 d2 ( US U0) 312  (36)
C -J [d (Us2 + 2,'s) 2 (U + 2Us)

1(Pd 6 3 1'/' d'( Us/ U)" 2  
(7

IaJet ="7 (U+ 2s) (37)

and

p s - p, - ( u + 2US) ,2, (38)

where d - p,. -p, and JCL i_11/2 J -L (2elm,)I"2 ek12/97r(r 4 - r,)-. The sheath potential

needed to complete Eqs. (36)-(38) is defined by the transcendental equation

= L- -( +2Us) 6d 39)

The ion production efficiency of the diode, -, = J/(J - j), can be easily obtained from Eqs. (36) and

(37). Plots of J and Ps - p, are shown in Figs. (3) and (4) as solid lines. The validity of the results

becomes suspect beyond erbd1mec 2 - 1. Note that ;pA - p, = d << P4 was also assumed which

implies these results only apply to large radius structures with small anode-cathode gaps (i.e., large

aspect ratio devices). For higher voltages and smaller aspect ratio devices the RADBER code is needed

since in these cases the simple matching technique used to form the composite analytic solution is no

longer possible. This results from the decreasing range of validity of the expansions used to obtain the

solution. In any case, however, these approximate solutions may be used to provide reasonable starting

parameter guesses for the RADBER code.

'0

4,0(r~r)0 1 .0 2.0 40 10.01" 1
1 ev 10 loo

MocFig. 3 - Analytic ehimuies f .or ion current crihincerent
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Fig. 4 - Analytic estimates for electron sheath thickness

V. THE NUMERICAL TREATMENT

The RADBER computational package consists of a main core program and four subprograms:

START, PRIME, BOUND, and MATCH. All of these program elements are listed in their entirety in

. Appendix A. They are written in a version of FORTRAN compatible with the Texas Instruments

Advanced Scientific Computer." Every effort was made to avoid non-standard terminology. Neverthe-

less, the need for minor changes can be anticipated when implementing this code at any other computer

facility. Particularly prone to such changes are the data input/output statements. For that reason, I/O

formats were left as simple as possible. A particularly strong point of the code is its vectorized format.

This allows for the simultaneous, step-by-step integration of U and W for a large number of X and k

guesses in a 'shotgun" fashion. The average cost for the complete integration of Eqs. (6) and (7) over

500 steps from p, to p4 for a single (A, A, W'(p:)) guess was about SO.025. (CPU rates are over

S900/hour on the ASC at NRL.)

The basic flow chart for RADBER is shown in Fig. 5. In the main program, data input begins

0 with a choice for the parameter, NDR, the number of radial steps across the anode-cathode gap. The

default value, as shown, Is 500. The specific physical and numerical parameters for the problem under

study are fed in through the NAMELIST's, GUESS and GIVEN. For the sake of practicality, the code

16
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Calculate needed constants
+

* Select new value of
dp Pc

I I Subroutinel
SObtain analytic starting values START

tUse fourth-order Runga-Kutta to Subroutine
Sobtain four additional data pcints PRIME

0 Use Adams-Bash-forth-4,1oul ten Subroutine
predictor-corrector to advance PRIMEI

solutions to anode radius

Calculate analytic approximations i ubreseifed

* approaching p es from the i BOUND
cathode side

• 0 Printout data for matching atp
P PA

Calculate analytic approximations

approaching B P from thp e prou tie

0 anode sideM

Printout data for match;ng at P ---

Fig. 5 - R \DBER 11ow :h,,rt

I accepts guesses f'or the actual current densities, j and J, at the cathode rather *,han for the dimension-

less fluxes, ,\ and \. In GU'ESS, the range of guesses for the triplets, (/, 4, 4"'(p, )) are specified. The

minimum guess fr the electron current density is A-MIN in amperes per cm.' A total of N.-\ vaiues of i

• are then tried in the program, each one DELA greater than the next. Similarly, there are NB guesses

for J in ampslcrr 2 beginning with B.MIN and increasing in steps of DELB, The product .NA- multiplied

- - -- - - - - - - - - -
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by NB must equal exactly 100 for the program as presently written. Finally, the slopes of W at the

cathode radius are guessed as some fraction, FMIN, FMIIN + DELF, FMIN + 2 DELF, etc., of the

scale magnetic field, B0. There is no limit on the number, NF, of these which can be tested with the

100 (jJ) guesses under consideration. The significance of the integers, I, 12, and 13 wiil be explained

when the OUTPUT section of the program is discussed.

In NAMELIST, GIVEN, the cathode and anode radii are specified in centimeters by RC and

RANODE, respectively. The potential difference between the two electrodes is given in volts by C0 .

The scale magnetic field strength, B0, in gauss, is arbitrary, but can conveniently be chosen as the

vacuum, imposed field strength for an axial insulation field problem or as the vacuum value near the

cathode for an azimuthal insulating field. The parameter, GAPLEN, is only significant when azimuthal

insulation in a radial diode configuration (i.e., the cathode is the central conductor) is under study. In

that case, it is equal to the axial length of the A-K gap in centimeters. In a similar sense, CURCEN

need only be specified for the case of azimuthal insulation with no ion flow present. It is equal to the

axial current assumed to be present in the central conductor in amperes. The logical variables, LAZ.

LCIN, and LIONS specify the overall nature of the problem under consideration as follows:

a. LAZ - TRUE. implies an azimuthal magnetic insulation field,

b. LCIN .TRUE. implies the cathode is the central conductor, and

c. LIONS - TRUE. implies the presence of ion (proton) flow.

k1 Finally, ERROR is a decimal fraction to be chosen as the maximum allowable percentage difference

tolerable in predictor-corrector steps before a given step iteration there is stopped.

RADBER then uses the above NAMELIST inputs in order to calculate constants and parameters

utilized throughout the rest of the program. These set of one hundred guesses for 'J.J) are then

attempted for each guess of dW(p - p,). That is, the entire remainder of the program is cycled

dp

* through once for each value of W'(p,.). This iteration begins at statement number 400. The 100
IP--

"01
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integrations from p, to p for each (jJ) pair are carried out simultaneously. Quadrature over the first

Ap is accomplished in the subroutine, START, using the analytic approximations of Eqs. (16)-(20).

From that point and over the next 4 ,Ap, fourth-order Runga-Kutta is employed to generate a finite

length string of starting values for the master predictor-corrector scheme. Both here, as well as in the

main integrator, the values for the second derivatives of" U(p) and W(p) are calculated via Eqs. (6)

and (7) in the subroutine, PRIME. That subroutine also locates the electron sheath radius. p,. by

monitoring the value of U2 - 2U - W2 and finds the effective anode radius for a given (jI) by pin-

pointing the value of p for which U(p) - U9. The Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-corrector algo-

rithm integrates "over" p =- ps, ignoring any functional discontinuities there. It simply forges ahead in

a brute force manner, setting A equal to zero between Ps and p 4 . For some choices of parameter

ranges, this may lead to serious errors propagating in the quadrature beyond p - Ps For that reason.

the array, IFLAG, stores the integer number of the radial step over which the electron sheath boundary

was encountered. The final test for the validity of the various (,J,. W'(pz)) guesses is accomplished

through matching of the potentials and the fields at p = Ps.

After the predictor-corrector has blindly pushed all 100 integrations out to p = p.,, the program

looks back to find the function values at the two da~a points immediately preceeding each of the 100

respective ps's. Having stored those values in the COMMON block. FIT, the program then calls the

subroutine. BOUND, to calculate U, U'(=X), W and W'(= Y) at Ps (approaching from the cathode

side) via the analytic approximations given in Eqs. (25) and (26). Specifically, the lowest order terms

of those equations may be rearranged to yield

Us " U,,_, + Xsr - a, r 2, (.40)

= W,, _ + Ysr + b, r;. (41)

where the subscript (n - 1), signifies the function value at the second data point before the recorded

ps. Equation (40) is multiplied by Ws and (41) by (I Us). Subtraction of the resultant equations

leads to the expression

W,_( L s) - 14"s(l L-,- ),(-2)

XSWS - Y(I -US)
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but, since Us' + 2Us - Ws2 - 0,

(U+ 2US)'/2 (1 + U._ 1) - W._I(1 + Us)
sY(l US) - Xs(U2 + 2U5)'2 4

Using the known values of U, as reasonable first guesses for Us, Eq. (43) yields a first predicted value

for r. That value can then be fed into (25) to obtain a corrected value for US and the process contin-

ued until reasonable convergence is achieved. As written, the subroutine BOUND performs a number

of iterations equal to the integer, ITER. which is a fixed parameter in the CALL statement.

At that point in the RADBER program, a pause is made in the computations in order to output

the results of the full integration to p = p,. The format of this primary output depends upon the

parameters and geometry under consideration as indicated in Table 1. In all cases the guessed values

for j and I (A and B) in amps/cm. are listed as are the values found for rs and r, in centimeters as

well as the values of the electric potential and electric field at p = p , in volts and volts/cm respectively.

Depending upon the geometry being studied, W(p.,) or W'(p 4 ) may be listed along with the value it

must have in a true steady state. The table thus created allows a quick evaluation of the merits of the

j,,J) guesses tried for the given value of W'(p.). In addition, immediately following that table are

listed complete radial profiles for the electric potential in volts and for the insulating magnetic field in

gauss from p, to PA for the I1th, 12th, and 13th (j.J) guesses. These profiles provide invaluable infor-

mation about how well-behaved the steady state conditions are for typical current density choices.

Having completed those pieces of data output, RADBER moves on to a comparison of the func-

tion values at the sheath boundary obtained by numerical integration on the cathode side and by ana-

0 lytic evaluation in the electron-free region on the anode side. The analytically obtained values are cal-

culated in the subroutine, MATCH, using Eqs. (29)-(32) along with the values for Ps, Xs, and Ys

obtained in the subroutine, BOUND. These pairs of values to be matched at the sheath boundary are

* tabulated as the final block of output in a given W'(p,) cycle. The table heading clearly indicates which

values should be compared to which (e.g., USI to US2). It is useful to use this sheath boundary

matching to fine-tune (jJ, W'(p,)) guesses after some coarse fit to the chosen parameters has been

20
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established in the p P.4 matching table. The process suggested for this iterative improvement of

guesses is illustrated by the examples given in Appendix B and Appendix C.
0

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The RADBER computer code which has resulted from the extensive theoretical, computational,

* and numerical efforts outlined above stands as a unique tool for analyzing numerous practical, high-

voltage devices. It provides the experimenter with reliable predictions for electron and ion flow profiles

as well as electric and magnetic field characteristics in coaxial, cylindrical geometry. Appendix A which

* follows this section provides a complete FORTRAN listing of the code. Appendix B illustrates the

details of how the code is applied to a specific problem and how the iterative "shooting" technique is

used to converge to the correct answer. The device chosen in this first sample case is a simple radial

diode. Its treatment points out the danger of applying RADBER to a mixed axial-azimuthal insulation

field. Finally, the much simpler problem of electron flow in a vacuum transmission line is treated for

three different voltages in Appendix C. The solution has direct application to a power loss problem

experienced in a more complicated coaxial geometry. Taken together, the two sample treatments

explicitly demonstrate the versatility of the code.
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Appendix A

THE RADBER COMPUTER CODE
C
C
C-------------------------------------------------
C THE RADBER PROORAM
C----- ------------------------ - - --------- - -----------
C

PARAMETER NDRo7SO

LOGICAL LAZ.LCIM,LIOMS
INTECER IFLAGC 100)
REALS8 R, DR,RC,RANODE

C
DIPEIS:Otl X(10O.NoR),Yc1Oe,NDR,XP(I00,N4D,P(1ee,NDR),WRA(1eO)

ii SCE(ICO),SCF(108)DSCG(100),SCH(100)

COMMION ,CCEF/ ~e,310,S10,AIeFA(0)
&R, DR,.QC,RANODE,RINVU0. 30,E3Yr1C2,EMRAT,C,GAPLEN

COMMON /SUITCH/i LAZ,LCIN,t.IONS

COMIOP /ITCHY/ SCtRA(1e0).US(1eo),US(1ee),ES(18e0)

flAMELIST /GUESS/ A-IN.DELA.N4A.3.IN.DEL3.N8,FPINI1LF,NV, I12,13
NAELST/GIE/C,RAr4ODEUla,B0, GAPLEN,CURCErI,ERRORLAZ, LCIIDLIONS

C IN. NAMELIST 'GIVEN'-
GAPLEN. RC. AND RANODE ARE INI CENTIMETERS,

C UO IS IN UOLTS,
C;015I GAUSS,
C CUPCEN IS IN AM1PERES,
C ERRCP IS A DECIMAL FRACTION, AND
C LAZ-.TRUE. FOR AN AZr.UTHAL VNSULATION FIELD.
C LCIHii.TRI:E. FOR THE CATHODE AS THE CENTRAL CONDUCTOR
C LIONS-.TrUE. FOR THE FRESENCE OF ION FLOU
c
C*22*22222 SUPPLY NEEDED CONSTAN7S 2u u2uu u uu

C.9979EIg
PI-3. IA1SE0
EMRAT-SGRT( 1.612SE-24/(2.e*9. 1095E-2S))
EBYC24.S032E-10.1. OSE-2S*ZCC)

C2222222 INITIALIZE AMD SCALE THE VARIABLES Zu:z:IS2IZ1

C222 FIRST READ IN THE DEFAULT PARAMETERS 121
C

REAO(S,GUESS)
REAC(S,GIVEN)

C
CUI* THAEN SUPPLY THE SPECIFIC VALUES 121
C

REAO(S, GUESS)

ASCALE o 3.0 Z P! * C t 3.OE9 ( C S30)
OSCOLE - ASCALE 2 a.5 2 E!MRAT
RANiCZE - E3YC230*PAhODE
PC - EBYMCa3Z:R
U3 - E3Y;C~ZlL0/3.E2

FACT .OR/24.0
VR!TE(6,CLESS)

C URITE(6,GIVEN)
c:~C~EAETECRETFU OFIINSU UU U Z U
C*2CNRT H URN LXCOFI:NS2122112 1=

DOaIIc
DOA2 (A-1,I4DAZCII))~C
AAO (A J +ELA(IA19L
DOC I,NBJ1)*A
AC(!I"B:(J-1)) -(MNDLIJ1 AASCL

* a CONTINIUE
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C
CIUU*ZISIZ CALCULATE CCRPECT W(RA. CR UPCRA) :uZU U
C

IF(LAZ) GO TO SOO

GO TO Sal
SOe IF(LCIM) GO TO SZ2

17(LIOflS) GO TO 503
UFAC-Be:O. 2zCURCEN:EBdMC2/RANODE

501 DO 504 1-1,1103
504 WR(I )-iFAC

GO TO 502
503 UFAC-e.OSZEBYMC2c:3e:APLEN/tENRATRAiODE)

DO 535 I-1,100
SO5 LJA(t).UFAC(I)
s02 CONTINUE

CZ22222 ITERATE OVER CH~OICES FOR CATHODE B-FIELD US U UZ
C

IT.6
400 IT-IT+I

* F-F1MIN+DELY1(IT-1)
R-RC
IF(LAZ.AND. LCINI.AND. .WYT.LlOCiS) F.Z.2CURCEN2EBYMC2/RC
!CORR-O
DO 1 1-1,100
RSCI ).Z
RAU *-e.0
AFLAC( I)-1 .0
IFLAG(I ).0
A(I)*AC(I)

I CONTINUE

CW122:2 USE AN'ALYfTIC APPROXIMA?:CMS TO CENERATE INITIAL :Z~ZXII2:2u
C*X1X2 VALUES AT RC.DR ZZZ::IZ22::XX:S

R-*R+ DR
RINVIJ1 .9/R

CALL START(U,X,U,Y.F)
C
C22:21222 TH ORDER m.RIA-IUTTA FOR STARTINO0 VALUES *221*::u 2zuz2
C

DO 4 1-1,4
c

DO 5 Joi,lela
SCAtJ).DRXX(J,I)

s SCRCJ).DRZYCJ,I)
DO 6 J*1,leo
SCCCJ .DRIXcJ.I ,+SCfl(J 110.5)

6 SCD(J 1.DRzC'fJ,I 1+SC3(J)xO.S)
DO 7 J-110
SCE(J).D,0:('XJ, )+1.S1SCC(J))

7 SCF(J,.DRI(YJ,I)+O.S;scDJ)
DO a J-1,1103
SCG(J )-0fP(X(J,I )+SCE(J))

8 SCH(J).DRZ(Y(J,I).SCF(J))

U(J,!+1 .U(J,I).(SCAtJ.2.:SCC(J)2.0SCE(J).SCGcJ))SIXI4J
c9 U(J,I+1).'J(J,I).(SCB'(J).2.02SCD(J)+2.0:SCF(J)+SCX(J))Z$1XI9J

* CALL PRIM'E(U(1.I ),U(1.I),Xc1,I ),Y(1.I ),XPU.I),YP~l,I),I,IF.AO)
DO ie J-1,100
SCG(J )-DRtXP(J, 1

10l SCX(J)-DRV,'PCJ,I)
R *R+e.S:DR

DO 11 J-1,100
UU(J)*U(J,I )+O.StSCA(J)
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UJ)*UCJ. )+o.5SCs(J)
XXCJ).X(J.I )+.SISCGCJ)

c11' YY(J).Y(.'.t)+e.SzsCN(J)

c CALL PQIrE(UU,UU,XXYYSCA,SC,zF.AG)

DO 12 J-1,100
SCA(J)-DRTSCA(J)

DO 13 J-1..100
UU(J)*U(JI )+O.SISCCCJ)
LUC(J)*U(J.I )+O.S*SCO(J)
XX(J).X(J,I )+0.SISCACJ)

13 Y(J)-Y(JI)*0.S:SCB(J)
C

CALL PRI E(LLj*,UUXXDYSCCDSCD,I,1Ft.AG
C

D0 14 J-t,100
SCC(J )-DRZSCCCJ)

14 SCDCJ)-DR*SCOCJ)
C

k.R.0.51DR
RItIV.1.0/R

DO IS J-i..iee
UU(J)*U(J,I )+SCE(J)
U'J(J)*U(J,I )+S^F(J)
XXCJ ).XCJ I )+SCC(J)

15 Y,'(J)VY(J,1)+SCID(J)

CALL PRIME(UU,UUJ,XX,YY,SCE,SCF,I,FtAG)
C'9 DO 16 J*1,106

X S (J. 11 -YJ,X)+.(SC(J 2.eZSCB(J )+2. ZSCC(J )DRSCF(J ) ) ISXlINU

4 CONTINUE
C

CCALL PRIPrE(UC1,),I, ,Xcl,S),'?(1,5),XP( 1.5),YP(1,5),S, IFLAG)

C AT THIS POINT 6E HA~VE COMIPLETE DATA FOR THE
C FIRST FIQE POINTS.

C232z22322 TH-E ADAM'S-BASHFORTH-1OULTEN PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR
C

DO le* J-6,NDR
C

R-R.OR
RIMY - 1.e/R

C

C X.37~x~.j 1 4 tcSPU ,J-3 g(eJ PI ,- 4fl P( ,J

& *37.exyPcI,J-3)-g.oxyp'I,J-4))
UCi.J)-U(Ij-1 )+FACT1(SS.O2XCI.J-1 )-S.8X(loJ-e)

& .37.8%x(I,J-3)-9.0zxXI,J-4))

+37.,3tY(,J-3J)9.JYIFLJ-4)

c CALL PIME(U1.J),U(1.J ),X( 1,.J),Y(l,J).XP 1,J).VP(l)JFL )

C2IIZU THE CORRECTOR.
C

* ~101 CONTINUE

DO 40 1-1,100

& ~-S.81X11,J-2,+XLI,J-3,)
SCI ) (,-5.02YCT(9I,-)Y(I,J)).t(IJ1

40 &CONTINUE .OYJ2YIJ-)
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XUI,J~aXU,J-)FACT2r9.XPI,J)19.:.AP(I,J-1)

CALL PRIM1ECSCA, SCBD X(1,J).Y(1,J),P(,J),P(1,J,J,IFLAG)

ICORRe ICopR.1
IF(ICORR.GT.10e) GO TO 102
DO 41 1-1,100
scc( i)*ABs' (ucI,J)-SCA( ) )'U(I,J))

41 SCDI.)ABS(UU,J-SCSI))/U(I,J,)
00 42 Ili..ieo
U(I.J)-SCA(I)

42 U(I,J)-SC9 (I )
DO 43 lol100
IF(SCCZl).LT.ERROR) GO TO 43SGO TO 101

43 CONTINUE
DO 44 1-1.1e0
IF(SCDCZ.*LT.ERROR) GO TO 44
GO TO 101

44 CONTINUE
c
100 CONTINUE

102 CONTINUE
C
CXU2 USE ANALYTIC FIT AT SHEATH BOUNDARY ZIZ:U UU~~

DRSING-SNGL(DR)
DO 6a1 1-1,100
IF(CDRZRS(Im)G.(DR2RA(l))) GO TO 60)3
GO TO 600

*603 IF(RAZ..EQ.0.0) GO TO 600
6Q2 U?1C1).1.0

UN(I )GO.0

YN(I )-DRSING/ABS(DRSING)

UIrU( I )1 .0I
UNMI(I )-SNL.0 C

O TO 601
600 IF(IFLACU3).LE.7) GO TO 602

UN( I )-U( 1, IFT-AG( I)-I)
UM( I).U( I, IFLAG( 1)-I)
XH( I)-X( 1IFt.AG( 1)-I)
YH(lI)-Y( I,IFLAGC 1)-I)
L'Nrll()U(I,IFLAGUl)-2)
XNNL(lI)-X( I, IFLAG( I -2)

RWHl I ).SNGL(AC.DRI(IFLAGI,..2))
601 CONTIMUE

CALL BOLID(DRSIMGDACBC,U8,5)

* ~~C222 SCALE SELECTED VARIABLES INTO CGS UNITS 2Zfh U

USCA-3 .eE/EBYPIC2
RSCA.L .0'(D0%EBYC2)
DO 210 1-1,100
A(l)- AC(I)/ASCALE
B(I)- BC(I'3BScALE
RscrI).PS( I )RSCA
RA( I )*PAC I )*PSCA

* U(IMDR)-U.:tNR)SUSCA
YP( i.'NDR)-Y( I~tDR:908
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IF(LA) GO TO 210
Y'P( I .IiDR)YP(1,.NDR)4#W(Z.NDR)88/RAIODE

210 CONTINUE
c
CZU312221 7)-t OUTPUT h1:Z U2 Xf3 U Z U

BCATH - FIBeSO.001
WRITEc6,9993 BCATH

999 FORnATUVl,111,20X,lFOR A NAaMETZC FIELD HEAR THE CATHODE OF',
& EIS.S,' KILOCAUSS So,//)

1-- IF(LAZ) GO TO 201
WRITE(6,1000)

IW00 FORAT(X,I,9X'A',IX'3',4X,'RS',OX,'RA',11X,'E(RA)',
& 7X. 'U(RA)',IIX, 'V(RA)',7X, 'URA',//)

290 LIRYE(6,1eOI) 1,A(I),3()RS(),RA(I),X(I,DR),UINDR),U(I,DR)

GO TO 2e2
291 IF(t.CIN) GO TO 203

LURITE(S.1002)
DO 204 141,100

ru& .YP(?l,N0R),WRA(I)
1002 FOATX,''X'4. IX,'',14X'RS',IX,'RA',lX'E(RA)'

& 7X.'U(RA)',IOX,'BT(RA)',SX,'3TRA',//)
GO TO 202

203 W.RIE(6,Me3)
O 00 *Is-.1,100

205 URITE(6,1001 ) I,A(1),3(I),RSCI),RA(1),X(r,NOR),U(INDR)
1003 FORMAT(2X'I',12X,'A',ISX,'3',1SX.'RS',13X,'RA',12X,

L ' E(RA)',8X.'URA)',//)
202 CONTINUE

C
C22222211 CALCULATION OF SAM~PLE 3-FIELD PROFILES
C

IF(LAZ) GO TO 251
R.RC
DO 250 1-1,NDR
R.R.DR
RINU-1 .0/R

2U. YP(3,1).Vs(13,I+W(3.1I:RINV) 1:30
GO TO 2S3

2S1 CONTINUE
DO 252 I-1,NDR
YP(I,I) 0 B0 I Y(11.1)
YP(2.1) - Be 2 Y(12,1)

2Sa YP(3,1) - 30 1 Y'C13,I)
E53 CONTINUE

C2 SCALING OF THE POTENTIAL ::~:z:x::x::~
C;

0O ZSO I*1.MDR
U(I1.1) a U(11I) I USCA
U(I2.I) a U(12,I) 3 USCA

2OU(Z3.I) - U(13,I) 2 USCA
URITEcS.10e6 11,12,13

1006 FCRrAT(X,////,1X,'PHI AND I-FIELD PROFILES FOR (AB) CHOICE$',
I 14,',',14,',AD,4, '//

C
DO 300 I.1.,NDR,2

IeeS FO~r.iT(1X,i.3(3X,ZE14.S))
C
C%22 COMPARE VALUES AT ELECTRC4 SHEATH BOUNDARY IU1Z fl
C

CALL PATCH(RSTAR.URAYSTAR,XSTARBC)

IJRITE(6. 1010)
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1I1 FORM~AT~iX/////,1X,'MATCHING VALUES AT SPEATH BOUNiDARY',//,

C & 8x:ES2"i2x:uSii;9x,IYS1,9x,,US2",;,)
C22SCALE RSTAR INTO CENTIMETERS z::~:zu::uSs

C
DO 650 101,100

650 RS(1)-RSTAR(I):RSCA

DO 700 1-1,100

C & USTAR(l),YSTAR(I).U,.(I)

IF(IT.LT.AF) Go TO 400

STOP
C

END

C

C - --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - --- - -
C SUBROUTINE BOUND
C --------------------------------------------

* C SU3ROUT INE D0UND(DR,A, 3oUO.ITER)

LOGICAL LAZ,LCZN,LXOHS
C

DIME.NSIONAde,(0 ,R escl1 )
C

COMIMON /FIT/ UN(100).UM( 100),XNfICa,VN(t81).UfiM1(100,UNF11(1e),

*& XSTAR(100),YSTAR(100)
COMM rON /SWITCm/ LAZLCIN,LIONiS
COMMON01 uITCHY/A(0)B(0,,210,210

EPS-*1 .0
IF(LAZ) EPS*$.O
F *1.0
IFC.NOT.LCIN) F--1.0

OD CC ~~~CX2 RlAKE ZEROETH-ORDER GUESSES llzruu :zu2x u:
C

00 1 1-1,100
R (I)o*DR
USTAR( I)@UM( I)
USTAR( I )*UN(I I
XSTAR( I)mXN( I)

1 STAR(l)sVN(1)
C212 ITERATE FOR SOLUJTIONIS U2U1Ul2u:::un
C

DO 2 IT.1,ITER

c*iz CALCULATE Al AMID 31 2::

C
DO 20 I1-100e
AF(2().GT8.0()/(GOx((1TO 20 ()

C

DO 4 1.1.100
Al(l)- Aa(i )I(1.O+USTAR(I ) )SORT(92(I))
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4 91(t). A2 I )ZUSTAR(! )/$CRT(B2C I))

CIZZ CHECK FOR NEGAT*LVE VJALUES OF 'USTAR' :2IIzx1:12
C

DO 30 1-.100o
IF(USTARc.GT.O.e.AND.U$TAR(I).LT.UO) GO TO 30
USTAR(t)- (I.eE-3)ZUQ

30 CONTINUE
C
C222 CALCULATE R-CORRECTED I**
C

A2(l)- SGRT(USTAR(I)Z2.0+'JTAR(I)))
5 02(I)a 1.0 + USTARCI)

I WA DO 6 71100
6 RSTAR(Il)- ()10+ ()-N~!()3()

& (Y$'TAR(I)132(1) - XSTAR(I)ZA(I))
C

DO 14 r1,100
14IF( CRSTARCI )lF).GE.0.0) RU ).RSTAR(I)

C

DO 7 1*1,100
7 SCRICI)m-0.S/(RCI,.RlPI))

DO 8 1-1,100
Aa()SC1(I)Z(XSTAR(Z)+B(I)'SORT(UO-USTAR(Il)

a B32t aSCRCI)2: STARUI+e.e:EPS11uSTAR(I)SCR~tI)

* C221 CORRECT TH~E PREDICTED VALUES 2*2
C

DO 9 1-1,100

DO 10 1&1.100
USTARE I ).UM1 1 )R(Z ):(XSTAR(I ")-AI (I ):SGR'rF:RU ))-A2(I )2R(ZL))

a C"tIIUE
C

DO 12 1-1.100

C
RETUJRN

END

C
C.
C --------------------------------- -------- --- -

0 C SUBROUTINE PRIM E
C - - - - - - -

SUBROUTINE PRIrEUU,X,YXPYP,IT,IFLAO)

DItNENSIOM S10,(10.(10.(010POP10

COI'MOH ,COEF/ A(XeO),B(100),RS(100),RA(10),AFLAGCIOO),
* & RDRRC,RAIIODERINU.UG O, 0,EYP1C2,ERAT,CGAPLEN

COMMION /SU1TCH/ LAZLCIHLIOIIS

LOGICAL LAZ,LCIrI,LIOIIS
lNTEC.-R !CLAG(1e0)
REAL2S R,ICRRC,RAMODE
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C
CX*22*2221 FIND THE ELECTRON SHEATH RADIUS 122Z2222223ZUUUZUI2IIZ
C

DO 2 Iml.188
IF(S(1).GT.1.8E-S) GO TO 2

IF(IFLAGCI).EQ.0) IFLAGUI)*IT
a CON4TINUE
C

DO 7 ta1,100
7 SCB(I)-A(I).RS(X)

C
DO 3 1-1,100
IF(SCB(1).IIE..0.0) 0O TO 3
RS (l)-*R

3 CONTJIUE

CIIUUZIU22 FIND THE 'ANOCDE RADIUS' :~ulu::xx~~2:~Zi

DO 4 li,ie
IF(U(I).LT.UQ) GO TO 4
AU ).0
AFLACCI ).e

4 CONTINUE

00 3 1.1,100
5 SCA(I)-AFLAO(Z)RACZ)

DO 6 1-1,108
IF(SCA(I).NE.O.0) GO TO 6
RACI )'R

6 CONTINUE
* DO le 101.100

10 SCACI)- 1.e'SGRT(SUl))
DO 11 I"1,100

11 SCB(I)*A(1)XSCA(I)
DO 12 141,180

DO 13 1-1,100
*13 SCA(I) - Uo-U(T)

DO 14 1-1,10
IF(SCA(I).GT.0.0) CO TO 14
SCA(I )Q1.0

14 CONTINUE
DO IS 1-1.100

15 SCCU,.1.-0/SGRT(SCA(I))
DO 16 161,100

* 16 SCA(I)-XP(I)-9CI)SSCC(I)
DO 17 1-1,100

17 SCS~d) a YP(I)
IF(LAZ) G0 TO 19
DO IS 141"100

18 SCB(I)-SCB(I).AFLAG(I)IUCI)2RINUJ
19 CONTINUE

DO 20 1.1,100
SCC( 1).SCA( I )-X( 1)

*20 SC6CI).SCaCI)-YCI)
DO 21 I*1,100
XP(I )-SCC(I )SRINU

21 YP(I).SCDCU:tRINJ

RETURN
C
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Ic

C SUBROUTINE MATCH
C--------------------------------

SUBROUTINE M.ATCHCRSTAR.URA,YSTAR,XSTARBC)

LOGICAL LAZA.C!M,LIOHS
REAL28 R,DR,RCRANO0E

C
COMM9ON /COEF' A(100),B(100),RSCIOO),RA(100),AFLAGCIOO),

& R.DR.RC,RAtIODE.RIHV,U0,B0
COMMON /SWITCH/ LAZ,16CIM,LZOIS
COMMON /ITCHY/ SCACxG0),sC3(100),SCc-,(0),SCD(100)

DIMENSIONRS)U (1esA(e)sT ue,
& BC jee,RATc100),RAT1liV(l00e,(1e0),BETA(10e),

& BETAP(100)
C
CXZZ DETERMIINE NEEDED COMISTAtITS :lUZUUIUU

RASING.510L( RAtIOCE)
DO 1 101.100
RATC I)oRASING/RSTAR( I)

DO 2 1-1,100
a RATINU(JI). I.0.'RATC I)

DO 3 1-1,10
IF(RATINV(I).GT.0.0) G(I)-ALQG(RATIN(I))

3 CONT114UE

C*22 MATCH THE MAGNETIC VARIABLE :zz~i:1zlZZ3

IF(LAZ) GO TO 4
C

D0 S I=1I'ee
5 SCA(I)s 2.0261RA(I) - YSTAR(1)2(RASING-RSTAR(I)ZRATIHU(I))

DO S 1-1.100
IF(RAT(I)J'E.1.0) GO TO 7
GO TO 6

7 SCB(I) a SCA()/ (RACZ).RATIHU(I))
6 CONTINUE

'GO TO 8

4 CONTINUJE
DO 9 y-.L0g

9 SCB(I) * WRA(I)2RATC)/B8

8 CONTINUIE

CZ MATCH THE ELECTRI CAL VARIABLES 2 2 X Z Z ZII

IFC.MOT.LIONSJ GO TO 20

DO 10 1.1,100
3ETA(1 & G(1)2( %.0 - G(112( 0.400 - OtCIIC 9.166SE-2
&-G(1)2( 1.'24ZE-2 -G(I)2( 1.6793E-3 - GCZ)2( 1.6122E-4
&-G(I)X( 1..e93SE-5 - G1:C2 8.8769E-7 - GI)lc S.46192-8
&-GCI)Z( 2.9.484E-9 - CtI)(C 1.3603E-10 - 0(1)3( 7.1161E-13
& G(I)2( a.6644E-13 +G(I1 .2)2IS~)

to COITiUE
C

D I1-1,104
BETAP(I) o C 1.0 - G(I)t( 0.3 -G(IJC 2.7SE-1 - G(1)2(

5-696SSE-2 - r4(1)2( 8.3964E-3 - G(1)2( 9.6733E-4
&- G1:)S 9.0S544E-S - G(I)*( 7.1015E-6 - GCI)* 4.91S7E-7

4 ~& - G(I)ZU 2.94842-8 - G(I~t( 1.4963E-9 - G(I)l( B.S321E-12
4& - G(1)2( 3.4637E-1 +GI) 1.7S36E-14fl))))ff))RSTAR(I)

11 CONTINUE
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0c

DO 12 roi,tea
12 SCCUl) - UO - (A3S(9.02RS AR(I)SBETA(I)28ETAC!)R3C(I))/4.0D)

DO 13 1-1,1e0
* 13 SCD(l)- -(2.0/3.e)t(Ue - SCCIlf;(1./RSTAR(1)

L + 2-e3BETAP(I)/BETA(l))
GO TO 14

C
20 CONIMhE

DO 15 1-1,109
IS IF(RAT(1).GT.O.0) G(IJ.ALOG(RAT(I))

DO 16 lel,108
16X SCC(I) *US XSTARCIARSTARCI)XG(I)
C
14 RETURN

END



U

Appendix B

SAMPLE SOLUTION FOR A RADIAL DIODE

In order to provide an example of the iterative "shooting" technique solution process, the radial

diode depicted in Fig. 6 was modeled. Two megavolt operation of such a geometry should make the

case interesting to those in the light ion beam research area. The desired configuration was specified by

the following choice of variables:

a. LAZ- FALSE.,

b. LCIN- .TRUE.,

c. LIONS - .TRUE.,

d. RC - 5.0,

e. RANODE - 5.5,

" f. U0 - 2.0E6, and

g. Bo - 2.0E4.

As for the numerical factors, NDR was left at 500 and ERROR was chosen as 0.02.

-3.2 cm R
10 

L

/z

Fig. 6 - The radial diode test case

V2OMV (BZ)MAX : 20kG
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A quasi-static computer simulation of this diode has been completed 25 and the numerical results

indicate an electron current density at the cathode of approximately 3.8 x 104 amps/cm 2 with a comple-

* mentary ion current density of about 1.3 x 104 amps/cm 2 . Due to the geometric electric field enhance-

ment at the anode surface, it can be assumed that this ion current is too high. In the simulation, the

axial magnetic field strength at the cathode surface was found to go slightly negative. Such field rever-

* sal cannot be expected if the electron and ion currents are significantly reduced. Given the high vol-

tages of this test case, the approximate solutions presented in Figs. 3 and 4 do not provide any addi-

tional assistance in choosing reasonable guesses. As a first test for RADBER, therefore, it was decided

* to search the following parameter ranges:

(a) (B.),lm, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 kilogauss.

(b) Ten equispaced values of 2.0 x 10' < j < 4.25 x 104 amps/cm2 .

(c) Ten equispaced values of 0.3 x 10" J < 0.75 x 104 amps/cm 2.

In examining the numerical results from the program it is important to note that in cases such as this

where the electron sheath boundary will lie close to the anode surface, the matching of values at p -

PA is extremely unreliable due to the sharp discontinuities in U" and W" at p - Ps. As a general rule,

therefore, one must perform the matching tests at p - ps. After good matches are found there, the

corresponding tables for p - p A may or may not add corroboration but they can never be used to over-

rule the Ps test results. Similarly, the sample 6 and B: profiles are to be trusted completely only inside

the electron sheath.

An examination of the matching results for this first parameter search yielded, as might be

* expected, only a few promising candidates. By far most of the values to be compared at p - p s differed

by at least factors of two. From this mass of data, however, the best matches were extracted for

presentation in Table 2. The closest fit seems to be reached for (B-)cath - 7 kG, J- 2.75 x 104 and

J - 0.35 x 10. The next logical search region seems to be:
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- TABLE 2. SAMPLE RADIAL DIODE OUTPUT

BZ JE JI (US)IN (US)OUT (XS)IN (xS)OUT (US)IN (US)OUT

5.0 2.50 0.40 E.36 3.89 0.552 O..59 3.21 5.54
5.0 4.00 0.55 2.95 3.89 0.443 0.688 3.82 5.52

K

6.0 2.70 0.40 2.85 3.76 0.703 0.956 3.72 5.25
6.0 3.50 0.45 3.36 3.91 0.532 0.340 4.25 5.58

7.0 2.2S 0.30 3.23 3.87 0.855 0.612 4.11 5.44
L 7.0 2.75 0.35 3.48 3.86 0.772 0.694 4.36 5.1i

7.0 3.50 0.40 3.74 3.85 0.293 0.?76 4.63 5.38

8.0 2.50 0.30 3.66 3.73 0.906 0.871 4.55 5.08

WHERE I THIS TABLE AS WELL AS IN TABLES 3, 4, AiND S:
B I 1 IN KILOGAUSS,
JE AND JI &PE IN UNITS OF I0,000 AP'CMSO, AND
US, XS, AND US APE ALL DIMENSIONLESS.

(a) (B,),,ht - 6.5, 7.0, and 7.5 kG.

(b) Ten equispaced values for 2.0 x 104 < j < 3.8 x 104.

(c) Ten equispaced values for 0.25 x 1' I 0.43 x 104.

The RADBER-generated matching values at p - Ps provided the results listed in Table 3. The best
overall answers seem to be for (B-)C3 h - 7.5 kG, j - 2.80 x 10k, and I - 0.33 x 10'. For those

parameters, the worst match occurs for Ws. However, the jump in those values of WS compared to

their neighbors in the table suggests that the program is searching in a sensitive region of parameter

space. Such "sensitivity" often implies that one is close to the correct answer in the search. To further

* delineate the correct range, it seems reasonable to check adjacent (B:)t.h values. For the third test

search, therefore, the following ranges are chosen:

(a) (B:).,h - 7.25, 7.50, 7.75, and 8.00 kG.0

(b) Ten equispaced values of 1.7 x 10' < j ( 3.5 x 104.

(c) Ten equispaced values of 0.25 x 104 J < 0.43 x 10".
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TABLE 3. SAMPLE RADIAL DIODE OUTPUT

* BZ JE Jr (US)IM (US)OUT (XS)IN XS)OUT (US)IN (S)OUT
---------------------------------------------------------------------
6.5 2.00 0.29 2.98 3.S9 0.790 0.526 3.8S 5.S1
6.5 2.20 0.31 2.81 3.Z6 0.73S 0.635 3.68 5.42
6.5 3.00 0.39 3.38 3.89 0.68S 0.604 4.26 5.50
6.5 3.20 0.41 3.43 3.86 0.643 0.732 4.32 5.43

7.0 2.00 0.29 2.76 3.60 0.350 0.381 3.63 4.95
7.0 2.20 0.31 2.94 3.66 0.860 0.962 3.81 5.03
7.0 2.40 0.33 3.09 3.69 0.357 0.959 3.97 5.03
7.0 2.60 0.3S 3.21 3.70 0.341 0.975 4.09 S.09
7.0 2.80 8.35 3.55 3.39 0.732 0.559 4.44 5.50
7.0 3.00 0.37 3.60 3.86 0.574 0.698 4.49 5.42

7.5 2.00 0.27 3.06 3.67 0.938 0.390 3.93 5.01
7.S 2.20 0.29 3.23 3.71 0.934 0.384 4.11 5.07
7.5 2.40 0.31 3.36 3.72 0.914 0.399 4.24 5.09
7.5 2.60 0.33 3.46 3.71 0.380 0.934 4.35 5.08
7.S 2.80 0.33 3.75 3.S7 0.667 0.641 4.65 5.43
7.5 2.8 0.35 3.54 3.69 0.835 0.98$ 4.43 5.03
7.5 3.00 0.35 3.7S 3.S2 0.530 0.734 4.67 5.31

The best matches are listed in Table 4. Clearly the most tantalizing results are those for the 8.0 kilo-

gauss case. For that fixed value of (B:)C,3 h a close match for each of the three variables tested can be

found within the given (j.J) matrix. More importantly, all of the matches fall on the line j - 2.10 +

10 (J - 0.27) - 10J - 0.60. Two possibilities suggest themselves, either the solution falls on a similar

line for an adjacent magnetic field value or it lies on an adjacent (j.,)-line unresolved by the coarse

mesh but at the same field value. The former alternative will be tested first by examining the same

(d,) mesh for the values, (B.)Ch - 7.9, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5. The major results are listed in Table 5.

The coalescence of circled solutions indicates a finer scale search in the region delineated by:

(a) (B:)&,h - 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 kG.

(b) Ten equispaced values of 1.65 x 10,< j < 2.55 x l0".

(c) Ten equispaced values of 0.225 x 104 < J < 0.315 x 104.

No tabulated results are necessary for this run since a "hit' was scored in the p - ps matching results

for the parameter combination (B)cath - 8.7 kG, i- 2.25 x 104 amps/cm2 , and J1,- 0.275 x 104
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TABLE 4. SAMPLE RADIAL DIODE OUTPUT

BZ JE JI (US)IN (US)OUT (XS)IN (XS)OUT (US)IH (US)OUT
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
7.25 2.10 0.29 3.00 3.66 0.899 0.928 3.87 5.02
7.25 2.30 0.31 3.16 3.70 0.895 0.924 4.04 5.07
7.25 2.50 .33 3.29 3.71 0.878 0.939 4.17 5.09
7.25 2.90 0.35 3.68 3.86 0.678 0.671 4.57 5.42
7.25 3.10 0.35 3.81 3.91 0.321 0.338 4.70 5.58
7.25 3.10 0.37 3.70 3.82 0.605 0.807 4.60 5.32

7.50 2.50 0.31 3.56 3.83 0.859 0.723 4.45 5.33
7.50 2.70 0.33 3.63 3.81 0.801 e.792 4.52 5.27
7.50 2.90 0.33 3.83 3.89 0.459 0.501 4.73 5.52
7.S$ 2.90 0.35 3.68 3.77 0.734 0.879 4.57 5.19
7.50 3.10 0.35 3.83 3.85 0.366 0.726 4.72 5.37
7.50 3.10 0.37 3.71 3.73 0.662 0.975 4.60 5.09
7.50 3.3e 0.37 3.82 3.78 0.288 e.888 4.71 5.22
7.50 2.90 0.39 3.22 3.26 0.908 1.374 4.09 4.40
7.5 3.10 0.39 3.53 3.52 0.813 1.207 4.41 4.75

7.7S 2.10 0.27 3.29 3.72 0.972 O.841 4.17 5.07
7.7S 2.30 0.29 3.43 3.73 0.950 0.855 4.32 5.19
7.75 2.50 0.31 3.54 3.73 0.910 0.891 4.43 5.08
7.75 2.70 0.31 3.83 3.87 0.627 0.610 4.72 5.43
7.75 2.70 0.33 3.62 3.70 0.856 0.947 4.51 5.04
7.75 2.90 0.33 3.84 3.82 0.517 0.762 4.74 5.30

8.00 2.10 0.27 3.26 3.59 1.011 0.958 4.14 4.82
8.00 2.30 0.29 3.40 3.61 0.994 0.977 4.29 4.85
8.00 2.50 0.31 3.5Z 3.60 0.960 1.012 4.41 4.84
8.60 2.70 0.33 3.61 3.58 0.911 1.063 4.50 4.S0

• 8.00 2.90 0.35 3.67 3.54 0.849 1.125 4.56 4.74
" 8.00 3.10 0.37 3.72 3.49 0.778 1.197 4.61 4.65

8.00 3.3$ 0.39 3.75 3.42 0.701 1.276 4.64 4.55

0.
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IAIUE S. S^PLE RADIAL DIODE OUTPUT
--------------------------------------------------------

8Z J J! (uS)N (US)OUT (xS)1? (xS)OU " (US)IN (JS)GUT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7.9 2.30 4.2S 3.42 3.6" 0.977 0.932 4.2e 4.95
7.9 2.S0 0.31 3.53 3.65 0.94e 0.963 4.42 4.94
7.9 2.70 0.33 3.61 3.63 0.829 1.0210 4.50 4.9e
7.9 2.90 0.3S 3.68 3.59 0.426 1.08S 4.57 4.33
7.9 3.10 0.37 3.72 3.54 0.7S4 1.16-0 4.61 4.74

* 7.9 3.30 0.39 3.7S 3.47 0.677 1.241 4.64 4.64
7.9 3.50 0.41 3.76 3.40 0.599 1.133 4.65 4.S2

8.1 2.10 0.27 3.24 3.53 1.026 0.998 4.12 4.71
8.1 2.30 0.29 3.39 3.55 1.011 1.018 4.22 4.75
8.1 2.50 0.31 3.51 3.55 0.920 t.053 4.40 4.74
8.1 8.70 0.33 3.6S 3,53 8.932 1.1"2 4.49 4.71
8.1 2.90 0.3S 3.67 3.49 0.873 1.163 4.S6 4.65
8.1 3.10 6.37 3.72 3.44 0.82 1.233 4.61 4.56

8.2 2.10 9.27 3.22 3.47 1.048 1.035 4.10 4.61
8.2 8.30 8.29 3.38 3.50 1.028 t.0-6 4.26 4.65

* 8.2 2.50 0.31 3.50 3.5e 0.999 1.091 4.33 4.64
8.2 2-.4 0.33 3.-2 3.16 1.03e 1.314 4.0s 4.13
3.2 2.70 0.33 3.59 3.48 0.954 1.139 4.48 4.61
8.2 2.90 0.3S 3.6 3.44 0.397 1.198 4.56 4.55

8.3 1.90 0.25 3.01 3.36 1.e45 !.8S8 2.23 4.44
8.3 2.10 0.27 3.21 3.41 1.8S4 1.063 4.03 4.51
3.3 2.20 0.29 2.37 3.44 1.04S 1.O22 4.25 4.55
8.3 2.S# 0.31 3.49 3.44 1.018 1.12? 4.32 4.5

* 8.3 2.70 0.33 3.59 3.42 0.975 1.174 4.48 4.52
3.3 2.90 0.3S 3.66 3.39 0.918 1.232 4.55 4.46

8.4 1. 0 0.25 2.39 3.29 1. 7 1.088 3.S6 4.34
8.4 2.10 8.27 3.19 3.3S 1.069 1.101 4.07 4.41
8.4 2.30 0.29 3.35 3.38 1.062 1.12S 4.23 4.45
8.4 2 .4 0.31 3.43 3.39 1.037 1.160 4.37 4.45
8.4 2.70 0.33 3.53 3.37 0.996 1.207 4.47 4.42

B 1.5 1.90 0.2s 2.97 3.23 1.067 1.117 3.34 4.24
3.S 2.14 0.27 3.17 3.29 1.082 1.131 4.O 4.31
3.5 2.30 0.29 3.34 3.32 1.077 1.1SG 4.22 4.3S
I.5 2.50 0.29 3. 6 2.92 1.062 1.36S 3.88 3.S2
8.S 3.S0 0.31 3.47 3.33 1.06 1.198 4.3S 4.35

* amps/cm2  For that choice, RADBER found the following: rs - 5.445, (Us) n- 3.438, (Us),u,

3.381, (Xs), - 1.104, (X 5 ) 0u|- 1.096, ( Ws),, - 4.324, and (1s), t = 4.397. It is interesting to note

that the matching at p - p 4 yielded rs - 5.445, r4 - 5.497, E4 - -0.0053, (,64 - 2.0 MV, and WA

5.435. Only the value for Wj is significantly displaced from its proper value of 5.600. A final fine-

tuning run is called for not so much to obtain better values for the parameter guesses but rather to

obtain useable profiles for the quantities b (r) and B:(r). For .his final run, it was decided to pick:

(a) (B.) e,4 - 8.675, 8.700, and 8.725 kG.

(b) Ten equispaced values of 2.05 x I0 (j < 2.50 x 104.

(c) Ten equispaced values of 0.255 x 104 < I < 0.300 x 10'.
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The results of that run clearly indicate a best choice of parameters as [(B.),,h, j.J)] - [8.725 kG, 22.0

kA/cm2 , 2.75 kA/cm']. For that combination, matching at p - Ps yielded (LS)in- 3.306, (Us),,,-

3.268, (Es)i - 1.116, (Es), - 1.152, (Ws)i, - 4.188, (Ws),,t" 4.235, and rs - 5.436 cm. The per-

centage errors in each of the respective quantities are Au - 1.2%, A- 3.2%, and .11 - 1.1%. Given

the 2% error margin chosen for the predictor-corrector, it is mathematically pointless to seek a closer

match. The radial profiles of the electrostatic potential and axial magnetic field values supplied by

RADBER for that chosen solution are plotted in Fig. 7. Note that the nature of the B-field profile is

qualitatively identical to those plotted by Ron, et al., (see Ref. II). On the other hand, the E-field

inferred from the curve of t (r) in Fig. 7 sharply differs from that cited in the above journal article.

The difference exists because the presence of ions was not treated in Ref. 11. Ion emission at the

anode surface requires that the electric field strength go to zero there.

-2- 50
40

#(MV)3

11~8 (W) t

5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5
le ,(CM) - Is

Fig. 7 - Profiles of ,b dfd B. in the 4-K gap of the radial diode.

These RADBER results represent a very significant departure from the results of the full

DIODE2D computer simulation of the radial diode under study. Instead of a slightly negative B. at the

cathode surface, RADBER predicts 8.725 kG. Instead of an electron current density of 38 kA/cm.,

RADBER finds 22 kA/cm 2. Finally, and most dramatically, we are left with only 2.75 kA/cm2 of ion

current density compared to DIODE2D's 13.0 kA/cm 2. These observed differences, how ver, may be

attributed to two major causes:
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(1) The electric field near the anode of the actual simulated radial diode is enhanced due to 2-D dis-

tortions which cannot be modeled by RADBER's one-dimensional treatment.

(2) The DIODE2D simulation accurately treated the azimuthal magnetic insulation present in the

actual diode as well as the axial one. Given the currents of over a megampere flowing through

the cathode shank, very large values of B, could be expected. This additional field component

could easily have modified the results of the simple I-D model by the degree shown. As an addi-

tional reference point, simple Child-Langmuir bi-polar analysis predicts an electron current density

* of just under 50 kA/cm 2 and a corresponding I of 1.2 kAlcm 2. It is interesting that both densities

are off by factors of two from the RADBER results but in opposite directions.

In conclusion, therefore, RADBER, has given a reliable order-of-magnitude estimate for the

current flow through the system. It also gives an investigator some appreciation for the degree to which

combined axial and azimuthal insulation can modify a simple axial insulation prediction. Of course,

RADBER can also be used to predict a purely azimuthal insulation result for this same diode in order

to give even more insight into the overall physics of its operation. Such further studies would be valu-

able for specific diode designers.

3
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Appendix C

SAMPLE SOLUTION FOR A VACUUM TRANSMISSION LINE

As part of the NRL Light Ion Fusion Research Program, high power diodes were tested for use as

intense ion beam sources on the AURORA pulsed power generator at the Harry Diamond Laboratory.

For these tests, the machine was operated in positive polarity so that the magnetically insulated coaxial

feed line which transmits the power from the generator to the diode has a configuration qualitatively

similar to that pictured in the lower half of Fig. 2. A significant difference, however, is that in the

actual transmission line the outer conductor is conical rather than cylindrical. The specific geometry is

drawn to scale in Fig. 8 with all dimensions given in centimeters. In recent ion diode runs on this dev-

ice, clear evidence was found that significant amounts of electron current were impacting the outer cir-

cumference of the end of the inner conductor (anode). This could represent a significant loss of power

that could have been usefully applied to the generation of ions in the diode instead. The 250 kiloam-

peres of current flowing through the anode stalk had been assumed to be quite sufficient for generating

a strong enough azimuthal B-field to insulate any electron flow in the line. Apparently it may not be.

The RADBER code can now be used to check the physics of the assumption.

71.1
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Quite differently from the case treated in Appendix B, the solutions at p - ps proved to be

extremely erratic in the immediate vicinity of the true solution. This is to be expected judging from

* • the sharp discontinuity in the slopes of both the electric field and the magnetic field for this case. On

the other hand, the sharpness of the jumps in j space are a useful aide in pinpointing the solution after.

coarse tuning of the parameter guesses is accomplished through matching at p - p,. For the 3 MV
I2

case, the correct steady state values for rs , j, and (B,)ClLh are 70.51 cm, 3.90 amp/cm2 , and 0.689 kG

respectively. Similarly, for 6 - 4 MV, they are 70.33 cm, 4.735 amp/cm2. and 0.677 kG. Finally, for

60 - 5 MV, the corresponding numbers are 70.03 cm, 6.315 amp/cm2 , and 0.663 kG. In Fig. 9 are
0

plotted the profiles of b and Bq near the cathode for all three cases. Notice the pronounced discon-

tinuity in the slope of each B, at its respective electron sheath boundary compared to the relatively

smooth transition of 4b across the same boundaries. In vacuum, the B, has a simple r-1 dependence
|

while (6(r) is proportional to In r.

140- 0. 72

120- 0.7

10oo- 3M 0.,o0
0(kv) 4MV 8,1) G)

80 - 4.V

60- 0.68

40 - 0.67

20 - 0 0

o 697d 1 1

( SM 3V(r$) 3 cm)-(4Mv

Fig. 9 - Profiles of b dnd B for ihe modified A..RORA MITL
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The weakest insulation can probably be expected near the end of the anode stalk where the dam-

age was experimentally observed. Cylindrically coaxial equilibrium solutions will be sought for that

lei region using RADBER for total voltages, 60 , of 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 mV. Assuming 250 kA of axial

current in the anode stalk demands a vacuum B9 of approximately 0.7032 kG at the lower cathode

radius of 71.1 cm. That value will be used as the scale B-field, B0. RADBER's numerical variables

must then be set as follows:

a. LAZ - .TRUE.

b. LCIN - .FALSE.

* c. LIONS - FALSE.

d. ERROR - 0.01

e. RC - 71.1

f. RANODE = 26.7

g. Uo - 3.0E6, 4.0E6, and 5.0E6

h. Bo = 0.7032E3

i. CURCEN = 2.50E5.

This problem is somewhat simpler than that of the radial diode since no ion current is present. Thus,

only two parameters, j and (B9)Ih, must be guessed. Similarly, only two resultant parameters. U and

W'- Y, must be matched at p - Ps and p = PA. As a starting point for parameter guesses, simple

Child-Langmuir theory predicts about 6.2, 9.5 and 13.3 amps/cm 2 of emitted electron current density

for 6b0 - 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 MV respectively. With such low values for j, relatively little departure from

* . the vacuum B9 of 0.70 kG can be expected. This in turn would lead to values of Ps very close to p.

Because of that, finer resolution must be used in the numerical integration so that a value of .VDR -

750 is chosen. The details of the numerical solution search process paralleling that used in Appendix B
.0

will not be given here. It is sufficient to note that the reduction of the work from a three-point to two-

point shooting problem permitted convergence to a solution for each of the three voltages within three

iterations of guesses.
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* NRL MEMORANDUM REPORT 4654

These solutions indicate that there is very little to fear from power losses to electron flow in this

feed line. The electron sheathes at the cathode surface are all on the order of only one centimeter

thick compared to a radial anode-cathode separation of almost forty-five centimeters. The source of the

experimentally-observed damage patterns is now believed to be some phenomenon associated with the

plasma erosion switches used near the diode assembly.
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PRODUCTION OF INTENSE LIGHT ION BEACMS
FROM A SUPERPOWER GENERATOR

I. INTRODUCTION

* Recent technological advances in the production and focusing of intense

pulsed light ion beams (hydrogen, deuterium, and carbon) have raised the

attainable intensities from levels of 1 A/cm 2 into the i0/cn 2 regime. 1"3 The

present achievements of high-power ion beams and the potential for continued

* advancements in this field make them prime candidates as drivers for inertial

confinement fusion (ICF). Requirements of an ICF system that are met by an

ion beam driver 4 "6 include: (1) ions can be produced at high efficiency in

extraction geometries appropriate to ICF ignition, 7 -9 and (2) beam power

* density delivered on target can be significantly larger than the source

density through velocity bunching of the ions during transport,10 by

geometrical shaping of the ion source,8 or by externally magnetically focusing

the extracted ion beam. 7 A specific advantage of an ion beam driver for ICF

is that the ion energy deposition profile in the target is more favorable than

those of either laser photons or relativistic electrons 11.

A variety of diode configurations to produce light ion beams for ICF have

been discussed in the literature. I  In this paoer, experimental investigations

into the production and ballistic focusing of proton and deuteron beams from

one such diode are presented. The pinch-reflex diode, 8 developed by the Naval

Research Laboratory (NRL) on the Gamble II accelerator, was matched to the

* PITHON generator1 2 at Physics International Company. In addition to diode

physics studies, the coupling between a biconic magnetically insulated vacuum

transmission line and a small pinch-reflex diode at high stress (E > 2 x 106

V/cm) has been iivestigated.

The early motivation for this work stemmed from computational modeling of

the pinch-reflex diode toward ICF applications. The PITHON generator

parameters may satisfy requirements for a single module in a multi-ion-beam

target irradiation concept based on beam bunching during transport in Z-

pinches 13 and multi-beam overlap on target. Two experimental sessions were

performed with this generator: The first studied the scaling of diode

performance and ballistic focusing at higher powers and longer pulselengths

than previously available; 2 the second studied the detailed shape evolution of

the electrode plasma surfaces--information essential for design of a diode to

produce a high quality focused ion beam. 14

Manuscript submitted November 10, 19SI.



In this paper we present the results of these studies. The generator and
diode are discussed in Sec. 1I. The beam diagnostics employed to evaluate ion

species, current density profile and history, time-integrated beam geometry,

and anode plasma surface evolution are described in Sec. I1. The principal

results of the two experimental sessions are presanted ana discussed in

Sec. IV. Conclusions of this work are presented in Sec. V.

11. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. Accelerator

The PITHON accelerator, shown schematically in Fig. 1, is a water

Udielectric multi-stage coaxial transmission line driven by a 40-stage, 1.5-MJ.

oil-insulated, twin Marx generator. The 2.3 i intermediate storage capacitor

is charged to a voltage above the open circuit Marx potential (through

ringup), then discharged via a single-site, self-breaking 4ater switch into a

1.3-z pulse forming line (PFL). Multi-site water output switches provide a

low-inductance energy transfer from the PFL to a tapered 1.0 a first

transformer in a pulse of about half the PFL voltage and twice the duration.

A common problem in pulsed power accelerators is a low-voltage, long-

duration "prepulse" loading the diode prior to the main nigh voltage pulse.

This phenomenon is due to capacitive coupling between sequential inner

conductor stages of the accelerator and can often lead to diode shorting and

nonreproducibility. This coupling is reduced in PITHON by a low permittivity

epoxy "prepulse slab" between the first and second transformers (see :ig. 1).

ror a shot yielding a 2-MV output pulse, this technique reduces the prepulse
level at the vacuum interface from over 300 kV to below 10 kV thus allowing

the use of a wide variety of field-emission-diode loads.

Multi-site, gas-insulated switches connecting the transformers through

the prepulse slab close on the leading edge of the hign voltage pulse. There

are two interchangeable second transformers which connect this slab to the

* water-vacuum interface with characteristic impedances of 0.75 and 1.0 Z. Both

interfaces allow penetration of a "transit time isolator" cable shield through

the water from the high-voltage vacuum cathode to the grounded outer shell.

Through this isolator the ion-beam diagnostic signals, floating at the 2- to

* 2.5-MV cathode potential, can be extracted with less than 50-mV noise.
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The vacuum feed connecting the second transformer to the diode is shown

in Fig. 2. The shaded area is the water-dielectric transmission line, which

carries the electromagnetic wave. The line bends radially inward and flares

to reduce the electric field stress on a graded axially-stacked epoxy

interface separating water from vacuum. Interface voltage and current

diagnostics (VT and IT) are located at the flare in several azimuthal
NT

locations. On the vacuum side of this interface, the energy pulse is carried

by an electromagnetic wave and by electrons. The total current can be

measured on the anode and is monitored at the vacuum interface (1o) and at the

diode (ID). The total inductance between these monitors is about 30 nH. A

dielectric surface flashover switch interrupts the cathode side of the feed to

further reduce the prepulse on the diode to about 5 kV.

B. Diode Structures

Two independent cathode and anode configurations were tested in these

experiments. The diode structures used in the first run are shown in Fig. 3.

Following the vacuum feed from the flashover switch toward the axis, a sudden

transition is made from a radial biconic to a coaxial feed. The center

conductor is the cathode shank, a 0.6-cm-thick wall stainless-steel

cylinder. The outer coax anode shell is aluminum and can be adjusted for

concentricity and axial spacing. This coax section terminates in the pinch-

reflex diode: a thin hollow cathode tip opposite a grounded planar or

spherical anode.

A planar pinch-reflex diode is shown in Fig. 3a. The anode assembly is a

disk of 0.012-cm-thick polyethylene (CH2) held 5 mm from a carbon backing

plate by an outer insulating annulus and a central carbon button. When this

foil flashes early in the electrical pulse, an anode plasma spreads across the

foil and expands into the anode-cathode gap. Ions are accelerated toward the

cathode from the low-density front of this moving plasma and are deflected

radially inward by their self-magnetic field toward a time-varying collection

of foci. The ion beam current (lion) is measured by a Rogowski coil sheltered

behind the cathode tip. The ions entering the cathode pass through a 1.8-um-

thick polycarbonate (Kimfol*) foil pressure window and propagate current- and

charge-neutralized in a l-Torr-nitrogen drift chamber.

*available from Kimberly Clark Corp., Lee, MA, 01238
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Fig. 3 - Pinch-reflex diode assemblies for the first experimental
session in (a) planar geometry and (b) focusing geometry
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The focusing configuration of the pinch-reflex diode in the first

experimental session is shown in Fig. 3b. Anode foils of 0.025-cm-thick poly-

vinyl-acetate (PVA), deformed into a spherical section with a 12.7-cm radius-

* of-curvature, were mounted onto similarly machined carbon bacing plates to

maintain a 5-mm foil-plate separation (see Fig. 3b). An extended tip cathode

was used to define the 100-cm 2 diode area for pinch-reflex electron operation

with a 3- to 4-mm anode-cathode gap. The initial ion velocity is directed

* toward a geometric focus located substantially inside the planar-diode focal

length. The intent of this design is to create a high-current-density ion-

beam focus which is less sensitive to self-deflection variations during the

pulse 14 and from shot to shot.

40 The diode structures used in the second session were somewhat different

from those shown in Fig. 3 and are displayed in Fig. 4. The coax gap was

increased to form a higher inductance but constant characteristic impedance

0 5-a transition from the biconic into the coaxial feed. This design represents0
an attempt to improve the vacuum power flow into the diode structure. The

thick stainless-steel cathode shank was severely distorted after a few PITHON

shots in the first run and has been replaced with disposable spun aluminum

• cylinders in this design. By sealing the inner cathode volume with Kimfol

glued to the tip of the ion Rogowski assembly, the inside of the cathode is

pressurized to l-Torr nitrogen while the surrounding volume is at ambient 10- 5

Torr pressure. Variation of cathode radius was engineered by spinning a

* smooth taper on the cathode tip. Figure 4a shows a 100-cm 2 cathode bore,

while Fig. 4b shows a smaller 30-cm 2 area diode.

The coax length was extended to allow access for direct viewing across

the diode gap with a ruby laser holographic system. Planar diodes were used

and disposable anode backing plates were fabricated of spun aluminum in which

an array of viewing slots were machined. The slots were made as symmetric as

possible consistent with direct viewing to avoid return current asymmetries.

Finally, a 7.6-cm-diam central carbon insert was pressed into the backing

plate to minimize bremsstrahlung and to reduce aluminum buildup on the

reusable diode hardware.
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111. DIAGNOSTICS

In this section the generator, beam, and plasma diagnostics will be

described and data reduction procedures will be discussed. These include:
0b generator voltage and current detectors distributed in the vacuum feed;

bremsstrahlung diagnostics for the electron-beam pinch history and time-

integrated x-ray profile; a Rogowski coil to measure the ion-beam current; a

"shadow box" diagnostic for spatial-profiling of the ion beam; nuclear-

reaction diagnostics for ion-beam duration and fluence; and interferometric

laser holography for evolution of the anode and cathode plasmas.

A. Electrical Measurements

The accelerator diagnostics for voltage and various currents are shown in

Fig. 2. The injected voltage is measured by balanced capacitive dividers (VT)

at several azimuthal locations in the water, displayed separately to evaluate

wave symmetry, and averaged to calculate impedance, power and energy. The
S injected current is monitored both in the water adjacent to the voltage probes

(tT) and in the vacuum (10) at the entrance to the radial biconic transmission

line with dB/dt and segmented Rog6wski probes, respectively. The difference

between these measurements affords insight into water or vacuum arcs in the

interface and transition regions. The total diode current (Io) is measured

with a self-integrating Rogowski coil 15 as is the ion current (see Figs. 3 and

4). These current monitors have risetimes of less than 5 ns and integration

* times greater than 3.4 us . Several designs are employed to shield the epoxy

encapsulated coils from particle bombardment and UV irradiation while

minimizing the monitor inductance. On most shots, valid ion current

measurements are obtained from power onset to peak. All current monitors are

* bench tested and cross-calibrated in short circuit shots. The data are

monitored through a 200-MHz bandwidth 7912R transient digitizer system

controlled by a PDP 11/40 computer and are reduced numerically.

B. X Rays

The ion power and energy on each shot are qualitatively correlated with

the yield of bremsstrahlung radiation and the symmetry and size of the

electron pinch as evidenced by its x-ray image. Because the bremsstrahlung

yield scales with diode potential, a large x-ray signal with a large FWHM (40-

60 ns) indicates a high-voltage, long-impedance-lifetime shot.

9



The time-resolved x-ray output from the electron pinch is monitored with

an optical photodiode (POX) coupled to a plastic scintillator. The unit is

-rigidly mounted outside the vacuum chamber at 1800 to the diode axis.

Similarly mounted is an x-ray pinhole camera to record hard photons (Z > 30

keV) from the diode region through a 0.05-cm-diam 200 tapered pinhole. This

camera images the diode onto a stack of Kodak No-Screen, XR5, and Polaroid

Type 52 films coupled to a variety of intensifier screens. This wide range of

film sensitivities to x rays affords good contrast over the variation of

bremsstrahlung intensity across the diode image. Lithium fluoride

thermoluminescent detector (TLO) apsjles monitor the time-integrated

bremsstrahl:ng dose at the photodioae from the entire anode. Serious current

losses in the vacuum feed were correlated mith the ;notographic, TLD, and POX

data as well as with visual damage following a snot.

C. Ion Imaging

The location of the ion-beam focus was determined by using ballistic

reconstruction of ion trajectories from the edges of ion-induced melt damage
2

patterns recorded on the rear witness plate of a shadowbox (see Fig. 5). The

interpretation of this data is based on several key assumptions. These are:

the ions are accelerated from a planar anode plasma with initial velocity

vectors parallel to the axis; as they cross the anode-cathode gap each ion is

magnetically deflected by the field of a calculated ion-current-density

profile. 16 Ur n crossing the cathode foil and entering the l-Torr-nitrogen

drift chamber, the ions are assumed to be charge and current neutralized and

hence execute str3ight-iine orbits through a focal region and expand into the

shadowbox. The current neutrality premise has been verified by measurements

of the net-current fraction in the gas ('net/'ion) of less than 2% on both

Gamble It (Ref. 2) and PITHON. The damage patterns on the witness plate of

the shadowbox are projections of the ion beam through the front apertures (see

Fig. 5). The patterns, which are time-integrated records, often orm teardrop

or oval shapes. The radial variation is attributed to thK change in focal

length during the pulse due to time-varyiny diode fields. The a-imuthal width

of the damage is due to the divergence of the ion beam from the anode plasma,

asymmetries in the source, and scattering through the transmission foil. The

computer reconstruc-ion, shown in Fig. 5, traces the recor,; d damage areas

back through the front-plate apertures, through the focus and onto the a-*de

10
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surface. The large damage patterns at the smallest radii on the witness plate

are due to the time-varying focal spot moving through the shadowbox location

and are not useful in planar geometry reconstructions.

D. Nuclear Diagnostics

The intensity and duration of proton or deuteron currents were also

monitored by nuclear-reaction techniques. For proton beams, a prompt

y-ray diagnostic 17 was employed utilizing the 19F(p,'cLY) 160 reaction. Teflon

(CF2 ) targets were placed in the ion-beam path, and 6-MeV prompt y rays were

measured with a fast scintillator (NE-111) and photomultiplier (XP-2020)

detector housed in a 3.2-cm-thick lead enclosure located 4 m from the ion

Am diode at 950 to the diode axis behind a one meter-thick concrete shielding

wall. This wall differentially shields the diode bremsstrahlung and improves

the -y-ray-to-bremsstrahlung ratio. Measured and calculated signals for this

detector on a shot with a CH2 anode and Teflon target are compared in Fig. 6.

This detector could not be calibrated absolutely as the attenuation of the

prompt-y signal by the concrete shielding wall is difficult to estimate.

The total yield of deuteron beams was determined by measuring neutrons

from the D(d,n) 3He and 12C(d,n) 13N reactions. Deuteron beams, produced by

u:ing C02 coated PVA foil anodes, were directed onto thick CD2 targets to

produce these reactions. Because the ion beam was directed into the generator

in these experiments, neutron measurements were confined to recoil angles

greater than 900. Total neutron yields were measured with two rhodium

activation detectors located 17 m from the diode at 1750 to the diode

axis. These detectors viewed the diode through a 30-cm-diam hole in a

concrete shielding wall located 8.3 m from the diode. This geometry minimized

the number of room-scattered neutrons which reached the detectors and allowed

the intensity of the direct collimated neutron beam to be scaled inversely

with the square of the source-to-detector distance, even at 17 m. These

rhodium activation detectors were calibrated with a 252Cf neutron source as

described in Ref. 18. Deuteron intensities were inferred from measured

neutron intensities by using D(d,n) 3He and 12C(d,n) 13N reaction yields.

Thick-target yields for these reactions were calculated from measured cross

sections 19 ,20 and published stopping powers21 and are presented in

Fig. 7. Above 1 MeV, the 12C(d,n) 13N reaction contributes significantly to

the neutron yield.

12
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e The neutron time-of-flight (TOF) technique was used 4ith the 0(d,n) 3He

reaction to determine neutron energies and to monitor the duration of the

deuteron beam. Neutron energies were determined with a TOF detector located

16.8 m from the diode in the same geometry as the rhodium activation

detectors. This detector consisted of a fast scintillator (NE-ill) quenched
22with 5% piperidine and photomultiplier (XP-2020) mounted within a 7.6-cm-

thick lead shield. To operate this detecter in the linear range, the light

incident on the photomultiplier was attenuated with an NO-I filter. The time

history of the deuteron beam was decermined using a TOF detector with a

relatively short flight path as described in Ref. 23. For this purpose, a

* detector was located 3.2 m from the diode at 1600 to the diode axis. This

- detector consisted of a similar fast quenched scintillator (NE-111), an ND-2

* filter, and a photomultiplier (XP-2020) mounted within a 10-cm-thick lead

shield. Typical traces from these two TOF detectors are shown in Fig. 8 along

with calculated neutron pulse shapes for these detector locations. For the

* detector at 16.8 m, the time interval from the peak of the bremsstrahlung to

the peak of the neutron signal was used to determine the neutron energy. An

energy of 1.9 - 0.2 MeV, consistent with the diode voltage, was determined

from this trace after correcting for the x-ray flight time. For the detector

* at 3.2 m, the duration of the neutron signal gives a measure of the duration

of the deuteron beam. The width (FWHM) of this neutron pulse is 60 ns, which

compares favorably with the duration of the ion pulse based on the 'easured

diode voltage and ion-current traces for this shot.

E. Interferometric Holography

The final diagnostic to be described is the interferometric holography

system 24 used to monitor the anode and cathode plasma motions in the

* interelectrode gap. The system configuration is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 9. The system employs a 6-ns ruby laser pulse, which is split into four

beams. These are delayed by path length into lO-ns increments to form a train

of four laser pulses over a 30-ns interval. Each of these four beams is split
0 into a scene and reference beam. Each scene beam passes through the pinch-

reflex diode and then through lenses and mirrors to form a real image of the

diode on a glass holographic film plate. The reference beams are directed to

the film without passing through the diode, overlapping their respective scene0
beams to produce an array of four holograms on the film plane. Two such sets

15
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of holograms are superposed: one made before the shot and the other during

the shot. The two sets of interference patterns overlap to form four 'loire

patterns. The differences between a superposed pair of holograms are due to

-*-- optical-path-length variations in the scene beam where it passes through the

- - diode plasma.

3y shining light through a developed interferometric hologram, both an

image of the diode and series of fringes can be seen. s an aid to cita

'iterpretation, a uniformly changing optical-path-length difference between

the two hologran sets is introduced by slightly tilting one of the inirrors in

the system after the first set is exposed. This produces a reference array of

unifor:nly spaced straight fringes on the image where no plasma is present.

Additional changes in the optical path length caused by plasma result in

bending of the fringes: the bending of a fringe over the distance of one

reference Fringe spacing corresponds to an additional wave length of path

difference due to the plasma. The corresponding plasma density can be

estimated 'by the relation:

ne ,X = 3.2 x 1017/cm2 /fringe shift

where AX is the total path length through a uniform plasma of density ne. The

largest plasma line density measurable by this technique is that for which the

index of refraction equals zero (i.e. 2.3 x 1021/cm2 ). The naxinum density

otservable in this experiment is estimated to be between lO19 and l020 due to

ray-tracing effects: large-angle refraction of the laser beam by higher-

density plasmas reduces the light intensity entering the optical system and

the exposure level on the film.

Unfolding the detailed radial-density profile is not possible with this

technique. Figure 10a shows the diode area with the laser-vieing slots

machined out of the anode: the shaded area is the laser-beam cross section,

and the clear holes are the observable diode regions. It is important to note

that the view through a hole pair is a chord across a disk system which may

K "  not be axially symmetric: a thin plasma ripple in an orientation other than

the laser axis will appear to be a large-area plasma motion. Further, anode

41 plasma which crosses the visual anode-cathode gap inside the cathode inner

radius does not necessarily contact the cathode plasma lifting off the hollow

18
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emission ring. Despite these limitations, the system presents new information

-. - about the plasma surface evolution which is important for the design of high-

focus-quality diodes.
25

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A variety of experimental goals were addressed in the two pulsing

sessions. The first session extended scaling of the pinch-reflex ion diode to

the higher power and longer pulselergth of the PITHON generator. Both planar

and spherical anode foils were tested. The second session utilized modified

accelerator impedance and vacuum feed hardware. Emphasis was placed on

determining the electrode plasma evolution in the diode, the scaling of diode

parameters with cathode radius, and the consequences of diode modifications.

A. Planar Diode Experiments

The important scaling parameters studied in these experiments were the

ion efficiency, the ion turn-on time, and the diode-impedance lifetime. The

PITHON generator was chosen for these scaling studies for its similarity to

Gamble II in minimal prepulse, similar impedance (1.0 versus 1.5 a) and

voltage risetime, yet larger peak voltage and pulsewidth. These similarities

suggested the physics of the pinch-reflex diode would be the same and detailed

comparisons could be made between equivalent power PITHON and Gamble II

. shots. These comparisons, performed during the first session, confirmed the

baseline similarity between the accelerators. The scaling variables are then

S-the 70% larger and .0/ longer FWHM power pulses available on PITHON.

Theoretical calculations 8 based on the generator open-circuit-voltage

waveforms nredicted a douhing of the Gamble II ion currents to about 1.0 MA

of protons from a pinch-reflex diode on PITHON.

A typical waveform data set from the first experimental session (Shot

1662) is shown in Fig. 11. The injected voltage and current measured at the

water-vacuum interface (see Fig. 2) have 2.1-MV (VT) and 2.0-MA (Io) peak

Svalues at a mean impedance of 1.2 a. These signals indicate a 4-TW power

pulse of 88-ns FWHM containing 340 kJ is injected into the vacuum feed

structure. The voltage impressed on the diode (VD) is less than the injected

voltage by the L(dI/dt) inductive drop due to the wave passing through the
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Q1

vacuum feed. The effective inductance is determined to be 30 nH by definiig

the potential across a shorted diode to be zero. There is a current loss in

the vacuum feed shown by the difference between the interface (10) and diode

(10) current waveforms. The total electron current in the system (IE) is

defined as the difference between the interface (I0) and ion (I

currents. Despite the losses in the vacuum feed, 2.7 TA and 230 kJ were

coupled into the diode on this shot. The ion-beam current entering the 100-

cm2 cathode bore (0.9 MA at 1.7 MV) begins 22 to 26 ns after the diode

current, a delay characteristic in all these experiments. The resulting peak

ion power and energy are 1.5 T' and 125 kJ respectively. These data

correspond to an average source current density of 12 kA/cmn2 , which is in

agreement with numerical predictions.

The diode-impedance lifetime is an important consideration in scaling the

ion diode toward an eventual ICF application. The velocity bunching desired

for power multiplication requies carefully programmed voltage and impedance

histories. The diode impedance shown in Fig. 11 reaches a plateau near 1.1 

for 40 ns then slowly falls until the end of the applied pulse. Accurate

impedance control was provided by anode-cathode gap adjustment, with shot-to-

shot variations of 0.2 z obta ol throughout the experimental sessions.

The ion Rogowski coil located inside the cathode provided timing of the

formation of an anode plasma on the cathode side of the anode foil.

Frequently a low-level signal is seen starting with the diode current (see

Fig. 12), due perhaps to a small anode-foil hot spot or to electrons emitted

from the ion Rogowski holder and transmission foil. Several explanations for

the 22 to 25-ns delay for ion turn-on are possible. One conjecture, based on

pinched-electron-beam-diode physics 26 is that before the anode foil flashes,

forming a plasma and bringing the floating dielectric foil to ground

potential, the electron beam passes through the anode foil and pinches on the

27backing plate. Previous pinched-electron-beam experiments on PITHON have

measured pinch areal velocities of 5 cm2/ns, or a value of 20 ns for the

present lO0-cm 2 experiments, which is consistent with the measured delay. The

resulting high field stress on the foil adjacent to the central button could

then cause surface flashover. If this mechanism is responsible for anode-

plasma formation, the small-area (30 cm2 ) diodes tested should exhibit a much

smaller delay in ion turn-on time of roughly 8 ns. These results, presented
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later, show no discernible change in the delay of ion turn-on. An alternative

explanation for the ion delay is that it represents the inherent delay of

surface flashover.28 For these large and small area diodes, the difference in

delay would be t 5 ns which is within the shot-to-shot variation.

KThe radiation diagnostics provide corroboration of the relative timing

and waveshape of the diode voltage, injected current, and ion current. The x-

ray photodiode signal (POX) for Shot 1662 is shown in Fig. 11 and compared

with a calculated waveform (XE). The theoretical scaling 29 for x-ray

production from electron beams is given by XE = IE(VD) 2 ,8 , which is a

sensitive measure of voltage waveshape. The calculated waveform was

normalized in magnitude and shifted in time for the comparison, and the shapes

of the two signals agree reasonably well. This agreement provides an

independent check on how well the measured voltage and electron current pulse

shapes represent the actual wave shapes at the diode. Similarly, the

agreement between the measured and calculated prompt-y nuclear radiation

signals 1 7 , shown in Fig. 6, indicates that the diode voltage and ion current

pulse shapes are correctly timed and are of reasonable proportion.

The ratio of the ion current to the diode current provides a direct

measure of the pinch-reflex-diode efficiency for ion production. At maximum

power the efficiency on Shot 1662 is 60% for an ion current of 900 kA.

Bremsstrahlung measurements, as described in the next paragraph, indicate that

the electron beam formed a well-centered pinch with good coupling of the

injected energy to the diode on this shot.

Bremsstrahlung diagnostics were used to study the symmetry of power flow

and current loss in the vacuum feed and diode regions. Measurements for two

different classes of shots are compared in Fig. 13. A well-centered pinch

with bremsstrahlung from only the central 2 cm of the 12-cm-diam anode is

observed in the x-ray pinhole photograph in Frig. 13a. For this shot, the x-

ray photodiode signal (POX) is substantial for the entire diode pulse

duration, and the energy at the vacuum interface (ET) shows good coupling of

the injected power to the diode. A second class of shots is shown in Fig. 13b

where the power flow is asymmetric and the electron pinch is not well

centered. The x-ray pinhole image shows flutes extending onto the aluminum

backing plate, and bremsstrahlung from the coax feed at 9-cm radius is seen.

Intense bremsstrahlung emission from aluminum and stainless steel, relative to
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carbon, allows electron losses in the vacuum feed at low current density to

have intensities comparable to the intense central pinch on carbon. On this

shot the POX trace is smaller in amplitude and narrower in pulsewiith,

indicating a reductiol in diode voltage. Also, a significant fraction of the

injected energy is reflected off the load. Visual damage to the feed hardware

was consistent with the origins of x rays indicated in Fig. 13 on these two

shots.

The shadowbox diagnostic was used to determine the time-averaged location

and size of the focus as indicated previously in Fig. 5. A model developed to

predict the best focus location yielded a minimum spot size at about 18 cm

from the anode foil for the voltage and current values of a typical 3-TW

shot. The 0allistic reconstruction shown in Fig. 5 gives a best focus at 20
cm, in good agreement with this prediction. Witness plate targets of 6.4-mm-

thick aluminum (6061-T6) placed at this location showed centered front surface

damage and backspalls about I cm in diameter (see Fig. 14).

B. Focusing Diode Experiments

Experiments investigating geometric focusing of high power ion beams from

a pinch-reflex ion diode, which were first performed at NRL on Gamble II (Ref.

8), vere extended to higher power in the present experiments on PITHON. It is

important to note that the voltage, current, and impedance characteristics of

the focusing diodes are essentially the same as those of the planar diodes.

The ions are magnetically deflected in passage across the anode-cathode gap,

then drift ballistically in the 1-Torr gas to an actual focus at about 9 cm

from the anode foil, inside the geometric focus located at 12.7 cm. This

magnetic bending is demonstrated by shadowbox reconstructions shown in
Fig. 15. The damage patterns extrapolate back through the focus to cover the

entire anode plane. The focal spot is seen to be within a 3-cm-diam circle,

corresponding to an areal beam reduction from the anode source of 14. A

preliminary estimate of the focused current density can be made by assuming

the entire measured ion current is uniformly distributed over this diSK of

* least confusion. The calculation yields an ion current density of 150 kA/cm 2

over the 7-cm2 spot. Peak focused current densities could be significantly

larger. Witness-plate targets located at the focus exhibit multiple layered

backspalls through plates of 6.4-mm-thick aluminum (6061-T6), consistent with

higher focused current densities than found in the planar-geometry shots.
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". Results from Neutron Measurements

The energy of neutrons from the *(d,n) He reaction was determined by the

TOF technique. However, this measurement couli not be used to determine tne0
deuteron energy (i.e., diode voltage) because the neutron energy is

insensitive to the deuteron energy for the d-d reaction at the 1750

measurement angle. Furthermore, the focusing of deuterons in the diode

* introduces an uncertainty in the neutron emission angle. Neutron energy

determinations are consistent with deuteron energies given by the diode

voltage. The measured ion current and diode voltage were used to calculate

neutron responses as shown in Fig. 8 (Ref. 23). The shapes of the measured

* and calculated responses are in good agreement. The low energy tail on the

trace at 3.2 m is attributed to scattered neutrons.

For both the planar and focusing diode experiments the measured neutron

yields are about 1/3 of yields calculated using the measured ion current and

diode voltage corrected for energy loss in the Kimfol. For the planar-diode

geometry, the calculated yields are based on the combined thick-target yields

for the D(d,n)3He and 12C(d,n)13N reactions at 1750 as shown in Fig. 7. For

the focusing-diode geometry, a broad range of neutron emission angles (1400 -

1800) exists due to the angular spread of the deuterons incident on the I'2

target. In this case the calculated yield is based on thick-target yields at

different angles weighted by an ion-current-density profile 16 determined from

I• numerical simulations. The difference between the measured and calculated

neutron yields may be attributed to several factors: 1) The measured ion

current may include significant proton or carbon-ion components which

contribute very little to the neutron output; 2) Ion energy losses in the

region from the anode to the CD2 target, 30 which have not been taken into

account in the neutron-yield calculation, may reduce the ion energy on target
31and hence the neutron yield; and 3) Enhanced deuteron stopping In the hot

dense plasma target may lead to a reduced neutron output, particularly in the

* focusing diode geometry. A quantitative assessment of the importance of these

factors in the present experiments is not possible.

The largest neutron yield at 1750 was obtained with the planar-diode

geometry because the d-d neutron yield peaks at 1800. For this diode, neutron

yields of up to 4.5 x 1011/sr were measured. At the diode voltage of 1.7 MeV

corresponding to this yield, approximately 50, of these neutrons are from tne
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O(d,n) reaction (see Fig. 7). The corresponding total neutron yield into

4 1, corrected for the anisotropy of neutron emission, is 3.7 x 1012 with 50%

from the D(d,n) reaction.

With the focusing-diode geometry, time-integrated neutron yields were

used to determine focused current density by comparing neutron yields from

different area CD2 targets. For this purpose, the measured neutron output was

scaled to the current measured by the ion Rogowski coil. The fraction of

deuterons incident on targets as small as 0.75 cm2 was determined by comparing

the neutron yield with the yield measured on 100-cm 2 area targets. On the

0.75 cm2 area target, the neutron yield was still about 50% greater than that

observed without any CD2 target. To correct for variations in neutron output

in these measurements due to shot-to-shot variations in voltage and current,

the measured yields were scaled to yields calculated from the rreasured diode

voltages and ion currents. A deuteron current density of 150 kA/cm 2 at peak

ion voltage was determined from these measurements. If the ion current is

only 1/3 deuterons, as suggested by comparisons between measured and

calculated neutron yields, then the total ion current density may be 2 to 3

times larger than this value.

D. Power Flow Studies

Problems in power flow from the PITHON accelerator to the pinch-reflex

ion diode occurred in the magnetically insulated vacuum transmission line

where a vacuum flow of electrons crossed the feed, reaching the anode before

entering the diode. To inhibit electron leakage, the vacuum biconic and coax

sections were designed with a characteristic impedance gradually decreasing to

a value several times larger than the ion-diode impedance. A parapotential
32(Brillouin) flow analysis for this configuration predicts that the entire

electromagnetic-wave energy is transported as boundary current in the

electrodes, with no vacuum electron flow possible. This analysis was found to

be inadequate in these experiments. The diode impedance early in the pulse is

*a independent of the dielectric anode foil, and is that of a simple pinched-beam

diode with an interelectrode spacing of 8.5 mm, or an impedance of 5 a. This
value is very close to the vacuum-feed-coax impedance of 6.5 s, and the

Brillouin flow analysis breaks down. Several shots with larger diode gaps

* (hence with diode impedance greater than the feed impedance) lead to large-

area current loss in the vacuum feed section and no appreciable power reached
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the diode. Analysis of hardware damage for the first experimental

configuration indicated that serious electron losses were occurring near the

abrupt transition betw4een radial and coax lines. A number of polishing,

, cleaning, and coating techniques were tried with little improvement to power

* flow.

The second experimental session required an extended coax section for

diagnostic access, so an increased electrode spacing was designed to enhance

the magnetic insulation in the coax region. The transition junction from

biconic to coax was designed to be a constant characteristic impedance

of 9.2 i . Even so, current loss was again observed beginning 37 ± 11 ns

* after current turn-on; a similar delay as in the first session, although the

fractional loss .;s larger in the second session.

Several vacuum-feed modifications were studied in an attempt to increase

power flow to the diode. These include a "bump" behind the anode foil,t
Aerodag versus oil on the coax cathode shank, a smooth conductive covering of

the radial-line anode discontinuities, a smooth shorting of the diode current

monitor, a Krylon coating on the anode side of the vacuum feed, and

enhancement of the cathode tip. The "bump" is a grounded aluminum annulus

typically 1-cm wide mounted behind the plastic anode foil on the backing plate

opposite the cathode tip (see Fig. 4). Its purpose is to lower the early time

Langmuir-Child electron diode impedance and trap the vacuum flow of electrons

I emitted in the feed. A sequence of shots taken without the bump, ranging from

2 to 3.5 Td, all showed an early-time current loss between injected (1O) and

diode (1o) current monitors (see Fig. 16a). Shots with a smoothly curved

cathode, as in Fig. 4, produced poor pinches without the bump. Shots taken

0 , with a bump did not show the early-time current loss (see Fig. 16b). All low-

power shots taken with the large-area (100 cm2 ) cathode and the bump produced

excellent pinches.

At the 4.5-TW level, the bump was not sufficient to ensure good
pinches. Smoothly covering the anode discontinuities with copper tape in the

radial feed and with stainless-steel tubing in the coax feed (bypassing ID)

produced better pinches and larger PDX signals of greater FWHM. No shots

without this modification produced good pinches at higher power, while 7 out

of 11 shots were excellent with the anode discontinuities covered.

Unfortunately, these modifications eliminated the diode-current measurement,
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hence the inductive voltage correction and an upper bound on ion power and

energy were unattainable on these shots.

The first experimental session utilized a cathode shank which tapered

0 abruptly from the coax vacuum feed to an extended enhanced cathode tip.

Early-time current losses were observed, but the deviations between injected

and coupled currents were less than for the hardware shown in Fig. 4. A shot

was performed in the second session at 5-TW matched-load power to evaluate

cathode-tip-enhancement effects on power flow. A 1-cm-long, 5-mm-wide

enhanced lip was welded to the hollow taper cathode, a standard bump was

employed, and the diode current monitor engaged. Power loss was again

observed, but the pinch was quite good, indicating that this configuration

compensates at least in part for the anode-discontinuity effect at high power.

Observations from this study indicate that the modifications to the

hardware designed to alleviate the power-flow problem were not effective,

t suggesting that the geometric transition from radial to coax feed is dominant

in power flow over a variation of characteristic impedance. Further,

electrode surface is not important, while a well-designed cathode emission tip

and a low early-time diode impedance are essential for coupling power from the

0 generator to the diode.

E. Small-Area Diodes

A modification to the diode design was tested to evaluate the performance

* of smaller-radius diodes with larger ion-current source densities. The hollow

taper cathode, shown in Fig. 4, was configured to vary in radius. Shots were

taken at 100 cm2 , reported above, and at 30-cm 2 area (see Fig. 4b).

Several small-area diode shots were taken at anode-cathode spacings from

2.6 to 5.6 mm. The small anode-cathode spacings shorted early in the pulse

while the large spacings caused the power to dissipate in the lower-impedance

vacuum feed. An intermediate spacing of 3.5 mm lead to efficient coupling of

0 the injected energy into the diode without shorting or power loss in the

structure. In this case, the diode impedance history was 1.4 2 for 50 ns

before collapsing (see Fig. 17). A source-area-averaged ion current density

of 20 kA/cm 2 at peak power oas obtained. The ion-current onset times for this

0 small-area diode were slightly earlier than for the large-area diode as

presented in Sec IV A.
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* F. Holographic Interferometry

Plasma evolution in the pinch-reflex ion diode was investigated with the

holographic interferometry system during the second experimental session.

* Exposures were made through slots cut in the current return housing of the

anode (Fig. 10) to allow a side view of the cathode and anode. The left side

of each rectangular slot is defined by the cathode tip, and the right side by

the anode foil.

Holograms measured on three different shots are presented in Figs. 18 and

19 and must be compared only in a general way. One can see in Fig. 18 that

early in time the plasma density is too small to produce observable fringe

shifting. As peak power is approached, significant fringe bending is

noticeable near the anode, with smaller effects near the cathode. The

greatest effect is near the axis of the diode. One can see in Fig. 19 that

later in time significant plasma motion has occurred. The first two holograms

(exposures 0 and E) are for the same shot. For these exposures, optically

opaque plasmas have advanced from the electrodes, narrowing the slit through

which the laser light can pass to the point that Fraunhofer single-slit

diffraction of the light becomes important. Light is clearly visible far

* outside the borders of the rectangular viewing slits cut in the diode

housing. In the slot viewing the diode axis, the plasma has become opaque to

the laser light incident during the shot by the time the power pulse has

dropped to 40% of its peak value. The adjacent holes have narrowed

* substantially. A hologram taken after the total collapse of power on another

shot, exposure F, shows total opacity everywhere between the electrodes.

Holographic measurements were made on the large-area diode (100 cm2) for

four similar shots at intervals spanning most of the power pulse. The timing

of the laser-pulse exposures on these shots is shown in Fig. 20. A tracing of

each of the four holograms on these shots was made to show the contour

corresponding to a line density of 3.2 x 1017/cm2, or one fringe shift. These

tracings are shown in Fig. 21. The accuracy of the contours is estimated to

be ± 0.5 mm of the 3.5 mm anode-cathode gap. Contours for greater fringe

shifts were in most cases impossible to extract because large density

gradients caused the fringes to run together.

* It is clear from the single-fringe-shift reconstructions in Fig. 21 that

the plasma fronts expanding from the anode foil and cathode tip are fairly
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regular with gentle surface fluctuations and are not, in general,

cylindrically symmetric. The absence of sharp plasma protrusions argues for a

reasonable beam emittence, although a smoother and more regular plasma surface

is required for high-focus-quality beam development. The important points to

notice are that the plasmas expand from the boundary surface as the power

pulse approaches its peak, that they are reasonably uniform and approach one

another at increasing velocities, and that the center velocity appears greater

than the larger-radius plasma motions.

The contours of Shot 1885 (Fig. 21d), showing the plasma behavior during

the power collapse, indicate a considerable change between the first and

second frames, both of which were taken near peak power. The plasma closure

1 velocity implied on axis is 27 cm/4s; off axis at a radius of 3 cm the

velocity is 7 cm/us between frames A and B, and 10 cjn/;s between frames 3 and

C. The line density off axis is seen to decrease in the last frame, allowing

light to again pass through holes that were formerly opaque. This phenomenon

may be due to the anode plasma being compressed by magnetic pressure.

Alternatively, the anode and cathode plasmas may never have met in the earlier

frames, but the opacity there may have been caused by surface fluctuations or

ripples that blocked the laser line-of-sight.

* The plausibility of the magnetic-pressure mechanism can be determined by

calculating the time required for the plasma pressure to be overcome by the

rising magnetic pressure in the diode gap. Energy is deposited into the anode

plasma continuously throughout the pulse, increasing the particle kinetic

energy. The decreasing diode impedance means that early in time the current

(and hence magnetic field) is low so nkT >> B2/2, . Later the impedance

decreases and the magnetic pressure increases more quickly than the plasma

thermal energy. Rough parameters appropriate to the diode at the time of

impedance collapse could be 2 MA flowing within a 3-cm radius, a plasma

density of about 101 8/cm3 of CH2 components, and a temperature of 5 eV. The

magnetic pressure for these values is 67 MPa wnile the thermal pressure is

* 0.75 MPa, clearly much smaller. These yield an acceleration of 120 cm/ws 2

and a time of 16 ns for anode and cathode plasmas to each move 1.5 mm. This

value is comparable to the observed l0-ns time scale of plasma motion across

the diode. While plasma surface fluctuations cannot be ruled out as the

"0 source of diode opacity after peak power, the most likely explanation is the
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ejection of plasma from the diode into tle hollow cathode cavity and back to

the anode location by magnetic pressure from the diode short circuit.

In addition to the 3-TW, 100-cm 2 diode shots, several shots at 2 to 2.5-I2
T4 diode power with a small-area (30 cm2 ) diode were holographically monitored

(Fig. 22). On Shot 1886 (Fig. 22a) interferograins of the diode during the

ascent to peak power were recorded, indicating little plasma motion before

* peak power and with noticeable motion within a radius of 3 cm during the last

two frames at peak power. The closure velocity on axis between the last two

frames is 21 crn/vs.

On two other small-diameter shots, arcs occurred in different parts of

the feed early in tine. On Shot 1379, the arc formed well upstream from the

diode in the coaxial vacuum feed. A perturbation in the reference fringes on

one side of the diode is the only indication of the event (Fig. 22b). On Shot

1380, the arc was in the diode, resulting from too small an electrode

separation. The diode was opaque to laser light even in the first hologram

and hence density contour napping was not possible.

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In this paper, we have presented recent technological advances in intense

pulsed ion-beam development. The pinch-reflex diode has been successfully

scaled up to multiterawatt operation on the PITHON accelerator. Pulsed proton

* and deuteron beams have been produced in both planar and spherically focusing

geometries with 1.0-MA of 1.8-Meli light ions measured at a peak power of 1.8

Td yielding a 130-kJ light ion beam in 100 ns.

Focusing of intense ion beams by electrode shaping and by self-magnetic

field deflection has been shown at large radii to follow simple theoretical

modeling with several corroborating diagnostics. Spherical electrode shaping

served to compress the ion beam from an ll-cm-diam anode surface to a 3-cm-

diam focal spot located, due to magnetic bending, inside the geometric

focus. Small-area diode tests at lower power demonstrated that impedance

lifetime is not a problem at higher source-current-density levels. Further,

these results suggest that a smaller-area pinch-reflex diode of higher power

* density may be suitable for injection into a plasma transport channel.

The most serious problem encountered in these experiments was independent
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of the pinch-reflex diode but concerned the coupling of power from the

accelerator interface through the vacuum feed structire to the diode. These

losses were found to be geometric, that is, independent of electrode surface,

and occurred principally between the biconic-to-coax transition and the

diode. Reducing the early-time diode impedance, smoothing the vacuum feed of

resonant grooves, and enhancing the cathode emission tip all served to

increase the power flow to the diode.

Beam diagnostics were developed to survive the harsh bremsstrahling and

impulse environment of a 3-TW pinch-reflex diode. Measurements of nuclear-

reaction products provided total ion yields and pulse-shape evaliations.

* Total beam Rogowski coil monitors were developed to perform through the time

of peak power. The shadowbox technique provided beam-focus location and

local-beam divergence.

A first study of the spatial evolution of the anode and cathode plasmas

in a 3-TW pinch-reflex diode was performed on multiple shots spanning the

power pulse. Surfaces at constant line density (3 x 1017/cm2 ) are observed to

expand from the electrodes at times approaching peak power in fairly uniform

though nonsymmetric profiles and accelerate toward one another. After peak

power, significant anode-plasma surface fluctuations and a high velocity (up

to 30 cm/us) axial plume were observed. During the power pulse collapse a

high density (n > 101/cm ) plasma bridges the anode-cathode gap over the

central 7.5-cm diameter. On some shots Lhe high density plasma is later seen

to open suggesting magnetic plasma confinement. The knowledge of the anode

and cathode shapes at peak power suggests that further research into the

formation of more uniform plasmas is necessary for development of a highly

focused ion diode. The measured evolution of the shapes of the anode and

cathode plasmas is the information required to design a first iteration

modification to the simple spherically focusing anode.
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THE USE OF FINITE J9 FOR INCREASING THE
ION EFFICIENCY OF HIGH IMPEDANCE DIODES

0
I. INTRODUCTION

The efficient generation of intense beams of energetic light ions is a central objective of the NRL

*I Light Ion Fusion Research Program.' Over the past several years, focused ion current densities of over

100 kA/cm2 from terrawatt-level beams have been achieved with magnetically insulated radial diodes at

Sandia National Laboratories2 as well as with pinch-reflex axial diodes at the Naval Research Labora-

9 tory.3 Using diodes of below 2 ohm impedance, ion beam efficiencies of over 70% were achieved in

both of the above configurations"' (i.e., - over 70% of the power travelling through the diodes was

carried by the light ions generated therein). The question of ion efficiency is critical to the goal of a

practical light ion driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) reactor. As much as possible of a given

pulsed power generator's energy must be imparted to the ion beam exiting the diode in order to minim-

ize the number of beam sources necessary for successful pellet ignition as well as to maximize the

overall reactor efficiency. These efficiency considerations are well met by the low impedance diodes.

Unfortunately, the high current densities of the ion beams produced by low impedance diodes are

, not compatible with the focusing and transport systems presently under study for bringing the beams to

* bear on the proposed fusion targets. 6 In addition, there are strong arguments in favor of the use of

- high impedance generators in present reactor scenarios.7 High impedance diodes must be matched to

* such generators to ensure efficient power transmission but these diodes are plagued by relatively low

ion production efficiencies. These low efficiencies are a direct consequence of established diode theory.

It has been found semiempirically s that the total current flowing through a pinched-beam diode may be

* 0approximated by

Manuscript submitted January 28, 1932.
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+- I I, = 9(-,- - I11 A-  I , '.. I(eV)
D i2 , mC D

where - I+ V(in MV) R - cathode radius, D - axial anode-cathode 'A-K) gap, V diode
0.511

voltage, and m, - ion (proton) mass. Implicit in this formula is an ion-to-electron current ratio given

by
/, v, R

.0.5 -- (2)
c D

where v, is the mean ion velocity.' Thus. for a fixed voltage, increasing the diode impedance translates

to decreasing the aspect ratio, R/D. That, in turn, results in a decrease of the current ratio 1/4, and a

[U lowering of the ion production efficiency, I 1/I + ,). This is the crux of the problem addressed by this

research. Stated in other terms, Eq. (2) expresses the inverse dependence of the specie current ratio

on the ratio of respective species lifetimes in the A-K gap. By increasing the relative electron lifetime

over the standard parapotential flow model 0- I through some modification of the diode field structures,

one can hope to significantly beat the R/D limit. The modification studied herein involves the intro-

duction of finite azimuthal current flow in the cathode shank which gives rise to strong tangential mag-

netic fields along the electron-emitting shank surface. For the J, values tested, this technique produced

positive results in increasing the effective ion efficiency, 71i, of a 4f0 diode. The same 19 values tested

in a 250l diode did not substantially effect its -, but did modify the density profile of the resultant ion

beam. The rationale underlying the finite J,, techniques as well as the results of the cases tested are

presented below.

It. THEORY AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The theories quoted in the previous section assume a predominantly radial flow of electrons cas-

cading from the cathode face at radius, R, down toward the center of the anode. For diode potentials

• in excess of I MV, electrons are quickly accelerated to very near the speed of light. c. Their gap life-

times, r,. are thus on the order of Ric. On the other hand, due to their much greater mass, protons

experience little deflection from an axial trajectory across the A-K gap of width, D. They have life-

2
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times, -,, of about D/5, where ;, is the average ion velocity. Allowing for oscillations in the electron

flow yields a pessimistic electron-to-ion r ratio equal to the current ratio of Eq. (2). In order to

increase this ratio, a thin hydrogen-rich foil may be substituted in place of a solid anode. The thickness

of the foil is such as to allow an electron to pass through it without excessive energy loss. Behind the

foil, a virtual cathode and/or a strong B, acts to reflect the electrons back into the A-K gap. 12 i3 In

* such a case, r,, increases with N, the number of reflections through the foil experienced by a typical

electron. That is the essence of the pinch reflex diode (PRD) (see Figure 1) pioneered by NRL.

SAlternately, the entire diode may be reconfigured from an axial to a radial .4-K gap geometry as in

Figure 2. In such a diode a combination of imposed B. and seif-generated B, magnetic fields constrain

electron flow to form an azimuthally symmetric negative space-charge cloud stretching some distance

from the cathode into the radial gap. Given the proper choice of operating voltage and other parame-

ters, few electrons will reach the anode (i-, - co) and virtually all of the current in this "radial diode"

will be carried by the ions in their near-radial trajectories across the gap.14 15

With reference to the previously mentioned problem of low ion production efficiency in high

impedance diodes, it was reasoned that a possible solution might be to combine the -,, enhancement

created by the electron reflexing anode foil with that arising from the electron flow constraints imposed

by the magnetic fields such as those found in a radial diode. Specifically, the standard axial pinch-reflex

geometry of Figure I might be retained while imposing an azimuthal current density, JQ, in the tip of

the cathode shank.' 6 Experimentally, this could be achieved by cutting an azimuthally symmetric pat-

tern of spiral gaps into the shank tip.'7 Increasing the pitch and/or the density of the spirals would

increase the effective 1, component of the net cathode current. This 4, would give rise to a strong B,

*along the intense electron emission region at the tip of the cathode which field would impart a finite

angular momentum to those electrons. Several consequences can be expected. First of all, depending

upon the strength of (B,)cATHOOE, net electron emission along the cathode tip will be reduced due to

* tangential magnetic field effects (longer electron space-charge retention near the emitting surface).' 8 If

the impedance remains fixed, this would demand an increase in the ion efficiency. Secondly, finite

3
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angular momentum will prohibit electrons from reaching R - 0 and thus will inhibit the formation of

large electron space-charge accumulations along the diode's central axis. (Such a charge build-up is

common in pinch-reflex diodes).1 9 This should depress the ion emission peak at the center of the anode

and likewise limit the growth of the anode plasma "pimple" at zero radius,20 thus lowering the average

divergence of the ion beam. Thirdly, the additional degree of freedom in the electron motion neces-

sarily complicates the 3article's trajectory through the A-K gap. Convoluted figure-eight electron

orbits have been observed to increase -,, in conventional PRD's; 21 the effect should be much more pro-

nounced here. Finally, there is a possibility of noticable magnetic insulation of the electron flow near

the anode plasma surface due a combination of electron diamagnetic effects and foil flux exclusion.

The resultant formation of an electron charge layer near the ion-emitting surface is a key mechanism

for efficient ion production in radial diodes. 22 There are thus four reasons for optimism over this pro-

posed modification for high impedance axial diode design.

NRL's DIODE2D computer code was employed to numerically simulate the steady-state operating

conditions for such a ,/-diode (JTD) for various sets of parameters. The details of the code may be

found elsewhere. 23 It is sufficient here to point out that DIODE2D calculates equilibrium electric and

magnetic field strengths over an NZ x NR mesh of discrete data points on a pre-determined computa-

tional region corresponding to an arbitrary R-Z planar cross-section passing through the diode's center-

line. Complete azimuthal symmetry is assumed. A finite number of macro-electrons and macro-

protons having correct, physical charge-to-mass ratios are advanced timestep-by-timestep across the

,-,, mesh in a relativistically covariant manner. A steady-state solution is sought both for field structures as

well as for particle flows. No time-dependent phenomena are actually treated.

The dimensions of the diode numerically modeled here come from actual experimental apparatus
4

designed by NRL personnel for light ion beam research on the AURORA and PBFA-I pulsed power

generators. At the U.S. Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL), one of the four 50-ohm lines of

the AURORA machine was fitted with a custom designed PRD.2' The experimental arrangement is

depicted in Figure 3. Details of the diode structure at the tip of the device are shown in Figure 4. All

6
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radial dimensions are given in centimeters. Of the three, variable axial dimensions indicated, the most

* significant is Do, the anode-cathode ( - -K) gap. For a fixed cathode radius of five centimeters. the

value of Do essentially determines the diode impedance and efficiency for a given applied voltage via

Eqs. (1) and (2). It may be further noted that the diode of Figure 4 is in a "negative polarity"

i. configuration corresponding to the early experimental runs on AURORA. The cathode is the central

conductor of the coaxial line and the resultant ion beam is accelerated toward the machine, making

beam diagnostics very difficult and beam transport impossible. In more recent experiments, the central

* conductor was switched to positive polarity 25 and the anode foil and cathode appropriately reversed.

Such a change in polarity can be expected to significantly modify the source-free electric field structure

only at large radii and probably have little impact on the dynamics of particle flows in the active 4-K

* gap below five centimeters radius. This relative isolation of the active particle flow region from the

large radius field structure similarly encouraged the use of the same diode structure of Figure 4 to

model the 4-6 ohm PRD being designed by NRL for use on the individual lines of PBFA-I at Sandia

* Labs. Only the diode voltage and axial dimensions were changed. Specifically, the AURORA simula-

tions were conducted with Do - 3.3 cm at 5.0 MV while those for PBFA-l were with Do - 0.66 cm at

2.0 MV.

The volume that must be simulated using the DIODE 2D code extends radially from the central

axis to the inner radius of the anode shell and axially from the plane corresponding to the recessed foil

face of the cathode out to the inner plane surface of the vacuum vessel, anode shell. Since it presumes

azimuthal symmetry, the computer code only deals with a single R-Z planar cross-section extending

out from the centerline. This computational region is presented in Figure 5. The grid points are shown

• as dots and correspond to the center of their respective rectangular data cells. Given the monolayer of

guard cells completely surrounding the entire region in which particles are "allowed," a total of

(NZ + 2) x (NR -. 2) - 66 x 52 = 3,432 mesh points are used, The bottom boundary corresponds

* to the central axis (R - 0) of the diode. The right and upper boundaries represent the anode shell and

are maintained at the full anode potential. The left boundary is kept at zero voltage up to cell 22 and

9
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then increased logarithmically up to the anode voltage. Perfectly conducting cathode and anode sur-

faces are included in the computational region as shown in Figure 5. They are treated numerically via a

capacitance matrix technique described elsewhere (see Ref. 26). On the order of l0' macroelectrons

and 10" macroprotons participate in the simulation at steady state. These macroparticles are emitted at

their respective electrodes along the heavy-lined surfaces. Axial currents in the cathode shank and in

the anode stalk are treated rigorously as a function of : in order to ensure an accurate distribution of B,

throughout the diode. The results of these numerical simulations as well as a summary of the conclu-

sions which could be drawn from them are presented in the following two sections.

111. RESULTS

1. AURORA

The first diode modeled was one appropriate for use on the AURORA machine. The diode volt-

age was fixed at 5 MV. The axial spacing between grid points was set to .AZ = 0.15 cm, yielding an

A-K gap, Do, of 3.3 cm (see Figure 4). For a cathode radius of 5.0 cm, Eq. (1) predicts a diode

current of 156.7 kA yielding an impedance of 32 ohms. Equation (2) predicts an ion efficiency, -q,, of

only 0.0725 . ,. These predictions fall far short of observed results. A diode with the above

geometry and voltage was tested experimentally and computationaily by NRL and the results were just

recently published.27 The numerical simulation quoted in that paper found a steady-state diode current

* of 205 kA of which 40 kA were carried by protons. This amounts to a diode impedance of 24 ohms

and an ion efficiency, q,, of about 0.195. The average experimental results reported in the same paper

were 1,,ode = 250 kA (20 ohms) and T), = 0.20. It should be noted that the experiment started with an

A-K gap of 4.9 cm but that gap closure due to electrode plasma expansion was expected to have nar-

rowed that to about 3.3 cm by the time of peak current in the power pulse. Those findings clearly con-

tradict Eqs. (1) and (2). High impedance operation gives rise to new diode phenomena not properly

treated in that earlier analysis. The need for a more complete theoretical treatment still exists. Until

one is found, numerical simulation is the best nonexperimental tool available for analysis.

1t
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As an additional "benchmark" for the results to be reported here, a numerical simulation was car-

ried out on the same diode but in positive polarity. The results were: / - 182 kA, I , 56 kA. /dode

- 238 kA, Z - 21 ohms, and T, = 0.235. This is in agreement with the negative polarity experiment

indicating that changes in the electric field configuration along the far boundaries of the diode have lit-

tie effect on the physics of the .4-K gap. Higher currents were achieved here than in the negative

polarity simulation probably because no electron emission along the cathode shank had been permitted

in that earlier run. The electron particle plot of Figure 6 shows very significant electron flow from the

* shank. To test the effects of J, in the shank, a negative polarity was again assumed in the diode to

conform to the quoted experiments.

The azimuthal current was imposed in the cathode shank in a very straightforward manner.

Referring back to Figure 5, a constant, predetermined value of J, was assumed in each of the data cells

in the rectangular region stretching from 1Z - 6 through !Z - 21 and from IR - 18 through IR - 21

(i.e., -a cross-sectional area of 2.4 cm-). As a first test for the idea, a value of I, - 1 kA/cm- was

arbitrarily chosen giving 2.4 kA of azimuthal current flowing through the shank. The effect of this

small I4 was quite pronounced. In a simulation of electron-only flow, a net current of 209 kA was

achieved (diode impedance of 24 ohms). A sampling of electron positions in the steady state for that

*, case is presented in Figure 7. The shaping of the electron flow by the shank's B-field is clearly discern-

able. Notice, in particular the intense stream of electrons from the top rear of the shank arcing up and

across the gap along the field lines. There also seem to be electrons that are emitted from the inside

shank surface and then flung upward behind the foil. The net effect is an increase in the mean radius

of electron impact on the anode foil. Thereafter in the simulation, proton emission was turned on

along the entire front face of the anode foil. The new equilibrium with both species present yielded the

following: , = 244 kA, I = 41 kA, 1 , - 285 kA, Z = 17.5 ohms, and "n, = 0.144. Thus, the ion

production efficiency decreased by 0.091 or almost 40% while the impedance dropped by about 17%

compared to the .4 = 0, 'benchmark" case. This was unexpected but an examination of the sample

particle plots of Figure 8 suggests two causes. First of all, the electron stream is illuminating only a

12
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relatively small area of the anode. This is lowering -q,. Secondly, the shank magnetic field is still

enhancing the net shank electron emission by keeping large numbers of electrons emitted in the rear of

the shank from hitting the forward portions of the shank and lowering emission there as is normally the

case. This "layering" of the shank electron flow can be seen in Figure 8.

P In order to remedy this situation, a better choice for J4 was sought. The simulation code was

reset to the electrons only equilibrium and J# was set to 10 kA/cm2 or a total azimuthal shank current

of about 24 kA. The results can be seen in Figure 9. This case was not run to equilibrium. The net

effects were in a beneficial direction albeit to an extreme. The mean radius of electron impact on the

anode foil was indeed increased. In addition, although emission on the outer surface of the shank was

again enhanced, emission on both the inner surface as well as along the cathode tip was greatly cur-

tailed due to direct magnetic insulation. The net electron current fell to about 60 kA.

As a reasonable intermediate choice J, was taken as 4 kA/cm2 yielding A - 4.8 kA. This case

* was run and again both the impedance and the efficiency dropped. Specifically, the observed steady-

state currents were [4 - 257 kA, 1, - 34 kA, and 'diode - 291 kA giving an impedance of 17.2 ohms

and an ion efficiency of 0.117. As shown in Figure 10, the cause of the problem seems to be very simi-

* lar to that for the J. = 1 kAlcm2 case. Once again although the shank B-field is reducing emission at

the shank tip, it is also preventing much of the normal self-suppression of electron emission over the

bulk of the outer shank surface. One improvement is the larger average radius of electron impact on

the anode foil. This confirms the ability of the shank J., to radially direct the A-K gap electron flow.

Still, the anode foil area illuminated by the electrons is rather narrow and most electrons appear to tran-

sit immediately to the solid anode surface in the rear without reflexing again through the foil. This

tightly restricted nature of the electron flow and resultant ion flow is illustrated by the plots in Figure

11. These radial profiles of ion current density collected at the cathode show distinct regions of

enhancement. All three curves show peaks near the central axis due to the strong flow of tightly

pinched electrons emitted from the rear cathode foil surface inside the shank. All three likewise have

peaks between R - 4 cm and R - 5 cm corresponding to ions collected by the protruding cathode

15
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shank. However, in terms of net ion current collected at the various radii, the J 4 kA/cm 2 profile

indicates that most of the ion current is flowing in a hollow cylindrical shell. This capability to shape

the ion current density emerging from the diode may prove useful for future applications. Unfor-

tunately it is clear that whatever other benefits (JL)shan may offer for the AURORA diode, an improve-

ment in ion production efficiency does not appear to be among them.

2. PBFA-l

Much of the on-site experimental effort of the NRL Light Ion Fusion Group has been dedicated

to the design of an ion-efficient, 3-5 Q diode for use on individual modules of the PBFA-I pulse power

generator at Sandia National Laboratories. This work has been conducted on the GAMBLE-lI machine

at NRL. 8 A typical diode configuration used in that research is illustrated in Figure 12. The outer

radius of the cathode shank was 3 cm while its thickness varied between 4 and 8 mm. An A-K gap of

approximately 5 mm was maintained although electrode plasma expansion gap closure at a normal rate

of 3 cm/,.sec over the 40 ns power pulse probably created an effective A-K gap of 3.8 mm. The

effective diode voltage was about 1.8 MV. For these parameters and a gap of 5 mm, Eqs. (1) and (2)

predict an impedance of 7.1 ohms and an ion efficiency, -,, of 0.186. An effective gap of 3.8 mm

changes these to 5.1 ohms and 77, = 0.245 respectively. Experimentally, the diode ran at from 3 to 5

ohms and achieved 0.25 to 0.35 ion efficiencies in 40% of the shots (see Figure I3). The theoretical

predictions using Do - 3.8 mm were quite close, Numerical simulations were conducted for a similar 4

ohm diode at 1.8 MV and a .), of about 0.40 was observed. 9 Therefore, theory, experiment, and

numerical simdlation all call for between 0.25 and 0.40 ion efficiency.

To numerically test the effects of a shank 1, on diode performance in this lower impedance

regime of 3-5 ohms, the same model diode as that used for the AURORA simulations (see Figure 4)

was employed except that the voltage was lowered to 2 MV and D&, Do , and D, were set equal to

0.60., 0.66, and 0.57 cm respectively. For those parameters, theory predicts 4.9-ohm operation and an

Y1, of at least 0.247. The experimental and numerical results from the actual GAMBLE-Il diode would

20
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indicate that those predictions are pessimistic. The computational results which follow will use the

* numerical run cited in the previous paragraph as a J - 0 "benchmark.'

The total simulation was run in such a way as to sequentially test the following cases: (a) , - 0

with only electrons, (b) J, - 2 kA/cm2 with only electrons, (c) ., - 2 kA/cm2 with ions and elec-

trons, and (d) .4 - 4 kA/cm2 with ions and electrons. The traces of the electron and ion currents col-

lected by the opposing electrodes during this run are plotted in Figure 14. The near-steady state at T-

400 for electron flow in the J ,,- 0 case was used as the starting point for the imposed J, tests. This

azimuthal current density was again imposed on the numerical mesh points in the rectangular cathode

shank cross-section extending from 1Z - 6 through IZ - 21 and from JR - 18 through IR - 21.

With the new axial grid spacing of I.Z - 0.03 cm, this amounts to an area of 0.48 cm2. The first test

case, with J,, - 2 kA/cm-, therefore amounts to a net azimuthal current of 0.96 kA. This shank

current component was "turned on' at T - 400. At T - 600, ion emission was initiated along the

front anode surface. The test for this particular value of ,4 was terminated at T - 1200, well before a

steady state had been achieved. The reason for the early termination was the poor development of the

electron flow pattern in the diode. This is illustrated by the sequence of sample electron position

* snapshots shown in Figure 15. The first shot depicts the electrons-only flow for 4 = 0 at T = 400. A

substantial amount of reflexing through the anode foil is apparent as is a significant loss of electrons

directly to the solid anode surface behind the foil. A stream of electrons emitted from the recessed

cathode foil inside the shank can also be seen. Note that the electron mainstream initially impacts the

anode foil almost exactly opposite the cathode shank face (i.e.-between 4.0 and 5.0 cm in radius). The

electrons-only flow with .4 - 2 kA/cm 2 in the second shot of the series embodies the same electron

* flow characteristics as the ., - 0 case but with significantly more radial pinching. Few electrons are

impacting the anode foil opposite the shank face. In fact, a distinct gap has opened in the flow above a

radius of 4.2 cm within a millimeter of the foil surface. Finally, in the last of the three segments of

* Figure 15, 'he electron flow is shown at a time when the main ion flow has traveled about halfway

toward the recessed cathode foil. Only the anode foil below 3.0 cm in radius is being illuminated by
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electron impacts. This translates to no enhancement of ion emission over the large anode foil areas at

larger radii.

In order to remedy the electron flow pattern problem, the beneficial effects of elevated J, are

recalled (see Figure 9). At T = 1200, the azimuthal shank current density was doubled to 4.0 kA/cm.

When equilibrium was reached at T 2600, the sample electron and ion flow appeared as shown in

- . Figure 16. There is a definite improvement of anode illumination by electrons compared with the J. =

2 kA/cm2 case as indicated by Figure 17 which provides radial profiles of accumulated numbers of elec-

re tron hits (not necessarily absorptions) across the face of the anode foil. The numbers given are relative

and may be normalized to the total electron current in each case if so desired. For the purposes of this

comparison, take 1, to be the same for each case. The , = 4 kA/cm 2 profile yields the most sharply

peaked hollow electron beam at the highest mean radius. The sharpness of the profile is not unlike that

observed in hollow cathode diodes having strong applied axial magnetic fields. 30 The equilibrium total

currents were , - 322 kA and 1i - 232 kA yielding an impedance of 3.6 ohms and an ion production

efficiency of 0.42 compared to the , =- 0 benchmark of 4.0 ohms and -q, = 0.40.

The observed gain in net ion efficiency of 0.02 is insignificant, especially when taken in combina-

tion with the 0.4 ohm drop in diode impedance. There is a difference, however, between the total ion

current flowing in a diode and the net ion current which can be extracted from a diode through the hol-

low cathode shank. Only the latter is useful from a practical, experimental standpoint. This distinction

is crucial in judging the merits of the J-theta diode. Plotted in Figure 18 are the radial profiles of ion

current density striking the cathode for both the J, - 0 case (a Ur profile with a central plateau

corresponding to the location of the anode foil support button) and for the J. 4 kA/cm case. For

"ll .- 0, a full 22% of the total ion current is lost to the cathode shank. This reduces the effective ratio

of useful (extractable) ion current to total diode current to 0.31, in good agreement with the previously

mentioned experimental observation of 0.25 to 0.35 ion efficiencies in 40% of the 4fl shots actually

* conducted on GAMBLE-Il. In comparison, for A, - 4 kA/cm2 , only 1 1% of the total ion current is

lost to the shank, leaving an effective ion efficiency of 0.374. This amounts to an improvement of over

26
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20% in ( .)errectve and thereby recommends this J.-diode for experimental testing on GAMBLE-Il for

possible use on PBFA.

In addition to this favorable result regarding enhanced effective ion production, several other

results merit mention. Comparison of Figure 18 to the corresponding AURORA J, profiles of Figure

I I show a hollowing of the ion beam. The central axis current density peak dissappears. Since shank

electrons with their finite angular momentum cannot reach R = 0, this indicates that significantly more

electrons are being emitted from the recessed cathode foil on the AURORA diode. These can reach R

4 0 and enhance ion emission there. Another difference between the two impedance regimes is the

*~il nature of the cathode shank electron flow. On AURORA, the imposition of .4 actually enhanced elec-

tron emission on the shank by lifting the flow away from the surface. This phenomenon does not man-

ifest itself in the 4fl runs. Finally, there was some question whether any actual magnetic insulation of

* the electron flow from the anode foil was taking place. The answer was obtained by measuring the

*, strength of the radial component of the magnetic field one-half data cell (0.015 cm) from the

magnetic-flux-excluding surface of the anode foil. Figure 19 shows that, as expected, very high fields

are to be found over large areas of the foil. This is typical of the diamagnetic field enhancement

observed in magnetically insulated radial diodes.t

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The major results of all of the above computer simulations are summarized in Table 1. The

imposition of a relatively small azimuthal current in the hollow cathode shank of a 4-ohm axial diode

has been numerically shown to increase the effective ion production efficiency of the diode by over 20%.

This positive result recommends the further study of the new concept both theoretically and experi-

mentally. Additional simulations should be conducted to examine diode equilibria for other values of

4.. Experimentally, an actual J.,-diode has been constructed as shown in Figure 20. Its cathode shank

is approximately six centimeters in diameter with 48 slots 3/8 inch deep, 0.045 inch wide, and angled at

20* cut around its periphery in order to generate a . by spiraling the current flowing through the
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shank. Three shots were conducted using this diode on GAMBLE-I but diagnostic difficulties

prevented the gathering of enough useful information for proper evaluation. Additional shots will be

attempted as circumstances permit.

For diodes with impedances in the neighborhood of twenty ohms, no evidence of ion efficiency

boosting via a shank , has been obtained. However, even for that case the azimuthal current com-

ponent does significantly modify the radial profile of the extractable ion current density. Such a capabil-

ity to change the shape of the ion beam which emerges from the diode may prove useful in the future

for optimizing this beam for transport away from the diode through plasma channels.
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF ELECTRON LEAKAGE POWER LOSS IN A

TRI-PLATE TRANSMISSION LINE

I. INTRODUCTION

There exist two major alternate geometries for intense light ion beam

sources (diodes) to be used in light ion inertial confinement fusion reactor

scenarios. They are the axial pinch-reflex diode (?RD) pioneered at the Naval

Research Laboratory I and the magnetically insulated radial diodes under

development at Sandia National Laboratories 2 and Cornell Uni/ersity. 3  Ech of

the two diode types have their respective advantages and disadvantages. The

low impedance (0.5-2.0 ohm) PRO's tested on the Gambie [t pulsed power

generator at NRL proved themselves capable of delivering over 70% of the net

power flowing through the diodes to the light ion (H and D+ ) beams. iney

owed their nigh ion production efficiencies to the theoretically established

benefits of large aspect ratios 5 (cathode radius/A-K gap) ana multiple

reflections of electrons through the anode foil.6 The geometry of the PRO

* (pinch-reflex diode) produced ar axially flowoing ion beam which could then be

directed to illuminate a fusion pellet target located some distance away. 7 In

scme current fusion reactor conceptual designs this can be considered an

• advantage since 1.he ion beam source could then be locatec far enough away from

the fusion reactor vessel to protect them from Possible radiation and blast

damage. In addition, there would be no limit to the number of indivicual

axial diode ion beam sources which could be arrayed around a central target to

deliver as much beam power as necessary to thie target. Unfortunately,

tneoreticai analysis has revealed that lower current ion beams lend themselves

more efficiently to transport over multi-xeter distances.:3 To maintain a

given power level while boosting transport efficiency, higher impedance ion

diode sources are desirable. Over the past several years NRL has pursued an

experimental ion diode develoPment program under DNA sponsorship at the arry

Diamond Laboratory (HDL). In that work, diode impedances range from 10 to 40

Manuscript subnitted April 9, 1982. 1



ohms to more closely match the 50 ohm characteristic imoedance of the single

arm of the AURORA pulsed power generator used there (compared to the 1.5 ohms

of NRL'S GAMBLE 1). To achieve the higner impedances, lower aspect ratio

PR's were employed and this necessarily lowered tre diode's ion production

efficiency. efficiencies of only 20% to 30v were observea.-' - Various

techniques are being tested to improve this performance.t  12

A Magnetically insulated radial diodes offer a different set of pros and

cons. They have been shown to operate at better than 75% ion production

efficiency. 13 Since ion flow is focused to the diode centerline, beam

transport is not a consideration and low impedances may be employed. This

*also means that target ignition will take place inside the diode which could

result in damage to the device. The power feed geometry for the radial diode

may also lead to other difficulties. Figure 1 presents a conceptualization of

a possible radial diode test aoparatus. As shown in the cutaway view, a large

number of individually charged power mccules are arrayed around the

circumference of the device. Tney are so designed to dump their stored

electrical enerly simul-.aneously into the large disc-like triplate

transmission line (TTL) which fil is the central portion uf the machine. This

triplate consists of an anode disc sandwiched etween two equispaced cathode

* discs. The interplaze se.ara-ion m.ay also vary aith radius. Tne TTL

(triplate transmission line) terminates in the center with an azimuthally-

* symmetric radial diode. A possible configuration for that central region is

illustrated in Figure 2. Tne symmetry of te power flew to such a diode is

eI  one key consideration.1 4  Another is the highly inductive character of the TTL

itself. Tnis high inductance can cause a severe lowering 'via L . d1/dt) of

* the voltage across the dioce as compared to the voltage output of the

individual pulsed power modules. Fur:hermore, the resistance civijed by t:,,e

2
6m



*Fig. 1I Conceptual reactor config-uration using tri-plate
transmission line and radial diode (courtesy, Sandia Labora-
caries)
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Fig. 2 - Central region of the reactor configuration



,* inductance of the 7L circuit can lead to a phase shift between the peak

voltage across the diode and the peak current flowing through the diode, with

unfortunate consequences for the power characteristics of the device. Those

problems have been and are being studied elsewhere. This report focuses on

yet another possible 7L power loss mechanism, namely that of direct electron

flow through the vacuum gap between the plates. The properties of magnetic

insulation are well enough understood to ensure that an adequately insulated

TTL could be designed with sufficiently large gap spacings for known values of

diode current and voltage. However, there is likely to be a transition region

in the TTL in the immediate vicinity of the radial diode into which will seep

a finite value of the axial magnetic field imposed in the diode's A-K gap.

The physics of electron flow in such a transition region cannot readily be

dealt with by analytic treatment. For that purpose, this numerical simulation

*- was undertaken.

i1. THE RADIAL DIODE AND FL

The ideal diode and triplate transmission line geometry chosen for

analysis is depicted in Figure 3 (drawn to scale). The cathode consists of a

solid shank 5.0 centimeters in diameter and 5.4 centimeters long sandwiched

axially between two infinite parallel plates. The anode takes the form of a

. flat annular collar, mounted symmetrically and coaxially to the cathode

shank. The anode's inside diameter of 5.5 centimeters yields a radial anode-

cathode gap of 0.5 centimeter while its 4.4 centimeter thickness allows a

4
clearance of 1.0 centimeter from each of the parallel cathode plates. An

electrical potential difference of 2.0 megavolts is maintained between the
electrodes. In addition, a field coil structure is assumed such that a

constant and uniform background 3 of 20.0 kilogauss permeates the diode gap

4
4
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*completely from R = 5.0 to R = 5.5 centimeter. This field is further assumed

to decrease in strength linearly with increasing radius inside the adjacent

TTL, until it reaches zero at R = 5.5 cm.

The geometry under consideration may be subdivided into three separate

gap regions as shown in Figure 4. Each half of the "infinite" triplate shall

be called Region I. It is primarily the diode current flowing axially through

the cathode shank which generates an azimuthal magnetic field in this region

to insulate the electron flow. Region II consists of the radial anoce-cathode

gap which is the heart of the radial diode. There too an insulating Ba arises

from the cathode shank current. Note, however, that Iz must go to zero at the

diode's center plane. 8% must vanish with it there. For that reason, it is

the strong applied axial magnetic field, 8zo , which must be relied upon to

insulate the electrons in the diode. Tne azimuthal field component there

serves primarily to complicate the electron flow. Finally, there is the

transition volume of Region III. In the lower third of that region, B will

closely resemble that of II but E will be weaker and no longer totally

radial. in the upper two-thirds there is a fairly sharp 3, gradient wihich

should act to prevent any TTL electrons from entering U'. Exactly where those

reflected electrons go is the central question treated herein. Before

plunging into the numerics, it is first illuminating to derive some zeroeth-

order Predictions for Region . and U6 from simple analytic theory.

throughout most of Region U1, the vacuum electric field has a uniform
value of (Er, Ez) = (1.33x0-, 0.0) statvolts/cm, while in (Er, :z) = (0.0,

0.666xI O1) statv/cm. In the absence of 3z and 3a in II, the expected soace-

charce limited electron flow (ignoring ions) may be aporoximated by the

Langmuir-Compton ! expression

6
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14.7x0 6 L V3 / 2

le = 2 amps (1)

2 r .3 47*wqith i Z - ) 6- + - .,. ..0 18 .. where

" Zn= collector radius = 5.5 cm, r. : emitter radius = 5.0 cm,

L = length of emitting shank = 4.4 c.i, V = diode voltage = 2.0 MV. For the

given values of radii, 3 = 0.09531 and = 0.09176. This predicts an

electron current of 3.95 megamperes in the radial A-K gap (1.3. - This ignores
K

those portions of the cathode shank in Region III). Significant electron

emission can also be expected along the parallel cathode side plates of Region

,. The space-charge limited electron current density emitted there can be

approximated from the relativistic expression attributed to Friedlander,

et.al.

z = : .2!3 2 -2

2.7210 - 0.847112 d 2  amps/cm2  (2)

wher3 d arode-cathode plate separation = 1.0 cm. For the two megavolts

applied, :nis predicts Je 5.1024 kA/cm2 . In the simulation that follows,

electron eission is peritted on these surfaces between R = 5.2 and R = 9.5

cm. This yields an emission area of 198.6 cm- in eacn TTL or a total diode

4 ,feed line electron current of about 2.0 megampere. Ignoring the effects of

magnetic fields, this apparatus as modeled would therefore have a total

electron current of about six megamperes. Substituting an electron-ion bi-

4 polar current in the A-K gap raises the figure there by about a factor of 1.86

and thereby boosts the total diode current to about 9.35 megamperes.

in order to gauge the effect of magnetic insulation in Region I a

parallel can be drawn with the analysis of the "critical current" in an

8



idealized parallel plate axial diode. In that device, tne axial current

flow generates an axial magnetic field which causes emitted electrons to bend

toward the center axis. If this 33 (and therefore this Iz) is large enough,

* the electron will not reach the anode plate. ignoring the effects of tne

emitted electron space-charge, a simple estimate can be made for the "crizical

current," Ic , necessary to produce an electron trajectory which just grazes

the anode surface:

Ic 2 8500 3y 1 RI amperes (3)

where R = the radius of emission, d : A-K gap, and a and y have their standard

relativistic definitions. 'Here amax : y = 4.9, and d 1.0c,-so

tiat the equation becomes

* tc = 4.O8xO- R amperes A€)

The axial current taking part in the physics of Eq. 4 may be considered to

• consist only of the total cathode shank current (i.e. - one half of the net

egion i. current). By definition, tie insulated electron flow in the TTL can

contribute no net axial current. 7he previous, crude estimate of eleczrons-

* only I, of 3.95 ' A leads to an axial current of 1.98 '1A which ira0i ies, via

Eq. d, magnetic insulation out to a radius of about 13.5 centime-ers.

However, in a properly functioning radial diode, the current prediction of Eq.

1 will not hold true. The relativistic electron gyroradius in the imposed 20

kG axial magnetic field is only O.Al cm, well below the 0.50 cm width of the

gap. Thus, magnetic insulation should prevail and estimates for diode

performance shculd be sough: directly from the literature on magnetically

9



insulated coaxial charge flow. in one of the most recent comprehensive

treatments on the subject,18 it was noted that the critical field for

insulation is given by

: = (- + 2 ')/2 (5)

where rA is the anode radius, rc is the cathode radius

MC

the chosen value of = 20 kG in the diode under consideration. There also

appears in Reference 18, rough parametric plots of ion current values for

various combinations of diode characteristics. From those plots, it may be

crudely approximated that the ion current in Region 11 should be about 2-3

times the Langmuir-Blodgett ion current, ILB* This ILB will be equal to the

previously predicted 3.95 MA for electrons multiplied by the square root of

the electron-proton mass ratio, me/m i . This leads to a Region 11 ion current

of about 200-300 kA and a half-current of 100-150 kA which in turn implies

magnetic insulation in the TTL out to a radius of only 2.45 to 3.68 cm. This

translates to no insulation at all in the TTL since its lower radius is 5.0

cm. n Iy t',e ful I nuTnerical simul ation can accurately show what the true

out:cme will be.

1T r. THE C>PUJTATONAL EXPERI.'EN1T

The numerical simulation of the radial diode was carried out with the

O latest version of NRL's DIODE20 comouter code.1 9  This code is two and one-

half dimensional (i.e., particles are allowed two spatial coordinates, r and

z, as well as three canonical ,iomentum comoonents r) P and P). The

computational "particles" are azimuthal ly-symmetric charge/current rings with

10



* charge-to-mass ratios corresponding exactly to that of electrons and

protons. The motion of these macroparticles is treated completely

relativistically. D;ODE20 is a particle-in-cell (PIC) code in wnicn

* macroparticle :harges and current densities are area- eighted over tie four

nearest grid points on the computational mesh. :n its electrostatic,

* magnetostatic treatment, DIODE20 solves Poisson's equation to

obtain o(r,z) and Ai(r,z) respectively from p(r,z) and J rz). crom thEse

the self-consistent fields are given by E : -7 and (3 r' ( Sz)self X

The azimuthal component of the self-magnetic field, , is found directly

through radial integration of Ampere's Law over the mesh. Regularly snaped

conductor regions which exclude electric field and magnetic flux may oe

overlayed on the computational mesh by utilizing a capacitance mar!x

techniaue2 in the Poisson solving algorithm. Tnis optional capability was

essential for this particular simulation. A static and spatially non-uniform

axial magnetic field is imposed on the computational mesh in a manner

presented in the treatment below.

Figure S tepicts the layout of the computational mesh used to mocel tne

o combined radial diode and TTL of Figure 1. Cue to its left-to-rignt symmetry,
only the left-half of the device is mocelec on tihe compu-er. Tnus, -r,e

current values -.abulated in Section 1' for the numerical mocal must e

multiplied by two to apply to the entire diode. :n setting uo tne

computational mesh orimary attention ,,as paid to ensuring needed soatial

resolution of field and particle motions in all regions of interest. As

presented in Section II, the electron gyroradius in the radial gap is

approximately 0.,1i cm. A minimum of four cells per gyroradius is desired

so ar is fixed at 0.1 cm. Considerations regarding the fast fourier transform

technique employed in the Poisson solver alilow increased generosity with the

11
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[ number of axial gridpoints so that a .z of 0.05 cm is chosen. For the

specified diode dimensions this yields a computational mesh spanning 0'a cells

in z and 100 cells in r.

! •The temporal resolution employed in the simulation plays an equally

significant role and, if misjudged, may lead to gross numerical

instabilities. Once again, the electron gyromotion is a determining factor.

Its frequency, fG, is estimated to be approximately 5.6xI0'0 hertz and proper

representation of electron motion demands that 'I At << 1.0. At the same

time, it is desirable to follow the simulation through several ion anode-to-

cathode crossing times in order to assure that a believable steady state has

been reached. For the given voltage of 2 MV, about 1.2xO -9 second is

consumed by an ion traversing the radial gap. In order to keep the cost of

the simulation at a reasonable level, this crossing time should correspond to

no more than 1000 timesteps. Tnese upper and lower brackets suggest a

• timestep of at = 2.0xlO " 12 second. For this choice, fG at - 0.11 and the ion

crossing timi equals 600 timesteps.

?articles are injected into the diode gap using the space charge limited

e emission condition. (Just enough charge is emitted so that the component of

the electric field normal to the emission surface vanishes.) T n this

simulation, electron emission is permitted up to a radiu- of 9.5 cm as well as

all along The axial cathode surface to within 0.2 cm of the diode center

plane. "mission was suPoressed at the extrema of the computational mesh

because of expected distor-ion of field values near the boundaries. In

contrast ion emission is restricted to the inner axial anode surface except

for the region with 0.2 cm of zne diode center plane. Emitting sufaces are

indicated by the heavy lines in Figure 5. Since only the left half of the

13



.* diode is being simulated complete symmetry demands that any particles

impacting the right-hand computational boundary are perfectly reflected back

!- into the simulation mesh.

The question of electric and magnetic boundary conditions is not trivial

to handle properly. Since no particle emission is permitted closer than 0.5

cm (5 data cells) to the outer radial boundary of the TTL, there is no serious

4problem in assuming no change to the source-free, static potential solution

there during the entire simulation. For that reason, the electrostatic

potential, 0, rises linearly in z from o to to across the I cm gap along that

boundar (see Figure 4). (Tne magnetostatic boundary condition there is

irrelevant since there is no 3z imposed in Region I.) The right boundary of

Region II is more difficult. It clearly does not remain source-free during

the simulation. Unfortunately, the capacitance matrix in the Poisson-solver

must be recalculated every time the boundary values of the potentials

change. This is a costly procedure. Rather than pay the price of matrix

recalculation, it was decided to freeze the values of ; along that boundary as

well at their source-free, logarithmically-spaced values 'as in Figure 4). n

addition, no self magnetic'flux penetration across that diode centerplane is

permitted. These conditions do some violenca locally to the E and 3 field

structure there but the gross dynamics of Region ": should remain unaltered.

1''I. ?ESULTS

To belter understand the physics of the device, two distinct simulations
O

were conducted. in the first, a benchmark for the radial diode operation was

sought by permitting electron emission only on the cathode shank. This

provided better estimates for the ideal magnetic insulation to te expected in

the TTL region and it gave a reference :ure for the -a;mun operati, nower

14



of the diode itself. The second simulation allowed electron emission all

along the cathode surface in the TTL as well as along the shank. Sample

particle position plots were generated to depict the nature of the electron

flow there in conjunction with plots of the radial profile of electron current

densities striking the anode surface in the TTL. Direct measurement was made

of the electron current flowing in Region I to yield the percentage of total

power which never reached the diode.

Case I, which simulated only the radial diode, was run over 1200

timesteps of 2.0xlO1 2 second each. The electron and ion currents of the

0 half-diode being modeled are depicted in Figure 6. (Multiply by 2 to obtain

full diode currents.) During the first 400 timesteps, only electron (no ions)

were permitted in the system. The dots on the plot represent emitted electron

current. The solid lines are the collected ion and electron currents as

indicated. Note that the electron flow was completely insulated in the diode

during electron-only operation. A steady electron current of about 75 kA

continued to be emitted by the cathode shank but an equal electron current was

continuously absorbed by the shank. This is characteristic of ideal magnetic

insulation.22,23 A constantly replenished cloud of electrons is formed

adjacent to the cathode surface and extends some finite radial distance into

t e A-K gap. This is illustrated in the sample electron position plot of

:igure 7. (Note again that cnly half of the diode is shown. The otner half

is completely symmetric about the center-plane.) Io net current is flowing

throuch tie diode. Therefore, the TTL is completely uninsulated. "lectrons

* in that region are free to migrate toward the anode limited only by the self-

fields they may generate.

At T = 400 ,t , ion emission was "turned on" all along tne cylindrical

* anode surface. The resultant neutralization of electron space charge caused a

13
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sharp increase of electron emission as seen in Figure 6. In the new

equilibrium state formed by the two-specie flow, almost 3 MA was continuously

emitted and reabsorbed by the cathode half-shank to maintain the enlarged

negative space-charge cloud depicted in Figure 8. The densest portion of the

cloud is now within one millimeter of the anode surface. This accounts for

the steady-state ion half-current of about 1.1 MA, far above the simple

Langmuir-Blodgett prediction of 100-150 kA. In contrast, the net electron

half-current is a mere 250 kA compared to the nearly 2 MA L.-B. estimate. The

q net current flowing through one-half of the diode is thus about 1.35 MA.

According to Eq. 4, this should provide magnetic insulation in the TTL out to

a radius of about 33 cm if the imposed axial magnetic field were not

present. However, Bz cannot be ignored. It is the key to ion-efficient

operation of the radial diode.24 In combination with the diamagnetic self-

-.* fields generated by charge circulation in the electron cloud, the imposed Bz

forms an axial magnetic field in the A-K gap whose average radial profile is

as shown in Figure 9. The net field gradient is mild in the electrons-only

case but exceeds 140 kG/cm when full two-specie flow is present. The field

strength peak of almost 70 kG near the anode surface in Region I! acts as an

effective barrier against electron penetration there. The details of the role

*' this B-field plays in the A-K gap physics is discussed elsewhere.25  Of

primary importance here is the "spill-over" of this field into Region I1, the

lower end of the TTL.

In the model chosen for this simulation, the imposed 20 kG field is

"* spacially uniform between R=5.0 and R=5.5 cm. It decays linearly to zero with

increasing radius between R=5.0 and R=6.0 cm in the TTL. To that background

field must be added the particle self-fields. Sample values of the net

Bz(r,z) are presented in Figure 10 for the cases with and without ions . Note

18
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* that the Region II fields are hardly modified at all in the electrons-only

steady state. The addition of ions into the system, as already oointed out,

does make a significant difference. Particularly on the anode side of Region

III, the values of z are elevated, resulting in a somewhat steeoer magnetic

gradient. The modification of the fields there, though significant, is quite

. small in comparison to the tripling of Bz inside Region II. Therefore, it is

the imposed field gradient in the 17L that will be responsible for loss of

insulation there. Over most of the axial distance, that gradient is little

changed by current flows in the diode.

The second simulation run, Case 11, tested the full combination of the

radial diode and the TTL. Figure 11 provides the corresponding point plot of

emitted electron current as well as traces of collected ion and electron

currents. Once again, the numerical model was run for the first -00 timesteps

without any ions present. The plot shows about 520 <A of electron current

continuously emitted in the steady state with a full a5O kA of it being

* collected by the anode. This leaves about 170 kA of electrons to sustain any

recirculating electron cloud in Region UI or in th e I7L (compared with 75 kA

in Case I). The fate of the 450 kA net flow can be deduced from :he sample

Selectron position plot of Figure 12. Electrons appear to be bridging the 7L

gap out to a radius of about 7.5 centimeters or more. The fact that electrons

make it across at all is consistent with the previously determined lack of

electron-only current flow across the radial diode gao. ny B insulation 4n

the 7L must therefore arise from the electron current bridging the gap
40

there. A simple estimate may be obtained for the minimum insulation radius by

equating the critical current of Eq. I with the net TTL current below a
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radius, R, assuming a uniform J. of 5.1 kA/cm2 as determined from Eq. 2. This

produces the expression:

2 2)3

(r2 - 5.5 ) 5.x!O = 1.08x10 R (6)

which yields a rinimum radius of about 6.9 centimeters, in agreement with what

is observed in the simulation. For a more complete picture of the electron

flow pattern in the TTL, the emitted and collected electron current densities,

• ewere plotted in Figure 13. An integration of the collected current yields

425 kA, which accounts for essentially all of the net 450 kA of electron

current flowing through the device. Furthermore, the primary peak of

collected J. lies below 6.5 cm in radius in agreement again with the

theoretical estimate of 0.9 cm. it is also interesting to note te profile of

the emitted e" As expected, the highest peak lies above R=9.0 cm where the

* electron emission region begins and the surface E-fields are hichest due to

two-dimensional distortions in the equipotential line there. At that high

radius, however, the 3 A is more than adequate to prevent the emitted electrons

• f-om reachina the anode. They are bent around to strike the cathode again at

around R=3.0 cm, causing a virtual shut-off of emission there due to a buildup

of negative space-charge. Tne emission profile is much more steady below

R=7.5 cm where 3 is not strong enough to confine electron flow near the

ca-bode.

As in the previous case which looked only at tne radial tiode, ion
0

emission in ,egion II was "turned on" at T=400 The relaxation of the

s.stem to a new steady state can be traced in Figure 11. By T=l 200 At , the

ion hal f-current collected has settled to about 925 kA while that of the

electrons is about 300 '<A. Fi-ure 14 ei cts a sample set of electron and -on

25
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positions at equilibrium. The electron plot is very different from that of

Figure 12. As previously stated, an ion half-current of about 1.0 MA is miore

than adequate to insure magnetic insulation throughout the TTL in the absence

of any Bz . Thus it is no surprise to see electrons there confined to a thin

sheath near the cathode surface down to about 6.5 cm, where the applied axial

B-field begins to rise in value from zero to a full 20 kG at R=5.5 cm. In

that annular band between 5.5 and 6.5 cm, a very significant leakage of

electron current to the anode occurs. This shorting should not manifest

itself were it not for the applied 8z gradient there. To quantify the amount

of power lost due to this leakage, the radial profiles of the electron current

density emitted and collected in the TTL are plotted in Figure 15. The

emission profile is quite irregular. Peaks and troughs alternate down the

entire length. Enhanced emission at one point leads to negative charge

buildup downstream in the electron sheath, causing reduced emission there. On

the other hand, the collected 3e plot consists of a single, intense band below

R=6.5 cm as could be guessed from the sample position plot of Figure 14. A

total of about 205 kA of electron current is impacting there in the TTL. This

corresponds to a full two-thirds of the net electron current flowing through

the entire device. What is even more disturbing is that 0.41 terawatts out of

a total of 2.45 74 flowing through the half-diode modeled are being lost in

the TTL.

28
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I V. CONCLUSIONS

The major findings of this set of numerical simulations are summarized in

Table 1. As stated in the introduction, the optimization of net ion

production efficiency is a central objective of pulsed power diode research.

The table shows a loss of almost 20% of the net input power in the TTL for the

configuration modeled. The loss can be attributed to the steep gradient in 8z

in the transition region between the TTL and the radial diode. The result is

about an 3% drop in the total ion production efficiency of the T7L-diode

1 combination. That can probably be tolerated for most practical

dpplications. However, any experimental configuration different from that

- shown in Figure 3 will experience a different and possibly greater power loss

i n the TTL. Cne must clearly exercise care in setting the TTL gap and in

shaping any imposed magnetic field profiles in the transition region.

Table 1 - Summary of results

CASE t CASE i

ions present ? no yes no yes

t . . d 0.15 MA 6.0 A 1.2a MA 5.0 MA

zolected in TTL - - 0.9 MA 0.4 MA

collected in diode - 0.5 MA 0 0.2 MA

(Ii ) l ed 1 - 2.2 MA - 1.85 MA

( 0.815 0.902

7..
P

D = + 1.0 1.0 0 0.833

(D- 0.81 - 0.751

DD
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EFFECTS OF PARTIAL SUPPRESSION OF ION EMISSION
IN MODERATE IMPEDANCE DIODES

I. INTRODUCTION

The efficient generation of intense beams of energetic light ions is a central objective of the NRL
Light Ion Fusion Research Program.' Over the past. several years, focused ion current densities of over
100 kA/cm 2 from terrawatt-level beams have been achieved with magnetically insulated radial diodes at
Sandia National Laboratories2 as well as with pinch-reflex axial diodes at the Naval Research Labora-
tory) Using diodes of below 2 ohm impedance, ion beam efficiencies of over 70% were achieved in
both of the above configurations 4 5 (i.e., over 70% of the power coupled to the diodes was carried by
the light ions generated therein). The question of ion efficiency is critical to the goal of a practical light
ion driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) reactor. As much as possible of a given pulsed power
generator's energy must be imparted to the ion beam exiting the diode in order to minimize the
number of beam sources necessary for successful pellet ignition as well as to maximize the overall reac-
tor efficiency. These efficiency considerations are well met by the low impedance diodes.

Unfortunately, the high current densities of the ion beams produced by low impedance diodes ae
not compatible with the focusing and transport systems presently under study for bringing the beams to

* bear on the proposed fusion targets.6 In addition, there are strong arguments in favor of high voltage,
the use of high impedance generators in present reactor scenarios.7 Diodes matched to such generators
must likewise be of high impedance to ensure efficient power transmission but such diodes are plagued
by relatively low ion production efficiencies. These low efficiencies are a direct consequence of esta-
blished diode theory. It has been found semiempiricaily8 that the total current flowing through a
pinched-beam diode may be approximated by

,- 4 + I, =9(y2 - 1)t/2. 1 + "- (1)D [2m,c J-I )

where 1 V(in MV) 
D2~

where ! =- i in ) , R - cathode radius, D = axial anode-cathode (A -K) gap, V = diode vol-
0.5ii

tage, and m, ion (proton) mass. Implicit in this formula is an ion-to-electron current ratio given by
eeI, v, R(2

.- 0.5L- R
4, c D

where v, is the mean ion velocity. 9 Thus, for a fixed voltage, increasing the diode impedance translates
to decreasing the aspect ratio, RID. That, in turn. results in a decrease of the current ratio 1,/14 and a
lowering of the ion production efficiency, ,/(l, + 1,). This is the crux of the problem addressed by this
report. The essence of the proposed solution is an attempt to decouple the impedance from its R/D
dependence while exploiting the theorized efficiency enhancement gained through a decreased gap size.
D.

For fixed values of R, D, and voltage, the net diode current can be changed from that predicted in
Eq. (1) by restricting the emission of electrons from the cathode and ions from the anode respectively.

Manuscript submltted July 23. 1982.



As a starting point, take the standard pinch-reflex diode (PRD) geometry shown in Figure 1. Typical
electron and ion trajectories are as sketched. The predominant flow of electrons originates from the
cathode shank tip. Electrons emitted there stream to the thin, polyethylene anode foil (pinching radi-
ally as they cross the A-K gap if the critical diode current is exceeded'0 ). They then pass through the
foil with an appropriate loss of energy. Finally they are reflected back through the foil by the large
azimuthal magnetic field, B9 , which is present between the foil and the solid anode surface. This
reflection (or *reflexing") process continues as the electrons cascade toward the diode's central axis
where they are funneled off through the anode stalk. The hydrocarbon anode plasma formed along the
foil meanwhile acts as a rich source of protons which are accelerated in the opposite direction toward
the cathode. Proton emission can be expected everywhere the anode plasma has formed including
regions along the foil at larger radii than the outer radius of the cathod shank. Ions emitted at radii
above the inner radius of the cathode shank are useless for light ion research for two major reasons.
First of all, their trajectories differ so little from straight lines that, assuming a planar anode foil, they
will probably all hit and be absorbed by the solid cathode shank and thus be unavailable for extraction

. from the diode. Secondly, their presence near the cathode tip will further increase the emission of elec-
tron current with presumably detrimental results to the overall ion production efficiency.

These considerations lead one to conclude that significant benefit could be derived by suppressing
the emission of ions from those outer regions of the anode foil face. This is accomplished experimen-
tally by covering the plastic anode foil beyond the inner cathode radius with a thin metal foil (on Gam-
ble II, first tantalum then aluminum was used"). This concept has been tested at NRL with very

- favorable results1 2 which will be discussed later. The numerical simulations reported herein modeled
the steady-state operation of those experimental diodes. The empirical data showed that suppression of
the peripheral ion emission both decoupled the diode impedance from RID (thus allowing a smaller D
for a given impedance) and also significantly enhanced the ion efficiency in comparison to a diode with
the same impedance but with larger D and full anode ion emission. The computer runs confirmed the
impedance decoupling from RID but failed to detect any'gignificant ion efficiency enhancement. How-
ever, the numerically observed ion efficiency of the diode with ion suppression and small D does agree
with the experimental results. Furthermore, the simulation suggests a possible physical mechanism
whereby the true magnitude of the net ion current could have been partially masked in the "bench-
mark" (i.e., full anode ion emission) experiments by a comoving electron current.

H1. THE DIODE AND ITS NUMERICAL MODEL

The actual Gamble II experimental diode configuration is drawn in Figure 2. For the discussions
*- presented later in this report, it is particularly important to note the structure of the inner cathode

as.%,mbly. The "target" is a sheet of KIMFOL stretched over an inner cylindrical cathode shank of
rard4s 2.25 cm. Only the ions flowing within that radius can be extracted from the diode and counted

i- in the experimental (INET)ion measurements. For ease of numerical modeling, the actual diode of Fig-
ure 2 was simplified slightly to the form depicted in Figure 3. The anode foil radius was shortened
from about 6.0 cm to 3.7 cm. Since that is still almost a centimeter larger than the cathode outer radius
the electric field structure along the electron-emitting cathode shank and along the anode's ion-emitting

* regions opposite the cathode shank should not be significantly modified. In addition, the axially bound-
ing, solid cathode and anode surfaces are taken as completely planar and parallel. The front surface of
the cathode "door' (see Figure 2) coplanar with the "target" face. Finally, the thickness of the cathode
shank is taken as 0.35 cm while in the experiments it was usually 0.25 cm. The extra millimeter allows
for somewhat better numerical resolution over the all-important tip of the shank where most of the net
electron current is emitted. Having fixed the essential geometry, it is a straightforward process to
implement the numerical model.

NRL's DIODE2D computer code was employed to numerically simulate the steady-state operating
conditions for this diode for various sets of parameters. The details of the code may be found else-
where.' t It is sufficient here to point out that DIODE2D calculates equilibrium electric and magnetic
field strengths over an NZ x NR mesh of discrete data points on a predetermined computational region

2
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corresponding to an arbitrary R Z planar cross-section passing through the diode's centerline. Com-
plete azimuthal symmetry is assumed. A finite number of macroelectrons and macroprotons having
correct, physical charge-to-mass ratios are advanced timestep-by-timestep across the mesh in a rela-
tivistically covariant manner. A self-consistent, steady-state solution is sought both for field structures

* :as well as for particle flows. No time-dependent phenomena are actually treated.

The physical volume simulated by the DIODE2D code extends radially outward from the central
axis to a distance of 6.15 cm in the vacuum gap and axially forward from the plane corresponding to the
solid cathode face out to the opposing plane surface of the solid anode. Since it presumes azimuthal
symmetry, the computer code only deals with a single R - Z planar cross-section extending out from
the centerline. This computational region is presented in Figure 4. The grid points are shown as dots
and correspond to the centers of their respective rec:angular data cells. Counting the monolayer of
guard cells which completely surround the numerical region in which "particles" are "allowed," a total of
(NZ + 2) x (NR + 2) - 66 x 125 - 8,250 data cells are used. The bottom boundary corresponds to
the central axis (R - 0) of the diode. The right boundary corresponds to the solid anode plane and is

*- maintained at the full anode potential, V. The left boundary is kept at zero voltage since it represents
the solid cathode plane. Finally, the upper boundary is simply a source-free, vacuum interface between
what may be loosely described as the "diode region" and the pulsed power transmission line. The elec-
trostatic potential is therefore graded linearly from zero to Valong that upper boundary. Perfectly con-
ducting cathode and anode surfaces are included in the computational region as shown in Figure 4.
Those surfaces are treated numerically via a capacitance matrix technique described elsewhere.14 On
the order of 10' macroelectrons and 10' macroprotons participate in the simulation at steady state.
These macroparticles are emitted at their respective electrodes along the heavy-lined surfaces. Axial
currents in the cathode shank and in the anode stalk are treated rigorously as a function of : in order to
ensure an accurate distribution of B9 throughout the diode. The results of these numerical simulations
as well as a summary of the conclusions which can be drawn from them are presented in the following
two sections.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to test the theorized effects of selective ion emission suppression on the performance
characteristics of the diode of Figure 2, 'three specific test cases were simulated. In all three cases, the
diode voltage was fixed at 1.8 MV in accordance with the capabilities of the Gamble II machine. Cases
I and II were both run with an A -K (a: ode-cathode) gap of 5 mm just as shown in Figure 3. Case I
corresponded to a "benchmark" run , which no suppression of ion emission on the anode foil was
attempted. Protons were emitted along the anode mesh from cells (IZ,IR) = (48, 2) through (48, 65)
just as indicated by the heavy line in Figure 4. In Case II, the imposition of a metal foil annulus over
the outer anode face was simulated by shutting off ion emission beyond cell (48, 49). Finally, for Case

*, III, the restricted ion emission was retained while all axial dimensions in the simulation were reduced
by a factor of 0.70. This changed the A -K gap to 3.5 mm and reduced the diode impedance back to its
value in Case I. The detailed results of these simulations are as follows.

Case I was run 4400 timesteps, At, of 1.5 x 10-12 seconds each until an equilibrium state was
reached. In order to determine the true steady-state values of the quantities of interest a new statistical

* technique was applied to the numerical data. Specie current values were tabulated at intervals of 251t
over the last 200 steps. These values were then subjected to the same type of least squares error
analysis and data reduction methods as is normally reserved for the treatment of experimental observa-
tions. The details of this new computational approach are presented in the Append;x. The equilibrium
ion and electron currents for this "benchmark" case were 230 :t 6 kA and 147 -- 6 kA respectively.
Given the diode voltage of 1.8 MV, this yields an impedance of 4.77 -L: 0.11 ohms for the device, well
within the desired operating regime of 4-5 fl. The net ion efficiency, q,- ljo/Idiod =

'io(lion + eleectron), is then 0.390 _ 0.016. This is in excellent agreement with the 40% ion efficiency
4 recently reported"5 for a numerical simulation of a 2.0 MV, 4 ohm PRD (pinch-reflex diode) having an

RID of 7.58 compared with an RID of 6.0 for this run. It differs significantly, however from the 0.24
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average ion efficiency reported from a series of Gamble II experimental runs 16 (see Figure 5). At least
part of this discrepancy between the numerical and experimental results can be explained by examining
Figure 2. The location of the 'NET Rogowski coil loop in the experimental set-up shows that it is

. .measuring only that portion of the ion current which hits the "target" inside the cathode shank. Any
ions hitting the cathode beyond a radius of 2.25 cm are not counted. To properly compare the numeri-
cal results to the experiment, this 'effective" ion current must be calculated. Figures 6 and 7 present
radial profiles of the emitted and collected ion current densities flowing in the steady state diode.
Integrated from these profiles are not only the total ion currents but also the effective currents failing
within R - 2.25 cm (indicated by the dotted lines). This shows that the empirically measured number
should be 119 kA, not 147 kA. This still implies an ion efficiency of 0.316. Although much closer to
the experimental data, it is still far from "good" agreement. A more complete explanation for the poor
correlation can be found by examining the nature of the electron currents in the diode. That new
phenomenon will be discussed after the numerical results for Cases 11 and III are presented.

Having completed the benchmark run, the next step was to test the effect of restricted ion emis-
sion while holding all other diode parameters constant. The maximum radius for ion emission along
the anode foil was reduced from R -3.2 cm to R -2.4 cm. Just as for Case I, Case II was run to
equilibrium at t - 4400 timesteps. At that point, using the same statistical data reduction technique.
the currents were found to be 4, - 186 ± 3 kA and 1, - 83 ± 2 kA. These figures imply a diode
impedance of 6.69 ± 0.08 ohms and a net ion efficiency of 0.309 ± 0.007. As expected, the
impedance has been very significantly raised in spite of the constant A -K gap size, D - 5 mm. Once
again, to correlate the ion efficiency to the experimental results, the radial profiles of the emitted and
collected ion current densities are presented in Figures 8 and 9. An effective 1i of 79 kA is then

, observed to strike within the "target" radius of 2.25 cm. Interestingly enough, the effective ion
efficiency has dropped a mere two percentage points to (-r),T - 0.294 in spite of the 2 ohm impedance
rise.

Finally, for Case III the restricted ion emission radius of 2.4 cm was retained while the gap was
reduced from 5.0 to 3.5 mm. The observed steady-state diode currents were 4'. - 247 ± 3 kA and
I. - 130 -- 4 kA yielding an impedance of 4.77 ± 0.07 ohms and a total ion efficiency of
0.345 ± 0.012. Thus, as expected, the impedance of Case I has been restored in spite of the decreased
gap size, D. Although it had been hoped that the ion efficiency would increase, a drop of almost 0.05
waS instead recorded. Hopes that a comparison of the effective ion currents would be more optimistic
were likewise disappointed. Figures '0 and I I record the corresponding Case III ion emission and col-
lection profiles. They show that the effective ion current is 119 kA - exactly the same as for Case I.
Thus the simulations of Case I and Case III share identical impedances and identical efficiencies. This
is in sharp contrast with the experimental data. The same diode as modeled in Case III fired 28
separate times on Gamble It yielded the modified efficiency data shown in Figure 12 (overlapped with
the Case I data). With an average effective ion efficiency of 0.34, it represents a clear departure from
the experimentai data garnered from the diode without emission restriction and with D - 5.0 mm
although the average impedances was nearly identical for the two cases. On the other hand, the Case
III efficiency figure of 0.34 is in reasonable agreement with the 0.316 measured numerically for both
cases.

As previously mentioned, at least a partial explanation for the disagreement between simulation
and experiment may rest in the diode's electron flow patterns. The DIODE2D computer code is not
electromagnetic; rather, it is electrostatic-magnetostatic. Inductive electric fields are not generated by
the particle currents as they should be due to temporal variations in B9. This limitation allowed sus-
tained electron currents of huge magnitude to arise between the inside cylindrical surface of the cathode
shank and the "target" plane inside the shank. The ability of the ion flow in a diode to draw in elec-
trons to neutralize its space charge is well established.17 How this neutralizing fill of electron charge
maintains itself in the A -K gap is not well understood. At least in this simulation, part of that charge is
constantly replenished by the cathode-to-cathode electron currents herein observed. For Case I, this
electron current comoving with the ions hitting the "target" region has a magnitude of almost 200 kA.



For Case II it is only about 120 kA. While for Case III it increases slightly again to around 140 kA. It
is probable that the inclusion of a physical, inductive E-field would greatly reduce the size of those
reverse currents. It is questionable if they would be eliminated entirely. If only 20 kA of electron
current were left comoving with the ion beam in the detector region for the Case I numerical simula-
tion, the experimentally recorded efficiency of 0.24 would be achieved. It thus seems quite possible
that such comoving electrons may be masking some of the true ion current being extracted from the
diode in the Case I Gamble II experiment. This theory remains to be tested. Figures 13, 14, and 15
provide plots of sample electron positions (each particle carries the same predetermined amount of
charge) for the equilibria of Cases I. II, and III respectively. They show how electron space charge fills
the entire interior of the diode. Unfortunately, they do not show explicit flow patterns inside the

o cathode radius. One thing that does seem clear is the difference in cathode-tip-to-anode-foil electron
flow. For Case I, without ion emission suppression, the ion space charge in the gap between the tip and
the foil allows electrons to stream almost directly across, thus illuminating the foil face out to about 3
cm with significant negative space charge. Electrons hugging that surface out to large radii encourage
enhanced ion emission. On the other hand, Figures 14 and 15 show that elimination of the ion space
charge fill near the cathode tip causes much of the electron stream there to pinch radially inward early

* in its transit of the gap. Thus the mainstream of the electron flow on the average for Cases II and III
stays further away from the foil face than in Case 1. This reduces expected ion emission and can
apparently reduce the ion efficiency benefits of decreasing the gap size, D.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

41" From the results summarized in Table 1, one may conclude that selective ion emission suppres-
sion definitely allows the use of smaller A -K gaps (therefore. higher RID ratios) for a fixed diode
impedance. This can be beneficial for all light ion beam work in which efficient generator-to-diode
power transmission dictates a high diode impedance since a smaller A-K gap means that the ions must
spend less time subject to the trajectory-bending effects of the strong electric and magnetic fields found
in the diode. The resultant impact on ion beam quality is illustrated in Figures 16, 17, and 18 which

• plot sample proton equilibrium positions for Cases 1, 11, and III respectively. The ions are emitted only
at data cell centers along the anode face. Thus they are initially spaced out evenly in coaxial, laminar
streams. The relative smoothness of each stream may be followed across the gap by tracing from point
to point. Significantly less erratic stream behavior is observed in Figure 18 (Case III) with its 3.5 mm
gap than for either of Cases I and 1I in Figures 16 and 17. Although this confirms at least one positive
effect of partial ion emission suppression, the simulations did not show any decoupiing of the effective

• ion production efficiency from the diode impedance as was found in the corresponding Gamble II
experiments. Although the simulation results are clouded by unrealistically large electron currents
comoving with the ion beam, the physical existence of electron currents even an order-of-magnitude
smaller than those numerically observed would be sufficient to explain the discrepancy between experi-
ment and simulation.

Two distinct elements of follow-on research should be undertaken. First of all, the simulations
described herein should be repeated using a fully electromagnetic computer code. The PREMAS com-
puter code (the successor of DIODE2D at NRL) is currently being upgraded to include time dependent
electric and magnetic field solving algorithms. It can be applied to this problem as soon as that coding
and debugging is complete. Secondly, an experimental diagnostic technique to separate out the pure
ion beam current from any comoving electron component should be designed. The Gamble II runs
could then be repeated with such a new diagnostic in place.
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Table I - Summary of Computational Results

(ALL AT 1.8 MV) D 5,0 MM D= 3,5 MM

FULL EMIT PART EMIT PART EMIT

CASE I CASE II CASE III

I electron(KA) 230 +6 186 +3 247 + 3

ion (KA) 147 + 6 83 + 2 130 + 4

( iode (KA) 377 + 8 269 + 3 377 + 5

io 0,39 0,02 0.31 + 0.01 0,35 + 0,01

ion) effective 119 79 119

(ioeffective 0.32 0.29 0.32

* Z diode (oHMS) 4.77 ± 0.11 6.69 + 0,08 4.77 + 0.07
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Appendix

STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL DATA

Whenever numerical predictions extracted from computer simulations are cited in the literature
they are almost always presented without any indication of the error brackets associated with those
predictions. Conventional error analysis such as that performed routinely for experimental data is tradi-
tionally ignored by many computational physicists. When one analyzes a given physical system using a
computer simulation code, the numerical data distilled from the code is just as prone to systematic and
random sampling errors as that gleaned from a physical experiment. Programming flaws in the code as
well as physical flaws and resolution limits in the simulation model will introduce systematic errors into
the resulting data. Similarly, when dealing with a computer code which attempts to find the steady-state
operating conditions of a given system, periodic sampling of the parameters of interest as they relax
into their equilibrium values will give rise to random errors around the "true" values. Both types of
errors can be quantified in order to allow an outside observer to know how much weight he should give
to the computational results.

The identification and minimization of gross systematic errors contained in the algorithms of a
given computer code is normally accomplished once and for all before a given code is accepted for use
in production simulation runs. Careful debugging using a variety of standard test cases can eliminate
numerical deviations from true physics that go beyond established assumptions for the systems to be
modeled. In addition to computer programming bugs, there are also the finite resolution limitations
inherent in any digitized model. Some of these, such as standard numerical "round-off- errors can be
made insignificant through clever coding of the numerical algorithms. Other sources of error such as
the finite number of spatial data points and the finite number of particles used, give rise to actual
"minimum errors" which can have significant sizes compared with the values of interest and which can

*only be lowered by changing the numerical parameters or by rewriting sections of the computer code
itself. Any potential user of the simulation results must rely upon the professional abilities of the indi-
vidual computational physicist regarding the removal of all "bugs" from his code. On the other hand,
the user must be aware that there will definitely be some systematic errors due to numerical discrete-
ness.

The treatment of random sampling errors is less a question of computational talents then of
scientific rigor. Observationally obtained data is inherently bracketed by error bars. Only a finite
number of samples of data can be obtained from a given system. Like its physical counterpart, a
numerical system cannot be truly static. It will oscillate around an equilibrium state and it is at various
points on these "ripples" that the diagnostic data is output from the program. Therefore, random sam-
pling errors must occur and they can be quantified using conventional, statistical treatments. The data

* reduced for presentation in this report may be used to illustrate the procedure. The major macroscopic
quantity monitored in these simulations is the net current flowing through the diode. This current is
made up of an electron and an ion component. For each specie component, the emitted current and
the collected current are measured separately. Therefore, there are four "subcurrents" that are directly
monitored and must be analyzed separately. In a given DIODE2D simulation run, the subcurrents and
net charges in the system are tallied every 25 timesteps. After some specific "risetime" is passed, these

* quantities begin to oscillate around certain plateau values. Such behavior signals the system's arrival at
an equilibrium state. A4 that point, the last eight subcurrent data values spanning the last 200
timesteps are reduced to arrive at approximate steady state predictions for the diode being modeled.
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To illustrate the data reduction procedure, the ion current of Case 11 in this report will beanalyzed. The last eight collected ion current values (25 at apart) were found to be 83, 81, 87, 84, 82,78, 93, and 80 kA respectively. This yields a mean value, < lcoll>, of 83.5 kA. To determine the ran-dora sampling error associated with that value, the mean value of the square, <1o ll is found to be
6991.5 kA2 from which the variance,
'" " - l, o > - I >(A )

is computed to be 4.387 kA. The standard deviation of the mean of the given eight values is then sim-
ply

(-o). ocoll - 1.55 kA. (A.2)
Thus, on the basis of the computer-supplied data, the collected ion current for Case II can be written as
S(l)¢O1 '0- 83.5 - 1.6 kA. In exactly the same manner, the last eight emitted ion current values of 97,99, 112, 73, 48, 85, 77, and 76 kA reduce to a steady-state prediction of < lj > - 83.4 ± 6.5 kA.q. The much larger standard deviation stems directly from the higher residuals of each data point withrespect to their mean value. To arrive at a specific prediction for the net equilibrium ion currentflowing through the diode, the weighted average is taken of the emitted and collected ion currents using
the method of least squares with

<4emit>/(O(emit) 2 + <2col>(O'oei)2

2 (r Coil) 2(A.3)

and

r o2 (oemt) +r2 (A.4)
Applying these formulae lead to the result quoted in the text of this report, ion - 83 -- 2 kA.

An identical analysis is then applied to find the electron current and its error brackets. The net
diode current is then simply

/diode '" lion + leectron (A.5)
I: with

(aidi- (id + (0-e,.,.to . (A.6)
From this quantity flows the expressions for the diode impedance, :, and ion production efficiency im*.For the impedance, one may write z - V/Idide where V is the constant diode voltage. The standarddeviation from the mean of this quantity is then given by

(a d(A.7)Similarly, the ion production efficiency, 7 - 'io./diode, has a standard deviation found from the expres-

sion,

[•diode 2+J(

The above equations summarize the error analysis which flows naturally from the reduction of raw,numerical data. It provides a simple framework for the statistically valid presentation of steady-statecomputer simulation code results for diode physics research.
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For this specific problem of light ion diode error analysis, another element of statistical analysis.
namely - curve fitting, was employed. Its purpose was to obtain the best possible analytic approxima-
ton for the radial profile of the ion current density exiting the diode. Such an explicit representation
for 1(r) is useful particularly for theoreticians attempting to model the transport of the emerging ion

p beam away from the diode through a predetermined transport channel.'5 19 Previous simulations have
observed an approximate inverse proportionality of the current density to the radius.2 A functional
form of

1(r) - Jo + a (r - to) - t (A.9)

is therefore chosen as the starting point. The raw data of averaged ion emission and collection at each
mesh point in the r-dimension along the anode and cathode respectively are first plotted as single points
(see Figures 6-11). Then a curve of form (A.9) is fitted to it. In order to obtain that curve, the
method of least squares 21 is employed. The three unknowns in the equation are then given by

Z j,2 1:r, 1 ,r

0 .- D-  7,r N I: ,i (A.10)

I J12r y j

Zrj2  :r ZJr1

ro- D-1 Z r N ZJ r

Zr12 1: 2 , Z ,

a -Joro + D- 1 Z r Z J r I JLII
ZJ,r, ZJ,r, 1: i2

where

7 r12 yZr, Zj, r,

D- Zr N ZJ
I) Jr tz,, 1122

and where the summations are from i = 1 to i - N (N being the number of radial data points), ri is the
radius of the "i'th point, and .i is the observed J(r). The "goodness" of the fit of the data to the
curve thus generated can be gauged by comparing the root mean square deviation of the data points
from the curve to the root mean square deviation of those same points from their average value
<J> - N - 1I Ji. The resultant "correlation coefficient" may then be expressed as22

I. (J, - lo- a(r - r0 )- )(- 2 (A.11)

It should be noted that in practice some care must be exercised in the application of (A.11) to the
problem in question. Near r - 0, the values of J become quite large so that deviations from the
smoothed fit tend to be exaggerated. To avoid that distortion, the data at r - r, is ignored in the calcu-
lation of (A.11) as presented in Figures 6 through 11.
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NUMERICAL %!')'LLTG A"D.T2LA0C
*OF ELECTRON AND ION4 FL01. T' PULSED PC'.E.R DIODES
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A. Sternlieb, c) D. Y~oshier and Shyke .4. Goldstein, b)

Plasma Physics Division
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed pow~er diodes have recently been used to generate intense icn beams

*with power levels approaching 1.0 TW [1] . As discussed in the papers presented

by Drs. Cooperstein arid -osher in this conference, these beams are being con-

sidered for driving inerti,4al-confiinement--fusion pellets. The characteristics of

the ion beamis that can be generated are important in determining their suitability

for focussing, transport and axial cCmpression. The quality of the beams pro-

duced is a st6rong function of the detailed flow of electrons and i1on in the diode

itself and can be inf 4luenced by the specific geoMsetry of the diode region. Because

the behavior of, diodes is a complicated nonlinear problem, numerical 3imulation

modeling is required. Several silh ulaltion ccdes have been developed and used to

study the flow of electrons and ions in a variety of device-- and diocde [:.ads.

Us ing a one-d imens ional1, rel1a t iv ist ic P. I. C. code , the time2-dependent b &aor

of a reflex dcubie diode has been studied. The important f.eature of: these simula-
tions was t1.-he inclusion of a lumped-element model of the generator circuit ar nd
its coupling to the particle dynamics through the diode boundary conditions r2l

Th-eulso his investigation are presented in Section IIT Mnodifiead versions

of the DIGCCE2D elect.ro-and magneto-static'2 1/2-dimensional (R,7-) code with rela-
tivistic dynamics ,.ere used to St16udy reflex and pinch-reflex diode conn'i aura tions

~ 3 .Wedesrie he ~;o-an-' features of th-e code in Section III and the
*results of simulations in Sections Il and V1 for the reflex and pinch-reflex
configurations respectively.

II. REFLEX DOUBLE DIODE

In order to urnde-sta.nd the tIme-dcpendent dynamic.; or ion, and clectron f
in a reflex dcuble dlicde, it is no ssr,',Y to descritbe th.-c;1jPin,3at~~ the
PO ~.r g' nr-tcr &dthe doeiz f.A OnC~mn sck 2 :el the reflc.(x

Oi~~d - - -i~ - .-'m -~ -o -t - -: -- o h2 '~ r6



fLuctuations in the particle emission. .1
* In the algorithm, a 1-0 particle in cell code is coupled in series to the

generator circuit. The diode current is advanced in time as dictated by the

circuit equation. The emitted electron and ion currents are found from the

total diode current and the absorbed electron and ion currents in such a way that

space-charge-limited emission is enforced for both species.

This algorithm was tested on a simple Child-Longmuir diode and agreed with

the well known solution. The circuit equation employed was,

dI [Vex t - RG I - VD0,
dt LG

where i is the total diode current, Ve is the applied voltage 11 is the voltage
' ext thaplevotg,' ithvote

drop across the diode electrodes, (supplied by the simulation code), and RG, LG

are lumped impedance and inductance of the generator.

A simulation using the same circuit equation but a double reflex diode was

run for a number of cases. Typical results are shown in Figure 1, which contains

the I and V0 vs. time characteristics. In this case, the diode voltage rises

very rapidly to the generator voltage of 600 kV because of the initially.high

diode impedance. As the diode current rapidly bootstraps itself, the diode

voltage drops and a near steady state value of 200 kV is achieved.

The asympotic diode voltage corresponds to an electron energy which would

give about 4 refiexings in the polyethylene foil of the anode. This result is in

good agreement with both the theoretical and experimental understanding of

double reflex-diode operation in 1-0.

III. THE DIODE20 SI MULATION CODE

The steady state flow of electrons and ions in a diode is modeled by an

electro- and magneto-static particle-in-cell simulation code. Several other

- groups, most notably Poukey and Quintenz at Sandia Laboratories, have developed
.similar codes to study diode problems. The important features of the code re-

ported on here include:

.. i) A fast Poisson solver which cIculates the electric potential

* due to internal changes in the presence of cOmplicated

boundaries and externaly-apipied voltages.

Ii) A similar solver for the vector potential A3 when self-
induced bce:; rotation is important as n the case of t;,,e



reflex diod: iz-,m-ersed in 3 S magnetic field ,ith con-
ducting boundaries.

iii) Relativistic treatment of the Particle dynamics.

iv) The introduction of temporal and spatial smoothing to
reduce the noise level caused by the use o" a finite

number of simulation macro particles.

v) The treatment of particle scattering in the reflexing

foil including inelastic energy losses and angular

scattering.

vi) A wide variety of diagnostics to help in the interpre-

tation of the simulation results.

* The equations that are solved in the simulation are:

24. -.

10 -rp; 
where p is the charge density due to the ions and electrons in the diode. The

Poisson equation for t is solved in difference form on a uniform mesh in (R,Z)

geometry by a fast Fourier transform in Z and Gaussion elimination in R. The

applied voltages are imposed through boundary conditions on . The capacitive

* matrix method is used to account for the internal diode structure (that is,
electrode shapes which do not conform to the mesh). In the case where an external-

ly applied axial magnetic field is present, the vector potential A8 is solved for

by:2 A

V A T- , j- ; B = 80 Z 7 x A,

where J8 is the azimuthal current due to electrons and ions is the diode.

The azimutha'l component of magnetic field is solved from Amperes Law.

4T'f R
Ba : f dR'R' Jz (R',Z)

0

* The electron and ion equations of motion are advanced using the Boris pusher [4]

and the self consistent electric and magnetic fields as described above. The

field quantities used for the particle equations of motion are interpolated

from the four nearest cell points and the current and charge density contri-
• butions are determined by the inverse process. To reduce the ncise le. .1 due

to the finite number of particles in th simulations, local avera,-es in are

t.:-ken of the form:

p'(R , ) = ' p(K, ) " (1 - 2.) 7 + ct Z 7 +



.rerers to a particular-,s point. The coefficien: a ^,n ,2

"varied but is typically set to a I/4. Since a steady state is desired

temporal smoothing is also included to reduce fluctuations. This has the form:

PT+l (1 - ) + + $ P

where the primed quantities are used in the field solvers and the unprimed

values calculated directly from the particle contributions. The charge and

current density are both averaged in this way.

The particle emission is assumed to be space-charge limited. The electric

field perpendicular to an emission surface is determined from the Poisson solver

and the appropriate amount of charge introduced in the cell adjacent to the

surface to reduce that field to zero. Poisson's equation is then resolved with

the emitted charge contribution before any further particle advancement. In

the reflexing foil, energy reduction as well as angular scattering is included.

Particle energy loss in the foil is calculated by table lcok up of the

range-energy data Prom Spencer [5] using the length of the path traversed in

crossing the foil. The angular scattering is implemented in a Monte-Carlo sense

by redirecting the exit angle of a particle by randomly selecting the scatter

angle according to the range and energy of the particle.

This code was run on the Texas Instruments-ASC vector computer which has

a cycle time of 40 nsec per operation. The code was fully vectorized and used

, 23 ~~sec per particle push per time step. In a typical simulation we used

approximately 15,000 particles and mesh sizes ranging from 32x40 to as large as

128x130. The code can be run in such a way that the charge attributed to the

macrocarticles is variable.

L IV. REFLEX DIODE SiXULATCNS

In a reflex diode, te detailed phenomenon of ion emission enhancement by

' "bootstrapping" due to the electron reflexing is not well understood. The

simulations described here were motivated by the possibility of very high ion-
," 06  - 2 '

current densities, Ji > 1 Amps/ , which may be achieved with a small area re-

flex diode immersed in a strong axial magnetic field. The high current densities

,, .may be useful for beam-target experiments. Experimentally, it has been found

that electron current densities as high as 0' :, 107 mps/cm2 can be achieved

from a 1.6 mr diameter rod cat,cde in reflex gposmctry F0.

In the simulations conducted, it was found t.at thQ boctotra"pprc of"



d iode. If too mcflU.X tS peri- .. jo2aatecce o:~

S s

over the interior region c-1 the diode, the r-2sultingcare al c rvn d
bootstrapping. '11f, on the olther hand, the geometry forced near --ar-e nJri

S the exponentiation of electron and ion currient could te Tt-ied ah s im u -at i Dn

resul ts for a geome.,atry in wh ich boot.s trappi;ng ws acni -eved are P res erted . T1he

dicde con-Figuraticn shcwfl in Figure 2 has a simall-diameteezr Cat:hode of radius 3.lcm

and a foil-cath1-ode spacing of 0.cm. The diode cecmetry aas specifically

designead to exclude as little flux as possible from the inter-ior.. A 125 :m
* poly-thylene foil was used for reflexing 'the electrons, a voltage of GC0kV wa s

applied to the diode, and a uniform external field of 3z= 100kG was imposed.

*The simulat-cn was conducted for C.5T-isec to determne the transient response of,
the diode currents. The peak electron and ion densities generated are show..n in
table belo-w,. They correspond to the values achieved at the end of the simulation
run. The totali di ode current, was , 70CKA wi th I. = 2OkA and I.= 5Wk.

_______ emitted (A/cm ) I2 absorbed (A/cm2 )

(i )max 1.25 x 10' 2.32 x 10 6

*(Ji)max 1.77 x 104.83 x 10~

The time history o-f the electron and ion currents is shown in Figure 3. It6 can

be seen that the electron current rises monotonically throughout the run and that
the ion cur-rent has a corresponding increase. The ion current.density absorted

at the cathode is shown in Figure 4 and has a pteak value on axis of ~St$ A/cm2

* It appears f, rom these simulations that, very hiah ion curren 61siie can be

*generated bysuch- re-flex diodes at rmdest power levels.

V. PIICH-REFLEXA D107DE S1T,!!LAtT0 I

*Recent experimaent.2.1 a.id theo-retical work has shown that the pinch-re-flex
diode can be a hichly effic-ient source of ions that are suittable fo"r ligqht ion

bea-m fusion alpplications. T he ennanced ,*o,- currents in the pinch-reflex diode

are caused by an increase of the electron l1i fetime in tlhe anode-cathode gap by
taking advantage of' the hi gh aspect rat i 4 p4 mched ele2ctron flow, and by reflex--
ing of electrons thtwouldl othcr..'is c l1ost becatuse they cross -the anode at
ra d ii or eat tha th ic adu.'erelxr s -Icne throurh ' tin
f0il Placed haentesr; i d e and the mio, c- ;-set ~ c, u



is caused by the ma~ntic field due to the total diode current ,;hich runs in

-'.n axially placed rod connecting the thin foil to the solid anode. he ions that

are generated on the cathcde side of the thin reflexing foil exit the diode

* through a transmission foil placed across t'e inner radius of the hollo. cathcde.

To focus the on be-m generated by this diode, it is desirable to have the ra"!-I

velocity profile of the exiting ions directly proportional to the radius. ; &,,,

condition is achieved, then all of the ions cenerated will have the same focal

- point if the ion beam is current neutralized after leaving the diode.

We have conducted simulations of electron and ion flow in pinch-reflex

* diodes using the configuration shown in Figure 5. The typical diode dimensions
had an R/d = 20 aspect ratio where R = 6.4cm was the outer radius of the hollow

cathode and d = .32cm the separation of cathode from the anode foil. The

* thickness of the cathode shank ,,,as 0.8cm. The scattering foil in these

calculations as assumed to be 125 m thick polyethylene. it was assumed that

the region between the reflexing foil and the solid anode was filled with ions

and that the resulting charge neutralization made it unnecessary to solve for

the electrostatic 1fields in that region. The sequence of events for a simula-

, tion at 1.5'1eV is shown in Figures 6 and 7. These figures show the time evolu-

tion for a simulation done on a 32 x 40 mesh. The positions of the electrons are

shown in (RZ) configuration space at various Points in time. Early in time

(step 200), the electrons (one in 10 is plotted on the figure) have transited

the diode and reflexed twice through the foil. By time step 400, the

electrons have reflexed several times and have established the pinched flow

along the diode side of the. reflexing foil. At step 2000, the Pinched electron

- flow is well established and the electrons fill the diode gap. At the conclusion

" of the run, step 2800, the eiectron flow has come to an average steady state.

The corresponding ion positions are shown in Figure 7. At step 400, the ions

have not crossed the diode gap and are clumped along the anode foil. As can be

seen at step ICO, the ion emission occurs in fila-ments i th a separation of two

electron Larmor radii corresponding to the locations -,%here electrons reflex

* through the foil. By step 2C00, scattering has destroyed the coherent electron

clumps at the foil so that the ion emission is more uni frm. At the end of the

run, the ion density assumes a fairly uniform radial profile as can be seen from

the plot of particle positions at step 3300. The ion current profile arriving

* at the cathode transmission foil is shovwn in Sic, . Some ad]ust,-n, of dio e

geometry will be necessary to produce a more uniForm current fllo

A summary of the: siu, aicns ,car., d Cut for t!is e , r3 ec-:tv a,_

* in the ta U_3 5elu,..



Th ickn", 2 s s tot -,0i1 '60 foil
Voltage MeV A s cm ii Ie Iie

1.5 0.8 436 370 423 346

1.S 1.6 438 j 306 402 319

2.0 0.8 573 494 409 307

1111e s imula t ion s were all for Rid =20 and the same position of transmission n

reflexing foil relative to the cathod.4e face as show,,n in Figure 5. The simulation

results are in reasonable agreement with the NRL experimental data for Rid = 20
wi-th respect to total ion and electrons currents [1]. The geometry was signifi-
cantly different and so it is difficult to make a more concrete statement. The

ED location of the transmission foil is further removed from the cathode far! in

the experiments and this may have an effect on the diode behavlior. In the

simulations, a-n electron current of -200kA is seen flowing from the cathode

shank to the transmission foil. Chnanges in this flow with the cathode foil

moved further b.-ack are d 4 IfI c uIt t o pr e dIc t. Further s-imulations that are closer

to the actual experimental configurations are being conducted and direct comn-

parison can then 'Le made with experiments.
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Abstrsa

* PROGRESS AT NRL AND CORNELL IN LIGHT ION BEAM! RESEARCH FOR INERTIAL-
CONFINEMENT FUSION.

Proof-of-principie and scaling experiments for Light-ion-driven inertial-confinement
fusion are in progress at NRL. Important advances have been made in the areas of ion pro-
duction with pinch-reflex diodes and of beam focusing and tuansport. At Cornell.
light-ion beams of Li'', B" and C7' have been produced and work on producing jow-

40 divergence ion beams has progressed.

1. INTRODUCT:0N

Proof-of-principal and scaling experiments for light-ion-
driven inertial-confinement fusion are ii progress using

* . generators which are appropriate foor use as ignition-system
modules. intense beams extracted f-rom ion diodes already have
particle energies, currents and pulse durations which could
satisfy system requirements related to ion producti-on, focusing
and transport to an 7CF target Ll 4 . Recent results in light-
ion-beam research at NR.L and Cornell are summnarized bebo,:w.

*Work supported in part by US Department of Energy and US Defense Nuclear Agency.
JAYCOR, 205 S Whiting Street, Suite 500, Alexandria, VA 22304.

SScience Applications. Inc., 8400 Westpark Dnve. McLean, VA :2101.
SSandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 37115.
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An-o~e ~0 m I -

FIG.1. Conceptual schemanc of VRL Ight-ton ner:al-conifinemenr f"szon approacn.

centimeters to the oelle- w_-h low divergence because of the
small transverse velocity. Several ion beams .an then be
overlaced onto the pellet.

2.1. ion Production

In the most recent positive polarity experiments *2' on
upgraded "3 G~. L! -I at 1.3 74, % 60% conversion efficiency
from generator power to ion power was achieved using a planar
version of the curved pinch-reflex ion diode schematically,
illustrated in Fig. 1. A thin =i2 foil stretched across a
dielectric ring is electrically connected to the positive
electrode by a !-cm-diameter rod on the diode axis. Plasma
ormation due to surface flashover causes -he plastic foil

become a conductor earl.. in :ne oulse and crovldes a source
of ions. This geometr- enhances ion e.misscn cv increasing
the electron Path length (and therefore lifetime) relat-ve to
that of ions by forcing the electrons -o reflex through the
thin foil as they pinch in radially. This reflexing in the
vacuum gap behind the foil is due to the azimuthal self-
magnetic field caused by the return-current flow -hrouzn t-he
center conductor. In front of the foil, the electrons reflex
in the self-consistent diode fields. The ions that are 2rc-
duced on the back of the anode foil do not carr, diode current
because the back plate is at anode potential. Results of the

0 numerical simulation of this diode configuration are discussed
elsewhere "4,.

y'pical diode electrical characteristics on 5 L-
shown in Fig. 2a for a 6-cm cathode radius, a C.4-cm anode-
cathode gap spacing, and a 0.5-cm vacuum gap behind the
0.01-cm CH2 anode foil. Ion currents of 0.5 2A have been
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(a~ SLEb) tbPMTON-.. !2-. ± -

22
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IFIG.2. Diode electrical characteristics for Gamble Hi nd Pithon.

measured with 0.9-M.A total diode currents. This corresponds
to an average source-ion current density of 5 kA/cm2 . The net
urrent sigal (the current entering the cathode fzil) is
interoreted as the total ion current flowing in the anode-
cathode gap. The location of the Rogowski coil used to make
this measurement is illustrated in ?ig. 3.

in other ion production experiments 5:, a pinch-reflex
ion diode similar to that used on GAMBLE II was successfully
operated at 3 'W on the Physics International PITHCN generator.
The main difference between the geometry used on GABL II and
that used on ITOM was that ?PTHCN presently only operates in
the negative polarity mode. :euteron-current measurements
were made in the conventional manner by coatinq the anode foil
with CD2 and using both nuclear activation and neutron time-
of-flight detectors to detect the neutrons produced from a
greater than one-rance-thick C=2 target placed behind the
cathode.

Typical diode electrical characteristics on PITHON are
shown in Fig. 2b for a 6-cm cathode radius, a 0.3-cm anode-
cathode gap spacing, and a 0.5-cm vacuum gap behind the
0.01-cm CH2 anode foil. Peak diode voltages of 2 MV at 1.5-MA
diode current were obtained with flat impedance behavior even
though the pulse length was aLmost twice as long as that on
GAMB 1 x:. -on currents of up to 1 MA were obtained corres-
ponding to peak ion powers approaching 2 T4. Over 100 kJ
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Shcdow Box Experiment
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10de Pan 3ws Focuss N'tnrs Plate

FIG.3. Geometric focus gometry shawing ;on current 'nonitor and :on pinhole shadow box.

of icns were produced out of just over 200 kJ of electrical
energy delivered to the diode. Impedance control and electri-
cal reproducibility were excellent. WNhen deuterons were
produced, the neutron yield anoroached 1013 from the a- nd
D-carbon reaction occurrnq in the C:7 target. These results
demonstrate that cinch-reflex ion diodes can successfully; be
operated at higher voltages and currents as well as longer
pulse Lengths.

The voltage and ion currents produced on TTHON4 are in
the range required for a sincle module of a multi-module

* pellet ignition system. The long imlpedance lifetimies and high
reproducibility associated with the %~ 1-cm gaps between the
anode and cathode transmission foils indicate that o:rocrammed-
voltage waveforms for beam bunching during transport can be
employed. Focus-perturbing effects associated with t--zme-
varyi .ng B6 fields in the diode regio-n can !be corntrolled for
these 'u 1-cm diode gaps by electrod-e shnaping and naturally
occurring gap closure .1

An ion diode has recently been installed on one arm of the
AURORA accelerator at F11". .1irst experiments have been per-
formed a: the 1.3-17 level '% 1/3 available power for one arm)
and have produced ,50 kZ of S-MeV protons I_7_ About l0!3
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neutrons per shot were observed when the 7 0-k, 140-ns-dura-
tion proton beam was incident on a thick target. The
diode consisted of a 12-cm-diameter cylindrical cathode
separated from a polyethylene anode by ', 5 cm in a pinch-reflex
diode configuration. The diode impedance during ion accelera-
tion was 1, 25 ohms. Ion produczion efficienc, was 30%. This
high efficiency (^ 7 times bipolar flw) appears to be the re-
sult of electron-orbit lengtheninc due to 7B drifts when the
total diode current exceeds the Alfv4n current.

These experLments represent an effort to scale results on
lower- L-pedance machines (GAI.STL - _- and PIT.ION) to higher
-voltage and -impedance diodes at high beam ener7y levels.
Although the ion efficiencies are less :han on lower-impedance
machines, the "stiffer" high-voltage beam can be ballistically
focused to smaller spot sizes in long focal-length geometries.
Initial pulsed-power investigations on the AURCA accelerator
show that the positive-polarity operation required for beam
transport is practical. Additional energy may be obtained by
overlapping ion beams from the four arms of AURORA.

2.2. Beam Focusing

In order to achieve high ion current densities, a 0.025-cm-
thick scherical-section plastic anode foil with a .2.7-cm
radius of curvature was used on GGABLE :1 as shown in Fig. 3.
in this shor*-focal-length geometry, -he ion launch angle at
the anode exceeds the magnetic deflection in the dicde. Focal
spot broadening due to radial- and temporal-field effects is
thus minimized. W'hen the arnode was coated with C2, the
observed focus was close to the geometric focus. By using
small C Z: targets and measuring neutrons from D-D and D-carbon
reactions with activation counters anA t!me-of-fliiht detec-
tors, peak deuteron current densi:ies of about 300 kA/cmZ were
inferred. T-pical neutron yields were a fraction of 1012
neutrons from 0.5-1 cm2 targets.

Important new experimental results for focusing are pro-
vided by a pinhole shadowbox diagnostic shown in Fir. 3. Small
ion beamlets are produced by asking off all of the beam
drifting in the neutralizing background except for that protion
emerging through l-.m-diameter holes placed alcng two diameters
at right angles. When the shadowbox is placed further from the

*diode than the center of the ion focus, these orbits can be
projected from the damage spots back through the pinhole to the
focus and then to the anode plane. The radial extent (typi-
cally a few millimeters) of each damage pattern reflects the
time-variation of deflection angle due to time-varying diode
fields. The significantly smaller observed azimuthal extent
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* of damaae concared with the radial extent of damaze s,,.giests
that with proper aspheric anode and cathode shapes, focusin~g
of icn beams to areas much less than the =resent 1-3 c- s'hould
be possible.

or the present ion transcort excerlments on. 77:

the olanar, ninch-reflex diode ccn-figurat-,on oreviously dis-
cuassed was used to bring a C.5-IA, 1.4-Mll =roton bLeam to a
narrow-angi.e focus (-, 50 kA/zm ) 20-30 cm downstream Xcrr, the
diode 3,.The long focal lenati was ach.eved by magnetic
self-focusing acting alone in thne diode gap in the flat-anode
geometry. This confi4guraticn was empoloyed to inect ions into
the transoor-t channel, since larger-angle inj ection reauired
excess-,ve transr'ort-channel currents.

2.3. Beam Transoor:

The transtoort sectlon consisted of a :ocner olcoe con-
taining an insulating ceramic liner fil-1lec to tine 0.2-2 torr
air background pressure or tine Focusinc-drift section. The
inside dia-meter of the ceramic liner defines tine diameter or
the wall-stabilized discharge. Discharge-channel !iameters of
1.6-4.5 cm were employed. The discharge current rose to about
50 kA tn less than 1 -,sec after which time the ion beai -was
injected into the channel. This channel current was enough to
provide radial confinement for ions entering the channel with
the maximum 100 angle. Measurements of transccrt efficcencv
were prcvided by diagnosis of z-*e amma revs =roduced by the
interaction or beam protons with fluocrine _9. Collimated
sc intill ato r-pho tonTu I tiolier detectors -were -used to detect t he
gamma rays produced in 50%-transparent Teflon screens zlaced at
tne entrance and exit aioercures of the transport s sten.

The results of the arnaly:sis or tine Poramo: "-_ signals indi-
caze that 10O-kA-level -beams were transzor-ted over 1 meter

* distances with 5C to 80% efficiencies. The calculated effi-
ciencies have larze %'_certainties associated with inknown ion
energy losses occurring in the diode, focusing and transcort
sections.

Theoretical analysis of the olasma resoonse to n'eam
* passage using a aiD code indicates thnat tine chnannel clasna

* density must be 101 nucleons,'c.m. in order to prevent exces-
*sivie channel JxB force expansion d-uring beam cassage _I%'. :on

energy loss due t-o the stopping power of the pl asma sets tine
upper limit on. the olasma density. Additional ion energi
losses occur cm the electric field generated by return currents
and plasma expansion altn-oucn sucn losses may be reduced or
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even converted into an energy gain '-y ..ecn; t:ne team into
an L .plcding cannel .11. ex pand.ng a..nels, "-e trans-
por-able beam current is limi-ed to under I MLA for each arm
of a modular system unless a larger-diameter channel followed
by a final-focussing stage is employed 12 These considera-
tions combined with pellet requirements se a - wer limit on
the number of modules -1,21.

Other theoretical considerations -12" show that small
electric fields and modifications of t-he radial orof.le of B.
produced by beam passage do not seriously af fect beam bunchi.g.
Analysis also shows that growth of sausage-like modes in the
channel do not seriously affect beam transtort and that
velocity space instabilities are either quenched by collisional
effects or do not grow to levels which will inhibit good beam
transport. Further theoretical analysis is underway.

3. CORNELL ION BEAM .ROGR-A

ion beam ZCF research at Cornell has been concerned
recently with the generation of ion beams other than protons,
and with studies of ion beam divergence zoth in magnetically
insulated ion diodes and during beam propagation. Some ex.eri-
ents and oreca odeLng which address these tcpizs are
described below.

3.1. Generation of Li+ I , B+ I and Z" Beams

Most intense light-ion-be!am work to date n-as .r.olved
proton or deuteron beams. The anode in such work is t-.pically
a hydrocarbon plastic. it has been suggested that heavier

ions, such as Li or C, should be superior to crotons as liht-
ion iCF drivers because of their substan:iai.y hitner s-ec fic

energy deposition than protons of comparable energy 14.
Lithium ionization potentials are such that it is likely to
exist as a pure singly-charged species in an anode plasma,

6 whereas it nay be that C u can be made the principal species
in a carbon beam. This raises the possibilitv of an 3-MeV C+4

beam using the 2-.MV ?BFA I accelerator now nearing ccmpletion,
and 16 MeV using the 4-:1 PBFA I: accelerator scheduled for
operatJion in the middle 1980's.

In recent exoloratory exzerimnents, 200-300 keV beams which
were predominantly Li+!, B+ I and C+" were produced using
lithium fluoride (Li), boron nitride (BN) and Teflon ((CF2)n),
respectively, as the anode plasma source in a magnetically
insulated (MI) diode. The diode used for these experiments is
of the type described by Maechen et al. "15.. Briefly, it

...
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has a concentric "racetrack" design wit- the anode :,nside th-e
cathode. one flat side of the anode has the anode =lasra-
source material mounted on it cocosite a set of extraction
slots in the cathode. The cathode serves as a single-turn
coil to provide the magnetic insulation. The diode is driven
directly bva Marx generator crovidi na b-eam culSes wihare

typiall 200300nsec wide with a diode gaz spacingo m
Curentdesitesand species determinations with the different

anodes were made using magnetically insulated, biased Faraday
cups with and without 2-;Im mylar "filters', magnetic mass

* spectroscopy combined with time-of-flight analysis, and
secondary ion mass spectroscopy. The results indicated that
beams consisting of (74 : 0)% Li-1, (72 =14)% B: 1-, and
(86 t 8)% C*1 were produced using the L:if, BN and (CF 2 )n
anodes, respectively. The balance of these 40-60 ;/'cn2 beams
was protons, apparently from hydzocar.-4ns du t the diffusion

4* pump oil in the system. For reference when a polyethylene
((H))anode is used, 30-80% of the extracted beam p5 ro-

tons and the remainder is O .For further details of these
exzeriments, see 'kef. 16.

3.2. Beam Divergence Studies

In any intense ion beam for use as an :C-F driver, an
important parameter for determining h.ow well the beam can 'be
focused is 4.6 Here j is the current density which must be
maximized, and .g is the beam divergency angle which must be
minimized. Experiments on two d4::erent generators have
achieved oroton beam divergence angles of 21? = O at
200-300 keV and :r 10 at 500-600 kev in magnetically insulated
diodes operating at > 130 k/cm2 . In the lower voltage expe -

ment, which used t Ihe diode described Ln Sec. 3.1, it was
demonstrated that the anode configuration as represented by the
type and thickness of the plastic, and the configuration of

* holes -used to induce surface flashover, affected both the
divergence angle and the current density. Divergence angles as
low as 20 were measured, using several Faraday cups and many
pulses to obtain a current density profile of a propagating
beamlet obtained by masking the cathode. in the higher voltage
experiment, a similar diode using a virtual cathode f-ox-ed by
metal vanes insertdd into the diode gap was used 177> By
appropriate adjustment of the vanes, a uniform ;? 200 A/cm2

beam was produced. A divergence angle of A 10 was estimated
by placing a screen mesh consisting of 0.38-mm wires in the
beam path a distance of 10 cm from the cathode and ob:serving
the shadow of the screen in damage produced on aluminum 1.3 cm
further downstream.

0

9
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In a MI diode the ion beam is extracted .. r.ug. a drift
space formed by slots in the cathode. Prompt charge neutrali-
zation by electrons is necessary to prevent beam expansion. in
practice this occurs by (i) secondary electron emission from
t1he side walls through ion bombardment and (ii) by extraction
of electrons from the magnetized layer of electrons near the
cathode. For successful space-charge neutralization i .he
wall-emitted electrons are thermalized, probably by micro-
instabilities, and electron extraction from the magnetized
layer is possible only if the .magnetic field B drops off such
that the axial potential gradient !i4/dx, > B. In any even:,
a space-charge potential eDo z 2meU [ builds up in the

sheath C19, near the beam exit recion to accelerate electrons.
In a magnetic field-free region the electrons have a mean

" velocity approximately equal to the beam velocity and thermal
V" velocity of the same order. When beams propagate across a

magnetic field and space-charge neutralization from surrounding

walls is inadequate, the electrons can acquire much higher
thermal energy 20. At a minimum, the ions are eflec:ed in the
direction transverse to propagation by e4 %- 2meuZ so that the
minimum divergence of the beam after propagating a distance
n a,(mi/Zme) is -1 4" a(Zme/mi) , where _ is of order unity and
aO is the initial beam radius.

Experiments have been performed using an "Applied B3-dicde"
-21-- as a beam source in which a weakly focusing 2-10 kA, 300-keV
proton beam is propagated over distances up to 40 cm in vacuum or
low pressure (0.1 torr) helium gas. From the observed beam-ion
flux density profiles as a function of axial distance, we conclude
that it is charged neutralized. Measurement by Rowgowski loops
show that the net current during the beam pulse was less than 5%.
Severe beam distortion is observed when the beam is a thin (4 1 cm)
annulus. Substantial beam spreading is observed when the fill 10-k
5-cm annular thickness beam is propagated, as =ompared tc
1i.25-cm-thick 2-kA annular sections of the beam.

Studies in all of these areas are continuing.
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* DISCUSSION

J.P. WATTEAU (Chairman): Does press're have any effect on the ion-

beam transport through the channel?
G. COOPERSTEIN: For the present experiments, which have total ion

* currents of - 100 kA at current densities of - 50 kA • cm-:, the transport
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efficiency appears to be independent of pressure from 0.5 to 2.0 torr. However.

channel hydrodynamic response calculations indicate difficulties in transporting
ion beams much in excess of 1 MA. cm--. We shall have to wait for experiments

at higher current densities in order to observe the effect of the pressure. It is
calculated that for transport of 1 MA of protons in hydrogen the density (ni)

should be (1-3) X 1018 cm- 3 .

. "
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LIGHT ION PRODUCTION AND FOCUSING WITH PINCH-REFLEX DIODESt
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ABSTRACT

Light-ion ICF requires the development of diodes which can
efficiently produce high-brightness ion beams, and wh4 -h can aim the ions
in a narrow cone towards a cm-diameter fusion target or transport-
channel. Since candidate ion species span protons to carbon ions, diode
behavior must be studied in a range of acceleration voltages (2-8 MV) and

* impendances (1-10 ) . NRL has developed a broad experimental data base
using pinch-reflex diodes (PRD) on a variety of generators to address the

* issues of ion production efficiency and beam brightness.

- - I. INTRODUCTION

At the last meeting of this conference [l] we reported on 12 cm

diameter PROs used on the ,NRL Gamble II generator to produce over 700 kA

of protons at 1.3 MeV and to focus 0.5 lTW deuteron beans to about 300

oQ kA/cm2 . A summary of our main PRO results since that meeting follows.
High-power (~-3 T'), low-impedance (-1 '1) ion-diode behavior -_as studied

on the PITHON generator in collaboration with Physics International Co.

Greater than 100 kJ of protons or deuterons were produced with 60-70%

efficiency at ion powers approaching 2 TW using a 12-cm diameter PRO

[2]. The evolution of the electrode plasmas in the presence of high diode

self-magnetic fields was measured on PITHON using four channel holography

[3]. The scaling of PRO behavior to high-voltage (- 5 MV) and high-

* impedance (5-20 a ) operation is being studied on the AURORA generator in

collaboration with Harry Diamond Laboratory. Experiments performed on one

arm of AURORA yielded 60 kA of 5 Me protons from a 20 Q PRO [4]. These

experiments are continuing in positive polarity on one arm that has been

S Modified [5] to maximize power flow and ion efficiency at a lower diode

impedance (5-10 2 ). Experiments designed to study PRD operation on PBA

I modules at the 4 a and 0.8 TW level were performed on the NRL Gamble II

device. Ion- production efficiencies of about 401 have been obtained with[. I

6 cm-diarmeter PROs. Efficiencies of about 70% are obtained when the same

diode is operated at I n , i.e., ion-current densities at the anode



averaged 30 kA/cm2 [6]. A new ion beam target measurement technique has 2

been developed to allow determination of stopping powers of intensely

* focused deuteron beams [7]. Recent experiments have concentrated on

determining the controlling factors for maximizing ion beam source

* brightness. This paper will review the highlights in each of these areas.

II. PITHON EXPERIMENTS

In order to study the scaling of low impedance (- 1 .) PRO

performance at higher powers and longer pulse lengths than available on

Gamble II, experiments were performed on the PITHON generator operated at

3 l.,. The evolution of anode-cathode (A-K) plasma surfaces* information

essential for the design of high power focusing ion diodes, was also

determined. Both planar and curved (focusing PRO) diode configurations,

similar to the Gamble II designs previously reported [2,8], were studied.
VACUUM The focusing

LRI PRO illustrated in

2 TORR AIR Fig. i is similar to

- 7/ the planar diode ex-

cept that the anode"= " \ ALUMINUM i
ZIN " < WITNESS -I fi 1 and backing

1.8p~m CATHODE I PLATE
FOIL _ _plate form a 12 cm

RNTGEOM TRC FRN radius-of-curvatureFOCUS SURFACE

S - -- _ _ . . 1 DAMAGE spherical section.

_ The shadowbox dia-

ANODE q " o z < gnostic and damage

/ 0 \ \"patterns shoqn in

PRO geometry en-

° ." hances ion emission
4 by increasing the

electron path length

._(and therefore life-
ANODE PLZNE BEST -OCUS WITNESS PLATE time) relative to

4
Fig. 1. PITHON focusing gecmnetry with ion that of ions by for-

shadowbox ballistic reconstruction. cing the electrons
to reflex through

4 the thin foil as they pinch in radially. The ions, emitted perpendicularI
to the anode plasma, are accelerated through the diode potential while
being radially deflected inward by their self-magnetic field. They then



pass through the thin cathode foil into a gas filled drift tube where 3

space-charge and current neutralization allow them to drift ballistically

toward a focus. A main difference between the geometries used on Gamble

I and PITHON was that PITHON operates only in the negative-polarity

mode. Because the transmission cathode is operated at high potential,

special techniques for diagnostic access and gas filling were requi-ed.

Deuteron current measurements were made by coating the anode foil with CD2

and using both nuclear activation techniques and neutron time-of-flight

detectors for neutrons produced from greater than range-thick CD2 targets

in the drift space.

Typical diode electrical characteristics are shown irf Fig. 2 for the

planar version of the diode shown in Fig. I. It had a 12 cm cathode

2F diameter, a 0.3 cm A-K gap spacing,

i I and a 0.5 cm vacuum gap behind a 0.01

cm CH2 anode foil. Peak diode vol-
02

tages of 2 '.v at 1.5 MA diode current

o I were obtained with flat impedance0 behavior even for the 100 ns PITHON

12 pulse. Ion currents of 1 MA were

- obtained with peak ion powers ap-

proaching 2 ld. Over 100 kJ of ions

01 , were produced out of about 200 kJ of

4 27- electrical energ delivered to the: | ~~diode cu~r rent-- ----

diode. Shot-to-shot impedance con-

trol and electrical reproducibility

- 60, were excellent. When deuterons were

0 40 8 2 produced, the neutron yield approach-0 40 80 120 160i

t (ns)- Cd 1013 from the d-d and d-carbon

Fig. 2. PITHON electrical reactions occurring in the CD2 tar-
characteristics, get. The inferred deuteron current

9Q was consistent with the ion current measured by the Rogowski coil outside

the cathode.

Approximately the same diode electrical parameters were obtained

using the focusing electrode structure shown in Fig. 1. Here, the

magnetic deflection of the ions in the vacuum causes the focus to occur

about 4 cm closer to the diode than the geometric focus. The ion pinhole

shadowbox was used to determine the time-averaged location and diameter of

0 the best focus. The ion orbits are projected from each damage spot on the

witness plate back through the corresponding pinhole through the focus to

,hp r.thril nlpnp. The radial extent of each damace oattern reflects the



time-variation of deflection angle due to time-varying diode fields, gap 4

* iclosure and time-variations of anode-emission angle due to anode-plasma

" expansion.- The smaller-observed azimuthal extent of damage reflecting

IN other beam-divergence phenomena suggests that with proper aspheric

electrode shapes, the ion focus diameter could be reduced to the I cm

-diameter scale desired for beam-target interaction experiments.

The diode used for holographic measurement of the electrode-plasma

surfaces is somewhat different from the above diodes. The cathode was

terminated in a smooth taper which allowed variation of the cathode

radius. Both 6 and 12 cm diameter cathodes were tested. The anode was

designed to allow direct viewing access of the diode A-K-gap through an

array of viewing holes.

The Physics International four-channel, 6 ns, ruby laser

interferometric holography system was used to study the spatial and

temporal evolution of the anode and cathode plasmas of diodes operated at

2-3 .4. The four laser pulses were separated by 10 ns each and data was

taken on a number of shots in order to span the entire 100 ns power

pulse. Preliminary analysis of surfaces of constant line density

- (3x1017 /cm 2 ) show uniform expansion until a time near peak power. After

peak power, anode plasma surface fluctuations and high velocity (up to 30

cm/,.is) axial plumes were observed. During the power pulse collapse a high

* density (n > i0!8/cm3 ) plasma bridges the anode-cathode gap. On some

* .....shots this high density plasma is later seen to open suggesting that

* magnetic field pressure is driving it back. Knowledge of the anode and

I- -cathode shapes at peak power suggests further research into techniques for

. forming more uniform plasmas is necessary for development of high-

performance focusing ion diodes. The measured evolution of these shapes

provides information required to design modifications to the simple

spherical-section electrodes tested.

III. AURORA EXPERIMENTS

Ion diode experiments were performed on one of the four arms of the

AURORA accelerator in order to scale results from lower-impedance

generators to higher-voltage and higher-impedance operation at power

levels above 1 TW. Initial experiments were performed in negative

polarity with a 20 Q PRD placed at the end of the 7 meter

long, 50 Q coaxial-magnetically-insulated transmission line driven by

0 a 20 i oil insulated Blumlein. When the diode was operated at 1.3 TW (1/3

available power for one arm) 50 kJ of 5 MeV protons were produced. About

l013 neutrons per shot were observed when the 60 kA, 140 ns-duration



proton beam was incident on a thick LiCI target. The diode consisted of a 5

10 cm diameter cathode separated from a polyethylene anode by - 5 cm in a

pinch-reflex diode configuration. The diode impedance during ion

acceleration was - 20 ohms. Ion production efficiency was - 251 . This

high efficiency (~ 5 times bipolar flow) appears to be the result of

electron-orbit lengthening due to VB drifts when the total diode current

exceeds the Alfven current.

When these experiments were repeated in positive polarity

only - 0.8 TW could be coupled into a similar diode geometry. These

reduced power results combined with the need to develop lower

impedance (5-10 2) , more efficient ion diodes, and the need for improved

diagnostic access to the positive center conductor have stimulated a

reversible upgrade of one arm of the accelerator. First, a 5 meter long

section of the vacuum coax was removed and an ion diode mounted just

downstream of the tube insulator stack. Second, an inductive isolator

carrying several coaxial cables was installed in the oil behind the

insulator stack to allow direct diagnostic access to the center high

voltage conductor.

The modified diode geometry with the new voltage and current

diagnostics is illustrated in Fig. 3. The plasma erosion switches [9],

OUTER supplied by C. Mendel of Sandia

CURRENT National Laboratories, are used
ROGOWSKI SHUNT

COIL U6ENto both suppress prepulse and to

sharpen beamfront risetime.

PLASMA DOOR V This installation allows the PROEROSION €/CAH CE MONITOR'

SWITCH A E to operate at the 2 cm A-K gaps

1 \v CALRBON required for 5-10 2 operation.CA R BON

BEAM DUMP Preliminary experimental results

are very encouraging. These
.- TLD demonstrate that > 1.5 TW has

TARGE ,, " ARRAY
TAGE A \ ANODEbeen delivered to the ion diode

with ion yields matching or

exceeding the negative-polarity
KIMFOL INNERS LOOPS CURRENT results.

SH U N T  The present plans with the

installed modifications call for

-- 5cm- - delivery of - 2.5 TW into

a5 PRD and use of the

Fig. 3. Pinch-reflex ion diode on resultant proton and deuteron
modified arm of AURORA. beams in focusing,transport and



bunching experiments. Ultimately, it would be possible [10] to further 6

upgrade one arm of AURORA to deliver 10 . into a 5 Q PRO. This power

level is appropriate for one module of a multi-module light ion ICF system
E£11].

IV. GAMBLE EXPERIMENTS

Gamble II experiments have concentrated on studying PRO operation for

PBFA I modules, developing beam-target interaction diagnostics and

investigating beam brightness issues.

Experiments designed to develop efficient PRDs for operation on the

0.8 Td, 49 PBFA I modules have been performed on Gamble II. A variety of

designs were tested for improved ion production efficiency at the desired

. impedance. About 40% efficiency was obtained with a 6 cm diameter PRD

which had the portion of the anode foil opposite the cathode covered with

a metal annulus of inner diameter slightly smaller than the inner diameter

,* of the cathode. Experimental observations of the diode operation for this

configuration include: 1) better symmetry of pinching and more reliable

centering, 2) significant increase in impedance for a given A-K- gap, 3)

higher ion-production efficiency for a given impedance, and 4) better

late-time impedance behavior even for very small A-K gaps.

This 6 cm diameter PRO geometry was also used with a smaller A-K
gap (~ 2.5 mm) to obtain ion production efficiencies of about 70% at

1 Q impedance levels. This resulted in average ion current densities at

the anode of about 30 kA/cm. These small diameter, l.-impedance

experiments are designed to improve ion source brightness by increasing

ion current density, without correspondingly increasing beam divergence.

A new beam-target interaction diagnostic has been developed and

successfully used with focused deuteron beams from Gamble I PRDs. The

goal was to measure the deuteron stopping power of target plasmas that are

heated by the beam. The technique is based on using neutron time-of-

* flight (TOF) measurements from the d(d,n) 3He reaction to determine the

deuteron energy loss. Deuterons are focused to high current density onto

a sub-range layered target consisting of mylar foil coated on front and

rear with a thin layer of CD2 . The TOF of neutrons from the two CO2

targets is used to determine the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil

which has been heated by the intense ion beam. The ratio of neutron

yields from the two CD2 targets provides an independent determination of

the energ loss if the thickness of these two targets is accurately known.

Preliminary experiments show evidence of enhanced stopping power at

100 kA/cm2 level deuteron current densities. A more accurate experiment



is in progress to accurately determine the enhancement factor, current 7

density and target temperature.

Recent experiments with 6 cm-diameter PRDs on Gamble A. suggest that

the ion-beam brightness is worse than anticipated from theoretical

computations of diode time-variations described above and scattering. New

beam diagnostics can separate design-correctable systematic focus

variations from beam divergence associated with asymmetry and instability

of the electrode plasmas and charged-particle flow. We have measured beam

divergence angles about 3-times higher than the calculated half/angle of

0.03 rad [11].

An example of a new, time resolved intense ion Beam diagnostic
capable of measuring the diode exit angles of ions which are produced at
different radii is given elsewhere in these proceedings [12].

The time integrated ion shadowbox technique is another diagnostic

useful for determining diode phenomena important for focusing (Fig. 4).

Here, the time-averaged ion-diode
r exit angle (a) is measured as a

R J'' < ifunction of cathode exit radius

- (rc) for four shots with a 6 cm
,diameter (2R) PRD operated at 0.6
;7-4 with a 1.2 cm anode cathode

rM o foil separation (A) Constant

o -- - (a) at large radius is due to the
0 Z constant magnetic field associated

'with a 1/r ion current density

.2- -edistribution at the anode. The

theory minimum angle at small radius is

due to an expanding anode plasma
0 .caused by concentrated electron

beam heating near th e diode

I axis. The theoretical curve shown
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 by the solid line is calculated

rc (cm )--- assuming a Gaussian expansion

Fig. -. Shadowbox analysis of profile of the anode plasma using
Gamble 'I data. a pinch radius measured from x-ray

pinhole photographs. The reasonable agreement of experiment to theory

corroborates the sirple theoretical models used to predict icn divergence
angles caused by magnetic bending and gross electrode plasma motion.

Most of our present PRO experiments on Gamble 11 are designed to
determine which aspects of the diode geoetry affect beam briqhtness.



Electrode damage, anode bremsstrahlung and electromagnetic-code simulation

point to the existance of filamentation instabilities as the main source

of small-scale electric- and magnetic-field structures responsibile for

enhanced divergence. Therefore, we are systematically studying variations

- of the anode and cathode geometry to determine their effect on beam

divergence. Examples include variation of anode plastic foil thickness

and the use of plastic foils backed by high and low Z conducting foils.

These changes affect anode plasma formation. Examples of cathode

variations include the use of highly polished or plated surfaces and

scalloped cathode surfaces designed to enhance electron temperature in the

azimuthal direction. The presence of a weak Bz field in the diode may

slow growth of filamentation C132. This effect will also be

investigated. These studies will hopefully lead to diodes which generate

the higher-brightness beams needed for light-ion ICF.
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ABSTRACT

Two types of numerical simulations of ion diodes have been performed, oce
with the DIODE-2D magneto- and electro-static code, and the other wizh the
MASK electromagnetic code. We present a brief description of the =o codes
and results of recent simulations. TheCe include quasi-s:atic simulations
of pinch-reflex-diodes, which indicate that efficiencies approaching 50%
may be achieved in operation at 4,Q and 1.8 MeV, and electromagnetic simula-
tions of bi-polar flow in planar diodes, which indicate that the electron-
ion flowi filaments an" may be an inherent source of ion beam divergence.

I. LThODUCTION

The extrnzticn of ion beams from pulsed power diodes at Y-A currents and MeV

* energies is presently the subject of intense research activity for Inartia!

Confinement Fusion (ICF) with ion beam drivers. The theoretical and experi-

mental concern is the development of an ion source which satisfies the

stringent requirements for ICF pellet ignition. In this context, the effi-

ciency of the ion source, the beam brightness, the beam power, and the time

dependent behavior of the ion energy distribution have all been recognized

as important issues. Since the electron and ion flow is conolicaced and

difficult to.predict analytically, we have resorted to detailed nuerical

si=ulations of diode behavior. This paper describes results from nu=erical

simulations of pinch-reflex-diode configurations, which have been used ex-

perimentally to generate light ion beams on G?_-LE-II at the Naval Research

Laboratory and at the AURORA facility. To date most of the numerical sizu-

lations we have conducted have used the DIODE-2D quasi-sta:ic code. As the

awareness of the physics issues concerning pulsed power ion diodes has

evolved, it has become clear that while a quasi-static code nay be adequate

for describing diode operation in a rough overall sense (i.e., mooca:ce

scaling) it lacks the physics input to answer reliably more de.ic.te



questions. To improve 'the situation we are adapting an electromagnetic code,

MASK, for studying ion diode behavior. ?reliminary simulation results of

bi-polar flow in planar diodes indicate that electromagnetic effects may be

responsible for filamentation of electron and ion flow and hence act as an

* inherent source of beam divergence.

"- -A brief description and a discussion of the assumptions underlying the

quasi-static simulations is presented in Section II. The results of numerical

simulations of the pinch-reflex-diode with the quasi-static code appear in

Section III. They describe diode operation at voltages ranging from 1.8 MeV

to 5.0 MeV and impedances from 4 to 20 Q. The indication is that efficiencies

approaching 50% may be possible at 4a and 1.8 XeV. In Section 1V we discuss

the approach to electromagnetic numerical simulations and in Section V show

the results from a model problem of bi-polar flow in planar geometry. Finally

in Section VI we discuss some of the outstanding issues of numerical and

analytical modeling of ion-beam diodes.

I. THE DIODE-2D QUASI-STATIC CODE

The DIODE-2D code uses a particle-in-cell model of electron and ion flow in

conjunction with a t;o dimensional (R,Z) azimuthally symetric electro- and

magneto-static field solver to simulate steady state behavior. This kind of

* code has been used extensively by us and others in the past and-detailed

* descriptions exist [1]. The limit in which the results are expected to be

*valid occurs when the electron and ion flows are in steady state equilib-

rium. The code's approach to equilibrium is through a sequence where test

* particle orbits are integrated one step at a time using the relativis-
.  tically correct equations of motion and fields caalculated in the static

* approximation with charge and current densities due to the ensemble of

test particles at that time step. That is:

V (X, t) = 4-,. (_,X , .t) = - ¢(*,,t) (i) t

(xt) ,t) (2)

where the equations are solved on a mesh with the charge density, p, and the

* current density, J, found from the macro particles in the simulation. 7he

flexibility of the code comes from the inclusion of boundary conditions for

0 generalized geometries, space charge limited emission from designated surfaces,

foil scattering algorithms, and diagnostics. While the transient behavior

exhibited by the code does not represent the physically correct evolution,

when convergence to steady state occurs, the code provides correct equilibrium

solutions. We have used the code by specifying the diode geometry, fixed

applied voltage, external magnetic field. p,,A -. *in ^I F



and rum untilasteadystate or near steady state was achieved. In that case

the results unabiguously satisfy the assumptions of our model. In cases

where no steady state is reached the results are open to interpretation.

III. PINCH-REFLEX-DIODE SL ULATIONS

The NRL light ion group has been experimentaily generating proton beams at

the AUR ORA facility with currents >50 kA at 5 MeV [2] and on GABLE-II at

*the lower voltage of 1.8 MeV with ion currents of "160 kA and efficiencies

- approaching 40% [3]. The interest in such intermediate impedance pinch-

* reflex-diodes is possible use on PBFA-I at Sandia. Quasi-state simulations

were carried out in geometries that correspond to the experimental configu-

* rations. As a typical example, the diode geometry that was used on the

AURORA experiments in positive polarity is sho-n in Fig. la, which also

contains a contour map of the equipotentials. The important elements of

the diode are the cathode shank, which acts as a primary source of electrons,

* the reflexing foil, which is a source of ions, the flux excluder, which

limits the electron flow in vacuum from reaching the solid anode, and the

return current rod, which helps to reflect electrons magnetically into the

active anode cathode gap. Electron and ion flow patterns are show-n in

*Figs. lb and Ic and were taken at the same timestep as the equipotentials

in Fig. la. It is quite clear that for the emission characteristics specified

the flow in vacuum contributes significantly to the electron space charge.

With no ion emission behind the foil, electron reflexing is improved by the

* existence of a virtual cathode. The results from a series of runs with

various impedances, regulated by altering the catihode-foil gap, are shown below.

Voltage impedance Efficiency Cathode
HeV a n M Ii/Ito t  Radius ems Comments

1.8 4.8 .40 6.0

1.8 4.8 .32 3.0

1.8 6.7 .28 3.0

* 3.0 26.0 .12 6.0

4.0 6.7- .48 5.0

4.0 8.4 .43 5.0

4.0 20.0 .13 6.0 ion emission for R < 3.3 cm

* 5.0 24.0 .20 6.0

The results indicate that ion production improves with higher voltage for

fixed impedance and with lower impedance for fixed voltage. The results are

in good qualitative agreement with experimental observation. We have found

some reasons for concern, however, because the siulations do not settle

down o a steady state other than in an average sense. There are large



of 1,25. This may indicate the presence of instabilit-es or nonsteady flow.

I IV. LECTROMAGNETIC SLMULATIONN CODE

To gain an understanding of physics issues that cannot be treated ,Under

steady state assumptions, a version of YASK [4] has been adopted for

treating diode problems. MASK is a 2D-3V particle-in-cell code with

relativistic particle dynamics and a two din,=.nsional electromagnetic field

solver. The algorithms used are similar to those in ocher 2D EM particle

codes [5]. However, adaptation to diode simulation required the generaliza-

tion of boundary conditions arid geometry, the inclusion of space charge

limited emission, and the coupling between the simulation space and a

lumped parameter generator model. As in the static case, the code integrates

particle orbits in time with fields in the force equation interpolated from

a grid at each step. The fields, however, are advanced in concert with the

particles by time integration of Maxwell's equacions:

B (xt)= c V x E(x,t) .

where the expressions 7 • E = 4rp and V • 3 = 0 serve only as initial

conditions. Within the limits of che finite difference approximation for

the integrations, the code self-consistently treats the time dependent

behavior in the diode. This includes inductive as well as radiative effects

and the correct transient evolution of the electron-ion flow. The major

drawback in the use of this code is the limitation on timestep imposed by

numerical considerations. This limitation is not introduced by the fact

that the code is electromagnetic but by the particle and emission dynamics.

For large currents and large current densities both the LM and quasi-static

codes are constrained by spatial resolution in the emission region and by

timestep in correctly following particle trajectories in large magnetic fields.

K:i  V. BI-POLAR DIODE FLOW

As a test problem we used the electromagnetic code to simulate a simple

planar diode with electron and ion flow. The diode with its driving genera-

tor circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The boundary ccnditions were space charge

limited emission for electrons at x=O and for ions at x =dwhere d=4.8 mm.

With an applied voltage of 2.0 ,: and an artificially fast rise time of

0.5 ns we followed the evolution of the electron and ion flow for 2 ns.

For this simple problem steady state, as measured by the total currznt

drawn, was achieved shortly after one ion croszing tize, when the volage

i- - ... . . .. .... ..... .



across the diode plateaued at I MeV. The total current and the ratio of

electron to ion current were in excellent agreement with bi-polar theory.

The flow, however, exhibited pronounced structure as shown in Figs. 3a

through 3d, which are plots of electron and ion phase space of -omentum

component vs. distance across the A-K gap. The average of the P momentumx
component is again in excellent agreement with bi-polar theory, but Py

which should be small, indicates a =ean divergence of Pyth/Px--- .03 for the

ions, and P yth/P _ .2 for the electrons as they exit the diode. A test

run with electrons only showed no such filamentary structure. If the

electromagnetics were turned off the electron-ion flow was again quiescent.

; A test for finer spatial resolution resulted in the same behavior. A

preliminary conclusion is that an electromagnetic filamentation instability

may exist even for such simple electron-ion flow.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

- The results we have presented from simulations of pinch-reflex-diodes w ith

!* the quasi-static code are in good agreement with experimentally observed

' efficiencies and impedances. They show that efficiencies of ",50% can be

_ achieved. Because the simulations do not always achie-:e a steady state,

which is the underlying assumption of the quasi-static model, we are

developing an electronmagnetic code for diode simulation. This will include

inductive and electromagnetic effects which may be important. 7: is hoped

t that such a code will yield more reliable information on the ion beam pro-

file and distribution ftnction as it leaves the diode. A preliminary

simulation of bi-polar flow in a planar diode indicates that electromagnetic

effects influence the ion divergence because of filamentation in :he

electron-ion flow. Since this is an initial result, it is now important

to develop the theoretical understanding of the origin of instability and

turbulence in diode flow. Even though the step to electromagnetic simula-

tions may be an improvement, physics -henomana remain which have not been

included. Among these are the formation and control of anode and cathode

plasmas and three dimensional effects. Symmetry breaking perturbations of

the electron and ion emission plasma sheaths are a source of ion beam

divergence and must eventually be modeled. At present we are planning to

exercise the ZM code to fully understand its limitations and to apply it to

the simulation of pinch-reflex-diodes in geometries corresponding to :he

NRL experiments.
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High-impedance Ion-diode experiment on the Aurora pulser
R. A. Meger, 8) F. C. Young, A. T. Drobot, b) G. Cooperstein, Shyke A. Goldstein, a' and
D, Mosher
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D. C. 20375

S. E. Graybill, G. A. Huttlin, K. G. Kerris, and A. G. Stewart
* Hary Diamond Laboratories. Adelph., Maryland 20783

(Received 20 April 1981; accepted for publication 8 May 1981)

Proton beams with currents >50 kA at 5 MeV in a 5 160-ns FWHM pulse have been extracted
from an ion diode operated on the Aurora pulser. This current corresponds to an efficiency
(proton currrent/total current) of 20%, which compares favorably with numerical simulation.

* The simulation indicates that the ion current is enhanced over the Child-Langrnuir value due to
increased electron lifetime in the diode. The proton beam directed onto a LiCI target provides a
source of 1.8 X 1012 neutrons/sr/pulse in the forward direction from the 'Li(p,n) "Be reaction.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Dg, 52.70.Nc, 29.25.Cy, 29.25.Dz

I. INTRODUCTION The experiments described here employed a low-as-

There is increasing interest in the development of in- pect-ratio modification of the conventional pinch-reflex di-

tense light-ion beams as drivers for thermonuclear pellets in ode in order to better match the high-impedance Aurora

inertial-confinement-fusion (ICF) applications. 1.2 This ap- pulse line. Computer simulation of the aurora diode showed

• proach requires the production of a number of intense beams enhanced ion production when operating at diode currents

of a few MeV/nucleon, focusing and transport of each beam, exceeding the Alfben current. The Aurora experiments have

then overlapping of the beams onto a target with sufficient demonstrated similar enhanced ion-production efficiencies
power density to implode and ignite it. (- 20%). The ion diode was driven by a 160-ns FWHM pulseOne technique for producing intense light-ion beams from one of the 50-42 vacuum transmission lines on the gen-

uses the azimuthally symmetric pinch-reflex diode.' This erator. The diode operated at about 5 MV and 200 kA

' diode uses the self-fields of the charged-particle flow to en- (Z- 25 ). The mismatch of this ion diode to the 50-D trans-
hance ion production and to aid in focusing the ions. This mission line limited the peak power to less than 1.5 TW and

diode operates most efficiently with a large aspect ratio the total diode energy to less than 200 kI. Average proton
f cathode radius/anode-cathode gap) and a low diode imped- currents of >50 kA at 5 MeV were inferred from neutron

ance (Z<2 .-0). Experiments on low-impedance generators activation and time-of-flight measurements using the
have produced ion currents of up to 700 kA at 1.3 MV with 7Li(p,n) 7Be reaction. A carbon ion component of > 1% of

* 60% ion efficiency (ion current/total current)' and ion cur- the proton intensity was also observed. Ion-imaging mea-

rents of 900 kA at 1.8 MV with comparable efficiency." The surements indicated that the ion beam originated near the
high current density associated with these low-voltage, high- axis of the anode and was affected by an unknown focusing

current ion beams puts limitations on the focusing and trans- or defocusing mechanism in the anode-cathode region. It

port of such beams to ICF tar2ets.6'7 was shown that reflexing of electrons through the anode foil
was not of primary importance to the enhanced ion produc-E levels and at power levels comparable to these low-imped- tion. The experimental results are consistent with computerlevlsanc e ts her een care uton these Auorgen- simulations, which indicate that the ion production is en-ance experiments have been carried out on the Aurora gener- hanced as a result of prolonged electron lifetime in the diodeator at the Harry Diamond Laboratories. In general, higher- due to the complicated trajectories of the electrons.

impedance generators are more efficient in delivering energy The pa ted tetorethe eltons
from the capacitative store to the diode and can deliver high- The paper will detail the theoretical simulations and
er power levels. Inductive voltage losses in the vacuum diode experimental measurements of ion-diode studies on the Au-
are reduced due to lower currents, and the increase stiffness rora generator in negative polarity. Section II presents the
of beams extracted from high-impedance diodes shouls im- the numeri cal s imulation s. T e escribe
prove their ability to be focused. Focused current densities the experimental hardware and diagnostics. The experizten-
required for pellet impulsion are reduced for higher-energy tal results are presented in Sec.i. Section V summarizes theion beams provided that the beam species is properly experimental and theoretical studies. A more detailed report

ion eam proide tha th bem spcie is roprlyof this work may be obtained by requesting NRL Memo
matched to pellet-deposition requirements. The advantages ot wo m b y uM
must be weighed against theoretical predictions of lower ion- Report No. 4477.
production efficiencies for high-impedance diodes. . THEORY AND SIMULATION

The high-impedance diode used in the Aurora experi-

"JAYCOR. Aleundria. VA 22304. ments exhibits a ion-production efficiency much higher than
S Science Applications Inc.. McLean. VA 22102. the prediction from bipolar Child-Langmuir flow. The most
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important aspect of the current flow established in the diode
is that the total diode current exceeds the Alf'en current,
1, (A) = 17 000,6y, where fl and y are the usual relativistic REFLEXING "
factors for electrons at the full diode voltage. In this case, the FOIL

electron flow pinches in the region of the anode-cathode gap. T'
The electrons no longer have trajectories which take them
directly from the cathode to the anode; rather they perform
complicated figure-eightlike orbits through the axis of sym- A
metry. A combination of E x B and VB X B motion caused
by the applied electric field and the self-magnetic field of the K
diode current combine to produce these complicated elec- K

tron trajectories. As a result, the electron lifetime in .e an-

ode-cathode gap is enhanced. The ion-production efficiency "
is determined by the total charge balance in the diode and the
relative average lifetimes of electrons and ions in the gap.
The ions travel in essentially straight lines and move more 7

slowly than the relativistic electrons, but the longer path -6 .3.3---- -. 0-

*.ngth of the electrons allows a larger fraction of the current z (Cm)
than predicted by Child-Langmuir theory to be carried bythe ions. FIG. 1. Pinch-reflex-diode geometry used for the numerical simulations.

Only the region to the right of the hollow cathode was simulated. Test
For the diode used in the Aurora experiments, it is diffi- electron orbits, shown for the 5-MeV case, illustrate the complicated trajec-

cult to calculate analytically the ion-generation efficiency. tories. The orbits have been projected onto the P.,zt plane.

Therefore, numerical simulations were used to model the
diode behavior. The diode configuration used in the simula-
tions is similar to that used in the experiments and is shown but the pinch is stronger and there is less reflexing through
in Fig. I. Electron emission was limited to the face of the the anode foil for the 5-MeV case. The ion efficiency is sig-
cathode, and the anode-cathode gap was fixed at 3.3 cm. The nificantly greater than the Child-Langmuir efficiency in
anode foil was modeled as a 0.175-cm-thick polyethylene both cases and reaches 20% for the 5-MeV case. Radial pro-
conducting disk acting as a space-charge-limited ion source files of the ion current density at the front face of the cathode
on the cathode side. The on-axis support rod and back plate are shown in Fig. 2(a). The ion current density is peaked on
or'the anode were assumed to be perfectly absorbing surfaces axis in both cases and reaches at least 10 kA/cm2 for 5 MeV.
for electrons. Radial velocities of the ions at the cathode face are presented

The results of simulations at diode voltages of 3 and 5 in Fig. 2(b). For the 3-MeV case, defocusing of the ion orbits
MV are presented in Table I and Fig. 2. The total diode is indicated by the maximum outward radial velocity of 0.6
current is comparable to the Alf'en current in the 3-MeV cm/,us combined with an axial velocity of 2.3 cm//us. How-
case, but is significantly greater than the Alf(en current for ever, for the 5-MeV case the maximum outward radial veloc-
the 5-MeV case. In both cases, the electron beam pinches, ity is reduced and the axial velocity is increased to 3. 1 cm/,us

TABLE I. Results from numerical simulations.

Quantity calculated 3-MeV case 5-MeV case

Diode currents ;kA): Electron 100 165
Ion 14 40
Total 114 205

Alfgen current IkA) 116 183

4 Electron currents absorbed
by the anode !kA): Front foil 50 125

Support rod 35 40
Back plate 14 0

Diode impedance 17): 26 24

* Ion eficiency f%): 12 20

Child-Langmuir efficiency 4.6 8.0

Ion current density on axis
at cathode plane fkA/cm2): I 10
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* so that the ion beam is less divergent. Also, at large radii the 01oCE 50 OHM COAX

radial velocity is directed inward, corresponding to ion
focusing.

Electron orbits for the 5-MeV case are shown in Fig. 1. INSULATOR i.' - - 7
The pinching effect on the electrons can be seen clearly as / IT

well as the figure-eightlike drift motion of the electrons. Ix v -
* Such electron motion is characteristic of the VB drift of pri- VA

mary electrons in this diode.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Hardware

In this experiment a single arm of the Aurora simula-
* tor' was used with an extension section to bring the beam out FIG. 3. One arm of the Aurora generator from the oil region to the ion

in the horizontal plane.9 The Marx generator was operated diode. The resistive voltage divider in the oil is indicated as well as various

in negative polarity at the 90-kV charge level, well below the resistive current shunts and capacitive voltage monitors in the vacuum

maximum 120-kV charge available. The electrical pulse Coax.

from the generator was transmitted to the ion diode through
a 7-m-long, magnetically insulated coaxial transmission line capacitive dividers were located along the vacuum line. Only
which has a geometric impedance of 50 fl. the farthest upstream capacitive monitor Va gave reproduc-

The locations of voltage and current probes along this ible signals. Current measurements were made with 7-m.(2
transmission line are shown in Fig. 3. A single resistive-di- resistive current monitors spaced along the outer coax. The
vider voltage monitor (Vr) was located in the oil, and three V7. monitor measured a peak of about 10 MV, while V.

measured a peak of 6 MV and the current shunt Ir measured
W 190 kA. These values suggest that the diode was operating

5.0 below the 50-2 geometric coaxial line impedance.
K An enlarged view of the ion-diode end of the coaxial

transmission line is shown in Fig. 4. The 53-cm-diam. center
40 stalk tapers to 10 cm while still in the 1.2-m-diam. chamber.'

After a 50-cm-long section, the outer conductor is reduced
S.0to 25 cm to recover the 50-2 line impedance. A prepulse

E 3.0 switch is located on the center stalk just downstream of the
large-diameter transition as shown in Fig. 4. The switch con-

2.0 sists of a series of polycarbonate plastic insulators and alumi-
num field grading rings which capacitively attenuate the pre-
pulse applied to the diode. The cathode was mounted on the

1 .0 5 MeV l0-cm-diam. inner stalk and was aligned with the anode
mounted on an aluminum plate in the 25-cm-diam. vacuum

3MeV region. A 35-cm-long vacuum chamber with a graphite
0  5 IO dump for the electron beam was located downstream of the

(a) i {(KA/cm 2 ) anode.

5 e K 
"

~BEAMA

DUMP ANOCE PREPULSE

-0 -S 0 5 i

3,yev

10

-; CATHODE
(b) vq 10o4 cm/soe}

FIG 2. ai Radial proles of ion-current density at the plane of the front
surface ofthe cathode. bi Radial velocity profiles of the tons at the plane of
the front surface of the cathode. FIG. 4. Diode end of the vacuum coax as used in this expernment.
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The cathode and anode used in these experiments are *.."OL 4EGATIVE 'OLARITY X14 0100 E

* iillustrated in Fig. 5. The cathode consisted of a 10-cr-diam.,
6-mm-thick wall aluminum tube with a rounded edge. An - CnI.,ER , ,
aluminum witness plate was recessed inside the cathode. On ,
most shots, lithium chloride ILiCa) was deposited on the wit-
ness plate to provide a neutron source through the -

*. "Lilp,n) "Be reaction. The anode consisted of ICO-am-thick .

polyethylene ICH,) foil stretched between a 0.8-mm-thick, - I r-

1 5-cm-diam. aluminum ring and a 2.5-cm-diam. central alu- ON

minum disk. The outer edge of the center disk and the inner A.., .-,
edge of the ring were sharp to enhance surface breakdown of OLE
the CH, foil. The center disk was covered with various thick- :A(t
nesses of CH:. An aluminum round-head screw clamped theane ofnto An .9-lre inm 0.1-ro -hadcrela d t FIG. 6. Schematic arrangement of the x-ray and neutron diagnostics.
anode onto a l.9-cm-diam., 0. 17-mm-thick, 6-cm-long alu-
minum tube. The entire anode was bolted onto a 1.5-mm-
thick aluminum plate. The anode structure was made of thin
aluminum to limit debris from the shot as well as to allow
many reflexes of electrons through the structure (the range
of 5-MeV electrons in aluminum is 1.1 cm). - 5 0 1(b)

X-ray and neutron diagnostics used in this experiment
L are indicated schematically in Fig. 6. Because the machine V° 7 TBDg scitsxre

was operated in negative polarity and there was no access to 6-

the center stalk, all ion diagnostics were remote or delayed. 9 -

X-ray diagnostics consisted of a collimated scintillator-pho- T

todiode and a pinhole camera, both directed at the diode < r6
* ~region. -$

Neutron diagnostics consisted of a neutron time-of- > 1
b. flight (TOF) detector and neutron- activation detector, as in- 3 > 2 t 'dicated in Fig. 6. The TOF detector was used to determine V

the proton energy in the diode. This detector was deployed at I
1 0 *to the anode-cathode axis and 13.8 m from the LiCI 01 Ct 0 I

target. At this angle the proton energy for the 'Li(p,n) "Be 0 200 400 0 200 400

reaction is a sensitive function of the neutron energy. Neu- TIME (nsec)
tron intensities were measured with a Rh-activation 2.0, 10, -

counter"0 and an array of Mn-activation foils. The Rh detec- (C) (d)

tor was deployed at 155* to the ion-beam direction and Mn- I G8LTU
foil samples were placed at several different locations, as not- r ENR-

ed in Fig. 6. The Rh counter was calibrated with a Califor- 0 ' "
* nium-252 neutron source. This activation detector has been R ME "

described elsewhere," and calibrations with similar neutron e 1 2 L- 'CWER SU= i '

sources have been described previously." Measurements z-
with Mn-foil activations provided neutron intensities at dif- z I z

jO 8- I 4,

'- = i I
/ 0.

I, 4J. *** * I Ii 0.4I

ALUIMINUM 015K 0 0
A"IUA rE 200 0 400

* ATIME (nsec)

I "' d/FIG. 7. Electrical characteristics measured on shot 2978. a* Voltage wave-

li- AtuMu *, --. , shapes measured by the resistive divider in the oil Vr and a capacitive
ALUMINUM monitor in the vacuum transmission line V,8 .(bi Voltage V9, current fr- and

,] . effective line impedance Z = Vilr. cj Power Pand energy E derived from

Vs and Ir. 1d) Comparison of the measured x-ray pulse shape with the x-ray
FIG. S. Detailed anode-cathode geometry used in this experiment. response calculated from V and Ir.
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FIG 8. X-ray pinhole photographs at "our different irm sensirivities or shot Z979. F:lm sensitivity increases from !eft -o n~t On the 'e"t. 3r.!V the auminuM
screw head on the ."ont of zhe anode see Fi z.. is seen. Next, some of the thin aluminum anode supporting tubeln more o:he iintra, .u!num anoce dlsk
are apparent. Tlie outer aiuminum anode ing :s evident in the third image. The iast image indicates that the aiuminum back plate was irradiated by a d;ffuse
spray of eiectrons.

* ferent angles and distances from the target on a single shot. about the ion beam. The I-ray activity of the cathode stalk
Foils of Mn-Cu,' i% Mnm 2.5 cm in diameter and 50urn was measured with a cylindrical 7.6 X 7.6-cm NaI detector.
thick were placed in the center of a cylindrical 7 .6x 7.6-cm Counting of the cathode could be initiated 15 min after the
CH moderator and exposed to neutrons on a shot. The 156- shot. Pulse-height spectroscopy was used to dete.,rmine the '-

min half-life y-ray activity induced in the foil by the ray energies associated with radioactive species produced by
"5Mnin.y, "NMn reaction was measured after the shot. Mn ion bombardment of the cathode.

* activations were used to demonstrate the inverse-square
scaling of neutron emission with distance from the LiC1 tar- IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
get out to a distance of I m. The calibrated Rh counter was A. Typical results
used to provide absolute neutron intensities and to calibrate Experimental results will be presented by discussing a
the Mn activation detectors. single shot (No. 29781 in detail. The ion diode used on the

The trajectories of ions emitted from the diode were shot had a 4.9-cm anode-cathode ;AK gap. The anode con-
N. diagnosed by measurements with a pinhole shadowbox sisted of an 86-urn-hick CH, foil on top of the center Field-

placed within the cathode. The shadowbox consisted of a 6- enhancing disk and aluminum screw head. A shadowbox
mm-thick stainless-steel plate which contained an array of I- was recessed 10.5 cm inside the cylindrical aluminum oath-
mm-diam. apertures mounted 2.6 cm in front of a polished ode and had a LiCI target mounted on its front surface.
aluminum witness plate. The pattern of damage produced on The electrical characteristics measured on -his shot are

b the witness Platt..ocated behind he pinhote array allowed presented in Fig. 7. The voltage, V , , measured in the oil just
. one to determine orbits for ions entering t:he pinholes at dif- before the insulator stack, and the \cltage measured by a

ferent radii. The aluminum witness plate will melt if more capacitive monitor, V31 in the vacuum :ranmission line, are
than 100 Acm- of 5-MeV protons are deposited, and it will compared in Fig. 7,a). The -0% drop :n peak voitage be-
vaporize when the current density exceeds 1.4 '.kA/cma. The tween Vr and V, is the result of impedance mismatches
front aperture plate of the shadowbox was coated with LiCI between the Blumlen 21 .2 , the cil-tc-vacaum Insulator
to provide simultaneous neutron diagnostics. stack 1001P,, and the vacuum coax .50 P2.. Voltages mea-

Measurements of residual radioactivity on the cathode sured closer to the ion diode have waveshapes similar to Va .
were made after each shot to provide additional information No direct measurement of the cathode volage was made.

The voltage V, was combined with the current 1, just down-
30. stream of the diode insulator to give an effective line imted-

ance Z = 17i r, as shown in Fig. 7.bi. The caiculated im-
8REUSST A,-UNG pedance at this location has a plateau ofabout 30 n for about

20- 100 ns during the pulse. Figure 7 c; shows the poi~ci and
,* energy derived from V 3 and 1. The peak power of .2 TW is

NEU,NS typical for this run. At the end of the voltage pulse. these
0- , BACK- probe measurements indicate an integrated power ?lcw of

IGRCU,'00 about 160 kJ past this point in the coaxial line. The diode
' • " '-' -t.-. ._ '_ _voltage was lower than V. and the diode current higher than

-...- '"e Ir due to the impedance mismatch between the transmission
.0 ,02 O CO ,500 line and the ion diode. Transmission !ine computer code

MNE :,sec) studies : indicate that t current is about 250 kA :n the

FIG 4 Neutron::me.of..,ht :ra.esmea,_re, ;hcz ,,3 and."r ashot diode region. This result, coupled with the 5-MV diode volt-
Wthout a L,C : age irpined from the TOF measurements to be discussed;,
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suggests that the diode was operating close to 20-P state reaction. The contribution from the first excited state is
I impedance. less than 10% at these energies. Note that this reaction has a

The signal measured by x-ray scintillator photodiode threshold at 1.9 MeV and that the reaction yield is forward
for this shot is shown in Fig. 7(d). The shape of this signal is peaked. In the backward direction, where the Rh detector

- compared with a theoretical scaling' 3 for x-ray production was located, the yield is not sensitive to the angle of the
" from elctron beams given by It( V5) .The calculated sig- emitted neutrons. For shot 2978. the observed neutron out-

nal was normalized in magnitude and positioned in time for put corresponds to 5.4 X 1016 protons at S MeV. This result is
comparison with the measured signal. The agreement be- relatively sensitive to the proton energy and ranges from
tween the shapes of the two signals provides an independent 3. lX 10'6 protons at 5.9 MeV imaximum energy from TOF)
check on how well the measured voltage and current wave- to. 06protons at 4.6 MeV laverage energy from TOF).
shapes agree with the actual waveshapes across the diode. For all 18 shots, the average number of protons is 3.7 X 1016.

The results of x-ray measurements with the pinhole We conclude that up to S x 1016 protons are produced with
camera are shown in Fig. 8. Images were recorded with four energies of about 5 MeV.
different film sensitivities through a 1.9-mm-diam. pinhole. The trajectories of ions from the diode were inferred
The pictures obtained on this shot are typical of the experi- from the shadowbox results on this shot. The damage pat-
ment. The pinch was well centered on all shots, seemingly terns produced by ions on the witness plate are outlined in
striking the central disk or screw head on the anode. In no Fig. 11. In this figure, these images have been projected by
case were bright regions observed from the aluminum back straight-line trajectories back through the corresponding
plate except near the center. witness plate apertures toward the anode-cathode region.

Neutron TOF measurements for this shot and for a shot Ion trajectories traced from the larger-radii holes in the sha-
without a LiCI target are compared in Fig. 9. The neutron dowbox appear to converge closer to the anode that those of
pulse is readily detected above the tail of the bremsstrahlung ions passing through the smaller-radii apertures. All of the
signal. The width of the neutron pulse is due primarily to the ions appear to come from the central region of the anode.
duration of proton emission from the diode and to the neu-
tron energy spread produced by protons stopping in the
thick LiCI target. Proton energies were determined in two
ways. First, the time interval from the peak of the x-ray pulse I
to the peak of the neutron pulse gives a measure of the aver-
age proton energy. Second, the time interval from the peak of 7 Li (p, n) 7 Be
the x-ray pulse to the 50% point on the leading edge of the THICK TARGET YIELDS
neutron pulse gives an estimate of the maximum proton en- Li C2 TARGET
ergy. Proton energies were extracted from these time mea- 0
surements by using the kinematics of the 'Li(p,n) 'Be reac-

Stion. ' The results for this shot are compared with averages
for 12 shots in Table II. We conclude that a proton energy of 40
5 MeV is characteristic of this experiment. 3,

The neutron yield measured by the Rh-activation de- 0
tector for this shot was 4.3 x 10'' neut/sr at 155 'compared M
to an average of .S x 10 " neut/sr for 18 shots. The larger a F
yield may be due in part to the higher-than-average proton '_ 30
energy on this shot. With no LiCI. the neutron yield was only "
0.5-1.OX 100° neut/sr. In this case, neutron production pre- I 600

vi sumablv results from ion bombardment of the aluminum 0
witness plate and cathode. aM 20

Proton intensities were determined from the neutron
intensities using thick-target nuclear reaction yields which

Zwere calculated from published cross sections 4 and stop-
ping powers." The thick-target yields on a Li( I target are
displayed in Fig. 10. These yields include only he ground- i~..90 I0

TABLE 11. Proton energies from neutron time of Might.
____"150* , 1800

Timing procedure Shot 2973 Average of 12 shots 0
p e E Range 2 3 4 5 6 7
MeVt :MeV) MeV) PROTON ENERGY (MeV)

Peak to peak 4.6 4.4 40-5.5
Peak to0 57 rise 5. 46-.9 FIG 10. Calculated .hick.target >ie!ds for the LiUpni *Be reacion on a

LiC target
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SFIG.! 1. Ion damage patterns observed on a
shadowbox witness plate projected back

through the shadowbox apertures toward* l 1 .J A " the anode. The actual witness-plate damage
* P

Sis outlined at 0 cm. Projections of this dam-
age through the corresponding apertures
are shown on planes at various distances

. c, 14tm ,cm from the witness plate. The projections at $
C and 10.5 cm indicate that ions at the smaller

radius are converging faster than ions at the
7 larger radius. The inner-radius projections

pass through an apparent best focus at 10.5
, VIh,-, -. cm and begin to diverge as one approaches

X" "the anode located at 18 cm. The outer-radi-
us projections have an apparent best focus
very near the anode plane. The scale on
these projections is I cm/tivision.

The projections at different radii suggest that ion focusing is ment, counting could not be initiated until 100 min after a
going on within the anode-cathode gap with a significant shot so short half-life activities were not detected. Gamma-
fraction of the ions crossing the axis several centimeters in ray energies were measured to a precision -+- I keV, and the
front of the anode. values agree with those recommended from the literature for

3"Cl (see Table III). Note that the intense 146-keV 7 ray
B. Cathode activation from 3

1"CI was observed by Ge spectroscopy, but not in the
Radioactivity induced on the cathode after a shot could NaI spectrum (see Fig. 12). In addition, y rays associated

not be understood solely by proton bombardment but re- with 63Zn and 'Be were also observed. The 7Be activity re-
quired the presence of an energetic carbon component in the suits from the 7Li(p,nj 'Be reaction in the LiCI target. The

* beam. A pulse-height spectrum of the delayed y-ray activity 63Zn activity results from the 6"Culp,n) 6 3Zn reaction on a
measured on the aluminum cathode with the NaI detector is copper impurity in the aluminum cathode. The '"Cl activ-
shown in Fig. 12. Invariably, the most intense 7, rays ob- ity cannot be accounted for by a proton-induced reaction but
served were annihilation quanta (0.51 MeV) resulting from can result from the 27 Al('2C,an) "'C1 reaction due to a car-
positron activity produced by a variety of nuclear reactions. boan component in the ion beam. The cross section'" for this
The decay of these y rays could not be characterized by a reaction rises rapidly with carbon-ion energy to a peak at 30

* single half-life. The y rays at 1.18, 2.13, and 3.30 MeV domi- MeV. If the carbon ions were produced in the - 6 charge
nate the high-energy region of this spectrum. A half-life of 32 state and accelerated through 5 MV to give an energy of 30
mrin was measured for the decay of the 2.13- and 3.30-MeV y. MeV, the number of ions required to account for the maxi-
rays. These results indicate that this activity is 34mC1. This mum observed activity would be 3 x 10". For lower-energy

identification was confirmed by Ge spectroscopy of the cath- ions, this number increases due to the reduced cross section.
ode activity, as summarized in Table III. For this measure- Also, this value represents a lower limit because radioactive

TABLE III. Results from Ge spectroscopy of the aluminum cathode.

Observed Recommended Radionuclide Source Threshold

gamma lines gamma energies reaction energy

(kev) (keV) (MeV)

! 3303 3303.5 '
2127 2127.5*
1176 1175.81 3"CI :"A('

2C.an ""CI 4.9
I 510 511.0b

r145.7 145.7'

669 669.6 d 63 Zn "Cu(p,ni "Zn 4.2
5 961 961.9'

477 477.6 Be 'Li(p.nl 'Be 1.9

*R. W. Kavanagh. A. Gallmann, E. Aslanides. F. Jundt, and E. Jacobs, Phys. Rev. 175, 1426 19681.
4 . B. Marion, Nucl. Data A4. 301 1968).

'T. F. Ward and P. K. Kuroda. I. Inorg. Nucl. Chem. 33. 609 11971).
'R. Colle, R. Kishore, and i. B. Cumming, Phys. Rev. C 9, 1919 f1934.
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6 material vaporized off the cathode during the shot is notACTIVATION OF measured. We conclude that more than 3 x I,'" carbon ions

per shot are generated in these experiments.
ALUMINUM CATHOOE

. ,= . C. Variation of diode parameters

The behavior of the diode was studied for several vari-
1 51 0ations of diode parameters. These studies included van-

ations of the anode-cathode gap, the number of prepuise in-
F -sulators, and the anode structure. The AK gap study was

I " aimed at ion-production-efficiency scaling. The prepulse in-

1 sulator was varied to examine the effects of a large prepulse
us 34M C

11 ,on the diode impedance. The anode structure study was
o___-'._______ _ 

" made to evaluate the importance of electron reflexing
t.18 2.13 3.30 through the anode.

" 1" The AK gap study consisted of five shots with gaps
ranging from 2.8 to 7.0 cm. For gaps greater than 4.8 cm, the

S".voltage and current traces did not change significantly with
"31 the gap spacing. For gaps less than 4 cm, the voltage rise time
10 and peak value did not change, but the voltage decayed more

.. rapidly after the peak. For example, the full width at half-

. .. maximum of voltage Va dropped from about 160 ns for gaps
1 greater than 4.8 cm to about 100 ns for a 2.8-cm gap. Like-

F 1 "wise the peak current as measured by I. was 30 kA higher

10I 2 1 for the small gap. These observations indicate that the diode
0 1 2 3 impedance is falling rapidly during the latter half of the

.GAMMA RAY .NRGY CMIV) pulse. The ion diagnostics showed a decrease in the number
r - FIG. 12. Pulse-heightspectrum ofthe y-rayactivity induced on thecathode of neutrons and 34,C1 nuclei produced for smaller gaps [see

after a shot as measured with a Nal detector. The energies of the more
intense peaks in this spectrum are identified. The spectrum was measured Fig. 13(a)]. No energetic neutrons were observed in the TOF
53 mm after a shot for a duration of 4 min. detector for gaps less than 4.8 cm. The decrease in neutron

and 3"'Cl production may be due to either the production of

3(a)3 4C2 ACTIVITY
34 n C2 ACTIVITY (b)

0 0-C"0 ' . .' 3 I I

4- 4-

LCRDT OFIG. 13. Dependence of the cathode activation
120 1 "CI) and neutron production (Rh and Mn de-

tectorsi on iai the anode-cathode gap and Ibi the

2 number of prepulse insulators.

6 '6' (20)

n(200)N

2 3 4 5 6 7 0 2 4 6

,NOO-CATHOOE GAiP (cm) NO. CF INSULATCRS
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fewer ions or to a reduced voltage across the diode. The TOF ode stalk to the aluminum support plate. Finally, shots were
measurements indicate that it is probably the latter. In this taken with the anode foil placed directly on the anode sup-
case, the strong energy dependence of the cross sections for port plate and the thickness of the support plate adjusted to
these diagnostics causes the reduced outputs. allow or suppress electron reflexing. The aluminum support

, One constraint on the efficient coupling ofa low-imped- plate thickness was increased to 3 mm (from 1.5 mm) and
ance diode to the Aurora generator is the presence of a pre- backed with a 13-mm-thick carbon plate to suppress elec-
pulse in the diode. An oscillating prepulse of 150-200 kV tron reflexing. Under this condition the neutron yield was
peak voltage and about l-/.s period was measured on the reduced by about one-half of that measured on shots with a
vacuum transmission line beginning about 2/us before the thin support plate. These observations indicate that electron
main voltage pulse. P-epulse can cause anode and cathode reflexing is, at best. only weakly enhancing the ion
plasmas to form and begin to close the diode gap. As a conse- production.
quence, the diode may short out prematurely when the main V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

* pulse appears at the diode. To minimize this effect, an insula-
tor flashover switch was located behind the cathode (see Fig. The ion diode experiments on Aurora described in this
4) to capacitively attenuate the prepulse level at the diode. By paper have produced up to 5 X 10"6 protons with energies of
changing the number of insulators in this switch, the pre- about 5 MeV and proton pulse durations of up to 160 ns. The
pulse voltage on the diode could be decreased by an order of corresponding average proton current is > 50 kA or 20% of
magnitude. Shots were taken with 0, 2, 4., and 6 insulators in the total current in the diode. These numbers give about 40-

* this switch, for a 5-cm AK gap. The diode behavior was kJ energy in the proton beam. The 20% ion generation effi-
similar for 4 and 6 insulators. For 2 insulators, the rise of the ciency is in agreement with computer simulations. In addi-
main voltage pulse V, to its peak did not change significant- tion to protons, a carbon-ion component of greater than
ly, but after the peak, the voltage collapsed rapidly. For no 3 x 10 ' ions was extracted from the CH, anode foil. The
insulators (no prepulse switch), the voltage rise time in- energy of these ions was not determined, but their number
creased, the peak voltage decreased by about I MV, and a may be larger depending on their charge state and hence
rapid decay followed the peak and shortened the pulse to 135 their energy.
.ns FWHM. For the configurations with none and two insu- The enhancement of the ion-production efficiency over
lators, peak diode currents of about 230 kA were well above the Child-Langmuir limit is attributed to increased electron
the average of 190 kA for the entire run, indicating lower- lifetime in the diode. Previous experiments' with pinch re-
impendance operation. Also, no energetic neutrons were ob- flex diodes have indicated enhanced ion production can re-
served in the TOF detector for these two insulator configura- sult from electron reflexing through an anode foil. However,

* tions. The dependence of the neutron intensity and cathode it was demonstrated that electron reflexing is not the domi-
activatic ( measurements on the number of insulators in the nant enhancement mechanism in the present experiments.
prepulse switch is shown in Fig. 13(b). The decrease in neu- Experimentally, the electron beam pinches on the anode.
tron and 3 "Cl production is consistent with lowering of the and the ions appear to originate primarily from a small area
diode voltage due to gap closure. (2-4 cm-) on the anode axis. Both of these results are sup-

Ion production in these experiments depends on the in- ported by computer simulation. Moreover, the simulation
* teraction of electrons with the anode foil. Reflexing of elec- indicates that electrons in the diode undergo complicated

trons through the anode foil may enhance ion production. In figure-eightlike orbits.
these negative-polarity experiments, the CH, anode foil acts Analysis of the shadowbox measurements indicates
as a ground plane as well as a plasma source for ions fsee Fig. that the ions have a relatively large divergence from a local-
5). Electrons from the carhode may reflex through the anode ized region on axis within the anode-cathode gap. This result
foil due to the magnetic field produced by current in the suggests some focusing mechanism at work in the diode.
anode stalk. The gyroradius of 5-MeV electrons in the mag- These observations are consistent with the computer
netic field at the cathode radius resulting from a 150-kA simulations.
current is about 3 cm. For an anode stalk longer than 3 cm. Experiments with various prepulse switches and AK
electrons can reflex through the anode without interacting gaps indicate that the diode is sensitive to the prepuise volt-
with the aluminum plate supporting the anode. In addition, age level in the 25-200-kV range. Gap closure may have
a virtual cathode may be formed in the vacuum region be- occurred late in the pulse for AK gaps less than 4 cm or for
hind the support plate and reflect electrons back toward the large prepulse levels. Such closure can result from the mo-
anode. These two potential reflexing mechanisms comple- tion of anode or cathode plasmas produced by the prepulse
ment one another. 1.5 ,s before the main voltage pulse.

Several shots with different anode structures were made The 5-MeV proto - '.eam in this experiment was direct-
to examine the role of electron reflexing in the diode. First, a ed onto a LiCI target tc :'ovide an intense neutron source
series of shots with anode stalk lengths ranging from 3 to through the 7 Liip,n( "Be reaction. Neutron intensities of up
12.8 cm was made for AK gaps of 5 cm. No significant differ- to 4.3 X 10 ' neutrons/sr/pulse were measured at 155 " in the
ences in the voltage, current, neutron output, and 3 'Cl pro- laboratory. This corresponds to 1.8 X 10 2 neutrons/sr/
duction were observed. X-ray pinhole images indicated that pulse at 0 * based on the thick-target yields for this reaction
the longer stalks were radiating along their entire length. Isee Fig. 101. The angle-integrated neutron intensity is 10"s

This suggests that current is being conducted along the an- neutrons/pulse. These neutron yields could be increased by
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ABST.ACT

There is presently great interest in using light ion beams to
* drive thermonuclear pellets. Terrawatt-level ion beams have been

efficiently produced using conventional pulsed power generators at
Sandia Laboratory with magnetically-insulated ion diodes and at
the Naval Research Laboratory with pinch-reflex ion diodes. Both
laboratories have recently focused ion beams to pellet dimensions.
This paper reviews recent advances made at NRL in the area of ion
production with pinch-reflex diodes, and in the areas of beam
focusing and transport. In addition, modular generator and beam
requirements for pellet ignition systems are reviewed and compared
with the latest experimental results. These results include the
following: (1) production of > 100 kJ proton and deuteron beams
with peak ion powers approaching 2 T4 on the PITHON generator in

* collaboration with Physics International Co., (2) focusing of
* 0.3 TW deuteron beams produced on the NRL Gamble I" generator to

current densities of about 300 kA/cm2, and (3) efficient transport
of 100 kA level ion beams over 1 meter distances using Z-discharge
plasma channels.

T Work supported by Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC 20305

and Department of Energy., Washington, DC 20545
JAYCOR, 205 S. Whiting Street, Suite 300, Alexandria, VA 22304Science Applications, Inc., 8400 Westpark Dr., McLean, VA 22101
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of light ion beams (protons, deuterons, etc.) for

inertial confinement fusion has been seriously pursued following tho
theoretical prediction

1 3 and the experimental documentation
4 , that

small-area diodes (1 100 cm2 ) can be used to generate ion beams
efficiently at the megavolt-megampere level. Soon after this,
results of ballistic beam focusing experiments were presented5 and
a technique for transporting ions in a plasma Z-discharge was intro-
duced 6 . Recently, terrawatt-level ion beams with focused ion current

densities in excess of 100 kA/cm2 have been produced using water-
dielectric transmission-line generators at Sandia Labora-ories (SANDI
with magnetically-insulated ion diodes7 and at the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) with pinch-reflex ion diodess.

Target designs for light ion beams9 call for delivery of about
2 MJ to an N 1 cm diameter pellet in an . 10 ns time scale in order
to achieve high-gain thermonuclear ignition. Present pulsed power
technology provides up to 10 TW single generator modules from which
up to 300 kJ of ions can be extracted in 50-100 ns. Thus, a large
number of modules and the means to transport energy from these
modules onto the pellet are needed. Additionally, compression of th4
pulse to the pellet-implosion time-scale is required.

Two different approaches addressing these problem areas have
emerged. An approach researched by SANDIA 10 involves pulsed-power
techniques for shortening the accelerating-voltage pulse, and self-
magnetically insulated flow of electromagnetic energy in vacuum
transmission lines which terminate in small ion diodes close to the
pellet. Packing of transmission lines near the target, coupling of
diodes to the lines, and ion-beam focusability will be investigated
with the 36 short pulse, 1 TW PBFA I modules now in construction at
SANDIA. For pellet ignition, this approach will require on the orde:
of 100 modules.

A second approach, researched by NRL, involves the extraction
and focusing of beams from self-insulated pinch-reflex ion diodes,
coupled with transport of these focused beams in m. 1 cm diameter
Z-discharge transport channels. Pulse compression during transport
to the pellet-implosion time-scale is achieved by increasing the
accelerating voltage with time. These techniques are appropriate
for modules operating up to the 10 TW level with a 50-100 ns pulse
duration. The number of modules reuired for this approach is on
the order of 10.

In the present report, major results of a combined experimental
and theoretical study of the second approach are reviewed with con-
centration on recent advances made at NRL in the area of ion produc-
tion using pinch-reflex diodes, and in the areas of beam focusing
and transport.

• -;6-
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Corhode
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Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of NRL Light-Ion Inertial Confinement
Fusion Approach.

A conceptual schematic of the NRL approach is shown in Fig. 1.
The diode and transport system together with the pulsed power genera-
tor (not shown) is one module of a multi-module pellet-ignition
system. A pinch-reflex ion diode (^ 10 cm in diameter) produces the
ions and properly aims them towards the transport system entrance

* aperture. The ion beam then free streams in a gas-filled chamber
towards an % 1 cm diameter focus. The gas in the drift region allows
the ion beam to be highly charge- and current-neutralized. Inside
the channel, the ions are confined radially by the azimuthal magnetic
field produced by the discharge of an external capacitor bank. The
1 50 kA current in the channel is sufficient to provide radial con-
finement for ions entering the channel with transverse velocities
below about 15% of their axial velocity. The plasma density in the
channel must be sufficiently high to provide inertial resistance to
channel expansion forces during beam transit and sufficiently low
to prevent excessive energy loss of the beam during transport. Beam
power multiplication of about a factor-of-five is achieved during
transport to the pellet by ramping the accelerator voltage in time.

W Beams emerging from the channel propagate the last few centimeters
to the pellet with low divergence because of the small transverse
velocity. Several ion beams can then be overlapped onto the pellet.

The second section of this paper discusses ion production in
pinch-reflex ion diodes including recent experiments'i in collabo-

* rntion with Physics International Co. on the PITHON generator. in
these experiments, greater than 100 kJ of protons and deuterons were
produced with peak ion powers approaching 2 TW. in Sec. 3, the
self-focusing of ion beams with planar diode geometries is reviewed
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.and ion focusing experiments with curved geometries are reviewed in
Sec. 4. In these experiments, 0.5 74 deuteron beams produced on the
NRL Gamble II generator were focused to current densities of about

I 300 kA/cm 2 . In Sec. 5, the numerical simulation of pinch-reflex
ion diodes is discussed. Theoretical work on ion orbits in the
transport channel is reviewed in Sec. 6,and in Sec. 7 results of
recent transport experiments are discussed. In these experiments,
high current ion beams have been efficiently transported 1 meter
distances using Z-discharge plasma channels. The MMHD response of
the channel induced by beam passage is then considered in Sec. 8.
In Sec. 9, bunching of ion beams in transport channels is briefly
discussed. Finally, the results of this research are used to deter-

* mine a range of system parameters which are appropriate for driving
* high-gain pellets with proton or deuteron beams.

* 2. ION PRODUCTION

I.1 Self-pinched electron flow and laminar ion flow in a large-
aspect-ratio electron-beam diode are conceptually illustrated in
Fig. 2. After an initial phase leading to self-pinched flow1 2 , the

* electrons primarily originate from the edge of the cathode and flow
*under the dominant influence of the self-magnetic fields towards

the diode axis ending up in a tight pinch at the center of the anode
plane. The ions, which are primarily protons originating from the
desorbed gases making up the anode plasma, are only slightly bent

ANODE CATHODEe

I

. R

/ ,o

Fig. 2. Conceptual schematic of electron and ion flow in large-
aspect-ratio (R >> d) vacuum diode.

* -=% ... • ,,. :

.. .. ,, 5 , •
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* ... by the diode's self-magnetic fields due to their heavier mass. Thus
ions flow in almost straight lines toward the cathode as they accel-
erate up to the diode voltage. The enhanced ion currents come about

* because of the additional electron space charge in the diode caused
by the large electron path length (R) relative to the ion path length

-. (d). For the simple diode configuration shown in Fig. 2 analytical
:1 theory predicts1 and numerical simulation confirms1 3 an ion to elec-

"~ tron current ratio of

. (v
I d 2

Z4 ~ e

* where R is the diode radius, d is the anode-cathode gap spacing,
V is the diode voltage and mi is the ion mass.

Early experimental results1 4 with R = 6 cm, and d = 0.4 cm
giving (Ii/le) . 1/2 were in excellent agreement with this theory.
These demonstrated 0.8 MeV proton currents of up to 200 kA. Using
spherical section electrode structures,focused deuteron current
densities of up to 70 kA/cm2 were obtained1 5 . These early results
were obtained at 0.5 TW with the Gamble iI generator operated for
the first time in positive polarity. In positive-polarity operation,
the cathode is mounted on the door of the generator so that ions
accelerated through the diode potential can be injected into a drift
tube region through a thin cathode transmission foil.

In the most recent positive polarity experiments 8 on upgraded1 6

Gamble Ii at 1.5 T?, " 60% conversion efficiency from generator
power to ion Dower was achieved using the refined diode design
illustrated in Fig. 3. A thin CH2 foil stretched across a dielec-
tric ring is electrically connected to the positive electrode by a
1 cm-diameter rcd on the diode axis. Plasma formation due to surface
flashover causes the plastic foil to become a conductor early in the
pulse and provides a source of ions. This geometry enhances ion
emission by increasing the electron oath length (and therefore life-
time) relative to that of ions by forcing the electrons to reflex
through the thin foil as they pinch in radially. This refflexing is
not due to spatial charge building up in the vacuum gap behind the

* foil because this is quickly neutralized by ions from the anode
plasma. Rather, it is due to the azimuthal self-magnetic field
caused by the return current flow through the center conductor.
Thus, electron reflexing is magnetically induced behind the foil.
In front of the foil, the electrons reflex in the self-consistent
diode fields. The ions that are produced on the back of the anode

* foil do not carry diode current because the back plate is at anode
potential. Results of the numerical simulation of this diode
configuration will be presented in Sec. 5.

0
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Fig. 3. Pinch-reflex diode schematic.

Typical diode electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 4a
for a 6 cm cathode radius, a 0.4 cm anode-cathode gap spacing, and
a 0.5 cm vacuum gap behind the 0.01 cm CH2 anode foil. Ion currents
of 500 kA have been measured with . MA total diode currents. This
corresponds to an average source Lon current density of 5 kA/cm2 .
After passing through a phase associated with establishing the
charged-particle flow illustrated in Fig. 3, the diode impedance
remains well matched to the 1.5 ohm output impedance of the Gamble
II generator. Closure of the anode-cathode gap due to electrode
plasma motion usually occurs near the end of the electrical power
pulse. The diode impedance can be adjusted by varying the cathode
emitting area, the anode-cathode gap spacing, or the applied voltage.
The natural voltage ramp which occurs demonstrates that accelerating
voltages appropriate Zor ion bunching during transport to fusion
pellets can be achieved with these generators. The net current
signal (the current entering the cathode foil) is interpreted as the
total ion current flowing in the anode cathode gap. The location
of the Rogowski coil used to make this measurement will be illus-

*trated later in Fig. 6. On a few selected shots, the measured net
* current exceeded 700 kA at 1.3 MV out of 1.1 MA of total diode
*. current. Carbon activation17 by proton beams indicates that greater

than 30% of the net-current signal is due to protons. The interpre-
• .tation of these results is limited by an unknown correction for

deuteron activation. When the anode is coated with CD2 , neutron
time-of-flight measurements show that greater than 50% of the net
current takes the form of deuterons. Up to 1012 neutrons have
been measured on Gamble II. This data is consistent with ion

.. ,,, .
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Fig. 4. Diode electrical characteristics for (a) Gamble II and

(b) PITHON.

energies of at most 300 kV lower than the diode voltage of 1.3 XV.

Several mechanisms are being investigated as a source of this loss.
11

In the most recent ion production experiments , a pinch-reflex
ion diode, similar to that used on Gamble II (Fig. 3),was successfully

0 operated at 3 T4 on the Physics International PITMON generator. The
main difference between the geometry used on Gamble II and that used
on PITHON was that PITON presently only operates in the normal
negative polarity mode. Because the cathode was now at a 2 W poten-
tial, this recuired special techniques to be able to both read out

* the ion current monitors and to fill the drift region behind the
cathode with gas. Deuteron current measurements were made in the

conventional manner by coating the anode foil with CD2 and using
both nuclear activation and time-of-flight neutron detectors to
detect the neutrons produced from a (greater than one range thick)
CD2 target placed behind the cathode.

Typical diode electrical characteristics are show in Fig. 4b
for a 6 cm cathode radius, a 0.3 cm anode-cathode gap spacing, and
a 0.5 cm vacuum gap behind the 0.01 cm CH2 anode foil. Peak diode
voltages of 2 MV at 1.5 MA diode current were obtained with flat
impedance behavior even though the pulse length was almost twice as

* long as that on Gamble I. Ion currents of up to 1 MA were obtained
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corresponding to peak ion powers approaching 2 TW. Over 100 kJ of
ions were produced out of just over 200 kJ of electrical energy
delivered to the diode. Impedance control and electrical reproduc-
ibility were excellent. When deuterons were produced, the neutron

"-* .... *. yield approached 1013 from the D-D and D-carbon reactions occurring
* .in the CD2 target.

As will be discussed in the last section, the voltage and ion
currents produced on PITHON are in the range for a single module of
a multi-module pellet ignition system. The long impedance lifetimes

- "and high reproducibility associated with the ^ 1 cm gaps between the
anode and cathode transmission foil indicates that programmed-voltage
waveforms for beam bunching during transport can be employed. Focus

. perturbing effects associated with time varying Be fields in the
diode region can be controlled for these " 1 cm diode gap by elec-

-itrode shaping and naturally occurring gap closure as discussed in
the next section.

3. ION FOCUSING IN PLANAR GEOM2TRY

The processes believed to be imoortant in ion focusing are sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 5. Ions traversing the vacuum gap
are radially accelerated inward by the azimuthal magnetic field of
the diode current flow. Particle-in-cell codes predict that the
predominant electron flow in the diode is close to the anode surface
where most of the potential drop across the diode takes place. Thus,
the electron current contributes to the angular deflection of ions
only for a small fraction of the vacuum space. The ions are radially

e Cathode

-. --. - Foil

-."-- =- .. ..Go

Anode /-.. - FoCUS

Ii[* Field Free
Fields

Fig. 5. Light ior focusing schematic.
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accelerated primarily by their own current. If the ion current
. - ! density were approximately uniform over the anode surface, then the

resulting linear Bq(r) would cause the ions to be pointed towards
an approximately-common focus as they enter the cathode transmission
foil. Scattering during passage through the 1.8 m polycarbonate
(KIMFOL) foil is about 20 mrad for I XeV protons. Beam induced

.. . .breakdown of the low pressure gas filling the drift region to the
-4 right of the cathode foil allows beam current neutralization. The

I. magnetic field acting on the ions is reduced by a factor of 50 by

this neutralization. The ions have therefore nearly straight-line
trajectories in this region and free stream towards the focus.

One major limitation to tight focusing is asymmetry in power
and charged particle flow in the diode. This can be overcome by
careful experimental design which results in well-centered electron
pinches and centered symmetric ion focal spots. Another major
limitation is the actual radial distribution of ion current which
may direct ions emitted at different radii to different foci. In
principle, for a given diode voltage and current, the shapes of
the anode and cathode surfaces can be adjusted to correct for focus-
perturbing effects of non-uniform ion current distributions. For
instance, the launch angle can be changed by curving the anode sur-
face. The radial deflection due to diode magnetic fields can also
be changed by varying the axial position of the cathode foil as a
function of radius. The anode-foil thickness can also be varied as
a function of radius to vary the degree of electron reflexing and
thus control the emitted ion current profile. A final major limita-
tion to tight focusing is the time variation in the focusing magnetic
fields which cause a change in focus location with time. This effect
can be partially offset by the natural reduction of the anode-
cathode (AK) gap due to electrode plasma motion. Thus, as the diode
current increases, the increasing radial acceleration of the ions
can be offset by the reduction of AK gap with time. In principle,
both the initial AK gap spacing and the cathode foil material could
be chosen to minimize this time variation effect.

Long focal lengths (i.e. large f-numbers) are achieved by mag-
netic self-focusing acting alone in a flat-anode geometry. This
configuration is employed to inject ions into transport channels
since larger-angle injection requires excessive transport-channel
currents. Spherically-curved anodes in conjunction with self-
magnetic forces are used to obtain shorter focal-lengths appropriate

for target studies with the highest-focused current densities.

Three sets of focusLng experiments in planar geometry were
performed on Gamble II wi-h electrical characteristics similar to
those of Fig. 4a.

.
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Fig. 6. Self-focusing in planar geometry with no cathode foil.

The first self-focusing exper iments were performed with the
planar diode geometry illustrated in Fig. 6 where a 0.01 cm thick
CH2 anode foil stretched across a dielectric ring was used with a
12 cm diameter hollow cathode without a cathode transmission foil.
The ion beam was observed to self-focus 6 cm from the anode as

"' indicated by the 1 cm2 rear surface spall produced on a 0.16 cm
thick aluminum witness plate. No spall was observed when the witness

V ,plate was placed a few centimeters to either 6ide of this position.
. -The focus location was in agreement with self-consistent analytical

and numerical calculations for the self-focusing of a 500 kA, 1.3 MV
proton beam. These calculations consist of solving ion orbit equa-
tions in the diode electromagnetic fields (determined from current
and voltage measurements) Lnd in the focusing/drift region magnetic
fields (determined from net current measurements).

In the second set of self-fogusing experiments, the 1.8 LumK thick cathode foil was placed at 4 mm from the cathode face as shown
in Fig. 7,and the drift tube w; evacuated. A Rogowski coil in the
evacuated drift tube measured . net current of about . the total ion
current. The ion self-focus, as determined from the rear surface
spall of the witness plate, moved from 6 cm to about 12 cm from the
anode plane, again consistent with the predicted location for this

ireduced net current in the drift secticn. The origin and nature of" " 'this net current- has been discussed l .

anoder plnaai.ossen ihth rdcedlctonfrti
°K.
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• Fig. 7. Self-focusing in planar geometry with cathode foil and
evacuated drift tube.

The final self-focusing experiments were performed with the
cathode foil 2.8 cm from the anode and with the drift tube region

* behind the foil filled with 2 Torr of air The large separation
between the anode and the cathode foil insured that negligible elec-
tron current flowed from the cathode foil to the anode. This experi-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 8. The cathode foil was bowed by the
air pressure in the drift tube. The Rogowski coil surrounding the

-* cathode foil support structure monitored the total current flowing
* * .. into the cathode foil. The second Rogowski coil in the drift tube

read less than 2% of the current read by the first for drift
tube pressures between 0.2 to 3 Torr. With gas in the drift
section, an aluminum witness plate placed at the 20 cm predicted
focus location showed a 3 cm diameter rear surface spall. Computer
analysis predicting ion orbits indicates that the 2-3 cm diameter

* "" focus spot size is consistent with axial motion of the best-foc-us

location due to the time variation of diode current and voltage.
That is, although the current and voltage values may be appropriate
for tight focusing at peak power, the beam is under-focused early
and over-focused late in time. No spall occurred a few centimeters
to either side r= this position and moving the cathode foil moved
the focus locatiun as predicted. :t is important to note that
damage patterns associated with focusing in the neutralizing gas
backgrounds of this last set of experLments were typically well
centered and s-netrical, whereas,focal spots obtained in vacuum

- display azimuthal irregulatiries and beam filamentation. Aluminum

411
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K x-ra pinhole photographs7 showed a eak current density of abou
50 kA/cm-.

: 4. ION FOCUSING IN CURTIED GEOMETR.Y

In order to achieve high ion current densities or beam target
experiments, a 0.025 cm thick sherical-section lastic anode foil

:i .:.1with a 12.7 cm radius of curvature was used. As shown in Fig. 9,
: .the same cathode geometry previously shown was employed except for

"'. 'the closer proximity of t-he thin cathode transmission foil to the

cathode surface. In this short-focal-length geometry, the ion
launching angle dominates over the magnetic deflection in he diode.
Focal spot broadening due to radial and temporal field effects is
thus minimized. Aluminum witness plates placed at the best focus

-- location exhibit smaller area spal! patterns (1-1.5 =- diameter)
than in flat geometry with gas. Whqen the anode was coated with
C02 , the observed focus was close to the geometric focus because of
the small magnetic deflection of deuterons. By using small C32
targets and measuring neutrons from D-D and D-carton reactions with

.. activation counters and time-of-flight detectors, peak deuteron
current densities of about 300 kA/cm2 over 0.5-1 =m2 were inferred.

;II 'Typical neutron yields were a fraction of 1012 neutrons.

Zmportant new experimental results for focusing are provided
• -".. ... by a pinhole shadowbox diagnostic shown in Fig. 10. Smp.l ion

." -.

. . ..

, , o -
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beamlets are roduced by masking off all of the beam drifting
in the neutralizing background except for that portion emerging
through 1 n diameter holes placed along two diameters at right
angles. Damage patterns produced on a aluminum witness plate 1 cm
behind the pinhole array (shown as solid spots in the figure) allow
one to determine ballistic orbits for ions entering pinholes at
various radii. When the shadowbox is placed further from the diode
than the center of the ion focus, these orbits can be projected
from the damage spots back through the pinhole to the focus. These
are shown as dashed lines in the figure. In this manner, the best
focus location and the radial dependence of ion deflection angle cai
be determined. Additionally, the radial extent (typically a few
millimeters) of each damage pattern reflects the time-variation of
deflection angle due to time-varying diode fields. The preliminary

" Gamble IT results with protons demonstrate that radial deflections
of damage patterns (shown in Figure 10) are consistent with the

- measured focus location. Diode deflection angles were found to be
roughly proportional to radius. Also, the significantly smaller
observed azimuthal extent of damage compared with the radial extent
of damage suggests that with proper aspheric anode and cathode
shapes, focusing of ion beams to areas ver y much less than the
oresent 1-3 cm2 should be possible.

, 5. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PINCH-REFLEX :rON DIODES

Numerical simulations of electron and ion flow in pinch-reflex
diodes were conducted for the configuration shown in Fig. 11 using
the NEL DIODE2D simulation code. 1 9  The initial equipotential lines

* are also shown in the figure. The diode dimensions modeled in the
. simulation had an R/d=20 aspect-ratio where r-=6.8 cm was the outer

radius of the hollow cathode and d=0.32 cm was the separation of th4
cathode face from -he anode foil. The thickness of the cathode
shank was 0.8 cm and the scattering foil was assumed to be 125 im

* thick polyethylene. The distance between the reflexing foil and
the solid anode was 0.29 cm. This space was assumed to be filled
with ions which charge neutralize the reflexing electrons, making
it unnecessary to solve for the electrostatic fields in that region.
The distance from the reflexing foil back to the ion transmission
foil inside the hollow cathode was 0.7 cm. These new simulations
were carried out on a finer 64x40 mesh rather than the 32x40 mesh
used in previously reported results.20 The simulations also
assumed azimuthal synmetry and were done in (R,Z) geometry with
a time step of 0.25 psec.

The time evolution of the electron and ion flow in the diode
is shown in Fig. 12 for a simulation done at 1.5 MV. The positions
of the electrons and ions are shown in (R,Z) configuration space at
four different times. Early i-n time (step 500), the electrons
(one in 10 is plotted on the figure) had transited the diode and

S°
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Fig. 11. Configuration used for pinch-reflex diode simulation
showii equipotential lines due to applied voltage.
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reflexed several times through the foil. The ions had not yet
crossed the diode gap and wereclumped along the anode foil. By
time step 1000, the electrons had established the pinched flow

,. along the diode side of the reflexing foil. At step 1500, the
-- pinched electron flow was well established and the electrons filled
. he diode gap. However, electrons did not flow along the foil except

at low radii because of the tendency for electrons to follow ions
at large radii to provide space charge neutralization. At step 2500

* all the ions had now crossed the gap and a quasi-steady state was
established. The flow pattern shown at step 2500 persisted for the
remainder of the run which was taken to step 4000.

In the quasi-steady state the equipotential lines are piled
up near the anode foil so that most of the potential drop occursK over a distance much less than the 0.32 cm gap between the cathode
face and the anode foil. This justifies the assumption of Sec. 3
that the ion bending between the anode and cathode foil is primarily
due to the self-magnetic field of the ions. The current density

A profile of the ions arriving at the cathode transmission foil is
shown in Fig. 13. This current profile, which is the result of
averaging the arriving ion current for 500 time steps, shows a

1/R dependence as predicted by analytic theory2 for planar diodes.
The simulation for this case assumed that ion emission occurred
along .the reflexing foil up to a radius of 6.4 cm. In this case,
t-he net ion current was 590 kA and the electron current 330 kA.
In order to determine if t-he average ion current density could be
increased by suppressing ion emission at large radii, a case where
emission was allowed only up to a radius of 3.0 cm was also

TIME
STEP -

40

20 WU
"CL.,- '.

./ "~ "2'!

30 20 10 0 32 64
J .i (kAcmZ) Z

Fig. 13. ion current density profile at the cathode and ion
positions in the quasi-steady state.

i"
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" .simulated. In this case, the total diode current remained close
.- .to 900 kA and the total ion current decreased by about a factor

of 2.

The simulation results are in reasonable agreement with the
NRL experimental data with respect to total ion and electron
currents. The geometry was different enough so that it is difficult

*to make a more quantitative statement. The transmission foil is
further removed from the cathode face in the present Gamble I1
experiments than in the simulation and this may affect the diode
behavior. Further simulations that are closer to the actual experi-
mental configurations are being conducted so that a more direct
comparison with experiments can be made.

6. ION ORBITS IN Z-DISCHARGE iANNELS

As shown in Fig. 14, ions enter the discharge channel with a
range of injection angles up to 9M determined by the anode radius
and distance to the focus. The externally-applied current flowing
thirough the channel must be sufficient to confine ions with maximum
transverse kinetic energy, that is, ions which enter the channel
with the maximum injection angle at thp maximum injection radius,
rs . The required discharge current can be determined from conser-
vation of ion energy and Pz conical momentum

V +V 2 ; V = V cose +j (r')dr'
r z o 0 o

0

2where mV2 is the energy of an ion with charge q, 9 is the injection
• angle and-ro is the injection radius. in order for the magnetic

r

..... .... .

Fig. 14. Ion orbits in a Z-discharge channel.

* . o.J.. - .,. .
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field to be just sufficient to confine a maximum-transvere-energy
:,j. ion to the channel radius (R), Vr must vanish when r = . for initial

conditions 9 = and = r.. Substituting into the previous
equation4 results in the expression

q r = mV (1-cos()

fr

Defining an ideal channel as one carrying a uniform discharge curren
- so that B9 - r when r : R, Eq. (1) takes the form

10 -3 V (l-cose
I . Ih(A)= 0 M (2)ch 2

1- C/R)

for protons where ich is in amperes when Vo is in cm/s. This result
indicates that megampere discharge currents are required to confine
ions injected with large angles. Protons of 5 MeV with 9M = 0.2

radians require about 120 kA for confinement within the channel
when rs/R = 2/3.

Analytical and computational techniques have been used to
determine the effects of various forms of nonideal channel behavior
on ion confinement and beam bunching.21 Axial eleztric fields
associated with plasma currents and expansion disrupt confinement
and reduce beam power multiplication due to bunching only if large
enough to strongly slow the beam during transport. Radially non-
uniform net currents develop as the beam passes through the back-
ground because of beam-induced :4D expansion of the channel. The
effects of the resulting Be fields on beam confinement are discussed
in Sec. 8. Channels which taper to smaller radius as they approach
the pellet were investigated as a means of increasing the beam
current density. A WKB-like analysis for the ion motion shows that
only a small improvement in current density due to radial beam
compression can be achieved before disruption of axial compression
by bunching. Both analytic and numerical calculations were performe
to determine ion confinement in a channel with a large amplitude
m = 0 sausage instability. Fig. 15 shows one result of this work.

*The channel 3 awas modeled as -r inside the channel radius P.Cz),
- and - I/r outside. with every change in axial location .z =

the value of R chanced abruptly and randomly to simulate the non-

linear development o.1 the instability. A large number of ion orbits
were numerically determined for a range of injection angles up to
GM and injection radii up to rs . The figure shows a cross-section
of beam ion density at various axial locations along the channel.
The case shown corresponds to rs = 0.4 cm, R = 0.6 cm, Ei = 5 MeV,
M= 0.2 radians, Ich = 120 kA, = 3.8 cm, A.rms/R i. This high

Ia

Im.
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Fig. 15. Beam density profile at various axial locations along
a sausage unstable channel.

* degree of fluctuation is required for radial loss of half the beam
ions after transporting 6 m. when Akm is decreased by about a
factor of 2, only about 9% of the beam is l.ost at 6 m. Good radial

* confinement is predicted for all cases in which the axial wave
length of the instability is much smaller than the betatron wave-

length of the ion in the channel. Electrostatic and electromagnetic
microinstabilities driven by the relative streaming between the
beam ions and the channel plasma have been discussed previously.

22

7. ION TRAVSPORT EXPER.IMEXTS

Figure 16 illustrates t*he experimental configuration for
transport experiments on Gamble . The planar, pinch-reflex diode

* configuration shown treviously in Fig. 8 was used to bring a 0.5 MA,
1.4 MV proton beam to a narrow-angle focus (- 50 kA'=t 2 ) 20-30 cm
ldowstream from the diode. The trans.ort section consisted of a
copper pipe containing an insulating ceramic liner filled to the
0.2-2 Torr air background pressure of the focusing-drift section.
The inside diameter of the ceramic liner defines the diameter of
the wall-stabilized discharge. A discharge channel diameter of
4.5 cm was employed. The discharge current was provided by a
20 kV, 10 k capacitor bank. The current rose to about 50 kA in
15 s after which time the ion beam was injected into the channel.
This current satisfies Eq. (2) for the injection angles employed
in the experiment. Measurements of transoort efficiency were
provided by diagnosis of 6 MeV gamma rays produced by the inter-

action of beam protons with fluorine23 . Collinated scintillator-

,. 235
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Fig. 16. Ion transport experiment schematic.
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* Fig. 17. Prompt-y signal from two 50% transparent teflon targets
placed on meter apart in the channel.
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*photomultiplier detectors were used to detect the gamma rays produced
in 50% transparent teflon screens placed at the entrance and exit
apertures of the transport system.

The signal shown in Fig. 17 was obtained with a single detector
placed about 4 m from both screens and behind about 0.5 m of concrete.

* Signals from the two screens are separated by the ion time-of-flight
through the 1 m discharge channel. 3ecause the teflon screens are
50% transparent, the second signal must be multiplied by a factor
of 2 in order for comparison with the signal from the entrance
aperture. Since the gamma-ray production cross-section is a strong
function of the proton energy, the transport efficiency cculd not

• be immediately inferred from the ratio of signals associated with
the two screens. Assuming no ion energy loss during transport,
experimental results indicated a lower limit of 50% transport
efficiency. If an energy loss of 200 kV is assumed, which is

: consistent with the relative timing between the prompt-y signals
shown in Fig. 17, then the particle transport efficiency in the
channel is about 80%. A more concrete example of the ability to

o transport ion beams is provided by witness plates at the exit
* aperture. Aluminum plates 0.16 cm thick exhibited rear surface
* spalls with widths less than the channel diameter. Null experiments,

measurements without channel current, did not show evidence of ion
transport.

In more recent transport experiments a smaller 1.6 cm diameter
channel was used with a much faster risetme (0.3 ."s) cacacitor bank
than previously employed. Preliminary results indicate that proton
beams with current densities of several tens of kA/cm 2 were effi-
ciently transported overi m distances. Unlike the large diameter
channel transport experiments, shots were taken with the ion beam
injected into the channel while the channel plasma was still radially

* imploding. On these shots, the shapes and relative timing of the
* input and output prompt-y signals suggest that the protons may

have gained rather than lost energy in the channel. This obser-
vation would be consistent with recent theoretical credictions2 4

that the transported ion beam could gain energy from the fields
associated with a radially imploding Z-pinch plasma. This
phenomenum is presently under investigation.

8. RESPONSE OF THE CHANNEL TO BEAM TRANSIT

As the focused ion beam transits the transport channel, it
heats the background plasma by collisional deposition and induces
plasma-electron return currents which resistively heat the plasma.
Since the electromagnetic fields induced by the beam can vary
substantially from those assumed to confine the beam ions, it is
important to determine how the self-consistent fields alter beam
confinement and energy loss during transport. To answer these

,..
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questions, a 1-D radial, time-dependent MHD code has been developed25
i

The code solves the usual conservation equations for particle number,

momentum and energy. The 7x B and 7x E Maxwell's relations, and
S." . "electron transport equations (using classical coefficients for

electrical and thermal conduction) close the set of equations.
The beam is specified by its current density in space and time and

the particle energy as a function of time. Collisional beam depo-
sition and plasma-electron return-current heating are included as
is bremsstrahlung radiation cooling. Development of radial profiles
in time for background density, electron and ion temperature,
azimuthal magnetic field and radial velocity are shown in Fig. 18

for a 50 kA discharge in deuterium carrying 600 kA of 5 MeV protons
in a 50 ns pulse. Since the plasma is initially at rest, no radial
velocity profile is shown in Fig. 18a. The initial temperature
distribution is thus determined by an equilibrium pressure balance

condition. Once the beam enters the channel, the plasma pressure
and jx B forces acting on the plasma push material out of the channel
interior and pile it up against the steep density gradient at the
channel edge. The initial magnetic field profile corresponds to
uniform current density arising from the long times and the low
conductivities associated with channel creation. Once the beam heats
the channel (Fig. 18b), the condiluykivity rises quickly and magnetic
field lines become frozen in the plasma. The magnetic field is
then convected out of the center of the channel along with the
plasma flow.

A primary criterion for maintenance of beam confinement is
suggested by Eq. (1) and is given by the integral extended from
ro to R. If the value of the integral is reduced, ions injected
with large r o or go can reach the high density edge of the channel
and be lost. For low beam current cases, the plasma channel response
to the beam is sufficiently gentle not to disrupt confinement.
However, in the high-current cases, ions with larger transverse
energy are lost.

The evolution of the confinement integral with time does not
depend sensitively on the ion energy. This behavior can be under-
stood qualitatively by examining the plasma equation of motion.

dV rp
- = - - - jz z JB (3)

The final expression on the right hand side of Eq. (3) results
from the dominance of the j xB term over the pressure term and good
beam current neutralization. For a maximum allowed acceleration

*Q given by 2R/T2, where T is the beam duration, Eq. (3) yields

IbIch<300 P R4/T 2  (4)

for maintenance of beam confinement. :n Eq. (4), the currents are

6•
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Fig. 1E. Initial (a) and final (b) radial profiles in time for
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electron and ion temperature (Ti = Te initially),
and radial plasma velocity (V=3 initially).
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in amperes and the terms of the right-hand-side are in cgs units.
This condition is in qualitative agreement with the results of the
MMD code. Because of the greater primary beam deposition, lower-
voltage ion beams require lower background density. Thus, the
maximum allowed value of Iblch is reduced with lower ion voltage.

*. This indicates that less power can be transported in channels
carrying lower-voltage ions unless the channel current can be
significantly reduced. However, the channel current is determined
primarily by the spread of injection angles and GM is -unlikely to
be reduced for less-stiff lower-energy ions. Additionally, Eq. (4)
is easier to satisfy with the beam in the bunched state since ibT
remains constant as T is reduced. if a final focusing stage after
transport can be employed 26 , then the beam can be transported with
a radius larger than the pellet size. In this case the constraints
of Eq. (4) can be considerably relaxed because of the strong R4

dependence.

A second important consideration for beam transport channels
is the total energy loss suffered by the beam during transport. The
energy loss consists of both that due to primary deposition and that
due to slowing in the electric field produced by return currents and
plasma expansion. For the example considered in Fig. 18, the 5 MV
protons lose about 200 kV/m. This energy loss could be reduced
or possibly turned into an energy gain 24 if the channel plasma during
beam injection is imploding with a velocity of - 107 cm/sec using
a 100 kA channel current.

9. BEAM BUNCHING DURING T.RASPORT

Since the time of flight of the ions through the channel to the
pllet usually exceeds the beam pulse duration, applying an acceler-
ating voltage ramp at the diode can result Li power multiplication
(PM) by beam buncrning 2 7 . Since the pulsed-power technology employed
results in ion emission times of 50-100 ns and the desired
irradiation time on the =ellet is about 20 ns, as much as a factor-
of-5 bunching is desirable. For purely axial motion, ions acceler-
ated by the ideal voltage waveform

*(tt T < 0~t t (5)
2 a

Cl-t/ta)
I~n reality, errorsall arrive at the target at the same timie ta .  nraiterr

in voltage shape,jt , and the spread in ion injection angles con-
tribute to a spread in arrival times, bta, thus lim1iting the degree

4 of power multiplication to a factor T/Sta. For a desired PM factor
of 5, analysis indicates that 6/ 4 0.13 and 9M 4 0.3 radians are

sufficient for parameters of interest.

4

4
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Figure 19 compares analytic modeling of achievable power

* '.multiplication with a macroparticle code, where Z is the distance
to the target and Vf is the ion speed at t = T. Below x = 0.414,
PM is limited by the spread in injection angles 9M = 0.2 radians.
Above this value, ?M is determined by a maximum voltage ramp

2 in order to control the energy spectrum of ions depositing
in the pellet.

I iFigure 20 compares the time variation of power on target using
two voltage waveforms and the parameter set rs = 0.4, R = 0.6 cm,
2- 7.5 m, 9M = 0.2 radians. Peak power multiplication is achieved b
employing the ideal voltage. In that case, the power multiplication
is limited by the dispersion in injection angles. When the acceler-

ating voltage is higher than the ideal early in time, some ionsU arrive early on target. This results in a shaped foot which may be
desirable for some inertial-confinement-fusion target configurations,

10. SYSTV4 REQUIREMENTS FOR INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION

Lulsed power, ion focusing, transport, bunching and beam-
target interaction considerations can be combined in order to
determine an acceptable set of system parameters for the ignition of
a high-gain fusion pellet. High voltage beams are easily focused
because of their relative in'sensitivity to time-varying magnetic
fields in the diode. However, their long range in materials leads
to inefficient energy coupling to fusion targets. Low voltage
beams suffer from excessive energy loss in the transport channel
and difficulty in focusing. For any voltage, channel hydrodynamic
response calculations indicate difficulty in transporting ion beams
much in excess of 1 MA without employing a final focusing stage.
Thus, for a fixed power and energy requirement deli'vered to the
target, MHD considerations establish a lower limit on the number
of channels which can be used to transport ion beams to the target.
An upper limit on the number of channels which can be used is set

by considerations that include chann~l creation energy and beam
overlap problems. These points are considered in Fig. 21 which
defines an acceptable parameter range for a 2 MJ ion beam incident
on a high-gain pellet. The SANDIA PBFA concept has design
objectives in the lower right-hand corner of the window. Research
at NRL concentrates primarily on parameters of the upper left.
Table I summarizes an acceptable range of system parameters based
on the considerations discussed above. Parameters based on two
pellet requirements and two ion pulse durations are shown. The
stored energy is an estimate of the total electrical energy stored
in the Marx generators required to provide the total ion beam

* energy. The shorter-duration beams require higher powers in the
diode but also require less bunching in order to achieve power

on target. The focused power represents the total focused ion
beam power for all the modules into the entrance of all the channels.

6i
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Fig. 21. Channel number considerations for protons in hydrogen.

Table I. Ignition System Parameter

ENERGY ON PELLET (MJ) 3 2

POWER ON PELLET (T) 200 1CO

• STORED ENERGY (MJ) 24 16

PULSE CURAT1ON (ns) 100 50 100 50

FOCUSED POWER (T) 35 70 23 45

POWER MULTIPLICATION 6 3 4.5 2

FOCUSED CURRENT (MA)

5 MeV PEAK 7 14 4.5 9

2 MeV PEAK 18 35 12 23

4 MIN. BUNCHING LENGTH (m)

5 MeV PROTONS 6 2.5 6 2

2 Me DEUTERONS 3 1 2.5 0.8
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Focused current represents the total current transported by all
channels. Using I MA as the current which can be transported in any
given channel, the focused current numbers represent an estimate
of the minimum number of channels required to transport the total

- - 'beam. The minimum channel length (i.e. stand-off distance) is
arrived at by determining the smallest transport length which can
achieve the desired degree of power multiplication (PM) using an
accelerating voltage which varies by no more than a factor of 2.
This bunching length may be estimated from

21

VfT 0.414

2 1-1/PM

The scaling of I with PM results from the fact that smaller lengths
than necessary for optimal bunching are sufficient for moderate
power multiplication factors.

Extension of these results to ion species other than Z = I
requires further investigation of transport properties. Higher
voltage beams can transport at lower beam current to achieve beam
powers comparable to Z = 1. Channel currents are uncertain. From
Eq. (1), Ich is proportional to the larger values of m/q. However,
it tends to be reduced by the smaller values of 9M permitted by
better focusing control.

tn the near future scaling of present results will be attempted
in the following areas. Diode behavior at the 3-5 T4 level on
PITHON will be studied in order to check ion beam efficiency and
focusability. The physics of higher voltage (up to 10 MIV) diodes
operating at impedances up to 20 ohms will be studied on the
Harry Diamond Laboratory Aurora generator. 29  Transport of ion
beams will be performed in longer channels where beam bunching may
be investigated. Larger diameter channels with a final focusing
stage will be studied in order to achieve transport of higher
current, longer duration ion beams. The effect of imploding plasma
discharges on the energy of the transported ion beam will be
investigated. These experiments will provide the MA/,cm 2 level
fluxes required for relevant :TC beam target studies.
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ABSTRACT

High-brightness proton beams (.4 MA, 1 MV) have
recently been extracted from 20 cm2 axial pinch-reflex diodes
(PRDs) mounted on the NRL Gamble II generator. A source power
brightness of > 10 TW/cm 2rad 2 was achieved in these
experiments. A new barrel-shaped equitorial PRO that can be
coupled to PBFA-1I has also been operated on Gamble II and has
demonstrated 50% proton efficiency with predominately
azimuthally- ymmetric charged-particle flow. In other
experiments the stopping power of deuterons in hot plasmas was
measured using a PRO on Gamble II. Results show about 40%4
enhancement in stopping power over that in cold targets when
the beam was focused to about .25 MA/cm 2. Research is also
being performed on transporting ion beams in large-diameter
channels ( 2.5 cm) and on a post-transport, plasma-filled,
magnetic focusing section to bring the beam to pellet
dimensions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent NRL experiments and theory have investigated key
aspects of two ignition-system configurations for light-ion-
drivers on Sandia's PBFA-II [1]. The first configuration uses
groups of modules to drive small-area disc-like axial ion
diodes each of which focuses a beam into a z-discharge
transport channel about 2 m long and a few cm in diameter [2].
Each channel is terminated in a short, higher-current discharge
which magnetically focuses the beam onto the pellet [3], and
thus allows larger-diameter beams to be transported and then
focused. Such a system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
The second configuration ties all 36 modules to a single
barrel-shaped radial ion diode with 1 m dimensions surrounding
the pellet located on the diode axis of symmetry.

Section II will review recent high brightness diode
experiments on Gamble II. The new barrel-shaped equitorial PRO
concept and preliminary Gamble II results will be reviewed in
Section III. Section IV will discuss the energy loss
experiments of deuteron beams in subrange Mylar and aluminum

* targets. Finally, transport considerations in large diameter
channels, and final focusing concepts and experiments will be
discussed in Section V.

2. ION BEAM BRIGHTNESS STUDIES

* Beam power brightness at the diode imposes the ultimate
limit on the ability to focus ion beams onto targets. The PRO,
which has been previously described [4,5], has been studied
with respect to its performance as a source of high current
density, low divergence ion beams. Electron-filamentation
instabilities, which may occur in the electrode plasmas and
vacuum gap are currently under investigation. Changes in diode



geometry and electrode materials are being investigated
experimentally in order to determine their effects on the
instabilities.

In recent I TW diode experiments on Gamble II, .5 TW
proton beams were extracted from 20 cm2 -area anode foils. The
ion beam brightness was measured crudely by a shadowbox
technique C5,6] that uses multiple pinhole images of the ion
beam. With the multiple hole shadowbox one can reconstruct the
ion source pattern and its divergence. The ion source
exhibited 10 to 20 beamlets 1 cm in diameter for this small
radius diode. The beam divergence changed drastically when the
gap, A, between the anode and the cathode inner foil was
changed. The half angle of the diverging beam cone, 68, was
measured to be - .1 rad at a gap of 1.5 cm and - .05 rad at a
gap of .5 cm.

A simple calculation to explain beam divergence versus
gap width was performed assuming that the total ion beam
current (450 kA) was distributed equally among 15 sources each
having a diameter of 1 cm. Self-pinching of these ion beamlets
by self-magnetic fields would result in 6a=.08A//V for protons

*at a voltage V measured in MV. The experimental results at V =
1.2 MV show that 66 agrees well with the predicted value at the
larger gap of =1.5 cm. At the smaller gap, however, the
experimental divergence cannot be explained by this magnetic
self-pinching effect.

* Two other mechanisms which could increase the beam
divergence have been identified. The first is associated with
plasma hydrodynamics when the anode plasma is formed at
discrete spots and expands in a two dimensional manner
generating bulges on the anode. Such spotty structure is
clearly seen in the shadowbox pinhole images. The second
mechanism is filamented electron beam flow. The resultant
space charge structure introduces azimuthal and radial
components to the electric field in addition to the axial
field. The filamented electron flow could also result in
azimuthal magnetic deflections of the beam ions.

The beam brightness (JV/661) observed for V = 1.2 MV,
J = 20 kA/cm2 and Se- .05 rad is - 10 TW/cm 2 rad 2 . olding J
constant, scaling up the voltage to 3 MV, reducing 66
appropriately (s-I//V) and assuming a factor-of-a bunching
during transport witnout brightness loss, leads to a modular-

* beam brightness of about 250 TW/cm 2rad 2. If 40% of the solid
angle surrounding a pellet is subtended by final-focus exit
apertures, on target modular power densities approaching
100 TW/cm 2might then be achievable with existing PRDs.

3. EQUITORIAL-PINCH-REFLEX DIODE

A new version of the NRL PRO has been designed to
operate on the radial triplate geometry of Sandia's PBFA-I. A
conceptual schematic is shown in Fig. 2. This diode produces
two cylindrically-symmetric sheet beams of electrons which flow
from top and bottom by self-magnetic pinching and reflexing

10 action on the anode foil to a common line pinch around the
equator of the diode, hence the name equitorial-pinch-reflex
diode (EPRO).



Although this diode appears to be a simple topological
variation of the conventional PRO, there are basic conceptual
differences. There is no electron-space-charge-density
enhancement as occurs with the conventional axial PRO because
there is no radially converging electron flow towards the diode
axis. This lack of electron convergence leads to a constant
ion current density rather than one that increases inversely
with the distance from the diode axis as in the axial PRO;
hence the EPRO has better focusing properties.

Another major difference and advantage of the EPRD over
the conventional PRO is that the ratio of ion current to
electron current, li/Ie, is decoupled from the diode impedance
Z. For a given anode-cathode gap spacing, D, and diode radius,
R, the impedance of a EPRO of height H is proportional to D/R
as with the conventional PRO, however, li/Ie is proportional to
H/D (i.e., the electron path length/the ion path length) and is
independent of diode radius or diode impedance. Thus, for any
current equal to or above the critical current, the ion
production effiLiency can be made arbitrarily large by
increasing the separation between the two disc cathodes. These
properties were verified using a particle-in-cell code [7].

6The EPRO has been tested on NRL's Gamble II generator
by driving only the upper half of the diode shown in Fig. 2 in
a coaxial-feed geometry. The anode radius was 7 cm and typical
anode-cathode gaps were 3.5 to 6 mm. Initial experiments [8]
have shown the diode to be an efficient ion source and a good
electrical match to the accelerator. Net ion currents on the
order of 400 kA have been measured with diode impedances of
1.5-2 . Predominately azimuthally-symmetric electron and ion
current flow has been observed. The diode impedance has been
shown to be a linear function of anode-cathode gap but
practically independent of diode axial height as predicted by
theory. Shadowbox results show a time-averaged half-angle
divergence of 1-2* from areas not containing filaments.
Experiments to reduce beam filamentation are in progress.
Sandia National Laboratory is presently testing a high power
diode of similar design on PBFA-I [9].

4. ENERGY LOSS EXPERIMENT

Theoretical research [10] indicates that, at the
ionization levels of ICF pellet plasmas, the stopping power of
light ions may be enhanced by a factor-of-two over that in the
cold target. in this section, measurements of the energy loss

-4 of MeV deuterons in plasmas formed by focusing intense Gamble
II ion beams (1 MeV, .2 MA, 20 ns) onto subrange-thick targets
are presented. The results demonstrate that the stopping power
of the heated target is enhanced over that of the cold target.

For these energy-loss measurements, a spherically-
14 contoured PRO is used to produce a 250 KA/cm 2 focused deuteron

beam while a planar anode foil version of the diode is used to
produce a 50 kA/cm 2 deuteron beam. The .01 cm thick plastic
anode foil is coated with deuterated polyethylene (CD?) to
provide the deuterons.

4 The experimental technique for determining the
deuteron-energy loss uses neutron time-of-flight (TOF) with a



multilayered target r1l]. The target consists of a subrange
stopping foil sandwiched between .3-um and l.O-n thick layers
of CO Measurements of the d-d neutron TOF from the two CD2
targets are used to determine both the incident deuteron energy
and the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil on each

* shot. The thickness of the stopping foil is adjusted so that
neutrons from the two CD2 targets can be resolved. In these
experiments, 6.4-on Mylar and aluminum stopping foils are
used. The time interval between the peak of the ion power and
the peak of the first neutron pulse determines the neutron
energy from the front CD2 target and, by kinematic calculation,

* the incident deuteron energy. The time separation of the two
neutron peaks provides a direct measure of the deuteron energy
loss in the stopping foil.

The results of stopping-power measurements using both
planar and spherical diodes are presented in Fig. 3. For each

0 case, the measurements are compared to the cold-target energy
loss deduced from measurements of stopping cross sections by
Andersen and Ziegler [12]. The measured energy losses are
significantly larger than cold-target values in all cases
except for the planar diode with a Mylar target. In this case,
the measurements are consistent with cold-target values.

The deuteron energy losses deviate from that in a cold-
target when sufficient ionization occurs in the stopping
medium. Hydrocode calculations which model this experiment
C13] indicate that the target has expanded to about 2-mm

0 thickness at the peak of the power pulse, and that the electron
temperature is 4 to 5 eV at 50 kA/cm z and 13 to 17 eV at 250
kA/cm 2 for an aluminum stopping foil. Similar results for
Mylar are -3 eV at 50 kA/cm 2 and 9 to 11 eV at 250 kA/cm 2. The
calculated energy losses at peak power are shown as solid
triangles in Fig. 3, and are in reasonable agreement with the

• measurements. For the experimental conditions where a
significant number of free electrons are produced in the
stopping foil, the measured deuteron stopping is enhanced (Fig.
3b, c and d). If the energy deposition produces less
ionization, the measured energy loss is consistent with cold-
target stopping (Fig. 3a).

5. TRANSPORT AND FINAL FOCUSING

Intense light-ion beam transport in z-discharge
channels provides accelerator standoff from ICF targets and
allows time-of-flight bunching of the beam to higher
intensity. Stability constraints 714] combined with channel
expansion and beam-energy loss constraints [15] define an
operational window for ion transport. Results show that a
larger operational window exists for the higher-atomic-weight
species. This is a consequence of their lower currents at

* Qequivalent transported power levels. Raising the channel
density somewhat above the optimum for minimum beam-energy loss
during transport relaxes the two-stream and channel-
filamentation stability constraints and the channel-expansion
constraint while only slightly modifying the energy-loss
constraint. Increasing tne beam radius relaxes the two-stream

* stability constraint and considerably reduces the channel-
expansion and beam energy-loss constraints.



It is determined that multi-terawatt beams can be
transported a few meters in large-radius channels with beam
divergence half angles of .1 to .2 radians. Such angles are
presently attainable with PRDs. If time-of-flight bunching
during transport and final focusing after transport are
employed, less than 10 (and as few as 4) channels are required
to deliver the power needed to ignite a pellet.

Theoretical results show factor-of-ten increases in

final-focused ion-current density for beams transported in

hollow channels. Channels which carry discharge current in the
channel interior result in beam-brightness loss during
transport and hence cannot be compressed as well by the final
focusing cell. Focusing cells which are 1/8 of an ion-
betatron-wavelength long focus the beam an additional 1/8-
wavelength beyond the exit of the focusing cell. This 1-2 cm
drift length is the stand-off distance separating the cell exit
from the pellet. High plasma densities can be employed in the
short focusing cell without excessive beam-energy loss in order
that the plasma-MHD response can be minimized.

A final-focus system was designed and fielded on the
Gamble II accelerator C16]. A discharge of - 100 kA was
initiated by an external capacitor bank along the Lexan
insulator which was filled with 5-10 Torr of air. Channel
currents were chosen to match a 1/4 betatron wavelength for the
ions with the 8 cm channel length. A convex pinch-reflex type

*- anode was used to partially offset the self pinching of the ion
beam in the diode and provide a nearly parallel trajectory
injected ion beam. When aluminum witness plates were used,
focusing was evidenced by rear surface spall which only
appeared over the exit-aperture region when the focusing
current was turned on. Further experiments with shadowboxes
placed downstream of the exit-aperture confirmed that a well
defined focal position existed and that no large scale mixing
of the ion orbits in the 1/4 betatron wavelength focusing cell
occurred during focusing. Results agree well with theoretical
predictions. Eventually, experiments will be performed with
this final-focusing system placed at the exit of the transport
system.
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Measurements of intense ion beams by a novel diagnostic method
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(Received 17 November 1981; accepted for publication 16 June 1952)

A new diagnostic method capable of measuring beam profiles and trajectories of intense ion
* beams as a function of time has been developed. The technique employs fast photography in

conjunction with fast scintillators. Prior to detection, the excessive intensity of the direct ion beam
is reduced by means of Rutherford scattering. A time resolution of a few nanoseconds and a
spatial resolution of a few millimeters has been achieved. Using this technique focusing properties
of planar and spherical pinch reflex diodes have been investigated. A low energy electron beam
precursor has been detected. A simple model for its production is presented.

* PACS numbers: 52.70.Nc, 29.15.Cy, 41.80.Gg

I. INTRODUCTION before reaching the scintillator. In order to prevent the pin-

The use of light ion beams for inertial confinement fu- hole from closing under the impact of the powerful ion beam,

* sion requires extremely powerful beams of particles converg- the pinhole diameter cannot be much less than I mm. Ex-

ing on a small pellet. Present estimates' indicate that 10-100 panding the diameter of such a beamle, by a factor of 100

TW beams have to be focussed onto a pellet a few millimeters would mean a spatial resolution of 100 mm, which would

in diameter. The first intense ion beams were produced sev- render the measurement useless.

eral years ago on the NRL Gamble II accelerator.: Since In this work we present a time resolved ion beam diag-

then, steady progress has been made both in this laboratory 3  nostic method using fast photography and scintillators. The

* and elsewhere.' The most intense ion beams produced in a desired reduction in the ion flux incident on the scintillator is

magnetically insulated diode by the PROTO II generato 5  achieved by Rutherford scattering: the direct beam hits a

were 1.6 MA of protons at 1.7 MV. In experiments with the scatterer and only deflected ions are allowed to reach the

pinch reflex diode conducted on the PITHON generator,6 1 scintillator. The differential scattering cross section per unit

MA of protons at 1.8 MV were obtained. This is still a long solid angle for light ions scattered by heavy nuclei through

way from the power density required for pellet ignition, and an angle 0 is given by

•0 work towards achieving this goal is in progress in several an
laboratories. Clearly, these efforts require diagnostic techni- R ( in_ ,

ques capable of measuring the ion composition of the beam, with o = (Zze2/1r6TE)2 (mks units), where Z is the atomic
the particle energies, the current density and its distribution number of the scattering atom, ze the charge of the scattered
in space, as well as the directions of motion of the ions. Since ions, E the kinetic energy of the ions, and co = 8.84× 10-
the temporal behavior of these quantities has to be known, F/in is the permittivity of vacuum. The specific functional

• the data have to be measured and recorded in a time resolved dependence of vR on Z, E, and 8 can be exploited to obtain

way. The large number of parameters necessitates the use of desired properties for the diagnostic method. So, for exam-

a method in which a large number of data points can be pIe, the desired ion flux incident on the scintilator can be

recorded simultaneously. One such method which suggests achieved by an appropriate choice of the atomic number of

itself immediately is high speed photography in conjunction the scattering material.

with fast scintillators. Unfortunately, scintillators placed di- Using a simple electronic streaking camera, istribu-

rectly in the path of ion currents of tens of kiloamperes per tions of ions along a beam diameter were measured with-a

square centimeter cease to function almost immediately. Ef- time resolution of about 2 ns and a spatial resolution of 3-4
forts to reduce the ion current density incident on the scintil- mm. In other experiments, the direction Of motion of the
lator by means of screens or pinhole arrays have proved un- ions at a few selected radii within the beam was recorded as a
successful. This failure can easily be understood on the hand function of time.
of the following argument: in order to ensure proper func-

tioning of a plastic scintillator for the duration of the beam II. THE METHOD
pulse, the current density of protons striking the scintillator
should be less than a few A/cm-, i.e., at least IC times less The desired reduction in ion flux and the required spa-
than present day beam current densities. If such a reduction tial and temporal resolution can be achieved in a variety ofhas to be achieved by expansion of a beamlet passing through geometrical arrangements. Figure 1 schematicailv shows
a pinhole (even assuming that such an expansion does take three possible geometries. In each case the ion beam passesplace),the beamlet diameterhasto increasebyafactor of 00 through a long and narrow slit before impinging on a scat-e tterer. The width d of the slit is chosen as small as possible.

e- However, it should be large enough so that hydrodynamicI ~"Jayor, Alexandria. VA 22304; Permanent address: Weizmann Institute'"o'fScienc, Rehovot. Israt. motion of the slit jaws under beam bombardment does not

'-Jaycor, Alexandria, VA 22304. significantly interfere with the passage of the beam pulse.
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Y[ FIG 1. Schematic diagram of the Ruther.ord
- scattenng method showing three possible geo-

, E SCznti~oIa scnfilator 2[ metnes. I: reilection geometry with proximity
Zfocusing; I1: transmission geometry with prox-

r - imity focussing; III: transmission geometry
with collimation. The entrance Sift. the sC3t-

-terer, and the scintillator extend along the x di-
c .r malor$ rection over the entire beam diameter.i: o V>3 $a tie

-•. scintilator

The length of the slit in the x direction 1see Fig. 1) should be damaged by the debris produced by a high power ion beam.

large enough to let an entire beam diameter reach the scat- On the other hand, the use of collimators eliminates the

terer. The latter has the form of a long and narrow strip large necessity of an entrance aperture. This makes possible the

enough to intercept the beam passing through the slit. The use of high speed framing photography, producing two-di-
different geometries can be classified into four general cate- mensional records of the beam cross section).

gories: the scattered ions can be observed either in reflection 13) For a thick reflection scatterer the light output of the
or in transmission and spatial resolution can be achieved scintillator depends only weakly on the ion energy isee fol-

" either by proximity focussing or by collimation Isee Fig. I). lowing paragraphs) and is therefore primarily a measure of

Since in reflection the incident and the scattered particles are the ion current density in the beam. This is an advantage
on the same side of the scatterer, both thin and thick scat- when one wants to measure the beam profile as a function of

terers can be used. In transmission only thin foil scatterers time while the diode voltage is changing.
can be employed. In proximity focussing iscintillators I and Since the achievable spatial resolution of a few millime-

II in Fig. 1), the scintillator has the form of a long and narrow ters was deemed sufficient for our purpose, practically all
strip parallel to the scatterer and is placed as close as possible experiments were done using a thick reflection scatterer in

to the scatterer, while still remaining shielded from the di- conjunction with proximity focussing and it will be this
rect beam. The spatial resolution is determined by and is of method that we shall describe here in detail.

the order of the distance traveled by the ion from the scat- Let us first zonsider the factors determining the spatial
terer to the scintillator. The finite dimension d of the beam resolution of the proximity focussing. Assume a thin pencil
puts a limit to the proximity and therefore limits the resolu- beam moving in the z direction in the x-z plane !see Fig. 2).

tion. Because of the pronounced forward peaking of the Let this beam be scattered at point 0 by a scatterer. The

Rutherford cross 3ection the resolution can be improved by narrow strip scintillator, placed parallel to the x axis and at a

mainly looking at ions scattered through small angles, even distance s from the scatterer, determines together with the

at the expense of increasing the distance traveled by the ions scatterer the plane of scattering which makes an angle a with

from the scatterer to the scintillator. The optimal choice of the x-z plane. 6 = s sin a is the distance between the scintil-
the scattering angle and of the distance will be discussed lator and the beam plane. Let OP' be the trajectory of scat-

later. In the collimation method the scattered ions reach the tered particles incident on the scintillator at a right angle at

scintillator through a row of collimator tubes i preferably ad- the point P0 and let OP be another trajectory in the scattering

jacent collimators with thin walls and square or rectangular plane making an angle/3 with OP' and reaching the scintilla-

cross sections). Here, the spatial resolution is determined by tor at a point P. We shall define the spatial resolution as

the size of the collimators in the x direction and by their twice the distance between the point PO and a point P' in

length and distance from the scatterer. In principle, any de- which the flux of scattered particles is one half that at point

sired resolution can be achieved, provided that the flux of
ions reaching the scintillator is sufficient for detection. Prox-

imity focussing and collimation can be used in conjunction Ca

* • with both reflection and transmission scattering, thus giving

the four general geometrical categories.
In the work described here two geometries were tried ,Y"- '

successfully, viz., transmission scatterer with a collimator ,
array and reflection scatterer with proximity focussing. The
latter method offers many practical advantages: °

,1, One can use a thick scatterer, thus making its mount-

" ing and handling easier. Also, many materials which are
usually not available as thin foils can serve as scatterers.

121 When proximity focussing is used there is no need FIG. 2. Geometrical quantities determining :he spatial -esolu:ion in pox-

for a rather delicate array of collimator tubes, which is easily mit) focussing
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P'. It is clear that for a given angle a the resolution distance scatterer, and of the scintillator, which determine a range of
2PP' is proportional to 6, which should, therefore, be cho- angles rather than a single angle a, it should be remembered
sen as small as possible. Let us now determine how the reso- that the scattering process is used here to reduce the flux of
lution depends on the angle a. We introduce a dimensionless ions incident on the scintillator Since R - x when 0-.0,
resolution 2R, where R = P0 P 15. For an isotropic scatter- using angles a z0 would defeat the very purpose of the

: ing process the scattered intensity per unit area of scintillator method. However, for a = 4.0 the resolution is only 10%
Ii P! at any point P will be inversely proportional to the worse than the :heorerical optimum. Therefore, the spatial
square of the distance to the scattering point 0. Therefore, resolution in proximity focussing will be

I1 P 1) s- cos,6 0.5, 21 2R6&26(l -b212 - b] 2, (6)
11 Po) where 6 should be chosen as small as possible, within the

wheresandrdenotethedistanceOP'andOP', respectively, limitations of the experiment. For a = 40 + and 623.5 mm,
Simple trigonometiy immediately leads to the result mm.

R = 0.77 l3) For a thick scatterer, ions deflected at large angles .6
sin a generally lose more energy in the scatterer :and therefore

For optimum resolution R should be minimum, i.e., a = 90*.  produce less light in the scintillatorl than the ones scattered
This is obvious since a = 90 also means the shortest dis- at 3 = 0. This effect tends to improve the spatial resolution.
tance between the scatterer and the scintillator. This is the Experimentally, the resolution obtained with a thick scat-

* essence of proximity focussing. The Rutherford scattering terer is about 30% better than the value calculated using Eq.
cross section R, is far from isotropic. Its strongly forward 6.
peaked distribution suggests that angles a < 90' may result in Let us now consider the dependence of the light output
improved spatial resolution. Since the scattering cross sec- of the scintillator on the properties of the ion beam ;particle
tion a - I /sin4'. one gets, instead of Eq. 12), flux and energy), on the properties of the scatterer atomic

i f P cos8 sin 4 a 0.5.) number Z), and on the geometry of the experimental ar-
Lt P. - osin = 0.5. 14) rangement idistance 6 and range of angles a).

11 P11) t" sin'W For low enough ion current densities incident on the
Let us start by assuming that the optimum angle is very scintillator, the light flux produced is approximately propor-
much smaller than 90* so that the approximation sin a==2 tional to the power density of the ions reaching the scintilla-
sin ;a is acceptable and that the same approximation may be tor.' As the power density rises, the scintillator response be-
used for the scattering angles 0. Then one gets, instead of Eq. comes nonlinear, reaching saturation and then even

)3(, declining to zero. 7 The sensitivity of the light recording sys-
R 2-1 - - b 2)1/2 - b, 5) tern should be such that an observable record is produced

while the scintillator still functions in its linear range. For an
where b = - cos-a). Equation (5) means that the best re. electronic streaking camera the sensitivity is determined by
solution is obtained for very small angles a. In spite of the the product of the gathering power of the input optics, the
approximations used in Eq. i5), it deviates by less than 10% light amplification of the image converter, the streaking

* from the exact result for the full range of angles 0*<a<90*. speed, the efficiency of light transfer from the fluorescent
Figure 3 shows the dependence of R on the angle a. It can be screen to the recording film, and the sensitivity of the photo-
seen that the dependence is not very strong and that the graphic film. For any given beam intensity the desired ;on
optimum at a = 0 is not very pronounced. flux on the scintillator can be achieved by choosing the an-

Clearly, in practice. the angle a cannot be made very gles a and the atomic number of the scattering material
small. Aside from the finite dimensions of the beam, of the ta, - Z 2). A linear dependence of scintillator output on the

incident ion power will be assumed in the following.
It will now be shown that the light output of a scintilla-

tor operating in conjunction with a thick scatterer in reflec-
tion is, to a rough approximation, independent of the ion
energy and is, therefore, approximately proportional to the

* ion current. Assume again a thin pencil beam stricking a
thick scatterer at point 0 and consider only ions scattering in
they-z plane through an angle a and reaching the scintillator

- at point P0 (see Fig. 2). !This restriction is strictly valid for the
collimation method only.) Also, assume that the specific en-
ergy loss dE/dz of ions moving through the scatterer materi-

*I al is independent of ion energy. Admittedly, this is a rather
.. ... ~ .- ' coarse approximation. However, the stopping range of 0. 1-

1.2 MeV protons is roughly proportional to their energy.'

FIG. 3. Dimensionless tsolucion R as a fjncnton oithe angle a. Numerical Let E be the energy of the ions incident on the scatterer, E.
solutin cfEq. .41: broken line; approximate aralvticai expreson 'Eq. !,]: the energy of ions scattered at the depth z in the scatterer,
solid %ine. and E. their energy when reaching the scintillator. Under
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the above assumptions, E, = E0 - z dE Id: and scintillator is given by
4E = E- az dE /dz, where a is a dimensionless factor 8idnz,o dO

(a > 1) which depends on the angle a and on the inclination of i= = - co
the scatterer surface to the beam direction. The maximum s { n1- cosacos8) 2

depth z,. from which ions can still reach the scintillator is 8idnz [cot a)csc2a (7)
determined by Ez = 0 = E0 - =, dE/dz from which fol- 5
lows that :,, is proportional to E.. Therefore, the average where n is the number of scattering nuclei per m3 and
energy E at scattering is also proportional to E0 . Since the 6 = s sin a is the distance of the scintillator from the median
scattering cross section a, -E - 2, the number of scattered plane of the beam.
- ions NV-, .E S z,, -E"', i.e., NE, is independent of Eo. C0Im) = 1.30x 10 3 tZi/E" MeV).

Since the ion energy flux incident on the scintillator is pro- For I-MeV protons, scattered by copper (Z = 29) and for
6 - portional to .VE - YE., this energy flux is also independent

of Eo. Thus, under the above assumptions, the light output of 1m4.
the scintillator is independent of the kinetic energy of the i/ li = 6.7X 0- .

ions and depends linearly on their current. Although for Here, z, was assumed to be one half the range of I -MeV
proximity focussing scattering outside they - z plane can- protons in copper. These are the approximate values of the
not be entirely neglected, it can safely be said that even there parameters used in our experiments. The reduction factor
the light output of the scintillator depends only weakly on can easily be increased or reduced by up to an order of mag-
the particle energy. For an ion beam pulse in which the parti- nitude by a suitable choice of the atomic number of the scat-
cle energy strongly varies as a function of time, this feature of tering material.

-* the diagnostic can be attractive.
In the diagnostic method presented here the desired re- III. THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

duction in ion current density reaching the scintillator is Proton beams of several hundreds of kiloamperes at 1-
achieved by means of Rutherford scattering. We shall now 1.5 MV were produced in a pinch reflex diode3 on the up-
derive the expression for this reduction factor. Consider a graded Gamble II generator" operating in positive polarity.
beam of infinite cross section composed of light ions moving Both planar and curved tfocussing) anode foils approximate-
along the z direction and let the current density i within the ly 10 cm in diameter were used. In Fig. 4 a planar pinch
beam be constant. Let this beam pass through a narrow slit reflex diode with the diagnostic equipment in the drift tube is
j width d) extending along the x direction and let it impinge shown. The current densities encountered in these experi-
upon a scatterer parallel to the x axis. The scattered ions are ments ranged from a few kiloarnperes per square centimeter
detected by a narrow strip of scintillator placed parallel to to more than 100 kA/cm2, depending on the diode geometry
the x axis at a distance s from the scatterer (see Fig. 2). The and on the distance from the diode. The experimental ar-
scatterer and the scintillator define the scattering plane rangement for detecting the ions by the Rutherford scatter-
which makes an angle a with the plane of the beam. Assume ing method is shown in Fig. 5. The beam aperture, the sup-
the surface of the scintillator to be perpendicular to the scat- port for the scatterer, the support for the scintillator and for
tering plane. The current density of ions i=, incident on the the optical mirror were machined from two solid blocks of

C

FOIL
.SNOOEt+41

mavler
mirror n ,

- c ,Nm ,,ro

/ /* -

/ ,-, , mo :f.? .S,

j Camara

SIMFOLt.N t io o

SSC

I,,LOOP

FIG. 4. Schematic diagramn of a planar pinch reflex diode, the drift tube,.3a1d FIG 5. Cross section thtrough the -ntrance aperture, the scatterer. and the
the diagnostic eqUip nent. scintilator support. Note the magnets in front of zhe entrance aperture.
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aluminum which together formed the structure shown in electrons preceding or accompanying the ion beam from
* Fig. 5. This structure could be taken apart for installing the reaching the scatterer. The function of these magnets will be

scatterer and the scintillator. The beam aperture had the discussed in the next section.
form of a narrow slit, I mm wide and 10 cm long. This aper-
ture extended along a diameter of the circularly symmetric IV. MEASUREMENTS
ion beam. The scatterer was an approximately 3 mm wide In the first experiments using the Rutherford diaznos-
and 10 cm long strip of metal lusually thicker-than-range tic method it was discove:ed that the ion beam is preceded by
copper tapei which intercepted the entire beam passing a hollow electron beam. Figure 6 shows two streak photo-
through the aperture. Its surface made a 30* angle with the graphs taken at a distance of :0 cm from the anode of a
beam direction. The NE 102 scintillator was 4.5 mm wide, spherical diode. The two photographs were obtained under

10 cm long, and 40 um thick. It was positioned above the similar experimental conditions except that the photograph
scatterer, with its surface parallel to the plane of the incident in Fig. 61bi was taken with a 1.5-kG trans',erse magnetic field
beam and at a distance of 3.5 mm from it. The scattering preceding the entrance aperture of the diagnostic equip-
angles a ranged from 30° to 70°, but because of the forward ment. Figure 61al shows two distinct parts in the signal. In
peaking of the scattering the average angle was a--40' In Fig. 61bi it can clearly be seen that the magnetic field totally
order to minimize the background due to x rays and fast removes the early part of the signal without affecting it at
electrons the thickness of the scintillator was chosen approx- later times. This indicates that the first part of the signal in
imately equal to the range of the protons. On the surface Fig. 6a) is due to electrons, as opposed to the second part

:,• facing the scatterer the scintillator was coated with approxi- which is due to ions. By covering the scintillator with absorb-

mately 1000 .A of aluminium in order to prevent light pro- ers of various thicknesses it was determined that these elec-
duced by the ion beam striking the scatterer from reaching trons have an energy of 40-40 keV. In the transverse mag-
the camera. The light of the scintillator was recorded by a netic field of 1.5 kG such electrons have a Larrmour radius of
TRW model ID image converter camera with a model 12b rotation of about 0.5 cm and would therefore be unable to
streak plug-in unit. The objective lens had an f number of 2 reach the scatterer, in agreement with the observations. The

* and the fluorescent screen of the camera was photographed time delay between the appearance of the electrons and of
through an fl.4 lens on 3000 ASA Polaroid film. The scintil- the ions is due to the largely different transit times and is
lator-to-film demagnification was approximately 1/4 and consistent with both beams being produced in the diode at
the streaking speed was 0.5 mm/ns. The reduction factor the same instant. Frcm the relative light intensities produced
i /i -- 6.7× 10-  calculated in the previous section applies by the two beams and taking into account transmission
approximately to this experimental arrangement. The fact

* that here the scattered particles are not normally incident on
the scintillator surface reduces the ion current density on the
scintillator by another factor of sin a. However, as a conse-
quence of this the ion energy is deposited in a layer thinner
by a factor sin a so that the energy dissipated per unit mass
of scintillator material remains the same and this additional

* reduction in current density serves no useful purpose. How-
ever, this particular orientation of the scintillator surface
was chosen for its simplicity in machining the support and in
mounting the scintillator. This was particularly important
since both the scatterer and the scintillator had to be re- to)
placed after every shot.

The diagnostic equipment shown in Fig. 5 fitted into a
15-cm-diam drift tube filled with approximately 1 Torr of ' t 20 n s
air. Beyond a certain minimum distance from the pinch re-
flex diode the equipment could be positioned anywhere
along the drift tube. The minimum distance varied from 6 to
12 cm, depending on the presence of deflection magnets see
further) and of a Rogowski coil which measured the net ion
current isee Fig. 4i. The ion beam entered the drift tube
through a 2-Yr-thick Kimfolt" near the cathode. This foil
separated the air in the drift tube from the vacuum in the
diode. The air was required to space charge and current neu-
tralize the ion beam and thus facilitate its nearly ballistic
propagation down the drift tube.

In most of the experiments a set of permanent magnets
were placed before the entrance aperture of the Rutherford FIG. 6. Streak photographs taken using the Rutherford scattenng method:

spherical pinch reflex diode. Diagnostics positioned heyond the fecal Point.diagnostic equipment. These magnets produced a transverse iai Without magne'ic field: bi with transverse magnetic field. The sharp
magnetic field of about 1.5 kG over 2 cm, which prevented black lines are fiductal marks.

7
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through the entrance aperture, differences in scattering row beam stops at selected radii divergence or convergence)
cross sections, and scintillator response, it follows that the angles can be measured as a function of radius and of time.
flux of electrons is about an order of magnitude smaller than At the same time variations of beam intensity as a function of
that of the ions. This indicates an electron current of the radius and time can be deduced from the light intensity of the
order of 20 kA. scintillator in the intervals between the shadcws of beam

The interaction of the electron flow with the gas in the stops. This technique very much enhances the power of this
drift tube is responsible for partial ionization and generation diagnostic method.
of a net current I, which is about one half of the electron In order to be able to make accurate relative measure-
current' 2 for the present experiment. The magnetic field as- merits of beam intensities. the scintillator must be used in its
sociated with this net current allows the electron beam to linear range. Also, the streak image should be recorded on a
propagate from the cathode to the diagnostic apparatus. The wide dynamic range transparent film. These requirements
magnetic field produced by the net current can confine elec- can only be satisfied by using an image converter camera
trons with an emission angle of less than 9 given by" with a sufficiently high light gain. Such cameras are readily

I. A) 2 17 7.l 031(- I! 1 ,  available commercially. Unfortunately, such a camera was
not available in our experiments so that high speed 3000

where y is the relativistic mass ratio. For 1, = 10 kA and ASA, nontransparent, low dynamic range Polaroid film had
y = 1.1 (50 keV electrons), 9= 1. 5 rad, which shows that to be used. Also, the scintillator, while not totally saturated,
most of the electrons propagate. On the other hand, note that had to be used in a range where deviations from linearity are
a much more intense electron beam would not propagate not negligible. All this made reliable intensity ratio measure-
because of the .-ffven limit. " Of course, beyond the entrance ments impossible. However, interesting qualitative observa-
aperture and on the way to the scatterer the electron beam is tions could still be made.
no more confined by its own magnetic field and therefore it is In Fig. 7 a streak photograph taken without a trans-
strongly attenuated iby a factor of approximately 40) before verse magnetic field again shows an electron beam preceding
reaching the scatterer. This was taken into account while the ion beam. The dark lines in the lower half of the picture

* deducing the electron current from the ratio of light emitted are produced by 2-mm-wide beam stops of varying thickness
in the scintillator by the electrons and the ions. A possible (see legend) placed directly under the scintillator. They de-
mechanism for production and emission of such energetic viate from straight lines because of image converter over-
electrons from the diode will be discussed later. loading and distortion. The dark band shown at the upper

If the beam, on its way to the scintillator, is intercepted edge of the streak picture is due to an 8-mm-wide beam stop
by a beam stop, generally a distinct shadow will appear on (24-mg/cm:-thick polyvinyichloride) placed at the entrance
the scintillator. By choosing the proper size and location of aperture of the equipment. This dark band, which clearly
the beam stop various goals can be achieved: thus, placing shows in the ion part of the picture, is very diffuse and can
narrow i I mm wide) beam stops directly under the scintilla- barely be seen in the electron part of the streak. This pheno
tor produces very thin and sharp dark lines in the streak
photographs which can be used as geometric fiducial marks.
Two such fiducial marks are shown both in Figs. 6 (a) and
6ibi.

A narrow beam stop immediately preceding the scat-
terer produces a dark line from the width of which the spatial
resolution of the diagnostic equipment can be deduced. In
this way, a spatial resolution; F,VHM) of 3.5 mm was deter-
mined for the diagnostic equipment used here, in good agree-
ment with theoretical predictions.

Placing a narrow beam stop some way upstream ie.g., at
the entrance aperture of the equipment) will again produce a
distinct shadow on the scintillator, provided the beam parti-
cles move along straight lines and the beam is not excessively

* convergent or divergent at the point of observation. In Fig.
6(bi two such shadows were produced by two 5-mm-wide
beam stops placed at the entrance aperture of the diagnostic . s

equipment. From the radial position of these shadows, as
measured on the scintillator, and from the known radial po- 4 t 2 0 n S
sitions of the beam stops and their distance from the scintil-

• lator, the direction of motion of the ions at these radii in the FIG -.. A srak photograph taken with % anous thicknesses absorbers. Up-
beam can be determined. Thus, in the measurement shown per edge: 8 mm wde. 24 mg,,cm: thick myvl tape placed over the entrance
in Fig. 6ib', protons entering the diagnostic equipment at aperture 28 mm from :he scinullator ; ail other absorbers 2 -,.m A,.de and

radii r - - 20 mm diverge with an angle of 13* with the placeJ directly under the scintillator. From center to bottom: 24 mp,=m
thick vinyl. 5 mg/cm- aluminum. 10 rn. :m: aluminum. 1.1 mg,,cm2 alu-

beam axis. It can be seen that this angle remains almost con- minum, 2.2 .rg, m: aluminum. The dark lines near -he edges of *he streak

stant throughout the beam pulse. By placing an array of nar- picture are artifacts due to light refect:ons.
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FIG- 3. A streak photograph of a convergent ion beam from a spherical 0
reflex diode taken beyond the focal point. The two sharp dark lines at the
center are ftducial marks. The other dark lines are due to beam stops placed
at the entrance aperture isee text and Fig. 10).

*menon cannot be explained by assuming that the PVC ist-1 n
highly transparent to the electrons since the same thickness 0
of PVC placed directly under the scintillator !center of streak 1

in Fig. 7) produced a sharp black shadow both in the ion and
in the electron part of the pichure. Thus, the diffuseness of
the shadow can only be due to the fact that the particles

*• incident on the beam stop do not move in parallel trajector-
ies. The self-magnetic field of a 20-kA beam of 50-keV elec- 5 15

trons would produce enough bending of the electrons to ex- z ( cm)

plain the diffuseness of the shadow. This result is entirely FIG. 10. Reconstruction of the ion trajecories, using data shown in Fig. .

The shaded area of the scintillator corresponds to the illuminated part of it.

I .consistent with the estimates of electron energy and current
g r presented in the preceding paragraphs.

The technique of beam stops placed at the entrance to
the Rutherford scattering equipment was used to determine

2 the focusing properties of a spherical pinch reflex diode.
2 2-:.6 7 The anode foil had a radius of curvature of 127 mm, theI - Lion X2

> - < anode-to-cathode distance was 5 mm, and the anode-to-

> " Kimfol distance was 23 mm. Figure 8 shows a streak photo-
graph taken with beam stops placed at r = -7.5, 14.5. 21.5,
and 28.5 mm at a distance of 142 mm from the apex of the
spherical diode. The distance between the beam stops and

I the scintillator was 28 mm. The two thin dark lines visible at
the center of the photograph are fiducial markers placed un-

7 : der the scintillator at r = - m mm. Fieure 9 shows the diode
0.2 -, C voltage, diode current, and the ion current entering the drift

tube. Zero time marks the onset of the ion current in the
I________streak photograph corrected for the time of flight of the

-0 - 2C - ,0 ions). An analysis of the shadows produced by the beam
ns stops on the scintillator and a reconstruction of the ion tra-

jectories are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that as timeFIG 9. Diode voltage, diode current, and ion current waveforms. Zero time

corresponds to the onset of ion current in the strcak photograph. corrected progresses and the diode current rises the ion trajectories are
for the ion time of light. bent more and more towards the diode axis. deviating from
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the geometric focus. The shaded area of the scintillator in
Ak Fig. 10 corresponds to the illuminated part of it. The edge of

the illumination corresponds to ion emission from the outer
radius of the anode ir = 5 cm). Because the trajectories are
bent more and more as the diode current rises. the illuminat-
ed diameter of the scintillator increases with time. This can
clearly be seen in the photo graph in Fig. S.

Figure I I shows a streak photograph obtained with anK ion beam from a planar pinch rez~ex diode. Here, 2-rm-wide
apertures rather than beam stops were placed at the entrance
aperture, producing narrow beamlets on the scintillator.
Figure 12 shows the reconstruction of the ion trajectories
from the data of Fig. I1I at four different times in the beam
pulse. Initially, the ion beam is almost parallel .o the diode
ax~is, possibly with a slight divergence. As time progresses,
the trajectories are again bent inward more and more by the

4- t20 n s rising magnetic field.

V. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
FIG. 11. A streak photograph of' an ion beam from a planar pinch rediex A. Generation of the electron precursor beam
diode. The rising azimuthal magnetic field inside the diode

produces electric fields of inductive origin. This change of
magnetic flux allows for nonconservation of kinetic energy

___________________of electrons emitted from one part of the cathode isay, C, in
Fig. 13) and crossing to another part of it (say, C,). In Fig. 13

~ we show the diode geometry and two possible orbits of elec-
5 trons emitted from C, at, say, different times and different

diode voltages. The electron orbit C, C. encloses the magnet-
i c flux (b in the cross section C, C0 C,. 6ince an irductance
can be assigned to that loop the voltage Vcc between C, and
C. is simply dO/dt = Lcdk,/dt, where Lc is the induc-

0 tance of that loop and k, the current as measured by the

5- . 1 NE loop near Co. In the present series of experiments this
1~2ns inductance was about 3 nH. Typial d. /t: 1.5 x 10'"

________________________________A/s, and thus Vc~-, z-5 kV. The stream of electrons
through the cathode at point C, will thus have a typical ener-
gy of S0 keV. The very thin 2 ,um( cathode foil of polycar-

.i bonate reduces the energy only by a few kiloelectron volts.

5 ~CATHiOCE - *NE7,011

REFLEXING ,6

00

* 4-

z (cmr) 5I

FIG, 12. Reconstruction of the ion beam trajectories using data shown in FIG. 13. Diode geomnetry, showing individual eiecrron :rajectories sche-
Fig. I I matic! and the Rogowski coii "or measuring 1_.
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The energy of the electrons entering the drift tube de- TABLE 1. Measured and calculated deflection angles of ions emerging from

pends on their exact trajectories, which in turn, change with a planar pinch reflex diode.

changing diode voltage and expanding plasma. Thus, the sin 0, sin 6
above figure for the electron energy only represents a rough ,Insl 1,(kA I cm), measured calculated
estimate which should, however, be accurate to within a fac-
tor of two. This energy estimate is in agreement with the 0.2 - 0.03

* experimental results quoted previously. -0 15 1.6 -0.03 0.01

The acceleration of these electrons is the result of the 2.4 -0.02

rising self-magnetic field of the ions and will thus be limited 0.5 0.0
to about 15-20 ns during which the ion current rises steeply 12 110 3.3 0.09 0.09

(see Fig. 9). This, too, is in agreement with the observed dura- 407 0.12
tion of the electron pulse. 1.1 0.04

* The propagation of these electrons through the gas in 18 200 3.1 0.18 0.16
the drift tube has already been discussed in a preceding para- 4.9 0.19
graph. This propagation is made possible by the self-magnet- 3. 0.18
ic field of the electron beam. The rise of the ion current in the 31 300 3.9 0.35 .3

drift tube may eventually reverse the sign of the magnetic
field in the plasma, thus preventing further propagation of 'Reconstructed emission radius.

* the electrons. At this stage it is difficult to decide whether bA negative sign indicates a divergent angle.
this effect also contributes to the sudden termination of the 'Using Eq. 18).

electron signals in the streak photographs.

B. Bending of the ion trajectories trajectories make with the diode axis at the entrance to the

The angles at which the ions emerge from an ion diode drift tube is given by
are determined by the direction and magnitude of the elec-
tric and magnetic fields in the diode. The ions are launched sin 9 P,/PeBz4 /(2 MeV)" 2 , (8)

from the anode plasma perpendicular to its surface and are where P is the total ion momentum, M the ion mass, and V
bent towards the diode axis by the azimuthal self-magnetic the accelerating potential. For 200 kA of I -MeV protons and
field. Consider a planar ion diode. Early in the pulse the for zA = 2.8 cm, Eq. 18) gives for the deflection angle

- anode plasma surface is still very close to the planar anode sin 0 = 0.16. Since the ion current in the drift tube is to a

foil and the ions will be launched in the axial direction. Since large degree ( > 98 % neutralized the additional trajectory
the ion current and its self-magnetic field are still low, the bending in the drift tube contributes less than 10% to the
ions will emerge from the diode nearly parallel to its axis. total measured deflection.

In the pinch reflex diode the anode plasma expands fas- Reconstructed ion trajectories from a planar pinch re-
ter near the diode axis than off axis.' Later in the pulse this flex diode are shown in Fig. 12. The trajectories were recon-

may result in a sloping plasma surface. Thus, ions emitted structed from the streak photograph in Fig. I I (see Sec. V)
from that surface some distance from the axis may be neglecting trajectory bending in the drift tube. Table I shows

launched with an outward velocity component. In experi- the angles that the reconstructed trajectores make with the
ments performed with a similar diode on the PITHON gen- diode axis for four different times during the pulse. The esti-
erator J5 thiz plasma motion was measured. Very little plas- mated error in sin 9 is -. 0.02. For t=0 all three trajectories
ma expansion was observed during the initial 50 is of the are almost parallel to the diode axis, as expected. For t = i2
pulse. Thus, it seems that in our experiments this effect can ns and t = 18 ns the two outer trajectories are almost parallel
be neglected. to each other, in agreement with a diode magnetic field inde-

As the azimuthal magnetic field in the diode increases pendent of the radius. The measured values of sin 0 are about
the ion trajectories are bent more and more towards the axis. 20% higher than the calculated ones. Part of this discrepan-
This bending can easily be estimated. The electron current cy may be attributed to the small trajectory bending by the

* crosses the diode gap near the outer radius (R = 5 cm) and residual magnetic field in the drift tube. The trajectories
then flows toward the center near the anode foil (see Fig. 4). originating at small radii show much smaller deflection an-
Thus, the azimuthal magnetic field acting on the ions is al- g!es. This disagreement is not surprising since the assump-
most exclusively due to the flow of ions crossing the diode tion of i- l1/r must break down for small values of r. For
gapz 4 .For an ion current density i- 1r (as corroborated by t = 31 ns the agreement with theory is less satisfactory. Pos-
numerical simulation' 6), the magnetic field is independent of sibly, anode plasma expansion and trajectory bending in the

* the radius r and equals H = I, /(2-:R ), where R is the anode drift tube start playing an increasingly important role.
plasma radius, and i the total ion current. For small deflec-
tions the radial momentum P, of singly charged ions after
tiaversing the anode-cathode distance z 4 is given by VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

P, = - eBz, where B =,u o H is the magnetic induction in Intense proton beams from a pinch reflex diode haie
the diode and e the proton charge. The angle 9 that the ion been measured using our new Rutherford scattering diag-
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ABSTRACT

High-brigqtness proton beams (.41 MA, I MV have recently -been

extracted from 20 cm- axial pinch-reflex diodes (PR~s) mounted H~ thl NRL
Gamble II generator. A source power brightness of >10 TM4/cm rac was
achieved in these experiments. A new barrel-shaped equitorial PRO that can
be coupl ed to ?8FA_ I has also been operated on Gamble II and has demon-
stratea 5O0% proton efficiency with p readomi n at1.e y azimuthally-symmetric
charged-particle flow. in other experiments the stiooping power of deu-
terons in not plasmas was measured using a PRO on Gamble I!. Results show
about 100%1 enhancement in stopping p9wer over that in cold targets when the
beam was focused to about .25 MA/cm-. Research is also being performed on
transporting ion beams in large-diameter channels (> 2.5 cm) and on a post-

*transport, plasma-filled, magnet!ic-focusing secton to bring the beam to
pellet dimensions.

1.INTRODUCTION

0 Recent NRL experiments and theory have investigated 'Key aspects of

two ignition-systlem configurations for i gh t-i on -;rive rs on B -. 12

The firs: configuration ties all 36 modules to a single barrel-shaoed

radial ion diode with I m dimensions surrounding the pellet located on t6,,e

diode axis of symmetry. T"he barrel diameter imust be small enough toa per-lit

,focusing to pellet dimensions but large enough to permnit tIime-of-flight

bunching of the beam from the power-pulse duration to tne pellet-dri'ing

tI.ime . The second configurati on uses groups of modul1es to drive sm-all1-area

disc-l ike axial ion diodes each of which focuses a beam into a z-discharge

trnpotchne about 2 m long and a few cm In diameter. Each channel

is terminated in a short, higher-current discharge which magnetically foc-

uses the beam onto the pellet. 2'4  Beam transport alilcws the diode focusing

length to be much less t.han the bunching length and the post-transplort

magnetic-focusing allows larger-di ameter beams to be transported and then

focused. Such a system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1
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Ongoing research is evaluating pinch-reflex diodes (PROs) for both
ignition system configurations. Barrel-shaped equitorial PRO experiments

on the NRL Gamble II device operating at 1.2 MV and .8 MA have demonstrated
~50%, proton efficiency with predominately azimuthally-symmetric charged-

particle flow, average beam-divergence half-angles in the l-2 °  range
between filaments, and good agreement with theoretical scaling laws. 5 This

I low divergence leads to a high brightness beam as defined in Sec. II. A

high-power diode of similar design is now being tested on PBFA-II. 6 High-

brightness proton beams (.4 MA, 1 MV) have recently been extracted from
~20 cm2 axial PROs mounted on Gamble II. A source power brightness of

10 i/cm2 rad2 was achieved by minimizing the vacuum gap between the anode

and cathode-transmission foils, thereby reducing the disruptive effects of

filamentation in the vacuum gap. 7  Similar diodes have produced nearly 2
Th, 100 kJ proton and deuteron beams with 70% ion production efficiency on

wq the ?hysics International PIThON generator.8

Other experiments on Gamble II have employed 20 cm2 axial PROs to

measure the energy loss of deuteron beams in subrange Mylar and aluminum
targets located at the beam focus. These targets are sandwiched between

thin CD2 layers so that ion-energy loss could be determined from time-of-

flight analyses of the two neutron pulses. Results show about 40% enhance:-
ment in stopping power9 over that in cold targets when the beam is focused

I to about .25 MA/cm2. Results of these and other lower-current-density

~measurements are in excellent agreement with calculated stopping due to

~free • and bound electrons at ionization levels expected from ion-target
heating.10 Factor-of-two enhancements over cold stopping for light- and

heavy-Ion beams are predicted at target temperatures expected for '-e

even pellets.



New stability constraints have recently bencombined ovith channel -

MHO and energy-loss constraints to def ine an operational windcw "or trans-

port of various light-ion species. C-alculations of two-streanm- and fila-

mentation-instaoility growth rates shcw that multi-terawatt oeam5s can be

transported a few meters in channels a few centimieters in diameter. 2' 11

Less than 10 channels would -be sufficient to transport PBFA-11 level beams
and ignite a pellet provided trnat final ma-netic focusing can be utilized

to focus each transported beam. A proof -o-orinciple exoeri-ment for final
focusing has bZeen carried out on Gamble II using a 100 <A discharge channel

4 cm in diameter and 8 cm long mounted in f6ront of the dioce. Experi-

ments in which a transoorted beam will be ocsdare planned.

Section 11 will review -ecent high brigntness diode exoeriments on

Gamble 1U. The new barrel-shaped equitorial ORD concept and preliminary
^jGaMble IT results will be reviewed in Section 1IU. Section IV will discuss

the energy loss experiment6s of deuteron beams in subrange Mylar and alu-

minum targets. ' inally transport considerations in large diameter channels

and final focusing concepts and experinients will te discussed in Sectilon V.

N. ION BEAM BRIGHTNESS STUDIES

Beam power brigntness at the d iode 'mooses '..e ultimate limit on
the ability to focus ion beams onto targets. The ?RD which has been previ-

ously described13 ,'4 and whicr is illustrated in Fig. 2 has been stu;died

efectron catnode ion
trojeclorl Cnruius 'rojectory
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return /
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with respect to its performance as a source of high current density, low

divergence ion beams. 3oth experimental and heore-ica efforts are

underway. Electron-filIamentation instabilities which may occur in the

electrode plasmas and vacuum gao are currently under investigation. Small-

scale perturbations in diode electromagnetic fields associated with such

instabilities can degrade brightness. In addition to their effects on beam

brightness, varying electromagnetic fields and electrode-plasma motion also

introduce time-dependent aberrations in the focusing properties of the

diode. Changes in diode geometry and electrode materials are being

investigated experimentally in order to determine their effects on the

instabilities.

Provided that ion efficiency is not reduced and beam-divergence is

not degraded, diode-beam brightness can be increased by reducing the diode

radius. In recent 1 74 diode experiments on Gamble II, .5 74 proton beams
were extracted from 20 cm--area anode foils. The ion beam brightness was

"7measured crudely by a shadowbox technique that uses multiple inhoie

images of the 'ion beam. 'ne recording plates used were either brass or

celloohane. The brass is heated up by the impinging ion beam causing zinc

to collect on the surface. Small features of ion beamlets can be clearly

recorded provided their current density is high (J, - !0 A/cm2.) me cal-

lophane is more sensitive and records current densities :own to 10 A/cm-.

Using these plates with the multiple hole shadowoox 7ounted far enough from

the diode one can reconstruct the ion source pattern and its divergence.

The ion source exhibited 10 to 20 beamlets for this small radius diode.

Eacn beamlet had a size of about 1 cm in diameter. ,-he beam .ivergence

cnanged drastically when the gap, ±, between the anode and tne ca-tode

inner foil was changed. The half angle of the diverging beam cone, 58, was

,easured to be - .1 rad at a gap of 1.5 cm and - .05 rad at a gao of .5

cm. The divergence was observed as a conic structure wit;- no preference to

radial or azimuthal direction.

A simple calculation to explain beam divergence versus gap iidtn

was Performed assuming that the total ion beam current (450 k.A) was distri-

buted equally amonc 15 sources each having a diameter of 1 cm. Self-

pinching of these ion beamlets by self -.nagneti c fi el ds would result

in ie=.08.V/Y/ for protons at a voltace V measured in MV. The expe4imental

results at v = 1.2 MVl show that 5e agrees well wit tne predictec vl,e at

!he iarger ga: of . cm. At the smaller gap the plasma o tion frcm the



cathode (2x',06 cm/s) and anode (5x70 6 c-n/s) reduce from Its initial valu.e
of .5 cm to a lower value of about .2 cm a: peal< 'Dowe r. -he calculated
divergence is then .015 rad compared with the oloser-ved divergence of ..05

rad. The 1larger exPeri-nentai d'i'vergenice cannot be exp iined by magnetic
fields and must therefore be due to electric fields.

11 Two mechanisms have been identified For distortion of equipoten-
tials. The first is associated with piasma hydrodynamics when the anode
plasma is formed at discrete spots and expands in a t-Ao dimensional manner
generating bul ges on the anode. Since the conduct.i-/e anode p1lasma prevents

* electric field Penetration it distorts t.*he equipotenti1al structure close to

i ts surface. Such spotty structure is clearly seen in the shadowbox pin-

hole images and was also observed using interferometry on the PITHOM exper-
iment.8  The second mechanism is electron beam filamentationi aum

* The resultant space charge structure introduces aziimuthal and radial com-
ponents to the electric field in addition to zne axial field.

The two mechanisms mentioned would have caused large divergences
(Se-.2 rad) if the electric f6ield would have been compressed against the
anode plasma where th.e icns are launched. The PRD, however, oerates by
screening the ion beam space charge qi*.h the relativistic electrons that

pinch and reflex through the anode plasma. This action allows the equ4Poo-
tentials to be spread across the entire diode gao unlike th e miagnetically
insulated diode trhat only ocerates at high ion current density when t,,e
equipotentials are pusIh ea against th e anode pl asma. The observed

lower Se of .05 rad is a clear experismental ,,emonstration that: even at this

average ion source curren: density of 20 kA/c.- the OR9 is ooeratinog as a
space charge enhanced source rather than an electric field enhanced source.

The beam brightness 2JV'5) ooserved for 7I = 1 .2 MV, J = 20 <A/cm2
and Sa- .05 rad is -10 74 /cm rad. Scaling this fgr pwt otg

.* to the 3 .41 level and assumring a factor-of-4 bunching during transport
without brightness loss, leads to a -nodular-beam brightness of about 25C

TW/cm rad. If 4Cw* of :ne 5Id anl surrounding a pellet is subtendei by

final-focus exit apertu.res, on target power densities approaching IN0

N r/c In2 migrht tnen be achievable witn existing ?RDs.

III. EQU 170R!.AL-? IH -ELE :_' C :-

A new vers iorn of -Ine nas :-een esUe to o~erat a on tr"ea



radial triplate geometry of PBFA-I. A conceptual scnematic is shown in

Fig. 3. This diode produces t.wo cylindrica Iy-symmetric sheet beams of

W.electrons which flow from top and bottom by self-magnetic pincning and

reflexing action on the anode foil to a common line pinch around the equa-

tor of the diode, hence the name equitorial-pinch-reflex iode (EPRD).

C-I (cfr Ai /ocuum
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S/,. Fig. 3. Equitorial-pinch-

S'refl ex diode.
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Although this diode aooears to be a simple topological variation of

the conventional PRO, there are a number of basic conceptual if erences.

There is no electron-space -charge-density ennancemenc as occurs with the

conventiona! axial ?RD because there is no radially converging electron

flow towaras -ne diode axis. This lack of electron convercence leads to a

constant ion current density rather than one that increases inversely witlh
the distance from the diode axis as in the axial ?RD. These ions produce

an azimu-hal focusing magnetic field in the gao between the arode and cath-

ode foils which increases proportionally to .he distance from the

equator. This in turn leads to a natural self-focusing of the ion beam

even from a flat anode foil. Any additional spnerical curvature of the

anode foil simply adds to tnis natural self-focusing in a manner similar to

simple geometric optics. This self-focusing is in contrast to :he conven-

4i tional PRO where the self-magnetic field frcm the ion current leads to a

constant bending angle pshich must be compensated for by an aspheri c

focusing anode foil.

LU



The other major difference and advantage of the -PRD over the con-

ventional PRO is that the ratio of ion current to electron curent

is decoupled from the diode imoecance Z. rn contrast, in a conventional

PRO I/I e scales like R/D and Z scales 1i< D/R, wnicn lead to hign ion

efficiency only for low impedance diodes (i.e., R/D>>). For a given

anode-cathode gap spacing, 0, and diode radius, R, the imcedance of the

E.RD is proportional to D/R as with the conventional PRO, however, i is

proportional to H/D (i .e. , the electron path length/the ion oath length)

and is independent of diode radius or diode impedance. Thus, for any cur-

rent equal to or aoove the cricicaR current, the ion production efficiency

can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the separation between the two

disc cathodes. These properties were verified using a particle-in-cell

code.

The EPRO has been tested on NRL's Gamble 11 generator by driving

only the upper half of the diode shown in Fig. 3 in a coaxial-feed geo-

metry. The Gamble diode is designed for negative-polarity operation of

Gamble II to allow optical alignment. This arrangement requires diagnostic

connections through transit-time-insulator cables installed in the coaxial

dater line. The anode radius is 7 cm and several anode foil materials

including Mylar, polyviny acetate and polyethylene are being studied as

ion sources. Anode lengths of 5, 10 ana 15 cm have been used to provide
0 configurations where the electron path length in the diode is resoectively

less than, comparaole to, and greater than tne diode radius. Typical

anode-cathode gaps are 3.5 to 6 7r. Oiagnostics include x-ray pinnole

cameras, probes for measurement of net ion current, total diode current and

diode voltage, arrays of ion collector proces, ion beam pinhole imaging to

determine beam uniformity, direction and divergence, and various witness

plate configurations. A differentially-pmoed cylindrical neutralizing gas

cell can be deployed inside the cathode-foil cylinder for studying radialS
convergence of the ion beam under near field-free conditions.

Initial experiments have shown the diode to be an efficient ion

source and a good electrical match to the accelerator. Net ion currents cn

* the order of 400 kA have been measured ith diode impedances of 1.5-2 ..

Azimutnally-sy-mmetric electron and ion current fl ow has been observed. 7ne

diode impedance has been shown to be a linear function of anode-cathode gap

but practically independent of diod axial height as predicted by theory.

* Definite limits to the anode surfacea area vhich can be uniformly turned C



at a given diode power level have been observe-. Fi'amentation of -node

number - 100 has been observed at the cathode Ni~h concomitant filamen-

tation with mode number - 10 in the electron flow down the anode. Enhhanced

ion production has been observed from anode areas containing these fila-

ments. Imaging of ion beamlets shows time-averaged half-angle divergence

of 1-20 from areas not containing filaments e hile ions from filamented

areas have 10-15* time-averaged half-angie divergences, principally in the

azimuthal direction. Experiments to reduce the beam filamentation are in

progress. Sandia National Laboratory is presently testing a high power

diode of similar design on PBFA-1. 6

IV. ENERGY LOSS EXPERIMENT

Theoretical research ! 5 indicates that at the ionization levels of

ICF pellet plasmas the stopping power of light ions may be enhanced by a

factor-of-two over that in the cold target. In this section, measurements

of the energy loss of 'eV deuterons in plasmas formed by focusing intense

Gamble II ion beams (i MeV, .2 MA, 20 ns) onto subrange-thick targets are

presented. The results demonstrate that the stopping power of the heated

target is ennanced over that of the cold target.

For these energy-loss measurements, a spherically-contoured ?RD

(Fig. 4) is used to produce an intense deuteron beam focus about 4 cm

C02 Cccfed
1C1 : a*fCce Target Oetail

sucrnqe

air I .... v 7 W \ Fg. Experimental setive uo for energy-loss measure-
"' L- :5.2C ,-m, ro 0.. !ment,.,lar' , 5 - i 'r2 -i ,'

, , ' \

or Al

from the anode. The .01 cm thick plastic anode foil is coated with deuter-

ated polyethylene (C02 ) to provide deuterons. A planar anode foil version

of the diode is used for lower current density experiments. With planar

anodes, the in beam is focused onto targets about 10 cm from the center of

the anode.



The experimental techni~ue for determining the teuteron-energy loss
uses neutron time-of -flight (70F) with a nultilay'ered tar- et.9 ne target

* consists of a subr-anige stopping foil sandwicned bet-,een .3-Ln and 1.0-m

thick layers of C02 (Fig. -). Iieasurements of6 the d-d neutrorn 70F from tne
two CDO targets are used to determine both tne incident zdeuteron energy and
the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil on each shot. Neutrons are
detected in the forward-beanm direction and reaction kineraticsI6 are used
to extract deuteron energies. The thickness of the stopping foil is ad-
justed so that neutrons from the two C02 tagt a ereoid hs
experiments, .-'mMylar and aliminum stopping 'foi Is are used.

Figure 5 shows a typical trace from the neutron TOF detector.

BPFEMSSTA~t.UNG

* 40 _ _ _ _

zh Fig. 5. Neutron 70F trace
I for Mylar stopoinrg 701il,

spherical diodea and 7.6 m
-2 fli5 1ght path.

20 00 ZO 3C 4CO
IMC NS)

Sremsstrahlung radiation from the diode saturates -.he detector output, but
W neutron responses from the C009 targets are 70F delayed and are resolved

about 260 is after the bremsstrahilung signal. Neutrons are emitted 'prima-

rily during the ti~me of high voltage and current so tinat the neutron Cutout
is maximum at peak ion power. T1he time interval between the peak of t:h e

*ion power and thne peak of the first neutro:n pulse tnerefore determines th e
neutron energy from the front CD2 target and, by kinematic calculation, thle

incident deuteron energy. A smalIl correction (-4 51.) is made to the 70F

measuremnent for the fli ghtI. time of1 deuterons from the anode t'.o t he

*target. The neutron signal is shown in the insert of Pig. 5. The flat
background frcm the bremsstirahlung tail has been subtracted from the trace
in the insert. The time separation of -the tmo neu.tron peaks provites a
direct measure of the deuteron energyj loss in tie s:o..ping foill.
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Focused ion current densities of 50 kA/cn 2 for the planar diode and
250 kA/cm 2 for the spherical diode are estimated for these experiments

using previous proton results 14 using the measured total ion currents.

Uncertainties of .3C*.o are assigned to the current densities obtained in
this way. The results of stopping-power measurements using botn planar and

spherical diodes are presented in Fig. 6. For each case, the measurements

=: :,C - "ccw,, ..

I.

!Fig 6. Comoarison of energy loss
_______....._ measurements with planar (a and

S2 . 2 4 -b) and soherical (c and d) diodes
. -.- .with energy losses (curves) cal-

culated for cold-tarcet.

- . -

are compared to the cold-target energy loss deduced from measurements of
stopping cross sections by Andersen and Ziegler.- 7  The measured energy
losses are significantly larger than cold-target values in all cases except

for the planar diode with a Mylar target. In this case, the measurements
are consistent with cold-target values.

ine deuteron energy losses deviate from tnat in a cold-target when
sufficient ionization occurs in the stopping medium. The average ioni-
zation for aluminum and polyethylene with internal energy density parame-

terized from "SESAME" are shown in Fig. 7. It is assumed that the
free-electron production for Mylar is similar to that for CH2 . the inter-

nal energies corresponding to the experimental conditions for planar and
spherical diodes are also indicated. It was calculated that - 75,. of the
deposited energy is converted into internal energy during the beam pulse.

The rest is in kinetic expansion and radiation losses. This fraction is

based on LAS,11EX hydrocode calculations which model this experiment.-o
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These calculations indicate that the target has expanded to about 2-rm

thickness at the peaK of the power pulse, and that the electron temperature

is 4 to 5 ev at 50 kA/cm 2 and 13 to 17 eV at 250 kA/cm 2 for an aluminum

stopping foil. Similar results for Mylar are -3 eV at 50 kA/cm 2 and 9 to

11 eV at 250 ,kA/cm-. The calculated energy losses at peak power are shown

as solid triangles in Fig. 6, and are in reasonable agreement with the

measurements. For the experimental conditions where a significant nLnber

of free electrons are proauced in the stopping foil, the measured deuteron

stopping is enhanced (Fig. 0b, c and d). If the energy deposition produces

less ionization, the measured energy loss is consistent with cold-target

* stopping (Fig. 6a).

V. TRANSPORT AND FINAL FOCUSING

Intense lignt-ion beam transport in z-discharge channe's provides

* accelerator standoff from "CF targets and allows t-ime-of-flight bunching

of the beam to higher intensity. Stability constraints combined with chan-

nel expansion and beam-energy loss constraints define an operational window

for ion transport. 7he stability constraints are derived from the require-

* ments to avoid significant growth, of the electron-beam ion t.o-stream

instability, the beam-filamentation instaoility and the channel-filament-

ation instability.i 9  'he channel-expansion constraint results from

demanding that the JxB-driven radial expansion of the channel occurs on a
0 time scale longer than the beam-pulse duration. 20  Finally, the beam

energy-loss constraint requires that no more than 25". of the beam energy is

lost during transport.

The constraints have been derived for arbitrary beam-ion species in
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order to evaluate the advantages of higher-atzmic-qeight ions. The beam

energy, beam radius and channel density are also free parameters 4nich nave

been varied in order to determine their effects on the operational

window. in all cases, the channel gas was taken as deuterim. This allows

the use of a simple model for channel heating and has the advantage of

reduced radial acceleration due to the passing beam at the same stopping-

power as hydrogen.

Results for beams of H , D+ , He -2 and C 6 show that a larger oper-

ational window exists for the higher-atomic-weight species. This is a

consequence of their lower currents at equivalent transported power

levels. Raising the channel density somewhat above the optimum for minimum

beam-energy loss during transport relaxes the two-stream and channel-fila-

mentation stability constraints and the channel-expansion constraint while

only slightly modifying the energy-loss constraint. Increasing the beam

radius relaxes the two-stream stability constraint and considerably reduces

the channel-expansion and beam energy-loss constraints.

It is determined that multi-terawatt beams can be transported a few

meters in large-radius channels with beam divergence half angles of .1 to

.2 radians. Such angles are presently attainable with PROs. if time-of-

flight bunching during transport and final focusing after transport are

employed, less than 0 (and as few as 4) channels are required to deliver

the power needed to ignite a pellet. Such a system is conceptually illu-

strated in Fia. 1.

Theoretical results show factor-of-ten increases in final-focused

ion-current density for beams transported in hollow channels. Channels

which carry discharge current in the channel interior result in beam-

brightness loss during transport and hence cannot be comoressed as well by

the final focusing cell. Focusing cells which are 1/3 of an ion-betatron-

wavelengtn long focus the beam an additional 1/3-wavelength beyond the exit

of the focusing cell. This 1-2 cm drift length is the stand-off distance

separating the call exit from the pellet. High plasma densities can be

employed in the short focusing cell without excessive beam-energy loss in

order that the plasma-MHO response can be minimized. Tnese high densities

combined with a thin transmission foil at the exit of the cell discourage

pellet preheat from focusing-cell plasma plumes.

A final-focus system was designed and fielded on the Gamble II



accelerator. 12 Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the channel.

CATMOOE
NO IFOCUSING

WITNESS -. .Fig. 8. Final focusing experi-
- ---. : ment mounted on front of Gamole U

S" . -diode.
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I*" Al I Tzt Ur

A discharge of 1 100 kA was initiated by an external capacitor bank along

the Lexan insulator (shaded region in Fig. 8) which was filled with 5-10

Torr of air. Channel currents were chosen to match a 1/4 betatron wave-

length for the ions with the 8 cm channel length. No attempt in these

early proof-of-principle experiments was made to synchronize the ion beam

injection with the time dependent channel curren: density distribution. A

convex pinch-reflex type anode was used to partially offset the self

pinchi ig of the ion beam in the diode and provide a nearly parallel trajec-

tory, injected ion beam. When aluminum witness plates were used, rear

surface spall only appeared over the aperture region when the focusing

current was turned on. Further experiments with shadowboxes placed down-

stream of the aperture confirmed that no large scale mixing of the ion

orbits in the 1/4 betatron wavelength focusing cell occurred during

focusing. Further experiments where the channel current distribution is

O optimized for a given beam injection condition are planned. Eventually,

exoeriments will be performed with this final-focus system placed at the

exit of the transport system.
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Pinched-beam ion-diode scaling on the Aurora pulser
R. A. Megeral and F. C. Young
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*D A pinched-beam ion diode has been operated on the Aurora pulser in positive polarity at
impedances ranging from 10 to 35 .. Ion generation efficiencies of 20% were observed with ion
energies ranging from 2.5 to 5 MeV. The ion current scaled inversely with the anode-cathode gap,
and a peak value of 65 kA was measured for the smallest gap. A plasma erosion switch was used to
decrease prepulse voltage and gap closure in the diode.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Dg, 52.70.Nc, 29.25.Cy, 29.25.Dz

I. INTRODUCTION masses. The ion current is enhanced by the factor R ID due

Progress in the field of intense pulsed light ion-beam to the different pathlengths of electrons ) - R ) and ions - D)
generation has been rapid over the last few years, and high as they traverse the diode gap. For relativistic electron vol-
power ion beams are being investigated at several laborato- tages, this expression becomes'0

ries.' The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL has concen-
trated its efforts on the pinch-reflex type of ion diode.2 Ex- ] /ji = M./M," 2 [(/ - 1)/2] "(R /D), (1)
periments with this diode have been performed on the where y is the relativistic factor for electrons at the full diode
Gamble I and Gamble II accelerators at NRL,' the voltage. Physically the relativistic correction results from
PITHON accelerator at Physics International," the Aurora electron-velocity saturation at relativistic energies while the
accelerator at the Harry Diamond Laboratories,' the SI- ion velocity still increases with y. This effect provides some
DONIX and THALIE machines at Valduc,6 and the REI- enhancement of the ion current. For example, the ratio of
DEN IV accelerator at Osaka.7 With these machines a large ion-to-electron current is increased by a factor of 2.3 for a
range of diode impedances and ion energies have been inves- diode operating at 5 MV compared to the same diode at
tigated. Ion beams have been produced with diodes operat- nonrelativistic voltages.
ing at impedances of 1 to 35 12. Ion-generation efficiencies For a pinched-beam-diode with a reflexing anode foil

* (ion current/diode current) of up to 60% have been achieved (cylindrical hollow cathode and thin planar anode foil), the
at the lower-impedance level. For higher-impedance diodes, ion current is enhanced further due to the reflexing of elec-
efficiencies of up to 20% at 20 2 and 5 MV have been mea- trons through the anode foil in conjunction with electron
sured. The dependence of the ion-beam output on various pinching on axis. Enhancements by a factor of 2 to 3 have
pinched-beam-diode parameters is being studied in order to beta determined from experiments"' and have been predict-
understand the scaling of such diodes with impedance and ed from computer simulations' 2 "3 for diodes operating at 1

* voltage. MV with R ID values of 10 to 20. For diodes operating at
The Aurora pulser is normally operated at high imped- higher voltage and smaller values of R ID, electron reflexing

ance 135 2 ) in negative polarity for bremsstrahlung produc- is less important, but similar ion-current enhancement has
tion.' Ion-diode experiments in negative polarity on this ma- been observed. This enhancement was attributed to pro-
chine have been reported.' Since then the accelerator has longed electron lifetime in the diode due to compiicated elec-
been modified to operate in positive polarity. In this paper, tron trajectories as they drift across the diode gap.5 In this

1 experiments on Aurora in positive polarity using a pinch- paper, experimental results for a pinch-reflex diode with R /
reflex-diode geometry are reported with emphasis on scaling D values of 1 to 2 will be compared to the scaling predicted
of the ion-generation efficiency in the 10 to 3542 impedance by Eq. 11).
regime. First, a simple scaling relationship for the ion effi-
ciency of pinched-beam diodes is presented. Then the experi- III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
mental measurements and results are described. In particu- These experiments were performed on the Aurora ac-
lar, it is shown that the diode efficiency is 20% at 10 12 and celerator operated in positive polarity to allow direct diag-
2.5 MV. Finally, the experimental results are compared with nostic access to the ion beam. The Marx generator was
the expected scaling of the ion-beam-generation efficiency. charged to --- 90 kV out of a possible charge of -, 120 kV.

The lower charge level was used to minimize possible dam-
II. ION.GENERATION-EFFICIENCY SCALING age to the Blumlein in positive polarity and to limit the vol-

* For acylindrical-geometry pinched-beam diode, the ra- tage across the diode insulator. Only one of four vacuum
tio of the ion current densityj, to the electron current density transmission lines on the generator was used. Copper sul-
j, at nonrelativistic electron voltages is given by ; / phate dummy loads were installed in the oil on the three
j, = IMR/M, )t, ID) where R is the cathode radius, D is unused lines.
the diode gap, and .1, and M, are the electron and ion The output end of the transmission line on "he accelera-

tor with the diode is shown in Fig. 1. The Blumlein output
4'JAYCOR. Aexandna, VA 222c4. breaks down an oil prepulse switch, putting the voltage pulse
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SWITCH

OIL INSULATOR TUBE

FIG. I. One arm of the Aurora pulser

from the oil region to the ion diode. The
location of the reslstive voltage divider

IA PLASMA Vr, the current shunt 1,. the 1ashover
EROSiCN SWITCH prepule switch. and the plasma-erosion-

VT switch system are shown.

ISWITCH

Im

across the cylindrical insulator tube. This pulse propagates 7 by altering the distance of the plasma guns from the center
m along a magnetically insulated 50-D? coaxial transmission conductor and the firing time of the guns. Similar switches
line. The 1.2-m o.d. coaxial conductor is reduced to a 25-cm have been used on other pulsed-power machines. 16

diam vacuum chamber at the front end while the 58-cm i.d. The ion diode used in these experiments is shown in Fig.
conductor is tapered to 10 cm. The ion diode is mounted one 3. The anode consists of a 127-,um thick polyethylene ICH,)
meter into this smaller diameter coax. A flashover prepulse foil stretched on a 12-cm diam aluminum ring and supported
switch mounted on the inner conductor, as shown in Fig. 1, by a thin-wall (0.17-m) aluminum tube. The cathode is a
lowers the - 200-kV prepulse on the transmission line to less 10-cm i.d., 6.4-mm thick aluminum cylinder with a rounded
than 50 kV. On some shots a plasma erosion switch iPES)
was used to futher suppress the prepulse as well as to sharpen
the risetime of the main pulse.

The PES system consists of three plasma guns of the
type developed by Sandia National Laboratory. " These
guns are mounted to inject plasma radially toward the center - ULASM

• GUN

conductor as shown in Fig. 2. Several microseconds before
the main power pulse arrives, the guns inject columns of
carbon plasma with electron densities in the 10' l10'2 cm - '
range and with a velocity of - 10' cm/s. These columns
provide a low impedance shunt in parallel with the ion diode.

TLASMA
This protects the ion-diode load from the machine prepulse CL.1
as well as shorting out some fraction of the main voltage
pulse. Some of the charge transmitted through the plasma CE rE
columns is provided by background ions which come from a I - CNOUCTCR

sheath region near the outer conductor (negative electrode).
As this sheath grows, the impedance of the PES increases
rapidly. The increasing magnetic field is the coaxial region
from the main power pulse causes the PES to open complete-
ly, and the remainder of the power pulse is delivered to the
diode load. The voltage risetime across the load becomes the
PES opening time which is less than the 100-ns accelerator
voltage risetime. The fraction of the main voltage pulse,
which is diverted through the erosion switch, can be con-
trolled by adjusting the injected plasma density. This is done FIG. 2. Cross-sectional schematic of the plasma-erosion-switch system.
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.e measurements), while for a 5-cm AK gap the diode operated
-N-WAL_ at 5 MeV and 35 2.

ALUN M ru E r. The large variation of the diode load impedance modi-
...I. I fled the power flov, in the accelerator significantly. At low

impedance the mismatch between the diode and the accel-
' a,-Ess erator limited the amount of power delivered to the load. In

iNO. ,,,_ 1 addition. the voltage measured across the insulator tube was

Cs., N CH,--- , FL L.,c,-, found to be dependent on tne load impedance. Figure 4
shows the behavior of the tube voltage for two shots with AK

.roo gaps of 5.5 and 3.0 cm. The large-AK-gap shot ;No. 3057)7-s .ran at a higher tube voltage and impedance than the smaller-
"OGOWSKI( AK-gap shot iNo. 3509). In general. shots with lower peak

tube voltage had longer-duration voltage pulses. This behav-
ior of the tube voltage may be a consequence of the insulator

FIG. 3. Details of the ton diode used in positive polarity. design. The insulator was built for negative-polarity oper-
ation. Using it in positive polarity degrades the voltage
standoff by about a factor of 2.:0 Also. the insulator fla-

end. On some shots a 1.8-am thick aluminized Kimfol"' foil shover process is time and voltage dependent, with higher
followed by an aluminum i voltages giving faster breakdown. For high-impedance diodeis located inside the cathode fodlnetron in um wi- configurations. insulator flashover limited power flow into

ness plate coated with LiCI for neutron diagnostics. A Ro- the diode- while at lower impedances, accelerator coupling
gowski coil is mounted behind the cathode to measure the limited the power flow. In all cases the peak power was less
ion current incident on the Kimfol. This probe remains at than ITW.
ground potential with the generator configured in positive Electrical measurements are presented in Fig. 5 for a

-t polarity. shot with a 4.0-cm AK gap and with the PES system. Vol-
The locations of the accelerator electrical diagnostics tage and current traces measured near the insulator tube and

are shown in Fig. I. The resistive voltage divider V1, located tae curre n t r are n in suato Te andin ol nar he isultin tue, povies he mst elible the corresponding power are given in Fig. 5iaJ. The voltage
in oil near the insulating tube, provides the most reliable jVTi peaks at 7.5 MV and has a FWHM of 150 ns. Thevoltage monitor. Capacitive voltage probes located in the current J.') increases during tme voltage pulse to a peak of
vicinity of V, in the magnetically insulated transmission line 180 kA before this monitor shorts. The injected peak power
suffer from electron emission or collection and do not pro- is 0.8 T W. Current traces I1, and Ih ) measured near the
vide useable data. Resistive current shunts located on the diode are displayed in Fig. 5(b). The peak value of , is SIMI-
outer conductor provide reliable signals but do not measure lar to 17, but the trace is delayed by the transit time of the
current due to electrons flowing in the vacuum along the transmission line. The ion current JR) rises to a peak of 29
surface of the outer conductor. The magnitude of such elec-
tron current is expected to be small at the relatively low
electric fields present in the large diameter coax region.

The remote electron and ion-beam diagnostics used in i
the experiment are similar to the previous negative-polarity L
experiments.' Time-integrated x-ray emis ,cn from the di-
ode was imaged with a pinhole camera, waie a scintillator 8

* photodiode measured the time-resolved x-ray signal. The ion 3057
diagnostics are based primarily on measurements of neu- 7
trons from the Li(p, n)VBe reaction resulting from proton
bombardment of the LiC1 target. Neutron intensities were 6
measured with a Rh-activation detector 8 and with Mn-acti- 5 I Ivation detectors. " Neutron energies were measured with the 1359

* time-of-flight TOF) technique for flight paths of 10 to 15.2 >
m in the forward direction. These energy measurements
were used to determine the ion voltage for the diode. 3

IV. RESULTS 2,

Approximately 50 shots have been taken with anode-
cathode IAKi gaps ranging from 1.5 to 5.5 cm with and with- .-

out the plasma erosion switches. Pinching of the electron '
beam on the anode axis as in the negative-polarity experi- 0 '0 0o 20Co 400
ments: was confirmed by x-ray images from the pinhole TME (,nsec)
camera. For a 2.0-cm AK gap, the diode operated at 2.5 FTG -t .jasurd. d'abe '.o:a.es V: 5_ra 5.5-c:--AK-ga= sh.:t No, '.0f'
MeVand 1012 inferred from neutron TOF and total current ind.:'or '-:n-AK-ia.z-.t No. '059).
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-- FIG. 6. Dependence ot the pear value of the shunt current i, on the AK

4- 0< gap. Shots~~~~~~~~~0 withh PES se prtn t lotda pncrls

-* Vso that most of the pulse was shunted through the PES sys-

__L/Jtern. On these shots the peak shunt-current signal ap-

I IR0 01N 00 200 300 400 5co prahd30k6needn fteA a .0

TIME (as) The maximum Rogowski current of 65-kA. peak value

*FIG. 5. Electrcal trace measured anl ,near the insulator and I b) near the was measured at the smallest AK gap of 2 cm (see Fig. 7).
• diode for a4.0-crn-AK-gap shot ,No. 3058). The power trace in an) is given Operation of the PES system did not affect the inverse de-

by Y IG. pendence of the Rogowski current on the AK gap but did
sh the st of this unt. This is consistent with

0 1 1 threOn thesests e pekutcurrentsga p

suppression of plasma formation in the diode by the PES

, kA corresponding to an ion efficiency " / R) of 16%. Peak system early in the voltage pulse.

values of these currents are nearly simultaneous and these The diode voltage was inferred from neutron TOF me-

,.values are used to characterize the ion efficiency. surements using the 'Lii p, nV"Be reaction. Neutron TOF
diThe dependences of the peak shunt current i., and peak traces for three different AK gaps are shown in Fig. a). As

b Rogowski-coil current IR on the AK gap are displayed in 7d

Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In both cases, an inverse relation- -_

Aship between current and AK gap is observed. The shunt \
acurrent measures the total diode current except for vacuum i

electron flow past the shunt. This electron flow is expected to

Sbe small in the large-diameter vacuum coax region where the ta - o to

shunt resistor is located. The Rogowski coil measures the net o 70,shpbncurrent and AKl gapIL is' obered TheI shL L IUU u ntUL~J

ion current passing through the coil and does not record 4-(O
4current lost in front of the coil or current shielded by comov- o 0

ing electrons. Electron emission from the Kimfol is negligi- x I
ble because it is recessed 6 cm within the hollow cathode. - 30

* Witness plate and surface damage in the diode indicate that 30 O

ions striking the cathode before the Rogowski coil represent I

< 10% of the total ion current. Computer simulations'I of 20 0

the behavior of electrons and ions in the diode suggest that
comoving electrons could shield as much as 20% of the total 10
ion current.

, The PES system was operated on about half of the shots 0- with P.E.S

in this e,,, riment. The amount of plasma in the erosion- 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

switch g- ,,iffered from shot to shot depending on the plas- AK GAP (crm)
ma-gun timing. The erosion-switch operation did not affect FIG. ". Dependence ofthe peak value ofthe Rogowski-cotl current 1, on

the inverse dependence of the shunt current on the AK gap the AK gar. Shots %,ith the PES sys:ern operating are plotted as open

(see Fig. 61. On some shots the plasma density was increased circles. The soid cur'e represents an inverse lependence on the AK gap.
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the AK gap is reduced, the neutron signal is delayed in time sured neutron yield for comparison with the Rogowski-cur.
and is less intense. Measurable neutron traces were observed rent measurements. Yields of I to 2 < 10'' neut/sr at 45"
at small AK gaps by decreasing the neutron flight path. The were measured with the Rh-acti% ation detector for AK gaps
neutron flight time was determined by measuring from the of 2 to 5 cm. rhis yield is approximately constant as the AK
peak of the x-ray pulse to the leading edge of the neutron gap is increased because the larger yield expected from in-
signal 150% of the peak) and correcting for the x-ray flight creasing proton energy is compensated for by a decreasing

• time. This measurement corresponds to the most energetic proton current. The largest yield in these experiments is
neutrons and consequently the most energetic protons from 2 x 10'2 neutrons/pulse into 4.-, which is only 20% of that
the diode. Proton energies extra!ted from such measure- obtained in the negative-polarity expenments.5 The proton
ments using the "Li p, ni'Be reaction kinematics-' are intensity is determined from the neutron yield by, using
shown in Fig. Sibl. These measurements have an uncertainty thick-target yields5 at 45* for the "Li p, nVBe reaction and
of -+- 0.2 MeV due to the uncertainty in time between the x- the proton energy determined from neutron TOF. Intensi-
ray and neutron signals. This measurement is difficult below ties range from 5 x 10'5 protons for a 5-cm AK gap to
3 MeV because this reaction has a neutron-prcduction 2x 10 1 protons for a 2-cm AK gap. These intensities corre-
threshold of 1.9 MeV. The dependence of the proton energy spond to average proton currents of S and 30 kA, respective-
on AK gap is not sensitive to the use of the PES system [see ly, for a pulse duration of 100 ns. Since the neutron intensi-
Fig. 31bi]. ties used to evaluate these currents are time integrated, :hese

The proton intensity may be deduced from the mea- currents represent values averaged over the pulse duration.
* _ _o _ _These currents are approximately one-half of the peak Ro-

7 .*gowski-current measurements given in Fig. 7. Such a differ-
I . n) 78e5a u45 2- ence is consistent with average currents determined from

neutron measurements compared to peak values from Ro-

30R gowski-coil measurements.
I xAYS To provide a representative diode impedance, the diode

S- Ivoltage, derived from a neutron TOF measurement s divid-

ed by the peak diode current, zs given by the shunt current
~120 ,. This impedance increases from about 10 2 at the small-

5 I est AK gap to 35 12 at the largest AK gap. The ion-genera-
NUTRONS A-K GAP (crn) - tion efficiency (R /14) is 20% for a 2.5-MV, 10-12 diode with

,5 5 2-cm AK ga'. If the gap is increased to 5 cm. the ion effi-04.0
, ,10 I ciency is still 20% but the diode operates at 5 MV and 35 fl.

/These results are similar to negative-poiarity exper-iments
for which the ion efficiency was 20% at 5 MV and 25 i2;

, -- however, the negative.polarity experiments were carried out
at a higher power level of - 1.2 T W.aCO SQT M200 600 In order to test the scaling of the ion-beam-generation

TrIME tins)

6_" efficiency, as described in Sec. II. the peak ion current fromthe Rogowsi coil was normalized to the electron current

0 !I, = [4 - and to the relativistic factor'y - 1", where
5 - =[V,/Mc) I, and P9 is the proton energy derived

0 0 from neutron TOF. The dependence of these normalized
> O quantities on the AK gap is shown in Fig. 9. Shots with the
_2 4 - PES system are consistent with an inverse dependence on the

0 % AK gap as would be expected from the theory described in
* Sec. II. The non-PES shots fall to the right of the PES data n
,, 0 Fig. 9. Comparison of these data suggests that without the

z PES system, anode and cathode plasmas formed early in
* time result in a 1-cm greater closure of the AK gap than

shots with the PES system. Gap closure of I cm without the
a. PES is possible due to anode and cathode plasma formation

either from the accelerator prepulse or during the rising por-
II tion of the diode voltage pulse. The data shown in Fig. 9

O-P.t PE S correspond to a value ofI/I, / I - 11- : = 0.09 for a 2.5-

1 o cm AK gap using peak values for the various terms. This0 2 3 4 5 6 value is 2.5 times larger than that predicted for R ."D scaling
AK GA P (erm)-'.FAK GAPs ( .. of the pinchea-beam diode. Such enhancement factors areFIG. 8. ai N eutron TOF sgnals measured ,or AK gaps Of 5 ., " 0. and 3 3i u e t e

cr. ,bi Depencence of:he proton vnerg'-, -4cermned "rom neutror. TOF. consistent with previous experimental results on the other
on the AK gmp. Shots with the PES sy.:em peratir atre pio" -d as joe. accelerators' and are attnbuted to electron refiexing in the
circles. AK gap,
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Production of intense light ion beams on a multiterawatt generator
J. W. Maenchen, a  F. C. Young," R. Stringfieldc) S. J. Stephanaki6, ) D. MosherY
Shyke A. Goldsteln,"i R. 0. Genuario* and G. Cooperstein
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington. D. C. 20375 and Physics International Company. San Leandro,

California 94.577

{Received 23 August 1982; accepted for publication 17 September 1982)

The operation of a pinch-reflex diode as an intense pulsed ion-beam source has been scaled up to

the multiterawact PITHON generator. Ion beams with currents of 1 MA at 1.8 MeV have been

extracted in a 130 kJ, 100-ns pulse. The corresponding ion production efficiency is 60%. Power

losses were observed in interfacing the coaxial diode to the biconic vacuum feed of the generator.

By using smaller area diodes, the average current density at the anode source was increased to 20

• kA/cm:. Proton and deuteron beams were studied in both planar and spherical diode geometries.

The ion beam is focused predominantly by self-magnetic fields for planar diodes and

predominantly by electrode shaping for spherical diodes. Current densities exceeding 150 kA/

cm_ were achieved with spherical diodes. The spatial evolution of the anode and cathode plasmas

was studied by laser holographic interferometry. As the peak of the power pulse is approached.

plasmas were observed to expand from the electrodes in fairly uniform profiles with steep density

-O gradients and to accelerate across the vacuum gap. After peak power, anode plasma fluctuations

and a high-velocity 130 cm/gs) axial plume develop; the latter expands radially coincident with

collapse of the power pulse.

PACS numbers: 32.25.Dg, 52.70.c, 29.25.Cy, 29.25.Dz

4-0 I. INTRODUCTION cations. The PITHON generator parameters are similar to

Recent technological advances in the production and those of a single module in a multiion-beam target irradia-

focusing of intense pulsed light ion beams' -' hydrogen. deu- tion concept based on beam bunching during transport in Z

terium, and carbon) have led to the achievement of intensi- pinches" and multibeam overlap on target. Two experimen-

ties approaching I MA/cm-. The present achievements and tal sessions were performed with this generator: The first

-O the potential for continued advancements make light ion studied the scaling of diode performance and ballistic focus-

beams a prime candidate as a driver for incrtial confinement ing at higher powers and longer pulse lengths than previous-

fusion (ICF). Ions can be produced at high efficiency in ex- ly available; the second studied the detailed evolution of the

traction geometries appropriate to ICF ignition- '-6 In addi- electrode plasma surfaces-information essential for design
tion, beam power density delivered on target can be in- of a diode to produce a high-quality focused ion beam. " A
creased over the source density through velocity bunching of more detailed report of this work may be obtained by re-

* the ions during transport,' by geometrical shaping of the ion questing NRL Memorandum Report No. 4726 or P1 Report
source, or by external magnetic focusing of the extracted PIIR-2-82.
ion beam." Energy deposition of the ion beam in target plas- In this paper, the results of these studies are presented.
mas approaches 100%. The generator and diode are discussed in Sec. II. The beam

A variety of diode configurations to produce light ion diagnostics employed to evaluate ion species, current-den-
beams for ICE have been discussed in the literature. ' '3 In sity profile and history, time-integrated beam geometry. and

* this paper, experimental investigations into the production anode plasma surface evolution are described in Sec. III. The
and ballistic focusing of proton and deuteron beams from principal results of the two experimental sessions are pre-

one such diode type are presented. The pinch-reflex diode,' sented and discussed in Sec. IV. Conclusions are presented in
developed by the Naval Research Laboratory iNRL), was Sec. V.
matched to the Physics International Company PITHON
generator.9 In addition to diode physics studies, the coupling II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

* between a biconic magnetically insulated vacuum transmis- The negative polarity PI1 n, )N zenerator' was used to
sion line and a small pinch-reflex diode at high stress power these pinch-reflex-diode experiments. The output sec-
IE> 2 x 106 V/cm) has been investigated. tion of the generator, shown in Fig. 1, is a water-dielectric

The early motivation for this work stemmed from com- coaxial transmission line (shaded areal of 0.75 or 1.0-f2 im-
putational modeling of the pinch-reflex diode for ICF appli- pedance. The line bends radially inward and flares to an ep-

S 'Physics International Co. Present address: Cornell University, Ithaca. oxy interface which separates the water from vacuum. Inter-

NY 14853. face voltage and current diagnostics are located at several
' Naval Research Laboratory. azimuthal positions in the flare. On the vacuum side of this
'Physic3 International Co. structure the energy pulse is carried both by an electromag-
1JAYCOR. Alexandria. VA 22304. netic wave and by field-emitted drifting electrons. The total
"Physics International Co. Present address: Pulse Sciences, Inc., Oakland.

CA 946 12. current can be measured only on the anode and is monitored
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__"__.. ___ iFIG. 1. Schematic of the vacuum-feed in-
terface on PITHON.
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PREPULSE SWITCH

....... '-:: ... "............" i T  A N D IT

by self-integrating Rogowski coils'- at the vacuum interface /um-thick poiycarbonae iKimfol") pressure-window cath-
(lo) and at the diode (ID). A dielectric surface-flashover ode foil and propagate current and charge neutralized in a
switch interrupts the cathode feed to reduce the accelerator I -Torr-nitrogen drift chamber toward a focus. Several cath-
early-time "prepulse" voltage on the diode to about 5 kV. ode shapes and sizes were studied. including enhanced-emis-

Several distinct vacuum-feed and diode configurations sion tip (Fig. 21 and smooth tapered cathodes with hollow
were tested in the two experimental sessions reported here. inner areas of 100 or 30 cm.
The basic structures for planar and focusing geometry di- The focusing configuration of the pinch-reflex diode is
odes are shown in Fig. 2. Following the vacuum feed from shown in Fig. 21b). Anode foils of 250-um-thick polyvinyl
the flashover switch toward the axis, an abrupt transition is acetate PVA), deformed into spherical sections with a 12.7-
made from a radial biconic to a coaxial geometry. The inner cm radius-of-curvature, are mounted onto machined carbon
coax conductor is rigidly attached to the cathode feed and backing plates with similar contours to maintain a 5-mm
extends either as a thick stainless steel cylinder or, in later foil-plate separation. An extended-tip cathode is used to de-

- experiments, as a thin disposable aluminum tube which is fine the 100-cr: diode area, and 3- to 4-mm anode-cathode-
tapered to give a smaller-diameter cathode emission tip [see tip gaps are used for I-2. operation. Ions are focused several
Fig. 7iaij. The outer-coax anode conductor is stainless steel centimeters inside the center of the sphere defined by the
and can be adjusted for concentricity and axial spacing. anode because of additional diode B-field bending. The in-

For the planar-diode configuration, shown in Fig. 1a), tent of this design is to create a high current-density ion-
the anode assembly consists of a 120-am thick polyethylene beam focus which is less sensitive to radial and temporal
(CH:) disk held 5 mm from a carbon backing plate by a 15- diode field variations during the pulse."
cm-diam insulating ring and central carbon button. When
the CH: surface flashes early in the electrical pulse, an anode I DIAGNOSTICS
plasma spreads across the foil and expands into the anode- In this section beam and plasma diagnostics will be de-
cathode gap. Ions are accelerated toward the cathode from scribed and data reduction procedures will be discussed.

* the low-density front of this moving plasma and are de- These include: bremsstrahlung diagnostics for the electron-
flected radially inward by their self-magnetic field toward a beam dynamic pinch and energy-deposition histories, a Ro-
focal position which varies in time. The ion beam current gowski coil to measure the ion-beam current; a "shadow
(1..l) is measured by a self-integrating Rogowski coil shel- box" diagnostic for spatial and velocity profiling of the ion
tered behind the cathode tip. The ions pass through a 1.8- beam; nuclear-reaction diagnostics for ion-beam charge and

* 90 J. Apop. PIys.. Vol. 54. No. 1, January 1983 Maencen et al. 90



ANODEA. X rays
ANODEThe ion power and energy on each shot are correlated

CATI400Ewith the electron bremsstrahlung radiation intensity. The
symmetry and size of the electron pinch are determined by

SURFACE imaging this radiation with a pinhole camera which is rigidly
FLASHOVER Tmounted outside the v acuum chamber on the diode axis and

* records photons with energies zreater than 30 keV. This
camera images the diode with 0.5-mm resolution onto a

CATHODE TIP stack of films with a wide range of . x-ray sensiti% Ines to pro-
vide good contrast "or he %ariation of bremsscrahlung inten-

CARBON ANODE sitv across the diode image. Lithium fluoride thermolu-
I-TOR 1IONmi nescent detector *TLDI capsules monitor the

N? time-integrated bremsstrahlung dose at the camera from the
entire anode.

The time-resolved -- ray output from the electron pinch
KIFLPLASTIC ANODE is monitored with an optical photodiode iPDX', coupled to a

FOIL plastic scintillator. Because the bremsstrahlung intensity
scales with electron energy, a large x-ray signal with a large

* full width at half maximum; F"WHM) 40-60 nsi indicates a
P ~ high-voltage, Ion g-impedance-iifetime shot.

Any serious current losses in the vacuum feed could be
correlated with the photographic, TLD, and PDX data as
well as with visual hardware damage.

B. Ion imaging

The location of the ion-beam focus was determined by

(a) ballistic reconstruction of ion trajectories from ion-induced
melt damage patterns on the witness plate of a shadowboxQ
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The interpretation of this data is

* 'based on the follow~ing assumptions- Ions are accelerated
from a planar anode plasma with initial velocity vectors par-
allel to the diode axis. As they cross the anode-cathode gap,
each ion is magnetically deflected by the magnetic field from

acalculated ion-current-density prfl' 4 Uo asn
SPHERICAL ANOD0E

*CARBON @ACK:NG SHDWCATHODE

PLATEO

(b) ~~~~~WITNESS PAE BS Ou ND

35cm 20cn 0c

0
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through the cathode foil and entering the l-Torr-nitrogen tained from the experimental ion-current and diode-voltage
drift chamber, the ions are.charge and current neutralized waveforms using the thick-target yield for the "( p.ayi -O
and hence execute straight-line orbits through a focal region reaction as described in Ref. 15. This detector could not be
and expand into the shadowbox. Current neutrality in the calibrated absolutely as the attenuation of the prompt-,' sig-
gas region has been measured to be better than 98,%. The nal by the concrete shielding wall is difficult to estimate.
damage patterns on the witness plate of the shadowbox are The total yield of deuteron beams was determined by
projections of the ion beam through the front apertures !see measuring neutrons from the Dfdn)He and ':C(d..,zI"N re-
Fig. 3). The patterns, which are time-integrated records, of- actions. Deuteron beams, produced by using CD--coated
ten form teardrop or oval shapes with the long dimension PVA-foil anodes, were directed onto thick CD: targets to

7 along a radius. The radial extent of the damage is attributed produce these reactions. Because the ion beam was directed
to the change in focal length during the pulse due to time into the generator in these experiments, neutron measure-
varying diode fields. The azimuthal width of the damage is ments were confined to angles greater than 90" from the deu-
due to the divergence of the ion beam upon exiting the cath- teron direction. Total neutron yields were measured with a
ode foil. The computer reconstruction, shown in Fig. 3, rhodium-activation detector 6 located 16.8 m from the diode
traces the recorded damage areas back through the front- at 175". This detector viewed the target through a 30-cm-
plate apertures, through the focus, and onto the anode sur- diam hole in the 60-cm-thick concrete shielding wall located
face. The large damage patterns at the smallest radii on the midway between the target and detector. This geometry
witness plate are due to the time varying location of the focal minimized the number of room-scattered neutrons mea-
spot moving throu-h the shadowbox position and are not sured and allowed the neutron intensity to be scaled inverse-
useful in planar geometry reconstructions. ly with the square of the source-to-detector distance. The

rhodium-activation detector was calibrated with a 2-2Cf neu-
C. Nuclear diagnostics tron source as described in Ref. 16. Deuteron intensities

The intensity and duration of proton or deuteron cur- were inferred from measured neutron intensities by using
rents were monitored by nuclear-reaction techniques. For Did,ni"He and :Cd,ni)JN reaction yields and deuteron en-
proton beams, a prompt r-ray diagnostic" was employed ergies from the diode vol _,ge waveform. Thick-target yields
utilizing the 'gF( p,ay7' 6O reaction. Teflon iCF:) targets for these reactions were calculated from measured cross sec-
were placed in the ion-beam path, and 6-MeV prompt- / rays tions I- and published stopping powers" and are presented
were measured with a plastic scintillator and photomulti- in Fig. 5. Above 1 MeV, the '2C(d,nj'"N reaction contributes
plier detector housed in a 3.2-cm-thick lead enclosure locat- significantly to the neutron yield.
ed 4 m from the ion diode at 95 to the diode axis and behind
a 1-m-thick concrete shielding wall. The wall differentially
shields the diode bremsstrahlung and improves the 7/-ray-to- 8
bremsstrahlung ratio. Measured and calculated signals for
this detector on a shot with a CH, anode and Teflon target cO2 TARGET
are compared in Fig. 4. The calculated signal shape was ob- 0

I i

0

O(d,n) 31-e + C(d,n)'3 N
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FIG .4 P:cmct-, signais measured ,n Shot I.c6. solid lint, nd a:c;ulated
,open :rcless for protons )n a zhick CF. :ar.er. The caicuiated trace has FIG 5 Th:ck-:arze. eld, :or "he D d.- He ind :C a,,l 'N rzact:,ns at
been normalized 'n ampitude to !he measured bgnal. "
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* The neutron time-of-flight iTOF technique was used D. Holographic interferometry
with the DId,n He reaction to determine neutron energies The final diagnostic to be described is the holographic-
and to monitor the duration of the deuteron beam. A neu- interferometrv system:: used to monitor the anode and cath-
tron TOF detector, consisting of a plastic scintillator ode plasma motions in the interelectrode gap. The system
quenched with 5% piperidine-" and photomultiplier mount- employs a 6-ns ruby laser pulse which is split into four beams
ed within a 7.6-cm-thick !ead shield, was located next to the delayed by path length in l0-ns increments to form a train of

* rhodium-activation detector. In order to operate the photo- four laser pulses over a 30-ns intervai. Each of these four
multiplier in the linear range. the light emitted from the sctn- beams is then split into a scene and a reference beam. The
tillator was attenuated with an ND-I filter. The time history scene beams traverse the pinch-reflex diode through slots on
of the deuteron beam was determined using a similar TOF the anooe structure and then through lenses and mirrors to
detector shielded with 10 cm of lead and located 3.2 m from form real images of the diode on a glass holographic film
the diode at 160°. 2' Typical traces from these two TOF detec- plate. The reference beams are directed to the film. overlap-
tors are shown in Fig. 6. The time interval from the peak of ping their respective scene beams to produce an array of four
the bremsstrahlung to the peak of the neutron signal on the holograms on the film plane. Two such sets of holograms are
far detector was used to determine the neutron kinetic ener- superposed: one made before the shot and the other during
zy of 1.9 - 0.2 MeV. This measurement could not be used to the shot.
uniquely determine the deuteron energy i.e., diode voltagei By shining light through a developed interferometc
because the neutron energy is insensitive to the deuteron hologram, both an image of the diode and a series of fringes
energy for the d-d reaction at the 175' measurement angle. can be seen Isee Fig. 7h. Where no plasma is present, uniform-
Furthermore. the variation of deuteron angles incident on ly spaced straight fringes are produced on the image by in-
the target introduces an uncertaint, in the neutron-emission troducing a uniformly changing optical-path-length differ-
angle. Neutron-energy determinations are, however, consis- ence by slightly tilting a mirror) between the two sets of
tent with deuteron energies given by the diode voltage. The holograms. Additional changes in the optical path !ength
measured ion current and diode voltage were used to calcu- caused by the presence of plasma result in shifting of :he
ate the neutron responses shown in Fig. 6 Ref. 21i. The fringes. The shifting ofa fringe over the distance ofone refer-

shapes of the measured and calculated responses are in good ence fringe spacing corresponds to an additional wave length
agreement. The duration of the neutron signal on the near of path difference due to the plasma. The corresponding
detectorFWHMof60nslgivesameasureofthedurationof plasma density can be esiimated by the relation:
the deuteron beam. which compares favorably with the du- n..X = 3.2 x 101"/cm/frnge shift, where AX is the total
ration of the ion pulse based on the measured diode-voltage path length through a uniform plasma of density n,. The
and ion-current -races for this shot. largest plasma line density measurable by this technique is

that for which the index of refraction equals zero i.e..
8 7 2.3 X 102 /cm2). The maximum density observable in this

3.2' m F qgrt Piti , experiment is estimated to be between 10'9 and 10"0 /cm3 due
6- X-ra'vi

to ray tracing effects: large-angle refraction of the laser beam
Neutrons by higher-density plasmas reduces the light intensity enter-

ing the optical system and the exposure level on the film.LUnfolding the detailed radial-density profile is not pos-
2-- . sible with this technique. Figure 7fa) shows the diode area

Z with laser viewing slots machined out of the anode: the
31 shaded area is the laser-beam cross section, and the clear
0 2Co 400 30o holes are the observable regions of the diode. Figure 7(b)

Q.0 i shows a reconstructed interferometric hologram. It is im-

X . mx-,s t portant to note that the view through a hole-pair is a chord
across a disk system which may not be axially symmetric: a
thin plasma ripple in an orientation other than the laser axis

Neutrons - will appear to be large-area plasma motion. Further, anodeA plasma which crosses the visual anode-cathode gap inside
a- the cathode inner radius does not necessarily contact the

cathode plasma lifting off the hollow emission ring Despite

2- - these limitations, the system presents new information about
the plasma surface evolution which is important "or the de-

o - 00 SC- sign of high-focus-quality diodes.: 3

0'O3 400 800 1,200

TIME (ns) IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A variety of technological areas were addressed in two
FIG. 6. Neutr'i TOF traces 'or Shot 1692. Calculated neutron-puise
shapes at 3.2 and It, 3 rn are plotted as open :!rcles. The calculanons are perimental sessions. The first session extended scaling of
rnormalized in amplitude to the measur-!d neutron responses. the pinch-reflex ion diode to the higher power and longer
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Detailed comparisons between equivalent power PITHON

All LASER and Gamble II shots confirmed these similarities. The scal-
ACCESS ing variables are the 70% larger and 30% longer FWHM
ANODE

VS.. Spower pulses available on PITHON. Theoretical calcula-
C -VIE',AING SLOTS tions5 based on the generator open-circuit-voltage wave-

(a) forms predicted a doubling of the Gamble II ion currents to
about 1.0 MA for a pinch-reflex diode on PITHOIN.

A typical set of waveforms from the first experimental
session (Shot 1662) is shown in Fig. 8. Peak values of the

-. - injected voltage ( Vr) and current (I) measured at the water-
vacuum interface (see Fig. II are 2.1 MV and 2.0 MA, respec-
tively, at a mean impedance of 1.2 12. These signals indicate

PLASTIC that a 4-TW power pulse of 88-ns FWIM containing 340 kJ
ANODE
FOIL was injected into the vacuum-feed structure. The injected

" voltage is reduced by the inductive drop in the vacuum feed
to give the voltage impressed on the diode (VD). Current loss

LASER in the vacuum feed is indicated by the difference between the
LASER interface (1o) and diode (ID) current waveforms. The total

BEAM electron current in the system (IE) is defined as the difference
between the interface (1o) and ion (Io) currents. With the

losses in the vacuum feed, 2.7 TW and 230 kJ were coupled
into the diode on this shot. The ion-beam current entering
the 100-cm2 hollow cathode (0.9 MA at 1.7 MV) begins 22-
26 ns after the diode current, a delay characteristic of these

(b) PITHON experiments. This delay is associated with the es-
tablishment of the electron-pinch flow, the formation of the
anode plasma. and the ion flight time in the vacuum region.
The resulting peak ion power and energy are 1.6 TW and 125
UJ, respectively. These data correspond to a source-area-
averaged ion current density of 9 kA/cm2 at peak power,
which is in agreement with numerical predictions.

The diode-impedance lifetime is an important consider-
tion in scaling the ion diode toward an eventual ICF applica-
tion. The velocity bunching desired for power multiplication
requires carefully programmed voltage and impedance his-
tories. The diode impedance shown in Fig. 8 reaches a pla-
teau near 1. 12 for 40 ns then slowly falls until the end of the
applied pulse. Accurate impedance control was provided by

LASER PHOTO careful anode-cathode gap adjustment, with shot-to-shot
variations of 0.2 £2 obtained throughout the experimental

". " sessions.
FIG. -, a Ion-diode laser diagnostic detail. bo Reconstructed holographic s essions.
interferogran. The delay of 22-26 ns between the start of the ion cur-

rent and the total diode current may be due to (a) the time
required for the annular electron beam to sweep inward on

pulselength of the PITHON generator. Both planar- and the anode surface 2 5 to the central button. ibi inherent delay
spherical-section anode foils were tested. The second session in surface flashover:6 of the anode plastic and corresponding
utilized modified accelerator-impedance and vacuum-feed delay in formation of the anode plasma, and Ic) a small delay
hardware. Emphasis was placed on determining the evolu- due to ion time-of-flight from the anode to the Rogowski coil
tion of electrode plasmas in the diode, the scaling of diode 1Io ). Experimentally, this delay time did not change dis-
parameters with cathode radius, and the consequences of cernibly when the cathode area was decreased from 100 to 30
diode modifications. cm2. This indicates that time delay a) is not a major contrib-

utor to the observed delay. Since time delay c) only amounts
A. Planar diode experiments to 1-2 ns. it is likely that the observed delay is due primarily

* The important scaling parameters studied in these ex- to a delay in surface fiashover which should be independent
,tenments were ion efficiency. ion turn-on time, and diode- of anode size within the shot-to-shot uncer:ainty if the cb-
impedance lifetime. PITHON is similar to the NRL Gamble served delay.
I generator in impedance 1.0 versus 1.5 2 and voltage The radiation diagnostics provide corroboration of the
risetime. These similarities sugggest that the behavior of relative timing and waveshapes of the diode voltage, injected
pinch-reflex diodes would be similar on these generators. current, and ion current. The x-ray photodiode signal (PDX
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for Shot 1662 is compared in Fig. S with a calculated wave- The ratio of the ion current to the diode current pro-
-@ form (XE). The theoretical scaling' for x-ray production ides a measure of the pinch-reflex-diode efficiency for ion

from electron beams is given by XE = 14( V0)2
"
3 which is a production. At maximum power,the efficiency on Shot i562

sensitive measure of voltage waveshape. The calculated is 60% for an ion current of 900 kA.
waveformn was normalized in magnitude and shifted in time Bremsstrahlung diagnostics were used to study the
for the comparison, and the shapes of the two signals agree symmetry of power flow and current loss in the vacuum-feed

* reasonably well. This agreement provides an independent and diode regions. Measurements for two different classes of
check on how well the measured voltage and electron cur- shots are compared in Fig. 9. A we!i-centered electron pinch
rent pulse shapes represent the actual wave shapes at the with strong bremsstrahlung from only the central 2 cm of'the
diode. Similarly, the agreement between the measured and 12-cm-diam anode is observed in the x-ray pinhole photo-

*calculated prompt-?" nuclear radiation signals, shown in Fig. graph in Fig. 9(a). For this shot, the x-ray photodiode signal
4, indicates that the diode voltr.ge and ion current pulse 1PDXI is elevated for the entire diode pulse duration, and the

* shapes are correctly timed and reasonably shaped. energy at the vacuum interface lEr) shows good coupling of
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the injected power to the diode. A second class of shots is 5Cm 0cm 50, Ocm

shown in Fig. 91bl, where the power flow is asymmetric and ,
the electron pinch is not well centered. The x-rav pinhole
camera shows images extending onto the aluminum backing 2ANO-K,TE

plate, and bremsstrahlung from the coax feed at 9-cm radius EIA- C A "I

is also seen. More intense bremsstrahlun. emission from alu- , C. ' .5.= OV

minum and stainless steel, compared to :arbon. allows olec- , 2.7cm RAO:US :v
tron losses in the vacuum feed at lower current density to be CURVATURE

of comparable intensity to the intense central pinch on car- -_- ." NSMSSCN

bon. On this shot, the PDX trace is smailr in amplitude and
.i: nnarrower in pulsewidth, indicating a reduction in diode vol-.

tage and a short pulse duration. Also, a sipnificant fraction of
the injected energy is reflected from the Ic ad. Visual damage --0

to the feed hardware was consistent with taie origins ofx rays COL -L

indicated in Fig. 9 on these two shots. ., _

The shadowbox diagnostic was usec to determine the -

time-averaged location and size of -he focus as indicated pre-
viously in Fig. 3. A calculation of the location of best focus
based on magnetic bending in the diode ap at peak power
predicted best focus at about 18 cm from :he anode foil for RIG. II Shadowbox geometry for a focusng pinch-refex diode and recon-
the voltage and current values of a typical 3-TW shot. The struction of ion trajectories for Shot 1683.

ballistic reconstruction shown in Fig. 3 zi, es a best focus at
20 cm, in good agreement with this prediLion. This agree- diam circle, corresponding to an areal beam reduction from
ment substantiates the orbital model of f rcusing. Witness the anode source of a factor of 14. An estimate of the focused
plate targets placed at this location showed centered front

surface damage and backspalls about I cm in diameter see current.density can be made by assuming that the total mea-

Fig. 10). sured ion current is uniformly distributed over this circle of
least confusion. This yields an ion current density of !50 kA/

B. Focusing diode experiments cm- over the 7-cm: spot, while peak-focused current densi-
ties could be substantially larger. Witness-plate targets ofExperiments to investigate geometric focusing of high- 6.4-mm-thick aluminum 606 I-T6) located at the focus exhi-

power ion beams from pinch-reflex on liodes' were ex- bit multiple-layered backspalls. This behavior is expected for
tended to higher power in these experiments on PITHON. It the high current densities found in these focusing geometry
is important to note that the voltage, current. and impedance shots.

*" characteristics of the focusing diodes are essentially the same
as those of the planar diodes. Ions are launched from a C. Results from neutron measurements
spherical section anode with a 12.7-cm radius of curvature For both the planar and focusing diode experiments.
and are then deflected by self B fields in traversing the anode-
cathode rap. Upon exiting the cathode foil, they drift ballis- the measured neutron yields are about 1/3 of yields calculat-

tically in the I -Torr gas to a focus at about 8 cm from the ed using the measured ion current and diode voltage correct-
anode foil. well inside the geometric focus at the center of the ed for energy loss in the Kimfol. For the planar-diode geom-
sphere. The shadowbox analysis for a focusing diode !see etry, the calculated vields are based on the combined

Fig. I I' indicates that the focus is confined within a 3-cm- thick-target yields for the Dd.n-He and Cd,n -N reac-
tions at 175* as shown in Fig. 5. For the focusing diode geom-
etry, a broad range of neutron-emission angles iI40--80)

FRONT BACK exists due to the angular spread of the deuterons incident on
the CD: target. In this case. the calculated yield is based on
thick-target yields at different angles weighted by a radial
ion-current-densizy profile on the anode 1j,- l/r) deter-
mined from numerical simulations." The difference
between the measured and calculated neutron yields may be
attributed to several factors: f1) The measured ion current
may include significant proton or carbon-ion components
which contribute little to the neutron output 2) ion energy
losses, which may occur in the region between the anode and

0 , I the CD. target.--* have not been taken into account in the
0 cM 0neutron-yield calculations: and, 31 enhanced deuteron stop-

FIG. 10. Witness plate damnage on Shot 1663 for a 6.4-mm-chick ajumium ping- ' in the hot dense plasma target leads to a reduced neu-
*6061-T61 plate loca:ed at the approximate proton self-focus of a planar tron output. A quantitative assessment of the importance of
pinch-reflex diode, these factors in the present experiments is in progress.
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The largest neutron yield at 175' was obtained with the 2

* planar-diode geometry because the d-d neutron yield" peaks SHOT 1859

-at 180*. For this diode, neutron yields of up to 4.5 x 10" "/sr -5

. were measured. At the diode voltage of 1.7 MeV correspond- 2
ing to this yield, approximately 50% of these neutrons are 10
from the Did,n reaction isee Fig. 5). The corresponding total U
neutron yield into 4- sr. corrected for the anisotropy of neu-
tron emission. is 3.7 x 10 '2 with 50% from the Did,n) reac- .
tion.

Time-integrated neutron yields were used with the fo-
cusing diode geometry to determine the deuteron current 2
density at focus by comparing neutron yields from different SHOT 1860

area CD, targets. For this purpose, the measured neutron 1.5
output was scaled to the current measured by the ion Ro-
gowski coil. The fraction of deuterons incident on targets as
small as 0.75 cm was determined by comparing that neu- t
tron yield with the yield measured on 100-cm--area targets. =
On the 0.75-cm-area target, the neutron yield was still Q
about 50% greater than that observed without any CD, tar-
get. To correct for variations in neutron output in these mea- SUMP
surements due to shot-to-shot variations in voltage and cur- 0 100 200
rent, the measured yields were scaled to yields calculated TIME (ns)
from the measured diode voltages and ion currents. A deu- FIG. 12. Comparison of the injected current and diode current laf on a shot
teron current density of 150 kA/cm2 at peak ion voltage was without the bump iNo. 18591 and Ibj a shot with the bump i No. 1860). With-

determined from these measurements. If the ion current is out the bump. the current loss in the vacuum feed is larger.
only 1/2 to 1/3 deuterons, as suggested by comparisons
between measured and calculated neutron yields, then the
total ion current density may be 2 to 3 times larger than this feed. These include a "bump" behind the anode foil, a
value. smooth conductive covering of the radial-line anode discon-

tinuities, a smooth shorting of the diode current monitor,
and an extension to enhance the cathode tip. The "bump" is

0. Power flow studies a grounded aluminum annulus typically I-cm wide mounted
Power dissipation between the PITHON vacuum inter- behind the plastic anode foil on the backing plate opposite

face and the pinch-reflex diode occurred in the magnetically the cathode tip (see Fig. 21. Its purpose is to lower the early-
insulated biconic line, where some electrons flow across the time pinched-electron-beam diode impedance )before the an-
feed to the anode at large radius before entering the diode. To ode foil becomes conducting) and trap the vacuum flow of

• inhibit electron leakage, the vacuum biconic and coax sec- electrons emitted in the feed. A sequence of shots taken with-
tions were designed with a characteristic impedance, gradu- out the bump, ranging from 2 to 3.5 TW, all showed an early-
ally decreasing to a value several times larger than the ion- time current loss between injected Jo) and diode I1D) current
diode impedance. A parapotential [Brillouin) flow analysis"0  monitors [see Fig. 12fa)]. Shots with a smoothly curved cath-
predicted that the entire electromagnetic-wave energy ode, as in Fig. 7. produced poor pinches without the bump.
would be transported as conduction current in the electrodes Shots taken with a bump did not show the early-time current

4. without vacuum electron flow. This analysis, which was loss [see Fig. l2fb)]. All low-power ( <4 TW) shots taken
consistent with earlier pinched-electron-beam experi- with the large-area i'100 cm) cathode and the bump pro-
ments, 5 was found to be inadequate for larger inductance duced excellent pinches.
and higher initial-impedance electron-diode experiments" At the 4.5-TW level, the bump was not sufficient to
and these ion-diode experiments, ensure good electron pinching. Smoothly covering the anode

The charazter of the current loss is seen in Fig. S. The discontinuitics in the radial and coax feeds bypassing ID)

injected current I,) typically separates from the diode cur- produced bettec pinches and larger PDX signals of longer
rent JD I when the voltage on the feed exceeds the field-emis- duration. No shots without this modification produced good
sion threshold. A number of polishing, cleaning, and coating pinches at highe: power, while SO% of the shots with the
techniques were tried with little improvement in the power anode discontinut:es covered were of high quality.
flow to the diode. The fraction of current coupled into the Comparisons were made between a cathode shank
diode decreased as the coax section was lengthened to allow which changed abruptly from the coax vacuum feed to an
access for laser diagnostics, extended enhanced cathode tip and a smoothly tapered non-

In experiments with the lengthened coaxial feed. :he enhanced cathode. Ezrlv-time current losses were obsered
injected and coupled currents separate immediately as with the enhanced t;p. but deviations between injected and
shown in Fig. 12:ai. Several vacuum feed modifications were coupled currents were less than with the "ai-ered cathode.
studied to improve power fio% to the diode with this coaxial One shot was performed at 5-TW matched-load power to
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evaluate the effect of cathode-tip enhancement en power 5,

flow: A 1-cm-long, S-mm-wide enhanced lip was welded too-
the hollow tapered cathode, a standard bump was employed, - 1< . -

and the diode-current monitor 'was engaged. Power loss in V 2 c K. .

the vacuum feed was observed, but the pinch was quite good, o o A

indicating that this configuration compensates at least in 01 /

part for the anode-discontinuity effect at high power. SNOT '878 SHOT !88s -

Observations from this study indicate that the geornet- r/ C

ric transition from radial to coax feed is more important to A

good power flow than a variation of the zharacteristic Im- -
pedance. Further, the electrode surfaces are not important, 0F _, ____ .,

but a well-designed cathode-emission tip and a small diode '00 200 300 100 200 300-- I"ME tinsI TiMe. IrS)

impedance early in the pulse are essential for good power

coupling from the generator to the diode. FIG. 14. Timing of the laser-inte.-ferometer exposures relative to the power
pulse on four differenc pinch-relex diode shots. The verttcal lines (abeted A.

B. C. and D indicate the t'mes at which the exposures are recorded on each
E. Small-area diodes shot.

A modification to the diode design was tested to e,,alu-
ate the performance of smaller-radius diodes with larger ion-
current source densities. The hollow-tapered cathode. F. Interferometric holography

shown in Fig. 1. was reconfigured with a reduced radius. Plasma evoiution in the pinch-reflex diode was investi-
Shots were taken with 30-cm: areas and compared to shots gated with the interferometric-holography system. Expo-
with 100 cm:. reported above. sures were made through slots cut in the current-return

Several small-area cathode shots were taken at anode- housing of the anode [Fig. 71ai] to allow a side view of the
cathode gaps of 2.6 to 5.6 mm. Shots with small anode-cath- cathode and anode. The left side of each rectangular slot is
ode gaps shorted early in the pulse. while the power was defined by the cathode tip and the right side by the anode
dissipated in the lower-impedance vacuum feed for shots foil.

with larger gaps. An intermediate gap of 3.5 mm gave efi- Four-fame holographic measurements were made on
cient coupling of the injected energy into the diode. In this the 100-cm: diode on four shots to observe plasma motion in
case. the diode-impedance history was 1.4 2 for 50 ns before the anode-cathode gap throughout the power pulse. The tim-
collapsing isee Fig. 131. The ion current density averaged ing of the laser-pulse exposures on these shots is shown in
over the source area was 20 kA/:m2 at peak power. The Fig. 14. A :racing of each of the 16 holograms obtained on
onset time of the ion current for this small-area diode was these shots shows the contour corresponding to a line den-
slightly earlier than for the large-area diode as indicated in sity of 3.2 X 10/cm, or one fringe shift. These tracings are
Sec. IVA. shown in Fig. 15. The accuracy of the contour location is

estimated to be - 0.5 mm of the 3.5-mm anode-cathode
gap. Contours for larger fringe shifts were difficult to obtain
in most cases due to large density gradients behind the plas-

-a -VT 2" o - ma front.
v -! 2 t -The single-fringe-shift reconstructions in Fig. 15 dem-

onstrate that the plasma fronts expanding from the anode
. foil and cathode tic are fairly uniform with gentle surface

fluctuations and are not. in zeneral, cylindrically symmetric.
"i 1 30 The absence of sharp plasma protrusions is encouraging, al-

I i though a smoother and more symmetrc plasma surface is
i o200- required to produce high-focus-quality ion beams. The im-

"9 portant points to notice are that the plasmas expand from the
. i , _boundary surfaces as the power pulse approaches its peak.

0 that they are uniform and approach one another with veloc-
Cities which increase in time, and that the anode velocity on

S- the axis of symmetry appears greater than at larger radii.
-The observation of an axial plasma plume from the anode

-, I i can be explained by a time-dependent calculation ofmagnet-
- i ic-field penetration into the resistive anode plasma. This cal-

culation:2 predicts a buildup of magnetic pressure behind

o 00o 200 0 0 2 0 the plasma front preferentially toward the axis. dnivin, a
TIME (n$g) TIME" (5$)--

central plume toward the cathode.

FIG. 13 Measured waeforms.or a 3-TW. 30-.m:-area pinch-re"ex dicde The contours for Shot 1385 LFig. lfdij show the elc-
shot 'No. ,3841. trode plasma behavior during power collapse. A dramatic
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13 cate plasma line densities greater
A than 3.2x 10"/cm2.
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(a) Shot 1873 ti) Shot 1875 (cl Shot 1878 (d) Shot 1885

change was observed between the first (A) and second !BI V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
frames, both of which were taken near peak power. The plas-
ma closure velocit'y is measured to be 27 cm/,us on axis. Off In this paper, we have presented recent technological
axis at a radius of 3 cm, the velocity is 7 cm/us between advances in the development of intense pulsed ion beams.

• frames A and B and 10 cr/us between frames B and C. The The pinch-reflex diode has been successfully scaled up to
line density at a fixed position off axis is seen to decrease in multiterawatt operation on the PITHON accelerator. In-
the last frame (D), allowing light to again pass through holes tense proton and deuteron beams have been produced in
that were formerly opaque. This phenomenon may be due to both planar and spherically focusing geometries with 1.0
compression of the anode plasma by magnetic pressure as MA of 1.8-MeV protons measured for a peak power of 1.8
the diode current grows and the plasma density decreases. TW) yielding a 130-kJ light ion beam in 100 ns.
Alternatively. the anode and cathode plasmas may never Focusing of these ion beams by electrode shaping and
have met in the earlier frames, and the opacity observed may by self-magnetic field deflection has been shown to follow
have been caused by surface fluctuations or ripples that simple theoretical modeling with several corroborating diag-
blocked the laser line-of-sight. nostics. Spherical-electrode shaping served to compress the

The plausibility of the magnetic-pressure mechanism ion beam from an i I-cm-diam anode surface to a 3-cm-diam
can be determined by calculating the time required for the focus located inside the geometric focus by an amount con-
plasma pressure to be overcome by the rising magnetic pres- sistent with magnetic bending in the diode gap. Tests of
sure in the diode gap. Energy is deposited in the anode plas- small-area diodes at lower power < 4 TW, demonstrate that
ma continuously throughout the pulse by electron deposi- impedance lifetime will rot limit the total energy from the
tion and Ohmic heating. thereby increasing the particle diode at a factor-of-3 higher source-current density.
kinetic energy. Early in the pulse, the current :and hencc Further, these results suggest that a smaller-area pinch-re-
magnetic field) is low so that nkT'iB :/2u. As the current flex diode of higher power density may be suitable for injec-
increases, the magnetic pressure increases relative to :he tion into a plasma transporT channel.
thermal pressure. Approximate parameters for the diode at The most serious problem encountered in these experi-
the time of the last frame D) are: 2 'VA flowin within a 3- ments was independent of the pinch-reflex diode iut con-
cm radius, a plasma density of about lO/cm3' of CH, com- cerned the coupling of power from the accelerator interface
ponents, and a temperature of 5 eV. "iFne magnetic pressure through the vacuum-feed structure to the diode. These losses
for these values is 67 ,,Pa while the thermal pressure is only were found to be geometric, that is. independent of electrode
0.75 MPa. so that late in time the electrode piasmas may be surface, and occurred principally between the biconic-to-
compressed by the magnetic field. These figures yieid an ac- coax transition and the diode. Reducing the early-time diode
celeration of 120 cm/us: and a time of 16 ns for the anode impedance. smoothing the vacuum feed of resonant grooves,
and cathode plasmas to each move 1.5 mm. This value is and enhancing the cathode-emission tip all served to in-
comparable to the observed plasma motion across the diode. crease the power flow to the diode.
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Abstract

Flectron current flow drawn off a hollow cylindrical

cathode in a pinch-reflex ion diode is observed to have a

filamentary structure. Such filamentation can lead to

nonuniform anode turn-on and ion emission. Consequently, ion

bean brightness is degraded. In this context a purely

gro-.inz thermal-resistive instability in the cathode plasna

is exa'ined. The instability causes current filamentation

and grows on a time scale comparable to the electron-ion

enere- ecuilibration time. Flectron inelastic collisions

* have a stabilizing influence on the instability.
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I. Introduction

In the past few years there has been a great deal of interest in

* using light-ion-for an inertial confinement fusion scheme (ICF).'

C [Intense ion beams in the parameter regime required for a modular light-

ion !CF device have been generated using the pinch reflex diode (PRD) at
h2

the Naval Research Laboratory.2 The number of modules in such a system

can be re.=":ed to less than ten if beams with high brightness can be

extrac:ed from such diodes. Beam brightness is most conveniently

defi7ed =s ./6r) where Jb is the ion beam current density and .9 is the

angular divergence of the beam. Experimentally it has been observed that

the ion be= is composed of many beamlets (typically 10-20) and that this

filamentation is related to ion beam brightness degradation. It has

also been observed that the electron current flow drawn off the hollow

cathode in the PRD is filamented. This electron beam filamentation can

lead to nonuniform anode turn-on and/or emission possibly causing the0
filamentary ion beam structure. Electromagnetic field fluctuations due

to the eleczron beam filaments will also enhance the angular divergence

of the ioa Deam and hence decrease beam brightness. In addition,

electron beam filamentation is suspected to play an important role in

premature ga? closure and subsequent impedance collapse in the PRD. In

this paper the stability of current flow in the cathode plasma to a

transverse :emperature perturbation is examined and its relevance to

observed current filamentation is discussed.

0 In order to understand this mechanism, the make-up of the cathode

plasma must be understood. The cathode is usually sprayed with Aerodag

(Acheson Zolloids Co.) which produces a thin layer of micron size
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graphite particles on the cathode surface. When the voltage is applied,

protrusions from this layer cause local field enhancement and large

currents are drawn out of the protrusions by field emission. 5 These

protrusions and the surroundiag surface through which the current is fed

into the protrusions are ohmically heated and are quickly vaporized and

subsequently ionized.6 Within a few nanoseconds a carbon plasma fills in

over the cathode surface reaching an equilibrium ion density typically in

16_) 18 - 3 7
the 10-u ca range. The charge state of the plasma will increase

in time and will depend on the rising plasma temperature. As the

electron current continues to be drawn off the cathode plasma surface,

the plasma continues to be heated and eventually expands into the diode

gap. Here tne concern is with the stability of the current flow in this

cathode ?1as-ma.

?erturbations in the current flowing in the cathode plasma can be

unstable. Because the plasma resistivity decreases with increasing

temperature, more current will tend to flow where the temperature is

higher. In :urn, the higher current will ohmically heat the plasma to

even higher temperatures, leading to a thermal-resistive instability.

This assumes that the instability grows faster than the thermal conduc-

tion time so that local temperature perturbations can be maintained

during the growth of the mode. It also assumes that the electron energy

loss due to inelastic collisions of electrons with neutrals is less

important than that due to coulomb collisons. If these current perturba-

tions grow to significant levels in the cathode plasma, j x B pinching of

the plasma can cause plasma jetting into the diode gap. Electron

emission from these locations would then be higher because of the smaller

effective diode gap, thus resulting in filamented electron flow in the

I
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diode vacuum gap. T-his paper will only deal with the linear stability

* analysis of the current carrying cathode plasma. The details of the

plasma jetting which subsequently develops will be left for a future

paper.

0 Because of the high particle density and low initial temperature of

the cathode plasma, the plasma is highly collisional. In this case the

thermal-resistive instability mechanism dominates over other current

filamentation mechanisms such as the V x B pinching forces which drive

:he filaman:ation instability in a cold collisionless plasma.8 A similar

mechanism for driving a thermal instability in a laser produced plasma

has been documented; 9 however, it is dominated in most laser produced

plasmas by another magnetic field-generating thermal instability driven

by strong density and temperature gradients. I0  Such an instability

exists wtienever the equilibrium density and temperature gradients are

parallel. A temperature perturbation perpendicular to the density

gradient produces a perturbed magnetic field which, in turn, enhances the

temperature perturbation through the magnetic field dependence of the

thermal conductivity tensor. The growth rate of this instability scales

like the electron temperature to the 5/2 power, so that a high electron

temperature is required for fast growth (T > I keV for a typical laser

plasma). For the present cathode plasma problem the electron temperature

* is initially low (T - 2 eV) so that early in the pulse such a mechanisme

is unimportant. Another suggested mechanism for filamentation of cathode

plasmas, involving an incompressible MED fluid tearing instability,10

* seems unlikely in this case because the typical growth rate

of 107sec derived for the mode is too slow.

In Sec. II of this paper a detailed description of the cathode

Se



plasma equilibrium state will be presented. The linear stability of this

I'T equilibrium will be analyzed in Sec. III with the results showing that

the system is unstable to current perturbations. The growth rate and

typical wavenumber for this thermal-resistive mode will be derived and

compared with typical experimental results. Finally, the results of this

work and the conclusions which can be drawn from them are summarized in

Sec. IV.

0
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II. Equilibrium

0

The plasma formed at the tip of the cathode in a pinch reflex diode

is like a thin cylindrical ring with an initial axial thickness of less

* than a millimeter, a width, bro, of a few millimeters and a radius, ro,

of 3 cm. After a few nanoseconds into the voltage pulse it is assumed

that this plasma has uniformly filled in over the cathode surface and

S that the plasma has an ion density n 106 10 cm and an electron
0

terperature T 1-10 eV. A uniform axial current flows through the
eo

plasma whose value is assumed to be < 0.5 M.. The uniform current

produces a self-magnetic field which for the diode parameters specified

gives a peak value of Be < 30 KG which corresponds to an electron
11 -1

cyclotron frequency of w = 5 x 10 sec 1 Since this is smaller than0 C

the electron-ion collision frequency, v , and much smaller than the
0

electron plasma frequency w (w >> v > - ), effects of this
pe pe o ce

static B9 field will .ot be important and will not be included in the
0

analysis. A sheath is also produced at the boundary of the plasma where

electrons are drawn off into the diode vacuum region. These electrons

form the diode electron beam. A large fraction of the electrons which

enter the sheath, however, will be reflected off the sheath and returned

to the plasma. Since the electron mean free path is very small (a few

* microns) this return current will diffuse before penetrating any great

distance back into the dense cathode plasma and hence can also be

ignored.

* In equilibrium an axial electric field E 0iz, is present with
0

electrons moving at an average drift velocity v ( -0 /n eZ), which is

related to E0 through the relation

9
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v = -eE /m v (1)
o o eo

Here -e and me are the electronic charge and mass and

v = 2.9 x 0 Zno X 3/2 with Zn0 being the electron density, X. the0 o0e eo 0ei

Coulomb logarithm and e the equilibrium electron temperature in eV.
eo

The charge state, Z, will be related to the time history of the density

and temperature. In writing Eq. (1) the effects of electron inelastic

collisions on momentum transfer has been ignored. The electrons gain

thermal energy from the field through ohmic heating at a rate of -et .v
0 0

In the steav state this is balanced by the loss of energy through

collisions ;ith ions, thermal conduction, and inelastic collisions, so

that

3

f . /n Z = v (T - T. ) +P/n Z + (xZn )2T (2)
0 o a 0 o eo io 0 o eo

In Eq. (2) m i is the ion mass, X = 3.16 Zn T /v m is the electron[-. " o eo o e

thermal conductivity, Teo is the equilibrium electron temperature, Tio is

the ion temperature, and P/n Z is the energy lost to inelastic collisions
0

in ergs/sec, and is described in more detail in the following paragraph.

Here also 5 = 2 m Im. is the usual mean fraction of electron energy lost
e

in an elastic collision derived from averaging over our ensemble of fast

12
test particles and a maxwellian field particle distribution.

For the present problem the rate of loss of energy due to thermal

conduction is much smaller than the other loss mechanisms for scale-

lengths greater than 0.01 cm at n 0 - . This claim is justified a

posteriori in Eq. (12) where it is found that the wavelength

characteristic of maximum growth is much longer than this scalelength.
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Equation (2) can then be rewritten as

S

2(3)
m v 2 2 (T eo - + P/n Z (3)e o 2 eo io 0 0

• Forn < 116 -3
For no0 < 10 1cm the simple corona model is suitable, however, the

present analysis applies to a higher -'ensity regime. For this regime of

0 > 10 16cm-3 a collisional radiative equilibrium model is appropriate. 13

o2

* Figure (1) shows P/n 2Z as a function of Tr, the ionization temperatureo

:or various ion densicies. The charge state, Z(Tr), as predicted by this

model is shown in Fig. (2) for various densities. With the information

displayed i Figs. (1) and (2), Eq. (3) can be used to solve the equili-

brium temperature for a given no and v . This also assumes radiative
0

equilibrium has been reached. If there is not sufficient time to reach

radiative equilibrium, an equivalent oniZation temperature can be

obtained for any assumed Z from Fig. (2). Then Fig. (1) can be used to

find P for this equivalent ionization temperature and finally Eq. (3) can

be solved for Teo. In all cases the ion temperature Tio will be assumed

to be on the order of 1 eV.

The early time properties of the plasma are not well understood,

however, as the plasma expands and the density decreases the ionization

state becomes frozen in with Z most likely between 1 and 4. The current

driven in the plasma continues to heat the electrons but the ionization

temperature remains at a value determined by the initial plasma formation

proesss. or > an n 119 -3
processes. For Z > 1 and n 0 10 cm the ionization temperature only

* responds on a timescale much slower than an e-folding time for the

thermal resistive instability derived in the following sections.
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IIl. Instability Analysis

It is assumed that perturbed quantities vary like exp[-i(Wt-.)]

where has finite a and z components. Because Ar << r0 , a slab nodel0 0

can be used to simplify the analysis. The x direction in this slab model

corresponds to the 9 direction and kz is included to model the finite

thickness of the plasma. Linearized fluid equations for the response of

electrons are

an + +-+ V. (Zn v +nv (4)
t o e 0

a-t o e m mc o o e
e e

'aTv o av
T nv ( Z)(5)0 3 T 0 6(o1

eo o

3 T +T + Te = _ e(E ov + .v)

2t 2 vo eo e o e 0

av av
3- 0 02 oT- 2 (TT io 3(n Z)

eo o

eo o (nZ) ,

4 here n, v and T reoresent the electron density, velocity, and tempera-;| e'

ture perturbations, vi is the perturbation in ion velocity and E and B

represent the electric and magnetic field perturbations. Faraday's law

relates I to E through B - c. x E/. The pressure term in the equation

2 2of notion is not included since k v2 /WV << 1. -he second and fourth
te o

ter' s on the right-hand side of Fa. (5) drive, respectively, the
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conventional Weibel instability and the thermal-resistive instability.

* The t'eibel instability of electrons drifting through a stationary ion

background possesses a growth rate of y < w piv /C (W pi being the ion

plasma frequency) which is quite small; hence, the analysis will

* concentrate on the thermal resistive instability.

Solving F qs. (4)-(6) one obtains the following expression for the

current density

+

J -Zn e v -nev =a * (7)

where

2
2k v'7a pe ( z o

La =pe x o

0

w2 kv
pe x o ( A)z V Wa

0

2 2

2 v

z 0 k3v 2  o oT

zz vG( -" )~ 2-TD
o zo e

* and

vA+- i v2-

kzo -3- me oT
eo

z o o 3 aT n Zv
eo o o



2T L v 2iZ n 0 0
A - ~ o+ o o P 0 o (3v aT v (w-k ) L(n Z) 3T Z T (n Z)nZ0 eo o Zo 0 eo o eo o 0

i6v n Z av
+ +(1 0 0 0

w-k v V 3(noZ)

Other components of a are zero. In writing Eq. (7) the negegibly small

ion contribution (which is the mass ratio times smaller than the electron

contribution) has been dropped and w << v has been assumed. Note0

that a and a depend linearly on k x; for k = 0 the x,z coupling

vanishes as --ill the instability.

The wave equation governing the perturbed electric field is given by

v2 L IJ 32 22 2 (8)

C c at

The displacenent current is assumed to be negligibly small, so that the

last term in Eq. (8) may be dropped. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8)

one obtains the dispersion relation

2 22(k kzc -1 iwa )(k k c + Lf iwa ) a (c k -Wa )(c k - L&iriWax)(k kz czx x z xz x 4r zz z xx

(9)

This ecuation is ouadratic in w and orocesses the two complex roots,

vc 2k 2

= k r i r o + V ( 2 P- v "
- (

zo 0 2L 2 o 0 o 3nZveo o o
pe

2 2
v k a 2P 2
0 r 0 + 5V + (

- 2 o o T 3n Zv
W pe eo o ope

Lv C2k2 4m v 2 k v 2V 1/2
0 0 2 o + e 0 *0+ (10)2 L 3 3 Pn'" "

3k eo eo o o
pe
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where k + k2 . The upper sign is the root of interest which canX z

* lead to unstable growth. The instability exists when

4m v2k 2 av 2v
SV + e o x 0 + o 3 P < 0

o 3 k2 aT 3 T e n 0 Z v (3k eo eo o o

where Fa. (3) has been used to eliminate Ti0 . For kz = n, P = 0, and

av /; T =-3v /2 T Eq. (11) reduces to m.v 2 /T > 1. Ion acoustic
0 eo 0 eo 1 o eo

instability will not occur under these conditions because of the high

co!!isionali:y of the dense plasma and the fact that Teo will not greatly

exceed Tio on these short ti-escales.14

IThen the threshold of Eq. (11) is exceeded, the growth rate

increases monotonically with k for small values of k and then saturates

for large values of k. For k = 0, the growth rate is zero. Saturation

of the growth rate occurs when

a 22 ,. pe 2 ___

k 2 > k 2 - 2 . (12)So -2 3+-6 T- ( ZV
c eo o o

IOI -3 -

For a typical density of Zn 10 cm and - 10 one fines k 0 25O O

*which corresponds to a wavelength of a few millimeters. The growth rate

of the instability can be approximated by

4k2  3V
22 x 2 0V ck 2  -- mey

[03k eo[ i for k
2 2V 0wpe V __ o

0 3 T. nZv (13)
eo 0 O

-_r X V2  o + 5 + o for k > kL e o 3T 0 3 T (n Z V M 0-7

3k2  eo eo 0  0

For k = 0, P 0, and av /T - 3v /2T the maximum growth ratez o eo o eo
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reduces to Y =v (m i/T - 1) with typical e-folding times of a fewM 0 io eo

nanoseconds.

For k 0 0, the mode has a finite real frecuency. Furthermore, a
z

threshold k, for the instability results. From Fq. (11) one finds that

growth only occurs for

2
4 m v 2 ve o or -1

> 2 r o eo _ >(k- > k ____>_

x z - 2 (>(+ 2 a-P
36 3T n Zv0eo o 0

In order to model the finite thickness of the cathode plasma, kz can be

estimated :o be > - where d is the plasma scalelength. This introduces
2d

a finite kx required for instability as indicated in Ec. (14) but does

not affect the maximum growth rate, Y , which occurs at k >> k for a

given k.

4z

I.
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IV. Results and Discussion

0

In ter--.s of the current density, Jo, the maximum growth rate of this

thermal-resistive instability for k >> k is
x z

4 m 32

S [ e o o + 6v + - (o P (15)
3e2n 2 Z2 aT o 3 9T n Z v (3eZ eo eo o o

0

6 where all auantities are expressed in COS units. In addition, Eq. (3)

can be used to express 7eo as

M J j2

T =T +2 e o (

eo io 36 222 n Zven o o
0

where the same units as in Ea. (15) are used.

For a given J' io and radiation equilibrium model y can be

plotted as function of no, the plasma ion density. Three cases are shown

in Fig. (3), all of which have Jo = 0.0125 MA/cm2 and Tio= 1 eV. in one

case it is assumed thrat Z = I and that the equivalent ionization tempera-

ture Tr, radiation rate P, and electron temperature Te are determined as

discussed i= Sec. I. The other cases are similar but with Z = 2, and 3,

respectively. Figs. (4), (5) and (6) show the same plots for Jo = 0.025,

0.05 and 0.1 MA/cm 2 respec'ively. In all cases it is assumed for the

* Qinstability analysis that Tr does not change on this fast timescale such

that v /37 = - 3v /2T and 3(P/n Z v )/3T = 3P/2n v Z T . This0 eo o eo o eo 00o eo

is reasonable since at the densities to be considered the timescale for

* •chan2es in the ionization temperature is much slower than the growth rate

of the instability. If Tr does increase with electron te-perature it

will tend to slow the growth of the mode.
0
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Mode growth at low ion densities of < 10 cm is very slow because
• 1017 -3

of high Teo* For higher ion densities up to - 10 cm inelastic

collisions prevent growth of the mode. This can be seen from Fig. (2).

The dashed and solid curves in Fig. (2) allow one to compare the second

and third terms in Eq. (15) which are respectively the elastic-collision-

damping term and the inelastic-collision-damping term in the growth rate

17 - 3
expression. For n > 10 cm damping due to elastic collisions

O

17 -3
dominates but does not prevent growth, whereas for n < 10 cm damping

due to inelastic collisions can eominate and actually prevent node

19 -3
growth. :or very high ion densities > 10 cm elastic collisions

prevent code growth by dissipating the electron thermal energy to the

ions faster than the mode can grow.

One finds from these plots that there is a band between

n 017 -3 19 -3
no - cm to ~10 cm where fast growth can occur. The lower end of

this density regime matches that observed experimentally for typical

cathode plasmas. Eq. (16) shows that the inclusion of inelastic

collisions (? 0) allows for slightly higher peak growth rates than

for the case with ? = 0 because of the reduction of T for a given no)
o7 -3

Z, Jo and T io If the density drops below ~107 cm due to expansion

into the diode gap, growth will essentially cease during the remainder of

the pulse. rnus rapid growth of this mode is expected early in the

pulse. However any cathode plasma surface bumpiness caused by plasma

jetting during this time will persist throughout the pulse and will

result in filamented electron flow in the vacuum region.

The °:aveiength of this theral-resistive mode also ag-:es well with

experimental data. From Fq. (12) it was found that the number of fila-

ments should be on the order of m > k r or about 75 for r = 3 cm.
-0 0



There is evidence of tens of filaments from damage on the cathode which

* coalesce into 10-20 filaments in the vacuum electron flow. If radial

geometry effects were included in the analysis, one might expect to find

growth is cut off for k < 2ir/Ar or m 4 2Tr0 /Ar . ForX 0 0 0

* r = 3 cm and Lr - .3 cm, this states that m < 60. This is in

reasonable agreement with the above result and with experimental

observations.

From Figs. (3)-(6) one finds that the peak growth rate scales

roughly as J Z 23/m1/2 and that the ion density at which peak growth
0

1/2
occurs scales roughly as m./ J Z. Since the brightness of ion beams

extracted from PRD's seems to be related to filamented flow in the diode,

reduction or elimination in the growth of this thermal-resistive

instability in the cathode plasma is of great importance. Reducing the

current density by increasing the cathode emission area seems to be the

easiest way to reduce the mode growth. This may be possible by tapering

the cathode such that the inner edge of the cathode is closer to the0

anode than the outer edge. Simply increasing the thickness of the

cathode will not necessarily reduce Jo significantly sinc the emission

from the inner edge of the cathode is reduced by space charge effects

produced by electrons flowing inward from the outer edge of the cathode.

Reducing the charge state of the plasma or increasing the ion mass may

also be possible ways of reducing the growth rate. It should also be

noted that shorter pulse beams (e.g. 10 ns pulse duration beams) would be

less affected by this instability than the present 50 ns pulse duration

* beams because of the finite few nanosecond e-folding times.

In su=ary the thernal resistive filamentation instability described

herein could be the cause of the filamentation which is found



to exist in the cathode plasma of a PRD. The e-folding time of a few

nanoseconds is fast enough to allow for strong current filamentation

which can directly and indirectly affect the brightness of ion beams

extracted from such diodes and possibly other diodes.L5  The optimum

density for peak growth of this mode closely matches the experimentally

measured cathode plama density and the predicted wavelength of the mode

is also roughly equal to that measured experimentally. With this

understanding it is hoped that this filamentation can be controlled or

Selimina ted.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Plots of electron energy loss rate due to inelastic collisions

versus equivalent ionization temperature for various ion

-* densities from the collisional radiative equilibrium model.

The dashed lines are plots of Sv T /n versus temperature
0 eo o

with Z - 4 and I for the upper and lower curves respectively.

Fig. 2 Plots of average charge state versus equivalent ionization

temperature for various ion densities from the collisional

radiative equilibrium model.

Fig. 3 Plots of growth rate versus ion density for J 0 12.5 kA/cm2
0

and Z "frozen-in" at 1, 2, and 3.
2

Fig. 4 Plots of growth rate versus ion density for J = 25 kA/cm and
0

Z "frozen-in" at 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 5 Plots of growth rate versus ion density for J = 50 kA/cm 2 and
0

Z "frozen-in" at 1, 2, and 3.

0
Fig. 6 Plots of growth rate versus ion density for J 100 ke/cm2

0

and Z "frozen-in" at 1, 2, and 3.

0

0
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3.0 BEAM TRANSPORT

Beam transport in plasma channels is important in order

too provide standoff between the diode and the target region

for a survivable diode system. Transport can also be used

for TOF beam bunching if an appropriately ramped diode

* voltage is applied. A considerable effort in the area of

beam transport was undertaken under this contract.

Extensive experimental and theoretical studies of beam

* propagation in z-discharge channels were conducted. Some of

the issues addressed were the hydrodynamic response of the

channel to beam passage, beam particle and energy transport

• efficiency and the stability of the channel and beam-plasma

system. With this understanding it was concluded that large

radius (i.e. larger than typical target sizes) transport

* was most attractive which led to the study of final focusing

techniques. System requirements for igniting an ICF target

using a multimodular approach with transport bunching, and

final focusing were finally considered.

The transport of electron beams was also considered and

studied as was enhanced stopping of ions in hot dense

plasmas. The results of this beam transport and beam-plasma

interaction work is summarize- below. Detailed information

* can be found in the reports which follow.
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First consider the transport of intense ion beams over

several meters through a z-discharge plasma channel. This

technique allows ion beams to be transported and the

distance required for reaction-chamber standoff and provides

a means of combining beams extracted from many generators

onto a single target. The ion beam enters the z-discharge

channel at the best beam focus location from the diode.

Inside the channel, the ions are confined radially by the

azimuthal magnetic field produced by the discharge of an

external capacitor bank. The 25-150 kA current in the

channel is adjusted to provide radial confinement for ions

with the maximum transverse energy. The plasma density in

the channel must be sufficiently high to resist expansion

forces during beam transit and sufficiently low to prevent

excessive energy loss of the beam. A convenient combination

of desired transport length (2-5 m), proton or deuteron

energy (2-5 MeV), and ion beam pulse duration (50-100 ns)

permits axial bunching of the beam during tranport by

ramping the accelerator voltage in time. Beam power

multiplication of the beam can be achieved in this fashion.

* Questions which were addressed during the performance

of this contract concerning propagation of beams in such

channels included how off-center injection wculd effect

4 transport, whether efficient transport was possible if the

channel were sausage unstable, what effect knock-on

6bI
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electrons would have at the head of the beam and how would

instabilities limit transportable beam power. Answers to

these questions were addressed both experime'itally and

theoretically.

In order to deliver an intense light-ion beam to a

target in a z-discharge channel the ions are confined

radially by the azimuthal magnetic field in the channel. If

the beam is injected on-center and parallel to the axis,

transport is azimuthally symmetric and stable. Nonparallel

or off-center injection, however, may lead to both particle

losses and unstable transport. Results show that after

phase-mixing the effect of off-center injection is mainly to

increase the beam radius in the channel over that achieved

with centered injection. Such a system may also be unstable

to growth of hop -like perturbations. Both the self-hose

and the resistive hose mechanisms can play important roles.

The self-hose mechanism results from the repulsion between

the beam current and the oppositely directed return current,

whereas the resistive hose mechanism results from the

resistive phase lag between oscillations of the beam <.nd

!0 magnetic axis. Since off-center injection of the beam into

the channel can lead to a finite initial perturbation,

growth of the mode on the beam time scale could disrupt

transport. Results show that finite velocity sprea, in the

beam axial velocity stabilizes growth of the hose mode.

0
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This result differs from the relativistic e-beam case where

the axial velocity spread is very small for relativistic

beams.

Beam propagation in an ideal channel has been compared

with propagation in non-ideal channels. For an ideal

channel B,~r/r and the channel radius, re, does not varyQ C

with axial position. If the channel is subject to sausage

type instability Crc=rc (z)] before beam injection, then

radial expansion of the beam can result. The extent of beam

expansion is a function of the wavelength and level of

bumpiness in the channel. It was found that this expansion

will be small because the betatron wavelength is much longer

than the typical wavelength of the sausage mode. The

effects on beam propagation of steeper magnetic field

gradients (B a(r/r ) nn > 1), and small electric fields were

also considered. These fields arise due to the MHD response

* of the channel to beam passage and again were found to have

0 little effect on propagation under typical conditions.

Results from micro-stability analysis for both

electrostatic and electromagnetic modes show that channel

parameters can be chosen which allow beam transport without

fast electrostatic wave growth. Slower growing

electromagnetic instabilities probably will occur and could

lead to plasma current filamentation that could affect the

tail of the beam. Conditions for good transport were

0
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- B derived from these results which point out some of the

limiting constraints on transport. The results were derived

in a general form so that they may be applied to beams of

+ + +4
various species (e.g. H , D , C , etc.).

The effect of knock-on electrons resulting from large

angle scattering off beam ions was also studied. Such

electrons can obtain velocities up to twice the beam

velocity and hence precede the beam into the channel.

Significant precursor electron current could degrade the

radial confinement of the beam head. It was found, however,

that the magnetic field due to the channel current quickly

turns the majority of such electrons around before they

leave the beam region.

Another important problem which was studied was the

o magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) response of transport channels to

ignition-system-level beams. Simple analytic estimates for

channel response agreed with a one-dimensional (1D) radial,

two-temperature MHD code for moderate density changes.

Results indicated that for 3-5 MeV protons,

mega-ampere-level beams can be transported. Starting right

after beam injection, the channels expand radially and

electromagnetic fields develop inside the channel. Changes

in the magnetic field inside the channel are due mainly to

convection with the plasma channel. Ion beam energy losses

occur because of electric fields which develop inside the
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channel and beam intensity losses occur because of changes

in the initial magnetic field structure. The electric field

inside the channel has three main components: resistive,

hydrodynamic and the equivalent field due to collisional

slowing-down of the beam ions. An optimum density for the

channel density was determined from these considerations.

Initially, the beam current density was assumed to be

known as a function of space. In reality however, the beam

current spatial distribution depends on the evolution of the

electric and magnetic fields in the channel. Refined

calculations were performed where the current distribution

was obtained by following ion orbits in these macroscopic

fields determined from the MHD equations. It is then used

as a driving source term in the MHD equations. These

refined results were again used to determine the optimum

* density for transport.

The result that expanding plasma channels decelerated

ion beams led to the consideration of using imploding

channels to accelerate beams. When magnetized plasmas flow

in converging geometries (such as a z-pinch) they generate a

combination of E and B field structures that act on the

majority of the plasma particles (trapped, low energy

particles) in a self-consistent manner of current and space

charge distributions. These fields will, however, act

differently on a component of beam particles that are

.4
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untrapped. A very fast process of energy delivery from the

heavy slow plasma to the beam component will take place when

the plasma converges. The inverse is true for plasma

expansion. It was found however that special care must be

taken to prevent emittance growth during the acceleration

process. In fact beam cooling could be achieved if the

* channel implosion was properly tapered but this required

finite length transport sections which would need to be

coupled together.

Experiments have been performed on the Gamble I and

Gamble II generators at NRL which have demonstrated

efficient transport of proton beams of intensities of up to

6 2
50 kA/cm . The media for beam transport have been

wall-stabilized plasma channels performed by capacitor bank

discharges of -50 kA in 1-2 Torr of gas. Channels are

formed in a compact, low inductance coaxial geometry with

the discharge struck along an aluminum oxide insulating

liner. Methods of channel coupling have been developed and

tested to allow construction of long modular transport

systems. Efficient transport of up to 400 kA of proton

current has been observed in channels of 1.6, 2.5 and 4.5 cm

diameter over distances up to 1.5 m. Using the channel

coupling technique efficient transport over 5 m distances

* has been achieved.
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The time variation of the current of intense bursts of

protons has been determined by detecting prompt gamma rays

19 16from the F(pay ) 0 reaction. Detectors have been

absolutely calibrated to measure ampe:es of protons provided

the proton energy is known Measurements with this

diagnostic on the transort experiments were analyzed to

evaluate the proton currents and transport efficiencies

discussed above.

The propagation and expansion of beams exiting a

transport channel into a field-free, 1 Torr pressure drift

space have also -been studied. The exiting beams have

excellent axisymmetry and uniformity with no evidence of

filamentation. Time-integrated and time-resolved

photography of beam-channel and target blow-off plasma along

with witness-target damage and beam imaging techniques were

used to compare the experimental properties of exiting beams

with computations of the transported-beam distribution

4function and ballistic orbits. Both experiment and theory

show a dependence of the post-transport expansion on the

channel current. Theoretical considerations also emphasize

the importance of the radial current distribution on beam

expansion, which is controlled by proper plasma engineering

in the experiments.

.
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The need for a final focusing cell results from the

fact that hydrodynamic and stability constraints associated

with transport are considerably relaxed if the beam is

transported with a radius a few times larger than the pellet

radius (-0.5). A final focusing element consisting of a

short (-few cm) 1/2 betatron length high-current (-100-200

* kA), z-discharge cell could then radially compress the beam

to pellet dimensions after transport. Beam focusing is

achieved at the expense of increased angular beam

* divergence. Detailed calculations of final focusing cells

have been done including studies of the effects of focusing

geometry for injection into the transport system, and the

* B -distribution in the transport channel and focusing cell.

The B profiles are obtained from MHD code modeling of

z-discharges for various gas fill pressures. Standoff for

* channel packing can be achieved by using a 1/4 betatron

length cell. In this case focusing continues for about

another 1/4 betatron length beyond the cell.

A proof-of-principle experiment for final focusing was

fielded on Gamble II at NRL. Results showed that indeed

focusing could be achieved that no signi'Lcant phase mixing

occurred in the short 1/2 betatron length cell.
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Stability constraints combined with channel expansion

and beam-energy loss constraint define an operational window

for ion transport. The stability constraints are derived

from the requirements to avoid significant growth of the

1 electron-beam ion two-stream instability the beam

filamentation instability and the channel-filamentation

instability. The channel-expansion constraint results from

demanding the JxB-driven radial expansion of the channel

occurs on a time scale longer than the beam-pulse duration.

Finally the beam energy-loss constraint requires that no

more than 25% of the beam energy is lost during transport.

The constraints were derived for arbitrary beam-ion

species in order to evaluate the advantage of

higher-atomic-weight ions. The beam energy, beam radius and

channel density are also free parameters which were varied

in order to determine their effects on the operational

window. In all cases, the channel gas was taken as

deuterium. This allows the use of a simple model for

channel heating and has the advantage of reduced radial

acceleration due to the passing beam at the same

-4 stopping-power as hydrogen.

+ + +2 +6
Results for beams of H+, D+, He and C were derived

which show that a larger operational window exists for the

higher-atomic-weight species. This is a consequence of

their lower currents at equivalent transported power levels.

i.4
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Lower currents relax the filamentation constraints thereby

allowing stable transport of lower-angular-divergence, i.e.

higher brightness, beams. Raising the channel density above

the optimum for minimum beam-energy loss during transport

relaxes the two-stream and channel-filamentation stability

constraints and the channel-expansion constraint while only

* slightly modifying the energy-loss constraint. Increasing

the beam radius relaxes the two-stream stability constraint

and considerably reduces the channel-expansion and beam

energy-loss constraint. This results from the reduced JxB

forces and smaller MHD-generated axial electric fields which

are present when the beam current is spread over a larger

• area. All constraints are relaxed for a higher

particle-energy beam because of increased stiffness and

lower current. Target-deposition requirements limit the

* particle-energy range useful for different ion species.

It was determined that multi-terawatt beams can be

transported a few meters in large-radius channels. If TOF

bunching during transport and final focusing after transport

are employed less than 10 (and as few as 4) channels are

* required to deliver the power needed to ignite a pellet.

Electron beam transport is also of interest, for

example, for Bremsstrahlung production. Experimental

results of propagating up to 400 kA of relativistic electron

beams (~l MeV) over a distance of 64 cm in a tightly focused

-
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mode were reported. Efficient transport (> 80%) was

observed when a channel of plasma containing enough current

to confine the hot electrons was used. Theory of the flow

includes return current effects, and is in good agreement

with experimental results. The theory is used to predict

limits of this technique.

I
A scheme for axial bunching of a REB was also invented

and tested in a 1/r azimuthal magnetic field produced by a

current driven in a wire, where electrons propagate axially

by gradient B drift. Since this gradient B drift velocity

v7B, is proportioned to y 2 , axial current bunching can be

achieved by appropriate ramping of the diode voltage

waveform. In order to reduce the spread in drift velocities

due to a dependence of v7B on va, the pinched beam is

allowed to expand radially in a narrow gas-filled gap before

entering the drift region. In this way azimuthal motion in

the beam is reduced and substantial axial bunching is

* possible. Other electron drift motions and conditions for

their neglect were derived. Conditions for efficient beam

injection into the magnetic field drift region were also

E considered as well as other factors which affect transport

and bunching of the beam.

.
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* A theoretical model was also employed to study the

interaction of current and charge neutralized relativistic

electron beams with thin targets for a configuration in

* which the gradient drifts in magnetic fields due to suitably

arranged conduction currents used to transport, stagnate and

focus the beams. Power deposition of the order of 100

* TW/g/MA have been obtained corresponding to enhancements

well above 10 times the collisional stopping power. The

deposition enhancement is accompanied by the production of

an intense component of low-energy Bremsstrahlung.

Finally, the stopping power of deuterons in hot dense

plasma is being measured using neutron (TOF) with thin

layered targets. Intense beams of l-MeV deuterons are

focused onto subrange thick targets consisting of a stopping

foil coated on the front and rear with a thin layer of CD 2 .

The TOF of d-d neutrons from these two targets is used to

determine the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil

which is heated by the focused ion beam (-50 KA/cm 2).

Results indicate that the stopping power is enhanced

compared to that of a cold solid target. Alteration of the

0 stopping power is expected when the stopping medium contains

a significant ratio of free-to-bound electrons. This ratio

may be changed experimentally by using different

0 current-density beams or stopping foils of different atomic

number. This result has important implication for target
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designs•

The transport work summarized above outlines the

development of a significant new technology which has direct

application to a multimodule light-ion ICF system. Detailed

technical information follows in the attached reDorts.

0-

S
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3.1 List of Reports of Transport
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be&* Is In~acted on-cantor and waallel to the axis, ;!na;l-Fousn , eI A ,E~T SHK 1,.1 I'0LDSTEI'Jtransport is aziinutha22. syeric end stable. Non-.. OTTINGER , 0. 40OSHER, S-7.. STEHANAKIS, F.C.f bopa le osses anta inetiol, however, may eadlto YOUNG, Naval Research -Laboratory -- An experiment usingbothpartcle osse andinsabletranport Resltsan ion beam final -focusing_ell 'S being fielded onwill *a presunced which will relate the sevezity of ' he NRL Gamble 11 accelerator. The d esign is based onthese proableas to zhe t.;ent of the nonpa~rallel or utodeling of ion beams extracted from pinch-reflexoff-center injection. zffscea on beam bunichi.ng and diodes injected into various focusing cells.! ~an the radial profile ..:f the beam cuzrrent density In the Increase in peak current density of at least'a factorchannel will alas be discu.ssed. of four is predicted for the experimental parameters.

I The focusing cell consists of a Z-discharge plasma"iork supported by th Dearmn ofEe cnlannel. taPt-red from a 4-cn lia. entrance aoerture to
t.'AYOR. LL~xndxI& W. 23041 or 2-cm dia. over an 8-cm lengit. iUp -13 l3O ,A4Fi 02iltisat.- )aOf Light Ion Beem "-roy Flux in discharge currents will be drivyen In the charnel. Wit-Lo- Plsm Chn~v 0. G. COC11N an SHXEA ness Plates and Shadowbox techniques will be used to
aFLOTIRI, avaas~rcht~b.--oeral tansortdiagnose beam focusing and x-ray diode measurements of

eff iciency of Ton baes in cannelif can be defined as A-agtfoil radiation and Al K-alPha A-rayimgnte product of energy and current density transport will be used to determine focused current density.efficiencies in the channels. hrs energy transport Wr upre yteDprmn fEeg n hefficiency I.S relatively easy to deter-Jins using binary Defens Suored Agtey rmnto nrg n h
* stopping power and Z-fields generated in the channel.DfneNcerAec

Current densit-i efficiency is related to the decrease NJAYCOR. Inc.. Alexandria, VA 22304
In confinement and is not as esily cal~culated. %temc ISee Previous abstract
at formulating current density efficiency will be
described based on changes In magnetco field profile
in the channel. Coneecluencies for overall transpor
oefItclecyw.ll be diacuased. .4112 Measurements Of the Stooing of euterons in-

otDne Plasas' F. C. fOUNG, S. J. STPMANAKIS,'Jayr, lexndra, A 2204 . SY~M A GOLDSTEI, and 0. MOSHER. 4aval Reseiron Lao
The stopping power of deuterons In hot dense plaosmas7R 17 Post-Transport ropagation and Expansion of 1s being measured using neutron time-of-flight (70F)Intense 7 1 gnt--ion eams." F.L. SiANUWLT S.d. wi th thin layered targets.1 Intense beams of -e

* STEPMAX~IS, 0. MOSHER. and P.F. OTTINGERT, Naval aeuterons are focused'Onto subrange t~c 3rgr."rResearch Lab.-Intense proton beams (1 mev, oO ns) ex- consisting of a stooping foil Coatedtracte from pincn-reflex diodes and self-focused to mar wi th a:i ae fC, h F >30-SQ kA/cnZ have been confined In wall-stabilized z- trons from these :,so targets Is used t C~;I~t~
discharge channels and efficiently transported Uo to deuteron energy loss in ,.Ie stopping fol: lihim i Recently the propagation and expansion of beams iheated by C!ie loC-ised Ion b eatn~ 50 Prel Im-exiting the channel into a field-free, I Torr pressure Iniry results indicate "nat th! StOPPlhig po.~er is* drift space have been studied. The exiting beamis have enlhance~d croared to that of a Cold solid target.excellent axisynietry and uniformity with no evidence Ateration of the Stopping power is expeCtaj Anen theof filamentation. Time-integrated and time-resolved stzpPint 7.editon contains a significant ratio of free.Photography of beam-channel Ind target blow-off plasma, to-ooufld electrons. -his ratio may te C.~Cnged experi-& long with witness-target daiiage and beam imaging tech- Mentally by using different~ Curren c-:ens Ity teams orniques were used to compare the experimental properties scoP01fl foilS, of different atomic ftmlr. The results* of exiting beams with computations of the transported- of sucit experiments will be presented an, Com~pared.beam distribution function and ballistic orbits. Both 'Work supported by thie Defense nuclear Agency.experiment and theory snlow a dependence of theo post- *.ACR n. lxnratransport expansion on the channel current. Thereti. ~ACRIn.Aladra A 2220;

Cal considerations also errphaSle the Importance of tre IF. ̂. Young, S. A. Gldstein. S. .j. Stepner'akis andradial current distribution on beam expansion, which 3. Piosner, 1EEE Int. Conf. On Plasma :cierce, Sanlta ~Is controlled by proper plasma engineering in the M'l, may19.
experiments.
*W'ork supported by CE and CNAtJAYCCR, Inc,, Alexandria, -4A 22304



4CS --;1.iar svs50' oaqui; -cnts fot L~rimr- k~rA
Con' I nemenr Fi io 0. K_ I IL, NO-Wa! ~'Z7 L,: r f-!

C.F OtINGER, jaycor, Inc. -- A noua~ir a~;

lighT-;on lCF ernoioys a lag nwmoer -r;ui.-%h puiSecl-

power aenerar-ors jrivrlcl in1ivioual ion niozes. Ta
diodes aro .jesignao to focus Tine tear~s into 3 a

z-discharc;a plasma channels .dnicn tr-zns~ort Tnevn several
meters to The vicinity' of the pel let. By' raDii; 7he
acceleratingr-voltage Dulse, *he rransportinc :ea-.s are
bunched fr:om the - 10 ns generator pkisa --o- '-^ rns
peilet-drieer tines.

A rancs of ac~eotable roduar system oarae-e-s has

been define,1 by cooining consrr.. hs assoce!-e. ..iTn
focwsaoility, Transport, Mt-.0-cnani ol response-, zeam-

2C5 Analysis of the Rose Instability tor intense lun target overlap and deposition. Htra the analysis is

Beamns Transporced4 in 7--ascharee Channel5.h 4 f

. orriGE! and SUi.A. C0LOSTZI:;' , Naa 4eserth
L~aortov - n rdr -o deliver an intense light ion E:Zk~

beam to a target, a z-discharge channel Can be used for .. /

transmocing ".he aaam. The 39 field generated boY the /

net/ curn i- :h *a

provides -or radial confinemenit of the beam. Such a/ i -

system may be unstableC co growth of hose-iike pertur- I

bations. aorh c:.e self-hose and .he resistive hose *

mu .iuhanisms can Play important roles. The sell-hose -I

mecnaruism resultS Zrom the repulsion between the beam 2 -2

current and the OPPOsitalY directed return current. r -4 . o I- aio

whereas tile resistive hose mechanism results from Ole ____________ ___________

res.'scive phaise lag between oscillations of the ..

beam and magneti.c axis. Since off-center injection or 4

the beam into the channel can lead to a finite initial 1- 4: -

percur'oaz±0nl, growth of the mode on the beam "..me scale IT
c.ould disruptctransport. Results will be presented from 7
a stability analysis of :he beam-plasma System including

the ffets o cod-Ing wails, radial motion of the

channel plasma, perturb)ations of the channel conductivity J
an '5a veoiysradtaho hese af focts will be * .

how eaca alters the benavior of the '.Wdc- ConditIons ar to :0 ~0 1

for good beam transport will be dniidfo hs
% resukrs and compared with other transport constraincS. 2  refined by including stabi lity efrects3 and cathode-foil

scattering. Collisional staoilization of beam-plasma

*Work supported by the Department of Energy two-stream modes requires a factor-of-two increase in
channel density albove that desirod for minimum beam

AYC.R, Atx.igde , . 230sc4nad. ohrBul energy loss during transport. The shaded region in the
1P.F 3tingr, .A. AdseinandD. Msho, 311.figures indicates the parameter space which satisfies the

'A. ?hose S.c. 5 *Zio'i (ant .d.A osi tob full set of gonstraints. The quantity P Is the modular-
?tub3!sned in czinunencz an ?1asmia physics aud Controlled team tower at The diode and R/F (th-e ratio of anode

radius to focal lengrth) is The maximum ion injection
~~O&.angle into the Transport channel. The Oeam divery~fnce

for focusing from R to spot radius rs is deterninea from
60 2 (rs/R)(R/F) so that multi-TW focusing diodes
must achieve 59 4 .02 radian. Diodes with Poorer
focusing qualities may be adequate if The transporTing-
Deam ene'rgy-loss constraint can De relaxed using
dynamical ly-imploding channels4 -ather tnz*n tho-;a %oich
are static, at the Time of beam injection.

'Supp)c.-ed by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the
Department of Energy

V 10. Mosher, 0. G. Colcmbant, and Shyka A. Golustuin,
Comm~ents in Plasma Physics 6, N~o. 3 ClgaOl.

20. G. Colmbant, Shyke A. Go;ldstein ano 0. Mlosher,
PRL 45, 1253 (1980).

3P. F. Otinger, 0. tMosher and Shiyke A. Goaldste in,
4Phys. Fl. 22. 3372 (1979) and 24, 164 (1;81).
Shyke A. Goiasten and 0. A. Tidman, Proc. IEEE
intarnational 0,;nf. on Plasina SciL,NMy t~O 1'3CiSGn,
WI, D. 95. Also, 3. G. Coimtbant, these proceecings.



4C3 Determination of the Stoooing of Interse Deuteron

B Beams in a Plasma.* F. C. YOUNG, 51flKE A. C;LZS'T--"-
S. J. ST?'EAKIS, and D. :OSH--, Naval Research

Laboratory - The stopping power of intanse ion beam,;

in a plasma target may differ significantly from the

stopping power of single particles in a cold target.

As the plasma is heated, the number of free electrons 404 Plasma Channels for Transoort of Intense Ion

in the plasma increases, thereby altering the energy 
BeaS.* F. 1. SaEL, JAYCOR, In:., Alxandria ' A 2230

loss of energetic ions in the pl.,sma. For high current Experiments have been performed
1 - at l he aval

ensity beams, the overlap of wo :es that single ions Research Laboracory on the Gamble I and Camble II

generate in the plasma nay resul, in enh3nced stoppinig. generators which have demonstra~td cfficien: traasport

The increased stopping power expcted under these of proton beams of intensities c- up to 50 kA/cm 2 . The

conditions may produce energy de:osition profiles media for beam transport have ben wall-stabilized

different from those previously assumed for intense plasma channels prefaormed by c a citor bank dschares

ion-beam drivers of inetti 1-c if inw~uu-fusian t.irgeL . of - 50 kA in 1-2 T of gas. Channels are fot-ned ina

In this prcsentation, a technique for ,neasurin; the compact, low inductance coaxial geometry with the

energy loss of incense deut,;Lon bcarms i, heatQed pLas:.a discharge struck along an aluminum oxide insulating
will be ,resented. Also, the res, lt of fcusioillty liner. Xethods of channel coupling have been developed

experiments and preliminary energy-loss : icasuraments and tested to allow future construction of long modular

will be described. transport systems.
The techniiue is based on using neutron :ine-of- rransport has been studied in channels of 1.6 cm

flight (TOF) with the d(d,n)
3H{e reaction to determine to 4.5 cm dia. and over distances of 2.5 m. Since the

the deuteron energy. An incense burst of I to 2 MeV dynamic state of the channel (which is in act-ualit7
* euterons is focused to 102 to l03 kA%/cm 2 onto a sub- a long z-pinch) may be extremely important to the

deueros i fouse to102to 03 .A/m2 ntoa sb- log zprcess ma beexte ly ior mpsoretan ded th

range layered target. The target consists of a transport process
4 , recent work has'been expanded to

stopping foil which is coated on front and rear with a include detailed study of the plasma physics of the

thin layer of deuterated polyethylene (CD2 ). The TOF channels. Ultimately a complete picture of plas=a

of neutrons from these two CD2 targets is used to current, density, and temperature profiles and plasma

determine the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil conductivity in the channels is anticipated. First

which has been heated by the incense ion beam. efforts have concentrated on examining the time

This technique has several attractive features, dependent magnetic field structure of the channel over

l)QBecause neutron signals from the :-wo CD, tarjats con a wide range of fill pressures and capacitor bank

be separated by TOF, the energy loss can be measured voltages. The z-pinch implosions have been found co be

with only one shot. 2)If the deuteron energy loss remarkably reproducible and symmetric without resort to

increases in the heated plasma (as expected), the prelonization or precise mechanical tolerances.

neutron signals will be easier to resolve because their For sufficiently intense ion beams, a strong

separation in time will increase. 3)Cuncribut±0ns :o channel response is expected. In experiments to date,

the neutron signals from the low intensity outer region beam passage has had only minor effects on th, channel

of the beam are reduced because the neutron output properties. These measurements are being continued

scales with the deuteron intensity. 4)Finally, the with imoroved diodes which allow ion beams of hi.her

ratio of neutron yields from the two C:lj targets can intensity to be injected into the channels.

provide an independent determination of the energy loss

if the thickness of these two targets is known. *Work performed at the Naval Research Laboratory and

Feasibility experiments with layered targets have supported by the Department of Energy

been carried out on the Gamble I generator at 'NRL. T'hu IF. L. Sandel,et al, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 2., 3, 1031

interaction of a deutron jeam 
with a 1.3-m t.ick CD2 

(1979).

target has produced a neutron TOF pulse of 20 ns .I1. 
2 F. C. Young,2t al, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 24, 8, 1031

which is characteristic of the luration of deuteron (1979).

emission from the ion diode. For such pulse widths, 
3F. L. Sandel, et al, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, 8, 900

neutron signals from C0-layered targets can te (1980).

resolved for stopping-foil rhicknesses corrassonding to 
4D. G. Colombant, et al, these proceedings.

several hundred keV energy loss. The results of

preliminary a:xperiments with such CD,-layered mylar

targets will be discussed.

"4ork supported by Ch Dfnse ucle :r '!

" AYCCR, :nc., Alexandria, VA 22304



4A8 staI i ty ()istraint- on Tr3nsported Liont-!on
Beamns. " r . I GTR&.',ot2< 2, ' i, . A.
73I , ';avel a esaarch Laboratory, 'asn'ngtcn,

2037S--Intense licn-,on ea trinsrort in-scare
channels provides accelerator st3ndof frorn IC
targets and allows 'me-of-flignt bunching of the zeam
to nigher intensity. Stability constraints cmozined

*. with channel expansion and beam-energy loss constraint
' define an operational tindow for ion transport. The

stability constraints are derived from the requirement
to avoid significant growth of the electron-beam ion
two-stream instability, t:ie beam-filarnentaticn
instability Ind the :,anni-filamentation
instability., The channel-expansion constraint result
from demanding that the JBB-driven radial expansion Vf

* the channel occurs o a time scale longer than the
beam-pulse duration. Finally, the beam energy-loss
constraint reouires that no inore than 251 of the beam
energy is lost during transport.

The constraints have been derived for arbitrary
*- beam-ion species in order to evaluate the advantages o:

higher-atomic-weight ions. The beam energy, team
radius and channel .ensity are also free parameters
which have been varied in order to determine their
effects on the operational window. In all cases, the
channel gas was taken as deuterium . This allows the
use of a simple model for channel heating and nas the

" advantage of reduced radial acceleration due to *he
passing beam at -the same stopping-pow r as hydrogen.

Results for beams of K+  0, He* and C7 will be
presented which show that a larger operational vindow
exists for the higher-atomic-weight species. This is a
consequence of their lower currents at equialent
transported power levels. Lower currents relax the
r fIlamentation constraints thereby allowing stable
transport of lower-angular-divergence, i.e. higher
brightness, beams. Raising the channel density above
the optimum for minimum beam-energy loss during
transport relaxes the two-stream and channel-
filamentation stability constraints and the channel-
expansion constraint while only slightly modifying the
energy-loss constraint. Increasing the beam radius
relaxes the two-stream stability constraint and
considerably reduces the channel-expansion and bean
energy-loss constraint. This results from the
reduced JxS forces and smaller MHO-generated axial
electric fields which are present when the beam current
is soread over a larger area. All constraints are
relaxed fir a higher particle-energy beam because of

* increased stiffness and lower current. Target-
deposition requirements limit the particle-energy range

* useful for different ion species.
It is determined that .Iti-terawatt oeams can be

transported a few meters in large-radius channeTs. if
time-of-flight tunching during transport arj final

"O focusing after transport are :,aployeo, 'es- than D,)
11; , aS 4) * ) haniril5 ir,: i

P~~U t 'i'Jto 1 i te j je II

;r , L ,ur*.- tI hy h F e .1 , 'I,, i r n, .i n ie
'. rt:;,nm of es, ,~:; S1, m, J

S. ). tinger, S. A. 2 'lStei a;i,: 2. " 'k.

sher, . . Colo,:moain. and S. A. '&dstein

CH,1" ents Plasia physics, 5, I01 kn 3l).



3A3-4 [NITED PAPER
Some Theoretical Asa)c:s of !.i:ht :C BuaI

Transoort in Z-Discharze Channel*. P. F, 07;rZINR,
JAYCOR, Alexandria, VA -- The use of light ion JeaTns
for inertial confinement fusion has recently drawn a
great deal of interesc. Target iesigns tor ligic ion
beam drivers call ;or delivery of several mega.oules to
a centimecer diamecer pellet on a 10 ns :ime scale in
order co achieve high-gain thermonuclear ignition.
Present pulsed-power technology can provide 10 7i
generator modules, each capaole of delivering 300 kJ of
light ions in 50-100 ns. Thus, a large number of mod-

0 ules and the means to transport energy from chese
modules onto the pellet are needed. Additionally, com-
pression of pulses to the pellet-implosion time scale is
required.

One method for transporting ions involves the
iniection of focused ion beams extrac:ed frcm self-
insulated pinch-reflex ion diodes into z-disciharg trans-

• port channels. During transport, :tme-of-fli;hc bunching
of the beam, produced by ramping the accelerating-voltage
waveform, can compress the pulse to the pellet-implosion
time scale and enhance the beam power. Additional power
density multiplication can also be obtained from rauial
compression of the beam by tapering the channel. Here,
some theoretical aspects of light ion beam transport in
such z-discharge channels will be discussed. In parcic-
ular two problem areas will be addressed: (I) possible
growth of plasma modes driven unstable by the relative
streaming -otion of the different plasma species and
the beam, and (2) the effects of non-ideal channel
structures on beam propagation. The limits sec by
theme considerations on beam focusing, transport and
bunching will be of primary interest.

* Results from micro-scability analysis for both
electrostatic and electromagnetic modes will be pre-
sented which show that channel parameters can be chosen
which allow beam transport without fast electrostatic
wave growth. Slower growing electromagnetic Lnstabili-
ties probably will occur and could lead to plasma cur-
rent filamentacion that could affect che tail of the
beam. The extent of this filamentaion and the effects
it will have on ion beam propagation w-ill be discussed.

Beam propagation in an ideal channel will be
described and compared with propagation in non-ideal
channels. For an ideal channel B-r/rc and the channel
radius, rc, does not var/ with axial position. if tha
channel is subject to sausage type instability

* £rc-rc(z)]before beam injection, then radial expansion
of the beam can result. The extent of this beam expan-
sion will be discussed as a function of the wavelength
and level of bumpiness in the channel. The effects on
beam propagation of steeper magnetic field gradients
(Bq-(r/rc)n,n>l), and small electric fields ' .,iso
be considered. These fields arise dUo to tnu 1i1D
response ol the channel to beam passa-.o.

The constraints that will nc J; i ',
that ion current densities of I M/c;,-
and transported in each arm of a modular li.;nc i-n ni-
tion system. New plasma techniques, mhi ay .- ailow
higher current-density transport, i: i i implou/- z-
pinches i and a final focusing stage 2 .

*Work .uuported by U.S. Deuartmen of Energy as part of
the Naveli Research Ltboratory Light 1an :renm Program.

'S. A. 7oldstein ,tnd l. iJmaun, these proceedin;s.
i. V. 3ctingvr, S. A.Co!Jekjin and D. M!osnar, chose

proceedings.



7A 2 Intense Light-ion Beem Transpon in Zdixhwge Plusa Channels.* F. L. SANOEL, JA YCOR, Ilic., Alaxandris, V.

rat several years the Naval Research Laboratory has studied methods of transporting intense light-
Lon betms. This work was motivated by the need to a) provide standoff protecti.on for the ion
diode~s) b) allow close packing of multipla generators saround a coamion target :IiaT.Lr and c) facili-
tate tim-of-f2.ight bunching of the ion bea.2. The most successful effoirts h,&vo usei a
liazed 1-'lischazge plasma charnel for tranc; ortr.j !cuc'4sd ion beams. 1 Iliae --inr.el pt'o. rovi-4es
tot charge and current-neutralization of the bio;* which ia tnerecfore conf .r-. izh theCarr.eli by :hea
auamwthal zd'lnet.'c field generatad by the externall.y appli.ed channel current. Bdamfs of up to4_
kA total currant and up to So kAVcm2 current density have been transported In Such ClhanrnelS WL.
essentia~lly no particle loss and only the expectad classic&! particlie energy lisses. Adopti~on of
modulr.zedi channel :Onfigu~ration has permitted beam transport o",r distances up to 5 mleters.
Recent: wo~rk has included study of the plasma. phytjics of the chan.-:ul itsulf and the effet ot cf..a-nl
trimspost on beam quality and brightness. Thcorecical workc has :con~n.sd a tability of the meas-
channel syscez And the modification of tho th~ns y the very :-i.nza reams luring beams passage.
Predicted beam in~tensity levels for strong be..,-channel interaction are su.ifficiently high so that
6t~s .~taractions are not expected in current experimzents or -', =,%*rIp-tod modular aystem 1 siqs.

C~~~calosof paost-cransporz field- free prcFpigation and expansion of tho beam, showing ..o j -
* dation of beam quality, agree well with theoretical predictions. Continuing and !utura Wor).

beam transport and handl-lng will also discussed.

Work performed at the Naval Research Laboratory and supported by the Depart.%ent of Energy a
Defense Nuclear Agency.

l?. L. Sandal. at &I. Proc. 4th Int. Toplical1 Coat. Oct High-Powaz Electron and Ica Beem
Researh and Technology, Palaiseau, ?race, July 1981.

2C3-4 INVITED PAPER
Hvdro(d,rulvnics of F~at Z-Pinches Interac-tinn with

Praii nn !m on * 0. G. COLCIMANT, SIIYrE A.
GOLDSTE1:41, 0. I-10SHER and F. L. SANCELt, tinval Research
Laborart- -- The propag.'1lono at ense ion beams Tn
Plasma channels nas a drastlcally-diffarent crharac-ar
wflef rho plasma mediwin is a fast z-pintN rather Than a
diffuse slow pinch at "he time of beam injection. In
both Cases, The ion beam is magnetically confined and
Can propagate Several-meter distances. The ion Curraents
That can propagate and the enet-getlcs of the beam-olasma
system are, however, different. The faST-imploding
pinch can transfer energy to the ion beam via an MHO-
induced electric field and its radial momentum delays
expansion due to beam pressure So that longer ion-0eam
pulses can propagat.e. The diffuse z-pinc.- expands wnen
The ion beam is injected into The plasma and the
expansion produces an electric field which retards The
beam. The expanded Chlannel reduces tne propagated
current densitry.

A detailed analytic analysis of th e diffuse pirict
Sets limits on the ;on1 beam Current and pulse durBTion
which can oe prcpagaTeC. The analysis predicts opti-
mized densities for The Dackgrouno plasma -o be used
for a given ion beam. Fast z-pinicn 4ormation prior to
beam injection IS Studied with an inductive model that
couples the capacitive energy store to a -adiating,
imploding Plasma. The results are comoared to ongoing
Pinch exoeriments. using an MO modell Of the Deam-
Plasma system, an ;On beam is inj' ected into the plasma
and The dynamic respense iS IeTermined numerically.
Regimes of ion beam acceleration are thus predicted.
The detailted structure ot the plasma fields wil :at pre-
Sonted and contrasted wi~h Simple analytic theory12 of
ion-beam acceleration in imploding z-oinch es. Preiimi-
nary exoerixenta, dara3' indicating ion beam acceleration
wilt be compared to the Theoretical Predictions.

*Worn suppored by the Cefense Nuclear Agency and
S tri OaCoarttent of Etlergy

tjAYCOR, Inc., Alexanc-;a, VIA 22!04
0D. G. Colombant, :hyke A. 3oldstein 3nd 0. .csher
PhYS. ;ev. Lett., 15, 1253 (i9,50).2 Shyka A. ZOC,ein 3nc :arek A. Tidon, IEn t. Conf.
on Plasma Sci., 4C2, ;6 (19ScI.
3F. L. Sandel, et al, Bull. Am. Phys. ^,oc. 25, 900



PROPAGATION OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAIS
LN CURRENT-CARRYING PLASMA CHANNELS

1. INTRODUCTICN:

The propagation of rela-ivist-c electron beams in plasma c*-anneis

has, in the last decade, received considerable interest due to its

applications for energy transfer and -ellet fusion. A rough division

of this effort .nay be made by characterziz-g -lie e ec-sn r eam as hc-

or cold. ?n botrh cases, the relativistic electron beam propacates Ln

a plasma having a self-consistent azimuthal magnetic field which

confines the electrons radially. The necessary magreti.c field for

hot beam (electrons injected with a large mean angle) ?ropagation is

4 given by AlfIn's treatment of electron orbits which yields the zon-

dition that the net current inside the beam radius must be lzn the same

direction as the beam vurrent and nearly ecnaal to the k.fv'en current

• for the energy of the relativistic electrons

3
T 17( - (1)

0

'n the other hand, for relatively cold beams (mean angle of injection,

e<<l), the same treat.ment indicaaes zhat :he cu-,zen: needed is only

(i-cs ) !2 (2)IC'dH 2 -*(2

n order to =roca ate 2. MeV electrons wizh a 1C0 mean inect.ion

angle, one needs only about 2. 'A of net crre.- in the ch*--anel

cor.ared t t-e 50 kA of ne- -rren needed :or hot bea.m 9rcpagagtn.
Manuscript submitted July 16, 19S0



Fe

For typical beam currents of a few hundred kiloamperes injected in.o

plasmas at densities of -he order of 10  - he return current

induced in the plasma is nearly equal to the primary beam current

leavLng net currents of the order of 1% of the beam currents. The

remainder of the return current #!ows cutside of the beam radius.

The resulting net cu-rent of a few kiIoamperes within the beam radius

is su:.ficient to propagate relatively cool bea'ns (as discussed

above) but is insufficient for the propagation of a hot beam.

Other means for providing the needed net current must therefore be

utilized for hot beam propagation. Historically, these included

Z-pinch plasmas, -nd axial discharges via exploding wires.

Ln the present work, we describe an experimental and theoretical

study into the physics of th'e propagation of hot beams in plasma

discharges driven 'y an exploding wire. Our work is an extension

of previous work at 5andia 6 ' 7 into a regime of higher beam currents

(uo to 300 kA injected) and investigating the efec of channel

current and diode voltage on beam propagation. 7n the theoretical

study, we investigate the ef-ects of scattering and axial electric

:-els on electron orbits as we!l as the li-.itations on the maximum

ceam current and beam current density that can be propagated.

YEz~ r APP. * al D :SSE RVAT:CNIS:..... _A ;SPP.;. ...-I

The experimental results of the present work were obtained on

the GA.LE r (300 kV, 220 k-I, 80 ns F'W-HM) and G.AL-- !: (1000 kv,

420 kAk, 50 ns FWHM) electron beam facilities. A schematic of the

exzeri--nental apparatus is shown in 'igure I. An 34/39 r.z (C.D./ .)

I



was used. The anode was a 1.5 mm thick brass plate with a 20 mm diameter

hole on axis. The hole was beveled at 300 on the cathode side and sanded

to provide a smooth transition region for the radial electron flow. The

hole was covered with a 25 m titanium foil which was both ground plane

and vacuum window. Immediately behind this was mounted a 20 =m aluminum

foil on which a 51 ,m tungsten wire was affixed. The wire was stretched

in air from the center of the foil through the aluminum target plate,

located 30 to 64 cm away, to a 56 4f, 2.4 ,h (total circuit inductance),

20 kV capacitor bank. A "squirrel cage" of aluminum rods and rings

served as a symmetric current return for the channel current. This

bank could drive a peak current of 50-80 kA (occurring approximatelyt

15 14s into the pulse) in an air plasma surrounding the wire.

The experimental diagnostics included diode voltage and current

* monitors; time integrated hard x-ray pinhole cameras looking at the

anode, plasma channel, and target; open shutter visual photography

of the channel; time resolved, calibrated x-ray ?-i-n diode detectors;

* andfi and Rogowski coilE. monitoring the channel current. In addition,

a depth dose stack utilizing thermoluminescent detectors were used to

obtain the peak kinetic energy of the transported electrons.

01 Streak camera measurements of the plasma channel over the times

of interest allowed us to determine the channel radius at the time of

beam injection. rhis was verified by the time integrated x-ray photo-

graphs of the channel. The channel's resistance was measured by the

shift of the frequency of the ringing channel current from its zero

resistance value -- measured by replacing the wire with a 1.5 cm diam-

eter, low resistance (< 500 i.) conducting rod -- and by the current

3



decay time. Using an average channel radius (r -1.6 cm) allows one to

estimate the channel's conductivity, C = 2 x l0!  s - , from which a

temperature, T = 2 eV, was inferred. These parameters are consistent
8

with theory. The chemical composition of the plasma channel is

however unknown.

On GA'MBLE I, the channel current was varied from about I
2 a to

2 I, while the anode hole (which limited the maximu injection radius)

was varied from less than to greater than the channel radius. Propa-

gation was successful only when the channel and beam currents had the

same direction, in agreement with the theoretical prediction. In addi-

tion, it also became obvious that a crucial element of the e.periment

was the diode-channel interface. It was observed that any asymmetrical

magnetic field at the target location caused a distortion in the elec-

tron distribution at the target. The inference to a similar effect at

the diode-channel interface is made even more important as any current

feed assymetry at the diode-channe! interface could result in stra

magnetic fields in the diode which could affect not only the beam in-

jection, but also the diode physics.

Table I documents some GAMBLE I shots. Shown are the peak diode

4 voltage and current; the channel current and radius (determined from

the beam injection time and the plasma e.pansion velocity - about

0.8 =,/,s - and confi.ed by visual streak photography); the next

column shows r , the radius which enclosed the Alf~en current; the

final columns show the radius of front surface damage rD and the

radius of the back surface spall r

i'S



TABLE I

Shot# V(kV) I(KA4) IcHA (A) r 1 ,(cm) r (cm) rD(cm) r (cm)

5693 700 230 80 1.6 1.1 1.1 --

5695 700 230 77 1.4 1.0 1.0 0.7

5700 800 220 68 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.9

5701 700 185 58 1.6 1.3 1.4 1.0

5903 510 205 42 1.4 1.2 1.2 0.8

5955 540 270 38 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.6

0

0



Figure 2 shows the diode voltage and current and the target x-rays

for Shot 5700 on GAMBLE I. Thermoluminescent detectors allowed us to

fl obtain an electron kinetic energy loss in the anode foil and plasma

channel of 80 keY. Using this energy loss and the diode voltage gave

the energy of the electrons striking the target. The collimated p-i-n

detector looked at the central 3.5 mm radius of the target. From the

electron energy and the p-i-n signal we calculate that at 70 ns it saw

a current of 22 kA. Extrapolating the inferred current density out to

the spall radius implied a propagated current of 145 kA. This is out

of 195 kA of electron current in the diode (220 ' total diode current -

9
25 kA ion current computed using the Goldstein-Lee formula ) or a

propagation efficiency of 74t.

On GA MLE Ii, there was no parameter study done, rather the goal

was to propagate a high beam current and beam current density. On four

shots, calibrated x-ray p-i-n detectors indicate that more than 200 'k

of electrons propagated in the channel. In addition, a fifth shot is

believed to have propagated =ore than 200 k&A based on a comparison of

target damage with known shots.

On G 3LE iI, we also viewed the T.wre channel indePendentl 7 ,-rih

another p-4-n detector. indicated that an energy equivalent of less

than 20 A- of electrons were lost in the plasma channel. This, however,

is an upper !imi: as i: assumed that the primary zollisions occurred

between the electrons and the Z Z7 plasma channel not the Z 74

tungsten wire.

II



Figure 3 shows the diode voltase and current for GA,%LE 11 Shot

1799. in addition, the calibrated p-i4-n signal is shown. Its

peak signal corresconds to a curren~t of approximately 160 kA.

Since the p-i-n viewed only the center 5.3 mm radius, this idicates

oan average cur=rent density over this region of about 180 'rkA/=

From the x-ray pinhole photograph, the area of the target x-rays

(FgH.,) was determined to be approximately 1.6 cm and the total propagated

* current to be about 280 Ik. This is out of a diode electron current

of 330 kA (420 k.A total diode current - 90 kA diode ion current) or

an efficiency of approximately 85%. Two other shots gave propagation

* efficiencies over 50%, one of which had the =-i-n looking at the whole

target plate and giving 255 kA.

As a final note, Figures 4 and 3 show the res ective x-ray

pinhole photographs for the shots described above. At the too of

Figure 4 is a photograph taken with two different pinholes the lower

oroidig greater resolution. (Snetewre i tself appeared as a

line source,the size Of its image provided a measure of the resolution.)

O' n the left, electrons strikig the edge of the hole LA. the brass

anode produced the annulus surrounding the x-ray image of the pinched

beam passing through the titanum= anode foil-. '6. the top image, the

x-ravs nroduced by electrons in the clasma channel ca-n be seen. The

target is not seen. At the b-ottom of Figure 4 is a zhotograph tak~en

with another c amoe ~era whic'- snows the entire syrstem from left

to richt. Since :he :arget was closer to the camera than the

*anode, ith-e relative =agnifigcatiocns ar-e different. Cn the Left is

7



the anode with the inner halo corresponding to an end-on view of the

plasma channel. At the center of the anode is an image of the injected

pinched beam while at right can be seen the image of the electrcns as

they strike the target. Figure 5 shows the propagation of electrons

for GA rMLE II Shot 1799. The circular ring around the target is pinhole

shine-through while the crosshairs used for alignment are seen as an

absence of ex.-osure.

II. THEORETICAL CONSiDEkTIONS:

The problem of relativistic electron flow in plasmas heated before

beam injection has been treated at length in the literature.10 Most of

the treatments were concerned with the plasma current response to t he

injected beam current. Two effects were neglected.

'irst, the conducting plasma has a finite radius, outside of which

there exist only low conductivity, cool air (theoretical models assumed

high conductivity at all radii) and thus the total return current is

forced to run in the conductin, plasma due to the voltage increase on

the target for the relativistic electron beam - this electrostatic

effect was not included in previous theoretical work which included

inductive effects only. The fact that the return current is forced to

run in the plasma also explains why the 3 loop placed outside the

plasma (in both our and the Sandia experiments) showed essentially zero

current change during beam transport. There may be about 0.1% of the

p primary beam current going through the capacitor bank and the return

current rods connected to the anode plane of the generator but this

is too small a current to be detected with tne 3- 1oo in the present

e:ceriments.

$



Second, the hydrodynamics of the plasma has not received proper

treatment. Usually magnetic fields are viewed as confining fields

because of the pressure tensor. In the case of beam injection into

a plasma however, while the beam particles are confined by the magnetic

* field, the plasma is pushed outwards. The reason is that the return

current set up in response to the injected beam is negative so that the

Jplasma x B force is pushing the plasma out. Note that J =plasma=bea

* We give below a simple calculation that shows when plasma expansion

becomes a significant process. The main effects of this is an increase

in the channel radius with its concurrent reduction of the magnetic

*field and thus the radial expansion of the hot e-beam. The radial

expansion is:

L ( ) 2 B1 cH _2 (- 1 2

exp 2 p 3(

where the beam and channel currents are given in !-A, beam pulse time

in 10-8 sec, plasma radius (which is also assumed to be the beam radius)

in cm, and the plasma mass density in g!cm . For the case of our

G--1LZ 17 experiments IB = 280 1C;ICH = 50 kA; o = 10 - 4 g/cm 3; and

7 = 5 x 10-8 sec we find that the plasma expands less than 10 - 2 cm.

If, on the other hand, we had tried to propagate the same beam with

a radius of 0.1 cm, the plasma expansion after 50 ns would be many times

the initial radius which indicates that plasma Y% effects would start

to dominate.

We thus conclude that the present experiments in open air were

performed at a high density wit-h little hydrodynamic effects during

9



• . 5

the beam propagation while Physics International experiments:) with

-7 3
tapered Z-pinches and low densities (P = 10 gicm 3) were strongly

affected by such effects.

. -We now point out some limitations on current propagation. The

sinplest limit is that due to the plasma conductivity. An electric

field E = J /or is needed to drive J J. . An upper
% ,beam plasma ^return moeam

limit on this field for our GA2SLE Ii experiment is

2.80 x 105 . c_

E = TOi014 3 x 104 _ 16 kV/m
'r(1.6)2 x1

We now consider the question of magnetic field diffusion and its effect

on electron beam trajectories.

Because of finite channel conductivity the magnetic field profile

will change. The time scale for change over a length r in the radial

direction is given by

2
=4Trar

2
C

For a length scale of r = 0.5 cm, and plasma conductivity of
• i14 -l

= 2 x 1sec , 750 ns. The plasma temperazure of 2 eV is

obtained via the heating by the discharge current of 50 '\ during 20 :,s;

very little additional heating is expected due to the 105A/cm - primary

-19 -3
current For the plasma densities (10 cm- ) in the experiment. During

100
a 100 ns pulse the net current will increase by I I (1-e- 730) =

Deam
0.15 Ib which gives ,I = 30 kA for ibeam = 200 kA. The increased mag-

netic field due to the net current drastically affects the electron

orbits. If the beam radius at injection is nearly equal to the plasma

10



channel radius, the relativistic electrons injected at large angles will

be returned back to the diode by this magnetic field and the efficiency

of propagation will be reduced. If, however, the beam radius was

initially smaller than the channel radius then the electrons will

expand radially to fill a radius smaller than the channel radius which

encloses the Alf'en current. As the net current increases, this radius

will decrease and the beam wil propagate at a higher current density.

For this case, no reduction in efficiency will be observed. This effect

should be more pronounced at higher total beam currents. The experiments

on GI, Hydra (at SLA) and GII are characterized by beam currents of 100,

200 and 250 kA accordingly. In view of the above discussion one should

observe the tightest pinches propagated on Gil as was indeed observed.

If one tries to extrapolate into beam currents of a few mega-amperes

then the magnetic field diffusion will be too large and extend into radii

less than the beam injection radius causing a reduction of efficiency of

transport.

* We turn now to the effect of time variation of diode voltage. Since

a channel current nearly equal to I is needed for transport, when diode

voltage is reduced the needed current is accordingly reduced. The com-

*bination of initial channel current and the increase of the current by

magnetic diffusion bring the total current above IC as diode voltage

falls. This is one of the reasons why GI or Hydra which had nearly

constant voltage pulses, show almost constant efficiency of transport

while fast changing impedance experiments on Gil showed a drastic re-

duction of beam transport efficiency during the 50 ns pulse.

Si
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Based on all the preceding discussion we may now put limits on the

total current that can be transported using the present :echnique. First,

the conductivity defines an electric field by j = :E, which cannot e.:ceed

the diode voltage divided by the channel length.

Vj < x 108

K2

014'
for V I MV, 2 x , Z I meter

J < 2 x 0 0  2 x 10 A/cm
m

5 2
For a distance of 10 meters only 2 x 10 A/cm can be transported

in these channels, however at higher current densities, these estimates

will be modified by the higher temperatures and conductivities associated

with the primary and return-current heating.

Second, the plasma channel expansion limits the tightness of the

SMA 2transported beam. For example if we take the 2 MA/cm beam of 1 MV

electrons discussed above and inject them into a 5 mm radius air channel

carrying the lf4en current, the channel radius will double in 30 ns.

*- Even taking the magnetic diffusion into account the A.lf4en radius wil

still be 1.2 times the original channel radius.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have shown experimentally that high power density

electron beams may be efficiently transported using these current-

. carrying air plasma channels. We have shown theoretically that certain

restrictions apply to their use - the most restrictive being the limit-

ation on the current density. This restriction mav be overcome to a

12L
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certain extent by increasing the channel temperature. This might be

accomplished by using a lighter background gas.

The self-consistent problem of plasma-channel expansion occurring

simultaneously with the magnetic diffusion and its ultimate effect on

the transported beam and the transport efficiency must still be studied.

0
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ANALYSIS OF PROTON TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS

I. Introduction
1

As a part of the NRL light ion beam research program , experiments on the

transport2 ,3 of intense pulsed proton beams have been carried out. The NRL

0 GAMBLE II pulser was used to generate proton beams and the measurement of
4

prompt-gamma rays was the primary diagnostic for proton transport. The

first sequence of shots was made using a large-diameter (4.5 cm) transport

6 channel with a 2.5-cm diameter aperture. The transport of l-MeV proton beams

of a few hundred kiloamperes a distance of one meter with efficiencies

approaching 100% was achieved in this channel. A second sequence of shots

with a smaller-diameter (1.6 cm) channel with a 1.2-cm diameter aperture was

much less efficient in transporting the beam. Analysis of the prompt-ga

measurements to determine proton currents in the transport channel and trans-

port efficiencies is presented in this report.

II. Description of ExperLment

The proton beam was generated by a planar pinch-reflex diode5 with a
i

5.7-cm radius cathode. The beam was brought to a narrow-angle focus

25 cm from the diode and injected into a transport channel. The vacuum diode

was separated from the low-pressure-gas-filled transport region by a 1.8-,pm

thick Kimfol. The proton beam was focused by self B-fields in the 1.9-cm

anode-to-Kimfol gap and, after passing through the Kimfol, was ballistically

directed toward the focal region. At the expected focus, the beam entered

the transport channel which consisted of a wall-stabill7ed plasma discharge

Manuscript submitted June 24, 1980
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typically carrying an externally applied axial current of 50 kA. The

B-field from this current was sufficient to confine the injected protons

L u1  within the larger diameter channel.

The proton beam in the channel was diagnosed by measuring prompt gamma

4 19
rays from the F(p,ay)16O reaction. For this diagnostic, Teflon screen

targets (50% transparent) were located at the entrance to the channel and one

meter into the channel. Two detectors were used to measure prompt gamma rays

from these targets as shown in Fig. 1. One detector, which was absolutely

calibrated was located 5 cm from the second target and shielded against

radiation from the diode and first target. The other detector was located

behind a concrete wall and was equidistant from both targets. The wall

differentially shields the diode bremsstrahlung and improves the signal-to-

bremmstrahlung ratio for viewing the first target. Measured signals from

these two detectors are displayed in Fig. 2. These responsesindicate that

the inside detector measured signals from the second target while the outside

detector recorded signals from both targets. The outside-detector signals

are separated in time by the transit of protons from the first to the second

target. The detector behind the concrete wall was calibrated absolutely by

*comparing its response from the second target with that obtained with the

inside detector.

For a shot with no Teflon targets, the prompt-gamma responses are given

*[ by the dashed curves in Fig. 2. On this background shot, sufficient energy.

was transported to spall an aluminum plate at the end of the transport

system. A small bremsstrahlung signal was measured on the outside detector.

The inside detector recorded no bremsstrahlung but did record a small signal

probably due to residual Teflon deposited in the transport system from

2



previous shots. If the apparatus was not cleaned carefully between shots,

this background was significantly larger.

Protons injected _nto the transport channel propagate in the magneticS

field associated with the discharge current. The channel is essentially a

z-pinch, a radial implosion followed by damped radial oscillations. The

confinement of the protons to the channel depends on the radial profiles of

the magnetic field, current, and particle density in the channel. These

qualities are rapidly vazling functions of time and are not known. For the

*present analysis, the channel is assumed to be of uniform particle and current

density and constant in time for the duration of the beam pulse.

Measured prompt-gamma responses were compared to responses calculated

* using the ion current and proton energy measured on each shot. The charged-

particle current incident on the Kimfol was measured with a Rogowski coil.

The proton energy was taken to be the voltage determined by correcting the

* measured diode voltage for inductive effects in the diode and for classical

energy loss in the Kimfol. The ion current, presumed to be entirely protons,

and the proton energy were combined with the energy dependence of the

6* 19F(p,ay) 160 reaction and the absolute detector sensitivity to give the

expected prompt-gamma response. The energy dependence of this reaction yield

is shown in Fig. 3. Corrections for the flight time of protons from the
0

anode to the target were included in the calculations. The shapes and mag-

nitudes of the calculated responses were compared to the measured responses

after timing-chain corrections.

III. Large-Transport-Channel Results

Six shots with the large-diameter transport channel were selected for

careful analysis. The calculated prompt-gamma responses for these shots are

compared with the measured signals in Fig. 4. Here the calculated responses



have been normalized in amplitude to the measured signals. The proton

;- current and energy used for these calculations are also displayed in Fig. 4

for each shot. The current measured on shot 407 was used for shot 406

-- because that trace was not recorded on shot 406.

" The shapes of the calculated responses from the first target agree

reasonably well with the measured traces for all the shots except shot 413.

Also, the calculated risetimes for responses from the first target agree with

the measured traces exzept for shot 402. The prompt-ga~rta signals from the

- first target for shots 402 and 403 were measured at 50 ns/cm and expanded to

* 20 ns/cm for the comparison in the attached figures. An error of ± 5 ns is

-.inherent in the absolute time scale for these two traces. For shot 413, the

calculated response from the first target is narrower in width than the

measured trace. The calculated response is narrowed in tLe due to the

* peculiar shape of the voltage trace measured on this shot. The narrow peak

on the prompt-gamma response is correlated with the narrow peak at the top

of the voltage. Explanations for the discrepancy with the measured trace are

speculated upon in the discussion (Section V7).

The calculated responses from the second target do not agree with the

measured signals in shape or timing. The calculated responses occur too

early in time presumably because the proton energy is too high. No energy

*loss in the focusing region or the transport system has been included in these

*, calculations.

*0 IV. Transpcrt Efficiencies and Energy Losses in the Large Channel

- A lower limit on the transport efficiency can be estimated from the

* ratio of the prompt-gamma signals from the first and second targets. Signals

from both targets are recorded with equal sensitivity by the outside detector.

The areas of the two peaks in the traces for this detector were used to
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evaluate the transport efficiencies given in Table 1. For this evaluation

the area of the second peak has been doubled relative to the first peak to

6correct for the 50% transparent Teflon screen targets. Table 1 also lists

the air pressure in the transport channel for each shot. The largest trans-

port efficiency was obtained for 0.5-Torr pressure. At a pressure of 0.12

0% Torr, the efficiency was reduced to about 20%. These efficiencies are in

fact lower limits on the transport efficiency because energy lost by protons

in the transport system causes the prompt-gamma signal from the second target

0 to be reduced. The strong energy dependence of this diagnostic is shown in

Fig. 3.

To estimate the magnitude of energy losses in these experiments, the

average energy of the protons in the transport channel was determined for

several shots. The time interval between signals from the two Teflon targets

was used to calculate the average proton energy, Eat in the channel. This

energy is compared in Table 2 with the maximum energy of the ions, E m, after

passing through the Kimfol. The difference between E and E represents anm a

average energy loss and ranges from 100 to 430 key for these shots. For this

comparison, a proton energy extracted from the timing of the maxima of the

prompt-gamma responses should correspond to the peak proton energy because

this response is strongly energy dependent (see Fig. 3). The average energyS

losses in Table 2 are larger than one expects from collisional losses in the

channel. For example, the classical energy loss for 1.2-MeV protons in

1.5-Torr air is only 50 keV/m. Classical energy losses Zrom the Kimfol to

the second target due to the low pressure air in the channel are listed as

dE2 in Table 2. Clearly, energy losses significantly greater than classical

* collisional losses are reducing the proton energy in these experiments.
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Table 1

Large-Channel Transport Results for No Energy Loss

Transport Channel Minimum Transport
Shot No. Pressure (Torr) Efficiency

402 1.5 0.25

403 1.5 0.12

406 1.5 0.30

407 1.5 0.26

412 0.5 0.47

413 0.28 0.31

Table 2

Energcy Loss Estimates

EE d 2 E2  dE1

Shot En a Average Energy Loss 2 1
No. (MeV) (MeV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)

402 0.975 0.88 100 70 300 13

403 i.10 0.93 170 60 -- --

406 1.22 0.96 260 64 -- --

407 1.39 1.01 380 60 600 12

412 1.26 0.93 330 21 500 4

413 1.44 1.01 430 10 700 2
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An evaluation of the transport efficiency including energy loss was made

for shots 402, 407, 412 and 413. On these shots, efficient transport was

observed and all data traces were obtained. For this analysis, the energy

loss was assumed to be constant during the beam pulse and was applied

directly to the measured voltage to reduce the energy of the protons

before time-of-flight corrections thru the focusing and transport sections.

The energy loss of the protons after passing through the Kimfol was assumed to

consist of a classical energy loss dE due to gas in the Charnel, and an additional

energy loss LE to be determined. Subscripts of 1 or 2 will be used on t*Iese

quantites to denote energy losses from the diode to the first or second Teflon

target, respectively- The energy loss of protons from the diode to the

Toflon target at the end of the transport system was determined from proton

time-of-flight. The energy of the protons after passing through the Kimfol

was reduced about an amount (dE2 + LEZ), and AE2 was adjusted so that the

peak of the calculated prompt-gamma signal from the second target agreed in

time with the measured signal. Values of dE2 and AE2 are given in Table 2.

• An uncertainty of ± 100 keY is assigned to AE2 based on this fitting proce-

dure. The fitting procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6. In all cases the

additional energy loss AE2 is much greater than the classical energy loss

* dE2. The energy of protons striking the second target is less than the

average energy measured in the transport channel, assuming deceleration during

transport. Therefore the energy loss from the Kimfol to the second target

'4 is larger than the average-energy-loss estimates in Table 2.

The energy loss of the protons is made up of an energy loss in the

region from the diode to the first Teflon target (A"E), and an energy loss

in the transport channel between the two targets (AEt), where AEI+AEt = AE2 .

Both LE1 and AEt are not known, but the sum, AE2 , was determined above.
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A range of values for LEt ( and hence %Ej) is determined by comparing the

intensities of measured and calculated prompt-gamma responses. ?rompt-ga=.a

responses were calculated for the first target with protons reduced in energy

by (dE1 + AE,) and for the second target with protons reduced in energy by

(dE2 + AE2 ). The ratio for these results was used to correct the minL~mu

transport efficiencies determined previously for no energy loss. The results

are presented in Fig. 5 as a function of IE . Values of dE1 are given in

Table 2. As Et increases, the transport efficiency increases until an upper-

limit of 100% is reached. Over this range, AE never exceeds 150 keV and is

always less than !Ej. For AE = ICO keY, a likely value, the transportt

efficiency ranges from 50% to 90%, and aE1 ranges from 200 to.600 keV for

these shots.

Only a fraction of the measured ion current is incident on the 2.5-cm

* diameter Teflon target at the entrance to the transport channel. The

fraction of the ion current re cuired to fit the macitude of the measured

prompt-gamma signal from the first target is determined by scaling the

measured ion current by the ratio of the measured to calculated prompt-ganna

signals. This fraction was determined by integrating the respective signals

to eliminate uncertainties due to proton bunching and multiplying by two to

correct for the 50% transmission Teflon screen target. This fraction is

presented in Fig. 5 as a function of the energy loss in the transport

channel, LEt. For less energy loss in the transport channel and more energy

loss from the diode to the channel entrance, a larger fraction of the ionI
current is required to account for the magnitude of the prompt-gamma signal.

For Et = 100 keV, this fraction ranges from 20% to 85% for these shots.

SLnce the measured ion current at peak voltage is about 500 kA for all these

ta
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shots (see Fig. 1), currents of 100 to 400 kA at peak voltage were inferred

from this analysis.

* The inclusion of energy losses in calculating the prompt-gamma responses

has minimal effect on the shapes of the calculated responses as illustrated

in Fig. 6 for shot 412. The fitting procedure used to determine the energy

* loss AE2 is shown for the inside detector. If this same energy loss is used

for AE,(i.e. AEt = 0), the timing of the calculated signal from the first

target is only slightly delayed because the flight path of protons to the

first target is so short.

V. Small-Transport-Channe.l Results

Measured prompt-gamma signals for two shots with protons injected into

the small-diameter transport channel are compared with calculated responses

in Fig. 7. These shots were selected because they gave observable transport.

Other shots gave unobservable or barely observable transport. The reason

for the poor transport in these shots will be discussed later. The proton

energy and current used for these calculations are also displayed in Fig. 7.

No energy losses have een included in the calculations, and the calculated

responses were normalized in amplitude to the measured signals. For shot 419,

helium, gas was used in the channel instead of air. The channel pressure for

each shot is given in Table 3.

The shapes of the calculated responses from the first target compare

favorably with the measured traces, but the measured traces occur signifi-

* cantly earlier than the calculated traces. This discrepancy is due to a

significant contribution to the first-target signal frcm diode breznmstrahlung.

The measured signals are smaller due to the smaller entrance aperture on the

* transport channel, and the diode bremsstrahlung is larger in this series of

shots so the signal-to-bremsstrahlung ratio is reduced.

. . .... 9- .. ...



The calculated responses from the second target do not agree with the

measured signals in shape or absolute time. In fact, for shot 419 the

measured response occurs earlier in the time than the calculated response,

This suggests that the energy of some protons is greater than the measured

diode voltage so that they arrive at the second target earlier in time. One

might suspect that this early-time signal is due to protons bombarding a

Teflon deposit remaining on the inside walls of the transport channel after

previous shots. However, this explanation is unlikely because the channel

was carefully cleaned between shots (see Fig. 2).

An analysis including energy loss has not been applied to these small

transport channel shots because there are unknown bremsstrahlung contributions

to the prompt-gamia signals from the first target and because the proton energy

loss from the diode to the second target is poorly determined. Even so,

minimum transport efficiencies may be evaluated from the ratio of the

measured prompt-gamna signals from the two targets. The results are given in

Table 3. These efficiencies are significantly smaller than the results

obtained with the larger diameter channel.

Table 3

4 Small-Channel Transport Results for No Energy Loss

Transport Channel Minimum Transport
Shot No. Gas Pressure (Torr) Efficiency

417 Air 0.25 0.06

419 He 1.0 0.09
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VI. Discussion

Protons injected into the transport channel propagate in and are confined

by the magnetic field produced by the discharge current. Confinement within

the channel depends on many factors. If a uniform static discharge current,

I, is assumed, then protons entering the channel at angles up to a maxium of
3

6 e to the channel axis will be confined according tom

10-3v(l-cos@)
1= m

1-(a/R)2

where I is in amperes, v is the proton speed in cm/s, P. is the channel radius

and a < R is the radius of the channel entrance aperture. For l-MeV protons

and the maximum possible injection angle in the present experiments, a current
S

of 58 kA in the large channel or 72 kA in the small channel is required.

In t-he experiments, typically 50 to 60 kA flowed in the large channel,

but only % 30 k; flowed in the small channel due to the increased channel

resistance and the capacitor bank limitations. In the latter case, the

channel current quarter-period rise time was about 15 us. it is tempting to

• conclude that the transport efficiencies observed in the small channel were

ietermined princizally by the available discharge current. However, it was

found in the experiments that observable transport ceased at the highest

* current levels in the small channel. Transport efficiency was increased by

injecting the beam earlier in the rise of the channel current or by shortening

the rise time of the channel current, even though the absolute level of

'0 channel current decreased.

These observations point to the necessity for a more realistic interpre-

tation of the bean-channel system. The radial profiles of magnetic field,

current, and density in the channel are rapidly varying functions of time and

depend on such variables as plasma temperature, gas composition, impurity

Q 11



surprising that the shapes of the calculated prompt-gama responses do not

fit the shapes of the measured signals from the second target even though

time-of-flight effects are included in the analysis. As a result, the energy

analysis in Section IV is a tLme-averaged approxLmation as are the magnitudes

of the energy losses.

*viI. Conclusions

The best transport results were obtained with the large diameter channel.

In this charnel, transport efficiencies ranging from 33% to 100% were deduced

from this analysis. Total proton currents of a few hundred kiloamperes of

I-MeV protons were calculated to be transported a distance of one meter.

There is a trade off between proton current and transport efficiency in the

interpretation of these measurements. For 100% transport efficiency in the

shots analyzed, the current is 250 kA, but for the smallest transport

efficiency (33%) of any of th shots, the current is 300 kA. Energy losses

within the transport channel were less than 15% of the maximum Proton

energy.

1

6
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gas, and associated losses due to resistive and hydrodynamic electric fields

which develop inside the channel during beam transport.7 Furthermore, since

a dynamic plasma exists in the transport system, the beam may lose or gain

energy from axial electric fields created from plasma contraction or expan-

sion.9 This may explain the apparent acceleration of some protons to energies

greater than the diode voltage as observed on shot 419. Finally, ions con-

fined to a region close to the axis of the transport channel may sustain

enhanced collisional losses if the pinch has compressed the plasma to densi-

ties significantly greater than the fill pressure. Wall material brought

into the discharge during implosion can also contribute to collisional losses.

The large-diameter-channel measurements indicate that most of the ion0

beam could be injected into the 2.5-cm diameter aperture and transported.

For the small channel, measurements from the first target indicate that less

• than half of the proton beam is contained within the 1.2-cm diameter aperture.

On some shots with the small transport channel, the entrance aperture was

increased to 1.6-cm diameter and the first target was removed. Signals from

* the second target increased by more than the factor-of-two expected by just

removing the 50% transmission target. In this case, more protons were

injected into the channel and transported. It should be noted that since the

*voltage and current of the ion beam vary in time, the position of best focus

moves axially during the beam pulse. For inertial confinement fusion appli-

cations, diodes with improved focusability at long focal lengths are

3
required.

In the large-transport-channel analysis (Section IV), energy losses

from the diode to the transport channel and within the channel itself were
S

assumed constant during the beam pulse. For the reasons described above, it

is apparent that the energy loss is not constant. Therefore, it is not

13
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surprising that the shapes of the calculated prompt-gamma responses do not

fit the shapes of the measured signals from the second target even though

time-of-flight effects are included in the analysis. As a result, the energy

analysis in Section IV is a time-averaged approximation as are the magnitudes

of the energy losses.

VII. Conclusions

The best transport results were obtained with the large diameter channel.

In this channel, transport efficiencies ranging from 33% to 100% were deduced

from this analysis. Total proton currents of a few hundred kiloamperes of

!-MeV protons were calculated to be transported a distance of one meter.

There is a trade off between proton current and transport efficiency in the

interpretation of these measurements. For 100% transport efficiency in the

shots analyzed, the current is 250 kA, but for the smallest transport

efficiency (33%) of any of the shots, the crrent is 300 kA. Energy losses

within the transport channel were less than 15% of the maximum proton

energy.

0
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Fig. 1 - Experimental arrangement of the prompt-gamma detectors for the
transport experiments.
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FIg. 2 - Measured traces from the prompt-gamma detectors for Shot 412 with Teflon targets (solid line)
and for Shot 411 without Teflon targets (dashed line).
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* Fig. 4(a) - A comparison of measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) prompt-gamma
responses for Shots 402 and 403 with the large diameter transport channel. The calculated re-
sponses am normalized in amplitude to the measured signals. Also, the proton energy and cur
rent which were used to calculate the prompt-gamma responses are displayed. No energy los-
ses are included in these calculations.
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Fig. 4(b) - A comparison of measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) prompt-gamma re-
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ses are normalized in amplitude to the measured signals. Also, the proton energy and current
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STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR LIGHT-ION BEAM

TRANSPORT IN Z-DISCHARGE CHI.NNELS

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of terawatt-level ion beams has generated a great deal
of interest in using light-ion beams to drive thermonuclear pellets.

1- 9

Target design studies for light-ion beams indicate that 1 2 MJ of ions must
be delivered Ln ', 10 nsec to an ^. 1 cm diameter pellet in order to achieve

- If high-gain thermonuclear ignition.I 0  Since present technology can provide up
to 5 TW single-generator modules from which up to 200 kJ of ions can be
extracted in % 50 nsec, a multimodule system is required. In addition, a
transport scheme and a method for beam pulse compression are needed.

One possible transport scheme involves the use of a z-discharge channel
for transporting a prefocused ion beam (Fig. 1).1l Focusing is achieved by
a combination of geometric and magnetic-field focusing prior to injection into
the channel. 1 2 ,1 3 Beam pulse compression results from ramping the diode
voltage such that the tail of the beam catches up to the front of the
beam.13,14 The ideal diode voltage waveform is (t) = o(l-t/ta) -2 for

* 0 5 t < Tb < ta where Tb is the beam pulse duration and ta is the beam arrival
time at the target.

Assuming that the z-discharge channel is produced in a MHD stable con-
figuration, the question of the effects that the passage of the beam will have

on the equilibrium and stability of the beam-plasma system is an important
one. The Y!_D response of the plasma has been treated elsewhere1 5 and will
only be briefly reviewed here. Analysis of stable beam propagation in
straight and tapered channels, as well as in bumpy channels (subject to
sausage instability) has also been done previously.16 This work shows that,
in the absence of microinstabilities driven by the beam, good beam transport
and bunching is possible under the conditions set by MHD considerations
(which will be outlined in Sec. 2). However, in the presence of microinsta-
bilities, beam transport and bunching can be seriously affected.

Analysis of electrostatic (ES)17 and electromagnetic (EM)18 velocity-
space instabilities, which can grow on a time scale much faster than the beam

* Qpulse duration, will be reviewed in this report. The problem will be con-
sidered with the goal of identifying the conditions for good transport and
bunching. The results will be presented in a general form so that they may
be applied to beams of various low atomic number species propagating in
channel plasmas of different compositions.

Manuscript submitted on May 13, 198 1.



2. BEA-M-PLASMA SYSTEM IN THE TRANSPORT CHANNEL

The beam-plasma system consists of a focused ion beam propagating down
the axis of an externally-driven z-discharge plasma channel. 13 ,1 9 The ion
beam is focused at the entrance to the plasma channel (see Figs. I and 2) with
velocity components transverse to z given by '1 z = tan << I. The current
being driven in the preformed z-discharge channel provides the radial confine-
ment of the beam. Because of the small perpendicular beam energy, the channel
current can be much less than the beam current. A high plasma density in the
channel insures good beam charge neutralization. 2 0 Good beam current
neutralization in the interior of the beam also occurs, so that the total
magnetic field is comparable to that associated with the preformed channel
established before beam injection. Because :, = Jch - :b * -sb, the electron
drift velocity is approximated by Ye nbZbV/z p, where nb and np are the
beam and plasma ion densities, Zb and Zp are the beam and plasma ion charge
states, and , Jb and ich are the plasma, beam and preformed channel current
densities, respectively. Note that the electron density is Zanp.

Hydrodynamic modeling of the background plasma1 5 shows that a uniform
net-current model is appropriate for the early times associated with passage
of the beam front. This is because the low-temperature channel is established
microseconds before beam injection so that complete magnetic diffusion occurs.

ILater in the ion pulse, Jp x B expansion of the beam-heated high-temperature
plasma reduces the magnetic field strength in the interior of the channel.
The built-up field in the expanding cylindrical shock wave is also enhanced
by significant current non-neutralization in the cool plasma surrounding the
beam-heated channel. The maximum field strength just outside the ion-beam
radius can exceed that established by the preformed z-discharge current by a
large factor. Thus, at late times during beam passage, the magnetic field
distribution can be approximated by a surface-current model. Although the

induced Vr x Be electric field is Lmportant when considering beam energy
losses during transport, at no time does the electric field become large
enough to significantly affect the stability analysis.

The linearized stability analysis presented here strictly applies only
when the mode under consideration grows on a time scale faster than any

changes in the beam-plasma system (i.e., y > T 1). For growth on a time
scale slower than the beam pulse duration, the perturbation analysis breaks
down since small perturbations will be washed out by the zero-order changes
in the system before growth can occur. Thus for those modes which are shown
to e-fold less than once during the passage of the beam, the results should
be interpreted as showing that significant growth does not occur.

The distribution of particles in axial velocity is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The plasma ions form a stationary background while the drift of the plasma
4 electrons provides for beam current neutralization. Because of the high

plasma density, this drift velocity, Ve, does not exceed the electron thermal
velocity even before the beam heats the plasma. As the beam passes through a
given point, the plasma is heated and the conductivity increases. The
electron-ion collision frequency, Vei, decreasesbrit the electrons generally
remain collisional (vei > ,ce) at all times during the pulse for purposes of
the stability analysis. Since the electron-ion equilibration time is on the
order of the beam pulse duration the electron temperature will not exceed
the ion temperature by more than a factor of ten.



The ion beam density is typically much less than the plasma density and,
beams of interest are nonrelativistic. The spread in axial velocities,
designated by Vt in Fig. 3, is on the order of Vb2/2 before beam bunching
occurs. Here Vb is the beam velocity and am is the maximum ion injection
angle into the channel. For am = 0.1-0.2 rad, Vt/Vb is relatively small. As

* the beam bunches, Vt/Vb can increase by an order of magnitude as the faster
ions generated later in the pulse catch up to slower ions at the front of the
beam. The beam pulse duration, zb, decreases and the beam density, nb,
increases as the beam bunches. The dependence of the beam parameters on axial
position due to bunching will be expressed explicitly as Vt(z), Tb(z), etc.

* Since the ES stability analysis depends strongly on the shape of the
beam distribution function, it is important to use a theoretical model which
contains the appropriate physics. For a distribution in vz which has a
large slope on the low velocity side such as illustrated in Fig. 4a, a
resistive instability persists in spite of the thermal spread in vz and the
high frequency of collisions between the plasma electrons and ions. 2 1 ,2 2

* However, if the slope of the distribution function is not as sharp, such as
for the Gaussian distribution shown in Fig. 4b, electron-ion collision are
damping if the thermal spread in vz is sufficiently large. The slope of the
distribution function on the high velocity side does not affect the stability
analysis.

Before the beam bunches, the distribution in vz is determined by the
injection condition. Since the ions are injected into the channel nearly
uniformly over a range of angles predominately in the r-z plane and since
the time-averaged axial velocity for an ion injected at a given CL varies like
Vb(l-'2/2), the distribution in vz rises slowly as indicated in Fig. 4c.

* Additional smoothing out of the distribution in vz will result from beam
energy spreading due to radial variations in the diode voltage. The stability
properties of this distribution closely resemble those of the Gaussian distri-
bution. The beam ion distribution after bunching is also similar in shape
to Fig. 4c. Since the ion diodes which are used in the experiments have a
constant impedance behavior during the duration of the ion pulse, more ions

* (higher currents) are generated at higher energies as the diode voltage ramps
upward. Thus in the bunched state there are more ions at higher velocities
than at lower velocities and the spread in axial velocities is on the order
of (2Zde/mi) ( f -po ). Here Zd is the charge state of the beam ions in the
diode and o and f are the initial and final diode voltages. This spread
can be considerably larger than the initial spread before bunching (Vt-V 2/2).

Thus a Gaussian distribution can be used to properly model the ion beam
distribution function both before and after bunching when considering ES
modes. When the analysis is not sensitive to the detailed shape of the dis-
tribution function (e.g. for analyzing the stability of 21 modes), simpler
models may be used.

0
3. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

The results of linear stability analyses reported previously
1 7'18'2 2

are presented here in a more general form so that they may be applied to
beams of various species. The composition of the channel plasma is also
unspecified. Growth rates will vary as the beam heats the channel plasma
and as the channel expands. The changes in the hydrodynamic structures of

3



the channel occur gradually over the pulse duration of the beam. Growth rate
expressions appropriate neor both the front and the tail of the beam are

*! presented in order to determine how hydrodynamic changes alter the results.
Most notably these changes include (1) a reduction in the e-i collision
frequency at the tail of the beam where the plasma is heated, and (2) a reduc-
tion in the magnetic field in the interior of the channel at late times in the
pulse as the now highly conducting heated plasma expands due to J x B forces.
Near the front of the beam, the beam ions follow betatron-like orbits while
at the tail of the beam, the beam ions move in more straight line-like orbits
with reflections off of the magnetic field piled up at the edge of the
channel.

3.1. ES Modes

The ES modes are the fastest growing modes when driven unstable.
Unstable growth will generally reach nonlinear saturation on a time scale much
faster than the beam pulse duration. These modes involve either charge
bunching (e-b and e-i modes) or density bunching (ion-acoustic mode) and
generally exhibit their largest growth for k = kd,, which is a result of the
small thermal spread in the axial direction before axial beam compression
occurs.

3.1a. e-b Two Stream Mode

The e-b two stream instability is driven by the relative streaming
between the beam ions and plasma electrons. In general the beam can be
considered warm because Vt(z)/Vb Z 2[meZbnb(z)/mbZpnpla/3 even before beam
bunching occurs. Here mb is the beam ion mass. Near the front of the beam
the betatron motion of the ions can reduce the growth rate of the mode which
4s given by

2

Yei 0.76 (z R (i)

2 pe t z /
where w2b 47e 2Z2nb(z)/eb and w2,= 4-e2p/m e are the beam and electronplsm -= bn~/b aD P2 p4Tre2

a requencies respe-tively. The electron-ion collision frequency is
given by ei = 1.45x0-6Z2 n /T/2 where Te is in eV and Xei is the

* Coulomb logarithm. The reduction factor, R, equals the fraction of beam ions
which can effectively participate in the wave growth. If y1 > 2w0 , which, is
the usual case, all ions can participate and R = 1. Here we = (Vbwcb/rc)l is
the ion betatron frequency and wcb is the beam cyclotron frequency. if

Y< 2wS, only those ions with z < 1/k can participate, where -z is the
amplitude of the betatron oscillations about z = vzt (see Fig. 5). The" 17
amplitude, Az, depends on the ion injection conditions, r(z=0) and O(z0).
If this amplitude is large, the ion moves across many wave fronts before the
instability e-folds even once, and thus cannot effectively participate in
wave growth. The value of R must be calculated from the actual dist ibution
function. For a Gaussian distribution R 8wSVb/kVt for k > SwVb/Vt and

*R = 1 for k < 8wSVb/v t . At the tail of the beam, betatron effects are less
important, so that R = 1 in Eq. (1).

4
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Beam heating of the plasma can considerably reduce the damping term
in Eq. (1) as e-i collisions become less frequent. Beam bunching, on the
other hand, reduces the driving term in Eq. (1) as Vt increases dramatically.
Thus the potentially most dangerous position for wave growth lies at the tail
of the beam (R =1) at the beginning of the transport channel before signifi-

* cant beam bunching occurs.

3.1b. e-i Two Stream Mode

The e-i two stream mode is driven by the relative streaming between
the background electrons and ions. The electrons drift with an average

* velocity Ve-nbZbVb/Zpnp relative to the stationary ions and in general Ve < ue.
Here ue is the thermal velocity of the electrons. The expression for the
growth (damping) rate is

• = -i (Tr/8) s Z (T /T.) 3/ 2 exp T e

(lk2\2) (P e De 2Ti (l -k 2X e

3. V

where cs = (Te/mi) is the ion sound speed, XDe = (Te/4.e2Zpn,) is the
electron Debeye length and where a simple Krook model was used for the
collision term. In deriving Eq. (2), it was assumed that Vei < kcs/(lk2Xe) -
When Te " Ti this reduces to

1
kc V Z Lxp 2( zX~

I(Vei + (T/B) U (l+k2X2  (3)

De IDe

Since Ve is usually less than ue, the mode is typically stable.

3.lc. Ion-Acoustic Mode

If Te >> Ti, then the drifting electrons can drive an ion-acoustic
* instability. In this case Eq. (2) reduces to7r e) k cs

'3 i -am Si( (l+k2X2e)3/2 [ (1+k2x2) 3

This predicts instability (y > 0), if V /c 5 > (l+k2 XDe)- and if Vei is
sufficiently small. However, the severity of the condition on Te/Ti is often
overlooked. For Ve/cs as large as 5, Te/Ti must be greater than 12 for
instability even for kXDe << 1. Figure 6 shows the critical values of Te/Ti
for instability versus k for various values of Ve/cs (assuming vei = 0).

* Since Te/Ti is not expected to reach such high levels, in general ion-
acoustic turbulence is not expected.
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4 3.1d. ES Stability Conditions

Since the e-b mode is the only ES instability which could be gen-
erated, it is important to state under which conditions it may be avoided.
For stability (y, _< 0) Eq. (1) states that

Z5/2n3/2 i Z~nb (z)V b
2

S ei > 3.2 x 107 bb(5)
T3/2 WbV(z)Ib t
e

is required. Here ',b = mb/maT Te is measured in eV and all other variables
are in Gaussian units. This condition used in conjunction with the condition

n 1.4 x 10 Ichrc (b (z)b (Z)/S) , (6)

derived from MHD co.siderations1 5 , set constraints on n,, and Te for goodtransport. Here Ich and Ib are measured in amps and 5 is the beam stopping

power of the plasma measured in erg.cm2/g. Eq. (6) gives the ion
density in the channel required for minimum beam energy loss in the
channel during transport. Given this required ion density, Eq. (5) sets an
upper limit on Te, beyond which electrostatic turbulence will set in. For
good transport both of these conditions must be satisfied. Generally the
stability criterion in Eq. (5), is most severely tested at the tail of the
beam where Te is largest and at the beginning of the transport channel before
significant bunching occurs where Vt(z) is smallest (Vt(z)/Vb /2).

3.2 EM Modes

The LM modes are slower growing modes than the ES modes, so that even
if the mode is unstable, growth may not have sufficient time to reach non-
linear saturation during the pulse duration of the beam. The modes are nearly
purely growing (i.e. do not convect with the beam) and involve current
bunching or filamentation of the beam and/or plasma channel. The wave vector,
k, is oriented perpendicular to the direction of beam propagation with
'k kdr for the Weibel mode (radial current bunching) and k = k89 for the
whistler mode (azimuthal current bunching). In addition, the cylindrical
geometry dictates that kr Z 27/rb and ke z Z/rb where Z is an integer.

3.2a. Beam-Whistler Mode

The beam-whistler instability is driven unstable by the relative
streaming motion between the beam ions and the channel plasma. Since the

4 wave vector is in the azimuthal direction and the beam ions execute their
betatron orbits in the r-z plane, the betatron motion of the beam has little
effect on the mode. However, a small spread in angular momentum, which is
observed experimentally, can reduce the growth rate significantly. With no
spread in angular momentum (V /c2 < 2veiwpbVb/cwpe) the growth rate is

-Y = pb(Z)V (7)
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and with V5/c 2 > 2veiwpb(Z)Vb/cw2e the peak growth rate is

= 2v W2 (z)V 2 /V 2 w2  (8)ei pb b e pe

at k % y4/Vb. Here Va is a measure of the thermal spread in the azimuthal

velocity of the beam ions. If krb < 1, peak growth rate is reduced to
•l-(ko-rb)-2]Y 4 because of geometry constraints and if korb < 1, no growth is
possible. The critical wavenumber k. = /rwpb(z)Vb/cV6[see Eq. (35), Ref. 18].

If there is wave growth at a given point in z, the number of e-folds that
occurs is just

bo (z)
N = 5 b(y(t)dt , (9)

• where the time dependence of the plasma parameters must be considered. Most
importantly Vei decreases at Te- 3/2 (t) as the plasma is heated by the passing
beam. Note that beam thermal effects do not completely quench the instability
because of the finite plasma resistivity. Given information from ID consid-
erations on the time variation of the plasma parameters due to beam passage,

*= one can then determine from Eq. (9) whether significant azimuthal beam current
bunching occurs.

3.2b. Beam-Weibel Mode

For the beam-Weibel instability the wave vector is in the radial
* direction. In this case the spread in perpendicular velocities associated

with the betatron motion of the beam ions reduces the growth rate of the
instability. A measure of the radial velocity spread is given by Voam , so
that the peak growth rate is given .y

y 5 = 24/ 5vei)p (z)/ 2 a 8/5 (10)
eiwpb pe m

7/5
at k -y (-/Vbam . Again the number of e-folds that occur at a given point

in z can be determined by Eq. (9) and MHD considerations. Since the thermal
spread in the radial velocity is typically comparable or larger than the
thermal spread in the azimuthal velocity, the beam-Weibel instability is
generally less dangerous than the beam-whistler mode. A superposition of
both unstable modes, however, will lead to beam filamentation.

3.2c. Plasma-Electron Mode

If beam thermal effects or geometry constraints prevent the beam
from driving strong EM wave growth, instability can still result from the
electron return current established with the plasma. Because of the high
collisionality (Nei > wce) of the plasma electrons, radial (k -LAr ) and
azimuthal (k = k e) EM modes driven by the plasma electrons are essentially

* indistinguishable (aside from small geometric effects). The analysis must
include electron thermal effects, as well as collisional effects since the

7



electron streaming velocity is subtherma! even early in the pulse before beam
heating occurs.

At early times in the pulse when wpeue/cvei > 1, the peak growth rate is

y = (W .V /c) (2-Z-) (ll)
pi e

Later in the pulse after the beam heats the plasma if wpeue/cvei > 1, then
thermal effects slows the growth of the mode. The maximum growth rate is then
given by

Y = 2-3/2w V2/cu (12)pe e e

At all times in the pulse geometry constraints prevent wave growth if
korb < 1 where in this case k. = wpeVe/v'-uec. Since again this mode does not
convect, the number of e-folds at a given point in z can be obtained from
Eqs. (11), (12) and (9) and I considerations.

3.2d. EM Stability Conditions

If the growth rates of the EM instabilities are slow enough such
that less than one e-fold (N<l) occurs during beam passage, wave growth will
be washed out by the MED changes in the beam-plasma system. Only wave growth
with N>l will affect beam transport. In order to prevent the beam from
filamenting, the beam should then have

jrb(Z)"

aZv2v2 > 1.6<1o-9 b o tei dt , (13)
o e

where again Te is in eV's and nb is measured in cm- 3. This condition is
derived from Eq. (8) for azimuthal current bunching which is typically more
severe than the condition for radial current bunching since a is usually
greater than Ve/vb. Here it is also assumed that /uiwpb(Z)rbVb/cVe > 1, which
is the usual case. In order to evaluate Eq. (13), a knowledge of the MHD
response to beam passage is required, in particular, one must know the time

* history of the electron temperature.

If the beam is warm enough to prevent beam filamentation (i.e.,
Eq. (13) is satisfied), it is still possible for the channel to filament.
Channel filamentarion is avoided if

bI J (Z ) 9. l 01 4 d -
___n ". 1  (2-z-)dt + 6.9x10 J (z) <t, 1.

!-P b 3/ t)P e

b 1ze(14)

6 Here up = mpm H , Jb(z)=-benb(Z)Vb,Jb is measured in sA/cm
2 aild t.

is defined as the time it takes for the beam to heat the plasma
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to TI 1.4xlo-4(Z ti)r\ )t in eV. If Te(O) >T1, then ti 0 and the first
term in Eq. (14) does nbt contribute. If tj > T b, then the second term in

* Eq. (14) does not contribute and the limits on the integration of the first
term go from 0 to Tb(Z). In Eq. (14) it was assumed the -uperbVe/2uec >1,
which is the usual case. Eq. (14) sets an upper limit on transportable beam
current density above which channel filamentation will develop.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The stability conditions in Eqs. (5), (13) and (14), identify important
constraints on beam propagation. Eq. (5) together with Eq. (6) states that
the plasma cannot be heated above a certain critical temperature without
generating electrostatic microturbulence. Such turbulence will degrade beam

• quality and confinement. In general the most severe constraint on Te exists
at the tail of the beam before bunching occurs where the critical temperature
is defined by

42n3z5x2 a8 1/3
Tc (ev ) -- 10-6 b~p ) (15)

e Z4(z=2

where np is given in Eq. (6). By increasing np the critical temperature can
be raised at the expense of increasing the beam energy loss during transport.

• Operating at twice the density specified in Eq. (6) increases Tc by a factor
of two but only increases the beam energy loss by 25%. The actual temperature
that the electrons will reach for a given beam and background gas is not
always easily estimated and must be calculated on a case to case basis and
compared with the critical temperature defined in Eq. (15). Here am is a
measure of the spread in axial velocities in the beam, which for a monoener-

• getic beam is given by AVz/Vb t/2. If the beam has a spread in energy such
that a2 < AE/E, then 3 in Eq. (15) should be replaced by (AE/E)K

m i
Growth of electromagnetic waves can be held to a tolerable level by

allowing for a reasonable spread in beam perpendicular energy and limiting
the beam current density. If the beam is too cold, beam filamentation can

*occur during beam transport. The condition for good beam transport is given
in Eq. (13). if the beam does not filament but the beam current density is
too high, the return current in the channel can cause channel filamentation.
In order to prevent this from occurring Eq. (14) should be satisfied. The
conditions given in Eqs. (13) and (14) may actually be too severe since
channel hydrodynamic effects have not been included self consistently in the
analysis. Channel expansion due to J x B force may tend to prevent growth of
these transverse modes. These effects are presently under investigation.
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Fig. I-Schematic of ion diode, focusing region and transport channel for light ion beam ICF module.
The ideal diode voltage waveform for axial bunching is also shown where o in the initial diode voltage,
ta is the beam arrival time at the target and rb is the beam pulse duration at injection.
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Fig. 3-Schematic of particle distribution in vz. Here i, e and b are the plasma ions, plasma electrons
and beam ions, respectively, and Vt is the measure of the spread in the beam distribution. Other
typical beam-plasma conditions are also listed.
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* Fig. 4-Distribution of beam ions in vz for (a) a uniform distribution. (b) a Gaussian distribution

actual distribution and (c)
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Fig. 5-Beam ion orbits in a frame of reference moving with the phase velocity of an ES wave
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rUie curves are unstable and below the curves are stable.
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CONSTRAINTS ON TRANSPORTABLE ION BEAM POWER

1. INTRODUCTION

0 The development of terawatt-level ion beams has generated a great deal of

interest in using light-ion beams to drive thermonuclear pellets. 1"9 Target

design studies for light-ion beams indicate that -4 MJ of ions must be

0 delivered in -10 ns to an -1 cm diameter pellet in order to achieve high

gain thermonuclear ignition.10  Since present technology cannot provide a

single-4nodule pulsed-power system from which 4 IU of ions can be extracted, a

multimodule system is required. In addition, a transport scheme and a method

for beam pulse compression are needed, since typical pulse durations are on

the order of -50 ns.

One possible transport scheme involves the use of a z-discharge channel

for transporting ion beams. 11 Focusing can be achieved by a combination of

geometric and magnetic-field focusing prior to injection into the

channel. 12'13  Beam-pulse compression results from ramping the diode voltage

so that the tail of the beam catches up to the head of the beam.13'14 In

addition, a final focusing cell can be used at the exit of the transport

system to radially compress the beam to pellet size. 15 Figure 1 illustrates

one ,nodule of such a multimodule system.

Assuming that the z-discharge channel is itself produced in the MHO

stable configuration, the question of the effects that the passage of the beam

will have on the equilibrium and stability of the beam-plasma system is an

• important one. The MHD response of the plasma has been treated elsewhere 16

and will only be briefly reviewed here. Analyses of stable beam propagation

in straight and tapered channels, as well as in bumpy channels (subject to

* sausage instability), have also been done previously. 1 7 This work shows that,

Manuscript approved September 20, 1982.
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in the absence of microinstabilities driven by the beam, good beam transport

and bunching is possible under the conditions set by MHD considerations (which

will be outlined in Sec. 3).18 However, in the presence of

* microinstabilities, beam transport and bunching can be seriously affected.

Transport constraints arising from electrostatic (ES) and electromagnetic

(EM) velocity-space instabilities, 19'23 which can grow on a time scale much

*faster than the beam pulse duration, will be reviewed in this report. The

problem will be considered with the goal of identifying an operational window

for good transport and bunching. The results will be presented in a general

form so that they may be applied to beams of various low atomic number species

propagating in channel plasmas of different coinpositions.

2. STABILITY CONSTRAINTS

In order to provide stable transport for the beam, certain constraints

are put on the transport system. The t.o-stream instability will rapidly

generate electrostatic mnicroturbulence unless growth of the mode is

prevented. 19'21'22 Such turbulence will degrade beam quality and

confinement. By maintaining the plasma electron temperature below the

critical temperature,

i0~5(b X2 x)1/3(A 4/3

TC (eV) = p p ei ze Z 4 n 2 n 'b ()

b" b

the two-stream mode will remain collisionally stabilized. In Eq. (1) Ab is

the atomic weight of the beam ion, nb and n are the beam and plasma ion

densities measured in particles/cm 3, Zb and Z are the beam and plasma ion

charge states, Vb is the beam velocity, aVz in the axial velocity spread of

the beam and X is the Coulomb logarithm. In general, the ,host severe

2
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constraint on Te exists at the tail of the beam (after the front of the beam

has heated the channel) prior to beam bunching (at the beginning of the

transport channel). Note that by increasing np, Te can be raised. Operating

at twice the density required for minimum beam energy loss during transport,

increases Tc by a factor of two but only increases the beam energy loss by
e

• 25%.16

One can estimate the final temperature from the rate of collisional beam

deposition in the channel plasma by using 16

Tf (eV) = To+ 6.9x109 JbTb/E (2)

so that the ES stability constraint is given by

f c (3)Te Te (

Here TO is the initial electron temperature measured in eV, Jb is the beam

current density measured in MA/cm2 , 6 b is the pulse duration of the beam

measured in seconds and T is the average beam energy measured in MeV. In

deriving Eq. (2) it is assumed that Te~-T i since this is the usual case; this

also precludes the existence of ion acoustic instability. In plotting
9

constraint curves one-to-two times the density required for ,inimum beam

energy loss is used to calculate n p and a 10% spread in beam energy is assumed

so that AVz/Vb = 0.05 in Eq. (1). To was chosen to be -10 eV in Eq. (2). It

will also be assumed in all the stability constraints considerations that

3



deuterium gas is used to fill the transport system so that Zp=1 and A p=2. If

the beam is monoenergetic, AVz/Vb~ 8~ for the ES stability constraint.

Here am is the maximum angle of injection into the transport channel.

However, foil scattering and field fluctuations are expected to produce a

spread in beam ion energies of about 10% and this spread will be used in the

ES stability constraint curves. Energy spreads larger than about 15% at

injection into the channel may adversely affect beam bunching.

Growth of electromagnetic waves can be held to a tolerable level by

allowing for a reasonable spread in beam perpendicular energy and limiting the

beam current density.20" 23 If the beam is too cold, beam filamentation can

occur during transport. The condition for good beam transport is

°2~ V > 3  12x0. 8  Z einbTbV V2  > .xO ATf T /2 (4)

beo

f
where V is a measure of azimuthal velocity spread in the beam and Te and To

are defined in Eq.(2). Here it is assumed that the azimuthal velocity spread

is comparable with the radial velocity spread (i.e., emV /Vb), which is

consistent with experimental observations. Note that high electron

temperatures are beneficial nere, whereas T < is required for two-streame e
stability.

If the beam does not filament but the beam current density is too high,

the return current in the channel can cause channel filamentation. In order

to prevent this from occurring requires that 22
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J3.x "18( 1/ 2Z 1  I"x10 18ib T bA p -[o fT ,(5)1

ib43 .6x10 1 (Apnp) (A 1/2 (2- )t3/2 b 1/t (TT5

b [P p p 1 nz32T re CTo0e 0T b g
where tI is defined as the time it takes for the beam to heat the plasma

toTl.x1 4  3 2 1/4
(Zn Xe) in eV. If T e(t )<TO , tl=O and the first term

tTe(ti) 14O4(pnpie)

*in the large square brackets on the right hand side of Eq. (5) is dropped.

If t1 >rb the last term in the large square brackets is dropped. In the cases

considered in Sec. 4, the first term in the square brackets in Eq. (5) can be

0 ignored, since To is found to be - 10 eV for deuterium discharges which is

typically greater than Te(tj) . For higher Z channel gases this may not be

the case.

Eqs. (3)-(5) are the stability constraints which limit the transportable

beam power. These constraints along with MHD and energy-loss considerations

will determine an operational window for good transport and bunching.

3. MHD AND ENERGY-LOSS CONSTRAINTS

The plasma return current driven in the channel during beam transport

results in a radial JxB driven expansion of the channel plasma. 16 Typically,

thermal expansion is unimportant. In order to avoid excessive channel

expansion, the beam current is limited to

Ib 3x10"1 0 p r 2 4 (6)

where lb and Ich are the beam and channel current in MA, p is the mass density

of the channel in g/cm 3 and rch is the channel radius in cm. Here it is

assumed that the beam radius rb, is equal to rch. The uniform channel current

inside rch required to confine the beam can be expressed as
17

.0

Ich - 1.3 m / 'Zb (7)
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where ! is the beam particle energy in MeV. The strong dependence of Ib on

rch makes large radius transport very attractive, however, a final focusing

scheme must then be employed to radially compress the beam to pellet size

after transport. A factor of three compression in radius seems easily

attainable in the final focusing cell and will be assumed for many of the

plots in Sec. 4.

The transport channel length is determined by bunching requirements and
"18

is given by18

U L = 1.3xlO 9 (1- )T(t-Tb) E(rb)'//A 2, (8)

where E(rb) is the final ion energy produced at the end of the pulse, is the

bunching factor and Tt is the transit time of the beam from the diode exit to

the bunching location. The transit time is also related to the diode voltage

ramp with

(t) = ,()/(1tl .)2 ,(9)

where (t) is the ideal diode voltage waveform. Here it will be assumed that

a factor of 5 bunching is acheived with a beam energy spread at the bunching

location of 50%, so that

9 T..'AIV2
L= 4x10 Tb bE A , (10)

where now L is written in terms of the average ion

energy, = [E(O)+E(tb)]/2. With the assumption of a 50% energy spread at the

bunching location, one finds E(O) = 3E/4 and E(To) = 5E/4. This channel

length then determines the beam energy lost during transport. It is also

assumed that the focusing distance, F, is much shorter than L so that the

bunching length and channel length are approximately equal.

6



The beam losses energy to the channel plasma by collisional slowing down

and deceleration in the self-consistent axial electric field generated in the

plasma. The electric field results from a resistive Jp / component and an0p

inductive Vp xB component with the latter typically larger. Assuming that the

electric field is predominately inductive, the optimum mass density for the

* channel for minimum energy loss during transport is given by
16 ,18

EI 21/2 62

P 0.1E7 b Tb 'm
Popt 0.167 3/2()

For p=xpopt and deuterium as the fill gas in the channel, the fraction of beam

energy lost during transport over the distance L (defined in Eq.(lO)) is

expressed as

__ 1 1~ bZb bt~~f

= 6.7xIO 11 (x+-) 1  (12)
b (

Because Eq. (12) was derived for ions with the average energy, ions at the

head of the beam will lose slightly more energy and ions at the tail of the

beam will lose slightly less energy. Also, since SE/T as a function of x has

a minimum at x=l, variations of x about x=1 will not change SE/r

dramatically. Operating at twice the optimum mass density, or at x=2, only

changes 6E/E by 25% but considerably relieves the stability constraints as

will be observed in Sec. 4.

The MHD and energy-loss constraints are then given by Eqs. (6) and (12)

when combined with the stability constraints found in Sec. 2, the operational

window for good beam transport and bunching is defined.

7



4. OPERATIONAL TRANSPORT WINDOW

The operational window is defined by the constraints on the transport

system derived from ES stability conditions (Eq. (3)), beam and channel

filamentation considerations (Eqs. (4) and (5)), MHD considerations (Eq. (6))

and beam energy-loss limitations (Eq. (12)). All constraints are written in

terms of the average ion energy I=[E(O)+E(T b)]/2. Constraints at the head of

the beam will be slightly more restrictive while those at the tail of the beam

will be slightly more relaxed. For each of these five constraints, a

condition on the transportable beam power can be derived as a function of the

angular spread in the beam measured by 9m " For convenience, the conditions

will be expressed in terms of E0 =/Ab /2Zb which is the energy of an

equivalent-range proton. In terms of Eo the beam power can be written

* as P=IbAb/2Eo where P is in TW, Ib is in MA and Eo is in MeV. It will also be

-- assumed that the channel gas is deuterium. Otherwise, the simple estimate for

given in Eq. (2) must be replaced by a much more complicated expression
e

because of the more complex chemistry and radiation processes in higher atomic

number gases.

The conditions on the transportable beam power will be expressed as

functions of R/F where R/F= am when the beam is focused a distance F

downstream from a diode of radius R.12,18 The transport channel entrance is

positioned at the focus and the maximum injection angle into the channel is

R/F. This assumes that R/F is much larger than the angular divergence of the

beam at the source. If this is not the case, or if a small radius diode is

used with no focusing, then P should be plotted as a function of em, the

angular divergence of the beam at the channel entrance. in that case, the

* horizonal axis in the plots should read am rather than R/F and R/F should be

replaced by 3m in Eqs. (13)-(17).

* 8



Each of the five conditions on P(R/F) will depend only on the parameters

x, E0 , rb, Tb' Ab and Zb. In all that follows it is assumed

* that rch= rb, P='Pop t , a=5, AE/T before bunching - 0.1, AE/ after

bunching -0.5 and the pellet radius is -0.5 cm. In deriving the constraints
due to filamentation considerations, it is assumed that T e(t l ) < To4 10 eV so

that the first term in Eq. (5) can be dropped. The five conditions are then:

i) ES stability condition before bunching.

S6 r8A 13/2x4 R12 1/7
3 b bEei 3

ES 1xi°1/ Eo ) (13)

where

A~e 24 - ln [ "2 rb ( o bX)

and 1.6xlO "3 is replaced in Eq. (13) oy IxlO " 2 to obtain the ES stability

condition after bunching occurs in order to reflect the increased velocity

spread in the beam;

ii)beam filamentation condition

R Fxei E0 (14)

where P only enters weakly through X ei

iii) channel filamentation condition

P PCF (l.76xlO5 x 2R4 /ZbF 4 ) (E.4T.Ab 11)1/6; (15)

CF b 9



iv) MHD channel expansion condition

212 4 2 3P < PMD = 5x1"x2 4 E (16)
S HD rb O/Tb

and

v) beam energy-loss condition

1.36x10 
2 5 r 4E2 F4

P < P6E= x l)2 3R4 (17)
~ E (x+x- ) -rb

U where it is assumed that SE/'F <0.25. In general, the beam ions are fully

" stripped after passing through the cathode foil, which separates the diode

vacuun regime from the gas filled focusing region, and the foil between

focusing region and the transport channel.

In the plots that follow, the operational window is defined by the shaded

region with the boundaries of the window defined by Eqs. (13)-(17). The two

left boundaries are the beam and channel filamentation constraints (ii and

iii), the top boundary is the ES stability condition (i) and the right

boundary is the energy-loss limitation constraint (v). The MHD-channel-

expansion condition (iv) is easily satisfied in all the cases that will be

considered and will not play a role in defining the operational windows. In

some cases, the channel-filamentation constraints (iii) will be severe enough

to dominate over the beam filamentation constraints (ii) or the ES stability

condition (i) or both so that the window has only three (e.g., Fig. 5) or two

(e.g., Fig. 6) boundaries rather thz four.

For a given beam-energy spread and energy-loss limitation, the top and

right boundaries are hard boundaries whereas the beam and channel

filamentation constraints on the left boundary are somewhat fuzzy. The

10



filamentation constraints are derived by assuming that less than one e-fold

occurs during beam transport but the initial perturbation level is unknown.

* If the initial perturbation is small, then the filamentation constraints given

in Eqs. (14) and (15) are too severe and the left boundaries can be moved

further to the left. Channel hydromotion and time variations in the beam

* distribution function will also tend to relax the filamentation constraints.

The dashed line in the window is the ES stability constraint if the beam

were monoenergetic. A beam energy spread of 10%, as assumed in Eq. (13),

* considerably increases the size of the operational window by moving the ES

stability constraint up to the top boundary.

The contours in the plots are lines of constant density. In each plot

for a given P and R/F the channel density is defined by np = X opt /2M where 2M

is the mass of a deuteron and Popt is defined in Eq. (11). The upper set of

numbers labeling the contours denotes the ion density of the plasma in units

of 1017 particles/cm 3. The lower set of number in parenthesis is the

percentage of the beam energy which is lost during transport at the specified

plasma density. The required channel current (Eq. (7)) and the final electron

temperature (Eq. (2)) for a given P and R/F can also be determined from each

plot by referring to the scale either above or to the right of the plot. The

quantity Ich is independent of P and Tef is independent of R/F.

In Figs. (2)-(5) the operational window is shown for H+ I , D+ 1, He+ 2 and

C+6 respectively for Eo=2 MeV, x=l, rbO.5 cm and Tb=5x0 8 s. The size of the

window increases with increasing atomic number. Table 1 shows that three of
0

the five constraints are relaxed by increasing Ab while the other two are

unchanged. This results from the fact that less beam current is required to

transport the same beam power at the same E0 as Ab is increased. Higher Ab

0 11



4
allows transport of both higher power and lower R/F beams, so that the

transportable beam power brightness P/(R/F) 2, improves considerably.

By increasing x (i.e., the channel plasma density), the ES stability,

channel filamentation and channel expansion constraints are relaxed but the

beam energy-loss constraint is more severe. Because the beam energy-loss

constraint is being varied about a minimum, the change in this constraint is

not dramatic. This is shown in Fig. 6 which should be compared with Fig. 2.

The real benefit of increasing x is not realized unless rb and/or Eo are

simultaneously increased in order to relax the energy-loss constraint. This

will be shown more clearly in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 7 the parameters are all the same as in Fig. 2 except that the

zthannel and beam radii are increased from 0.5 cm to 1.5 cm. The ES stability

channel expansion and beam energy-loss constraints are all relaxed while the

filamentation constraints are unchanged. The operational window has increased

considerably in size with a maximum transportable power now on the oroer of 5

TW at R/F of about 0 18 radians. This results from decreasing the beam power

density by spreading the beam over an area 9 times larger than in the case

considered in Fig.I. In order to bring R/F to a lower value and improve beam

brightness, x and/or Eo must be increased at the same time as rb (see Fig. 9)

so that the channel filamentation constraint is reduced.
'6G

By increasing E. all the constraints are relaxed with the exzeption of

the beam filamentation constraint which becomes more severe. This is shown in

Fig. 8 where all the parameters are the same as Fig. 2 except that Eo is

increased from 2 MeV to 4 MeV. The maximum transportable power in this case

is about 2.8 TW. The increased beam stiffness and lower beam current for a

given power level allows higher power transport, however, lower electron

temperatures allows the beam filamentation instability to grow t. higher R/F

4 12
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values than in Fig. 2. This is a result of reduced stopping power of the

plasma for higher energy beams.

The combination of increased x, rb and Eo , as evaluated in Fig. 9,

improves the transportable power considerably to a peak of about 40 TW at

about 0.14 radians for protons. These results should be compared with Fig.

2. At 25 TW the operational transport window has a width in R/F from 0.11 to

0.16 radians. Similar results for Q+ l , He+ 2 and C+6 are shown in Figs. 10-

12. Once the beam bunches down to a pulse duration of 10 ns, the operational

window opens even further as seen in Fig. 13. From Table 1 it can be seen

that the ES stability, channel expansion and beam energy-loss constraints all

are relaxed when Tb is decreased. Only the channel filamentation constraint

is more severe due to the low plasma temperature attained during the shorter

pulse duration. Thus it is possible to transport the high power levels

obtained after beam bunching.

* 5. CONCLUSIONS

By transporting in large-radius channels and ramping the diode-voltage

waveforms to take advantage of time-of-flight bunching, high-power, light-ion

beams can be delivered to a target a few meters from the diode. The radius of

the channel is limited by the ability to compress the beam radially in a

short, final-focusing cell positioned at the end of the transport system.

Operating at a channel density which is slightly higher than popt and at an

ion energy which is close to the high end of the acceptable energy range

(defined by target designs) considerably increases the operational transport

window for a large radius beam. For rb = 1.5-cm, x = 2 and 4 MeV protons, it

has been shown that a 40 TW beam can be transported with an angular divergence

of about 0.14 radians (see Fig. 9). For higher atomic weight beams, such
0

as D , He+ 2 and C+6 , even higher power levels can be successfully transported

13



0

(see Figs. 10-12). The availability of relatively pure source of higher

atomic weight ions is still in question. If lighter, faster moving impurities

are generated in sufficient quantities in a higher-atomic-weight ion beam,

damaging preheat of the pellet may occur.

Although a pulse compression of a = 5 was assumed, the actual power

multiplication will be less. Comparing the power after
! Tb

bunching (a/Tb) f P(t)dt, with the power at the average energy (T, as used
0

in Figs. 2-12), one finds a power multiplication of about 4.8. Thus, when

comparing the power level before bunching in Fig. 9 with the power level after

bunching in Fig. 13, a power multiplication of 4.8 should be used rather than

5. If the figures had been plotted at E(Tb), comparison of peak powers before

and after bunching would result in a power multiplication factor of only

3.1. In all of these calculations it is assumed that the 10 ns power pulse

after bunching is flat topped and that I-E at high diode voltages.

From Fig. 13 one finds that propagating a 100 TW, 10 ns beam is feasible

at R/F = 0.15 radians. This corresponds to about a 20 TW, 50 ns beam before

bunching which is easily within the operational window given in Fig. 2. In

order to deliver 4 MJ to a pellet in 10 ns, only 4 channels are required.

Thus, if time-of-flight bunching of the beam and final focusing can be

demonstrated, transport of beams at power levels sufficient to ignite a pellet

should be possible in less than 10 and possibly in as few as 4 channels.

0
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D. G. Colombant, P. F. Ottinger*, F. L. Sandel*

* S. J. Stephanakis, F. C. Young

Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D. C. 20375

I. INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper, Dr. Cooperstein discussed the techniques required

* to focus TW-level light ion beams extracted from pizch-reflex diodes to high

current density Cl-3]. In this papor, we consider several-meter transport of

the focusscd ion beam to inertial-confinement-fusion targets through a Z-dis-

charge transport channel. This technique allows ion beams to be transported

the distances required for reaction-chamber standoff and provides a means of

combining beams extracted from many generators onto a single targe. Referring

to Fig. 1, the ion beam enters the Z-discharge channel at the best beam focus

location. Inside the channel, the ions are confined radially by the azimuthal

magnetic field produced by the discharge of an external capacitcr bank. The

25-150 kA current in the channel is adjusted to provide radial confinement for

ions with the maxim-um transverse energy. The plasma density in the channel must

be sufficiently high to resist expansion forces during beam transit and suffi-

ciently low to prevent excessive energy loss of the beam. A happy combination

of desired transport length (2-5 m), proton or deuteron energy (2-5 AeV), and

ion beam pulse duration (50-100 ns) permits axial bunching of the beam during

transport by ramping the accelerator voltage in time. Beam power multiplication

of the beam can be achieved in this fashion.

The second section of this paper reviews theoretical work on the nature of

ion orbits in the transport channel. In Section I=I, recent transport experi-

0 mental results are discissed. The KHD response of the channel induced by beam

passage is then considered. In Section V, bunching phenomenology of ion beams

in transport channels is briefly discussed. Finally, the results of the research

are used to determine a range of systen parameters which are appropriate for

*JAYCOR, Alexandria, VA 22304
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6 driving high-gain pellets with proton or deuteron beans.

II. ICN ORBITS IN Z-D!SC-LRGE CALO.NELS

As shown in Fig. 2, ions enter the discharge channel with a range of in-

-  Jection angles up to A . determined by the anode radius and distance to the

- focus. The externally-applied current flowing through the channel must be

- sufficient to confine icns with maximum transverse kinetic energy, that is,

ions which enter the channel with the maximum injection angle at the maxiimum

* injection radius, a. The required discharge current can be determined from

conservation of ion energy and p conical momentum

V2 + V2 V2  V - V Cosa + if3(r)drr z o z 0o

0

*where LmV0
2 is the energy of an ion with charge q, 9 is the injection angle

* and r0 is the injection radius. in order for the magnetic field to be just

- sufficient to confine a maxiuam-transverse-energy ion to the channel radius,

V = 0 when r = R with the initial conditions 9 = a. Substituting

into the above, results in the expression

q B s dr = dV°(l'cosG) (1)

Defining an ideal channel as one carrying a uniform discharge current so that

B r when r 5 R, Eq. (1) takes the form

10- V (1-cose )
I ch(A) = (2)

C 1 - (aIR) 2

for protons where i . is in amperes when V is in cm/s. This result indicates

that megampere discharge currents are required to confine ions injected with

large angles. Protons of 5 14eV with - = .2 require about 120 k u for confine-

ment within the channel when a/R = 2/3. Because of the large electrical energy

* investme-nt required to (.stablish larger currents in many small diameter channels,

significantly greater injection angles may be impractical.

Analytical and computational techniques have been used to determine the

effects of various forts of nonideal channel behavior on ion confinaeent and

.* beam bunching C41. Axial electric fields associated with plasma return currents

disrupt radial confinement and reduce beam power rmultiplication due to bunching

only if large enough to strongly slow the beam during transport. Radially non-

uniform net currents develop as the beam passes through the background because

of beam-induced .-UD e:?c-nsion of the channel. The effects of the rrsutin.i 3



fields on beam confinement are d_- .ussed in Section IV. Channels which t=peri.

to smaller radius as they approach the pellet were investigated as a =eatn of

increasing the beam current density. A WKZ-like analysis for the ion motion

shows that only a small i=provement in current density due to radial beam co=-

* pression can be achieved before disruption of axial compression by bunching.

Both analytic and numerical calculations wuere perfor-med to determine ion con-

finement in a channel with a large amplitude m 0 sausage instability. Fig. 3

shows one result of this work. The channel B 9 was modeled as - r inside the

* channel radius R(z), and -1/r outside. With every change in axial location

Az = X, the value of R changed abruptly and randomly to simulate the non-linear

development of the instability. A large number of ion orbits were numerically

determined for a range of injection angles up to % and injection radii up to
S 'a'. The figure shows a cross-section of beam ion density at various axial

locations along th. channel. The case shown corresponds to a = .4 c=, R = .6 cm,

E. = 5 MeV, H .2 radian, I =1. This high de-l ch ~/ hshg e
gree of fluctuation is required for radial loss of half the beam ions after trans-

porting 6 mn. When AR is decreased by about a factor of 2, only about 97. of

the beam is lost at 6 m. Good radial confinement is predicted for all cases in

which the axial wave length of the instability is much smaller than the betatron

wavelength of the ion in the channel.

III. ION TRANSPORT =ERMETS

Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental configuration for transport experiments

on the Gamble I- device [2J. A planar, pinch-reflex diode configuration is used

to bring a .5 !MAk, 1.4 W'I proton beam to a narrow-angle focus 20-30 c- downstream

from the diode. The transport section consists of a copper pipe containing an

insulatin ceramic liner filled to the .2-2 Tor- air background pressure of the

focussing-drift section. The inside diameter of the ceramic liner defines the

diameter of the wall-stabilized discharge. Discharge chanmel diameters of 4.5 cm

and 1.6 cm were employed. The discharge current is provided by a 20 kV, 10 kJ

capacitor bank. The current rises to about 50 kA in 15 s at which time the ion

beam is injected into the channel. This current satisfies Eq. (2) for the injec-

tion angles e-ployed in the experiment. To date, most experiments have employed

the large-diameter transport system due to insufficient voltage for 50 kA with

the smaller. Measurements of transport efficiency are provided by dia".nosis of

6 MeV ga-a rays produced by the interaction of bean protons with fluorine [51.

Collimated scin i. -laor-photodiode detectors are used to detect the g_-.= rays

produced in t07 transparent Teflon screens placed t the eitronce and Cexit aper-

ture5 of the transport sys.:e-c.



The initial temperature distribut',rn is determined by an equilibrium pressure

balance condition. Once the beam enters the channel, the plasma pressure and

*~ x B forces acting on the plasma push material out of the channel intarior

* and pile it up against the steep density gradient at the channel edge. The

initial mag-etic field profile correspon~ds to uni-fo-z current densi-ty arising

from the long times and the low conductivities associated -with channel creation.;

Once the beara heats the channel, the conductivity rises quickly and magnetic

field lines becom-e frozen- in the plasma. The magnecic field is then convected

out of the center of the channel along with the density.

A primary diagnostic for maintenance of beam confinem-ent is suggested by

Eq. (1) and is given by the integral extended fLoom 0 to R. If the value of the
intgra isredced ios ijeced ithlarge r0 or 9can reach the high density

edge of -he channel and be lost. Fig. 7 shows the development of the cozfinement

* integral with time for low and high bean currents and two va-lues; of beam energy.

* For the low beam current cases, the plasma channel response to the beam is suffi-

ciently gentle not to disrupt confinement. However, in the high-current cases,

ions with larger transverse energy are lost. Fig. 7 also shows that the evolution

of the confinement integral w-ith time does not depend sensitively on the ion energy.

* This behavior can be understood qualitatively by examining the plasma equation of

motion.

a- -

In Eq. (3), dominance of the j x B term over the pressure tar. and good beam-
current neitralizacc result in the right-hand side. For a maxi-= all-owed

acceleration given by d2s/r, where 7is the beam duration, Eq. (3) yields

I b Ich < 3 00 p 1, (4)

for maintenance of beam confinement. in Eq. (4), the currents are in amperes and

the terms of the right -hand -side are in cgs units. This condition is in quali-

tative agreement w.ith the results of the 'MH-D code. Because of the sraater primary

beam deaposition, lower-voltage ion beams require lower backgrourA density. Thus,

the maxi-mum allowed value of Ib h is reduced with ion voltag-e. This indicates

that less power can be transported in channals carrying lower-voltage i1ons unless

the channel current can be sig-nificantly reduced. However, the chz,-nel current is

daetrined primarily by the spread of injecti-on angles through Eq. (2), and is

unlikely to be reduced for less-stiff lower-energy ions. Additirnally, Eq. (4) is

easier to satisfy with the beaLm in th"-e bunched stata since I. r remains constant as
r is reduced.

A scco-d iprotdic-,no~t.c for Deam Ca~: nc~no~i h oa



The initial temperature distribution is dete-mined by an equilibriun pressure
Ve Lalance condition. Once the beam enters the channel, the plasma pressure and

J x B forces acting on the plasma push matcrial out of the channel interior

and pile it up against the steep density gradient at the channel edge. The

initial manetic field profile corresponds to uniform current density arising

from the long times and the low conductivities associated with cha~ie! creation.:

Once the beam heats the channel, the conductivity rises quickly and magetic

field lines become froren in the plasma. The magnetic field is then convected

out of the center of the channel along with the density.

A prima-5 diagnostic for maintenance of beam confinement is suggested by

Eq. (1) and is given by the integral extended foom 0 to R. If the value of the

integral is reduced, ions injected with large r or 9 can reach the high density

• edge of the channel and be lost. Fig. 7 shows the development of the confinement

integral with time for low and high beam currents and two values of bezm energy.

For the low beam current cases, the plasma channel response to the beam is suffi-

ciently gentle not to disrupt confinement. However, in the high-current cases,

• ions with larger transverse energy are lost. Fig. 7 also shows that the evolution

of the confinement integral w-ith time does not depend sensitively on the ion energy.

This behavior can be understood qualitatively by exami_-i, the plasma equation of

motion.

0dV r 3P =j -t jzBe __ JbB6 3

- -
In Eq. (3), dominance of the j x B term over the pressure ter and good beam-

* current neutralization result in the right-hand side. For a maxim-m allowed

acceleration given by 2R/- 2 , where 7 is the beam duration, Eq. (3) yields

b'ch< 300 p (4)

for maintenance of beam confine=ent. In Eq. (4), the currents are in amperes and

the ter--s of the right-hand-side are in cgs units. This condition is in quali-

tative agreement with 'the results of the '-D code. Because of the greater primary

beam deposition, lower-voltage ion beams require low;er background density. Thus,

the m.axi4--mjn allowed value of Ib ch is reduced with ion voltage. This indicates

that less power can be transported in channels carrying lower-voltage iots unless

the channel current can be significantly reduced. However, the channel current is

dctermined primarily by the spread of injection angles through Eq. (2), and t ! is

unlikely to be reduced for less-stiff lower-energy ions. Additionally, Eq. (4) is

easier to satisfy -ith the beam in the bunched state since 1. r remains constant as

r is reduce-d.

A eccnd i--porz=a d iagoostic for beam transpor, -. n charnls iz the total



zonsiderations can be combined in order to determine an acceptable set of system

* parameters for the ignizion of a high-gain fusion pellet E93. High voltage beams

- are easily focussed beciuse of their relative insensitivity to time-varying rzg-

netic fields*in the diode. However, their long range in materials leads to in-

efficient energy coupli-ig to fusion targets. Low voltage beams suffer from ex-

cessive energy loss in che transport channel and difficulty in focussing. For

any voltage, channel hydrodyn.nic response calculations indicate difficulty in

transporting icn beams in excess of 1 YA. Thus, for a fixed power and energy

6 requirement delivered to the target, ICHID considerations establish a lower limit

on the nunber of channels which can be used to transport ion beams to the target.

Table I surmmarizes an acceptable range of system para=eters based on the consid-

erations discussed above. Parameters based on two pellet requirerzents and two

U ion pulse durations are showrn. The stored energy is an estimate Zf he total

electrical energy stored in the Marx generators required to provide a total
." ion beam energy. The shorter-duration beams require higher powers -he diode

but also require less bunching in order to achieve power on target 'e focussed

power represents the total focussed ion bea= power for all the modL into the

entrance of all the channels. Focussed current represents the total current

transported by all channels. Using 1 I1k ag an upper limit to the current which

can be transported any given channel, the focussed current numbers represent an

estimate of the minimum number of channels required to transport the total beam.

The minimum channel length (i.e. stand-off distance) is arrived at by determining

the smallest transport length w$hich can achieve the desired degree of pot'er multi-

plication using an accelerating voltage which varies by no more than a factor of 2.

Extension of these results to ion species other than Z = 1 requires further

investigation of transport properties. Higher voltage beams can transport at lower

beam current to achieve beam powers comparable to Z = 1. Channel currents are un-

• certain. From Eq. (I), i is proportional to the larger values of m/q. However,

it tends to be reduced by the smaller values of permitted by better focussing

control C10].
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Hydrodynamic Response of Plasma Channels to Propagating Ion Beams

D. G. Colombant, Shyke A. Coldstein,c5 ) and D. Mosher
* Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375

(Received 28 March 1980)

Hydrodynamic response of plasma channels induced by intense propagating ion beams
is examined with use of both analytical estimates and a one-dimensional radial numeri-
cal model. It is found that mega-a.mpere, 3-5-MeV proton beams can be propagated in
deuterium background over several meters.

PACS nmbers: 52.40.Mj, 52.30.+r

Mega-ampere beams of l-2-MeV protons and beam is injected into the discharge,' ° kinetic

deuterons have recently been extracted from 100- pressure and magnetic forces on the plasma re-

cm 2 Pinch Reflex diodes coupled to high-power turn current induced by beam injection drive

transmission-line generators. Focusing to 0.4 channel expansion on the 50-ns beam-duration

* MA/cm 2 has been reported."- 2 These light-ion time scale. The expanding plasma convects mag-

beams are appropriate for inertial-confinement- netic field outward, thereby increasing the beam

fusion experiments when a large number of them radius. At the same time, the beam experiences

are individually transported several meters and energy losses due to collisional deposition and

combined onto a pellet.3" 4 To this end, 100-1.A/ deceleration in induced electric fields. The plas-

cm 2 beams have been transported a meter dis- ma channel density must be low enough to prevent

tance through 50-kA discharges in 1 Torr air' excessive energy losses but high enough to pre-

and 5-kA/cm 2 beams a 50 cm distance in a wire- vent excessive expansion.

initiated plasma channel in 40-Torr deuterium In order to study the response of the channel to

gas. 6 The azimuthal magnetic field produced by injected beams with a iD radial code, azimuthal

the discharge current confines the charge- and symmetry and small axial gradients are as-

* current-neutralized beam within the discharge sumed." The equations solved in the code in-

diameter. In the present theoretical work, the clude the MED equations with classical electron

magnetohydrodynamic (MN'D) response of trans- transport coefficients and the appropriate Max-

port channels to ignition-system-level beams is well's equations (the same notation is used as in

investigated. Simple analytic estimates for chan- Braginskii12):

nel response agree with a one-dimensional (ID) ap/at r "'a (p r v ) / 8r = 0, (2)

* radial, two-temperature MED code for moderate

density changes. Results indicate that for 3-5- a(pv)/at- , r'8(prV)/ar= -ap/8r -jB/c, (3)

MeV protons, mega-ampere-level beams cati be 1 . a B4

transported. The problem of beam stability has - -. {r[(,Ep)v-q] =Q._1__,, (4)

been considered elsewhere.'

The discharge current 1,, required to transport V ar 8TT 1 8 1 a

a beam with given injection conditions is deter- "flakt iivtr ri r r 4r

mined from conservation of canonical momentum n k

p,. For an ion entering a discharge at radius r, =Q.,- (5)
with speed v, at an angle & to the z axis with no

angular momentum, aB,'at= -c$E/r, (6)

* v, (r)= Cos(qMr, (I) r'(rB)/ar=(4/c)(j,,), (7)

where B is the azimuthal magnetic field. For E = ij,- vB/c, (8)

proton beams and B(r)-r, lo(A) =0.5x 10 " c,
X v(cm/s), where 9,(rad) is the maximum injec- with

tion angle. For 50-kA discharge currents and E=1pE+ kT, 4 kT,, (9)

several-megaelectronvolt protons, this expres-

sions requires 9, s. 10'. A uniform current dis- P = nkT. -nkT, (10)

tribution is appropriate for few-electronvolt, q, = -K, a,,/ar, (11)

centimeter-diameter discharges established mi-

croseconds before beam injection.) Once the Q, =  77j2 - PSib -P, ad- (12)

o 9 1980 The American Physical Society 125-
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In the above, j, and j. are the plasma and beam plasma expansion is approximated by
current density, -,,, is the electron-ion equiparti-
tion time, and P ad is the optically thin radiation X -3 x 0 "2)(A cm 2')jh(A 'cm 2')
loss rate. Finite-( =tr,,) effects have been in- 2

eluded in the calculation of the transport coeffi- X t (s)/P(g;cm ), (13)

cients, where a fluid element initially at radius r is dis-
The standard channel prior to beam injection is placed to (1 - X)r at t, jcb is the discharge cur-

defined to be 6x 10"6 g/cml deuterium (n = 2  rent density, and J -j, is assumed for JCh <<J,.
X 10 "a cm'), with Ich =50 kA, T, = T, =3 eV inside Radial channel and beam expansion will be small
a channel of radius r =0.56 cm. Deuterium is when X<<1. The standard channel parameters
chosen for simplicity of atomic physics---6uch as give X c" I after 50 ns for a 1-MA/cm2 beam.
ideal-gas law--and radiation processes, and for Ion compressional heating in Eq. (4) is always
collisional beam losses lower than a comparable less important than the electron-heating mechan-
mass density of hydrogen. The plasma channel isms on the right-hand side except at the channel
is surrounded by a cold gas blanket. Radial pro- boundary. For E= 5 MeV and i,= I MA/cm 2, col-
files for the channel prior to beam injection (Fig. lisional deposition dominates over return-current
1) are derived from pressure balance for ,d uni- heating above 3 eV. The proton stopping power
formly distributed.' The transported beam is in deuterium is then S = 10/e MeV/(g/cm 2). The
modeled by jb =jbo(t) for r -y-', and j.7=jho( 1  associated temperature rise in the plasma is
-r/ra)/(1 -y) for yrb <r.*rb with 0.1 *y &0.35. 6(T,- T,)- 7 x 103 jt/b and is of order 100 eV for
This distribution simulates an aperture scrapeoff the above beam after 50 as. For 2.3-m transport,

" from a larger beam focal-spot size. For beam collisional beam-energy losses are less than 20%
duration -r, Jb, =jbm (1 + t/T)/2. Ion energy E in- of the initial beam energy when p s 9 x 10 -, 2
creases in time like j,,, reaching eb, at t= :. This criterion combined with that for inertial con-
This energy ramp permits beam power multipli- finement [Eq. (13) with X _ 1] yields 7 x 10 p
cation by axial bunching during transport. s9X i0"- ', i.e., e, >2.8 MeV. Energy losses

In Eq. (3), the magnetic expansion forces usu- due to deceleration in the axial electric field of
ally dominate over kinetic pressure. If we as- Eq. (8) must also be considered. Early in time.
sume constant radial acceleration due to jB/c, E is established by return-current flow in the

resistive plasma. Later, high plasma conduc-
tivity and expansion velocity cause the hydrody-
namic term to dominate. Energy losses due to
late-time electric field are comparable to colli-

1tO- sional losses for the above density regime.
Figure 2 shows the channel at 50 ns for j

. =0.6 MAicm 2, and 1 5 MeV. Expansion has
1d9 -' : reduced the initial density to (1 .2 - 1 .4) x 101' cm-".

This agrees with the calculated value of )L = 0.3
from Eq. (13). A figure of merit for ion confine-

: tO t tmerit is defined by the integral in Eq. (1) extend-

ed from 0 to r'c. The code calculates a reduction
in its value from an initial 5 to 3.3 kG cm for30- 6F i.2i agreement with simple scaling. At the

* 4conditions shown, transported ions lose about20- 4 ~ 0.14 MeV./m collisionally and about 0.1 I MeV/m

1 0 because of electric-field deceleration. Early in
I_ 2rtime, when E,= 2.5 MeV, corresponding values

0 4 6 are 0.28 and 0.03 MeV/m.i"2 4 62 4 6
2r m 6(m Figure 3 illustrates the response of the stan-r (dard channel to a beam of comparable power den-

FIG. 1. In tial deuterium plasma channel conditions sity as in Fig. 2 but with j5,= 2.75 MA/cm 2 and

corresponding to uniform current distribution and to cbn = 3 MeV. This case is very different from the
pressure talan e between the channel and cold gas preceding one since the channel has had time to
blanket, expand and to bounce from the cold gas blanket.

0 1254
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FIG. 2. Plasma channel characteristics at t = 50 as FIG. 3. Plasma channel characteristics at t = 50 ns
after injection of a 5-MeV, 400-kA proton beam. after injection of a 3-MeV, 2-MA proton beam. Note
• that the velocity profile indicates reflection from the

cold gas blanket.

The structure of the various fluid quantities is
much more complicated and indicates that differ-
ent physics applies. For example, instabilities use of simple estimates and numerical solutions.
might play an important role which would change For 3-5-MeV proton-beam propagation, deute-

* the results quantitatively. Estimates from Eq. rium z discharges were studied for injected,

(13) can still be made, but only within a radius of mega-ampere-per-square-centimeter, 50-as

about 2 mm where plasma expansion still occurs. beams. Discharge channel densities -10 "5 g/cm3

In that region, the code is in agreement with sim- were found to permit transport of these beams in

ple estimates. An interesting feature of these re- both unbunched and bunched states over the sev-

suits is that the vB !c term g-ives an electric field eral-meter distances required for inertial-con-

which will accelerate the ion beam if it exceeds finement-fusion ignition experiments.

the collisional slowing down (Ohmic electric This work was supported by the U. S. Depart-

fields are small because of high conductivity). ment of Energy.

In addition to the case of the unbunched beam

which prevails at the beginning of the channel, the

plasma channel response to a bunched beam near

the exit of the channel has been investigated. It (aPermaren address: Jaycor, Inc., Alexanria,

is found that a beam of a given current and volt- Va. 22304.
age is more easily transported in its bunched G. Cooperstein, Shyke A. Goldstein, D. Mosher,
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* so that X depends only on j, / p. For the 10 as Beam Research and Technology, Novosibirsk, 1979

pulse duration of a bunched beam, the radial ex- (to be published).

pansion is 5 times smaller. Alternatively, the D. J. Johnson, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 24, 926 (1979).

density can be chosen smaller to maintain a con- 3D. Mosher, G. Cooperstein, Shvke A. Goldstein,
stant X. For constant collisional losses in tran- D. G. Colombant, P. F. Ottinger, F. L. Sandel, S. J.through the ch l (constant). losses in trae- Stephanakis, and F. C. Young, in Proceedings of the
sit through the channel (i.e., f phz = const), the rird International Conference on igb Power Electron

* density at the beginning of the channel can then be and Ton Beam Research and Technology, Novosibirsk,

increased to reduce the channel expansion there. 1979 (t be published).

In conclusion, the hydrodynamic plasma re- 'P. A. Miller, D. J. Johnson, T. P. Wright, and

sponse to light-ion beams has been studied with G. W. Kuswa, Comments Plasma Phys. Controlled
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o Beam Requirements for Lig ht-ion -driven Inertial-confinement
Fusion

Proof-of-principle and scaling experiments for light-io-driven inertial-con-
finement fusion are in progress with generators appropriate for use as igition-

* system modules.' 2 Megampere currents of 24MeV protons and deuterons have
recently been extracted in lO0-ns pulses from 100-an 2 pinch-reflex diodes

b3

(PRDs) operating at 3-TW diode electric powers. Experiments at the I -TW
level have recorded focused proton-current densties approaching I -MA/ = 2

with cylindrical magnetically insulated diodes.' Deuterons extracted from PRDS
have been focused to over 300 kA/cm2 in a geometry appropriate for injection
into transport channels.-' Proton beams extracted from pinch-reflex diodes
have been transported meter distances in the focused state through 50-kA wall-
stabilized : discharges estab lished in I -:orr gas backgrounds!S Experiments
utilizing laser-initiated discharges are in progress.' Several-meter channel trans-
port provides a means of delivering beams extracted from a large number of

* generators to the vicinity of -the pellet. These lengths wre sufficient to achieve
beam -powe r Multiplication by axial bunchixig.7 Computational IMHD research"
and micro instability calculations 9 indicate that individual proton beams with
currents approaching I MA =z be transported.

The cited work indicates that the pulsed-power and ion-beam production
and handling techniques are available to assemble a break-even ICF experiment.

* In this ComrInrt, simple scaling laws for beam focusing, transport, bunching
and packaging are -ombined to define an acceptable range of parameters for
ignition-system mrodules delivering low-atomic-number (: 6) ion beams to a
pellet. Techniques for increasinrg the deliverable beam intensity are then discussed.

Figure I illustrates schematically one module for extraction, focusing and
transport of an intense ion beam. Ions are acceerated axially across the diode

* vacuum Zap by the applied electric field and are accelerated radially inward by
their azimuthai seff-ramwetic field. The transmission cathode separates the diode
region fromi a :ow-pressure, 3as-filled drift section. Beam-induced breakdown of
the gas reduces the self-mi-agnetic field by about two orders of magnitude, so that

Comment: ?.'asrna ?kYsics 0 1981, Gordon and Brear-h Science PubUsher Inc.
e1981. VoL 6 No. 3. pp. 101-108 Printed in Great Britain
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual schematic of one light-ion [CF module, showing a pinch-fer'ex
diode, focusing-drift *egon and ransport clhannel

ion orbits in the drift section are nearly ballistic.' The anode and cathode struct-
ures are shaped so that ions leaving the diode converge to a focus at the entrance
of the transport section. Beanm ions are magnetically confined in the centimeter-
diameter discharge channel and are transported to within a few centimeters of
the pellet. The maximum injection angle of ions into the channel must be 0O.
rad so that modest discharge currents (: 5O 1A sfice for beam confmnement 2"7
and excessive expansion between the channel exit and pellet does not occur. For
such injection and chaninel-current conditions, ions of a few Me V/nuc.-eon (Which
couple efficiently to the pellet' 0 ) can propagate i~n a range of channel-piasm
densities limited from below by channel expansion during beamn transit and f-rm
above by excessive collisional beam-energy Iloss. 3 Increasing the diode accelera-
tig voltage during the - 5O-ns injected-ion puise perrnits Dower multiplication
during transport by axial bunching down to the - 10 as required to drive the
pellet.10 Substantial power multiplication can be achieved only when the disper-
sion in axial ion velocities Iduring transport is sm-ail.7 This condition is also
satisfied by small ion-injection angles.

The accelerating-voltage wavefo rm appropriate for beam bunching during
transport produces ions which leave the diode with an axial veoct

i - t1T
where is the ion-pulse duration at the diode and T determines the voltage-
ramp steepness. As the beamn propagates in: the beam duration is reduced
according to
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In order to reduce Ar to -./a, pro paga tion thro ugh a distance

*is required, where E (NMeV) is the ion energy at: = ;A is the atomnic weight;
a is the power multiplication factor.

The accelerating-voltage ramp required for bunching produces a similarly
varying ion current. These time variations cause the magnetic pinch force in
the diode to increase with time. In order to minimize defocusing with time at
the entrance aoerture of the transport section, the diode vacuum cap should

* decrease with time. With optimal gap-closure -velocity," residual time variations
produce a focal-spot radius

rs-0.15Z 0 1 (I - r" T)V vCM. (4)
S ,/(AE) (R IF)

4)In Eq. (4), ZD is the ion charge state in the diode;ZI(NIA) is the ion currzent in
the diode; Y (crnls) is the electrode -plasma velocity fror cathode or anode; R is
the diode radius; and F is the focusing distance From diode :o transport !ntrance
aperture. The quantity R,'F defines the naximum ijection angle of ions uito
the focus.

The magnetic field produced by the channel current L, (NA) must confine
* these Ions within the channel radius rh > r,* From conservation of canionical

momentum :'7

ZT
wherer r=2,,12 has been assurmed; ZT is the beam charge state mn the discharge.
Collisions with discharge -pi~sma electrons :an produce a charge State ifrt
from that in diode.' 2 The transporting beam current IT = (ZT 'ZO)I produces
a plasma-return current of nearly equal magnitude. THe channel txpands un.er
the influence of the resultingijB9 force. I-ID calculations demonstrate acctit-

able channel expansion when 2'8

1,1C :5 X i-10 " h(6)

weep('cm' is the channel-plasma mass denSity.
Channel-response calculations3 determine the VrB# electr:ic Field which

removes energy from the beam as weil as collisional energy losses. Minimumi
beam-energy loss occurs at the plasma density where these two loss rates are
equal, since the former is proportional top, while the latte'- is proportior'ai to
.0'1. For a fully ionized deuterium plasma,'" this optimum density is Pyen
by
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~and the corresponding total beam-energy loss rate in the :.hanner is

dE -. 2 x10*A-o eVim (8)

dz E

Substituting the optimum density into Eq. (6) leads to

ZT _ Al- 3.5 x 10-. (9)
VZDE!

An estimate of the minimum total energy loss experienced during transport is

AE = I '. (10)

Requiring that AE be no more than a quarter of E leads to the condition
z 3l~ , 4 A[ 7 7x 10-13
ZTr'1  Zxl0' (11); I zDE-I (I 1 -) (,'- -1) (R/F " 1)

A larger energy loss at f = is unacceptable, because lower-energy ions emitted
earlier akeady experience geater losses.

Equation 19) must be satisfied when (R/F -. (R,(F)c, whtle Eq. (Ii) must
be satisfied otherwise where

(RIF)* 0.01 (12)( CF) (I-,CC') (Tit- 1) "

For the purpose of discussion, the above relations can be simplified by
assuming that ZD = ZT = Z. Also, the beam energy an be eliminated by
adjusting E with species :o maintain a constant deposition length I the target.14

Since the stopping power scales roughly like AZ:,/E, constant range results
when

El = AVE'. (13)

In Eq. (I3),Eo is the proton energy of equivalent range. With this energy scaling,
a particularly simple form results when Eqs. (9) and (11) are written Ln terms of
beam power P(T,) = IE/Z:

0. I when (RIF) -(,R/F')1
F4 1.2 x 10 2 x (14)

(RIF) Cwhen (RIF) > RF).

(R/F)
4
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It is noteworthy that Eq. (14) is species-independent. Note also that P refers
to the power extracted from the diode. As the beam bunches,Pr remains con-
stant so that Eq. (14) becomes easier to satisfy.

Applying the considerations of the previous paragraph to Eq. (4), with
r, 5 rhj'T, leads to

o., f)P £ 4.6E~oA5
14 (R/F)ra (I5)P: 2w  .(I -,/T)v "

Equations (14) and (15) are plotted in Figure 2 forEo = MeV, rh = 0.5 cm,
r= 50 s, Y = l x 10 cmls, a = 5 and "/T = 0.2. The velocity is consistent with
observed electrode-plasma espansion.' s The r/T value corresponds to a voltage
which rises 50% during the pulse. These results suggest that Urnits to focusability
constrain deliverable modular beam power for protons, while lack of beam
confinement and energy loss during transport limit beam power for heavier ions.
In either case, very long focal lengths (R/F < 0.1) are required for transport
of maximum beam power. Since focusability may be limited by a number of
factors not considered here (electrode-plasma instabilities, asymmetric diode
fields, beam-plasma interaction in the focusing drift region or effects peculiar to
advanced focusing diode designs not yet discovered), operation at the largest
R/F values possible would be desirable. However, increasing R/F increases beam
expansion between the channel exit and pellet. Therefore, beam overlap on

3- 4.. C(30 Mev)

2 - H"(26M ev)

0 0tz -- " --

0

0 05 I 15 2

R/F (rdan)--

FIGURE 2. Bewn-power xt.maints as 3 unction of :he maximum ion-Ljection angle
into the channeL Th e solid Lints reresent :he maximum .ocusabie power for the species
and enerves shown. The dashed cu.rve represents the maxanmum transportable power for all
spcies. The honzomal sction of the dashed curve Ls associated w ith channel expansion;
the curved portion iu associ.ated -kith energy los. The entire curve ses like EL'. r'r3.
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target must be considered to determine optimum power and injection-angle
regmes of operation.

-. - For chnnel exits located a distance d from the pellet, each beam expands :o
a radius rch + d(R/F) before impacting on target. The average power density on
target can then be approximated by

NVPa
oP (16)4ir(rh + d (R/F)] 1 '

, 'where N is the total number of transported beams. Assuming that no more than
25% of 4ir steradians is subtended by the channel-exit aperture area, the max-
imum number of beams is given by (d/rch)2 .The power density on target there-

4 fore satisfies

NP* (17)

Since the pellet design specifies p and the facility configuration determines .V,
Eq. (I7) represents an additional constraint which P must satisfy. This constraint
is plotted in Figure 3 forN = 36 and 72 modules and two values of p. Other
parameters are as in Figure . The lower p value corresponds to the incident
power density required to drive a I -cm-diameter break-even pellet of recent
design.' 6 Acceptable operating ranges are defined by :he regions above these
curves and below the expansion/energyloss curve. Thus, operation appears to
be limited to the below -0.1 -rad regime unless techniques can be employed to

:P -- 100 TW/•T 2

.-- N172o r+/m

21

a. ~ 38 T'/crn2

.. . = 3TWS..

0 05 .1 15 .2
R/F (radicn)

FIGURE 3. Beam-packing constraints for two pelle -Lrradiance requirements and two ion-
module-number values. Acceptable operation is associated with the beam powers above
the curves, but subject to the m.imnum power displayed i.n Figure 2.
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relieve the expansion/energy.loss constraints. Various options to achieve this are
now being considered.

Slight increases in (R/F), are achieved when the voltage-ramp steepness is
increased. This may not be beneficial, since low-energy ions emitted it early

* times suffer strong energy losses during transport.s Low-energy ions do not
penetrate deeply enough into the pellet to efficiently couple energy to the fuel.
Thus, propagation of several-TV beams at R/F values in excess of 0.1 may re-
quire substantial increases in E2,r4/r. A 2-TW beam could be propagated at
R/F = 0.15 by increasing Eo to 3 MeV, decreasing r to 40 ns and increasing rc
to 0.6 cm. The increase in Ea requires pellets designed for longer deposition

• lengths. The Sandia National Laboratories PBFA facility is designed with
r S 40 ns so that the decrease in r presents no difficulty. The channel radius
can be increased provided a fmal-focusing stage can be added at the channel
exit."" .mirtations to deliverable beam power can also be relaxed by employing
a discharge channel which is imploding rather than static at the time of beam
injection.1 s The MHD expansion constraint is relaxed, since an impioding

* channel must experience stronger radial acceleration for a longer time before
reaching an expanded state. Such dynamic channels have imnbedded electric
fields which tend to accelerate the beam,' thus reducing energy loss as well.

Scale-up of E5r , ,dynamic channels or a combination of both tech-
niques can be used to extend allowable R/F values or increase beam power in
the transport section. For low pellet irradiance, these techniques may permit

• delivery of few-TW beams with RIF values as large as 0.15. Proton-beam focusa-
bility precludes their use in high-irradiance configurations. When the same
focusing constraint is applied to higher-atomic-number beams, high-irradiance
operation with a standard, static channel :s per-dtted with R/F = 0.05. For
reasons discussed in the paragraph following Eq. (15), focusing with such small
R/F values is, at best, uncertain. Thus, application of advanced techuiues
to the transport of nonhydrogenic beams is desirable in order to permit high
pellet irradiance at R/F z 0.1.

D. MOSHER
D.G. COLOMBANT

Vava Research Laboratory. Washington, DC :03 7S

gind SHYKE A. GOLDSTEIN
Jdycor, Inc., A lexandria, 'VA 22304
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ION BEAM HA-NDLINiG IN MAGNETIZED PL-.SM.,AS

Shyke A. Goldstein*, D. G. Colombant, D. Mosher,

P. F. Ottinger* and F. Sandel"

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20375 U.S.A.

* ABSTRACT. Intense ion beams are shown to behave like weak beams when

transported through hot and dense magnetized plasmas. Magnetic diffu-
sion and hydrodynamic motion are shown to be minimized by high plasma
conductivity and inertia. Transport and focusing elements are examined
for beam brightness effects and attainment of high current density. Beam
acceleration and brightness enhancement are show-i to occur in imploding

* channels. Self propagation of ion beams is predicced to happen at beam
brightnesses comparable to those needed for fusion.

INTRODUCTION

The physics and technology of intense ion beams at the MA currents and HeV
energies is presently undergoing rapid development. The question of

handling such very intense beams was raised primarily in zonnection with

reactor scenarios based on Inertial Confinement Fusion (iCF) systems.

* During the Last few years, the'oretical and experimental st'uies have

revealed some interesting aspects of the interaction physics of these beams

with magnetized plasmas. For clarity, we categorize the q-stems irto two

classes i- i= static and dy-ic olasmas. n static plasmas, magnetic

• field variations are assumed to be small. *e shot?: t.e existence of beam

and plasma parame:ers in w1hich the very intense ion bea=ms behave like weak

beams in prescribed electromagnetic fields. As a result, concepts of be= -

transport, stacking and focusing can be borro';ed frcm weak beam phys-ics.

Dynaic plasmas provide a new medium where beam particles can expariance

time varying forces. An exchange of energy can occur between the plasma

and beam systems on a time scale of nanoseconds. The moving plasma can be

slowed down, imparting its energy to the beam, or it can be accelerated,
00

slowing down the beam. Similar effects happen to the beam brightness; it

can be increased or decreased during propagation in the plasma. Finally,

the requirements for self propagating ion beams are shown to be close to

those for ICF.

NET CUFd E1TT

The interaction of intense beams with plasmas was firs: stui.ed for rela-

tivistic electron >-,zs (?EB) where it was shown ()t at t 3-sma



responds in such a way as to neutralize both the space charge and the

current of the intruding beam. When ion beams are injected into an initially

neutral gas, the ionization generates a plasma which responds in a similar

fashion. The much slower ion beam, v/c << 1, allows for a longer inter-

action time between any bex ion and plasma electrons. Plasma heating is -2

faster for these ions as compared to REB. In addition, inertia of plasma

electrons at the head of the beam is not as important for an ion beam as for

the REB since the slower ion beam allows ample time for the plasma elec-

trons to respond. As a result of these effects, electron beams generate

net currents which are a few tens of percent of the beam current while ion

beams generate about one percent net current when injected into a neutral

gas. As a result of the high net current for REB's, they have been shown to

self propagate over long distances (2) (up to 7m) while no comparable experi-

ments exist with ion beams. This does not imply that self propagation of

ion beams cannot be obtained but rather that special beam parameters dis-

cussed later are needed.

The low net current induced by ion beams is further reduced if the plasma

is preionized and heated to a few eV prior to beam injection. Additional

beam heating of a deuterium plasma was shown 3) to be ST -3-103 Jbt/E
eb

where Jb is the beam current density (A/cmZ), t is the pulse time (sec)

and E is the proton beam energy (eV). This yields a temperature of 5 eV

for 3 MeV protons at 10 A/cm2 during 5 ns. The magnetic field diffusion

equations (3) when solved assuming no hydrodynamic effects give a diffusion
2

time 7 where G is the conductivity and a(cm) is the shortest beam
length scale (the radius, for a long beam). The ratio of the net current

to the beam current Inet/Ibeam - t/T is about 10 For longer time

scales the magnetic field is frozen in the plasma. For typical megampere

beams with a - 1 cm net currents of 10 A are expected resulting in magnetic

fields of _200G. The magnitude of this time varying magnetic field, if

made much smaller than the magnetic field in the plasma prior to beam in-

jection, will thus have a negligible effect on the ion orbits.

PLASA MOTION

The second effect to consider in addition to diffusion is the motion of the

magnetic field with the plasma. Due to the high plasma conductivity any

hydrodynamic motion will carry the magnetic flux with it. ,.[e now formalize

the necessary conditions _or small displacements of the plasma. Two major

mechanisms accelerate the plasma, pressure gradient and magnetic forces:



dV J xB-- -V + (1
dt c

where p is the plasma density, J the plasma current and V the plasma

velocity. The thermal pressure results from beam heating and causes

plasma expansion from regions of high current density. TIne J xB term isP

due to the plasma current. The total current density flowing includes also

S b and it is: Jb + Jp = Jc'-.where J is the current density in the plasma

prior to beam injection. Consider first a weak ion beam J b<<Jc . The

plasma will then continue to undergo pinching by its self-magnetic field

with a small reduction in the pinching force since J =J -J.. If the beamp c o

* current is increased to Jb=Jc, then Jp=O and no magnetic forces act on the

plasma but B#O. The pinching force on the plasma is in that case negated

by the beam pressure effect which comes about in the following way. The

ion beam would have expanded in free flight were it not for the magnetic

field bending ion orbits and generating beam pressure. If the magnetic

field is focusing the beam, then the beam pushes the magnetic field out-

ward and since the plasma has good conductivity, the plasma electrons are

coupled to the magnetic field flux. As the plasma electrons move out,

* charge separation between them and the plasma ions generates a large

eial electric field that holds back the electrons and pulls out the ions

coupling the two fluids to move like one. Now consider very high current

density beams IJb>>IJcl. in this case H =Ijb! and the beam will induce

plasma expansion if the magnetic field is focusing or plasma compression
ve~ocity(3)

if it is defocusing. The plasma velocity is simply Vp -Jb Bt/pc and the

displacement divided by the plasma radius-a is:

6a/a- 0.03 Jb Jc t 2 /P (2)

The relative change induced in the magnetic field will be negligible if

the plasma density is large enough to provide inertia against the beam

* pressure. For example, if one transports a 3 MA\, 3 MeV beam in a large,

2 cm radius channel with J -4.10 3 A/= 2 then for a 50 ns pulse, a density-6 c
of 2.10 g/cm3 will result in less than 5% change in the magnetic field

structure. Also, the energy loss due to the stopping pow"er of 100 MeV/g/cm2

* in such a channel over a 1Cm distance is about 200 keV which is small

compared to the 3-MeV proton energy.

The two conditions for static plasmas are thus high conductivity and iner-

tia. When these two are satisfied the initial nagnetic field is frozen



and beam ion orbits can be analyzed in great detail. One should notice,

if however, that an electric field exists in the plasma and it is important I
for long distance transport. The electric field is derived from the

generalized Ohm's law

J =C(E + V x B/c) (3)
p p

and sinceb - Jb/ - <V xB/c>. The expanding plasma channel

thus increases the electric field that slows down the ions. This is a

coupling mechanism for energy transfer from the ion beam to plasma expan-

sion. For the above plasma transport example <V > = 2.106cm/s and a-3.1015

s so that E = - 200 V/cm which results in energy loss of 200 keV over l0m

in addition to the 200 keV collisional loss. These losses were computed

after 50 ns of beam transit when the plasma temperature was 20 eV. At the

head of the beam much smaller temperatures, (-5 eV) result in lower plasma

conductivity by a factor of 8 so that the total energy loss will be 1100

keV. Even if all the ions started at the same diode voltage they will

.. nch from 50 ns to a pulse of about 10 ns because of the larger energy

,ss at the head of the beam than at the tail.

Having established the necessary conditions for treating intense beams much

like very weak beams, we now review briefly two systems: straight

z-discharges and magnetic lenses.

TRNSPORT IN Z-DISCHARGES

If the beam is not matched to the magnetic structure at injection, the beam

distribution fun -ion will move in phase space and phase mix during the

process, generating filaments that increase the effective phase space volume

and decrease brightness. The other effects that will lead to a loss of

beam brightness include injection off axis and the hose instability. The

worst -nmatched magneti: field structure is that of a pinched channel where

the high magnetic fields near the 'transport axis increase sharply the

spread in ion divergence angles accompanied with some increase in beam
-2

radius. Since the brightness scales as Cre) , the resulting beam bright-

ness is rather poor. Transport in a uniform-current z-discharge (3 ,4 ) with

B-kr results in a smaller loss in beam brightness. The channel current

has to be optimized for minimal loss of brightness. If it is too large,

ion angles are increased while too small a current allows excessive radial

expansion. Using the phase-mixed volume in phase space, one can define

4 the optimum current to minimize that vol me. it turns out to be I=10 3 ve



with a channel radius, r , larger than the beam radius at injection by

A completely hollow magnetic field distribution is closer to the optimu

* for transport. The reason for that is that ion injection angles are

conserved and the radius of the beam increases by a small quantity for a

large current flowing in a sheath outside the injected beam radius. This

type of structure can be obtained experimentally in long wall confined

z-pinch channels. The plasma shape is stabilized by the conducting wall

sy=etry at radii close to the plasma radius. Up to 400 k proton beams

have been successfully transported (5 ) in such channels with current effi-

ciehcies close to 100%. The beam brightness issue was also addressed and

more details can be found ir these proceedings.

The beam may be injected either off axis or its current density vector can

point off axis. In either case and independent of the magnetic field dis-

* tribution, the beam will ripple and phase mix resulting in brightness loss.

Again, however, the hollow channel distribution has minimm loss. Such

off-axis injection is an initial large perturbation for a hose instability.

The types of instabilities studied include >2.D of the channel, self hose

and resistive hose. 7he M21D of the channel is as'mmetric and has a purely

-owing mode localized in space. Its spatial growth physics is similar to

the channel expansion physics described earlier. The whole plasma channel
-4

takes the shave of an unstable hose. The radial shift scales like r so

large channels (r>Icm) are barely susceptible to tne hose when carrying a

few megamperes. Smaller (r,<0.5 cm) channels can carry-only currents of a

few hundred "k for 50 ns. Besides the possibility of shifting the

channel, the magnetic field distribution may also shift. Such an insta-

bility can be driven by either the self-hose or the resistive hose mechanisms.

Mutual repulsion of beam-plasma currents is responsible for the former and

resistive lag between the phases of the beam axis and magnetic axis cause

* the latter. Assuming real w;avenumber, the number of e-foldings is

w.7 3.1027 1b/(Ch r2a) which again favors larger channels.

MAGNETIC LENSES
(6)

Trhe magnetic lens concept is used as an element for trading radial dis-

:ibution for velocity distribution in phase space. Thus, reduction in beam

divergence can be achieved by radial beam e::pansion and increase in current

density can be obtained at the expense of larger angular divergence. In

* order to avoid problems of matching the beam to the ions, only short



0

distance (typically one quarter of an orbit in phase space) lenses are

allowed. The distribution function does not phase mix and no brightness

loss occurs, hence ri=constant. The simplest lens to achieve beam cooling

is a z-dis-harge where the current is distributed uniformly up to a desired

radius re. The total current for a beam having maximum angle e at injec-
c -4 2 1

tion is: I = 5.10 v e2 Amperes. The ion beam will expand from its initial
C 1s

radius rI to the channel radius rc forming a paraxial beam after one quarter

betatron distance. The angular divergence there will be 8 = 0 C rI/r . This

technique is of importance for achieving cool beam conditions for propagat-

ing'beams. The same concept works also for focusing. Starting with el, the

goal is now to increase a with a reduction in r. The larger current needed

U I e2 r is proportional to the current density enhancement. For0
example, a current of 200 kA will increase the current density of a 3 MeV

proton beam with e = 0.1 radians, by an order of magnitude. The increased

current in the plasma increases beam pressure significantly and using the

logic of Eq. (2), we find that the plasma density should be increased like

J b" c " A special foil is thus needed to separate focusing elements from

the lower-density long transport systems. The use of a tapered focusing

element results in another gain of a factor of 3 in current density using

.e same plasma current for the simple reason that the magnetic field in-

creases along the ion orbits.

DYNAMIC PLkS'AS

Fast moving plasmas constitute a special domain for beam handl_ ing. The

electric field derived from the moving plasma ( 7 ) as shown b Eq. (3) can be

substantial. Consider first the case of low plasma density. The beam

4 pressure can now induce motion with v l109cm/s and since magnetic fields
p

of 106C are technically realizable the ions will be slowed down by E I06

V/c in a low density plasma. T-his constitutes a special way of heating

plasmas to very high temperatures. In the above example for Pp=10 6g/cm3

* Jb=107A/cm2 can heat the plasma to 10 keV temperatures. In general, the

special effect of enhanced stopping presented here acts in a pronounced way

in low density plasmas.

W"hen the plasma has an initial inward velocity the electric field becomes

W

positive and the beam may be accelerated. The plasma is slowed down by

the beam pressure. A transfer of energy occurs from the slow-moving plasma

into a fast moving beam. Also, this transfer is very efficient since slow-

* ing down the plasma by a factor of 2 already transfers 75% of the plasma



energy. A very simple way of understanding the complicated acceleration

physics is to note that an imploding z-pinch behaves to first order like

moving rigid walls against the confined beam. The beam particles are de-

flected back into the channel by these walls and thus gain energy. This

energy would all be in the perpendicular direction save for the fact that

the channel can be tapered. The plasma thus is a long sequence of z-pinches

starting sequentially and imploding with a phase velocity equal to the ion

axial velocity. The head of the beam is accelerated less than the tail.

We solve for the ion orbits using the equation of motion of a single ion:

ev x B
z

r = - (4)[i • mc
0

where the axial velocity v = v + bt is in phase with the imploding plasmaz z

so that in the ion beam frame of reference the same magnetic field profile

is observed. We further assume B=B r/FR and also neglect any relativistic
0 0 

0

* effects. Multiple time scale analysis is now applied to Eq. (-) giving the

amplitude and frequency of the accelerated ion: -at/4v
A =A e z

1 bt maxo(1 +- 0 ). The radial velocity vr wA _w A is nearly fixed while
v

0 z

the axial velocity is increased by the acceleration and the angular diver-
enei:v 1 2eence is: = < 1 >- 1 . The beam brightness scales as (A.G)

vz bt/2vO 1 + b__t This is about 6 for
and is thus enhanced by a factor of ebt - vO

07v = bt. As for typical accelerations: v " 107cm/s I c!0 5A and r-0.5 cm*" Z p c
yield about 3 kV/cm and more than 10m is required for a 3 MeV addition

to a 1 MeV beam. The total beam-power brightness is J.V/e2. The combination
0

of (1) beam brightness enhancement by 6, (2) bunching by 5 and (3) increas-

ing V by 4 results in two orders of magnitude increase over the ion power

brightness from a diode. Presently ion diodes generate 5 T;/cm2 at 1 MeV.

Scaling up to 4 ,4eV and bunching the beam will result in 100 TW/cm2. The

use of imploding channels can further increase the power brightness to

500 TW/cm: which exceeds present requirements for ICF.

SELF PROPAGATION

The plasma generated at the head of the beam by bea-m ionization and avalanche

is nearly fixed in temperature and only the fractional ionization increases

with time. lie conductivity increases to a point where the fractional

ionization approaches about 10- 2 at which point Spitzer conductivity



* I dominates and is independent of plasma density. This happens for ion &
beams on a few ns time scale for Jb >10 A/am . For air, for example, the ion

beam spends about 33 eV/ion pair and about 7.5 eV are left for electron

kinetic energy, hence T ---:5 eV. The magnetic diffusion during these early
e2

times generates I /Ib- 10%t/a. The needed net current to confine the
net b

(3) S5 ,3" beam i.as sho 3n to be I " 5.10 2V where V is in megavolts. The neces-.'- C

sary condition for self propagation, I net>1 c, will be satisfied if

Ib t/a2>82 V2/3. This translates into a beam brightness requirement of

Jb/ 2 > (lOt)-V . (5)

This is about 3-107A/cm2 which coupled with the fact that 3-MeV protons are

envisioned for pellet designs results in 1014W/cm 2 . It is mere coincidence

that the same power brightness is needed for high gain pellets and for self

propagating beams! Any reactor scenario that is based on l0 1 4W/cm 2 power

brightness can presently use the notion that high gain pellets go hand in

Ihand with self propagation. The physics of these two notions is presently

theoretical, of course, since neither pellet ingition nor self-propagaUion

-.- s been demonstrated. IWhen the high power brightness will be obtained in

a few years both concepts should be checked and if the theory will be vali-

dated then ty lal reactor scenarios cculd include self beam propagation

inside the explosion cavity.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR LIGHT-ION ICF*

D. Mosher, D. G. Colombant, Shyke A. Goldstein and P. F. Ottinger
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Washington, DC 20375 USA

ABSTRACT

Analyses of the diode-focusing, channel-transport, beam-bunching and
pellet-overlap constraints for a modular light-ion ICF system have been
performed. Results for the overall system favor a few super-power modules
utilizing z-discharge transport channels with diameters several-times that
of the pellet. Each channel is terminated in a magnetic-focusing element
which brings the beam to pellet dimensions. Configurations such as these
relax limitations associated with diode focusability and channel iMHD.

I. INTRODUCTION

A modular approach to light-ion ICF involves a number of high-power

generators driving individual ion diodes [1, 2]. Each diode Focuses the

ion beam through a neutralizing-plasma background into a z-discharge

channel which transports the beam a few meters to the vicinity of the

pellet. The separation provided by transport protects the accelerator

from the thermonuclear blast and allo,,s time-of-flight bunching of the

beam from the = 40 ns pulsed-power times to = 10 ns pellet-driver times.

Basic phenomena associated with beam-focusing, transport, pellet-overlap

and beam-plasma interactions have been characterized and used to determine

system-module parameters which best satisfy constraints.

One class of systems utilizes transport channels which are comparable

in diameter to the pellet (= 1 cm). The MHD response of this channel

plasma to beam passage limits unbunched beam power to a few TW/module and

sets a diode-brightness requirement which has not been achieved in

experiments [3]. A second class of systems utilizes larger-diameter

channels terminated in magnetic-focus,'g elements which bring each beam to

O convergence on the pellet (Fig. 1). The larger-diameter channels can

transport >10 T'3 beams which are focused by diodes with beam-Jivergence

requirements a factor-of-three less severe than for pellet-diameter

channels. This paper describes the phenomena which enter the analysis and

determines acceptable para:eter sets for both types of systems.
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II. DIODE FOCUSING

In a Pinch-Reflex diode, ions extracted from an anode-foil plasma are

accelerated axially across the diode vacuum gap by the applied electric

field while being accelerated radially inward by the azimuthal self-

magnetic field. Once they pass through the cathode-transmission foil into

a field-free neutralizing plasma, ions execute straight-line orbits to a

. focus at the entrance of the transport section. The electrode-foil

- struictures must be shaped so that the sum of the anode-emission and

- magnetic-bending angles results in ions which exit the diode poiuting

toward the focus. At high power densities, the emission angle will change

Swith both radius and ti-me.- as the anode-plasma expands due to non-uniform

heating. The magnetic-bending experienced in the vacuum gap also changes

with time due to electrode-plasma motion. Additional time-dependence is

introduced by applying an accelerating-voltage pulse which is ramped for

beam bunching. Diodes can be designed which minimize the time-variation

, in diode exit angle associated with these effects. This minimum variation

[I] is given in radians by

•lZDI Vcl

M R

where ZD is the beam-ionization level in the diode, I(HA) is the ion

current, A is the atomic weight, E(IeV) is the ion energy at the end of a

* pulse cf duration T(ns) , vcl(cm/ns) is the relative closure velocity

between electrode plasmas and R(cm) is the diode radius. When E is scaled

with species to provide the stopping-power of 2 MeV protons (E=2 /TZ) and

scattering in the cathode-plasma (de = .03 AE) is added to Eq. (1),

* 6aM +6% s 4 .03 rad for several-TW beams of deuterons or heavier ions.



o If rs is the focal-spot radius and F is the distance from diode to

focus, then 69, the acceptable total beam-divergence at the diode

exit mu st satisfy 2r s  F , or

• 69 (2rS/R) (R/F) (2)

Centimeter-diameter channels require a spot radius rs = .35 cm and, as

shown below, cannot transport multi-lT;W beams with maximum injection angles
into the channel exceeding R/F = .1 . For R = 2.5 cm, Eq. (2)

requires 63 < .03, coapatible with 56 M + Ses values.

Recent Tl,-level experiments on the NRL Gamble I! device [3] have

measu- ed divergence angles about 3-times higher than calculated above.

Electrode damage, anode bremsstrahlung and electromagnetic-code simulation

[4] point to the existance of electron-filamentation instabilities as the

source of small-scale electric- and magnetic-field structures responsible

for enhanced divergence. No power scaling for th,. process yet exists

although it is known to be unimportant at the .i-TW level [5]. It is

therefore useful to consider modular systems which are not so strongly

constrained by focusability as those with small-diameter channels.

III. BEAM TRANSPORT AND CHANNEL RESPONSSE

Once the beam enters the transport channel, the previously-

established discharge Ba field confines ions to betatron-like orbits. The

* channel current IchiIA) required to confine ions with inaxirum transverse

energy within the discharge wall radius rw depends on the radial

distribution of Ich. For a uniform current density filling the region

0 < r 4 rw  (a "full" channel) and rw = / rs
DS

I 1. 3 R R/F )2 (3)
Ich z ZT -

where ZT is the beam charge state during transport. Gamble II experiments

guided by Eq. (3) demonstrated transport [6] of up to 400 kA proton beams

over distances up to 2.5 m.

For neutralized transport of malti-TiW ion beams, the plasma-electron

return current Ip satisfies -Ip I Ich 50 kA. The Ix force

accelerates the plasma radially outqard. The VrxB 0 electric field induced

by this motion decelerates the passing ion beam (the energy source for

channel expansion). Since V r scales inversely with the channel density

* wnile collisional losses are proportional to it, the .ininium total energy-

loss rate for the beam occurs when the field deceleration is equal to the



collisional stopping power [1]. The total beam energy loss during

transport is this loss rate multiplied by z(cm) , the minimum distance

required to bunch the beam from t to the pellet-driver time t For a

beam energy which scales with species as in Sec. II

z 6 Z t ) / (4)
p

This is about 200 cm for cases of interest. The unbunched beam power

transportable with energy loss limited to E/4 is then
4

200r 
w * (5)S3(R/F)4 "

Since Pt remains constant as the beam bunches, the MHD constraint becomes

easier to satisfy. Eq. (5) indicates that only a few TW of unbunched

power can be transported in .5 cm-radius channels when R/F = .1. Large

channels can be used to transport ;uch-higher power and somewhat hotter

(larger R/F) beams provided final focusing to pellet dimensions can be

achieved.

Hotter beams are desirable for suppression of beam-plasma micro-

instabilities [7]. The most dangerous electrostatic mode is the beam-

plasma 2-stream. It can be stabilized by dispersion in beam-ion axial

velocity

2 2> 11b
0  ei pe

The Whister and '.,Ie ibel instabilities are the fastest-growing

electromagnetic modes. Growth can be reduced to a tolarable number of e-

folds when

2 2
_AV. > 2 vei Pb (7)

0 pe

* In these equations, w pb and wpe are the beam- and electron-plasma

frequencies and vei is the electron-plasma collision frequency. Since
2 2 =2 *e"+ v2  v is a constant of the beam motion, the left-hand-sides of

both equations are about equal to (R/F)2 . In general, stability of

* transporting beams competes with focusability in limiting R/F to about .1

or above.

IV. PELLET OVERLAP

e Once the beam exits a pellet-diameter transport section, ions move



ballistically in the plasma surrounding the pellet. Expansion of the beam

envelope limits the channel exit-to-pellet separation d to a few

centimeters. Countering this small-d advantage is a need for all 11 of the

systems transport sections to fit within the available solid angle

* surrounding the pellet [3]. This requirement can be expressed

N.lTr 2  = f.4-,d2  (8)w

* where f is some fraction determined by hardware-packing limitations.

The character of beam expansion depends on the phase-mixed

distribution function for the transporting beam which, in turn, depends on

the focusing geometry at injection and the B (r) distribution within the

* channel. A 3-dimensional code has been developed which calculates orbits

in a specified B (r) for an ensemble of ions injected according to a

specified focusing geometry. The phase-mixed distribution function of the

beam is constructed numerically and used to determine radial profiles of
ion density ni(r,z) for the expanding beam whera z is the distance from

the exit. For a pellet with the same radius as the channel, the fraction

of the bunched-beam po.ier incident on the pellet is P(d)/P(O) , where

r w

P(z) 0 n i(r'z)rdr (9)

1.0 rp rw  Results of this analysis are
P W shown in Fig. 2 for three chan-

nel B-field configurations. The

10.8 label "pinched" refers to a
full channel in which current iso o0 channel

.- carried uniformly within
a . 0 4 r 4 .r r and "hollow"

implies one with uniform current

a_ hollow in .5 r w r 4 r w. In each
" \ channel case, Ich is adjusted to confine

0.4 all ions within r w . Large B-

pinched-, fields at small radii in the
channel pinched channel cause ions to

0.2 cross the axis of symmetry at
0 1 2 3 large angles, thereby producing

(R/F)d/rw rapid expansion. For the other

Figure 2 two cases, P(d)/P(0) > 2/3 for

I.



*(.R/F)d/rw 1 .(10)

*Combination of Eqs. (8) and (10) with f 1/4 leads to the: requirement

V. St'1ALL-O IAM'ETEcR-CHAMi'"1EL SYSTE;,S

The l imi tations associated with the phenomena described above are

satisfied by the shaded region of Fig. 3 for 'Fe ions, N =36 and -w .

c'm = rp(pellet radius) produci ng 38 TlW,/cm2 irradiance on target with 10

ns beams bunched from 40 ns. Diagrams for other light ions are similar in

character [I. Since the focusing Ii mit derives froi,6 + 5O8 only,
t-1

4 present experiments twould indi-

cate a shift of thle heavy-
He2 dashe line to higher R/F.

T=40Ons Since multi-WI beams rmist have
37~ousn~~ ~R/F < .1 to avoid excessive/7energj loss, sy st em require-

2- ~ments cannot be saitisfied with-
/ /out substantial improvei-ents in

ccc~r~gexperimental focusability.

K/ .. The focusa b ili ty probl emi

-enlerg, 'Oss can be resolvted ei"Ch the larger

0 ___________ values of -, and R/F associated
0 05 15 ]b with, a rger -di anmettr channels

R/~(adin)-terminated in a final -focusIng

Figure 3 elIemen t.

VI. SYSTEIS WITH FINIAL-F0CUSIMG

As denrostrate"d in t'nesoa proceedings F9J, a transported beami ca2: be
manipulated in a short magnetic focusing cell1 witht aitiOna los f

0brightness. An increoased 3 (r) operating over a Fraction of an ion
betatron wavelength (X) cin focus the phase-mixed beam to smaller radius
at the expense of increased beami di':ergance. The channel radius can
therefore be increased to a few-times the pellet radius provided a smaller

*d does not disrupt. the pellet. H ighn- den s ity pl asma in the

cell (;l 20 Torr) is required to minimize its 1"KHD response to thle strong
focusing B, field and high-current-denslty be am. Thi s plasma should

remain sufficiently cool to elimlinate pellet preheat by plasmia expansion

S ~fromn tile cell evien for d-1c.



The simplest final-focusing geometry is a cylindrical region of

radius rw  and X /4 long carrying a uniformly-distributed current

* If(MA) > Ich . Analytic calculation of ion orbits in the cell

demonstrate that all ions leave the cell within radius rf :v 0o0 /W
where 0 is the maximum angle at which ions enter the cell at all radii

and is the betatron frequency. This relation can be written
rr2 7 2 v~

(/) " (11)r 17 1 . z

w~f T

For 2 ;eV protons, 0 .15 and If .2 MA, rf/r w  3 (a factor of 9

compression in beam-current density) is predicted. This might be achieved

with a hollow channel for which 80 R/F = .15 . Full channels are

* characterized by 6 0= /' (R/F) on axis so that rf/rw = 2 might be

expected.

More precise calculations nave been carried out to determine the

performance of focusing cells using realistic beam distribution functions

* and more-cotiplicated field geometries. Of particular interest are full

and hollow channels terminated in focusing cells which are tapered towards

the pellet to increase the focusing-field strength. These cells

are X 3/8 long so that the best focus is achieved on target beyond the

cell. An extension of the code described in Sec. 1V was used to determine

ni(r,z) profiles within the cell and in the field-free plasma beyond. In

general, variations of a with r result in compression ratios which are

smaller than predicted by Eq. (11). For the parameters of the previous

paragraph and a full channel of radius rw, 1.4 cm, profiles were

calculated for a

cell 2.5 cm long
which tapered in the

second-half of its
length to a radius

<- of .7 cm. These are

"" - ! shoan in Fig. 4.
Current-density

1 compression of 3 was

-r- / achieved I cm beyond

) the exit of the
focusing cell.

Hollow channels,
because of the

Figure 4 associated constancy



of 0 in r and minimum loss of team-brightness during transport [9]

achieve larger compression factors dnd lnnger stand-off distances to final

focus. Factor-of-la compression 1.5 cm beyond the cell has been

calculated with hollow-channel transport.

Consider a beam which can be compressed a factor-of-6 in current

density (rw/rf = 2.5) and delivered to a 1-cm-diameter pellet.

Transport can then take place in channels with rw= 1.2 cm. For R/F

.15, Eq. (5) predicts that unbunched 12.5 T;, 40 ns beams can be

transported. After 2 m transport, a bunched 50 TW, lOns beam enters the

Final-focusing cell. If most of each compressed beam impacts the pellet,

N4O modules will suffice for ignition. With R = 2.5 cm, Eq. (2)

requires 6 = .1 rad. Provided that the disruptive KFFects of diode

instabilities at the 10 T-level are comparable to present fevw-T4

experiments, this focusability is achievable.

It is therefore believed that the use of a small number of super-

power modules employing large-diameter transport channels terminated in

Final-focusing elemients provides the most practical approach to modular

light-ion inertial confinement fusion.
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A TIME RESOLVED BE.AM PROFILE MONITOR FOR INTENSE ION BEAMS

* A.E. Blaugrund , S.J. Stephanakis and Shyke A. Goldstein
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT

An intense ion beam profile monitor employing scintillators and fast
photography has been developed. The ion flux reaching the scintillator is
reduced by means of Rutherford scattering. Time resolved measurements of 2
the distribution and direction of motion of ion beams as intense as L!MA/cm
can be made with this diagnostic method. Examples of measurements are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The use of light ion beams for inertial confinement fusion recuires

jextremely powerful beams of particles converging on a small pellet. Present(1)
estimates indicate that 10-100 TW beams have to be focused onto a pellet

a few millimeters in diameter. The first intense ion beams were produced
(2)."nsed

several years ago on the NRL Gable II accelerator (2  Since then steady
(3) (4)progress has been made both in this laboratory and elsewhere . The

most intense bea.sreported so far have a power of 2 to 3 79 and power

densities of 0.3 rd/ c 2 (5,6). Efforts to improve the perfonance of light

ion generators require diagnostic techniques capable of measuring the ion

composition of the beam, the particle energies, the current density and
?its distribution in space, as well as the directions of -action of the ions.

Since the temporal behaviour of these quantities has to be known, the data

have to be measured and recorded in a time-resolved way. The large n=-!:er

of parameters necessitates t-he use of a method in which a large n=,-ber of

4 data points can be recorded simultaneously. Until now time and space

resolved monitoring of intense (> lkA/cm 2 ) ion beams presented a problem.

Attempts to monitor such beams by observing the light emitted by a scin-

tillator placed in their path failed because the scintillators ceased to
function at ion current densitites exceeding a few tens of amperes/c- 2 .

Attempts to attenuate the beam before it reached the scintillator by means

of screens or aperture arrays were also unsuccessful.

In this work we present a time resolved ion beam diagnostic method

using fast photography and scintillators. The desired reduction in the ion

flux incident on the scintillator is achieved by Rutherford scattering:

the direct beam hits a scatterer and only deflected ions are allowed

+
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to reach t-he scintillator. The differential scattering cross section for

ions scattered through an angle a is given by O =0 sin- 4 .3. a is2 R o o

proportional to (Z/E) where Z is the atomic number of the scattering atoms

and E the kinetic energy of the ions. The specific functional dependence

of a on Z, E and e can be exploited to obtain desired properties for the

diagnostic method. So, for example, an appropriate choice of t-he scatter-

ing angle and of the atomic nm.ber of the scatterer will roduce the desired

flux of ions incident on the scintillator.

Using a simple electronic streaking ca-mera distributions of ions along

a" beam diameter were measured with a time resolution of about 2 ns and a

spatial resolution of 3 to 4 mm. In other experiments the direction of

motion of the ions at a few selected radii within the beam was recorded as

a f-unction of time.

THE METHOD

The desired reduction in ion flux and the requr red spatial and

temporal resolution can be achieved in a variety of geometrical arrangements.

.Figure 1 schematically shows three possible geometries. In each case the

ion bea-m passes through a long and narrow slit before impinging on a

scatterer. The width d of the slit is chosen as small as possible. However,

it should be large enough so that hydrodynamic motion of the zlit jaws under

beam bombardment does not significantly interfere with the passage of the

beam pulse. The length of the slit in the x direction (see fig. 1) should

be large enough to let an entire beam diameter reach the scatterer which

has the form of a long and narrow strip large enough to intercept the beam

passing though the slit. The different geometries can be classified into

four general categories: the scattered ions can be observed either in

reflection or in transmission and spatial resolution can be achieved either

by proximity focusing or by collimation (see fig. 1). Since in reflection

the incident and the scattered particles are on the same side of the

scatterer, both thin and thick scatterers can be used. In transmission

. only thin foil scatterers can be employed. In proximity focusing (scintilla-

tors I and II in fig. 1) the scintillator is placed as close as possible to

the scatterer, while still remaining shielded from the direct beam. The

spatial resolution is determined by and is of the order of the distance

travelled by the ion from the scatterer to the scintillator. The finite

dimension d of the beem puts a limit to t-he proximity and therefore lim-its

the resolution. In the collimation method the scattered ions reach the

scintillator through a row of collimator tubes. Here, the spatial resolut'.n

" is deter--ir.ed by the size of t!e collimators in the x direction and hy their
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o __sea tterer
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Rutherford scattering method showing
* three possible geometries: I-reflection geometry with

proximity focusing: I - transmission geomety. with proxi.mity
focusing; III- transmission geometry with collimation. The
entrance slit, the scatterer and the scintillator extend
along the x-direction over the entire beam diameter.

length and distance from the scatterer. In principle any desired resolu-

tion can be achieved, provided that the flux of ions reaching the scintilla-

tor is sufficient for detection.

In the work described here two geometries were tried successfully,

viz., transmission scatterer with a collimator array z&nd reflection scatter-

er with proximity focusing. The latter method offers many practical

advantages: 1) One can use a thick scatterer, thus making its mounting and

* handling easier. 2) When proximity focusing is used there is no need for a

rat-her delicate array of collimator tubes which is easily damaged by the

debris produced by a high power ion beam. 3) For a thick reflection

scatterer the light output of the scintillator depends only weakly on the

• ion energy Csee below) and is therefore primarily a measure of the ion

current density in the beam. This is an advantage when one wants to measure

the beam profile as a function of time while the diode voltage is changing.

Since t-he achievable spatial resolution of a few millimeters was

deemed sufficient for our purpose, practically all exper.ents were done

using a thick reflection scatterer in conjunction with proximity focusing.

For low enough ion current densitities incident on the scintillator

the light flux produced is approximately proportional to the power density

of the ions reaching the scintillator. As the power density rises the

scintillator response becomes non linear, reaching saturation and then
(7)

even declining to zero . The sensitivity of the light recording syste=

should be such that an observable record is produced whil.e the scintillator

still functions in its linear range. For any given beam intensity the



desired ion flux on the scintillator can be achieved by choosing the

scattering angle and the atomic number of t-he scattering material.

If one assumes that the light output of the scintillator is porportional

to the incident ion power and that the ion range in the scatterer depends

linearly on the ion energy E it cain easily be shown that, for a thick

scatterer operating in reflection, the light output of the scintillator is

I independent of E. This is so because the change in light output due to the

change in ion power ('\E) and due to the change in the number of scattering

nuclei (,E) is compensated by the change in the scattering cross section

(1\1l/E . Thus, under the above ass.umptions, the light output of the scin-

tillator is independent of the kinetic energy of the ions and depends

linearly on their current.

THE EXPERLMENTAL _ 2tNGMNT

Proton bea-s of several hundreds of kiloamperes at 1 to 1.5 MV were

produced in a pinch relex diode (3) on the upgraded Gamble I generator (B)

operating in positive polarity. Both planar and curved (focusing) anode

foils approximately 10 cm in diameter were used. Figure 2 schematically

REFLEXING cm
FOIL

ANODE ()_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

;\ \

ION
- I TORR AIR DIAGNOSTIC

.KIMFOL

//

CATHODE (-)

FI co plNaR p

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a planar pinch reflex diode.



I. shows the geometry of a planar diode. The current densities encountered

in these experiments ranged from a few kiloamperes per square centLnetre

to more than 100 kA/ 2 , depending on the diode geometry and on the distance

from the diode. The experimental arrangement for detecting the ions by the

Rutherford scattering method is shown in fig. 3. The beam aperture, the

support for the scatterer, the support for the scintillator and for the

optical mirror were machined from two solid blocks of alrninimi whicn

together formed the structure shown in fig. 3. This structure could be

taken apart for installing the scatt-rer and the scintillator. The beam

.aperture had the form of a narrow slit, 1 mm wide and 10 c. long. This

aperture extended along a diameter of the circularly symmetric ion beam.

The scatterer was an approximately 8 =m wide and 10 an long strip of metal

* (usually thicker-than-range copper tape) which intercepted the entire beam

passing through the aperture. Its surface made a 300 angle with the beam

direction. The NE 102 scintillator was 4.5 mm wide, 10 cm long and 40 1

thick. It was positioned above the scatterer, with its surface parallel to

* theplane of the incident beam and at a distance of 3.5 mm from it. The

C
0

._

* image .S
converter 0

~~camera -

magnets I

N I scintillctor

* ion beam direcTion S
N scatterer

S

30mm

Fig. 3. Cross section through the entrance aperture, t-he scatterer,
*and the scintillator support. Nlote the agnets in front of

t-he entrance aperture.



scattering angles ranged from 300 to 700. In order to minimize the back-

ground due to x-rays and fast electrons the thickness of t-he scintillator

was chosen approximately equal to the range of the protons. On the surface

facing the scatterer the scintillator was coated with approximately 1000

of alini=Tz in order to prevent light produced by the ion beam strking

the scatterer from reaching the camera. The light of the scintillator

was recorded by a T'M4 model 10 image converter camera with a model 12b

streak plug-in unit. The objective lens had an f-nu-iber of 2 and the

fluorescent screen of the camera was photographed through an fl.4 lens on

.2000 ASA Polaroid film. The scintillator-to-film demagnification was

approximately 1/4 and the streaking speed was 0.5 zzm/ns. The scattering

reduced the ion flux incident on the scintillator by a factor of 7xl0 4

with respect to the flux in the beam.

The diagnostic equipment shown in fig. 3 fitted into a 15 cm diameter

drift tube filled with approximately 1 Torr of air (see fig. 2). The air

was required to space charge and current neutralize the ion beam and thus

facilitate its nearly ballistic propagation down the drift tube.

In most of the experiments a set of permanent magnets were placed before

the entrance aperture of the Rutherford diagnostic equipment. These magnets

produced a transverse magnetic field of about 1.5 kG over 2 cm which

prevented electrons preceding or accompanying the ion beam from reaching

the scatterer.

MEASUREYMMNTS

In t-he first experiments using the Rutherford diagnostic method it was

discovered that the ion beam is preceded by a holicw electron beam. Fig. 4

shows two szreak photographs taken at a distance of 20 cm from t-he anode

of a spherical diode under similar experimental conditions except that the

a~~ -C

Fig. 4. Streak photographs ta e n using the Rutherford scattering
method: a) without magnetic field; b) with transverse
magnetic field. The sharp black lines are fiducial markers.
The more diffuse dark bands in b are due to beam stops
placed at t-he entzance aperture.
t ,1



do
photograph in fig. 4b was taken with a 1.5 kG transverse magnetic field

preceding the entrance aperture of the diagnostic equipment. Figure 4a shows

two distinct parts in the signal. In fig. 4b it can clearly be seen that

the magnetic field totally re-moves the early part of the signal without
• affecting it at late.- tLies. T"his indicates that the first part of the

signal in fig. 4a is due to electrons, as opposed to the second part which

is due to ions. By covering the scintillator with absorbers of various

thicknesses it was determined that these electrons have an energy of 40

to 8OkeV.

Placing a narrow beam stop some way upstream (e.g., at the entrance

aperture of the equipment) will again produce a distinct shadow on 'the

scintillator, provided the beam particles move along straight lines and

the beam is not excessively convergent or divergent at the point of

observation. In fig. 4b two such shadows were produced by two 5 mm wide

beam stops placed at the entrace aperture of the diagnostic equipment.

From the radial position of these shadows, as measured on the scintillator,

and from the known radial positions of the beam stops and their distance

from the scintillator the direction of motion of the ions at these radii

in the beam can be determined. At the same time variations of beam intens-

* ity as a function of radius and time ca-n be deduced from the light intens-

ity of the scintillator i-n the intervals between the shadows of beam stops.

This technique very much enhances -he power of this diagnostic method.

Figure 5 shows the reconstruction of ion traj ectories emerging from a

0 C; I V)-

t -

0

S5

F 5 0 15 z(cm)
t.Fig. 5. -!on trajec~tifes from a planar pinch reflex diode



planar pinch reflex diode at the beginning of the ion pulse and 18 ns later.

These trajectories were deduced from a streak photograph taken with various

beam stops placed at the entrance aperture. The bending and focusing of

the ions by the self-magnetic field in the diode at t=18 ns is apparent.

CONCLUS IONS

The Rutherford scattering method presented here is a powerful diagnos-

tic tool which has enabled us to measure current distributions and angular

distributions of intense ion beams in a time resolved manner. The method

-is versatile and can easily be used for current densities of 1 to 1000

cA/m 2 . Nanosecond time resolution and millimeter spatial resolution are

readily achievable. Different variants of the method stressing different

properties of the ion beams can be used. E.g., focusing by two-dimensional

collimator arrays in conjunction with a high speed framing camera can yield

time resolved two-dimensional beam profiles. This mode of operation offers

ver good spatial resolution and may be pa-icularly suitable for invest-

igating focal regions of intense ion beams.

We have used the Rutherford diagnostic methods for investigating ion

trajectories and focusing properties of beams emitted by planar and

spherical pinch reflex diodes. The results of these measurements as well

a more detailed analysis of the diagnostic method will be published

elsewhere.
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ABSTRACT

Experiri:nts have been performed at the Naval Research Laboratory
which have deconstrated the efficient confinement and transport of intense
(1 Mev, 30-50 kA/cn-, 50 ns) light-ion beams in wall-stabilized z-dis-
charge plasma channels up to 5 m long. ileasurei.ents of transport effi-
ciency and particle energy loss in the channels have been made and the
plasma physics of the channel formation investigated. Recently the field-
free propagation and expansion of the transported beams along with the
effect of channel transport on beam quality have been studied. These
experiments have led to an efficient, modularized, rep-ratable bean trans-

__ port system design.

Introduction. Large pulse-power generators, such as Gamble I! at the

Naval Research Laboratory, can be used as sources of Intense light-ion

beams (I MeV, 60n kA, 50 ns) [I]. For many applications it is desirable

to have a methoa-of transporting these beams at least several meters. in

this way beams from several large generators can be combined at a common

target, while the generators, due to the large standoff distance, are

protected from the target explosion and debris. Also, proper shaping of

the ion voltage pulse can lead to time-of-flight bunching in the channel

and power rmultiplication at the target [2].

0 Concept. All the ion beam transport experiments performed at the Naval

Research Laboratory- have used the same concept, shown in Figure 1. The

intense ion beam is prcduced in a pinch-reflex diode and is extracted

through a hollcw cylindrical cathode. A focus is obtained close to the

9 diode by utilizing the self-magnetic field of the beam over a controlled

distance or a curved anode or combinations of both. At the focus the beam

is injected into a preformed plasma channel which carries an externally

supplied axial current. For sufficient channel currents with proper

0 radial current distributions the ions are confined by the aziruthal mog-

netic field of the channel current and propagate to the target.



Various experiments have used this concept with differing har&4are but 2

with several common requirements; sufficient background pressure to

provide charge and current neutralization of the beam without excessive

ion energy losses between the diode and target and sufficient channel

current to confine the beam within a desired diameter channel.

7. Wall-Stabilized Plasma Channels. A summary of past transport experiments

is shown in Figure 2. Early experiments with exploding wire channels and

unstabilized low-pressure z-discharges gave poor results and were techni-

cally cumbersome. This led to the conception and design of the wall-

stabilized channel system, which is an energy efficient, rep-ratable

method of producing relatively stable, axially uniform axisymmetric z-

discharges without sophisticated biasing or preionization. This technique

was refined in further experiments to the optimized modular system now in

. use. A single module of this system is shown schematically in Figure 3.

* The coaxial geometry provides low inductance and some stabilization of MHD

,,odes. In typical operation 1-2 kJ/m of energy is invested in the channel

with up to 50 kA supplied by the capacitor bank. The channel current

rises to peak in 1.5 ps or less and is nearly critically.damped. Impurity

- loading from the walls keeps the plasma temperature low and the channel

resistance is typically 0.5 ;2/m for 1 Torr fill pressure. The channel

* formation is synchronized with the erection of the marx generator with

* adjustable delay so that the ion beam can be injected at any desired time

-- - -..in the evolution of the channel. • .. ...

A channel module is mated to the diode and focusing region as shown

in the scale drawing of Figure 4. This is the most recently used diode

configuration and produces 300 kA of I MeV protons [3]. The focused

current density at the channel entrance is 30-50 kA/cm2 with a maximum

effective ion entrance angle of 15 degrees.

Beam Transport Diagnosis. The problem of diagnosis is complicated by the

4 necessity of forming the plasma channel in advance of ion beam

injection;' A primary diagnostic in these experiments has been detection
19c Pc 16of prorrpt-y radiation from teflon targets using the 1 0 reaction

. [4]. Teflon screen targets are placed in the channel as shown in Figure

5. These targets do not interfere with the channel formation and are not

damaged by the channel plasma. Absolutely calibrated scintillator-

photomul tipl ier detectors [5] view various targets. A typical

configuration is shown in Figure 6 where tao channel modules are coupled

coupled and driven from a single capacitor bank. Representative signals



* from detector 1 are shown in Figure 7. The prompt--y pulses are separated 3

from the diode bremsstrahlung pulse due to the ion time-of-flight. The

temporal separation of the prompt-y pulses gives the average ion energy in

the channel between targets 1 and 2. A simple computer model is used to

predict the amplitude, shape and timing of these and subsequentprompt-y

signals from more distant targets based on diode and ion beam voltage and

current characteristics, reaction cross sections, experimental geometry

and expected ion energy losses. Experimental data is matched to the

computer prediction to determine particle transport efficiency and ion

energy loss as a function of tran:uort distance. Particle transport effi-

ciencies of up to 100 percent have been observed in these experiments with

* typical energy losses of order 100keV/m. Up to 400 kA of total ion

current has been transported in the largest diameter (4.5 cm) channel.

Studies of the modification of channel resistance and redistribution of

channel magnetic field structure (using magnetic probes in the diagnostic

access shown in Fig. 6) indicated that the ion beam-channel interaction is

not strong with available ion beams.

Channel Evolution and Structure. Using the same diagnostic access and

*W magnetic probes cited above, the spatial and temporal evolution of the

channel magnetic field structure was investigated. The structure is

strongly dependent on gas pressure and composition, capacitor bank para-

meters and channel geometry. Representative data for a 2.5 m channel at

low -applied-voltage are shown in Figure 8. At a typical ion beam injec-

* tion time of 1600 ns the magnetic axis has not yet shifted from the geo-

metric axis even with the strong probe perturbation. The current is

largely confined to the central two-thirds of the channel diameter where

the ion beam would propagate. Because of the complex controlled nature of

the channel breakdown and the resulting current flow, strong pinching on

axis (detrimental to ion beam propagation) is prevented and a quasi-

steady-state magnetic field distribution is obtained as shown.

Post-Transport 3eam Quality. The high quality of the transported beam in

* 1.25m, 2.9m and So long channels has been verified using a variety of

techniques. Figure 9 shows one simple method. The ion heam exiting the

channel is allowved to impact a 0.75 mm thick aluminum plate 'hich has a 2

aiM central aperture. The rear surface spall on this plate is well

centeri., uniform and equal in diameter to the injected ion beam. A beam-

let from the central aperture expands and produces uniform fro13.ir r

damage on a second aluminum plate. The cone anglie of the expansion fromi



the first plate is consistent with the range of injected ion angles and

e the channel current. Beamlets from the array of apertures on the second

*plate correctly image the first aperture on infrared sensitive film [6].

* The film images confirm the uniformity in angular distribution of the

exiting beam and the ballistic nature of its propagation. Similar

* experiments have been performed with of-axis apertures, multiple aper-

*- tures and slits in various orientations.

Post-Transport Beam Propagation and Expansion. As the channel current is

reduced, the maximum ion injection angle for ion confinement in the

channel is expected to decrease. This was confirmed by measurements

similar to those described above. Figure 10 shows the expected decrease

* in exit cone angle of the beam as the channel current is reduced. For

further study of the field-free beam propagation the channel was recon-

figured as shwen in Figure 11. Current was supplied at the channel

center, and the beam exited into a large field-free expansion chamber with

optical access and target mountings. The channel and chamber were filled

with argon to easily distinguish channel plasma from target-blowoff

plasma. Open shutter photography (Figure 12) shows a weakly luminous

target plasma (expansion velocity - 7 mm/us, measured separately) and an

intensely luminous channel plasma (expansion velocity 1 10 mm/us, measured

separately). The less luminous cone in the argon plasma, denoting the

expanded beam channel, is clearly visible, and intense recombination light

is observed outside this cone at the walls. A stagnation front between

the argon channel plasma and the target blowoff plasma is apparent at the

position expected from the different plasma velocities. Target damage was

consistent with these observations. Framing-camera photographs of the

same events were also taken. Several of these are presented in Figure

13. Of particular interest is the rapid decay of visible emission from

the beam channel and the expansion front which moves rapidly radially

outward from the beam channel.

Conclusion'. A technique for efficiently transporting intense focused ion

beams up to 5 meters has been deronstrated. Sufficient knowledge of beam

transport and channel formation physics has been obtained to define an

optimized systems design of a technologically sound modularized transport

system. Transporting beams in this mannr has been shown to be non-detri-

mental to beam quality.
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Enhancement of the energy loss of l-MeV deuterons in target-ablation plasmas over
that in cold targets has been observed when signiicant ionization is present in the plasma.
Scaling of enhanced stopping with target ionization is consistent with stopping by free
electrons and the remaining bound electrons. Measured energy Losses for M.vlar and
aluminum targets are also in agreement with hydrocode calculations.

PACS numbers: 52.40.MJ, 29.70.Gn, 52.50.GJ, 52.70.Nc

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) with ion-beam culaticns' ' indicate that at the ionization levels
drivers requires high-power-density deposition of ICF pellet plasmas, the ion stopping power is
of ion energy in fusion targets. The beam power enhanced such that the ion range is about half of
density is proportional to the current density fo- that in a cold target. In this paper, measure-
cused onto the pellet target and to the stopping ments of the energy loss of megaelectronvolt deu-
power of the beam-heated target material. Cal- terons in plasmas formed by focusing the beam
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FIG. 1. Conceptual experimental schematic. FIG. 2. Diode-voltage and ion-current traces.

(1 MeV, 0.2 MIA, 20 ns) onto subrange-thick tar- ping foil. Neutrons are detected in the forward

gets are presented. The results demonstrate that beam direction, and reaction kinematics 7 are
the stopping power is enhanced and confirm theo- used to extract deuteron energies. Neutrons

retical scaling of the stopping power with target from the two CD 2 targets are time resolved for a

ionization. 7.6-m neutron flight path. For planar diodes,
Recent pulsed-power and diode-physics ad- the time separation of neutrons from the two tar-

vances have resulted in the focusing of proton and gets is increased by locating the rear CD, target

deuteron beams to several hundred kiloamperes 21 cm behind the front CD, target and stopping
per square centimeter, sufficient for experiments foil.
on ion stopping in plasmas.' For the present en- A typical trace from the TOF detector is shown

ergy-loss experiments, a pinch-reflex diode, 4. in Fig. 3. The response time (full width at half
operating at a peak voltage of about 1.5 MV, is maximum) of this detector is 4 ns, and its output
used to produce an intense deuteron beam. A 6- is linear to 15 V. Bremsstrahlung from the diode

cm-diam annular cathode is employed, and a 100- saturates the detector, but the neutron pulses
Mm-thick plastic anode, coated with deuterated are TOF delayed and resolved about 260 ns after
polyethylene (CD), provides the deuteron beam. the bremsstrahlung pulse. Measurements with

The ion beam is charge and current neutralized just a front or a rear CD, target confirm that this
by a 1.8-MLm-thick polycarbonate foil at the cath- neutron response is the superposition of neutrons

ode and 1 Torr air in the focusing-drift region
(Fig. 1). The ion current passing through this go
foil is measured by a Rogowski coil. Typical cor-
rected-voltage and ion-current traces are shown Z/.FSST AiL,.NG

in Fig. 2. After about 40 ns into the pulse, the
voltage decreases abruptly due to insulator flash- 40 4

over. Bot'. planar and spherically contoured
anodes are used to produce different beam-cur-
rent densities on target in order to vary target ; 30

heating. With planar anodes, the beam focus in
10-15 cm from the anode. With spherical anodes, _"

* higher current density is achieved about 4 cm 0> 20 0

from the anode apex. 250 300 350

The experimental technique for determining the

deuteron energy loss uses neutron time-of-flight
(TOF) with multilayered targets.6 The beam is °T \ N N .
focused onto a target consisting of a 6.4-Mrm- J

• th.ick subrange stopping foil of Mylar or aluminum

sandwiched between 0.3- and 1.0-Mm-thick lavers 0 - 2o0' " o

of CD, (Fig. 1). The TOF of d-d neutrons from
the two CD 2 targets determines both the incident FEG. 3. Neutron TOF trace measured with a Mylar

deuteron energy and the energy loss in the stop- stopping foil and spherical liode.
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from the front target (first neutron pulse) and the of = 4 ns in timing neutron signals relative to the
back target (second neutron pulse), respectively, peak ion power. Vertical errors of = 50 keV re-
The bremsstrahlung tail has been subtracted from sult from an uncertainty of = 3 ns in the separa-
the neutron signal shown in the inset. Since the tion of the two neutron peaks. For spherical
neutron output is maximum at peak ion power, the diodes, the horizontal and vertical errors include
time interval between peak ion power and the uncertainties due to the large range of deuteron
peak of the first neutron pulse determines the neu- angles on target. Cold-target energy losses,
tron energy from the front CD. target and, by deduced from stopping cross sections ' using the
kinematics, the incident deuteron energy. The average angles, are compared with the measure-
deuteron energy is determined from the neutron ments in Fig. 4. Measured energy losses are
energy and neutron emission angle relative to the significantly larger than cold-target values ex-

deuteron direction. For planar (spherical) diodes, cept for the planar diode with a Mylar target. In
this angle ranges from 0 to about 10° (40') from that case, measurements are consistent with
the target normal so that an average angle of 5' cold-target values.

* (201) is used. A small correction ( 0 5-) is made The ion-current density on target is required to
to the neutron TOF for the TOF of deuterons from evaluate target heating. Proton beam-current
the anode to the target. The time separation of densities were determined by measuring K-line
the two neutron peaks provides a direct measure radiation from aluminum targets.9 For these
of the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil. measurements the anode was not coated with CD.,
This time interval is corrected for the TOF of and the proton energy was assumed to be the deu-

* deuterons from the front to the rear CD, target teron energy measured by neutron TOF on simi-
in planar-diode measurements. lar shots. Proton-current densities at peak power

Results of energy-loss measurements are pre- were 30-50 kA/cm2 for planar diodes and about
sented in Fig. 4. For planar diodes, horizontal 200 kA/cm2 for spherical diodes without correc-
errors of = 0.11 MeV arise from an uncertainty tion for enhanced proton-energy deposition. An

increase in these values can be expected after
S correction for enhanced stopping. For the energy-

(l. .1i loss measurements, deuteron-current densities
I ;were scaled from these results using the meas-

ured ion currents, and uncertainies of - 30 were
6o- - -- o- - assigned to the values obtained.

* . A The ion energy loss is expected to deviate from
that in cold matter when the stopping medium is

- 400- - a dense plasma of significant ionization. Varia-
tion of the average ionization (Z) with internal
energy per gr.-: (e) for aluminum and polyethyl-

2%' 200'
S 3 ,2 ,, ,8 0 2 4

S T .' oionar "curve
" ! ' noce anode.

exot eXOt .%uzr

5-

:9 2 4 8

' 2 5 2 5 2 5I

FIG. 4. Comparison of energy-loss measurements
for (a) and ) planar and (c) and (d) spherical diodes
with energy-loss curves calculated for solid targets. FIG. 5. Dependence of the average ionization on In-
The triangles are hydrocode results. ternal energy per tram 'or aluminum and CH., 'plastic).
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ene (CH2) from equation-of-state tables' O is shown to be discussed. The left side of Eq. (2), evalu-
in Fig. 5. It is assumed that ionization in Mlar ated from Figs. 4(b) and 4(d), is also plotted with
is similar to that in CH2. The ranges of internal experimental uncertainties. This comparison of
energy per gram corresponding to the experimen- experimental results with calculated ion-stopping
tal conditions are also indicated, where 75o of enhancement confirms the ionization scaling of
the deposited energy is converted into internal Eq. (1).

* energy. This partition is determined from hydro- The energy loss of deuterons in the experimen-
- code calculations (to be discussed). The meas- tal targets was evaluated more precisely by hy-

ured deuteron stopping is enhanced [Figs. 4(b)- drocode simulation with experimental parameters
4(d)] when Z Z I from Fig. 5, and is near the and enhanced stopping. Power on target versus
cold-target values [Fig. 4(a)] when the ionization time was based on diode-voltage traces normal-
is predicted to be low. ized to deuteron energies determined from neu-

Scaling of the stopping power with target ioniza- tron TOF and ion-current traces normalized to
ton can be expressed3 as peaks of 50 kA/'cm2 (planar diode) or 250 kA,cm 2

S =B[(1 - Z,'Z,)lru (Z/Z,) lru] (1) (spherical diode). Target heating was evaluated
for a 50-50 mixture of protons and deuterons in

for a plasma of atomic number Z,. The quantities the beam based on experimental measurements.
B =4,re 4Z/mV2 and AD =2I V2

1
1 , are for nonrela- These calculations indicate that at peak power,

* tivistic hydrogenic ions. The atomic density of the target has expanded in thickness to about I
the plasma is N, m is the electron mass, and V mm at 50 kAicm2 and 2 mm at 250 kAicm2 . In
is the ion velocity. The average ionization ener- aluminum (Mylar) at peak power, the electron
gy for bound electrons (1,) is Z dependent. ' The temperature is 4-5 eV (2.5-3.5 eV) at 50 kA,/cm 2

equivalent quantities for free electrons are At and 13-17 eV (9-11 eV) at 250 kA/cm2 . Code-
=2nV2/ 1f and If =e 2/X,", where X0 is the plasma calculated energy losses at peak power, plotted
Debye length. For target conditions in the pres- in Fig. 4, agree with most measurements.
ent experiment, thermal-electron corrections to In summary, we report measurements of en-
Eq. (1) are negligible. For a cold target, S =S,, hanced stopping of ions in dense plasmas. The
I, =10, Z =0, and A, =2rn V2,/1 so that stopping power of 1-MeV deuterons in aluminum

is enhanced by 20% at the 50 kA/cm2 level and by
1rnA 4S -So)/,'So = (Z/Za)n1,,') - ln(/a). (2) 40% at the 250 kA/cm2 level. For Mylar, the

The right side of Eq. (2) depends only on the plas- stopping power is enhanced by about 45% at the
ma state and is plotted in Fig. 6 against e for higher current density, but is consistent with
aluminum at P =0.02 g/cm9. This is the Al densi- cold-target stopping at the lower current density.
ty at peak power based on hydrocode calculations These results agree with a model of ion-energy

deposition which includes stopping by free elec-
trons and the remaining bound electrons in the

I target.
The work was supported by the U. S. Defense

5 -- Nuclear Agency and the U. S. Department of Ener-
I gy.
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,4.0 PLASMA EROSION OPENING SWITCHES

The work with plasma erosion opening switches (PEOS)

* first began with the Aurora experiments where scaling of PRD

operation to high voltage was being tested. At that time

the PEOS were being used simply to suppress the prepulse.

* It was realized, however, that a fast opening switch used in

conjunction with inductive storage could provide pulse

*" compression and power multiplication for many existing

state-of-the-art pulsed power generators. The development

of this new technology could have many applications, the

most obvious and immediate one being a short pulse option

(10-20 ns) for PBFA-I and PBFA-II, Another obvious,0
application would be to provide a short duration high power

Bremsstrahlung source, possibly using the series diode

discussed previously if low energy is required. With this

potential in mind. A serious program began to develop the

PEOS.

The search for reliable opening switches for inductive

energy storage devices or other pulse power applications has

gone on for many years. Developments in explosive switching
0

and wire fuse technology have been encouraging, but do not

provide sufficiently fast opening times (-0 ns) to compete
9

with capacitive pulse line systems. Moreover, they suffer
0

significant joule heating losses and must be physically

replaced after each shot. The new experimental program at

e0
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NRL with JAYCOR participation has focused on the use of

plasma columns as opening switches. Such PEOS's have been

employed on several experimnts to date at Sandia National

Laboratories (SNL), Physics International and the Naval

Research Laboratory (NRL). These experiments used PEOS's to

insulate diode loads from prepulse effects to sharpen the

beam risetime, and to improve pinch formation. Present

experiments at NRL are aimed at understanding the conduction

and opening mechanisms of these switches.

This Plasma Erosion Opening Switch (PEOS) utilizes an

* - injected carbon plasma to conduct large currents ( 1MA)

for up to 100 ns while a vacuum inductor ( 100 nH) is

charged. The switch is then capable of opening on a short

( 10 ns) timescale and depositing the the stored energy

into a load impedance. Output pulse widths and power levels

are determined by the storage inductance and the load

impedance.

The switch operation has been studied in some detail

both analytically and experimentally. The opening process

depends on properties of the injected plasma, the switch and
e

inductive store geometry the input voltage waveforms and the

load impedance. An analytic model of the switch operation

which incorporates these factors has been developed. This

model has been used in conjunction with a transmission line

code for comparison with experimental results and shows good

S
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agreement.

The theoretical model includes effects due to injected

plasma drift motion, surface erosion and the self-consistent

magnetic field. Once a voltage is applied across the switch

plasma, an anode-cathode gap opens and bipolar electron and

ion current flow is established. When ion current is drawn

out of the plasma faster than the plasma drift can supply

ions, the surface is eroded away causing the gap to open

further. This erosion is enhanced by magnetic bending of

the electron trajectories when the critical current is

reached. Eventually enough current switches to the load to

completely insulate the electron flow and the enhanced

erosion ceases. The JxB force on the plasma is also

important to consider. Since rapid magnetic field

* penetration into the plasma due to anomalous resistivity

occurs on the same timescale as other processes occurring in

the switch, its effects have also been studied, however

enhanced erosion seems to be the dominate mechanism in

causing the rapid opening.

Experiments have been performed at the 5 kJ stored

energy level on the Gamble I generator and at the 50 kJ

level on the Gamble II generator. Results from both

experiments provide scaling of switch operation. Future

plans call for fielding experiments on still higher power

accelerators including PBFA-I and PBFA-II at Sandia National

0L
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Laboratories. Experiments on NRL's Gamble I and Gamble 11

generators hnave shown low impedance conduction times of up

to 60 nsec followed by opening times of < 10 nsec. The

switch has conducted up to 1 MA before opening at switch

current densities of < 8 kA/cm. Voltage stand-off of

greater than 500 ky/cm has been demonstrated. Inductive

energy storage has been demonstrated with 3x pulse

compressions an -5x power multiplications.

Other experiments were designed to characterize the

initial injected plasma, i.e., density distribution,

species, and temperature. Experiments have been carried out

using the Gamble I generator (-0.9 14V,,0.25 MA) to identify

some of the important physical mechanisms responsible for

the observed switch behavior. Of pa-rticular interest are

electrode effects, JxB driven gross plasma motion, and the

rate and extent of magnetic field penetration. Diagnostics

included streak/framing camera photography, Faraday cups,

time and space resolved spectroscopy, Rogowski loops,

electric probes, time and space resolved x-ray measurements

in the few keV range and internal magnetic field probes.

|

The results indicate that the plasma is injected at -7
13 -3

cm/us, with a peak in density of -10 cm and a

temperature of -1-5 eV. There appears to be an intense

plasma-wall interaction at the swil-ch electrode surfaces

with neutrals being generated. Also, there is evidence that

!
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the magnetic field penetrates into the plasma much faster

than what is predicted classically.
L

This program has progressed rapidly and with great
0

success. Many of the technical details not discussed in

this summary can be found in the reports that follow.

0

S
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4.1 List of Reports on Switch Physics

4.l.a Contributed Papers

1. "Small Diameter Pinch-Reflex Diode Behavior with
Plasma Erosion Switch Beam-Front Sharpening," W.
F. Oliphant, H. U. Karow, S. J. Stephanakis,
R. A. Meger, Shyke A. Goldstein and G.
Cooperstein, 1981 IEEE International Conf. on
Plasma Science, (Santa Fe, NM, May 1981), p. 81.

2. "Plasma Opening Switch Research at NRL," R. A.
Meger, R. J. Commisso, A. T. Drobot and Shyke
A. Goldstein, 1982 IEEE International Conf. on
Plasma Science, (Ottawa, Canada, May 1982), p. 4.

3. "An Inductive Store/Pulse Compression Experiment
Using Plasma Opening Switches," R. A. Meger, R.
J. Barker, R. J. Commisso, G. Cooperstein,
Shyke A. Goldstein, J. M. Neri and P. F.
Ottinger, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 27, 991 (1982).

4. "Plasma Source Development for Plasma Opening
Switches," J. M. Neri, R. J. Commisso and R.
A. Meger, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 27 1054 (1982).

5. "Scaling Experiment on Plasma Opening Switches for
Inductive Energy Storage Applications," R. A.
Meger, J. R. Boller, R. J. Commisso, G.
Cooperstein, Shyke A. Goldstein, J. M. Neri, P.
F. Ottinger, T. J. Renk, J. D. Shipman, Jr.,
S. J. Stephanakis, F. C. Young, and B. V.
Weber, 1983 IEEE International Conf. on Plasma
Science, (San Diego, CA, May 1983).

4 6. "Theoretical Modeling of the Plasma Opening
Switch," P. F. Ottinger, Shyke A. Goldstein, R.
A. Meger, and S. McDonald, 1983 IEEE
International Conf. on Plasma Science, (San Diego,
CA, May 1983).

7. "Plasma Opening Switch Studies," J. M. Neri, R.
J. Commisso, Shyke A. Goldstein, R. A. Meger,
P. F. Ottinger, B. V. Weber and F. C. Young,
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* 1983 IEEE International Conf. on Plasma Science,
(San Diego, CA, May 1983).

4.1.b Unpublished Technical Reports

1. "Vacuum Inductive Store/Pulsed Compression
Experiments on a High Power Accelerator Using
Plasma Opening Switches" R. A. Meger, R. J.
Commisso, G. Cooperstein and Shyke A. Goldstein,
NRL Memorandum Report 5037 (March, 1983).

4.1.c Published Papers

1. "Pulse Compression/Power Multiplication Experiments
* Using Plasma Erosion Switches," R. A. Meger, R.

J. Commisso, G. Cooperstein and Shyke A.
Goldstein, to be published in Appl. Phys. Lett.
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1A10 Plasma Opening Switch Research at ?RL ." R. A

MEGER', R. J.'COMMIS3S G. COOPERSi q T T

DRO8OT*", SHYKE A. GOLDSTEIN', Naval Research

Labortor Washington, DC 20375--The searcnfor

Fe~a-Fe opening switches for inductive energy storage

devices or other pulse power applications has gone on

for many years. Developments in explosive swi'ching

and wire fuse technology have been encouraging' but do

not provide sufficiently fast opt:ning times (- 10 ns)

to compete with capacitive pulse line systems.

Moreover, they suffer significanr joule heating losses

and must be physically replaced zfter each shot. A new

experimental program at NRL has ocused on the use of

Seplasma columns as opening switches. Such Plasma

3a7 Small Diameter Pinch-Reflex [Lode Behavior with Erosion Switches (PES's) have been employed on seve~al
Plasma Erosion Switch 3eam Front S .,rnenini.* experiments to date at Sandit National Laboratories-'

W. F. OLIPHANT, H. U. KCARJO ', S. J. STEPILANKIS, (SNL), Phylics Lnternational , and the Naval Research

R. A. HEGERk-, SHYK. A. GOLDSTFI0, G. COOPERSTEIN, Naval Laboratory (NRL). These experiments used PES's to

Research Laboratory - Experiments arebeingperformed on insulate diode loads from prepulse effects, to sharpen

small diameter (- I cm) low imped'.ce (1-4 Q) pinch the beam risetime, and to improve pinch formation.

reflex ion diodes in order tu incrunse the ion source Present experiments at NRL are aimed at understanding

O current density to - 105 A/cm
2 . Previous unpublished the conduction and opening mchanisms of these

experimencal results and theoretical calculations switches. Eventually they will be used to current

suggest t'hat the very large azimuthal self-magnecic charge a vacuum inductor at low power and then to

fields associated with these small diameter geonletries extract this energy at a significantly higher power

may retard anode-cathode gap closure due to plasma level.

moilon. This should allow the diode impedance to hold All experiments to date have used a carson plasma

up for the duration of the pulse o- 50 nesc) even at gun developed by Mendel and coworkell at JNL which

very small anode-cathode gaps (- = m) with beam voltages produces carbon plasmal ofiup to 10 cm- densities

of - 106 volts. However, this effect requires aziuth- over volumes of l-2xlO cm Several guns have been

" ally symmetric cathode turn an and symmetric electron 
mounted on the Gamble I accelerator at NRL. The

and ion flow. One method used previously
1 ,2 to effects of plasma density, plasma injection timing and

. eliminate prepulse, sharpen beam voltage risecime, and geometry, output load impedance, and accelerator

,o symmetrize pinch beam diodes is to use plasma erosion, voltage and polarity on the switch opening are

switches. Preliminary experiments using such switches presently under study. The hardware allows changes to

* on the Gamble I accelerator will be described. Diode be made in the accelerator pulse lcnjth and in the

impedance characaristics wil be presented for/:ha vacuum inductance of the transmission line or 71'mped

small diameter pinch-reflex ion diode with and without element load inductance in order to investigate

plasma erosion. inductive energy storaje applications. In conjunction

with this work a computer simulation using a 2-0 fully

*Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency and electromagnetic particle code is being performed.

the Department of Energy 
Prelimindry results to be discusscd have sliown

,Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Institute, Karlsruhe, 'esc that a plasma oallast region outside the switch

O Cermany supplies a large fraction of the charge transfered

$JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304 during the conduction and opening phases of the switch

IC. W_ Mendel, Jr., and S. A. Goldstein,. J. of App. Phys. operation. This region appears to be charging up to

2'81004 (1977). some voltage like a plasma capacitor. Thus far switch

.C- Young. al_ Bul. An. hys. Sac. 25, 899 (1980). opening tires nave been limited to - 20 ns by what may

be geometry related effe-cts where the opened Switch

impedance remains comparable to the load impedance. 1ip

to 10 mCoul of charge from the accelerator pulse has

been diverted in present experiments. magnetic

insulation effects also appear to contribute to the

opening action with switc electrons ;oining the d.oe

electron flow.
t Work supported by the efense nuclear " ercy

" Present address: A'eCCR, Inc., Al e . .,

Present address: Science 1.ppl i.za , t;i .Lein

0. Conte, et.al., ?nd !EEE Int. Pul~s!d , onf.,

Lubbock, TX (1979).
P. Mliller, J. W. i3oukey. T. P. 'r~;nt, P'L I'., g
(1975).

3 C. 14. mendel, Jr., S. 1. 6o!dstein, 'ciir. of o•

Phys. 43, 1004 (1977).
4 R. Str iigfield, et. a!., J. Appl. Phys. 52, 1273

5 F. C. Young, et. al. , gulI. An. rhys. Soc. 25., 99

(1980).
6 C. W. Mendel, et.al., Rev. Si. Instrum. 51, 1341

(1980).
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4z 7 An Inductive Storage/Pulse Compression
Experiment using Plasma Openinq Switches. 7.A.
T4EW"Rt R.J. dARKER", R.J. Ct.;MlS 1z), G0.
COOPERSTEIN, SHYKE A. GOLOSTEIN"', J.M. NERI", and
P.F. OTTINGER-, ival Research Laboratory--Plasma
erosion switches have been used ror prepulse
suppression and risetime sharpening on pulsed-power
generators at several labs Including Sandia, Physics
Int., NRL, and Maxwell LaDS. Work is presently
underway to extend their use to inductive storage.
Experiments on NRL's Gimble I and Gamble 1I generators
have shown low impedance conduction times of up to 0
nsec followed by openiiq times of < 10 nsec. The
switch has conducted up to 500 kA Tefore opening at
switch current densities of < 8 kA/cm2 . Voltage
stand-off of greater than 500 kM/cm has been
demonstrated. Inductive energy storage has been
dewnstrated with U pulse compressions and - 5x power
multiplications. An analytic model has been developed
and coupled to a transmission line code in order to
investigate switch operation and a PIC simulation is
being used to study the opening process. Results will
be presented,
'iWork supported by the Defense &aclear Agency
**JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 2030S

'68 1 Plasma Source Development for Plasma Ooeninl
Switches' J.M. MERI-', R.J. COMI5GO-, and R.A.

Naval Researh Laboratory--Caroon plasma guns
of the type developed by ,Mendel' nave been studied for
use In plasma erosion switches.Z Parameters of
interest for this application include the plasma
density, species, drift velocity and co-moving neutral

,particle density distribution. Diagnostic tacnniques
include biased Faraday cups, electrostatic energy ,
analysis, and spectroscopy. Measurements snow a drift
velocity of - 107 cm/sec, and charge densities
of - 1013/cm 3 produced oy the plasma guns. Attempts
to improve the uniformity and reproductibility of the
carbon plasma will be reported. Experiments on
plasma-wall Interactions with regard to ion
reflection, recombination and sticking as tne yaffect
application to plasma erosion switches will be
discussed.

* Work supported by the Defense 1clear Agency.
"JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 20305
C.W. Mendel and S.A. Goldstein, J. Appl. Phys. 48,
1004 (1977).

2 R.A. meger, et.al., tnis conference.



Scaling Experiments on Plasma Opening Switches
F for Tnuctive Energy Storage Applications*, R.A.
* Meger'), J.R. BolleV, R.J. Comnui soa", G. Coopers ein,Shyke A. Goldstein a ) J.M. Neri a , P.F. Ottingera),T.J.

Rhe c)Gl JTJ
Renk b ) 3J.D. Shipman, 'r. c ) , S.J. Stephanakis, F.C.
Young, and B.V. Webera , Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375

A new type of fast opening switch for ust with
pulsed power accelerators has been developed. lhi
Plasma Opening Switch (POS) utilizes an injected carbon
plasma to conduct large currents .(- I MA) for up to 100
us while a vacuum inductor (- 100 nH) is charged. The

* switch is then capable of opening on a short (- 10*ns)
timescale and depositing the stored energy into a load
'impedance.. otput pulse widths and power levels are
determined by the storage inductance and the load
impedance..

The switch oeration has been studied in detail
both analytically and experimentally." '  The opening
process depends on properties of the injected plasma,*.
the switch aad inductive store geometry, the input
voltage waveforms and the load impedance. An. analytic"

* .model of the switch operation which incorporates these
*factors has been developed. This model has been used in.
conjunction with a transmission line code for comparison
with experimental results.

Experiments have been performed at the 5 kJ stored
S energy level on the Gamble I generator and at the 50 kJ

level on the Gamble 11 generator. Results from both
experiments will be reported and the scaling of switch
operation discussed. Future plans call for fielding
experiments on still- higher power accelerators including
PBFA I and PBFA II at Sandia National Laboratories.

* Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency, the
a)Department of Energy and Sandia National Laboratories.
b)JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, Va. 22304
NRL/NC Cooperative Research Associate

* c)Sachs/Freeman Associates) Bowie, In 20715
R.A. Meger, R.J. Commisso, G. Cooperstein, Shyke A.

Goldstein, NRL Memorandum Report No. 5037, 1983, also
submitted to Appl. Phys. Lett., January 1983.

2 P.F. Ottinger, Shyke A. Goldstein, R.A. Meger, S.
3 McDonald, abstract, this conference.

J.M. Neri, et.al., abstract, this conference.
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Theoretical Modeling of the Plasma Opening
Switcht, P.F. Ottinger*, Shyke A. Goldstein*, R.A.,,

Meger*, and S. McDonald**, Naval Rasearch Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375 - Recent experiments at NRL have
demonstrated that plasma canibe used as the switching
medium in a fast opening switch.1 Pulsed power
applications for such switches are manyfold including
prepulse suppression, risetime sharpening, inductive
storage and pulse compression. Each application,

I however, requires individual attention to geometry,
plasma parameters, timescales, etc. VFere theoretical
modeling of the basic physical mechanisms involved in
the opening process will be described. Emphasis will be
placed on relating the model to new experiments at
P.L. 2  ,

The theoretical model includes effects due to
injected plasma drift motion, surface erosion and the
self-consistent magnetic field. Once a voltage is
applied across the switch plasma, an anode-cathode gap

"4 opens and bipolar electron and ion current flow is
established. When ion current is drawn out of the
plasma faster than the plasma drift can supply ions, the
surface is eroded away causing the gap to open
further. This erosion is enhanced by magnetic bending
of the electron trajectories when the critical current
is reached. Eventually enough current switches to the

* load to completely insulate the electron flow and the
enhanced erosion ceases. The JxB force on the plasma is
also important to consider. Since rapid magnetic field
pe....ration into the plasma due to anomalous resistivity
occurs on the same timescale as other processes
occurring in the switch, its effects are also studied.

The importance of various aspects of the model will
be discussed and scaling laws will be presented.
Comparison of the model with specific experimental
results will also be presented by incorporating the
switch physics into a transmission line code.

t Work supported by the Department of Ener-y, the
Defense Nuclear Agency, Sandia National Laboratory
and the University of !aryland/Naval Research
Laboratory Joint Program in Plasma Physics.

• JAYCOR, Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304
•* University of 1aryland, College Park, ND 20742

R.A. 1eger, R.J. Commisso, G. Cooperstei' , and Shyke

A. Goldstein, NRL Memorand=u Report No. o37, 1983;
also submitted to Appl. Phys. Lett.
R.A. Mager, et al., these proceedings; J.M.

al., these proceedings.



* Plasma OGeLm S,tt Stujies , £.M. Nr.gi, R.;4,

Commisso*, Shyke A. Goldstein*, R.A. Meger*, P.F.
Ottinger*, B.V. Weber*, and F.C. Young, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 -- Plasma has been
successfully used as a switching medium in several
particle beam generators. The injected plasma serves as
a short circuit that effectively isolates the load from
the generator for some period of time. After this time
the plasma acts as a fast opening switch, diverting the
generator pulse to the load on a short timescale,
- 5 ns. Depending on the length of time the switch

* remains closed (short circuit), it can simply serve to
suppress prepulsel or it can act as an opening switch _'n
inductive storage-pulse compression applications.2

We report here on experiments designed to
characterize the initial injected plasma, i.e., density

* distribution, species, and temperature. Experiments are
also being carried out using the Gamble I generator
(-0.9 IV, -0.25 MA) to identify some of the important
physical mechanisms responsible for the observed switch
behavior. particular interest are electrode ..

* effects, SxB driven gross plasma motion, and the rate -

and extent of magnetic field penetration. -Diagnostics
include streak/framing camera photography, Faraday cups,
time and space resolved spectroscopy, Rogowski loops,
electric probes, time and space resolved x-ray
measurements in the few keV range, and internal magnetic

* field probes.
I The initial results indicate that the plasma is

injected at - 7 cm/us, with a peak ion density of
- 013 cm-3 and a temperature of.- . eV. There appears
to be an intense plasma-wall interaction at the switch
electrode surfaces with neutrals being generated. lso,
there is evidence that the magnetic field penetrates
into the plasma much faster than what is predicted
classically..

*Experimental results will be interpreted in the
context of a theoretical model that includes gross
plasma motion, microturbulence, magnetic field effects
and other opening switch physics. 3

t Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency, the
Department of Energy and Sandia National Laboratory.

* JAYCOR Inc., Alexandria, VA 22304

I C.W. Mendel, Jr., S.A. Goldstein, J. Appl. Phys. 48,

1004 (1977); R. Stringfieid, R. Schneider, R.D.
Genuario, I. Roth, K. Childers, C. Stallings, and D.
Dakin, J. Appl. Phys. 52, 1278 (1981); R.A. Mger and
F.C. Young, J. Appl. Phys. 53, 8543 (1932).

2 R.A. Meger, R.J. Commisso, G. Cooperstein, and Shyke
A. Goldstein, NRL Yamorandum Report No. 5037, 1983.

0 3P.F. Ottinger, these proceedings.



VACUUM INDUCTIVE STORE/PULSE COMPRESSION EXPERMENTS ON A

HIGH POWER ACCELERATOR USING PLASMA OPENNG SWITCHES

1. Introduction

The use of inductive energy storage for pulsed power production is of

great interest to accelerator designers. Inductive storage offers the

significant advantage of 10 - 100 times higher energy density than

conventional capacitive storage systems, thus making more compact and

economical generators possible1 . Energy can be stored in an inductor at low

voltage, relaxing insulator design requirements and extracted on a shorter

time scale at a higher power level. Present opening switch technology

involves the use of explosively activated circuit breakers,
2 wire fuses,1' 3'4

electron-beam (e-beam) controlled diffuse discharges, 5 and various injected

plasma schemes.6  In this paper we report experiments with a new type of

opening switch which operates on a nanosecond timescale. These Plasma Opening

Switches (POS's) are used in conjunction with a vacuum inductor and open on a

<10 nsec timescale. Similar techniques have been used previously for

suppression of prepulse and steepening of pulse risetime on high-power

generators7'8'9 '1 0 as well as in plasma filled diode experiments.11 The work

discussed here is directed at storing energy in a vacuum inductor and then

extracting this energy on a shorter time scale through a low inductance, high

impedance load thereby pulse compressing and increasing the output power

level. Results show the switch remains closed for up to 70 nsec as the vacuum

* inductor is charged. The switch then opens in <10 nsec and most of the energy

in the inductor is delivered to an e-beam diode load. Voltage pulse

compressions of a factor of 3 and power multiplications of up to a factor of 4

over non-POS shots have been measured. A model of the switch opening is

described which qualitatively agrees with the data.

Manuscript approved January 5, 1983.
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2. Apparatus

In these experiments the Gamble I accelerator1 2 was used to charge a

coaxial vacuum inductor section. A 66-kV charging voltage was used to provide

a negative I-MV, 60 nsec full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) sinusoidal open

circuit voltage waveform with an effective 2-Ohm source impedance. Figure la

is a schematic of the inductor section as mated to the Gamble I accelerator.

Figure lb is an equivalent circuit diagram of the system. The experimental

hardware consists of three main components: a 40-cm long, 100-Ohm coaxial-

vacuum inductor; a switch section; and an e-beam diode section.

The - 140-nH, high impedance vacuum inductor section and the

30-nH insulator region combine to produce the storage inductance

LS - 175 nH. The 2.5-nsec electrical length inductor looks like a high

impedance lumped element load to the 2-Ohm output impedance accelerator,

limiting the energy transferred into the inductor. At 66-kV charge Gamble I

can store 250 kA or 6 kJ in the inductor. To the right (downstream) of the

inductor in Fig. la is the opening switch region. Three plasma guns 1 3 located

12 cm off axis inject carbon plasma through a 10-cm diam. brass screen toward

the inner 5-cm diam. cathode support stalk surface (see Fig. 1a). The plasma

strikes the cathode surface over a -50 cm area. The measured plasma density
distribution has a peak density of - 5x1O12 c"-3 and moves with a drift

velocity of 7.5 cm/usec. 14 Measurements of the density distribution have

shown spatial fluctuations as high as 25% for these guns. The gun plasma has

been reported1 3 to be comprised of C+, C2 , C3 , C4 ' and H+ with C+ and C2,

dominating. Also, a neutral carbon component with a velocity of

I 1 cm/usec has been observed in the switch region arriving after the

plasma. No allowance for plasma stagnation near the outer screen and on the

2
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Fig. 1 -(a) A schematic of the Gamble I plasma opening switch experiment. (b) Circuit of the experiment.
V0 C is the open circuit voltage waveform, RG is the 2 ohm accelerator impedance, LS is the inductor, and RL is the
load impedance.



inner cathode surface was made in these experiments. The plasma density in

the switch region can be varied by changing the radial location of the gun and

the timing relative to the accelerator as well as by changing the screen

transmission.

Downstream of the switch region is a 10-cm long, 42-Ohm transmission line

* segment with inductance L1 -14 nH followed by the e-beam diode load. The

diode consists of a 6-mm thick rounded edge, hollow cylindrical aluminum

cathode opposite a 1.6-mm thick carbon coated aluminum anode. The diode has a

critical current impedance of - 12 Ohms for the 1-cm anode-cathode (AK) gap

used in this experiment.

Diagnostics on this experiment consisted of a voltage monitor upstream

(to the left in Fig. la) of the Gamble I insulator, a dB/dt current monitor in

the inductor section labeled IUp in Fig. la and a Rogowski type current

monitor downstream of the switch region labeled IDN* In addition, a

photodiode with a pilot-B scintillator was located on axis 35-cm downstream of

the anode to provide time resolved bremsstrahlung measurements from the e-beam

diode.

3. Experimental Measurements

Shown in Fig. 2 is experimental data from two shots, one with the POS and

one without. The shots had nearly identical peak accelerator voltage pulses

of -960 kV across the inductive store section as measured by the voltage

monitor. The accelerator pulse arrived at the inductor 0.5 psec after the

O. peak of the plasma density as measured by a Faraday cup at the (inner) cathode

surface. The currents in the inductor upstream of the switch, tu, and

downstream in the e-beam load section, 'LN, are shown in Fig. 2a. The two
_cases differ dramatically. Without the POS the accelerator sees the full

4
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Fig. 2 - (a) Currents upstream IL-p and downstream IDN of the switch region, with and without the plasma opening
switch. (b) Voltages across the switch for the two cases. (c) Switch impedance ZSW with the POS and load imped-
ance ZL with and without the POS.
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190 nH inductance (inductive store p.us transmission line) in series with

• -the ~ 12 ohm e-beam load. Thus the current in the inductor is limited
to - 80 kA . The downstream current I follows che upstream current with

DN P

some current loss due to cathode stalk emission. With the POS the accelerator

S- sees a 175-nH load inductance into a short circuit for about half of the pulse

duration. The switch is closed for the first - 50 nsec, as shown in Fig. 2a,

during which time it acts as a short circuit, diverting up to 220 kA from the

load. When the switch begins to open, the downstream current rises to

- 130 kA in - 6 nsec . The downstream current risetime when the POS opens

is - 2.2xi01 3 A/sec. An apparent loss of 90 kA occurs in the switch

region. This loss is partially in the form of intense beamlets striking the

outer conductor just downstream of the switch region and represents a shunt

resistance even when the switch has opened. The loss may be related to the

geometry of the short line downstream of the switch not properly retrapping

the switch electron flow.

Voltages across the switch vS:D-Lsd up/dt were computed from the

measured insula:or voltage V0 and d!up/dt and are shcwn in Fig. 2b. The

voltage across the load impedance is approximately the same as the switch

voltage because L << LS . Without the POS the switch voltage peaks at - 790

kV and has an 85-nsec FWHM. With the POS the voltage is held near zero during

the conduction phase, then rises to 1.4 MV in - 20 nsec. The FWHM of the

pulse is - 25 nsec. The FWHM of the voltage pulse with the POS is reduced by

a factor of three and the peak voltage is nearly a factor of two higher than

4. the shot without the POS. The pulse compression and voltage multiplication is

a result of the charging of the inductive store and the subsequent extraction

of the energy on a shorter time scale. The effective switch shunting

resistance ZSW VS/(Iu-I ) and the load resistance Z VS/N for the two
SW S U N L SW IN

6
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cases are shown in Fig. 2c. Without the POS the load impedance is 12 Ohms

for most of the pulse. With the POS, the switch looks like a short during the

conduction phase, then rises to an effective shunt resistance of -17 Ohms when

the switch opens. The load impedance is - 13 Ohms during the output pulse.

Time resolved x-ray signals for both cases are shown in Fig. 3. Without

* the POS a - 35-ns FWHM, 25-V peak photodiode signal is measured compared to a

13-ns FWHM pulse and -225 V peak with the POS. The shape of the x-ray signal

and the factor of 8 signal increase agrees with an I DN(sw) 2.3and he actr of8 sgna inreas ageeswithan DN(sW) scaling of the

* data. 15

The increased current and the-higher voltage are corroborated by damage

to the anode in these two cases. Without the POS the anode damage is confined

* withii a 6-cm diam. circle opposite the cathode. ith the POS the anode

damage is confined within 4-cm diam. as would be expected from a higher

current in the diode. The rear-surface anode spall is observed to be twice

as thick for the POS case as without, which is consistent with a higher

voltage.

The peak power into the switch and load combination is 0.065 TW without

the POS and 0.28 TW with the POS. The four-fold increase in peak power

,esults from the higher voltage and current in the switch. The higher voltage

is due to the inductive energy storage and the fast opening action of the

POS. With the POS the power pulse has been reduced to the decay time scale of

the inductor through the parallel e-beam and switch load resistances. Another

measure of power multiplication is to compare the peak power delivered by the

Gamble I accelerator to a matched load to that delivered when an inductive

store and POS are used. The open circuit voltage waveform was derived from

the data in Fig. 2. A transmission line code !6 was used to reproduce the

measured diode waveforms, then to compute output waveforms for a 30-nH, 2-Ohm
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load which represents the optimum Gamble I load impedance. Peak power for

this idealized diode was 0.14 TW which is one-half the measured peak power

* with the inductive store and POS.

Many shots were taken with different plasma densities in the switch

region and with different timing between the arrival of the plasma in the

* switch region and the arrival of the accelerator pulse. The switch opening

was observed to be reproducible within the limits of the plasma gun and

accelerator pulse reproducibility. The duration of the conduction phase was

* reduced if the plasma density in the switch region was decreased by either

moving the guns further away from the inner conductor or by injecting the beam

earlier in the plasma pulse. With such adjustments the switch could be made

to divert only the leading edge of the accelerator pulse as desired for

prepulse suppression or to divert as much as 250 kA with the switch still

opening in - 10 nsec. The conduction time could also be changed with

apertures or attenuating screens in front of the guns. If the accelerator

pulse was delayed more than one microsecond after the peak plasma density at

the inner conductor or if too much plasma was injected, the conduction period

increased and the opening time became slower. In the extreme case the switch

diverted the entire pulse from the load. Reducing the accelerator voltage

increased the switch conduction period. If the conduction time extended

beyond the peak inductor current, the switch opening time increased

to > 25 nsec. An extended parameter study is presently being performed on

these variables.

9
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4. Opening Switch Model

A simple model of the opening switch operation will be presented to

explain the experimental results. The model is based on bipolar flow in a

-'I- Child-Langmuir diode and includes magnetic field effects. The model consists

* of four phases, each of which is treated separately, but the switch progresses

from one phase to the next as critical current levels are reached in the

switch or load. The four phases are the conduction phase, a simple bipolar-

erosion phase similar to previous models, 6'7 an enhanced-erosion phase, and

finally a magnetic-insulation phase. The model ignores magnetic-field-

pressure effects, surface-physics effects and neutral-background-gas effects.

Phase I of the switch operation begins with a plasma in the switch region

9 of a known species, density, charge state, average drift velocity toward the

cathode, and temperature. The switch plasma fills the region uniformly and

strikes a finite area on the cathode surface. A schematic representation of

the system is shown in Fig. lb. A load resistance is located downstream of

the switch. The accelerator is fired and a voltage appears across the

inductor, driving current through the inductor and switch. As a finite

voltage appears across the plasma, a sheath forms near the cathode. In this

sheath the electr, ns are swept out producing a planar-diode-like gap with the

cathode surface on one side and the edge of the plasma on the other. The gap

adjusts itself such that the cathode surface becomes a space-charge-limited-

electron emitter while the plasma supplies ions to the oppositc. side of the

gap producing a bipolar current flow across the gap. The current driven
0

through the plasma is limited by the accelerator output driving the entire

system and by the series inductor. Ions enter the gaD due to their drift

velocity and the component of the ion thermal velocity normal to the

10



cathode. In such a bipolar diode the ion flux necessary to maintain the

current flow1 7 is

= (me!2MiT/2 (y+!) 1/2 C)

* where me any 2
here Mi and y mec  are the electron rest mass, ion rest mass, and maximum

electron energy, respectively, and c is the speed of light. The total bipolar

current density is

j = je+Ji = (l*Ji/j e ) 4.3x!0"6V3/ 2 /d 2  (2)

where V is the voltage across the gap in volts and d is the gap thickness in

cm. For example, according to Eq. (1) a C+ plasma with a charge flux of 20

A/cm 2 as used in the experiments is sufficient to drive almost 3 kA/cm 2 in

total current (electrons and ions) across the gap. If the accelerator current

density through the switches is less than this level Eq. (1) is satisfied and

the gap will not increas in addition, if the switch plasma becomes

resistive so that a finite electric field penetrates the plasma, ions can gain

enough energy on the beam timescale to further increase the charge flux into

the gap. This allows more current to be driven across the bipolar gap without

affecting the gap size. Under these conditions the switch impedance remains

low as observed experimentally during the conduction period of switch

$* operation.

Phase II begins when the accelerator current density exceeds the level

where the ion flux into the gap is sufficient to maintain bipolar flow across

*o the plasma-gap interface. An additional ion flux is provided by eroding the

plasma thereby opening tne gap. The increasing gap raises the effective

Q 11



resistance of the switch. With the series inductor the system acts like a

constant current source, increasing the voltage across the switch impedance

which in turn increases the erosion rate. This feedback process produces

opening velocities of - 10 cm/usec under the experimental conditions presented

*! in this paper. This process starts the switch opening but can open the gap by

only 1 mm in 10 nsec. Phase III begins when electron trajectories are altered

significantly by the self-magnetic field _ssociated with the current flow in

the switch and the diode load. This field bends the electrons downstream and

* they travel along the plasma surface for the length of the switch plasma.

This increases the electron space charge near the boundary and enhances the

ion emission in a manner similar to a pinch-reflex ion diode. 1 7 This changes

c. (1) into

Ji!Je (ma/2M. )/2 (y+1)",2 L/d , (3)

where L is the axial length of the plasma. For small gaps this L/d

enhancement factor can increase the ion Flux by a large factor. Opening

velocities of - 102 cm/usec are obtained so that a gap opening of 1 cm in

10 nsec is expected.

As the switch impedance increases to -he load impedance and beyond, -he

4 load begins to conduct a larger fraction of the cur ent. Phase IV begins when

the diode current exceeds the current T I 5x 3  R/d ao in the

switch region, where Ic is the critical current and 3 is the electron velocity

(normalized to the speed of light) at full voltage. The electrons then become

magnetically insulated and travel downst- eam to the load. Since the electrons

no longer cross the gap, the switch current becomes that of a single species

4
Child-Langmuir diode pulling carbon ions out of the plasma. Its effective

12
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impedance is much higher than for the bipolar case which accounts for the

rapid increase in the switch impedance.

The simple switch model described here has all the experimentally

observed features. It allows for a conduction period before the switch

current exceeds the ion flux criteria. It can explain the observed 10 nsec

opening times and shows why the switch impedance increases when magnetic

insulation in the switch is obtained. It does not explain the observed losses

at the downstream end of the switch region. These losses most likely depend

A9 on the impedance mismatch between the opening switch and the downstream

section of transmission line.

B. Conclusion

Experimental results have been presented which demonstrate the operation

* of a Plasma Opening Switch. The switch was shown to conduct current

for - 50 nsec while a vacuum inductor was charged. Then the switch opened in

an interval of - 10 ns producing a voltage in excess of 1 MV and delivering a

large fraction of the inductively stored energy to an e-beam diode load. The

rapid opening is attributed to enhanced erosion effects in the switch due to

the beam's self-magnetic field. The output voltage pulse was compressed by a

factor of three and increased by a factor of two. The power delivered to the

load increased by a factor of four compared to measurements without the switch

and by a factor of two compared to the accelerator's matched load peak

power. In the closed state the switch successfully diverted > 200 kA of

current. A current loss of 90 kA observed in the switch region may be related

to electron losses downstream of the switch in the short section of the$

transmission line.
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A simple model of the opening switch was presented which agrees

qualitatively with the observed switch operation. This model suggests further

experiments which will provide further insight into the operation and improved

design of such switches.

The method described here is applicable to miany pulsed-power

accelerators. It offers a wide range of applications from prepulse

suppression to compact inductive energy storage and power multiplication. The

POS can lower the inductance between the final energy store and the load which

limits the pulse risetime. Applications to multi-line accelerator systems to

eliminate line to line jitter are envisioned as well as in other experiments

requiring fast risetime, high power pulses. Future experiments will focus on

scaling of the switch operation to higher currents and voltages and a better

understanding of the opening process.
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Vacuum inductive store/pulse compression experiments on a high power
* accelerator using plasma opening switches
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The first results of experiments using plasma opening switches for inductive energy storage are
described. The switch has been shown to conduct up to 200-kA current for - 50 ns then to open in
< 10 ns, transferring the current to an electron beam load. Inductive energy storage, pulse
compression, and power multiplication are demonstrated. A simple model explaining the switch
operation is presented.

PACS numbers: 52.75.Kq, 52.75.Di, 52.80.Vp

The use of inductive energy storage for pulsed power
applications is ofgreat interest. It otfers the advantage of 10-
100 times higher energy density than capacitive storage sys- Diagnostics included a voltage monitor upstream of the
terns, making more compact and economical generators pos- Gamble I insulator, a current monitor in the inductor sec-
sible, Present opening switch technology involves the use of tion labeled Iu, and another current monitor downstream of
explosively activated circuit breakers,2 wire fuses,'3' 4 and the switch region labeled Io. A photodiode with a pilot-B
electron beam (e-beam) controlled difruse discharges.s In scintillator to measure x rays was located on axis 35-cm
this letter we report experiments with a new type of opening downstream of the anode.

,1 switch called a plasma opening switch (POS) which operates Shown in Fig. 2 are the experimental data from two
on a nanosecond timescale. Similar techniques have been shots: one with the POS and one without. T'he shots had
used previously for suppression of prepu!se and steepening nearly identical peak accelerator voltage pulses of - 960 kV
of pulse rise time on high-power generators. °'' In this ex- across the inductive store section. The accelerator pulse ar-
periment energy from a pulsed power accelerator is first rived at the inductor 0.5 sus after the peak of the injected

" stored in a vacuum inductor and then extracted through a plasma density at the cathode surface. The currents in the
low inductance, high impedance load. Results show the POS inductor I ,p and in the e-beam load section 1oN are shown
remains closed for up to 70 ns as the vacuum inductor is in Fig. 2(a). Without the POS the accelerator sees 190-nH
charged then opens in < 10 ns. Most of the energy in the inductance (Ls + L.) in series with the - 12-.? e-beam load.
inductor is then delivered to an e-beam diode load. Voltage This limits the peak current in the inductor to - 80 kA. 10t,
increases by a factor of 2 and power multiplications of up to a follows lup with some current loss due to cathode stalk emis-
factor of 4 over non-POS shots have been measured. A mod- sion. With the POS the accelerator sees only the inductive

~ e l of the switch opening is described which qualitatively store with Ls - 175 nH and the closed switch for the first
agrees with the data. -50 ns. During this time the switch diverts up to 220 kA

In these experiments the Gamble I accelerator" was from the load. When the switch begins to open, the down-
used to charge a coaxial vacuum inductor. At a 66-kV charg- stream current rises to - 130 k.A in -6 ns with a maximum
ing voltage, Gamble I provides a negative I-MV, 60-ns full doN/dt-2.2X 10" A/s. A loss of 90 kA occurs in the
width at half-maximum (FWHM) sinusoidal open circuit switch and downstream of the switch.
voltage waveform with an effective 2-.2 source impedance. Voltages across the switch Vs, = V - LsdpIup/dt
Figure I shows a schematic of the experiment and an equiva- computed from the measured insulator voltage VD and
lent circuit diagram. The experimental hardware consists of dI~u/dt are shown in Fig. 2(b). The voltage across the load
40-cm-long, 10042 coaxial vacuum inductor, a switch sec. impedance is approximately the same as the switch .'e
tion, and an e-beam diode section. The - 140-nH high im- becalue Ll.,4Ls. Without the POS the switch vo!ta-2 --'c.:s
pedance vacuum inductor section and the -35-nHinsulator at -790 kV and has an SS-ns FWH '..' ,t,

• provide the L s - 175 nH inductive store. The switch section voltage is near zero during the conduc L.... ..L..
contains three plasma guns of a type described elsewhere.' 2  to 1.4 MV in -20 ns. The FW}laI ofthe purse ib _25 ns.
The guns are located 12 cm offaxis and inject a carbon plas- The FWHM of the voltjge pulse with tdiz POS is reduced by
ma (primarily C") through a 10-cm-diam brass screen strik- a factor of 3 and the peak voltage is a factor cf 2 higher than
ing the inner 5-cm-diam cathode surface over a -60 cm: without the POS.

. area. The plasma density has a peak charge density of The x-ray signals agree with the pulse compression and
-- 5 X 10" cm "- and moves with a drift velocity of7.5 cm/ voltage multiplication. Without the POS o-35-ns FWHM,
U. s.3 Neutrals from the guns have a velocity - 1 cm/.ts and 25-V peak photodiode signal is measured compar-d to a 13-
arrive after the plasma. Downstream of the switch region is a ns FWHM pulse and - 225-V peak with the POS. The shape
10-cm-long. 42.42 transmission line segment with induc otthe x-ray signal and the factor of 8 signal increase agrers
tance LL, - 14 nH followed by the e-beam diode load. The with an ID1(Vsw) : scalinj' of the data."'
diode consists ofa 6-mm-thick rounded edge, hollow, cylin- The increased current and the higher volhage in the e-
drical aluminum cathode located 1 cm from a 1.6-mm-thick beam diode with the POS are corroborated by damage to the
carbon coated aluminum anode. anode. Without the POS the .node damage is %within a 6-cm-

diam circle white- with th Velc 0-~



tage.
" The peak power into the switch and load combination is load begins to conduct a !arger fraction of :he current. Phase

0.065 TW without the POS and 0.2S TW with the POS. The IV begins when the diode current exceeds the critical current
fourfold increase in peak power results from the higher vol- for magnetic insulation in the switch gap. The eccrrons no
tage and current in the switch. For comparison, the power longer interact with the plasma and travel down the final
delivered to a matched (2 .) low inductance (30 nHl diode is section of transmission line to the load.
0. 14 TV for a similar acc-eracor pulse. This model is very simplistic but does explain the ob-

Many shots were taken with different plasma densities served operation of the switch. The onset of each phase will
in the switch region and with different timing between the not be as clear cut as described here. 3urther experiments

"" arrival of the plasma in the switch region and the arrival of and electromagnetic code simulations .re planned to refine
the accelerator pulse. The switch opening was observed to be the model.
reproducible within the limits of the plasma gun and accel- Experimental results have been p:esented in which a
erator pulse reproducibility. The switch could be made to POS was observed to conduct up to 200 :-k for - 50 ns while
divert only the leading edge of the accelerator pulse as de- a vacuum inductor was charged. The switch then opened in

• sired for prepulse suppression or to divert as much as 250 kA - 10 ns producing a voltage in excess of I MV and delivering
with the switch still opening in - 10 ns depending on how a large fraction of the inductively stored energy to an e-beam
much plasma was injected. If too much plasma was injected diode load. The rapid opening is attributed to two-dimen-
the switch diverted the entire pulse from the load. An ex- sional enhanced erosion effects in the switch resulting from
tended parameter study of density effects is presently being the beam's sef-magnetic field. The output vo!...ge pulse was
performed. cotipressed in time by a factor of 3 and increased in peak

A simple model of the opening switch operation has value by a factor of 2. The power delivered to the load in-
been developed based on erosion of the plasma near the cath- creased by a factor of 4 as compared to the measured power
'ode due to the ion current drawn out of the plasma. The without the switch and by a factor of 2 compared to the
model consists of four phases: a conduction phase, a one accelerator's matched load peak power. In the closed state

- dimensional bipolar erosion phase," a two-dimensional the switch successfully diverted > 200 kA of current. A sim-
erosion phase, and a magnetic insulation phase. The effects pie model of the opening switch was presented which agrees
ormagnetic pressure due to J xB forces on the plasma have qualitatively with the observed switch operation. This model
been neglected in this model. These forces have been studied suggests further experiments which will provide insight into
extensively for the AMPHION ion diode concept'7 and are the operation and improved design of such switches.
under active study for their effects. The method described here is applicable to many

Phase I of the switch operation begins with the plasma pulsed-power accelerators. It offers a wide range of applica-
filling the switch region uniformly and striking a finite area tions from prepulse suppression to compact inductive ener-
on the cathode surface. The accelerator is fired and a voltage gy storage and pulse compression. For existing accelerators
appears across the inductor and switch combination. A cath- the POS can lower the inductance between the final energy
ode surface plasma is formed by some process and becomes a store and the load which allows faster risetimes. Applica-
spac:-charge-limited electron emitter. A gap near the cath- tions to multiline accelerator systems to aid in pulse forming
ode plasma forms and a bipolar Child-Langmuir diode is and to minimize jitter are currently under investigation. Fu-

. established with the cathode surface on one side and the ture experiments will focus on scaling of the switch oper-
carbon plasma on the other. Ions enter the gap due to their ation to higher currents and voltages and a better under-
drift and thermal velocity supplying the < 1% of the charge standing of the opening process.
l ux necessary to maintain a bipolar flow. For example a C- The authors would like to acknowledge the technical
plasma with a charge flux of 20 A/cm2 as used in the expen- assistance of M. Sucy, A. Robinson, and J. R. Boiler, useful
ments is sufficient to drive almost 3 kA/cm2 (electrons and discussions with P. F. Ottinger, R. J. Barker, and J. D. Ship-
ions) in the gap region. As long as the switch current density man, Jr., and experimental help from F. C. Young and J. NI.
remains below this level the gap will not open and the switch Nei. This work was supported by the Defense Nuch:k.r

" impedance will remain low. Phase 11 begins when the ion Agency.
flux into the gap is no longer sufficient to maintain bipolar
flow across the plasma-gap interface. The additional ion flux
is provided by eroding the plasma and opening the gap. This Pemaneni address: JAYCOR, Inc.. 20 S. \hiiin Sr.. Aexandria, ,:.-
erosion can produce opening velocities - 10 cm/us. As the
gap D increases, the Child-Langmuir switch impedance in- 'R. D. Ford, D. Jenkins. %V. H. Lupton. and 1. M. Vickovitsky. Rev. Szi.
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As the current in the switch region increases, the switch eec- the Seventh Sympoitun an E.ineerfng Problems of FusZon Re;earch
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Gamble I plasma opening switch experiment.
(b) Circuit diagram olthe experiment. V is the open circuit voltage wave-
form, AG the 2412 accelerator impedance, Lx the inductor, and A, the load
impedance.

FIG. 2. (a) Currenu upstream 1up and downstream 1, of the switch re-
gion, with and without the plasma opening switch. 'b) Voltages across the
switch for the two case
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